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FOREWORD
This report is a product of the Systems Evaluation Division
of the Institute for Defense Analyses in conjunction with the
WtVapons Systems Evaluation Group In response to WSEG Task Order
SD-35-T-l1iI, as modified in a memorandum for Director, WSED,
from Director, WSEO, dated 4IAugust 1966. The memorandum re-

suited from a. request by the Deputy Directors Tactical Warfare
Programs. ODDR&E. The Task was coordinated with the Joint
Chiefs or Staffa (J-3 and J-5).

The RED BARON Project produced four volumes.

Those members who made primary contribution to Volumne II were as follows:
Velma M. Archer
Douglas N. Beatty
John W. Rubino

Howard X. Hostler, Maj., USA
Ralph L. Kuster, Jr., Maj., USAF
Richard C. Stewart, Capt., USN[
John W. Walden, Cdr., USN

Charles W. Gardner

David D. Young, LCol., USAF

John S. Attinello

~

A. Thomas

.Earl

Charles R. Shaw, Col., USA

At its Inception (October 1966) the RED BARON Project team
consisted of:
U.)

John S.
Douglas
John W.
Malcolm

Attinello, Project Leader
N. Beatty, Ass't Project Leader
Walden$ Cdr., USN, Senior Navy
J. Agnew$ LCol., USAF, Senior Air Force

Phillip J. Conley, Jr., LCol., USAF, and Thomas J. Hughes, Capt.,

U3Np also worked part time on the project from its inception,
primerily acting as an interview-debrief team. LCol. Agnew and
Cdr. Walden were the other team.
In November John Rubino$ Charles Tiffin, William Eason,
Capt., USN, and Charles R. Shaw, Cal., USA, joined the project.
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In December, Robert J. Lynch, Jr., Col., USMC, joined, and
Philip Brooks, Col., USAF, became Senior Air Force representative.
Richard C. Stewart, Capt., USN, was assigned in February 1967.
These later military arrivals shared their time with other WSEG

3

proJects.

While developing interview methods and techniques, the
project was valuably assisted by two psychologists from IDA/RESD,$
W. Sinaiko and W. Richard Kite.

For interviews in the U.S.,

teams consisting of military

and civilian project members supplemented the two teams d,_isignated initially to collect data in the combat theater. In the SEA
theater, two Navy-Air Force teams (Conley-Hughes and Agnew-Walden)
conducted the interviews. LCol. Agnew and Cdr. Walden also interviewed SEA returnees at European bases.
As interviews were conducted, it became apparent that much
more data were being cellected than had been initially estimated
from official reports. Therefore, a rapid increase in qualified.
piersonnel was needed to collate the data for publication.
Roy 0. Anderson, Rear Admiral,

USN,

Senior Navy Member of

U

WSEG, through appropriate channels, obtained the services of
four Navy fighter pilots for a period of two weeks. The assistance to the RED BARON Project of the following Navy pilots is
acknowledged:

6,1

Dennis E .' Becker,

Lt.,

USN

Benjamin Clouv,
LCdr., USN
Samuel C. Flynn, LCdr., USN
William D. Kiper, LCdr., USN
..A.

J.

Beck,

Major General,

USAF,

Senior Air Force Member of

WBEG, with the cooperation of Headquarters, USAF, obtained the
services of nine tactical fighter pilots for a thirty-day period.
The assistance to the RED BARON Project of the following Air

Force pilots is acktnowledged;

iv
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S•"Thomas
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USAF

H. Curtis, MaJ.,

Leslie C. Long, Capt., USAF
Robert S. Maxwell, Capt., USAF
R. P. Moore, Maj., USAF
Sam P. Morgan, Jr., Capt., USAF
Michael 0. Pennacchio, Capt., USAF
William P. Robinson, Maj., USAF
Ronald W. Scott, Capt., USAF
Ronald J. Ward, Maj., USAF

The project also acknowledges the assistance of the following individuals who assisted the interview teams in the data
collection phase:

J. Berkow, Col., USAF, ARPA R&D Field Unit,
Bangkok, Thailand
R. Hiller, Assistant for Operations Analysis,
CINCPACAF Staff
E. Kapos, OEG Representative, CINCPACFLT Staff
G. Koyiades, COMNAVOCEANO
J.

I

R. Linsenmeyer, Chief, Scientific Research Advisory
Group, CINCPAC Staff
J. V. Patterson, Col., USAF, ARPA R&D Field Unit,
Saigon, Vietnam
B. Powers, QEG Representative, CINCPACFLT Staff
H. L. Wood, Col., USAF, Headquarters, 7th AF
D.

-

G. Lynch,

The commands,

LCol,

OPNAV

USMC,

whose cooperation made it

possible to reach

the participants of air-to-air engagements, are also acknowledged.
COMMANDS
Commander-in-Chief,

Pacific

Commander-in-Chief,
Commander-in-Chief,

U.S. Pacific Fleet
Pacific Air Forces
Tan Son Nhut AB,

Commander,

Seventh Air Force,

Commander,

Task Force Seventy-Seven

Deputy Commander,

7/13th Air Forces,

Vietnam

Udorn Airfield,

Thailand
Commander,
Thailand
Commander,

8th Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW),
366th TFW,

Danang AB,

Vietnam

Commander,

355th TFW,

Takhli AB,

Thailand

Commander,

388th TFW,

Korat AB,

ThaLland

v
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V.

Ubon Airfield,

.

.

...

i

UNCLASSIFIED
Commander, 432nd Tactical Reconnaissance Wing, Udorn
Airfield, Thailand
Commanding Officer,

USS KITTY HAWK (CVA-63)

Commanding Officer, USS TICONDEROGA (CVA-41)
Commanding Officer, USS BON HOMME RICHARD (CVA-31)
Commanding Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVA(N)-65)
Commanding Officer, USS HANCOCK (CVA-19)
Director, ARPA R&D Field Unit, Saigon, Vietnam
Director, ARPA R&D Field Unit, Bangkok, Thailand
Commander, 41st Air Division, Yakota AB, Japan
Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Air Forces, Europe
Commander, Seventeenth Air Force, Ramstein AB, Germany
Commander, 81st TFW RAF, Bentwaters, England
Commander, 36th TFW, Bitburg AB, Germany
Commander, 50th TFW, Hahn AB, Germany
Commander, Naval Air Forces, U.S. Pacific Fleet
Commander, Fleet Air, Miramar, California
Commander,
Nevada

Tactical Fighter Weapons Center,

I

Nellis AFB,

Commander, 15th TFW, McDill AFB, Florida
Commander,
California 831st Air Division (TAC), George AFB,
Commander,

835th Air Division, McConnell AFB,

Commander,

3525th PTW, Williams AFB, Arizona

Commander,

4531st TFW,

Commander,

4453rd Combat Crew Training Wing,

Homestead AFB,

AFB, Arizona

Florida
Davis-Monthan

I

I

,C

.1
S,,

Kansas

~
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INTRODUCTION

At the request of the Director of Defense Research and
Engineering, the Weapons Systems Evaluation Group has undertaken
a study of air-to-air encounters in Southeast Asia. The project

code name is RED BARON.
Data that have been collected on
approximately 400 such encounters through 1 August 1967 will
be analyzed primarily to assist in the selection of suitable
research and development programs for future high-performance
fighter aircraft. A secondary purpose of the study was to provide data for use by the military services and of the scientific
scommunity.
This volume is a partial documentation for the
secondary purpose,
A.*DATA SOURCES
Data contained in this report were taken from two sources:

the official reporting media and personal interviews with par-

~

t

Iticipants.

Past IDA/WSEG experience in collecting combat data 1 *2

has shown that the official reporting media, which are designed
primarily for military operational and statistical needs, are
Inadequate for many analytic purposes.
The project groups conducting these earlier studies found that personal interviews
with participants were necessary for R&D analyses.
In Project
RED BARON, interviews were considered the primary data
source, supplemented, where available, by official reports.
1WSEG

Staff Study 134, Adequacy of Data from Southeast Asia

Combat Air Operations for Research and Development Analyses
or Aircraft Losses and Damages (U), SECRET, February 1967.
2 WSEG Report 101, Requirements
of Defense R&D Agencies for
Data from Combat Air Operations in 3outheast Asia, SECRET,

August 1966.
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For purposes of this

that were investi-

encounters

study,

gated were defined to include the following types:

expending ordnance,

or enemy aircraft

Loss or damage in

craft.

hostile or

initiating

* Either U.S. or enemy aircraft
evasive maneuvers,
* Either U.S.

visually or by

(either

0 Sighting of enemy aircraft
radar),

U.S.

combat of either

tI

During the data collection phase,

and

or enemy air-

was made to

an effort

assure the exhaustiveness of the information contained in this
However, it was established that certain aspects of
report.
For example,

combat could not be included.

air-to-air

frequently

the conduct of CAP and escort missions,

it

during
was neces-

for the fighter force to intercept ,-dar contacts which
Also, during the course of
proved to be friendly aircraft.
sary

missions,
as enemy,

aircraft sighted were initially identified and called-i
These occuronly to be recognized later as friendly.

rances were not reported and therefore are not documented in
volume.

this

While numerous sightings of enemy aircraft are contained
believed that there are many other sightings which were not documented (and therefore not included).
substantiated by the numerous instances which
This is partially
were mentioned during interviews for which no date or location
was recalled and which were not correlated with reported sightin

this volume,

it

is

ings.
The first

type was considered in

ing was of R&D interest,

e.g.,

attempt to engage enemy aircraft
tioning U.S.

equipment.

if

detail

a U.S.

only if

aircraft

because of inferior

the sight-

made no
or malfunc-

Where no R&D implications were mdi-

Scated, sightings were noted to record the information collected
for potentlal use for other analyses.

.2
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Since "test type" instrumentation does not exist on most
combat aircraft, the validity and quality of data are limited
to the tolerances of human senses and recollections (aided
where possible by official and personal records,
etc.).

notes,

tapes,

A detailed account of the precautions taken to insure

the validity and quality of data gathered in
is presented in Section II.

such interviews

Originally the data sample consisted of 248 encounters
through 1 March 1967.
However, from this date through 22 May,
65 more encounters were identified (not including "sightings").
In the 23-month period from first
encounter to 1 March, 47
"confirmed plus probable" MIC kills were reported.
In the sixweek period in April-May 1967, the 65 engagements resulted in
37 "confirmed plus probable" MIG kills. 1

3

B. DATA PRESENTATION
Though the analyses to be conducted in the RED BARON study
were to be limited to exposing problems for R&D considerations,
interest in the basic data was expressed in msny areas of the
military and scientific conmnunities.

To satisfy these needs

the data have been formalized and are published in

as follows:
Volume 1:
VleI

three volumes

Account of F-4 and F-8 Events Prior to 1 March
1967 (U) (WSEG Log No. 126571)

U.S.

Aircraft
-F-4B Involved
F-4C
F-8
F-104
SU-2

No. of Encounters
to 1 March
1967
13
55
8I
1

Total Events Reported Volume I
Concurrently,
there bywasU.S.
a shift
in targeting
policy (NVN airfields were bombed
aircraft
from 23 April)
and the introduction of new equipment (e.g., SUU-16A guns installed in
some F-4C aircraft).
Because of these factors the additional
engagements were included in the RED BARON data base.

1SECRET

3

SECRET
Volume II:

--

Account of F-105 Events Prior to 1 March 1967 (U)
of Encounters
to 1 March 1967

vNo.
tn
c
Aircraft Involved

U.
U.S.

5

151

F-105

Account of Air-to-Air Events from I March 1967
to I August 1967, and All Miscellaneous Events
Tctal number of events, 316.
(U).

Volume III:

For ease of study and analysis,

the available information

has been summarized under the following headings:
*Primary Mission and Tactical Situation

j

3

eMission Route
* Aircraft Configurations
e Flight Conditions Prior to Encounter
* Initial

Detection

0 Action Initiated
* Situation Development
* Ordnance
* Equipment Problems

"• Aircrew Comments
" Data Sources
Following the above,
integrates all
nated air-to-air

an edited narrative is

the information-sources
engagement.

presented which

pertaining to the desig-

The names and official call signs of the participants
have been replaced by standardized nomenclature to give
anonymity to the interviewees.

This precaution was followed

throughout to encourage frank and honest answers to all
questions posed by the interview teams.

4
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II. DATA DEFINITION AND COLLECTION

ii
3Ition
m

A. BACKGROUND-GOALS AND LIMITATIONSI
The broad goal formulated for the data definition/collection effort was to obtain sufficient data to enable reconstruc-.
of the various air-to-air encounters in appropriate detail
with maximum accuracy and completeness ("reconstruction" being
the key word).
The scope and degree of detail was not simply defined.
It revolved around the needs of the R&D community and the
limitations of the available data. The primary limitation was
human ability to sense and recall.
There were no recording
devices in U.S. aircraft, and, therefore, with few exceptions
(such as taped communications and photographs), all data had
to be extracted from the minds of participants and observerse

II

There was also the question of the adequacy, for event rel onstruction, of data reported from Southeast Asia through the
standard reporting systems.
IDA/WSEG experience1 showed that
while these systems offered certain worthwhile information for

3

I

i

R&D purposes, they were far from adequate for the purposes of
this specific study.
It was decided that IDA/WSEG would interview participants
in air-to-air encounters as the principal source of data.

N*
S~Data

Operationsof inDefense
Southeast
(U), for
July
IWSEG from
ReportCombat
101, Air
Requirements
R&D Asia
Agencies

1966, (SECRET).
WSEG Staff Study 13 , Adequacy of Data from
Southeast Asia Combat Air Operations for Research and Development Analyses of Aircraft Loss and Damage (U), February 1967,
T(SECRET).
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B. APPROACH
The data collection program involved several interrelated
areas or operations.
They were:

1. Identification of air-to-air encounters and the
2.

participants.
Development of more specific data needs and resolution
of needs with limitations.

II

3.'Collection of appropriate documentary information on
Southeast Asia air-to-air encounters.
I. Development of optimum interview techniques.

5. Location of and arrangements for interviewing
participants.
These operations were not necessarily sequential and were
continued throughout the data collection phase.

Items I and 3 initially were interrelated, i.e., the means
of identifying encounters was through search of existing documentation -- various formally and informally maintained "box
scores" and other files.
Early information was gained from the Office of the Chief
of Naval Operations and the USAF Air Staff. Additional basic
documentation ,came from the USAF Tactical Fighter Weapons Cen-

ter, CINCPACFLT, CINCPACAF, COMNAVAIRPAC, and the Commander,
"7th Air Force.
It was quickly determined that the various
"box scores" did not aGree.
This was attributed to a variance
in definition of what constituted an air-to-air encounter/
engagement and possibly administrative or communications
failures within the commands.
Additionally, early in the study, the CNO and the Chief of
Staff, USAF, were advised of Project RED BARON and requested
to provide reference to appropriate documentation.
Numerous
replies were received from various offices within the Services.

6
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Gradually, sources of documented information were increased until they included:
standard reporting system (OPREPs,
COACT,

Navy 3480 Reports,

Guided Missile Performance Reports);

various reports of associated studies made by OEG representa-

3
j
nsince
3

from pilots who
tives and other analytical groups; letters
could not be interviewed; various records kept at all
levels
of command; gun-camera films; tapes of communications made by
pilots; and miscellaneous message traffic
among military
cominands.
Identification of participants
there is

was a particular problem

no existing mechanism for providing this infor-

mation.

With a relatively few exceptions, names of partici-!
pants were not included in reports.
However, names were
gradually acquired through informal communications with USN
and USAF pilots and,

as the interview program proceeded,

other

persons were identified by the interviewees.
Some specific items of data desired were defined by visits

3.

to various Service R&D and training organizations and through
meetings with representatives of various industrial organizations concerned with components of U.S. fighter weapons systems.
(These visits and conferences also provided information on the

3

3

technical and operational aspects of the weapons systems concerned.)
Eventually, a categorized list
of data specifically
desired from each encounter was formulated.
Having established the data requirements,

an interviow

program was desired which would:
0 Allow the greatest number of interviews,

while

* Maximizing the quality, depth, and scope of information obtained from each interview.
i

There were uncertainties about the interview program,
however.

They involved such considerations as the human

ability to recall stressful incidents and the effect of elapsed
time between the event and attempt to recount it.

UNCLASSIFIED
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of people throughout the world had to be interviewed, great
quantities of interview data had to be reduced,

and time and

3

manpower had to be considered.
With the assistance of IDA psychologists, H. W. Sinaiko
and W. R. Kite, basic interview concepts were delineated.
These concepts stressed unhurried informality, anonymity of
the interviewee,
in

1

a chronological approach to the entire flight

question (not just the air-to-air encounter period of it),

and much use of visual aids -- maps,
models -- to reconstruct events.

sketches,

airplane

A systematic program was developed to interview a maximum
number of participants in the combat theater and throughout
CONUS and Europe.
There was little
chance to control the
elapsed time between events and interview.
As a result, the

3

elapsed time varied from days to more than one year.
Efficiency of operation was approached in various ways.
Several levels of encounter were defined according to their
ad itensty. and the basic interview procedure
.comlexty
was somewhat expanded or abbreviated according to the level of
encounter and the knowledge of the interviewee.
Data formats

K

were devised which attempted to facilitate the recording (andj
subsequent reduction) of information while stimulating the
memory of the interviewee.
A total of ten persons were trained as interviewers.
Where it

was possible to communicate with a participant but
not practical or possible to interview him, he was contacted
by mail.
While there was the desire to interview a maximum number
of pilots, it was superseded by a desire to maximize coverage
over the largest number of encounters.
Consequently, where a

Sighting only (visual or radar); either side taking hostile
or evasive action; expenditure of ordnance by either side;
loss or damage by either side.

S8
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choice had to be made as to whom to interview,
coverage was the first
I

i3
3

breadth of

consideration.

At the start, various test interviews were conducted,
-~their results evaluated, and improvements made before a large

scale program was undertaken.

•

Minor changes in procedure were

made throughout the program.
1
C. DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW PROCEDURE

In spite of the small changes that evolved and flexibility
included to accommodate each situation, the basic interview
procedure remained largely constant after the early test cases.
Ideally, the interviewee was given advance notice and a
general idea of what would be discussed. The interview team

i

consisted of two persons, one a military pilot with a significant amount of flying experience and the second person a miliThe team would meet with one crewtary officer or civilian.
man at a time in a closed room, with minimum distraction, and
with what was intended to be more than ample time allotted for
The team attempted to create an air of relaxed
the meeting.
informality.

I,

The interviewee was giyen an explanation of the study,
how it came about, what it hoped to accomplish, and what his
role was. It was emphasized that his name would not appear
in print and that, in general, attempts would be made to preThis was done
serve the anonymity of the persons interviewed.
The complete interview
to encourage frank and honest answers.
procedure was explained in

detail.

the pilot was asked to give an uninterrupted narraHe was asked to start from
tive of the encounter in question.
aspects through the
planning for the mission and discuss all
given examples of the
He was first
return to base.
flight's
Next,

i1

Early in the project it became stankind of detail desired.
dard for the interviewers to use a tape recorder for the
1 more detailbd discussion is presented in Volume IV of this
report.

UNCLASSIFIED

j.

UNCLASSIFIED
narrative phase.

This,

of course,

depended upon the inter-

I

viewee's consent and he was always free to go back and erase
He was assured that the
anything he wished from the tape.
tape was only for the use of the interviewers in gaining comuse was
plete, accurate information from the meeting and its
limited to the project.
Next,
encounter,

depending on the intensity and complexity of the
Again, the sketch
a sketch of the action was made.

covered a greater part of the mission than just the air-to-air
The
encounter, dealing with ingress and egress as well.
technique was to put a transparent paper overlay on a large
scale map and trace the paths, in plan view, of the various
aircraft known to have been present (as they were believed to

3

The third dimension
be) relative to known geographical points.
to the picture was introduced by means of a keyed time-sequence
vs.

altitude plot at the top of the overlay.
With regard to time,

early in

the study it

became clear

that the air-to-air combatant rarely had any reasonable concept

of the time duration of events or phases of the combat.

He

This
recall well the sequence of events.
caused the injecting of time-sequences into the interview
The procedure was for the interviewer 'o "stop the
process.
could,

however,

'

action" at a point where something significant was occurring
and try to elicit a detailed account of the scene at that
instant --

the location and altitude of each participant;

status of the interviewee's aircraft in

fuel state

the way of speed,

g's,

avionics modes, etc.; action by the individual and

his reasons therefor; communications which took place; enemy
actions; etc.

After such a stop the description would continue until the
next significant event occurred at which point the action would
These stops correspond with the "T" (or
be stopped again.
While one team member
"Time") marks in events and pi%:tures.

10
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worked with the pilot in making the sketch,
notes an a specially designed note pad.

I

the other kept

Upon completion of this step-by-step microscopic phase,
interviewers consulted their checklist on data Items and

~the

asked specific questions about points which had not come out.

3

Finally, the interviewee was encouraged to comment on the
whole range or conciderations which might be of interest to
the study -- comments derived from his experience in this
specific encounter as well as from his overall experience.
horThe duration of an interview was from minutes to several
hours,

depending on the significance and complexity of the

.encounter and the knowledge of the interviewee.

D. ENEAL
OMMNTSON DATA
The Project identified 248 air-to-air encounters that

3
3

Participants in 164 of these
occurred prior to 1 Mp.rch 1967.
were interviewed, with a total of 331 interviews
•encounters
conducted.
•were

1

In addition'

received.

37 written accounts of engagements
priority was given to the more com-

In general,

plex encounters; events for which no interviews were conducted

were usually a sighting only, with no R&D significance.

I'

The study group found that human ability to recall the
details of incidents stressful to them is sometimes quite

*

remarkable.

With regard to the validity of recall,

'arious

comparisons were made between OPREP reports of the encounter
interviews and between interviews of various participants

* •and
in

3

There was generally good agreement.

the same encounter.

Where significant discrepancies appeared,

they could usually
complex situation

be traced to the confusion of a fast moving,

3•more

I1f an individual was interviewed in connection with two or
different encounters, this would be considered as two
or more interviews.

UNCLASSIFIED
,i,_

_

_

I

_

_
....

_

I

_

._

__|

_

_..

_i_.

.

UNCLASSIFIED
rather than memory failure or some psychological phenomena.
(Discrepancies between various accounts of the same event did
In
cause some difficulty in the final reconstruction process.
almost all cases, discrepancies were resolved through repeated
study of the data, use of logical deductions, and/or
reinterview.)
Intuitively,

it

might appear that the beat information

would be obtained by minimizing the time lapse between enrounHowever, there are opinions and illustrater and interview.
The thought cannot be proved or
tions which counter this.
disproved at this time.

As noted earlier,

1

elapsed time between

encounter and interview ran from a period of days to more than
Dates of events and interviews have been included in
a year.
the published data.
The interview techniques,

in

general,

were highly regarded

by interviewees for effectiveness in stimulating accurate,
detailed recall.
In some cases, through the procedures used,
interviewees were able to correct and clarify their concep-

'tions of events.
E.

EVENT RECONSTRUCTIONS
The account of each event is

basic parts:

(1)

presented in

at least two

An outline which gives an abbreviated pres-

entation of the highlights of the event,

and (2) A narrative

i

of the encounter.

All of the events contained in this Volume are summarized
in the following tabulation. A Glossary of Terms was developed to aid in

the interpretation of the events.

The glossary

I

also contains descriptions and illustrations of the more
common aircraft maneuvers.

The events in Volume III describe encounters with enemy3
aircraft which occurred during the period 1 March 1967 to

1 August 1967.

12

In addition, other encounters which occurred

UNCLASSIFIED

"M&

UICUN
SSIFIED
In

the time period covered by Volume I and Volume II

described.

These events,

are also

involving aircraft which rarely

encountered MICs or about which little

is

i•nce a knowledge of their occurrence is

known,

are included

important

for a com-

plete picture of the air-to-air war.
For this same reason, also
included are those events with suspected MIOs, whose presence
was only surmised from electronic contacts.
this comprehensive coverage is

3

It

is

felt that

prerequisite for total under-

standing of the air-to-air operations

in

Southeast Asia.

I
I
I1
3

LI
I
I
I

:3-.|

Iz

~
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SECRET
LIST OF EVENTS

Date/Time

Event
Ill-i
111-2
111-3
111-4
111-5
111-6
111-7
111-8
111-9
111-10
II-11-

3
4
4
14
20
20
20
12
15
16
25

Apr'65/1110H
Apr'65/1150H
Apr'65/1150H
May'65/unknown
May'65/1235H
May'65/1300H
Jun'65/1835H
Oct'65/day
Nov'65/1445H
Nov'65/1638H
Nov'65/1448H

111-12
111-13
111-14

25 Nov'65/1510H
26 Nov'65/1123H
15 Jan'66/120i.H

111-15

19 Jan'66/0950H

111-16
111-17

19 Jan'66/0953H
20 Jan'66/0832H

111-18
111-19
111-20
111-21

8
10
12
20

Feb'66/1000H
Feb'66/1349H
Feb'661144CH
Feb'66/Unknown

111-22
111-23
111-24
111-25
111-26
II1-27
111-28
111-29

15
17
8
12
27
28
29
12

Mar'66/1121H
Mar'66/1222H
Apr'66/0906H
Apr'66/unknown
Apr'66/Unknown
Apr'66/1405H
Apr'6611745H
Ju'66/1135SH

111-30
111-31
111-32
111-33
111-34
111-35

24
29
16
23
10
10

Ju1'66/1805H
JuI'66/1610H
Aug'66/--56H
Aug'66/1135H
Sep'66/0830H
Sep'66/0941H

111-36
111-37
111-38
!&1-39
111-40
111-41
111-42
It-43

10
24
5
6
9
10
10

111-45

Sep'66/2020H
Sep'66/2020H
Oct'66/0235H
0ct'66/0026H
0ct'66/1013H
Oct'66/Unknown
Oct'66/1450H
Nov'66/Unknown
28 Nov'66/1155H
28 Nov'66/1412M

I11-46
M11-47
111-48
111-49
III-so
111-51
111-52
III-S3
111-54
i11-55
111-56
111-57
111-58
111-59

2
4
4
5
14
1
2
3
6
15
16
16
16
17

141-44

Dec'66/1420H
Dec'66/0818H
Oec'66/1130H
Dec'66/1057H
Dec'66/1602HI
Jan'67/1545H
Jan'67/1315H
Jan'67/0734H
jan'67/0919H
Jan'67/lOOSH
Jan'67!1035H
Jan'67/1555H
Jan'67/1855H
Jan'67/15391

Aircraft Involved
No. -Type
Enemy
U.S.
4 A-4C
4 F-1000
4 F-1000
? F-104
I RB-66
MIGCAP
4 A-IH
2 RF-1I1
2 RF-101
2 RF-101
16 m-4E
2 A-4C
2 RF-8A
2 RF-101
I RF-8A
1 F-8C
12 F-4B
1IEA-3B
I EA-3B
I F-4B
ilEA-38
I F-4B
1 EA-38
2 RF-101
1 EA-38
11 F-48
2 RF-101
2 RF-101
2 F-4C
KA-3B
2 F-4C
2 F-4B
1 A-1E
J2 A-4C
i1 A-4E
1 EC-121M
I RC-47
4 A-4
2 A-4
EC-121
1 EB-666
14 F-4C
2 F-4B
2 F-48
1 F-4B
1 E-IB
4 A-IH
EA-3B
4 R-4C
2 RF-101
2 F-8E
14 F-4C
(I EB-66C
4 F-4B
EB-66C
2 F-4C
2 EB-66
USN A/C
2 RF-101
I RF-4C
1 RF-4C
2 EB-66
1 C-135
1 RF-101
1 EB-66
1 RF-4C
1 EB-668

I
I
2
?
I
2
2
2
2
2
3

MIG-17
MIG-17
MIG-17
MIG
MIG
MIG
MIG-17
MIG-17
MIG
MIG
MIG-17?

2 MIG-19
4-6 MIG
I MIG-21

Results
Lost/Damaged
U.S.
0/0
0/0
1/0
0/0
Sighting
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
Sighting
0/0
Sighting
0/0
Sighting

Enemy
0/0
1/0?
0/0
0/0
0/0
1/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

Radar
Radar
Radar
2
3
2
1

Unidentified
Unidentified
Unidentified
MIG-170 (Pass)

Radar
Sighting
Sighting
Radar

1 MIG
8 MIG
I MIG ?
MIGs
? Unidentified
I Unidentified
1MIG
I MIG-15
I1MIG-15/17
1 MIG-21
MIGs
2 MIG-17
3 MIG-17
1 MIG-17
2 MIG-21

Sighting
Sighting
0/0
1/0
Radar
Radar
1/0

MIGs
1 Unidentified
Unidentified
Unidentified
4 MIG-17
Unidentified
Unidentified
2 MIG-19
MIG (Pass)
MIG (Pass)

Radar
Radar
Rader.
Radar
0/0
Radar
Radar
Sighting
Radar
Radar

Unidentified
MIG-21
Unidentified
MIG-21
MIG-21 (Pass)
MIGs
2 Unidentified
I Unidentified
2 MIG
I MIG-17
1 MIG (Poss)
2 MIG-17
2 MIG
I MIG-21

Radar
Sighting
Radar
0/0
Sighting
Radar
Sighting
Padar
u/0
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
0/0
Sighting

2
2
1
1

SECRET

Sighting
Radar
1/0
0/0
Sighting
0/0
Sighting

0/0
0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0

1/1

0/0

0/0

0/0
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LIST OF EVENTS
-

Evet
111-60
111-61
111.62

111-63
111-64
111-65
111-66
1Is6
11-6
111-611
111-70'
111-71
III-it

10solts

Aircraft Inivolved

--

Datetim
)1?Je,67/1I401

20 J46,67/01165W
a) jani,61UZ4SH
21 Jani/i13
21Jan*M1zOW
2 jan,67/1lOOW
It J4n6,711130"
2 J40,4711610N
i J40,67/16129
Is Jm6,7/163211
4 Fab'6i/Unknowfl
S Fab'67111S4H1
10 fab'67/1418"

Enemy
a RF-101
4 F-l05
1.4c

2 unidentified
2 KIW-I
a 1416-21

U.S.
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting

aU nidentified
1 141G-i?

oa6

0/0j

4 F.103
2 F-l02
1 6-66
2 RF-101
4 F-lOS
4 F-105
2 F-1OS
3 F-4C
A2F-101
11IL-14
4 -0

4 Unidentified
"
3 IG-11i7hte
Umdet fl3ed
3 WIG-il
I NIB-ti00
1 Uietfe
I NIG-lI/il
1 111B-6
2 Hit 1,

gh11titil
Sight0ag

0/0

aSightingE
1 hlS

010

.

sighting

/
Sighting
Sighting3
Sighting
0/0

111-13

16 FtbS?/11624H

111414
111-75
111-76
111.71
111-76
Il1-SO
111-81
11142!
11-8
111-44

3 F-10S
19 Fab'67/005911
4 F-C
19 Fe'700H
Fb7001F-Csighting
4 F-10S
22 FebB67/162414
2 AF-4C
3 Feb'67/15OOH
k1.?
II-~
4 F-IC5
23 Fob'67/1532H
1 IF-4C
as reb'67/1105H
1 RF-4C
5 er710703H
4 F-l0S
S Par'67/l6i511
2 RF-4C
B New'7/1400H
a mF-4C
7 Par, 67/1100H

III-as
111-4$
111-87

8 otar567/1603H
9 Par 6710351H
10 Nlaw67/155311

4 F-105
1 RFt-C
{4 F-4C

2 Unidentified
PIG?
I-ls1ighting
4
2 NIts
S1Fbl/95H
Uietfe
/Sihtingc/
I NIB-il
0/0
I Umldeptifi*d
"to0
1 IG
Sighting
I WIG-IS
Siht
ji N6-li (Pst
2 IG-i?(o17l~t~
fled
14 unidenti
0/0
a NIB6-11
Radar,
I NiBl (pass)
0/0
1 WIG-ti

111-810
111-SO

10 Marf67/1556H
10 aW0B/1656"1

4 F-105
1t F-106

Ji WIG-2i

sighting2/
0/0/

111-90

10 NeWGiAfte~-

14 WIS-1700D
4 WIG-2I

0/0005

noon
10 mav'67/1SS3H
111-91
Mar'$?/Unknown
11
111-22
ii War':67/
111-93
16 NWewli/lOOW
111-94
26 War'67/1616H
11-1
to Wer'61/1613H
111-96
11-9 6 s'6/~lN
25Nar7/~lti
11193
26 War'67/1645M
111-99
21 Mar'67/16ZOH
111-100
21 Ka&567/Unknowfl
11-101
26 mar'67/l1S1H
111-102
27 Nar'67/16171
1103
2 Wr'7/Unknow
1 1-105
29 War,67/Un641H
111-104
30 War'6i/094514
111-106
30 Nar'b7/1641H4
1-0?
a Apr'67/161014
111-108
ftpv67/16351t
pE/35
18a1-0
11-109
:110-i 12 Apr'67/1323H

111-

11 Ap r'67/ 1615H

III-Ila

19 Apr'6i/17OOH

199
111-113 11-14
19
111-116
19
111-114

16

p'6/lSS4
Apr'6712/UNnf
Apr'67/141SH
Apr,67/IG02H

Envoy3

2 F.1IO

3 NIG-17

1 WIG-170/00
4 F.105
1 WIG-i?
4 F-IOS
I Wis
4 F-4C
a NIB-li
2 RF-4C
1 WIG-liS1btn
4 F-l05
4 NIB-li
4 F-lOS
I NIB-li
4 F-lOS
2 unidentified
1 9-66
I WIG-il
P4
4 F-l1015G-i
3 NIB-li
4 F-4C
a NIB-lI
3 F-4C
1 "nl-il
1 3-66

4 F-4CS

4 P.101
4 F-105
4 F-106
2 RF-4C
4 P-105
2 F-104
41-O
2 F-435
4
BF-48
2 F-lOS
4 -O/0
4F-1050
4 F-1050

2unidentified

2uniden*tified
3 NIG-2l
2 RIG_:I
2 WIG-il1/
2 NIB-ti
I NIB
n~ni~dS~tn
3 WIG-2
8-1 unidentfie
2 WIG
WGl
1-o16WI-l7
2 NIG-17

SECRET

1
1

0/

010

/
010
Ole

/00

Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Si hting0/I
0/001
/
c/o
0/0
Sighting

0/0
/
0/0

0sigh/0n1

S/ ht1n
Sighting
Sighting00
Sighting
Wa0
St nin
S/0ghtingI
0/0
ob
0/1

0/0

I/

0/0
110
0/0

0/00/

I .-,

~~pfl~~~t
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*
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SECRET
LIST OF EVENTS
Aircraft l1ivelved
[vent
III-lit

1..111-120
3
II-las

hI-il,
Ill-126
111.12?
111-124
Ilitlis
111-130
111.131
111-132
111-133

I111-134
111-135
111-136
*111-131
*111-138

Dae/~Time
4 F-1060

7 WIG-i?

1 Apr,611i0913

4 t-4C

4 N141

4 F-106

21 APPIS?/1653"

4 F-1OS

2 WIG-i?

It Aor'67/11SSN
22 App'61/1542H
a2 Apr,6?/1635N
22 Apw'$?/l638M
23 AP047/1622W
23 Ape 67/i623H
13 AprI?7/16555
23 Apr'67I1651N

2
4
4
4
4
a
3
4

24
24
24
24

A r'6i/16i511
Apr'67/i6i21
Apr'$?ji445H
Apr'6/i1i911

*111-141

4 F-lOS
4 P-1

NF-4C
P-lO5
F-1OS
F-1OS
F-l011
P-lOS
F-4C
F-4C
I P-4C
4 F-10S
2 F-1050
2 F-48
4 F-105

111-139
111-140

24 Apr'S?/i700H
24 Apr'67/i700M
25 Ap r'61/100214

4 P-4C
I A-6A
4 F-105

111-142.
111-143
li~-144
111-141

2
25
25
25

4
4
4
3

I111-146
3111-150
I111-154
I

W1-147
i11-148
111-149
lii-i5)
Il1-16?
111-153
111-155
111-156
111-157
Ill-isa
111-159
Il-iS0
Ill-il1
111-162
111-143
111-164
111-165
111-166
111-16?
Il1-168
111-169
111-170
111-171
111-172

(POSS

2 9'IC 17Sgt
WIG-17Wi0/
I WiG-li

24 Apr'67/0945H

Apr'67/1005H
AllP'G?/1002H
Apr'67/1000H
Apr'6?/iCOON

25 Apr'G?/iOO5H

25 Apr's?/1i09N
Z5 Apr'61/iQOOWN
25 Apr'G?/i01W

25 Aprs6?/1112H

25 Apr'G?/1006W
26 Apr'67/1616H
26 Apr'6?/16i7N

26 Apr'67.'i620N
26
26
26
28
28

Apr:67/I62OH
Ap r67/1620H
Apr'67/i6240
Apr*67/i14014
Apr'67/1630H

28 Apr'67J1G53N

["#
nmy

1p.S.

19 APP'6?/1?00H

Apt11129H
111-121
to Apr6710456
20 Apr'6?/1134W

Results

mo
F-106
F.1O6
F-lOS

4 F-105

2
4
12
(2
2
4
4
4

F-01
F-l05
EI-622
RF-4C
At4
F-1060
F-1OB
F-105

4 F-1050

4
4
4
4
4

F-lOS
F-105D
F-4C
F-4C
F-105

4 F-lOS

261Apr'67/i630N
26 Apr'G?/163514
28 Apr'67/163E11
28 Apr'67/i636N
28 APr7/1548H
23 Apr'67/Unknown
28 Apr'67/1653N
26 Apr*67/1?OO0i
29 AprG$?/1IOW
29 Ap06?/i6iSW

4 F-10S
2 F-103lD
4 F-106D
4 F-l06
2F-iO5F
4 F-l05
4 F-lO5
4 F105S
1 RF-l10
4 F-105

29 Apr*E?/i61511
29 Apr'67/16i5H

4 F-105
4 F-105

1

1 WIC-21
a WIG-17
2 Ui~ndtati tied
I WIG-2i
I WIG-li
16 WIG-21
4 NIB-2i
1 WIG-i?
I WIG-li
1 WIG-i?
4 WIG-1?
7 WIG-i?
'6WIG-21Siitn

3 MIS-i?

I1
I 10
12
I
3

2
2
3
3

IG
WIG-i?
IS-11
WIG-1?
Miss
WIG-i?
WIG-i?
WIG-liD
WIG-i?
WIG-2i

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

oi0

0/0

Silloting
0/0
0/0
Sighting
Sighting
0/00/
0/0
0/0
0/0

0/0
010

0/0

0/0

Sighting
0/0
0/0

0/0
2/0 (Prob)

4
0/0
0/0
0/0

SightingI
0/0
0/0
ihtn
0/a
Stighting
010

0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0

Sighting

010
0/0
0/0

0/1 (PeSS)
0/0
0/0

4 WIG-iSihtn
4 WIG-1?
a6WIG-i?

i/0
Sighting
0/0

0/0

8 WIG-i?

0/0

0/0

I WIG-i?

2 WIG-2i
2 WIG-2i
10 WIG-li
2 WIS-2lSihtn
a WIG-I?
2 WIG-1?
a MIG-i?
9 WIG-1?
I WIG-i?
1 WIG-11
5 WIG-i?
I WIG-17
I WIG-i?0
1 WIG.l?
1
WIG-li
2IWIG-21Siitn
'I2HIG-1?Sihtn
1 WIG-i?
I WIG-i7

SECRET

0IO

0/0
Sighting
0/0

0/0
1/0

Sghig

Q/hin

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
S~tii
Sgtn
Sighting

0/0
01a
1/0
110
010
010

~
1

Sighting
Sighting
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SECRETI
LIST OF EVENTS
Aircraft Involved

111-173

*1 Apr'I?/161lN
It ApvlG1/11POOM

111.175
Ill-176
111-177
111-178
111 '179
111:140
111-141

it Apr'$?/IGS1S

4 F-4C
P-IOS
F-lOS
4 F-l06

30
30
30
30
30

Ape,?0S100H
Apr67?/OSOON
Apr
O17005H
AprG?/0906M
APPr6110923H

4 F-l05
4 P-101
3 F-4C
1 F-101
4 F-lOS

111-133

30 Apr'67/1644H

4 F-105

111-l44
111-185
111-186

30 Apr'$J62/11
30 AprpIl/1715N4
30Apr' ?/1713HN
144I
Me'G/0l5I
1AY ?a6/Mom0
1ay
Mey1O008P
1ay 71~l10t1"
1May' ?11011N
1may'G /Unknown
May' ?/unknown
M.
a1 6 17/l45M
1 M.,l1j124SM
1 M.GY67/1as66
1 N&Y'Gl/l255M
1 May'67/1144H
1 May,67/17lOM
1 Ney'67/1711H
Naty'67JUnknown
1 WGMay712514
2aMs'67/09S1H
1 Mey167/0%I7H
3 Ne1 ,67/1630H
3 M y:6711705N
3 " y 67JI435g4

a RF-106
4 F-IOs
F-106

111.174

111-18?
III-)$$
111-149
III-Igo
111-191
111-192
11I1-193
111-194
111.195
111-196
111-197
111-198
111-199
111-200
11l-aol
I1l-202
111-203
111-104
111-205
111-206
111-201

30 Ape'67/0226H

1 IS-21
I MIS-li

1 Rf-4C

1 Nis

4 F-l06

1 F.46
4 F-4C
4 F-4C
4 P-lOS
4 F-106
4 F-i06
2 F-IE
4 F-IC
3 A-4C
2 A-4C
4 A-4E
2 A-4C
I F-lOS
? F-4
4 F-4C
4 F-10S
4 F-101
2 RF-101
3 RF-4C
4 F-4C
A F-4C
4 F-4t
4 P-4C

111-212
111-213
111-214
112-215
111-216
111-211

4 may,67/1435H
4 1May'6?/i1SH
4 Nay'0/l441tH
4 Mit/67/i4S3H
5 N:Y'67/1730H
4 M y'67/1453N

111-219
111-220

S My'67/0343H
12 Ma O'l/1638H
12 Mey'6711638H

4 F-lOS
2 RF-4C
4 F-IOS
1 ES-GSC
4 F-105
8 F-105
8 F-105
1 RF-4C
4 F-4C
12 F-lO5

111-222
111-223
111-224
111-225
111-a2s
111-22?
111-a28
111-229

1t ma;'67/1S44N
12 ay'67/1542H
12may,67iI642N
i2 hay'67/i643H
12 May'671164514
it ma'67/il75i"
12 May'67/i618N
13 14:Y'67/161QN
12 N y467/1623H
13 " Y'611623N
13 Ne*67/1610I4
13 Ney'67/1620H
13 M Y'67/1621H

4 F-4C
4 F-lOS
4 P-lOS
4 F-lOS
4 F-105
a F-105
4 F-105
2 RF-4C
1 F-l05
4 F-lOS
4 F-4C
F-l05
4 F-4C

111-221

111-230
111-231
III-232
111-233
111-234
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0/0
1/1

1/0
0/0

0/0

0/0

Sighting
SigWHOi
all
0/0
Sighting

0/0
1/0

Radar

Sighting
0/0
0/0A
010

a MIS-I?
6 MIS-1l

0/0
1/0
010
0/0
0/0
Sighting
0/0

I PIS-i?

0/0

4
a
4
I

0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
010
0/0
0/0
Sighting
lighting
Sighting
a/0
sighting0/

0/0
0/0
1/1
0/0
0/0
11O
0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0

0/o
U/0
1/0

Unidentified
a Unidentified
14 HIG-ll

0/0
Sighting
Sighti g

0/0

I MIS-2I
a MIS-il
1 MIS-tiSihtn
I Unidentified
a MIS-alS1btn
I MIS-lI
2 MIS-2I
Unidentified
2 MIS-al
a MIS-2i
15MIS-ilSihtn
5 MIS-1l
S MIS-il
? MIS-Il
4 NIB-1l
2 MIS-17Sihtn
1 NIB-21
6 MIG-il
1 MIS-21
I MIS-17
4 NIB-17lL
9 MIS-17
3 NIB-il
10 MIS-il7

0/0
Sighting

0/0

6-a1a NIS-17
MIS-1l
HIB-17
NIB-il
MIS-il
MIS-1l
NIS-il,
aNMIS-il
3 MIS-il
a Unidentified
3 MIS-Il
I Miss
3 MIS-il
1 NIS-2i (Pos$)
a MIS-ilof0/
1 MIS
1 NIB-al
I IG2

a-3

3 Msl'6711?10H
4 M y'6711425H
4 Nay'67/1433M4

5 M: "'67/Unknown

4 MS-17
a MIS
It MIISs
I MIS-li
I Unidentified
a Unidentified
2 IB
a MIs-al
a HIS-ti

aNIS-17

Il1-208
111-200
111-210

111.218

13 MIS-17

I

Results

~SECRET

Sl/ttin
OA8
sighting
a/0/0
Sighting
Sihtn
1/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
01
0/0
0/0
0/0
(4
0,0
0/0

a/c
0/0
1/0

0/0

0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0
1/0I
0/0
0/0
0/0
1/0U
0/0
0/0
2/0

/3

i

i

SECRET
LIST OF EVENTS

Date/Time

Event

F-105
F-lOS
F-iO5D
F-105
F-4C
F-4C
F-10SD
F-105D
F-1050

111-235
H11-236
111-237
111-238
111-239
111-240
111-241
111-242
111-243

13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14

May'67/1621H
May'67/1622H
May 67/1617H
May'67/1623M
May' 67/1605H
May'67/1611H
May'67/1600H
May 67/1600H
May'67/1611H

4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4

111-244

14 May'67/1614H

111-245
111-246
111-247
111-248
111-249
111-250
111-251
111-252
111-253

19
19
19
14
19
19
19
20
20

I
13
2
4
2
2
2
3
4
8

111-254
III-255

20 May'67/163OH
20 May'6711630H

F-105F
F-105D
F-8E
F-8C
F-8C
A-6A
A-4C
F-4C
F-105
F-4C
E3
F-4C
12 EB-66
3 F-105
4 F-4C

111-256
111-257
111-258
111-259

20
20
20
20

P' 67/1630H
May'67/1630H
May'67/1625H
May'67/1628H

4 F-1050
4 F-105D
4 F-4C
I2 F-1OS

111-260
111-261
111-262

20 May'67/1630H
21 May'67/0853M
21 May'67/0856M

111-263
111-264
111-265
111-266
111-267
111-268
111-269
111-270
111-271
111-272

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
21

May'67/0900H
May'67/0905H
May'67/1420H
May'67/1616H
May'67/1620H
May'67/1034H
May'67/Unknown
May'67/0903H
May'6711351H
May'67/1SOOH

4
4
2
3
2
3
4
4
2
4

F-4C
F-lOS
RF-4C
F-lOS
F-4C
EB-66
A-4
F-4C
RF-101
A-4E

111-273
111-274
111-275
111-276

22
22
22
22

May'67/1445H
May'67/1527H
May'67/1527H
May'67/1605H

2
4
4
4

RF-4C
F-los
F-4C
F-lOS

111-277
111-278
111-279
111-280
111-281
111-282
111-283
111-284
111-285
111-286
111-287
111-288
11-289
111-290

22
22
22
22
24
25
30
30
30
20
30
30
30
30

May'67/160SH
May'67/1606H
May'67/1611H1
May'67/Unknown
May'67/1715H
May'67iO858H
May'67/1610H
May'67/1516H
May'67/1612H
May'67/1616H
May'67/1616H
MAy'67/1616H
May'67/1635H
May'67/1656 H

4
4
4
4
4
3
6
4
4
4
2
4
4
4

F-4C
F-lO5
F-105
F-lOS
F-105
F-4C
F-4C
F-lOS
F-105
F-IOS
F-lOS
F-105
F-4C
F-4C

111-291
111-29.2

31 May'67/15SH
31 May'67/1610H

May'671Unknown
'iay'67/Unknown
May'67/A.M.
May'67/1140H
May'67/1530H
May'67/1630H
May'67/1641H
May'67/1629H
May'67/1610H

Results
Lost/Dama ed

Aircraft involved
No.-Type
Enemy
U.S.

F-1050
1 12 F-lOS
4
4 F-4C
8 F-lOS

4 F-4C
4 F-4C

5 MIG-17
3 MIG-17
6 MIG-17
7 MIG-17
16 MIG-17
10 MIG-17
2 MIG-17
6 MIG-17
2 MIG-I21
14 MIG-17
4-5 MIG-17
2 MIG-17
1 MIG-17
2 MIG-17
3 MIG-21
5 MIGs
1 Unidentified
4 MIG-17
12-15 MIG-17
1 Unidentified
7 MIG-17
I MIG
2
8
4-5
3

MIG-17
MIG-17
MIG-21
MIG-21

1 MIG-17
I Unidentified
IJ MIG-17
12 Un ide nt if ie d
2 Unidentified
2 Unidentified
Unidentified
2 MIG-17
2 MIG-17
1 MIG
3 Unidentified
3 MIG-17
2 MIG (Prob)
2 MIG ?
1lMIG-17
3 Unidentified
2 MIG-17
2 MIG-17
MIG-21
M1
I MIG ?
4 MIG-210
2 MIG-21
2 MIG-21
I MIG-21
1 MIG-17
1 Unidentified
2 Unidentified
4 MIG-17
4 MIG-17
4 MIG-17
4 MIG-17
1 MIG-17
? Unidentified
6 MIG-17
3 MIG-ZI
4 MIG-17
1 MIG-17

SECRET

U.S.

Enemy

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
Sighting
Sighting

0/0
2/0
0/2
0/0
2/0
1/0
0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
1/0
Sighting

2/0
1/0
1/0
0/0

0/0
Sighting

0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

0/0
0/0
2/0
0/0

0/0
Sighting
Sighting

0/0

Sighting
0/0
0/0
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
0/0
Sighting
0/0
Sighting
0/0
0/0
Sighting

4/0

0/0
0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

0/0
0/0
Sinhting
0/0
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
0/0
0/0
Sighting
0/0S0/0
0/0
Sighting
0/0

2/0
0/0

1/0
0/0

0/0
0/0

0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
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LIST OF EVENTS'::

-

Aircraft Involved
Event______,___

U.S_

Event
111-293
111-294
111-295
1i1-296
111-297
111-298
111-299
111-300

31
ay'67/1650H
31Niy'67/1680H
31 May'67/16SON
31 " y'67/1700H
2 Jun'67/0930H
2 Jun'67/1528H
2 4un'67/1l1SH

3 F-105
4
4
4
4
4
4
8

F.10S
F-lOS
F-lOS
F-4C
F-lOS
F-4
F-lOS

111-301

2 Jun'67/1630M

4 F-4C

111-302
111-303
111-304

2 aun'67/1633H
2 Jun'67/1628H
3 Jun'67/1640H

2 F-lOS
4 F-4
2 F-40
12F-4C

*111-30S

3 Jun'67/1650N

{2 F-4C

Lost/amaged

Enemy

U.S.
31 May'67/1648H

Results

MNo.-Type

2 MIG-21
4
2
6
1
2
8-10
2

MIS-17
MIG-17
MIG-17
MIG-17 (Pass)
MIG-21
HIG-17
HIG-21

I MIG-1?
4 MIS-17
8-10 HIG-17
5 MIG-17

U.S.
0/0
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
0/0
0/0
Sighting
0/0
0/0
0/0

2 HIG-17

Sighting
Sighting9
Sighiing

2 F-lOS
4 F-105
3 F-lOS

2 MIG-17
j2
NIG-21
11HIS-17
3 MIG-17

5 Jun*67/1638N

4 F-10OS

MIS-17

111-310

5 Jun'67/1643H

4 F-lOS

6 HIG-21

Sighting

111-311

8 Jun'67/1646H

4 F-105

Sighting

111-312

S Jun'67/1742H

2
F-0OI
12 F-4C

3 MIG-21
NI1-17
6-7 HIG-17

111-313
111-314

S Jun'67/1545H
5 Jun'6Y/1535

4
2
12
I
4
1
4
2
I

111-308
*111-309

F-4C
F-40
F-4C
RF-4C
F-lOS
F-105F
F-105
RF-4C
F-105

111-315
111-316
111-317
111-318
111-319
111-320

6
6
7
11
10
11

111-121

11 .Iun67/0916

111-322
111-323
111-324
111-325
111-326
111-327
111-328

11
11
11
11
12
13
13

Jun*67/0930H
Jun'67/1645H
Jun'67/1634H
Jun'67/1658H
Jun'67/1604H
Jun'67/1636H
Jun'67/1639H

1
4
3
2
4
48

RF-101
F-105
F-105
F-lOS
F-lO
F-105
F-lOS

111-329
111-330
111-331
111-332
111-333
!111-334
111-336
111-336

2
4
4
4
4
1
4
3

RF-4C
F-lOS
F-lOS
F-4C
F-105
F-los
F-105
F-4C

111-337
.111-338

16 Jun'67/1615H
18 Jun'67/0902H
19 Jun'67/og31H
20 Jun'67/1636H
21 Jun'67/09o0H
23 Jun'67/0050H
23 Jun'67/0050H
27 Jun'67/091SH
111-337
26 iv1
26 Jun'67/1732H
27 Ju67/0920H

111-339
111-340
111-341

29 Jun'67/1710H
11 Jul'67/0838H
17 Jul'67/0O3OH

111-342
111-343
111-344
t11-349

18
19
20
21

111-345

27 Jul'67/1600H

2
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Jun'57/0412H
Jun'67/1540H
Jun'67/2137H
Jun'67/0900H
Jun'67/1312H
Jun'57/09094

4ul'67/1402H
JulO67/16502
Jul'67/16520
Jul'67/1519H

4 F-105

1 F-4C

F-4C-O
I? F-106
2 EA-IF
4 A-4
4 F-8
I1A-4E
4 A-4E
4 F-40
4 F-4C
I A-4C
14 F-SC
2 F-4C

16

4 MIS-17
8-12 HIG-17
1
1
1
1
1
2

MIG (Poss)
MIG-17
Unidentified
MIG-21
MIG-21
MIG

122 MlG-21
MI-17

0/0

0/0
3/0 7

Sighting

3 Jun'67/1651H
3 Jun'67/1653H
111-38
3 JunO67/1662H

111-306
111-307

Enemy

0/0
0/0
0/0

0/0

2/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

1/0

0/0
0/0

1/0
1/0

Radar
Sighting
0/0
0/0
0/0
Sighting

0/0
0/0
0/0

Sighting

MIG-21
Unidentified
MIG-17
Uni dentified
MIG-21
MIG
MIG-21

0/0
0/0
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting

MIG-17
MIG-21
MIG-21
Unidentified
MIS
MIG
Unidentified
MIS-21
Unidentified
2 HIG-17
2 MIG-17

Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
SJghting
Sighting
0/0
Sighting
1/0
Sighting

0/0

2 Unidentified
2 MIG-21
2 MIG-21

0/0
0/0
0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/2

0/0
0/0
0/0
1/2

0/0

1/0

1
3
2
2
1
10-11?
1
I
2
2
2
1
1
I

4
8
1
8

MIG-21
MIG-17
MIS-21
MIG-170

2 HIG-21

SI

0/0
0/0

U

I

I

0/0

n
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
(All Terms Unclassified Unless Otherwise Stated)
AA

air-to-air weapon

-

AAA - antiaircraft artillery

j

AAM - air-to-air missile

ijAAWC
AB

- Anti-Air-Warfare Commander

afterburner

-

ACM

-

air combat maneuvering

ACT
ADF

-

air combat tactics
automatic direction finder

-

AEW - airborne early warning
AGL - above ground level
AIM-7 (D&E models) (SPARROW)'-

semiactive

-air missile radar type, air-toAIM-9 (B&D models) (SIDEWINDER) - passive IR type, air-to-air
missile

mm

3A

AIM-9C (SIDEWINDER) - Radar guided air-to-air missile
radar.- airborne intercept radar
Aircraft commander - a pilot designated pilot-in-command of a
given aircraft (Air Force name for front
seater in F-4)
ALKALI - Soviet air-to-air missile - radar beam rider type
ALQ-51 - Broadband deception ECM systom
ALQ-71 - Noise Jamming ECM pod (production model of QRC-160-1)
ANCHOR (Various -olors) - see Figure 9 on page 34 - code names
for specific refueling tracks
AN/APA-157 - CW radar illuminator and fire control computer
for SPARROW missile system

3

Angle-off - angular position off the tail
aircraft
APQ-72

-

of the reference

airborne intercept radar in F-4B aircraft

-AXIN
UNCLASSIFIED
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S

I

intercept radar in M-E aircraft
APQ-94
APQ-100/109 - airborne intercept radar in F-4C/D aircraft
-airborne

APR-25 - vector homing and warning system - providing 3600

APR-26

-

directional warning of threat signals in certain bands
with instantaneous bearing to radiating source.
crystal video airborne warning receiver to detect SA-2
guidance signals

APR-27 - airborne radar warning receiver

armed reconnaissance - an air mission flown with the primary
+purpose of locating and attacking targets
of oDportunity, i.e., enemy materiel,
persunnel, and facilities in assigned
general areas or along assigned ground
communications routes, and not for the
ASE circle

-

I

purpose of attacking specific briefed
targets.
allowable steering error - circle on radar display
provided by fire control computer.

ATOLL - Soviet air-to-air missile, infrared seeker type
autotrack - automatic tracking in which a servo mechanism keeps.
the radar beam trained on the target.

Back

-

the individual occupying the back seat of the F-4; in

.Navy called RIO, in Air Force called pilot or GIB.
BARCAP - Barrier combat air patrol - a MIGSCREEN for one or

more missions
barrel roll - See Figure 2 (page 27) - a 3600 rolling maneuver
in which the flight path of the aircraft describes
a helix about the intended direction of the flight.
BDA - bomb damage assessment
BINGO (fuel) - minimum fuel quantity reserve established for a
.
given geographical point to permit aircraft to
.return safely to home base or aerial refueling
point.

A

'
3j
3

bogey - unidentified aircraft5
boresight mode
the boresight mode the radar antenna is
-in

aligned and locked to the roll axis of the
aircraft.
break - an emergency turn in which maximum performance is desired
instantly to destroy an attackers tracking solution.
X apbreak X -minimum range indication for missile launch.
pears in the radar scope at minimum range.

22
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CAP

combat air patrol

-

objective area,

p

-

an aircraft patrol provided over an

over the force protected,

over the

critical area of a combat zone, or over an air defense
area, for the purpose of intercepting and destroying
hostile aircraft before they reach their target.

(NAVY)

Condition I CAP (Standby): aircraft ready for immediate
"(maximum delay of two (2) minutes) takeoff.
Aircraft

with engine not running (starter batteries plugged in)
will be positioned for take-off.
Pilots in cockpit and
deck drew on alert.
CAS

calibrated air speed (knots)
SCBU-2
canister dispensed air-to-ground bomblet type munition;
the canister is carried externally on the aircraft and
opens after release at a preset altitude.
*
centerline tank - a fuel tank carried externally on centerline
of aircraft.
-

chaff

a type of confusion reflector, which consist of thin,
narrow metallic strips of various lengths to provide
different responses, used to create false signals on
radarscope.
Channel 97 - A TACAN station located during the period of the
study at 20 0 27'N/103*43'E used for navigational
aids. (SECRET)
chandelle - a maximum performance climbing turn in which speed
is converted to altitude while reversing direction.
CKR-312 (Little Ears) - aural radar warning receiver
CROWN - call-sign for rescue force commander

i

CRT - Combat
Rated Thrust
of engine
DF

3

3

-

DME
dot

-direction

-

maximum augmented thrust condition

finder

distance measuring equipment
(aim dot, steering dot) - electronic dot appearing in
radar scope when radar is
locked on providing computed
steering vector information
element - Air Force term for the basic fighting unit (two aircraft)
EWO - electronic warfare officer
-

FANSONG - tracking radar for Soviet SA-2 surface-to-air missile
system (CONFIDENTIAL)
fighting (wing) position - an area for the wingman in which optimum coverage and maneuverability is achieved in
maximum performance maneuvers.
finger-four formation - see Figure 6 (page 29) - also fingertip
formation - a four-plane formation in

SECRET
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which the aircraft occupy positions
suggested by the four finger tips of
either hand, the fingers being held
in a horizontal plane.
fire

.4
lrtogether
flak -antiaircraft

fluid element - the second or supporting element in fluid four
formation, flying in a high or low element
position.
fluid-four - see Figure 5 (page 29) - a tactical formation having
the second element spread in both the vertical and
horizontal planes to enhance maneuverability,
mutual support and look-out ability.
fragged

•

3
'A

mission directed by fragmentary operational order
from higher headquarters.

-

Front - the individual in the front seat in the F-4 aircraft;
in the Navy called the pilot, in the Air Force called
the aircraft commander.

g

unit of acceleration (32.2 ft/sec)3

-

gaggle

GAM-83

slang for a number of aircraft operating in close
proximity, not necessarily in any semblance of
formation.

-

-

3

BULLPUP; air-to-ground guided missile

GEOREF - See Figure 11
GCI - grouhd control intercept
GUARD - emergency UHF radio channel usually monitored by all
aircraft and ground stations as a secondary frequency.

I

Hard turn - a planned turn in which the intensity of the turn
is governed by the angle-off and range of the
attacking aircraft.
HEAT - armament switch setting for using infrared missiles
hot mike intercom

*

-

intercommunication system continuously
active (hot)

IAS - indicated air speed
ICS - intercommunication system
ID
IFF

identification;

-

to make identification

identification, friend or foe; aircraft transponding
beacon received by radar distinguishing friend from foe.

Immelmann

-

see Figure 8 (page 30) - maneuver in which the aircraft completes the first
half of a loop and then
rolls over to an upright position thus changing direction 1800 with a simultaneous gain in altitude.

IMN

-

i

indicated Mach number

2L4SECRET
a

,

..
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i

CONFIDENTIAL

-

point; a well-defined point, easily distinguishInitial
able visually and/or by radar, used as a starting point
for a bomb run to the target.
IR missile - an infrared or heat-seeking missile
ordnance and
IRON HAND - a code name for a flight with special seek and
to
is
avionics equipment whose mission
destroy enemy surface-to-air missile sites.
list
JCS target - a target appearing on the JCS target
and
Jinking - constant maneuvering in both the horizontal to enemy
vertical planes to present difficult target
Bank,
defenses by spoiling the tracking solution.changed
in
all simultaneously
are
velocity
and
pitch
this maneuver.
IP

-

karst - a limestone outcropping or ridge
KIAS - knots indicated air speed
for knot (nautical miles/hour)
kt
-knots true air speed
KTAS- abbreviation

I

racks
adaptable to external bomb
LAU-3 - a rocket launcher
holding 19 2.75 inch air-to-ground folding fin rockets

LAU-17 adapters - stub pylon on F-4

loose deuce - a term to describe fighter tactics in which two to

four airplanes maneuver to provide mutual support
and increased fire power.
chase, ascending or descending
Lufberry circle - a circular tail
14 - abbreviation for Mach number

MER - multiple ejection rack

3

mi - nautical mile, as used in.this report

I

MIGCAP - combat air patrol mission whose actions are directed
against MIG aircraft
MIG SCREEN - mission wherein protecting fighters are placed
in a
between
areathreat and the protected force
specific the
military power - maximum unaugmented thrust condition of engine
missile free - authority is granted to fire unless target is
identified as friendly
missile tone - audio signal indicating AIM-9 is locked on to
an IR source
MRT - military rated thrust - see military power
MSL - altitude referenced to mean sea level
OPREP - message report in joint operational reporting system
Danang
PANAMA - call sign for GCI site located near

CONFIDENTIAL
" U-

.

.iI
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aircraft weapon sight Indicator (a dot of light w.thin-3
a lighted ring)
Identification radar zone
W PIRAZ -positive
to maximize the
Pod formation - A flight formation configured
jamming of Fansong radar. Slight alteration is
made to provide for better defense under MIO
threat. (See Fig. 9)
pipper

I-

-

*1

PRF - pulse recurrence frequency

QRC-160 - noise Jamming ECM pod
RAG - replacement air group
ready light - light which indicates a particular avionics/
munitions system is operating and available for
use
RED CROWN - voice call for USS LONG BEACH (CLN-9)

3

RESCAP - rescue combat air patrol

RHAW - radar homing and warning
RIO - radar intercept officer
RO - abbreviated form of RIO
road interdiction - to prevent or hinder, by aerial means,
enemy use of a road or route
ROLLING THUNDER - code name for air strikes against North
Vietnam
jute Package - see Figure 9 - geographical division of North

ISA-

Vietnam for purposes of air strike targeting
adder reversal - a climbing aircraft maneuver in which direction is changed by rotation around the aircraft's vertical
system
missileaxis
-, Soviet surface-to-air
-

surface-to-air missile
search and rescue

SAR maneuver in which
scissors - See Figure 1 (page 27) - a defensive
in an attempt
turn reversals are executed by
a series ofoffensive
the attacker.
after an overshoot
to achieve

i

3

SCAN-ODD -, M4G airborne intercept radar

(CONFIDENTIAL)
element of two or more
section - a Navy term for a tactical Air
Force term for two
aircraft (usually two)/an
flights of four
SHRIKE (AGM-45) - air-to-surface radar seeking missile
I SIDEWINDER - see AIM-9
SIDEWINDER tone - see missile tone
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SIP

-

selective identification feature

-

electronic device with

variable codes for identification
SILVER DAWN - a code name for an intelligence collecting aircraft (SECRET)
maneuver - a weave in a horizontal plane
Snap-up - a rapid pullup to establish a climb in order to launch
a weapon

"3

SPARROW - see AIM-7

"Split-S" maneuver - see Figure 7 (page 30) - 1800 rotation about

the aircraft longitudinal axis followed by a
1803 change of heading in a vertical plane

(half loop starting from top)

STBY - standby
steering dot

Switchology
TACAN

-

see dot

a coined word addressing the human engineering

considerations of switch arrangements
tactical air navigation-- an active electronic navigational system which locates the aircraft with respect

-

to another installation
TARCAP
•to-air

-

I

TAS

-

TCA

-

-

target combat air patrol - aircraft assigned the airdefense role in the target area

true air speed in knots
track crossing angle - the angle between flight paths
measured from the tail, of the reference aircraft

Thud Ridge - A nickname given to a prominent geographical feain a
ture in North Vietnam. It is a 0 ridge running
0
general NW-SE direction frot

21 40'N/105 25E to

21020'N/105 0 48'E.
TOT - time over target

I

TRACK (various colors) - see Figure 9 - code names for specific
refueling tracks

TROJAN HORSE - a code name of a U-2 air reconnaissance program

(SECRET)

I

-

unit (of turn) - divisions on an angle-of-attack indicator on F-4
aircraft
(applied to F-8 aircraft) - a tail
UHT - unit horizontal tail
surface rotates about a pivot
whole
the
design whereby
point
unloading - decreasing g's
Vc - closing velocity (relative)
vector box - see APR-25
WILD WEASEL - F-105F specially equipped for locating-and attack5Ing SA-2 sites (employed on IRON HAND missions)

SECRET
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yo-yo -See

Figures 3 and 4 (page 29)

High speed

-

an offensive tactic in which the attacker

maneuvers through both vertical and hori-

ZUNI

-

zontal planes to prevent an overshoot in
the plane of the defender's turn.
Low speed -a dive for airspeed and a pull up for
position closure.
five inch air-to-ground unguided rocket.

• '•

As Portrayed in Perspective Sketch

I
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FIGURE 1. Scissors

As Portrayed in Perspective Sketch

FIGURE 2. Barrel RElT
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FIGURE 5. Fluid Four

FIGURE 6. Fingertip or Finger Four (All at Same Elevation)
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SPLIT-S

FIGURE 7. Split-S
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IMMELMANN

I

FIGURE 8. Immelmann
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FIGURE 9. Pod Formation*
*Element may be on Left or Right
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Event I11-1
Aircraft Involved:

Result:

Pour A-4Cs vs one MIO-17

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

190 58'N/10551'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
3 April 1965/1110H
Two
elements
of A-4Cs
(BLUE Flight)
of a strike
(nine A-4Es,
A-4Cs and eilht F-fts)
attacking
the Thanhwere
Hoapart
Bridge.
Part of force
the support
was by ten
a
flight of F- s (See Event I-1) included in the above eight and four F- Bs.
The P- 4 Bs
were to provide TARCAP and were armed with two SPARROWs and two SIDEWINDERs.
At the time
of the event, the F-4Bs were in the target area.
2.

MISSION ROUTE
BLUE Flight departed the aircraft carrier HANCOCK at 0855H at Yankee Station
(17N/109*E) and proceeded to Hon Me Island (19 0 23'N/1O5 0 56'E) at 25,000 feet altitude.
At Hon Me, the elements headed 0050 and let down to 6000 feet for the run into the target.
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
Unknown

4.
CONDITIONS eRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: 2/10 cloud cover with bases at 1000 feet.
The visibility was 3 miles in haze.
haze layer extended to 12,000 feet altitude with visibility at the 5000 to 9000 feet
levels at times reduced to a mile.
BLUE 1, 2
10,000 ft
080-090

Altitude:
Heading;

15,UOO ft
about 0900

INITIAL DETECTION
While egressing ten miles east of the target BLUE 2 saw and immediately identified
one MIG-17 closing from 7:30, two miles away in a level pursuit, turning toward BLUE l'1
6 o'clock.
5.

5.

ACTION INITIATED

BLUE 2 called the MIG and both BLUE I and 2 started to break.
7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE 1 and 2 turned and the MIG closed, shooting.
After turning almost 1200 the MIO
broke off.
BLUE 3 heard the MIG call and on looking back saw the MIG attack and fire on
BLUE 1
and 2. BLUE 3 broke left into the MIG but before BLUE 3 could attain a firing position,
the MIG broke off.
8.

ORDNANCE
No.

MIO-17
11.

fired/No. hit
Canhon
1/0

DATA SOURCES

Messages,

Reports:

Air Combat Report 3480 from the USS HANCOCK
Pilots' statements, BLUE 2 and BLUE 3
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67
CTG 77.7 OPREP 4 031451Z April 65
CTG 77.7 MSG 040202Z April 65
CTO 77.7 MSG 040221Z April 65

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
The strike force from the HANCOCK followed a strike by a force from the Coral Sea,
who attacked the target at 1035H.
The HANCOCK attack elements (19 A-4Cs
tactical formation with the F-8E (aircraft
and approximately 5000 feet above in order
utilized their Al radar in the search mode

including the BLUE elements) cruised in a
of Event 1-1) elements split on either side
to provicte intermediate cover.
All F-8Es
to provide early warning. The retiring Coral
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Event III-1
Sea strike elements were detected about 10 degrees left of track and 30 miles ahead on
called as bogeys but later identified as friendlies.
Al radar and were initially

.....

The HANCOCK strike force attacked the target commencing at 1042H and retired from
the target by divisions, on a heading of 130 degrees, climbing to 32,000 feet ror return.
Fifteen A-4 (BLUE elements) remained over the target completing the final bombing run.
Four F-8E aircraft (Event 1-1) preceded them for flak
BLUE 1 was the strike leader.
suppression.

i

BLUE elements struck the target and rejoined as separate elements.
When the P-8 of Event I-1 reported being hit (at this time It was not determined
to be by MIGs) his call was received by the BLUE elements and the A-4s proceeded outbound
to rendezvous with him.
Since BLUE 1 and 2 were separated from BLUE 3 and 4, the actions of each element will
be described separately.
BLUE 1 and 2

3

BLUE 1 and 2 were unaware of MIOs in the area and on hearing the report of the F-8
being damaged, they Joined at 2000 feet and turned to rendezvous, climbing out on a

0•0-090 degree heading.

BLUE 2 was flying tactical wing to the right (500 feet at 5

o'clock from BLUE 1).
They were climbing through about 10,000 feet,

still

in the haze layer as they crossed

the coast. BLUE 2 saw two contrails coming from the south over the coast at 3 o'clock,
and also saw two A-4Cs in a left turn at 10 o'clock, 3 miles away and slightly higher.

U

As BLUE 2 looked back he saw A single MIG-17 at 7:30 o'clock going to 6 o'clock two
miles away, level, and closing in a pursuit turn. BLUE 2 called "MIG at 6, BLUE 1 break
left now." This was the first time that any call had been made concerning enemy aircraft.
BLUE 2 jettisoned his tanks as BLUE 1 and 2 started to break left and down.

After

about 120 degrees of turn BLUE 2 saw tracers off of his right wing and could hear cannon
fire. As the turn continued and BLUE 1 and 2 passed through a heading toward Hanoi,
the 141

broke off.

BLUE 1 also observed the attack and breakoff.

He called the MIG disengaging and

BLUE 2 saw the MIG going from 4:30 to 6 o'clock with distance increasing.
BLUE 1 and 2 then rolled out on a heading of 130 degrees and egressed.

b

BLUE 3 and 4
After their last bombing run, when about two miles south of the target,

BLUE 3 heard1

the F-Js call that he had been hit, and was proceeding outbound. BLUE 3 then decided to
follow Immediately in an effort to join, as the F-8 Indicated hi was alone.
tail.

A short time later, BLUE 3 heard BLUE 2 make the call of a MI0 on BLUE 1 and 2's
the coastline east of the target,

toward the F-8 and as he crossed
BLUE
3 continued
he saw
three
aircraft at 10:30 o'clock about 3 to 4 miles away and below him 2000 to
3000 feet.

BLUE 3 was at about 15,000 feet altitude at this time.

At first BLUE 3 thought they were A-4Cs; however, as the group closed, he realized
About at this point, the MI1 was observed to fire
that the last aircraft was a MIO-17.
BLUE 3,. with a full load of 20mm, was two miles abeam at
(as evidenced by smoke puffs).
this point and broke left-into the M10. Before he could obtair a firing position, the
1410 broke off and headed north, climbing. BLUE 3 called the M10 breaking off, but only
BLUE 2 heard it.
BLUE 3 then proceeded to the carrier on heading of 130 degrees.
All of the foregoing events took place in a period of about 3 to 4 minutes.
.*

The P-4 TARCAP from the Coral Sea were assigned an altitude of 25,000 feet.

.

The

TARCAP leader checked in with BLUE 1 just prior to the HANCOCK attack on the target, and
(The P-4s had provided TARCAP for the Coral Sea strike
indicated he was back overhead.
All MI0 action occurred after the
and had retired some 70 miles for aerial refueling.)
target was attacked and occurred below 16,000 feet altitude. After the MIG action had
broken off, BLUE 1 advised the TARCAP that there was a reported MIG in the area that was
r possibly an A-4, that HANCOCK forces were clear of the area, ard TARCAP was cleared to

retire.
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Event 111-2
Aircraft Involved: Four F-IOODs vs. MIG-17
Result: One MIO-17 probably destroyed
19oO0'N/10508'E
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 4 April 1965/1150H
GREEN flight (rour P-10ODB) wasrragged to fly Rescue Combat Air Patrol in support
of a large rorce of P-O15Ds attacking the Than Hoa Bridge at 19*50'N/105 0 48'E. GREEN
flight was instructed to orbit just off shore southeast of the Than Hoa Bridge, and to
monitor the primary mission frequency until needed for RESCAP and then to work with Search
and Rescue.
The flight was in a left-hand orbit at 18,500 ft altitude, 325 KCAS, with the
westernmost portion of the flight path 2-3 mi off shore. Some or the F-105 flights were
in orbit nearby waiting to be called in to bomb the target.
The flights were briefed by
intelligence to expect MIG activity because this was the day after the first RIG encounter
in Southeast Asiaý
2.

MISSION ROUTE
Departed Danang Air Base, SV4, and proceeded directly to the pre-strike tankers for
a full load of fuel. and then direct to the orbit point in the vicinity of 190 00'N/106 0 00'E.
GREEN flight left the orbit after the MIG engagement to refuel and RESCAP a downed P-105
aircrewman and then returned directly to Danang AB.

1

3.
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
GREEN 1. 2. 3. 4
F-lOO
2 - 335 gal ext fuel tanks
2 - LAU-3 2.75 FPAR PODS (19 Rocket Pods)
4 - M-39 20mm cannons, 200 rds HEL each
2 - empty inboard pylons
Empty i.enterline pylon (on 2 and 4 only)
Guns
No external stores
Chicom marking
4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: 3000 scattered layer, 15,000 thin broke layer, 20,000 ft thin overcast cirrus
layer. Haze from surface t6 about 12,000 ft with 3-5 mi via slant range.
Could see water and coast line.
r-lOODsJ
Altitude:
d
:

2 i1

18,500 ft
Left orbit passing
west
300-325 KCAS
Full Internal +
3&4 just
Fluid
1500 four
9 in with
ext tanks

MI-17

A

Slightly high
East

_hrough

Airsneed:
Fuel State-.
i

Flight Pormation:
'
.

under the overcast

Unknown
UnknownA
:
:

Element of two

S.

INITIAL DETECTION
GREEN flight had just completed the first orbit when they heard TAN flight •Event 111-3)
call JMI~s.
At almost the same time as the lead element passed through a westerly heading,
GREEN 2 saw an aircraft at the 12:30 to 1 o'clock position about 2-1/2 to 3 mi out on a
near reciprocal heading and closing fast.

t

lh
ACTION INITIATED
At
least
two
flight
members
bogey and
flightMIG
saw
it about the
The
the whole
forewarned
activity.
in the the
direction
of the
time since they were looking called
boeg
came out or the haze, flashed across the nose of the lead element, and whipped into
a 701-800 nose low turn to come in behind the flight.
6.

S~same

7.

p

SITUATION DEVELOPHENT
OREEN I and 2 broke hard left and up into the MIG-17 and jettisoned external stores.
RIG 1 attacked GREEN 3 and 4, who also broke left, and fired at GREEN 3 from 900 angle off
and then settled on GREEN 4 who accelerated away from the MIG.
Right after the initial
break, GREEN Lead called GREEN 2 to break hard becaune MIO 2 was on his tail. GREEN 2
Aftor the MIO passed behind CREEN 2,
pulled max "g" and. forced the MIG to overshoot.
Lead called that the MI1 was now on him. GREEN 2 reersed and fired a burst of 20mm out
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AW
1W

GREEN 2 followed him, firing a
of range at MIG 2 who promptly split-S straight down.
hit on the right horisecond burst and then at 10,000 ft fired a long burst and noted a
7000 ft, pulling enough Og" to
zontal stabilizer of 1410 2. GREEN 2 started his pullout, atsources
indicate a MIG loss on
Other
*grey out" and recovered just above the wave tops.
this date, most probably the IG described above.
in company with an
OREEK.2 and 3 rendezvoused, refueled, and flew search and RESCAP
11-1) until almost out
HU-17 helicopter for one of the downed F-105 aircrew (see Event
They recovered at Danang.
of fuel.
S.

ORDNANCE EXPENDED

GREEN 1, 3, 4 - No attempt
GREEN 2 - 400-500 rounds 20mm

[

RIG I - One burst at GREEN 3

Other burst at GREEN I and 4 likely
EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
attempt.
on first
- Loth LAU-3 rocket pods failed to jettison electrically
jettison manually under fire)
GREEN 4 - Could not jettison stores.
incident.
GREEN 2 - Film pack had stripped sprocket holes - did not obtain film of
9.

GREEN 3

10.

(Did

U

AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
This squadron had one of the highest levels of tactical aircraft experience in SEA.
F-100 hours (up to 2,500) and about 20 combat missions in SEA (escort
All pilots had manysupport).
and RVN close air
Comments,

expecting MI0 activity since
P-100 could not match MIG turn. Flight members were
the previous day and had
MIGs
by
hit
been
had
who
pilot
F-8
the
to
had talked
they
examined his aircraft.
GREEN 4
GREEN 2 - The haze complicated join up. Found GREEN 3 quickly.

•

accompany 4.
exited area with all stores and GREEN Lead attempted to find and
DATA SOURCES
11.
Pro ect Inter'iews:

GREEN 2, 4 November 1968

SAerIrew Letters: GREEN 2, 19 February 1968
Messages. Reports:
2AD o60740Z April 1965
2AD 041437Z April6 1965
2AD ZODC-CP-O094 April 1965
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

GREEN flight (four F-10ODs) was fragged to fly rescue air patrol for a force of
A second flight of F-10ODs
On the day previous a Navy P-8 Crusader
was on MIOCAP for tho same force (see Event 2B).
the
to view Asian
of the Southeast
action
an opportunity
first MIGhad
the flights
1IG ofaction,
the F-100
damagedof byboth
members
was attackedTheand
S~conflict.
Thus,
Danang.
at
recovery
his
after
pilot
the
to
talk
to
and
.F-8
the
to
damage
resultant
the F-100 aircrews were expecting MIG activity as they pointed their aircraft toward North
0
F-105s attacking the Than Hoa Bridge at 1950'N/105 48'E.

Vietnam on this date.

GREEN flight departed Danang

AB in South Vietnam at 1045H and flew out the 3350

and
radial of the Danang TACAN for 40 mi to rendezvous with the KC-135 tankers at 1102H
took on a full load of fuel before proceeding up the coastline to their orbit position.

and
The instruction to GREEN flight was to orbit just off shore on the F-105 egress route
to monitor the strike frequency until needed, at which time they were to switch to the
for the
and CAP
rescue frequency and aid in any rescue attempt with search for the aircrew
0
0
with
rescue aircraft. The southwestern anchor point of the orbit was at 19 00'N/105 48'E, Orbit
the flight passing about 3 mi off shore on the western side of the left-hand orbit.
altitude was 18,500 ft for the lead element and about 20,000 ft for the second element
at loiter
The asflight
overcast.
thina cirrus
a 20,000 toft fly
as possible
belowattempted
much was
just and
flying KCAS
was 300-350
formation
which
fluid four
speed of
within the confines imposed by the orbit.
The weather in the area was generally hazy with 3.5 mi visibility in the haze layer
a thin
ft andthat
at 3,000
they
ft. A broken
reported
up to 12,000
aircrews
the surface
but thelayer
which
the picture,
ft completed
and 20,000
at 12,000 from
layer extended
could see the wuter and the shoreline through the haze.
When GREEN flight switched over to strike frequency, they noticed a great deal of
radio chatter. About 70 aircraft were on the frequency including both Air Force and Navy
mission and direct mission support aircraft.
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GREEN flight was just entering the second orbzt at about 1150H when they heard the
P-lO0 MICAP flight (see Event 111-3)
call MIGs and the ensuing calls confirming that
the MIGs were In fact MI1.
At almost the same time as the lead element or GREEN flight
passed through a westerly heading, the flight saw a bogey at Lead's 1230 position about
2 1/2 to 3 mi range, slightly high, and closing almost head-on.
Two of the flight members
called the bogey as it flashed out or the haze and passed In front of the lead element.
The bogey was definitely identifled as a MIG-17 by GREEN 2 as he observed the MI roll
Into a 700-80° left bank turn into the flight from his, GREEN 2's, 9 o'clock position.
The WIG was turning slightly nose low, sn GREEN Lead and 2 tightened the left turn,
entered a shallow climb, and jettisoned the fuel tanks (with about 1500 lbs of fuel in
each), rocket pod3 and empty pylons.
The first
MIG swung in behind the second element
while a second MI0-17 swung in behind the lead element, attacking GREEN 2.
GREEN Lead saw MIG 2 on GREEN 2's tail
and called, "GREEN 2 break; there's one on
your tail."
GREEN 2 lit
afterburner and pulled the P-100 into maximum "g", blanking out
GREEN Lead, and he saw the second MIG about 2000 ft at his 7 o'clock position.
The second
141 was nose low on GREEN 2, so GREEN 2 raised his nose more and held the "g" to insure
what was already an overshoot.
The MI0 overshot GREEN 2 and slid in behind GREEN Lead
as GREEN 2 changed his mode selector from manual sight to radar and then started a
nose high rudder reversal.
At that time GREEN Lead called, "The MIG's on me now."
GREEN
2 noted an airspeed of 250 KCAS as he lowered his nose and observed the MIG at 2,000-3,000
ft below him, 5,000 ft range, and about 2,000 ft behind GREEN Lead in good firing position.
As GREEN 2's airspeed was building, he uncaged the sight and set the wingspan lever at 32
ft.
Then GREEN 2, realizing that he did not have enough time to close on the MIG, pulled
his nose up to show belly to the MIG and fired a burst of 20mm cannon hoping that the MIG
would see the guns flashing and break off his attack on GREEN Lead.
The ruse was successful because the M1G reacted immediately by reversing from the
left
pursuit curve to a 450 right bank.
GREEN 2 was still
outside of effective gun'range,
noticed that his airspeed had built to 450 KCAS, came out of afterburner, and eased back
on the power as he called, "Robin Lead reverse, 2's on the MIG now."
But GREEN Lead did
not hear GREEN 2's call and, noting that his airspeed was about 250 KCAS during the initial

break, had lowered his nose to accelerate as the MIG approached him. As the 1410 approached
him, he continued to accelerate and go for separation as MIG 2 broke off.
As soon as MIG 2 saw that GREEN 2 had matched his turn from left to
right, he reversed back to the right in a modified split "S" and headed straight down from an estimated
14,000 ft. GREEN 2, wary of an overshoot, went into a nose high roll to the left, looked
for lead, and called a second time that he was on the mi0. (GREEN Lead did not receive
the call. This was occuring at the same time that the F-100 MIGCAP and F-105% were engaged by MIs).
GREEN 2 could not locate GREEN Lead in the haze but did complete his
GREEN 2
roll to the vertical straight down attitude and added power to close on the MIG.
"attempted to track the IG from straight above at zero "g"; but being unable to do so,
electrically caged the sight and fired a burst with no observed results. He then checked
the altimeter passing through 10,000 ft, put the pipper on the MIG's tailpipe, and fired
a
burst his
to pullout.
7,000 ft where he observed a flash on the MIG's right horizontal stabilizer
started
andlong

•?

7i•

The pullout was begun aggressively, causing almost a complete loss of vision
GREEN 2 pulled the power to Idle, threw out the
(although GREEN 2 did not black out).
the dive
on
and pulled asouta of
just
short of
brakes,heading
held maximum
result
of the
F-100 wasout,
overstressed
at "wave"g"
top
level".
The blacking
~aspeed
southerly
pullout.
GREEN 2 stated that he had an Impression of the MI1 starting his pullout to the
west.
GREEN 2 recovered just southeast of the town of Th&n Hoa, about 1 1/2 mi off shore.
(Other sources list a probably MIG-17 kill due to 20mm cannon fire at this time and date
and Is most likely the result of this encounter).

Meanwhile, the first MIO overshot GREEN Lead and 2 and attacked GREEN 3 and 4.
GREEN 3 and 4 also broke hard left into the attack and attempted to clear off their aircraft but were unable to electrically jettison their external stores. GREEN 3 was able to
manually jettison his external stores as the MIG fired at him from a 900 angle off deflection. The M1G then pulled in behind GREEN 4 who could not jettison his stores.

OREEN 4 broke harder and was able to dive away from the MIG and accelerate away from him
In afterburner.
The flight attempted to rejoin after the engarement but was hampered by the haze.

GREEN 2 and 3 were able to get together quickly; and then, GREEN Lead, noting that 2 and 3

'ii
!

were together, elected to follow GREEN 4 and provide cover for him as he egressed the area
with all external stores.
GREEN 2 and 3 set up a search pattern for the downed P-105 pilot (see Event II-1)
until they reached Bingo fuel. They then returned to the tanker, refueled, and returned
to the search area to continue searching for the downed aircrew and CAP the rescue heli-

copter.

At the eecond Bingo fuel, GREEN 2 and 3 returned to Danang and recovered.

flight time was 3 hr and 35 min, and no member of GREEN flight received any damage.
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Event 111-3

Aircraft Involved:
Results:

Pour F-b0ODs vs two

-IO-17.

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:
E

1.

Datimdnmi: 4
PuPLI flight
attacking the Than
target between the
F-100s was In the
9.

20000'N/105501E

PEIDWY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

NlSSlIO

April 1965/1150H
(four P-IOODs) was fragged to fly MIOCAP support for a force of P-1058
Noa Bridge at 19050'N/10508'E.
Their assigned orbit was north of the
MIO airfields naar Hanoi and the target.
At least one flight of four
area to fly RESCAP for the same mission (See Event 111-2).

ROUTE

PIOZLE flisht departed Danang, proceeded to rendezvous with a
paralleled the coastline about 10 ml off shore to the orbit area.

KC-135

tanker and then

3.
AIRCAFT CONFIGUUTIONS
P-lOOD PURPLE 1. 2. 3. 4

2

AIR-DB IR SIDEWINDER missiles (at least one on each Inboard pylon)

-

2
4-

XIOý-17

335 gal external fuel tanks
W-39 Internally mounted 20mm cannons,

WrI

200 rds HEI for each cannon

.3

1. 2

4.
FLIGIrf CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Veather:
3000 ft scattered, 12,000 ft scattered, 20,000 ft thin cirrus overcant with
3-5 ml visibility
in a haze layer extending from the surface up to 12,000 ft.
1

Altitude*
e

18,500-20,000 ft
Southerly

300-35- KCAS

ef=tate:
FlIgPormation:
S.

PURPLE
2
3

Fuel
drops
Fluid InFour

1ig
4

1

2

About 17,000 ft
About 2250

About 45 0 KCAS
Unknown
Echelon

INITIAL DETECTION

The lead els
t was turning through an easterly heading in a loose right orbit at
18,500 f•t when Pr1fl.E 2, flying on lead's right wing, element high left, saw two MIG-17s
at his 9 o'clock about 3 mi away, 1000-2000 ft low on a southeast heading.
Just prior to
the RI sightingPURPLE 2 observed a flight of txo F-105Ds at his 1 to 2 o'clock position
about 5 a
away and about 2000 ft low in a left orbit passing through a southerly heading.
PURPLE 2 felt
that the MIOs were being vectored under GCI control toward the F-105s.
6.

ACTION INITIATED

called
the XI~s
to Lead
PURPLEsaw
Lead
started
for the
Mig
code
word PURPLE
to warn 2 the
P-105s.
PURPLE
someandF-8s
at hislooking
10 o'clock
high
andalert
thinking
these were the aircraft PURPLE 2 was calling, he continued the loose right turn and called
back, "Negative - friendly aircraft", attempting to keep radio chatter to a minimum.
7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

PURPLE 2 -rG
`. that
,e were confirmed MIO-179 now at 11 o'clock low, and crossing,
and PURPLE Leai
,ole
1.d.
.ith a quick reversal to the left and called, "Let s have
at them."
PURPLE 2 vectored lead back to the right. in a descending turn in afterburner
and the element was able to close on the MIOs, but not before the lead MIO shot
and critically damaged the lead F-105. PURPLE Lead fired a MiEsile that passed over the
NIO's rigt
wing without detonating and PURPLE 2 followed the second IG up into the top

half of a loop.
PURPLE 2 yo-yoed over the top as the second MIG completed his loop and
started a second loop.
PURr7.F 2 then dove to the right and met the NIG head-on firing
280 rds of 20mm from about 1-.,
t down to 800 ft with no observed results.
The first
RIG broak left
and up hard,
.,h
yo-yoed back down on the second F-101 critically enough
that the pilot was forced tU oail out near Danang.
PURPLE Lead and 2 rejoined and resumed MIGCAP with 3 and 4.

4
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4.

OADNANCE
(No.

.

PURPLE 1
PURPLE 2
PIUPLE 3
PURPLE 4
RIqO.17
9.

,

j

hit)

fired/No,

eak

Cannons
-

Missiles
1/0
-

260 rds HEI

1/0

-

-

1/0

2/2

2/2

No target
Hit two P-105Ds

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None mentioned.

10. AIRCREd COMMENTS
Elnerience
Total
PURPLE 1

fours
7000

PURPLE 2
.
PURPLE 3
PURPLE 4

P-100
Time

Combat
Missions

Remarks

Sqd C.O.,
PP-ta0,

ADC
W l round
in back

700

20

2600

1800

30

Unknown
Unknown

--- Very experienced in tactical fighters----- Very experienced in tactical fighters---

Comuments on this Encounter
Flights were attempting to
PURPLE 1 and 2 - Too much Chatter on primary frequency.
practice radio silence but just too many aircraft on one frequency.
MIGs easily
PURPLE 1 - Day fighters not too effective over enemy GC1 environment.
slipped around small number of MIGCAP aircraft.
PURPLE 1 - Navy aircraft passing through the target area added to the location,
Identification, and discriminative task.
PURPLE 1 - F-105s orbiting on ingress and egress were very hazardous.
PURPLE 1 - Peels his flight of P-l00s did a poor job of maintaining flight Integrity.
11.

DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews:
Messages,

12.

'I

I

Reports:

PURPLE 1 - 6 November 1968,
1968.
2 AD 060T40, April 1965.

and PURPLE 2 -

4 November and 6 November

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

PURPLE flight, consisting of four F-10ODs piloted by four very experienced tactical
fiinter pilots, was assigned a NIICAP mission in support of a force of F-105s attacking
the Than Hoa Bridge at 19 0 50'N/105 0 48'E in North Vietnam.
These aircrews had an opportunity to view the damage to an F-8 Crusader that recovered at Danang AB on the previous
U.S. aircraft damaged a' a result of air-to-air conflict in SEA.
day, the first
PURPLE flight departed Danang, proceeded to take on a full load of fuel from a KC-135
tanker and then paralleled the coastline about 10 ml off shore to their orbit area just
The flight established a figure eight orbit at 18,500 ft for the first
nor.'h of Than Hoa.
element, about 20,000 ft for the second element, and were attempting to hold fluid four
position at 300-350 KCAS.
a
The orbit was mostly over land with hazy weather conditions limiting visibility,
broken cloud layer at 15,000 ft and thin overcast at 20,000 ft further restricted visiU.S. Navy F-4 and F-8
over enemy territory where the enemy had a GC1 capability.
bility
U.S. Air Force F-105s were orbiting prior to
atrike and BARCAP aircraft were in the area.
being called into the target, were shuttling in and out from the target, and then were
orbiting over the water for rejoin which further complicated the task of acquiring, IdentiAnother complication
fying and stopping MIG aircraft vectored into the area by OCI radar.
discipline in reducing the use of the single mission frequency
was the need for strict
PURPLE Flight was instructed to call out only positively
used by about 70 aircraft.
However, the radio chatter between the mission coordinator and
confirmed IO aircraft.
P-l05 flights under his direction fairly blocked the frequency.
When the action started, PURPLE Lead was turning through an easterly heading in a
shallow right turn at 18,500 ft with PURPLE 2 on his right side and the second element was
PURPLE Lead had just observed
back to the left and just under the overcast at 20,000 ft.

I
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hiO:h, but far out when PURPLE 2
a flight of Navy P-8 aircraft at his 10 o'clock, a little
Identified two M1O-li In close formation at his 9 o'clock at)out 2,000 Ft low, 3 mi range
In a loose left turn. The MIGs were moving faster than PURPLE flight and the MRIs' southeast heading would take them in front of PURPLE flight toward a flight of F-105ls that
The P-105s were
PURPLE 2 had just seen at his 1 o'clock position about 5 ml range.
observed in a left orbit turning from west to south ands few thousand feet below PURPLE
flight, probably at about 300-325 KCAS (see Event 11-1).

I,

-4I,'

%%

%%
When PURPLE 2 called the RI0-17s, PURPLE Lead thought he was referring to the Navy
aircraft and tn an effort to reduce radio chatter replied, "Negative PURPLE flight,
friendly aircraft". PURPLE 2 also saw thu Navy aircraft and replied that they were conAt this time
firmed MIG-li7 passing under PURPLE flight's 11 o'clock low, on a 450 angle.
PURPLE 2 was looking for the MIO alert code word to relay the warning to other aircraft
In the area.
At the second call from PURPLE 2, PURPLE Lead called, "Let's have at them", and
PURPLE 2 transmitted the MIG alert and called PURPLE
racked the 1-100 up on the left wing.
Lead to a right descending break since the MIGs had passed in front of the F-100s by this
time.
PURPLE Lead and 2 lit afterburner and reversed into a right descending turn that
A few more vectors from
eventually put the MIGs at 11 o'clock about 10,000 ft range.
PURPLE 2 put the MIGs at the lead element's 12 o'clock position. The P-100s were initially
falling further behind, but were able to accelerate in the afterburner descent to .9 to
.95 Mach (480 to 500 KCAS) and close on the MIGs as the MIGs closed o:. the F-105s, which
In a loose left orbit.
were still
PURPLE 2 saw nit5 on
PURPLE Lead and 2 saw the lead MIG-17 fire on the lead F-105.
The Number 2 MIO maintained close fontathe P-105 with debris coming off the F-105.
•ion on the lead MIO's right wing and was not observed to fire. PURPL2 Lead hesitated to
fire an AIM-9B IR missile at the MIG because of the proximity of the F-105 and by the time
PURPLE
he was sure the MI4 was the target, he had closed to within 3000 ft of the MIb.
Lead fired the SIDEWINDER as PURPLE 2 was calling that "He had his pipper on a MIG - Was
he clear to fire?"
The SIDEWINDER missile passed 10 ft over the right wing of the lead MIO, but now the
PURPLE Lead elected not to fire the second missile for fear of
P-105 was in afterburner.
hitting the P-105 and decided to close for a gun attack.
He cleared PURPLE 2 to fire and glanced over his shoulder to veriFy the position of
PURPLE 2.
The two MIGs broke hard up when the Firsi missile passed them, MIG 1 turning a little
to the right, both flight paths about 200 off the vertical.
to the left and 410 2 a little
The P-105 went into a sharp descending spiral so that when PURPLE Lead again locked forThe first MIG is reported to have yo-yoed onto the
ward, there were no MIGs or P-105s.

I

U

I

0

second F-105 and damaged that aircraft enough that the pilot could not attempt a landing
and on bailout, experienced a chute malfunction. Both F-105 aircrews were lost.

'

PURPLE 2 followed the second MIG into the vertical but could not match the rate of
turn and overshot the MIG's flight path. The MI0 continued over the top pulling into a
tight off vertical loop and continued up in a second loop which would put him behind
PURPA 2. However, PURPLE 2 pulled up into a sort of' high-speed yo-yo rather than the
loop and when the MIO started back up into the second loop, PURPLE 2 whipped his P-100
into a right descending turn and cut into the top of the 141I's projected flight path.
PURPLE 2 put his pipper on the MIO and fired 280 rounds of 20mm HEI in a 35* to 400 dive
at the RIO with about 400 KCAS fron a range of 1500 ft down to about 800 ft but did not
PURPLE 2 had
observe any hits. The 1I0 was inverted and PURPLE 2 was right slde up.
good tracking with his sight set on air-to-air, uncaged and manually ranged to 1500 Ft.
PURPLE 2 passed over the MIG, belly to belly, passed through the MIO flight path
The MIO went down into the
with a bit of turbulence and banked to look for the MIG.
aloud deck and was not seen again.
PURPLE Lead called the flight together so that they could be reformed and ready for
PURPLE 3 had jettisoned all stores including his missiles with
additional MIO attacks.
the emergency Jettison button and PURPLE 4 had jettisoned his tanks on the initial 1410
break. PURPLE Lead and 2 jettisoned their tanks after rejoin to be ready for the next
attack, PURPLE 4 fired an AIR-9B missile without a target, apparently to confirm its
operational capability.
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PURPLE Lead reported that a missile passed between his aircraft and the RIG when he
was Initially about 10,000 ft behind the NbG. PURPLE Lead does not think that the missile
was that or PURPLE 4 but rather a missile from a Navy Crusader.
PURPLE flight did not see any additional MIOs and returned to Danang with no further
incide~nt s.
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Aircraft Involved:
Resulte:

P-10

v

MIs
08I

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter,. Unknown

1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 14 May 1965/Unknown.

11.

DATA SOURCE

I

CZNCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67.
It.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
.No other information Is available except that the MIOs involved were from Hinan

Event 111-5
Aircraft Involved:

One RB-66 vs RIG

Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 19"13'N/105,55'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
11.

20 May 1965/1235H.

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
A B-66 saw an unidentified type MIG at 20 miles.

25,000 foot altitude and was turning away.

The unidentified aircraft was at

Event 111-6

"Aircraft
Results:

Involved: MIGCAP Flight vs two MIGs
No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

11.

20020'N/l0564,'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:
20 May 1965/1300H
DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE flight, composed of aircraft of an unknown type, was on a MIOCAP mission when
they saw a silver flash at 31,000 feet altitude.
The RIO then Jettisoned tanks and
reversed course when approached.
A second MIG was then seen alongside the first.
BLUE
flight started to go after the MIGs but stopped after a brief chase and broke off due
to fuel.
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Alraraft-Involvedt Pour A-iHa vs two MIG-lTs
Resulte
One NIO-17 destroyed
Vicinity of Encounter: 2010'N/1O5025'E
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Timet 20 June 1965/1835H
Pour A-lHs were an a reacap mission. One other flight of four A-lHs were about 30
mlles distant, but were not an %he same mission.
2. MISSION ROUTE
BLUE flight penetrated NVN coast approximately 5 miles south of Thanh Hoa, thence
northwest at heading of 33 0 0, turning to 3156 about time of action.

I,.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

~BLUE

1,2.3.4

S00-20ms

rounds ( 4 -20m cannon)
Two LAU pods, 19 rounds each
Two
gal exst
tanks
IFF ,300
radio,
TACAN

j

Rio 1. 2

Two rockets each (about 8" DIA)

a

1i

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: High overcast, solid ceiling 13,000 tt, clear, dusky as sun was starting to set.
X~t~e:9000 ft
Heading
310 degrees
R-`sc_.1 150 KIAS
PeiI: Unknown
MT-ght Formation:

S. INITIAL DETECTION
Warning of MIOs was first received by report from a picket destroyer, which was
tracking
as they
closed
rear section
of firstof section.
Visual
1(1s0
occurred M11s
as they
overtook
the onfirst
BLUE flight
and recognition
passed it to ofthetheright.
6. ACTION INITIATED4
After M(O0 passed BLUE flight they turned back to launch a head-on attack. BLUE 1
observed M103 firing two rockets. BLUE 1 ordered BLUE flight to reverse course and dive.
All BLUE craft executed a'split-3 and started a rapid descent.
7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
After the MrOs turned back to attack BLUE flight, one MIO pursued BLUE I and 2 while
the other F110 pursued BLUE 3 and 4. This pursuit took place at very low altitude In the
form of a circular route around a ridge line. The engagement lasted about 5 minutes
without one MIG breaking off. On the final attack one MIG attacked BLUE I and 2, and
BLUE 3 and 4 on a head-on pass fired on the K(0, obtaining hits. One of the MIGa, hit by
BLUE 3, then crashed.
B. ORDNANCE
No. fired/No. h.*
Cannon
Rockets
BLUE 3

BLUE 4
RIG
M10 1
2

2/1

3/0
No 1/0
firing

Remarks

--

About 30 rounds per gun

--

About 30 rounds per gun
Fired unknown number of times

2/0
2/0

9,

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 3 indicated that his radio became Inoperative en route to the area. Radio
became operative later. No other significant probl(ms, although as a result of the
encounter three or the rour engines were overboostec..

le
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10.

AIRCRIU COMMENTS
BLUE I 0*i1eved that$ had he realised the hostile rocketa were or'thf' baliistic
type, they could have downed the 1410s at the outset with the~ir 20som oimoo-4, Instead of
talking evasive action.
The SAP~ 4estroYer'3 OCI assistance was fantastically helpful.A
The M410pilot that stayed with them was
good"
BLUE 1 was surprised at the M410-17 maneuverability. The A-lH could not complete a
1800 turn In the time It took the t&!G-17 to execute a wing over and roll in for a good
11. DATA SOURCES
Messaces. Reports., Debrief of BLUE I (17 Jan 67)
Debrief of BLUE 3 (17 Jan 67)
CTO 77,6 MSG 201523Z
It. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
The four A-lHs entered North Vietnam from the sea, penetrating the coast about 5
ailes south or Thanh Hot. They then took up a heading of about 3150, at 9000 ft and 150
KIAS. The flight was In two sections abeam of each other and about 5000 ft apart, with
BLUE 3 and 14to the right of BLUE 1 and 2.
wIhen at a position of 200 10IN/10525'E the SAR picket destroyer reported two nonaquaking, high speed contacts Closing from a bearing or 31470 and and 445miles (about 135
miles from the SAR destroyer). The destroyer tracked the b~gi*3 and called then at 1,
3, and 5 o'clock to BLUE flight. The contacts were lost at 12 miles at 6 o'clock from
BLUE flight. (Itwas felt that this was due to the fact that the targets had turned tailU
cLE1loked
behind him, and within a short time picked up two bogies at 6:30 to
7o'clock about 3000 ft above BLUE flight. (This PUt the bogies at about 12,000 ft alti2miles sway.)
The bogies, on a straight course, paralleling that of the A-l~a, passed of f to the
left about 1 to 1-1/2 miles5 away without changia1g altitude. The bogies were estimated to
be flying at about 350 to 1400 kts. The wingman of the bogies was on the right and they
wer* in a tight formation.
ndAs the bogies passed out ahead, they were identified as MIG-17s due to their outline
adshape. BLUE flight turned slightly toward the MI~s and started a slow descent.

BLUE I felt that the MIOs were heading for the other A-lHs, having lost contact with BLUE
fih.He therefore called the other flight to warn them of the MI~s' presence.
flihs the 14103 got about 5 miles in front of BLUE flight, they abruptly turned 1800
to the left and started back in a descent towards BLUE flight, approaching from 11 to
11:30 o'clock.

At this time BLUE flight was at 8000 to 8500 ft altitude indicating 180

to 190 kts.
orBLUE flight set up for a head-on pass at the M10s since
this type of attack was best
fo h
-a
hnthe MIGs reached 3 to 14miles range, 1 the lead M110 (MIO-l) launched
two large rockets. BLUE 1 felt that these were air-to-air miss!.es and broke the flight
off from the head-on attack and started to execute a split-S to the right and down.
During this maneuver, BLUE 1 observed the ro~ckets to burn out ai a ballistic trajectory
off to the right. BLUE 3 also observed one smoke trail to his Left, after about 3000 ft
or descent.
In the 50 to 60 degree dive, BLUE flight reversed Course aid leveled off at 150 to
200 ft AOL. BLUE flight was then heading about 1140 degrees, tow~ard the coast; and BLUE.4
3 and 14were several. hundred feet above BLUE 1 and 2 and were off to the beam.
At this point, BLUE flight observed the 1410. to be Close beniind them. One 1410 was
following each section of BLUE fligi.t.
iii bursts).

The tracers appeared to be passing beneath BLUE *3and 14. Although there

BLUE I and 2, who had full power at this time, jettisoned tanks and broke right,
around the edge of a karat cliff, putting the karat between them and the MIb.
As BLUE 1 and 2 broke right, BLUE 3 and 14observed smoke trails and a rocket explodIng on the ground in front of BLUE I and 2. BLUE 3 saw the MIGS behind them and jet-'tisoned tanks and rolled off to the left. He observed the 14IG behind him to continue to
fire. BLUE 3 kept moving in and out of the M10a' fire as the MI~s tried to pull lead.A
1

Duaeto the lighting conditions, the range was difficult tc estimate.
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Finally the VIG (04G-2) overshot and climbed away.

As the !1IG did so, BLUE 4 got a snap-

shot but missed.
This MIG (MIC-2)
rest of the incident,

then clinbed up above BLUE flight,
did not again enter the flight.

and although he stayed for the

BLUE 3 and 4 observe& the other MIG (EIG-l) to follow BLUE 1 and 2 and failing on
one pass, reversed for another from h~ad-on.
H'owever, the MiG did not make it successfully and broke off without firing. BLUE 1 and 2 were at this time pulling maximum v,'s
(in the buffet) and were in maximum power, keeping the airspeed at aoout 200 kts.
BLUE 1 and 2 ended up on the opposite side of the karst ridge from BLUE 3 and 4.
The MI,, by climbing and executing a nose high reversal, could reposition on BLUE 1

and 2. BLUE 1 and 2 kept the !MIG from getting a good position on them by maneuvering to
This was done by maneuve:keep the ridge betw:een :.hem anj the MIG as the !:IG .o'led in.
The MUG made several passes in this manner by use
ing through a sadd-l in the ridge.
of the yo-yo maneuver.
After going around several times, BLUE 1 observed the MIG to be above them in a 901
bank as they passed through the saddle.
BLUE 1 and 2 anszed through the saddle with the MIG behind.
At this time BLUE 3 and
4 came back up over the karst at a 900 deflection to the r:IG, and BLUE 3 fired but missed,
observing the tracers to pass in front of the MIG.
The MIG then turned in to BLUE 3 and 4 in a climbing pass as BLUE 3 and 4 descended
toward
the M1G.
pass,
underneath
BLUE 3 Onanda head-on
above ELUE
4. BLUE 3 and 4 each had a good shot, as the MIG passed

BLUE 3 held the nose down to stay on the MIG; and Just before he broke off, he
observed tracers go into the M!G and pieces come off. BLUE 3 and 4 turned back on him
as BLUE 4 got off a quick burst but missed.
The MIG slowly Increased his angle of bank and impacted the ground, exploding on
impact and burned.
The MIG was in a 900 bank when he passed BLUE 3 and 4.
BLUE 1 and 2 heard BLUE 3 call the hit on the MiG; and after passing to the other
side of the karst, saw the burning wreckage.
All members of the flight then saw the other MIG depart toward Hanoi, climbing into
the overcast.
BLUE i and 2 started for the coast, with BLUE 3 and 4 following by about
15 miles.
At this time the ZAR destroyer called to say that there were numerous unidentified contacts coming to intercept them, so BLUE flight stayed at low altitude to the
coast.
The contacts broke off as BLUE flight passed over the coast.
BLUE 3 and 4 pulled 3 to 4 g's during their maneuvers.

Alrhough the rocket pads

were armed, they were not fired for fear of hitting the other section.
BLUE 3 fired
with a fixed sight, with the pipper set to zero deflection.
BLUE 3 utilized the tracers
to assist in aiming.
BLUE 1 did not exrect the MIG-17 to try to get down low and mix it up with the
A-is.
During the engagement the altitude never exceeded about 700 ft except for the
MIG's yo-yo which went up to about 2000 ft.
MIG-I was never observed to fire his cannon.

Event 111-8
Aircraft Involved: Two RF-101s vs two MIG-17s
Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
21 0 45'N/104 0 05'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:

8.

12 October 1965/day

ORDNANCE
MIGs fired cannon.

11.
DATA SOURCES
Messages, Reports:
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Two RF-101s on a reconnaissance mission near Yen Bai were attacked by two MIG-17s.
No damage.
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Event 111-9

Aircraft Involved:

Two RF-1013 vs two M'I~sI

Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:

21041'N/10140 58'E

1.PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date,"Dime:. 15 November 1965/11445H4
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:

Unknown3
BLUE

Altitude:

9,000 ft
0310

R eaI__

Feed1:
ue State:

.

Flight formation:

Unknown
Unknown
Loose staggered trail with wingman on the left.

5. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 2 sighted two 1410-type (model unknown) aircraft at 44o'clock high (15,000 ft)
crossing above and behind BLUE Flight. Positive identification was made at this time.
ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight maintained course and engaged afterburner for acceleration.

6.
7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
The MI~s pulled up to a high perch position on the left side or BLUE Flight, then
broke down to the right and opened fire (cannon) on BLUE 2 who was le'ft and behind BLUE 1.
BLUE 1 uompleted his photo run, and then broke down to the left while BLUE 2 maintained

4

course.

BLUE 2 pulled up into a steep climb until reaching 300 kts, then did a split.".S

down to 500
~was
able to

ft with the MIGs in pursuit. During this maneuver, BLUE 1, ahead of BLUE 2,
elude the MIGs and make a maximum speed egress toward friendly territory.
BLUE 2 increased to maximum speed and descended to 100 ft AGL. He elected to cross Yen
Bai at low altitude In hopes of exposing the MIGs to their own ground fire. (Yen Bai is

J

aheavily defended area with approximately 200 guns.)

0
a

1

BLUE 2 crossed Yen Bai at 100 ftp

while receiving intense flak and AW fire; however, his high air-speed kept him out in
front of the ground fire. One min and 30 sec after crossing Yen Bai, BLUE 2 entered a
fog-filled valley and executed a rapid climb to 44,000 ft. The MIGs were not seen after

4k
RB

this maneuver.
. ORDNANCE

w

MIOs
*11.
12.

-

cannon fire

-no hits

DATA SOURCES
2nd AD, OPREP-3, 151536Z Nov 65, DOCO-O 07312
NARRATIVE
See items 5-7.

'

Aircraft Involved: Two RF-l01s vs two MIG-?
Results: Sighting only
Vitinity of Encounter,
1.

N,

21*38'N/1060 15'E

PRIM4ARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time
11.

16 November 1965/1638H

DATA SOURCES

~messares. Reports:
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 3-67.
TW

4

I

Neither BLUE 1 or 2 received any damage and returned home safely.

Event III-10

k

I

ARRATIVE. DESCsRIPTION

BLUE Flight sighted two MI~s at 10 nmi range.
and lost sight of MI0s.
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BLUE Flight popped into the acluds,
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SECRET
Event 111-11

Alrcraft Involved:

Six A-.Es and two A-4Cs vs
at least three MIG-17s

Results:

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:

21 0 04'N/106 0 32'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 25 November 1965/1448H
Eight A-4Es (BLUE and PURPLE Flights) and four A-lCs (GREEN Flight) were on a strike

mission against the Me Xa Highway Bridge (JCS 18.66).

There were support aircraft for

this mission.

MISSION ROUTE

2.

The aircraft were from the USS Ticonderoga, operating from YANKEE Station.
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

BLUF and PURPLE

A-4E

2 - mK-82

ifA_4C

GREEN
2 - MK-83
Bombs

8. ORDNANCE

MIG 1

MIG 2
SMIG 3
9.

(No. fired/No. hits)
Air-to-Air
Rocket
Cannon
1/0

Remarks
One rocket at PURPLE Flight

One rocket at PURPLE Flight

1/0
o1/

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

i

One member of BLUE Flight's gun jammed (either BLUE 3 or BLUE 4).

S11. DATA SOURCES
Messages,

Reports:

CTO 77.7 251030Z OPREP-3

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67
USN COMBAT REPORT FORM 3480-4
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
The weather was one-tenth cloud cover with 15 mi visibility. At 1445H PURPLE Flight
was retiring at 500 ft altitude and 450 KIAS from a bombing run when they were attacked
by two MIG-17s which fired rockets without obtaining hits.
PURPLE Flight was unaware of
this attack which was witnessed by BLUE 1 and 2 from 10,000 ft altitude as BLUE Flight
rolled in on the target. The MIGs attacked PURPLE from 2000 ft altitude from the 5:30
o'clock high position.

A single MIb-17 (MIG 3) made a pass on BLUE 3 and 4 while they were in their dive
bomb run and fired 23mm or 37mm cannon, BLUE 3 and 4 made an abrupt turn into the MIG

Sfrom

and forced him to overshoot and pass between BLUE 3 and 4, under BLUE 3 and over BLUE 4.
BLUE 3 and 4 were at 10,000 ft at the time and 350 KIAS and the MIG made a pass from
Either BLUE 3 or 4 got into a gun tracking position
8000 ft altitude from 4 o'clock low.
but his guns would not fire. BLUE 3 and 4 then continued on and bombed the target, having
received no damage from the MIG attack.
As GREEN 3 and 4 approached the bomb release point they were attacked by two MIG-17s
GREEN 3 and 4 were at 6000 ft and 450 KIAS and the MIG attacked from
which fired cannon.
3000 ft altitude at 6 o'clock low. BLUE 3 and 4 jettisoned their tanks and one of the
A-4s was hit by a single 23mm round. He retired from the scene at 1415H and recovered
without further incident.
The other A-4C was repeatedly engaged by three AIG-17s at 3000-5000 ft altitude Just
This A-4 encountered
east of the target area for about 5 min (he disengaged at 1653H).
MIas a total of five times. Although the MIGs, in ftve separate passes, fired cannon,
no damage was sustained. The first encounter was by a single MIG-17 who made a flat pass
9 o'clock, firing cannon from 3000 ft range.
Bith the MIU and the A-4 were at

3000-5000 ft, and the A-4 was at 500 KIAS.

MIG-17s,

The second encounter was an attack by two

one from 7 o'clock and another from 4 o'clock in flat passes.

SECRET

The MIGs were at

Event III-11

S40O00

ft altitude and fired cannon from a range of 1000 ft or loes. The A-4 was at 5000
The last encounter was again by two MI0-17s who made a pass
ft altitude and 500 KIAS.
from 5 o'clock and 7 o'clock firing cannon from 2000'.ft range. The MID0 and the A-4L

were at 3000-5000 ft and the A-4 was at 500 KIAS.
All A-4 aircraft retired from the target area.as soon as they had disengaged from
the MIGs.

The F-BE BARCAP attempted to locate the MIDs but were unsuccessful.

The enemy aircraft had two red stripes around the after fuselage and a large single

star on the vertical tall.

yellow border.

One pilot reported a good view of a dark-colored star with a

I
Event 111-12
Two i1-8As vs two
MIG 19s
Sighting only

Aircraft Involved:
Results:

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

£

200 08'N/107 0 42'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 25 November 1965/1510H.

DATA SOURCE
11.
Project Interviews:
Messages. Reports:

None.

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Two RF-8As (BLUE Flight) at 25,000 feet altitude saw two MIG 19s at low altitude.

BLUE Flight was in orbit, waiting to make a photo BDA (bomb damage assessment) run on
Thtire was no engagement with the M10s,
the target hit by the aircraft of Event 111-11.
who apparently did not see BLUE Flight.

'
' ii
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SECRET
Event
Aircraft Involved:
Results:.

Two RF-1Ols vs four to six
MICs

No damage

of Encounter:

SVicinity
1.

3

111-13

21°47'N/104°59'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:

26 November 1965/1123H

Plight of two RP-101s (BLUE Flight) in NVN.

I.

S.

INITIAL DETECTION

On scanning aft, the number two man of BLUE Flight sighted four to six MIGs attacking
and observed gun flashes.
6.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight executed a left break in

afterburner and descended to 200 ft

AOL.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

7.

No hits were sustained by BLUE Plight, and the MIGs made no further pursuit.
8.

ORDNANCE
Cannon

I4IGs

No hits
DATA SOURCES

11.

Messages, Reports:
CPF 262301Z Nov 65,

(Navy Msg)

CINCPAnPLT Staff Study 3-67

I
~Event 111-14

1
Aircraft Involved:

Results:

One RP-8A and one F-IC vs
one MIG-21 (probable)

Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter:
PRIMARY

1.

19 0 40'N/107 0 30'E

MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

15 January 1966/1200H

Two F-8s (BLUE Flight) on a photo reconnaissance mission in NVN.
the photo airplane, the other was acting as escort.

One aircraft was

S.

INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Plight sighted a delta wing silver aircraft on a westerly heading at
19- 04'N/1070 30'E at a range of 8 nmi (probable MIG-21).
The unidentified aircraft passed
directly over BLUE Flight at an estimated altitude of 0,000 ft. The bogey made no heading change, and no engagement followed.
11.

DATA SOURCES

CTO 77.3,
12.

OPREP-4/068,

150658Z Jan 66

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
See item 5.

I
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SECRET
Event 111-153
Aircraft Involved:

Results:

Two F-03B and one EA-3B vs
Radar Contact

Radar contact

Vicinity or Encounter:

190 45'N/10720'E

U

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 19 January 1966/0950H

Two F-4B3 (L',<UE Flight) were on BIG LOOK CAP.
11.

3

DATA SOURCES
CTO 77.6 190420Z Jan 1966 OPREP-3

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight held two targets on airborne intercept gear at 50 mi at approximately
The estimated position of the targets was 30 mi southeast of Haiphong with an
0950H.
estimated speed of 350-375 kts and estimated altitude of 25,000 ft on a northerly course.
directed BLUE Flight to remain with BIG LOOK
The SAR DD could not confirm targets and
EC-121 In the vicinity of 19°45'N/107 0 20'E.
12.

I

I,

Event 111-16
Aircraft Involved: One EA-3B vs Radar Contact
Results: Radar contact only
Vicinity of Encounter: 20030'N/108 0 18'E
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 19 January 1966/0953H
An EA-3B (GREEN Plight) from the Kitty Hawk was on ELINT mission over the Gulf of
Tonkin.
11.

DATA SOUICES

CTO 77.6 190420Z Jan 1966 OPREP-3

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
GREEN Flight, in position 20 0 30'N/108 0 18'E, altitude 30,000 ft, called MIO attack
imminent at 0953H when a steady, apparent lock-on from a SCAN ODD signal was received
from a bearing of 300T. GREEN Flight broke away from signal and accelerated. The signal
shifted to search mode and the lock-on was not re-acquired. GREEN Flight returned to the
carrier without further incident.
No visual contact was made at any time.
12.

II
5

52SECRET

SECRET

3

Event 111-17
Aircraft Involved:

One F-413 and one EA-313 vs
Unidentified contact
Results: Radar contact
of Encounter: 191 114'N/106*30'E

pVicinity
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

3

I.

U.An

EA-3B (GREEN Flight) escorted by one F-MB (BLUE Flight) was flying ELINT in
support of a BLUE TREE mic~sicn.

Date/Time:

4.

20 January 1966/0832H

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:

Unknown

BLUE
Atitude!
30,000 ft
rip-,-_
3200
Spe:.7
IMN
TueYState.
Unknown
Flight F-Wmatiofl:Urknown

3ed
3
3
5.

GR.EEN
30,000 ft
3200
.7 INN
Unknown
Unknown

INITIAL DETECTION

j

GREEN Flight received a signal from a bearing of 3500, with contact closing from
200 20'N/106 0 25'E.

6. ACTION INITIATED
GREEN broke away and BLUE Flight attempted to acquire contact on radar.
7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

See Item 12.
8. ORDNANCE
None

I11.

DATA SOURCES

CTO 77.6 200522Z Jan 66 OPREP-3
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
GREEN Flight, escorted by BLUE Flight, flying ELINT In support of a BLUE TREE mission.
received indications of MIG airborne intercept tracking at position 190 44'N/lo6 0 3o'E,
time 00322. BLUE and GREEN Flights were flying at 30,000 ft, course 3200, and speed
Mach 0.7 indicated at the time. The signal was first received from bearing 3500 and the
contact appeared to be closing from position 200 20'N/106 0 25'E. GREEN Flight gave warning

3

BLUE Flight turned into the contact but was unable to acquire the target either
visall oronradar. GREEN and BLUE Flights then returned to the carrier. Approximately

2 min of tape of the signal were recorded.

SECRET
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Event 111-18
Aircraft Involved:

Results:

One P-sB vs two unknowns

Radar contacts

Vicinity of Encounter-

18040'N/l07°I2'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
8 Pebruary 1966/1000H
Date/Time:
One F-0B (BLUE Flight) was an escort mission.

1.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS
4,
Unknownli
Weather:
BLUE I (both contacts)
Altitude:
e
:BLE
•
e
u iState:
rmation:
TMlRig-t
S.

22,000 ft
335aD

320 KIAS
Unknown
N/A

Unknown

INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE Flight detected a contact on radar bearing 600.
The second contact was picked up bearing 2700 at 15 nmi range.
6.

ACTION INITIATED
At both contacts BLUE Flight attempted to close on the target.

7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
See item 12.

B.

ORDNANCEI
None

11.

DATA SOURCES
CO 1st MAW 081204Z Feb 66 OPREP-3

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

was an escort missi.on weaving east to-west and making good a track generally

±

An F-14B
BLUE Flight contacted (on radar) an unidentified air3350 at 320 KIAS and 22,000 ft.
craft at 080200Z bearing 600 and located at approximately 18*40'N/107042'E and orbiting.
BLUE chased the contact to within 12 n mirange when the unidentified aircraft turned to
BLUE Flight returned to escort without visual
approximately 18,000 ft, speed unknown.
contact.

contacted
At 080210Z, BLUE Flight, under same flight conditions as described above,
0
0
an unidentified aircraft orbiting at approximately 18,000 ft at location 18 40'N/107 42'E
BLUE Flight closed to within 8 n miwhen unidenbearing 2700 at 15n mifrom BLUE Flight.
BLUE
aircraft left orbit and proceeded on course 2800 (garbled) speed unknown.
tified
Plight again returned to escort without visual contact.

itM
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Event 111-19
Aircraft Involved:
Results:
Sighting

p

One EA-3B vs three Contrails

Vicinity ot Encounter:

20 0 00'N/1l1'501E

1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 10 February 1966/1349H
EA-3B, BLUE Flight, flew a mission to update the electronic order of battle of
HainanOneIsland.
2.

MISSION ROUTE
The mission track is shown in the following tablu:
Track Coordinates
Launch Cubi Point
0
17i36'N/110
23'E
180 00'N/108 0 IS'E
19000N/108000'E
1800'N/1080lS'E
i37* 36'N/110023'E
0
2000'N/111
50'E
170 36'N/II023'E

-

Land Cubi Point

i

-4.

Time
0310Z

0432Z
0448z
04583
0511Z
0523Z
0547Z
0613Z
0730Z

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:

Clear with visibility unlimited.

Contrail level unknown.

BLUE
Altitude:

30,000 ft

Heading:0300

Unknown

Speed
SUnknown

N/A

=Fight Formation:

S.

INITIAL DETECTION

"BLUE Flight

observed two contrails at 8 o'clock high.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight reversed course.
7.
11.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
See item 12.
DATA SOURCES

VQ-l CUBI PT 101234Z Feb 66 OPREP-4
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
During the mission the majority of intercepts were of the EW/OCI type.

A SCAN FIX

ECM intercept occurred a few seconds after the contrails were observed, and the height
finder at Lung Men was active. BLUE FlIght reversed course at 0549Z, position
200 00'N/1110 50'E, maintaining visual contact and increased speed to .82 Mach. Bogeys

.1

reversed course and rapidly overtook BLUE Flight on parallel course commencing at
5 o'clock position. At this timg a third contrail was observed.
When two bogeys reached the 3:30 o'clock position, they turned toward BLUE Flight
Just prior to leaving the contrail level, the bogeys
and pushed over in a descent.
became visible but unidentifiable.
BLUE Flight commenced a rapid descent at 0554Z position 19 0 35'N/11135'E as bogeys

descended from the contrail level.
bearing moved aft.

The db level increased from 12 to 24 as the bogey's

SCAN FIX and height finder contacts were lost in descent.

BLUE Flight commenced climb at 0601Z position 18*50'N/111 0 10'E and SCAN FIX was re-

acquired at 0604Z at 18db as BLUE passed through i1,000 ft at 180 35'N/111 0 00'E.
approach was estimated to be 7 n mi.

Closest

SA

SECRET
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Event 111-20

3

Aircraft Involved: Two RP-101s vs 2 bogeys
Results: Sighting
Vicinity or Encounter:
22*35"N/1030 05wE
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 12 February 66/1140H
A flight or two RM-lois (BLUE Plight) had Just completed a photo reconnaissanoe run

In NVN.
11.

DATA SOURCES
2nd AD OPREP-3, 122049Z Feb 66, DOCO-O 13328
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 3-67

'

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Plight sighted two bogeys In the vicinity of the Chinese border (22*35'N/10305'E)
at an altitude of 4oooo ft. Bogeys were on a southerly heading, but made an abrupt turn
to the wezt at time or sighting. No positive identification could be made.

3

I
Event 111-21I
Aircraft Involved:

EA-3B,
MIG-17DF-4B vs possible

Result: Radar contact only
Vicinity of Encounter: 18 0 481N/107 0 16,E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 20 February 19 6 6 /Unknown
An EA-3B(GREEN Plight) was on an ELINT collection mission, while an F-4B (BLUE flight)
was on BLUE TREE Mission
escort.

3J

S. ORDNANCE
None
11.

oATe

'

SOURCES

Messages. Re~orts:
USAF Fighter Weapons School, Bulletin No. 3.

12.

NARRATIVE

Green flight had received and held an ECM contact cvaluated as SCAN
radar
(carried by MIG-17D) signal. GREEN flight estimated that the MIG was in ODD
an Intercept
run position and Immediately initiated evasive action, and called for BLUE flight
support from BLUE TREE mission escort, BLUE flight made radar contact and initiated an
Intercept.
The bogey turned and headed for the shoreline in the Thanh Hoa area.
Pursuit was broken off due to the SAM envelope and no visual contact was made.
Radar
contact was lost when the bogey crossed the beach.
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Event 111-22

I

Aircraft Itivolved:

Two RP-lOl

tighting
vicinity of Encounter:

vs one 1410

ReOults:

PRIMARY NISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
1966/1121H1
15 March
mission.
Dste/Time.
on & reconnaissance
Flight Was

1.

S~BLUE

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

4.

11

BLUE

40,000 ft
2250
600-600 kts

15,000 ft
Unknown
Unknown

Altitude:
teaG2nz:
geeT.

j

200 5 0'9N/105*00'E

S.

INITIAL DETECTION

6.

ACTION INITIATED

BLUE I and 2 sighted bogey above.

None
7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
Bogey made a 1800 turn 25 ml after being sighted.

No incidents.

ORDNANCE
None

8.

"DATA SOURCES
160833Z, 2nd Air Division, DOCO-0 15359,

11.

1

Mar 1966

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
They sighted a bogey at
2 were 20 n ml north of Sam Neua at 14,000 ft.
BLUE 1 and
at 40,000 ft headpattern)
flight
0 0
his
of
because
'4I0
a
to be
0 'E (belleved
20o50,N/105 After
toward Hanoi at point
turn
1800
a
made
MIG
the
ml,
n
25
about
2250.
ing
sighting.
and contact was lost. There was no further
0 025,N/104045'E
12.

2
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Event 111-233
Aircraft Involved: Two RP-lOlSa v
Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter;

eight N

U

Near Hanoi

I. P2IMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Timet

1? March 1966/1222H

fliht oR-

(BLUE Flight) on a reconnaissance mission near Hanoi, NVN.

S.

INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight sighted four flights of two MIOa each.

6.

ACTION INITIATED

7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

First MI0 flight was seen at 1222H.
The MIGs approached to 5 n mi, made a 1800 turn,
and headed toward the Hanoi area at 1229H.
Tho second and third flights of MIGs approached
to withip 20-25 n mi, made a 1800 turn, and departed. The fourth flight closed to within
10 n ai, broke off south as if to set up for an interaept, but then departed toward Hanoi.
All NXO flights were estimated to be at 30,000 ft altitude.
11.

DATA SOURCES
CINCPACAF, 180035Z Mar 66, DIE 20481

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION3

I

Ii

See items 5 and T.

Event 111-24Aircraft Involved: Two p-4Cs vs Bogey
Results: No damage
1.

PRIMARY HISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION Vicinity of Encounter:
Date/Time: 8 April 1966/0906H

2ll

t

N/10TO30,E

Two F-4Cs (BLUE Flight) were on a SILVER DAWN/BIG EYE tsoort mission.

11.
'12.

DATA SOURCES
35 TFW Danang PASTEL at 1510Z 8 April 1966
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

..

At 0906H, BLUE Flight, while flying a SILVER DAWN/BIG EYE mission at 30,000 ft
altitude, 510 KTAS on a heading of 040 0 TRUE, and at a location of 200 15'N/107*30'E,
recelved a call from Ethan Alpha that he had a radar lock on a bogey.
Ethan
BLUEbogey
1 andwas
2 on
a heading
3600radar
and at
that was
time acquired
BLUE Flight
picked
up aAlpha
radar vectored
lock.
The
heading
270*. of The
contact
at
100 right and 15 mi range.
BLUE Flight descended to 7000 ft altitude and the bogey was
painted on radar above them.
BLUE Flight climbed to 10,000 ft altitude and closed to within 3 ni of the oogey
and lost radar contact.
Visual contact was not made due to heavy haze. The weather
was heavy haze below 10,000 ft with visibility 2-3 n mi.
BLUE Flight started a search orbit at this time but broke off the search when they
discovered they were over land. At 0910H, BLUE Flight turned to a heading of 1200 to
depart the area. Ethan Alpha lost contact with the bogey before BLUE Flight lost contact.
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Event 111-25
Airoraft Involved: KA-3B ve MIQa
Resultsz Cn* KA-3B lost
Vicinity of Encounter: 216N/1100E
1.

!1

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Dat/eistt.

A KA-3
11.

12 April 1966/Unknoewn

was enroute from Cubi Point to U1S Kitty Hawk.

DAIA SOURCES
N CSD Listing or US Aircraft downed by MtGs

01-05W Box Score
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Tht1KA-3B was tracked northeast of Hinan Island to Chinese coastline. Was downed
by CKICON RIG cannon tire. Suspect crew oxygen system maltunct... was contributing cause
to Loss.

Event 111-26
Aircraft Involved: Two P-4Cs vs Bogeys
Results: Radar contact
iVolnity or Encounter: Unknown
1.

PRI•ARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tim: 27 April 1966/Unknown

11.

DATA SOURCES
DIA Zntelligence Summary 4-28-66

It.

EARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Two USAF p-4C aircraft at 26,000 ft altitude, on a MIOCAP mission for a B-52 strike

at Nu GI& Pass, picked up two bogeys on radar approximately 25 mi southwest of VINH.

Event II-27
Aircraft Involved: Two PF-4B
Results: Radar contact
Vicinity of Encounter: --

Il

vs Bogey

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 28 April 1966/11405H
Two F-fB. (BLUE Flight) were on BARCAP.
11.
12.

DATA SOURCES
CTO 77.7 281037Z April 1966

OPREP-4

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight, from VF-96, were vectored on a bogey by an E-1B and a SAR destroyer.

The bogey began to retreat toward Hanoi at this time (1405H) at an altitude of 4000 ft.
BLUE Flight broke off the chase when they crossed the coast.
than 15 mi range and achieved no visual contact.

41

They could not close lesn
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Event IIX-83
Aircraft Involved:
One A-iE vs MIO
Results: A-1t lost probably to MIO
Vicinity of Encounter: 2130N/10445'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

29 Aprl 1966/1745H

Two A-lEa (BLUE Plight) were on a RISCAP mission for a downed RF-l01.
11.

DATA $OUNCES

CIRCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67

7th AP 292155Z April 1966 OPREP-3

D0CO-0-18654

NMCSD Listing of US aircraft downed by Klas
It. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE 1 and 2 from Udorn wer3 on a RESCAP mission. They were In the area of the
downed RP-101 when a MIG alert was received.
BLUE 1 and 2 then Immediately departed the
area but became Reparated.
When MIOCAP was re-established, BLUE 1 proceeded back to the orbit area and at this
time noticed that BLUE 2 was missing. Radio contact was attempted without success.
BLITZ 2 had sufficient fuel to remain airborne until 2030H.

Event 111-29
Aircraft Involved:

Two A-4Cs and one A-4E vs
one MIG-15 and one MI0-15/17

Results: Sightings
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

20*55'N/10*550'E and
21002,N/105 0 35'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

12 July 1966/1135H

Two A-4Cs (BLUE Flight) were part of a force attacking the Co Trai railroad bridges.
(21642IN/105055E.)
The strike force also included some A-4Es.
11.
DATA SOURCES
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67
CTO 77.8 120650Z Jul 66
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
An IRON HAND element BLVE Plight reported one MIO-15/17 taking off from HaiphongGal-Lam airfield (2102'N/105035'E) at 1135H.
An A-IE also sighted one MI0-15 flying at 20 0 55'N/105 0 58'E heading 1200.
The MIGe
avoided contact in both sightings.
12.
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Event 111-30
Aircraft

Ir~volved:

Cne EC-121M vs one MIG-21

r.adar contact only
Results:
Vicinity of Encounter:
19o15'N/I06o53'E
1.

SITUATION
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL

Date/Time:

24 July 1966/1805H

An EC-121 frcm Danang was on a BIG LOOK mission over the Gulf of Tonkin.
11.

DATA SOURCES
CINCPACFLT Computer Listing of NIG Events
VQ-l
21112455Z July 1966

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
An EC-121 BIG LOOK aircraft intercepted a CROSS-UP IFF signal at a range of 48 n mi.
As the contact was 44
The contact appeared to be a MI-G-21 makini a low level intercept.
mT away, the EC-121 ccm-enced a diving right turn and headed for the SAR destroyer.
Two F-4Bs on BARCAP were vectored to investigate but the target

fdded.

observed attempted low altitude intercept
This incident Is thought to be the first
by NVN aircraft against U.S. aircraft operating over water in the Gulf of Tonkin.

Event 111-31
One RC.-47 vs MIGs

Aircraft

Invclved:

Result:

One RC-47 lost

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION.

Date/Time:

29 July 1966/i610H

The RC-47 was on a combat support
11.

20 0 12'N/104 0 17'E

-

other mission.

DATA SOURCES

M~essages, R~eports:
7 AF
7 AF

292245Z July 1966 DIO 30105
220730Z August 1966 :4SG 29241

XOXS 67-2567 - Description of air-to-air losses
NMCSD listing of US aircraft lost to MIGs
DIA Intelligence summ.ary of MIG events
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
An RC-47 on a combat support mission was heard to transmit that he was under attack
by hostile fighters.
The call was intercepted by A-lEs in an orbit south of the C-47
and relayed.
The
SAR and RESCAP aircraft were scrambled but the C-47 did not return to base.
C-47 was downed by MIG cannon fire and the crew is missing.
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SECRET
Event 111-32

i_

Four A-4s vs two MIG-17s-2
Aircraft Involved:
Result: No damage
0
0
20 06'N/105 51'E
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY'MISSION AND TAC7ICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
had
had
(on
was
2.

16 Auguat 1966/0656H1

BLUE Flight (four A-4Es) and GREEN Flight (two A-4Es) on a search and destroy mission
BLUE 1 and 2
located a train. BLUE 3 and 4 had expended all weapons and departed.
also expended all weapons but were remaining in the target area to assist GREEN Flight
There
an IRON HAND mission) that was inbound to help BLUE Flight destroy the train.
a BARCAP flight over the target.

MISSION ROUTE
Unknownl•:

U

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
3.
Four A-4Es BLUE Flight
6 - MK-81 bombs
6 - MK-82 bombs
400 gal tank
20mm cannon (port gun not armed)
Two A-4Es GREEN Flight
4 - MK-81 bombs
2 - SHRIKE missiles
MIG-17
Silver
External tanks
4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Scattered clouds at 2000-3000 ft.
Weather:
GREEN
BLUE
5000

Altitude:

5.

Unknown

ft

Approx. 300'
H•edUing
300 kts
Speed:
Unknown
Fuel State:
FT1ght Formation: Elemert

Approx. 1600
Unknown
Unknown
Element

INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 1 saw the MIGs come across target low and fast on a reciprocal heading.

ACTION INITIATED

S6.

BLUE Flight executed a left 2700 turn to a heading of approximately east.
turn the MIGs yo-yoed up and left and ended up at 6 o'clock to BLUE Flight.
SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
7.

In this

I

The MIGs started firing 37mm at
GREEN Flight was coming up to Join BLUE Flight.
BLUE.
BLUE 2 did a hard right 3600 turn and as he did this, the MIGs broke off and departed.
8;

MIG 1 and 2
9.

3

ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No,
Cannon

hits)
Remarks

Unknown/0

Fired 37mm only

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None.

AIRCREW COMMENTS
10.
Experience
Hours
zqTotal

3
Remarks

A-4 Hours

BLUE 1
3800
3200
No other experience information available.
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Event 111-32

Comments on This Encounter
BLUE 1 - Recommends saving 20mm any time striking north of Thanh Hoa in case MIGs
attack. The MIG acquisition of the A-4s should have been easy.
MIG shooting was poor.
Comments on Overall Experience
BLUE 1 - Likes gun in fighter.
Wants a "suoer SPARROW" that can hit any target as long as the target is in the
windscreen at launch.
11. DATA SOURCES
Pro ect Interviews: BLUE 1, 3 May 1967
wess CTUseports,
77.6 161222Z Aug 66 OPREP-3

3

I

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight of four A-4Es was on an early morning mission and had arrived at the
coast beforý. sun-up. They crossed the coast near the hour glass rivers and turned south
towards Thanh Hoa.
At about o628H they saw a train at 20OC6'N/105 0 52'E and began to attack it with both bombs and guns. They made runs e;cpending all of their ordnance and
then called in an IRON HAND flight (GREEN Flight) which was orbiting off the coast. BLUE
3 and 4 departed at this tire. The IRON HAND came in and attacked the train and BLUE 1
and 2 stayed to provide direction for the attack. After the IRON HAND flight had attacked,
the force had made between 20 and 30 passes on the train. At this time they had been on
the target about a half hour.
BLUE 1 and 2 were at 5000 ft altitude, at 300 KIAS, east of the target, heading
approximately northwest when BLUE 1 saw an aircraft coming off of the target.
The range
was about 3 ml at 9 o'clock at BLUE 1. It was seen against the dark background and BLUE 1
recognized it as a MIG-17.
The MIG was heading southeast and was pulling up at 2000 ft
altitude. The MIG, at 450 kts, was observed to drop his tanks and light his afterburner.
BLUE 1 then called MIGs and instructed the members of GREEN Flight who had just
pulled off the target to egress.
BLUE 1 and 2 then turned 2700 into the MIGs, at 5 "g" in buffet, and joined on
GREEN 1 and 2 in a line abreast formation.
During the turn, BLUE 1 saw a second MIG trailing the first.
As BLUE 1 and 2 made their turn, the MIGs executed a high speed yo-yo and ended up
at 6 o'clock, pulling lead and firing their 37mm cannon.
It was observed to fire slowly
and the shells were seen to detonate in front of the A-4s.
The MIGs were 2000 ft away
and at co-altitude (about 1000 ft AOL).
BLUE 1 felt that the situation was not too critical so he did not jettison his tanks.
At this, BLUE 1 switched to guard and called MIGs and his position.
At this time, the four A-4s (BLUE 1 and 2, and GREEN 1 and 2) were egressing to the
east. BLUE 2 at this time broke off to the right and the MIGs broke off and departed the
area toward the northwest.
BLUE 2 completed a 3600 turn and joined the rest of the A-4s
for egress.
The BARCAP did not hear the A-4's MIG call.
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SECRET
Event 111-33

3

Aircraft Involved: Two A-4s vs three MIG-17s
Sightings only
Results.
Vicinity of Encounter: 20'30'N/107 0 06'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 23 August 1966/1135H.

11.
DATA SOURCE
Project Interviews:
Messages. Reports:

None.

I

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Twa
A-4Es
(BLUE Flight) observed MIG-17s on two individual encounters separated by
10.minmjat•
.
12.

In the first encounter, BLUE Flight observed two MIG-17s heading southeast to Ile de
Cac Ba at 3000 feet altitude. These MI1s were observed to turn 180 degrees and return to
the vicinity of Haiphong.
At the point of closest approach the MIGs were five miles away.
This MIG
A third MIG-1T was sighted as BLUE Flight was outbound from the target.
The MIG turned toward BLUE Flight and then proceeded
was at 25,000 feet, heading west.
west again and disappeared.
No warnings were heard by BLUE Flight.

3

3

4,

Event III-34
Aircraft Involved: EC-121 vs one MIG-17
Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounver: 19oU7'N/107 0 00'E

k,

1.
11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

10 September 1966/0 830H1

U

"
,

i

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Computer Run Listing Mi1 Events
7 AF 1122320Z Sept 1966
12.

S

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
A BIG LOOK aircraft detected a conical scan, SCAN ODD airborne intercept radar sigAt 0827H,
nal. The signal strength was 54 decibels at a bearing of 2650 from BIG LOOK.
BIG LOOK isqued a MIG warning based on a bearing cutting the coastline at GEOREF CGO(area northeast of Haiphong).
Shortly after the warning, the PIRAZ ship (Red Crown) directed BIG LOOK to turnIII
outh. A turn was made to a heading of 1800 true; the bogey platform was estimated to
be within 5-10 mi range in lock-on mode (conical scan).
At 0831H a rapid bearing change of 3000 in 1.5 min occurred coupled with a signal
strength of 64 decibels indicating that the MIG circled BIG LOOK as BIG LOOK completed
a turn descending Into the clouds at 8000 ft.
The SCAN ODD signal faded at 0832H on a bearing of 3300 as the BARCAP aircraft were
vectored in pursuit.
BARCAP intercept was broken off as the MIG approached lani and no visual sightings
were obtained.I

Note: This is the second attempted intercept of BIG LOOK aircraft (see Event III-45A)
"The ECM data from this intercept indicated that the MIG circled the EC-121 as the
EC-121 descended into a cloud bank.3
The MIG aircraft was tracked by the PIRAZ ship which vectored the CAP toward the MIG.
*
The MIG ran for the beach and no visual sighting was ever held as the BARCAP intercept was
* broken off as the MIG approached land.
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Event 111-35
Aircraft Involved:

EB-66B and four F-4Cs
One
vs two MIG-21s

Results: Sightings
Vicinity of Encounter:

I

1.

0

14'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
10 September 1966/0941H
Pour F-4Cs (BLUE Flight) were escorting two EB-66 (GREEN Flight) aircraft who were
on an ECM mission.
11.

*

21043'N/104

DATA SOURCES
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67
460 TRW 10094Z September 1966 CCE 11306
7th AF 112320 September 1966

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
The B-66s were in their orbit pattern between 22 0 15'N/lo4P06'E and 210 52'N/101 0 02'E
from about 0935H until 1013H. The lead EB-66C (GREEN 1) was at 30,000-32,000 ft altitude
and the EB-66B (GREEN 2) was at 28,000 ft altitude trailing GREEN 1 by 15 mi.
At 0941H !REEN 2 observed two MIG-21s at 24 000 ft heading 0500.
GREEN 1 was at
210 43'N/104 0 14'E at 28,000 ft altitude heading 24CO.
The MIGs passed below GREEN 2.
They were in sight 5 sec.
12.

Three min later, BLUE Flight reported lock-on with the same MIGs but had zero overBLUE Flight then broke off the chase and continued escort.
GREEN Flight had received three MIG alerts prior to the sighting but none were in
the Immediate vicinity.
take.

Event 111-36
Aircraft Involved: Two F-4Bs vs MIGs
Results: Radar contact
Vicinity of Encounter: 20 0 25'N/107 0 20'E
1.

I

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:
10 September 1966/2020H
Two F-4Bs from the USS CONSTELLATION were on a night escort mission over the Gulf of
Tonkin.
11.

DATA SOURCES
7th AF Computer Listing of MIO Incidents

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Two F-4B aircraft made radar contact with MIG-17s after being warned of the MIGs
presence by the agencies.

SA
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SECRET
Event 111-37
Aircraft Involved: Two F-4Bs vs Bogey
Results: Radar contact only
Vicinity of Encounter: 20 0 00'N/106 0 25'E
1.
11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTILAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 24 September 1966/2020H

|
I

3
3

DATA SOURCES
CTO 77.8 241530Z September 1966 OPREP-4

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Two BARCAP aircraft, BLUE 1 and 2, were vectored by Red Crown to investigate a contact In the vicinity of 20 0 O0'N/106025'E. The time was 2020H and the contact was at
about 7000 ft altitude.
After closing to about 30 mi, BLUE Flight was instructed to break off the Intercept
vector due to tentative assessment of the contact as a possible friendly aircraft.
BLUE Flight started to resume normal BARCAP station but were recommitted at 2030H
on the same 6ontact.
In the meantime, the contact had orbited about 15 mi from the coast
ovtr water in the vicinity of 20 * 00'N/106 0 25'E.
As the BARCAP were committed the second time, BLUE 1 closed to 25 mi range and g&Ined
a mo-mentary contact on his radar.
12.

U

I

At this time the contact turned inland and accelerated from 250-500 kts and was lost
overland.
BLUE 1 and 2 broke off the run about 10 mi from the beach.

I
Event 111-38
Aircraft Involved: F-MB vs Contact
Results: Radar contact only
Vicinity of Encounter: 20035'N/107 0 26'E
1.
11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 5 October 1966/0235HI
DATA SOURCES
CTO 77.6 042305Z October 1966

OPREP-4

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
TARCAP 0 aircraft obtained a lock-on on tWo high speed air contacts in the vicinity of
20035'N/107 26'E at 1835Z.
An E-lB aircraft held radar contact with two EF-IOB aircraft
in the area and one possible unknown.
Contact was broken at 1834Z dGe to no positive
Identification.
1

Or 4 October, 18352.
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Event 111-39
Aircraft Involved:

I

Results:
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATIONicnt
Cate/Time:

E-lB vs Contacts

Radar contact only
orEout:

205

/172 E

6 October 1966/0026HI

11i.DATA SOURCES
CTO 77.6

052136Z October 1966 OPREP-4

12.

I

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
An E-lB aircraft held an unidentified high speed air contact in the vicinity of
20035'N/107 0 20'E at 0025H, heading 2000.
The BARCAP was vectored to Intercept, however, the bogey turned north and disappeared
0
0
froms the E-lB scope in the vicinity of 20 50'N/107 00'E at 0030H. The BARCAP did not
acquire the bogey on AI radar.

IJ.
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3

Aircraft Involved: Four A-lHs vs four MIO-17s!
Results: One MIG-17 destroyed and one MIG-17

"damaged

20*32'N/105 0 46'E

Vicinity of Encounter:

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:
9 October 1966/l013H

U
0

0

Four A-lH3 were orbiting with a helicopter at 19 45'N/106 10'E in a SAR position
for a possible RESCAP for a downed strike aircraft.
2.

MISSION ROUTE
The route was from the ship to 19045'N/106 0 10'E. Then when called, entered coast
for 15 miles, then 3500 for 25 miles, then 030* for 12
heading 2950 to 19 0 53'N/15 0 57'E
Egress was via the same route.
miles and then vectors to 21 0 32'N/105046'E.

U
"
3

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
2 LAU 10 rocket packs
20mm cannon (800 rounds)
MIG.
Guns
Blue-gray with red stars
4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Scattered to broken clouds at 4000 feet with tops to 6000 to 7000 feet.
Visibility restricted by haze.
BLUE
and4
BLUE I and 2
500 ft
1500 ft
Altitude:
Unknown
Unknown
Reaf n:
260 kts
Unknown
IF55-ed:
Flight Formation.

5.

Unknown

Unknown

Fue__

Unknown

INITIAL DETECTION

Warning was given by an E-2A aircraft of bogeys approaching from the north.
then observed tracers going by BLUE l's wing from 6 o'clock high.
6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE 2

BLUE 1 and 2 then broke and descended into valley with the MI~s following.

7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

He flew
BLUE 2 saw two MIGs follow BLUE I so he broke left takirg two MIGs with him.
in and out of valleys which placed the attacking aircraft in difficult situations. The

i

MIs then attacked BLUE 2 but on their attack passed in front of him at which time he
By this time,
fired cannon and rockets at. them, achieving cannon hits on one aircraft.

BLUE 3 saw two MI1a
BLUE 3 and 4 arrived with the helicopter and attacked the MIGs.
on BLUE 2's tall and made two passes at them. BLUE 4 saw a MIC on his right, rolled
in and destroyed the MIG.
8.

ORDNANCE

BLUE 2
BLUE 3
BLUE 4
MI~s
9.

No.

fired/No.

20mm
•7/1
3/0
1/1

ZUNI
Several/C

t

hits

Cannon

Many/0

Remarks
One MIG damaged
Two beam, one head-on
One MIG destroyed
Once at BLUE 3 and many times at BLUE 1 and 2

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None.

IThere were initial reports that these were SU-7s.
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Event 111-140

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience:

Unknown

Comments on this Encounter:
BLUE 3 - Observed open in-take on head-on pass.
BLUE 4 - Aircraft had one large tailpipe.

All BLUEs:

Delta wings, wing mounted on fuselage with wing root guns.
-,J

Comments from Overall Experience:
BLUE Fli 1 ht: Consider rough terrain and low altitude as a major factor in their safety.
Successful flight due to E-2A calling and boge~fs and radar vectors to search area.

11. DATA SOURCES
Messages.

12.

Reports;

OPREP-3 Z090438Z October 66 from CTG 77.5

OPREP-3 Z090745Z October 66 from CTG 77.5
OPREP-3 Z091719Z October 66 from CTG 77.5
OPREP-o3 Zo9101oZ October 66 from
77.5
nTO
Recommendation for Awards P 1O010BZ October 66 from Intrepid
J

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Fliwht of four A-oHs launched from the Intrepid at 0700H from a position of
19*17'N/lO613 'E as target RESCAP for Phu Ly strike.
The flight arrived on station at
19045'N/106-10'E orbiting over the rescue helicopter.
At 0922H the flight was advised
that an F-4B was down and their assistance required at 2032'N/105E46'E.
BLUE I and 2 proceeded to the SAN scene with BLUE 3 and 4 remaining to escort the
helicopter.
The flight crossed the coast at 19 0 53'N/1050 57'E on a vector of 295* for 15
miles, then they proceeded on a vector of 350 degrees for 25 miles, then 030 degrees for
12 miles, as directed by the E-2A aircraft.
BLUE 1 and 2 crossed the coast at 0925H at
14000 feet altitude, climbing to 6500 feet.
BLUE 3 and 4 followed by about 10 minutes at
altitudes between 6000 and 9000 feet.
Both sections encountered moderate, inaccurate
37mm flak, concentrated 0 mainly on the helicopter.
Flak became very light after crossing
the Song Ma River at 20 00'N.

BLUE 1 and 2 arrived on the rescue scene at 0953

K

and descended to 14500 feet for

At 1010H BLUE Flight was warned by E-2A aircraft of bogeys approaching from the
search.
north at 27 miles.
BLUE 1 and 2 headed for the mountains 8 miles away to get cloud cover,
descending to 500 feet above the terrain.
Shortly thereafter
(about 1013H), BLUE 2 observed tracers fr.m 6 o'clock high going
below and ahead of BLUE I and called a break.
BLUE 1 broke right descending further into
valleys to remain below the ridge lines.
BLUE 2 saw two aircraft follow BLUE 1 In a
climbing turn and then he broke left.
BLUE 1 saw two other aircraft follow BLUE 2.
BLUE 1 made no attack runs and had no firing opportunities.
BLUE 1 and 2 then lost contact with each other and BLUE 2 soon observed himself
under attack by three aircraft.
BLUE 2 found several narrow valleys between ridges about
800 feet high. By flying into the valleys and around the ridges he forced the attacking
aircraft into difficult maneuvering situations.
The three aircraft attacked successively
from all aspects, beginning runs from within low clouds.
During these attacks each air-.
craft would usually pass in front of BLUE 2.
At such time BLUE 2 would fire 20mm and ZUNI
rockets.
He obtained no rocket hits but at one time he saw his 20mm hitting the MIC as
he fired from the enemy's 9 o'clock position.
He observed debris coming from the wing
root and smoke or fuel trailing as the MIG retired.
BLUE 2 made no attack runs but was
able to fire about 7 times.
After BLUE 2 had damaged the MIG, BLUE 3 and 4, escorting the helicopter, arrived
on the scene at 1025H.
BLUE 3 and 4 were at 1500 feet and about 260 knots (as a result
of en route descent) BLUE 3 saw BLUE 2 low at his 10 o'clock position and under attack by
two aircraft from the rear.
BLUE 3 rolled left into in attack run and made two high side
runs from above, firing 20mm.
After the second run BXUE 3 rolled out into a head-on
situation with the enemy aircraft.
Both fired at each other, but no hits were achieved.
BLUE 4, after BLUE 3 began his attack, saw an aircraft low at 2 o'clock, about
1500 feet away.
BLUE 'I began a high speed descent closing on the target.
The enemy
aircraft saw BLUE 4 and started a left climbing turn.
BLUE 4 began firing at 300 feet
and closed to 200 feet observing 20mm hitting the tailpipe section.
The enemy aircraft
then dropped sharply on its right wing and dove through the clouds followed by BLUE 4.
Beneath the clouds BLUE 4 saw the aircraft and the pilot ejected and the seat separated
from the pilot.

U

The enemy aircraft disengaged at 1035H.
BLUE Flight continued the SAR mission until
1045H when BLUE 3 and 4 departed with the helicopter.
BLUE 1 and 2 departed at 1105H,
and crossed the coast at 1120H.
-
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as a major
the rough terrain, ond low Iltitudo
The crews or BLU Flight considered~
timely reporting of bogey tracks
its
with
support
E-2A
The
safety,
retctor in their
factor.
Wnavigation vectors was also a significant
thought to be FITTER (313-7) or FACE~PLATE, taill
The four enemy aircraft wore initially
wing and a report or the horizontal
fuselage,
the
of'
description
based on the crew's
about 300 pounds of fuel.,
BLUE 1 and 2 landed on the carrier with
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Event 111-41
Aircraft Involved; EA-38 vs Bogey
Radar contact only
Results:
20008'N/107016'E
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 10 October 1966/Unknown

!•

i

11.
DATA SOURCES
Messages, Reports:
PEC 130055Z October 66 PECPDC
FAIRECONRON One 1215002 October 66
TAP 152237 October 66 DIO 30666

3

It.

I

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

An EA-3B aircraft flying over the Gulf of Tonkin reported intercepting a SPIN SCAN B

airborne intercept radar.
*earchand track mode.

The intercept frequency was 9320 MCS and was received in both

One D? heading 3300 true from 20008'N/107 0 16'E was reported.

This bearing indicates

the Cat BI - Haiphong area.

the signal source was in

MIG-21Dpulses
equipped
to amarker
as belonging
by analysis
was later
whichto
no quadrant
However,
beam confirmed
rider missiles.
handleThethesignal
air-to-air
would indicate missile guidance were observed during this intercept..•
This was the first

i

confirmed SPIN SCAN Intercept in

NVN.

|I

flAl
Event 111-42
Aircraft Involved:

SResult:

Four F-MCs vs Unidentified

Radar contact only
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

Date/Time;

3]

20 nmi from NVN coast

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
10 October 1966/145011

11.
DATA SOURCES
Messages, Reports:
CINCPACFLT Computer listing of MIG Events.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BIG EYE initiated a flight of p-4C to intercept an unidentified aircraft.

PIRAZ

held the F-4s and the unidentified aircraft and monitored the progress.
The intercept
was broken off 20 nmi from the coast, as the unidentified aircraft faded over southern
China.
As the intercept was broken off, there was a border violation broadcast on the air

for GEOREF CG-no color.
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Event 11-1-43
Aircraft Involved:
Results: Sighting

vs two MIO-19s

Two RF-lOl1

Vicinity of Encounter:

Unknown

AND TACTICAL SITUATION
1. PRIMARY MISIOS1
Date/Tlme: Novcmber or December 1966
Two RF-lOla (BLU0 Flight) on a photo reconnaissance mission in NVN.
11.

!

3

DATA SOURCES
Letter from BLUE 1.

1

U:

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLU• Flight saw two MIO-19s at 6 o'clock about 5 mi away.
and left the MIGa.
12.

The RF-lOis accelerated

I

I;
Event
Aircraft Involved: Two F-8E
Results: Radar contact

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.
11.

1113-4i

vs possible MIG

20°39'N/106609'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATIONE9
Date/Time:
28 November 1966/1155H
DATA SOURCES
CTG 77.4 280848Z November 66 OPREP-3/004L

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Just prior to 1155H, two F-8Es from the USS TICONDEROGA, who were on a BARCAP mission, were vectored by PIRAZ (Red Crown) to intercept one possible MIG aircraft.
At approximately 1155H when the two F-8Es (BLUE 1 and 2) were at 20*39'N/106o091E,
they were fired upon by six SA-2 missiles. At this time the '-8Es were heading 3000 at
7500 ft MSL above a solid cloud layer with tops at 5000 ft when a missiles away transmission was heard on guard channel.
BLUE 2 immediately reported a flashing red APR-27 light. BLUE 1 saw a SAM at BLUE
3's6 o'clock about 1000 yd away and called a hard right break. This SAM detonated 500
ft from BLUE 2 and a second detonated 1500 ft from BLUE 2.
This
BLUE 2 then saw a thlrd missile at BLUE l's 6 o'clock and called a left break.
SAM detonated about 400 ft above BLUE 1. BLUE I then reversed and a fourth SAM detonated
about 1000 ft at 10 o'clock. Two more SAMs passed between BLUE 1 and 2 and detonated
2500-3000 ft above the flight.
The hard break evasion tactics were successful in avoiding the missiles and the
lowest altitude reached by BLUE Flight was 5500 ft.
After the SA-2 firings, PIRAZ observed four additional nossible MIGs on radar which
BLUE 1 and 2 were then vectored clear of the
were trailing the original single bogey.
area. It was believed that this was a trap to lure the BAECAP into a SAM envelope.
However, no damage was sustained.
12.

3
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111-45

Pour -F4Csand one EB-66C
vs posoible M10
Radar contact

Aircraft Involvedi
Results:

Vicinity of' Encounter:
1.
11.

20 0 35'N/10i402'1E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 28 November 1966/1412H
DATA SOURCES
432 TRW 2812O0Z Novemrnr 1966 OFREP-4 CCE 18915

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
4
One EB-66C (WREEN 1) and its high cover of -_ Gs (BLUE Flight) were on an ELINT
collection mission in North Vic-tnam and Laos,
watch 1312H at a position of
GREEN 1 departed TakhlI at 1240H and was on
The
route
continued
at 200 00'N/101 0 40'E.
170a2'N/1O360P'E.
The 1Einitial
21033'N/103048'E
then th
r-ough
then point
t~iroughwas2!042'N/104030'E;
210421N/103145
throu~h
(at I02H). then to 9g000'N/4104024'E (at 1424H) a•rd went off watch at 1432 at
t180121N/103*/OI40E.tenthogh2l33Nl0QI8
12,

At 1409H, GREEN I picked up an Al radar in search mode at 11 o'clock position, At
GREEN 1 wa5 in
this time GREEN 1 was at 20059'1N/103958'E heading 1(50 and at 27,000 ft.
the clear above an 8000-10,0O.0 ft broken deck, GREEN I inquired of BLUE Flight if they
BLUE Flight confirmed a single return at 14 mi
were painting anything at that bearing.
range with a speed of 500 ltts.
At 1410H when at 20'51'N/103 0 59'E, GREEN I reported that he was look-on by an.Al
radar.
BLUE flight reported the togey at • mi range from GREEN 1 and closing.
Neither
GREEN
BLUr or
crew
members
saw the bogey
any time toduring
the The
Intercept.
As the bogey
search.
rly-by occurred
at
below
ORn'-E,
radarat returned
passed orabove
0
0 I 1the AI
1412H at a location or 20 35'11I/104 02'E.
GCI radars were unusually active and FIRECAN signals strong all during the incident.
It is believed that the bogey could have been locked on chaff which had been dispensed by
GREEN 1 (both RR-I4 and RR-59 were being dropped at this time).
Although the intercepted Al radar signals were similar to that of the F-4C AI
radar. (APQ -72), the presence of a single F-4C in this area was highly unusual.
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SECRET
I1I-46

Event

Aircraft Involved:
Result:

Four F-4Bs vs Bogeys

Radar contact

Vicinity of Encountur:

20O30'N/107140'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 2 December 1966/1420H
Four F-4Bs (BLUE Flight) from the Coral Sea were on a flak suppression mission for a

The target was at approximately 21023'N/106616'E.

ROLLING THUNDER 52A strike.
11. DATA SOURCES

Coral Sea Report No. 036

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

l

BLUE Flight, armed with NK-82 bombs, performed a flak suppression funotion on active
flak sites located near 21023'N/106016 E, between 1351H and 1358H .
SAM guidance radar was detected by th, APR-27 at 1OOR and chaff was dropped from
12,000 Ft altitude.
The weather was clear, with 4-5 mile visibility in haze.
0
These bogeys
At 1420H, BLUE Flight detected two possible bogeys at 20 30'N/107•40'E.
were detected on radar and were at 15 miles range, low and closing at a rate of 600 kts.
At this time BLUE Flight was at 25,000 rt altitude, heading 180 deg at 450 kts.
The bogeys turned to a heading of 090 and the Closing rate dropped to 50 kts, with
BLUE Flight in a 0.8 n mi trail position. Since it was determined that BLUE Flight could
The F-4s were
not overtake, due to fuel state, the Incident was reported to RED CROWN.
soon thereafter diverted for a SAR mission.

I
i
..

Ii

Event 111-147
Aircraft Involved:
Result: Sighting

EB-66C vs two MIG-21s

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

22025'N/l05 0 22'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
4 December 1966/0818H
Date/Time:
Two EB-66, one B and one C, (Blue Plight),were on an ECM mission.

A.

11. DATA SOURCES
Messages, Reports:

432 TRW o41gooz Dee 6 6, SG
189 9 2
7th AF 04225DZ Dee 66,

MSG DIG 30926

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE 1 sighted two MIO-21s flying north at 11 o'clock position, approximately eight
At 0 the time of sighting, BLUE 1 was flying west on the first orbit at 0818H,
miles away.
position
22 25'N/10522'E. Both MIGs made left descending turns to the clouds and were
lost from was
sight.
12.

Immediately after, fighter bombers below were heard to call alerts for MIGs.

Some

fighter (no call sign heard) was heard to say, "Who got him?" Response was, "Number 3
(Note:
or number 4 got him." This was believed to mean one of the MIGs was shot down.
Possibly refers to Event 78, Vol.

1

II.)

7

.

~SECRETI

SECRET
Event 111-48
Two F-4Cs vs two
uni~deftified aircraft
contact
Radar
Result:
2 105oON/106*45'E
Vicinity of Encounter:

Aircraft Involved:

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 4 December 1966/1130H
Tonkin, under the'direction of
Two F-4Cs (BLUE Flight) were on CAP over the Gulf of
RED CROWN.
1.

11. DATA SOURCES
Messages, Reports:
7th AF 042250Z Dec 66,

DIO 30926

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
and 28 minutes later BLUE I and 2
At 1102H RED CROWN called MIG alert for area AF-2,
Bogeys headed towards
area BG-4.
in
ft
2500
at
0
were vectored toward two bogeys orbiting
BLUE Flight then turned
45'E.
210051N/106
approximately
at
back
turned
but
Flight
BLUE
racetrack orbit.
back southeast and bogeys went into an extended left-hand
between 1130H and 1145H, as the
BLUE Flight was vectored toward hogeys three times
envelope.
SAM
into
bogeys attempted to draw U.S. aircraft
when BLUE Flight reached the coast BLUE
to west
Each time the bogeys turned back
0
0
and minimum distance to bogeys was 20 n mi.
00'E
50'N/107
20
was
position
Flight's extreme
made.
No visual contact was
12.

1I
S

SSECRET

E
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SECRET
Event 111-49
Aircraft Involved:
Results:

Two EB-66s vs one MIG-21

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

21*05'N/104*07'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

5 December 1966/1057iH
Date/Time:
Two EB-66 aircraft orbiting between 20 0 30'N/104 0 30'E and 2120'N/104o30'E.

They were

on active/passive ECM support for armed recce missions nurbers FB-5643-3 and D-3A.
MISSION ROUTE

2.

0
0
direct orbit
53'E, direct 0 to 201l'N/104040'E,
Takhli, direct to 0 19 32'N/103
Departed
0
0
direct !8 !5'N/103 0 10'E, direct Takhli.
30'E,
21
20'N/104
and
20
30'f1/104030'E
between
Refueling was as planned.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

4.

Weather:

Not given.

BLUE
not given

Altitude:

30,000 ft

Headig:

Speed:
Fuel State:
Flight Formation:

5.

not given
not given
BLUE 2 in trail

INITIAL DETECTION
Received MIG warnings:

at 1017, and AG-l at 1025.
10.

with BLUE 1; undetermined distance,

same altitude.

MIG, 6A at 0950, 1006 and AG-l at 1009,
Observed possible MIO-21 at 1057H.

Q0-2 at 1015,

AG-I

AIRCREW COMMENTS

None.
11.

DATA SOURCES

Messages,

Reports:

7thAF DIA(005) 052317Z Dec 66 DIO 30934

432TRW, OPREP-4 X Electronic Warfare 053 050922Z Dec 66
432TRW 19005
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
0
An EB-66 and an EB-66B at 2105'N/104 07'E observed one silver, delta wing aircraft
(possible MIG-21) heading east to west at true course of approximately 0900, altitude
10-15,000 ft and estimated airspeed of 350 kts. The aircraft did not alter its course
nor appear hostile.
12.
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SECRET
Event 111-50

Aircraft Involved:

USN aircraft vs one possible
MI1-21

Result: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
11.

20*57'N/105*47'E

14 December 1966/1602H

DATA SOURCE

CTG 77.7 OPREP-3 PINNACLE 0002/CHI,

14 December 1966

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
A possible MIG-21 sighting was reported by USN aircraft flying from the USS
Roosevelt.
One silver gray aircraft was seen heading 2300 at position 20 0 57'30"N/105*47'E,
with a speed in excess of 500 kts.
The altitude of the bogey was 200 ft and the time was

1

1602H.

No aircraft

markings were observed.

The flight who saw the bogey lost contact immediately after the sighting due to SAM

evasion.
The weather for the coast in to west of Thanh Hoa was scattered cloud cover at 5000 ft.
In the foothill region, there was broken cloud cover, with bases at 3000 ft and tops at
5000 ft.
In the target area there was scattered cloud cover at 5000 ft.
In general the

visibility was 5-7 miles.

V

432

JI
43-

i N:

SECRET
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SECRET
Event 111-51
Aircraft Involved: Two RF-lOls vs MIOs
Radar contact only
Results:

Vicinity of Encounter;

2lcO8tN/lOL0411E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time; 1 January 1967/1545H
Two RF-101s (BLUE Flight) on a photo-reconnaissance mission in NVN.

1.

2.

i

I.

A BIG EYE air-

MISSION ROUTE
Flight departed Udorn on a heading of 0280,

15,000 ft, direSt to TACAN Channel 97

061E heading 035 , 20,000 ft and 540 kts.
20047'N/104
Then direct
and climbed to 20,000.
0
0
Then direct to
540 kts.
east to 0900 direct to 20 47'N/104 46'E at 23,000 ft,
Turned
0
Then
(MIG chase began here).
20 25'N/10441'E heading 2100, 8,000 ft at 0.98 Mach.
0
0
direct 20 18'N/104 22'E heading 2400 at 1.05 Mach; and then direct to Udorn on a heading
of 2000, 25,000 ft, 540 kts.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
4.
Unknown
Weather:
BLUE
Altitude:

Hea

20,000 ft

0800

0.98 Mach
Unknown
Fuel State:
Flight Formation: Unknown
Speed

INITIAL DETECTION

S.

At 1545H BLUE Flight got a vector equipment lock-on (X-band strobe) at their 10
The continuous strobe moved on around and held at
o'clock position moving to 9 o'clock.

their 6 o'clock position.

At 1545H MOTEL called MIG alert in QG-3.

ACTION INITIATED

6.

BLUE Flight made a break toward the Laos border, heading 2100, descended to 8,000 ft,
and then took up a heading of 24o0.
As BLUE Flight broke, the strobe, which was contin-

uous, moved to 6 o'clock.

I

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
MOTEL then called a MIG alert at 1547H in QF-2.

7.

+..chase;

4

BLUE Flight egressed on a heading of 2400, speed 1.05 Mach with the MIGs in tail
The BLUE Flight was
however, neither aircrew made V13Ual Contact with the MIGs.
0
The MIGs broke off the
at 20 10'N/104I15'E when a MIG alert was again called in QF-2.
0
The
chase at 20'20'N/104 35'E, at which time they were at or across the Laotian border.
on
one ring at the start of this attack and had increased to over two
vector signal was

Ii

rings when the MI~s broke off.
11.

DATA SOURCES

432TPW OPREP-3 011150Z January 67 PASTEL 00016
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
See items 5-T.
e
tms57

12.

+
•:

Event 111-52

Aircraft Involved:

One RF-4C vs two unidentified

Results:
Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter:
21030,N/103017,Eg

i
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

1.

Date/Time:
S

2 January 1967/1315H

1

11. DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT St..i Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE TREE aircraft saw contrails and was followed briefly by contacts until they

broke off to the north.
.8

SECRET

SECRET

S~

Event 111-53
Aircraft Involved: One RF-4C vs Bogey
Results: Radar contact only
Vicinity of Encounter: 20 0 26'N/103 0 43'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITOATION
Date/Time: 3 January 1967/0734H
An RF-4C (BLUE 1) was on a weather recce mission in the north Laos NVN area.
2.

MISSION ROUTE
BLUE 1 departed Udorn at 2135Z and
proceeded
directly to Mekong River 180 18'N/103 0 16'E.
0
0
BLUE
I
turned
north
to
Channel
97
(20
26'N/103
43'E).
Forty miles south or Channel 97 he
picked up an X-band strobe on radar.
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
Centerline fuel tank

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather! 10,000 ft overcast, clear above.

Visibility 10 mi.

BLUE
Altitude:
15,000 ft
Heading:
0110
=eed.
unknown
5. INITIAL DETECTION
Forty nmi south of Channel 97, BLUE 1 received less than a one-rin g return on X-band
strobe at his 2 o'clock position.
6.
7.

1

~tank,

ACTION INITIATED
No action was taken.
SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE I continued heading 0110.

Still heading 0110, the strobe moved to BLUE I's 6 o'clock position and increased to
three-rings.
Signal became intermittent as BLUE 1 turned to 0300 at Channel 97. BLUE 1
turned
to 1400
10,000
1 turned back
to course
(0300).and descended
As BLUE 1 to
turned
to ft.
0300, The
the strobe
strobe disappeared.
came up again BLUE
to three-rings
at
0
0
6 o'clock. The pilot decided to abort the mission.
He
did
a
1800
turn
at
21
l01N/104
at 0739H to a heading of 1900, 10,000 ft, squawked emergency IFF and dropped centerline 25'E
proceeding directly to BAN BAN (19*30'N/103'30'E). Heading varied slightly and

airspeed increased to Mach 1.3.
Strobe continued intermittently from 4 o'clock to 8 o'clock
position.
Strobe signal diminished and quit at 19 0 30'N'!030 30'E.
BLUE 1 proceeded to
0
0
18 18'N/103 16'E and then directly to Udorn.
No bogeys were seen visually.
A ground
operational check of APR 25/26 equipment showed fully operational.
However, it never lit

up in flight.
11.
DATA SOURCES
Messages, Reports:
3O34~5z Jan 67 2EL FASTEL TUOC 00055 Jan 67

gf,

i•-1
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SECRET
Event 111-56

*

HAircraft
Results:

f i gVicinity
1I

One RP.-101 vs one MIO
(probable)
Sighting only

involved:

of Encounter:

20047'N/102*36'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

3Date/Time:
UOn*

16 January 1967/1035H

RP-101 (BLUE Flight) was inbound to his secondary target area on a routine recon-

naissance
2.

Mission

in NYN.

MISSION ROUTE

0
01'E; then to
Departed Udorn to 180 18'N/1030 16'E; then direct to 20019'N/1011
to 21*05'N/102'30'E, south along 102 0271E, to 200 37'N/!020 27'E;
2O'08'N/10300 38'E; then
0
then to 18 20'N/103 18'E; direct to Udorn.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Thin cloud layer at 12)000 ft, clear above and below.

IAltitude:

Visibility unlimited.A

BLUE

-I -

22,000 ft MSL
33Q0

Hed n

Unknown
peed
Flight Formation:Single Ship
BLUE's vector equipment gave him an X-band signal at I o'clock for approximately 3
Anin. He then sighted a silver, swept wing aircraft at I o'clock, 41tmi range, and 3000
ft above him. Bogey appeared to be in a quartering head-on attack.
ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 1 made a hard left break to a heading of 1800 and descended rapidly into a
cloud deck.
6.

-7.

*full
I

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE I continued his turn to a heading of 050* and leveled off at 12,000 ft MSL in
military power with a TAS of 590 kts. He continued making evasive turns along a
back to 22,000 ft and returned to Udorn via 13*19'N/103 0 10'E without further incident.
After the initial sighting, BLUE 1 had no further visual or electronic contact with the
hear ETHAN issue a border warning on guard channel prior to the encounter. Due to the
brief time of the encounter, BLUE 1 could not positively Identify the aircraft encountered
as a swept wing. However, he did not believe the aircraft was a delta wing type.
10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience:

K,

aTotal
BLUE 1

Hours

RF-101
Hours

41150

78

Combat
Remarks
No prior air-to-air engagements

Missions
Unknown

11. DATA SOURCES
Messages * Reports:

I

432TRW OPREP-3 16o514Z Jan 67, PASTEL 00397
4I32TRW OPREP-3 2607341Z Jan 67, FASTEL 004105

II432TRW OPREP-3 16o9l41Z Jan 67, PASTEL 004106

SECRET
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Event 111-57
Aircraft Involved:

Result:

I

One EB-66 Y3 two MIO-17s

Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter:

21030'N/l1i04l51E

I. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 16 January 1967/155514
11.

DATA SOURCE
RED BARON MI11Incident Summary of FACAF CP Event 29.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The crew or the

B-66 sighted two MIG-iTa.

No other action occurred.

U .

*
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SECRET
Event 111-58
Aircraft Involved:
No damage
Pesult:

1.

Approximately
21°O4*N/lO04045E

PRINARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 16 January 1967/18558
On*e RN-4

2.

One RF- AC ve two MIGs

Vicinity of Encounter:

ir

1

(BLUS FlIght) was on a photo reconnaissance

nission.

MISSION ROUTE
BLUE Flight departed Udorn and proceeded to Chaaael 97 at 25,000 ft;

0
then to 20 03'N/

in a lcft 900 turn
104037'E, descending to 8,000 ft; then to Pop Point 210 60'N/104 0 52'E
over TOT, descending to mountain top level; thence to 20049'N/104 0 01'E. From there he
made a climb to altitude then proceeded direct to Udorn.
3.
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

RP-1C

BLUE I

No armament

yp

MI08

Unknown type
Silver
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:

Clear
BLUE 1
8000 ft

Altitude:
Speed,
Fuel State:

540 KTAS
Unknown

Plight Formation:
S.

None
!

141TIAL DETECTION

MI~s were detected visually at the 3 o'clock position, three miles away and turning
BLUE1. I on an intercept course.
into
on BLUE
6.

The MIGs were heading 150 deg and were turning 1rn

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 1 went into full afterburner,

descended to the deck and accelerated out of the

area at 700 KTAS.
SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE I lost sight of the MIGs as they approached his 6 o'clock position and never
Due to sunlight glintIng off the APR-28/26 scope and other strobes on it,
regained sight.
BLUE I was not able to determine if the MIs were registering on the X-band radar warnring

.7.

gear.

8.

ORDNANCE

9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

*one

None
11.

DATA SOURCE

432 TRW 160619Z Jan 67,
12.

I

OPREP-3 TUOC 00410

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

0
BLUE I was a lone RF-4C on a reconnaissance mission at 8000 ft at 2ý01'N/I0O4 5'E1E
when he observed two MIGs, silver in color, at his 3 o'clock position, 3 miles away,
The MIGs turned into BLUE 1 at
heading 150 deg. BLUE 1 was heading 240 deg at 540 KTAS.

which time he unloaded the aircraft,

descending to tree top level and accelerating

700 KTAS out of the area all the way to Channel 97.

%o

BLUE 1 then climbed to altitude and

returned home safely.

-
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Event In1-59

One EB-66B vs one MIG-21

Aircraft Involved:
Gc.

Result:

Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:
1? January 1967/1539H

3
'El

11. DATA SOURCE
RED BARON MIG Incident Summary of PACAP CP Event 34.
12.

2150'N/104045'E

*

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
The crew of the 8-66 sighted one 1410-21.

No other action occurred.

'3
Event i11-6o
Aircraft Involved:

unidentifiedvs

Two RF-i01a

two

Results: Sighting only

i

iIi

i

Vicinity of Encounter: 21040'N/104*7'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
11.

17 January 1967/154011

t i

DATA SOURCE

CZNCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Photo flight at 16,000 ft saw two silver aircraft at 6 o'clock on different heading.

S.•
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EC ETEvent

•

111-61

Alroraft Involved: Four F-105s vi two MIG-17i
Results: Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter%

3,

21o26'N/105*3?'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time& 20 January 1967/0955H
11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Start Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE' DESCRIPTION
Armed reconnaissance flight at 15,000 ft saw two MIOs at 8-9000 ft on perpendicular

heading.

I
4

Event 111-62

Aircraft Involved; Two F-4Cs vs two MIO-21s
Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

22030'N/105l15'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 21 January 1967/0825H
11.

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Lead of ECM escort at 31,000 ft saw two MIGs,

possible MIG-21s,

at 5 o'clock; MIGs

maneuvered and headed away; MIGs closest point of approach was five miles.

A

Event 111-63
Aircraft Involved:

Three F-4Cs vs two
unidentified

Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:

21 0 28'N/106 0 15'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 21 January 1967/1613H
11.

DATA SOURCE

12.

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Remaming three members of flight of aircraft downed by ground fire were in vicinity
of downed aircraft; Lead saw two bogeys at 4-6 miles turning in behind flight; flight

broke right and up and came under intense ground fire; lost sight of unidentified aircraft.

'I,1
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11.
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3
MS"II at 64hO 11t &

Ut "11V

10 00 090001"

heading.

Ajwrer4ft
ltmtal

B~M111465
ylpfleo
Two
F-102&
va
tour
Sf ighting
ORLY '/~il

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tim.: 22 January 1967/1600H
11.

DATA SOURCE
CIRCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
CAP Flight at 27,000 ft saw four unidentified aircraft at 18,000 rt; closest point
of approach was 8-9 miles; unidentified aircraft may have been friendly.

12.

"-•

Event 111-66
Aircraft Involved: One B-66 vs one MIG-17
Results:

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:

"Date/Time:

22 02'N/105 0 28'E

22 January 1967/1130H

11.

DATA ISOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Stud7 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
ECK aircraft at 28,000 ft saw MI0 at 10 o'clock; 1IG closed to two miles and turned

awayI
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SECRET
Event 111-67
Aircraft Involved: Two pip-IOla vs two NIG-T7a
Results: Sighting only
Vicinity or Encounter: 22:00'N/1050 15'E
1.
11.
Is.

~~$

PKINARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tiwm: 28 January 1967/1620H

A

SPTA
SOURCE Start Study 6:
GIMCPACYLT
6-68.

e

y

v0

4"NTIVI DESCRIPTION
Pl•ate aircraft climbing through 10,000 rt saw MI~s directly above at 25,000 •tt
M108,•
etimte apparently did not set flight,, which descended to 100 ft and coutinued mission.

i
r•

•

Event 111-68

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs three MIG-21l
Retults: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 210I6'N/106°4I'E
1.

FIINANu

MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

DateJanim: 28 January 1967/1629H
11.
12.

DATA SOURCE
-CINCPACFLT Starf

Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Inbound flak suppression flight saw three MIGs 5-6 miles away; no hostile action.

Event T11-69
Aircraft Involved: Four F-l05s vs four KIG-17s
Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.
11.

21018'N/10045'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 28 January 1967/1632H

A

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight inbound to samp target as flight of Event 111-68 saw 1i1s at 4-5 miles,
9 o'clock low; flight began turn into MIGs, but MIOs evaded.

12.

SECRtET
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:•

SECRET
Event

111-70o3

Aircraft Involved: Three P-lO5s vs two M10-21s
Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 2213'N/10O425'E
1.
11.

PRtMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Timol:
February 1967/Unknown
DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Flight at 18,000 ft saw MI0s breaking away from rear; MI~s turned sharply and disappeared.

Event 111-71
Aircraft Involved: Three F-4Cs vs one unidentified

Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 180.07lN/105030IE
1.
11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 5 February 1967/1154H
DATA SOURCE
CINCOPACFLT.Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Flight climbing off target at 22,000 ft saw contrails at 3 o'clock; three minutes
after sighting, unidentified aircraft was seen descending toward flight; unidentified
aircraft remained at 5 miles off starboard wing for one minute; Subsequent actions of
unidentified aircraft indicated it nay have been friendly, although silver In color.

Event 1

2-72

Aircraft Involved:

Two RF-101a vs one MIG-19/21,
one IL-14 and one MI-6
Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21027,N/1O3017,E•
20025'N/103 0 55'E
1.

11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 10 February 1967/I418Hl

1

/0

7

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.U
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Photo flight at 21ý000 ft saw silver, swept wing aircraft at 35,000 ft on a reciprocal heading, range 10 miles; 16 minutes later at second positlon shown, cargo plane at
4000 ft seen coming from Dien Bien Phu; flight flow over cargo aircraft to obtain photos,
which subsequently revealed helicopter In vicinity, also.

88

SECRET

4
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SECRET
Event 111-73
Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s and four F-4CS vs
two MIOs
Results; Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 22*05'N/10*430'E
1.

(

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 16 February 1967/1624H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

P-105 IRON HAND flight at 13,000 ft saw two possible MIIs pass in front at eight miles
range; six minutes later, F-4c flight saw two unidentifiedaircaft a 20, miles; F-105s
and F-9Cs in
same general area.

IT
Event III-74

Aircraft Involved: Three F-105s vs three
uwidenti fied
SiLhting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 200144'N/lCJJ0 5JI'E
Results:

1.

S11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 19 February 1967/0859h
DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Flight at 15,000 ft saw three silver aircraft flying over at 36,000 ft; no attack
made; unidentified aircraft may have been F-l04s, but were headed generally for area of
Event 111-75.

4

.:

1

Event 111-75
Aircraft Involved: Four F-,4Cs vs two MWoGs
Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.
11.

20*58'N/lO50 02'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 19 February 1967/0902H
DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff 3cudy 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Escort flight at 12,000 ft saw two MIs descending from 1 o'clock; flight turned
into MIOs and got lock-o at 17 miles, but 4as unable to close; MIGs continued and flight
broke off; five SA-25 th
fired at flight.

SECRET

8

i

*SECRET
Event 111.763
Aircraft Involved: Pour' F-1053

vs four MIO-213

Results: Sighting only
Vicin~ity of Encounter:
1. PUIRARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
katedTimo: 22 Febru~ary 1967/1624it

11.
1?.

DATA SOURCE
CIMCPACPLT Staff Studyl-.68.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION3
Strike flight made sighting at 6Oco ft.

Alli

90

SECRET

4031'M/105036 'E

---

N

SECRET
Aircraft Involved:

Event 111-77
Two RP-4Cs vs two M4Ga
(probable)

Result: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter:

2145'N/10°05'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time.
23 February 1967/1500H
A flight of two RF-4Cs (BLUE Flight) were inbound on a photo reconnaissance mission
of the Tu-!g Tu (6M 1892) and Thang Quang (6M 1836) railroad sidings.
1.

"1".
i

2.

MISSION ROUTE
Channel 79 at0 25,000 0ft; then to 21019'N/
BLUE Plight departed Udorn direct to TACAN
0
103030'E at 20,000 ft; then to 20 0 54'N/104 14'E; then to 22 12'N/105 06'E (abort point),
and returned via same route.

SJ3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
RF-4C BLUE 1. 2
Vector equipment
MIO 1. 2
Silver color
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
4.
Weather: Clouds, 6,000 ft broken to overcast.

Visibility 2 to 3 mi les in haze.

BLUE

Altitude:
Heading:
=_State_

20,000 ft
Generally NE
Unknown
:

Plight Formation:

Unknown

Unknown

S.

INITIAL DETECTION
0
Strobing had
Both BLUE 1 and 2 picked up strong X-band strobing at 21 5'N/10405'E.
lasted for 1 1/2 minutes when BLUE Plight made a visual contact on two bogeys at 9 o'clock,
1 n mi range, at 15,000 ft. Unlidentified aircraft were silver in color, and were flyi•ig
a loose abreast formation.
6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight broke down and right, and lost contact with the unidentified aircraft.
SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
No engagement took place; BLUE Flight aborted their mission and returned safely to
Udorn.
7.

&l

8.

Ordnance
None

11.

DATA SOURCES
432 TRW OPREP-3,

230930Z Feb 67, FASTEL 01398

SECRET
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SECRET
Aircraft Involved:

Event 111-78
Four F-105s ve one MWO-•2

Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21200'N/1030 55'E

-

I. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Datt/!fime,
11.

23 February 1967/1532H

DATA SOURCE

CINCACFLT Staf f Study6-8
NARRATIVE DESCKIPTION
Flight joilnng up at 10,000 ft after target run; MIG seen at 14-15,000 ft; no engagement due to low fuel.
12.

5

Event 111-79
Aircraft Involved: One RF-101 va two unidentified
Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 20*23N/l03tE
1.
11.
12.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 25 February 196?/0948H
DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

of lock-on for next 30 seconds;
at lock-on,
RF-101
Photo aircraft in turn at 26,000
ft picked
up dived
X-band,to range-only
light lock-on
and 4 ndication
7000 ft. where
broken

due to cloud bank entry; RP-101 pilot looked back to see two aircraft pulling contrails;

aircraft were silver and delta-winged.
F-4C possibly In area at time of sight; point of
closest approach of the unidentified aircraft was 12 miles.

I

U!

-

!

SECRET
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3

SECRET
Event

111-80

Airgraft Involved: One RF-4C vs two unidentifled
damage
Results: No
Vicinity of Encounter: 21000'N/10250'E
I.

SDate/Tvie:
11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
25 February 1967/1105H
DATA SOURCE
CINCPACYLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Photo aircraft got X-band strobe, rolled out, saw two unidentified aircraft trying
tor tail position; RF-JC maneuvered and outran unidentified aircraft.

12.

.I
Event II-81
?
Nba-?
va
One
RF-4C
Involved:
Aircraft
Results: No damage
t
Viclnlty of Encounter: 221O 'N/lOJ4a5'E
1. PRIMARY NISSIGN ANO TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Tlme: 5 March 1967/0703H
11.

DATA SOURCE

•INCPACGFLT Staff Study 6-68.
:Photo

it.

DESCRIPTION
NARRATIVE
at 1500 ft received X-band strobe from rear; aircraft lit afterburner
aircraft

:41G was not visually sighted due to
and maneuvered for 5 minutes until lock-on broken.
overcast; mission aborted, partly due to weather, after HIO chase.

I
I

vent

III-C2

Aircraft Involved: Four F-l05s vs one MIG-15
(probable)

Results: SightIng only
Vicinity of Encounter: 19°30'N/104I30tE
*

1.
11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tlme: 5 March 1967/1615H
DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

DESCRIPTION
NARRATIVE
1.
aircraft described as MIO-15 or P-86 with color and markings unobunidentified
utes;

Flight Inbound to target at 23,000 ft saw an unidentified aircraft for about 5 min-

served.

SECRET

SECRET
Event 111-83
Aircraft Involved: Two RF-4Ca vs two 141-17*
(possible)
Results: Sighting only

Vicinity of Incounter: 21000'N/103050'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/TINW:

11.

7 March 1967/161HN

DATA SOURCE
C1N'PACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

3

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Photo flight enroute at 13000 ft saw two silver aircraft with swept wings and blunt
noses 2000 -t above; unidentified aircraft furned right and photo flight broke down into
clouds.

I

I
I
I

I

•
-

in
~

~SECRET..J]

SECRET

3

Event XXI-8"
Aircraft Involved:

Two RP-4Cs vs one MIG-I?

and 4 unidenta
Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

2101311/105000'9

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tlmo:

8 M~arch 1967/about 1400M

-Two R-4C8 (BLUE Plight) were on a reconnaissance mission against the Chl Pan RR yar,
Z~.

i

_BLUE

i

MISSION ROUTE

Plight departed Udorn 3nd proceeded to Channel 97 at 19,000 ft. From there they
They then climbed to 6000 ft altitude.
proceeded to 21l13'N/105°00'E at 1000 ft AOL.
After encountering the MIQa they proceeded t;o 21• IN/105091'E and then to Channel 97.

8.

ORDNANCE
None

1I.,DATA SOURCES
432 TRW 081110Z March 1967 OPREP-3 TUOC 01722
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
From 1558H to 1602H, BLUE Plight turned from the target area and climbed to about
They were on this heading about 1 1/2 min when an X-band
6000 ft on a heading of 2300.
strong (1 ring - steady) appeared at 3 o'clock.
The crew of BLUE 1 (Lead) saw four unidentified aircraft at 3 o'clock in two elements of two each, in trail about 500 ft apart. The lead element was seen to move toward
the 6 o'clock position but visual contact was lost with both elements.
The X-band strobe continued and moved to the 6 o'clock position and Increased to
BLUE 2 then turned right across BLUE l1s track to check the 6 o'clock and saw
3 rings.
one swept wing, blunt-nose silver aircraft identified as a MIG-17 about level with
BLUE I and within 2 ml range.
BLUE 1 and 2 went to afterbuener and descended to about 1000 ft altitude. The
signal remained on during the descent, went off at level off, and came back on at 2 1/2
rings from the 5:30 o'clock position after about 30 sec, and remained on 20-30 sec.
The signal then went ofr and stayed off. The flight proceeded to channel 97 and
had climbed to 28,000 ft 25 mi prior to Channel 97.
The weather was broken to overcast.
1t.

I
I

U

~BLUE Plight heard

1410 calls for AP-3 about 1605H4.

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105l
Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

4•
11.

Event 111-85
vs two MIO-213

22 0 00'N/105040'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Ti•'e: 8 March 1967/1603H
DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Inbound armed reconnaissance flight at 8000 ft saw two M10. approaching at 15,000 ft.
0
MIOs passed 1 mile ahead, lit afterburner, and turned, trying to get behind flight.MIGs
broke off from 3000 ft Just after completing turn and no firing was seen.

12.

SSECRET
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SECRET
Event ZI1-86
Aircraft Involved:

Rtesults:

One PF-4C va possible RIO

Radar contact

Vio.'"Ity of Encounter:
1.

220°'N/101 1 1 0'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/TIme:1

9 March 1967/035111

I

One RP-4C (OLV Flight) was on a retconnaissance mission.

2.

1

MISSION ROUTE

Departed Udorn at 0312H, then proceeded direct to Channel 97 (21°27'N/l03 0 43'E)
arriving at 033611.
BLUE I then headed to 2122'N/103*l3'E at 8000 ft MSL, arriving at
0342H.
On a heading of 050, BLUE 1 then descended to 5000 ft MISL and proceeded to
22•O5'N/104134'E.
At 0350H BLUE I turned to a heading of 117e, descending to 4000 ft MSL
(1000 rt AOL) with t speed of 540 kts.
INITIAL DETECTION
While an a heading of 1170 at 22•101N/104010'E at 1000 ft AOL, BLUE 1 began to receive fluctuating power and activity lights for a few seconds and then launch lights at
0351H.
S.

6.

7.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 1 made a left turn to 0800,

varying altitude and airspeed.

I

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

Thirty seconds later, BLUE 1 received a 3-ring X-band audio strobe and light from the
6 o'clock position.
At the same time he received fluctuation activity, power, and launch
lights as well as S-CONS from the 7 o'clock position.
AOL.

1

3

BLUE 1 increased his 3peeet to 600 kts plus and turned to 3000 descending to 500 ft
He maintained that heading
for 1 min, then turned to 2700 heading for a few minutes,
0

then to 2300 at 22000'N/103 56'E at 0357H.

The 3-ring plus X-band strobe remained at 6 o'clock for 6 min until BLUE 1 got to
the Black Mountains at 21 0 15'N/105050'E at 0400H.
No further signals were received after this point. BLUE 1 then went direct to

3

Channel 97 and then home.
8.

11.

ORDNANCE
None observed.
DATA SOURCES

432 TRW 082225Z
12.

March 1967

TUOC 017341

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

I

Additional comments:
BLUE 1 was to have pas3red near the Thai Nguyen iron and eteel works at

21033'N/105052'E,
weather points at 21040'N/1050°0'E
and 21010'N/105 0 00'E.
of the mission Was and
not ac-complished due
to the MIG encounter.
During the mission, BLUE I was in an overcast with tops at 8000 ft MSL,

This part

bottoms at

500 ft AOL.
Visibility was IC mi above the overcast and less than 1 mi below.
No warnings were heard.
Possible
tactics
used
wereplaced
to give
launch
signials
make1 BLUE
1
turn The
northeast
(a enemy
turn south
would
have
BLUEfalse
1 in SAM
a SAM
ring).
When to
BLUE
turned,

I

a probable MI0 jumped him.

I
I

18 March 1967 1951Z
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SECRET

SECRET
Event 111-87
Aireraft Involved:

Four P-NCs and tour P-lOSs vs
one MIO-21

Result: No damage
Vicinity or Encounter:

2?155'K/1O415511

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 10 March 1967/1553H

I.

.

BLUE Flight (tour F-105a) was egressing from a strike on That Nguyen Iron and Steel
GREEN Flight (P-4Cs) was assigned a STRIKE-CAP mission.# The flight
Workc (JCS 76.00).
GREEN
had completed Its strike on JCS 76.00 and was egresaing, trailing P-105 flights.
and mainhad rendezvoused with F-105 strike force over Northern Laos inbound to target
Strike
tained position above and behind the last F-lOS flight for Ingress and egress.
rorce probably consisted or IRON HAND leading, followed by a flak suppression flight,
.

MISSION ROUTE

Inbound unknown.
Ridge when attacked.
3.

force was proceeding westerly from target toward Thud

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

P-lOS

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
6 750-lb bombs
(Probably carrying two 450-gal. wing tanks and QRC-60 pod.)
Camouflaged

GREEN 1. 2. L.

P-4C

I

Outbound,

6
N
11
I

'4

750-lb bombs
SPARROW (AIM-7E)
tank tank
370-gal. wing
centerline
450-Sal.
QRG-60

MZ-•__.j.Camouflaged

II-2

Silver color

Air-to-air missile(s)
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Scattered to broken clouds at altitudes below egress altitudes.GREE.N
BLUE

4.

Attdi14,000-18,000
Altitude:
Hedig

SState:
Flight Formation:

(altitudes are not
3000
m400 XCA$

ft
clear

GREEN

16,000-20,000 ft
Flight was above BLUE Flight)

3000

400 KCAS

Unknown
Both flights in pod formation.

7,500 to 8,000 lb

INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight observed a single MIG-21 approachlig from below at 6 o'clock, detection
GREEN 1 (front) otierved the MIG at 10 o'clock, very low
range above 5 miles or greater.
Estimated
(nearly underneath him) just before the MI4 fired a missile at BLUE Flight.
altitude of the MIG was about 3000 ft. There was no evidence of NIG warning In this case.
5.

U.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight continued egress, taking evasive action when MIG was observed to tire
missile at them. GREEN 1 had inoperative radar and on sighting MIG called it out and
told GREEN 3, who was on his left wing, to go after him.

r

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE Flight observed the MIG fire a missile from extreme range (several miles or more)
The missile was oband took evasive action by turning 450 and climbing toward the sun.
served to approach to about 2 miles behind the flight, then lost momentum and arched
MIG broke off and BLUE continued egress.
toward the ground.
7.

'F-105s

*Mission carries bombs and air-to-air mnssiles; assigned to strike a given target, but
Follows
Jettison bombs and protects F-lOSs if MIGs become a jlear threat on ingrtes.
out on egress to protect against NIOs.

SECRET
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SECRET
Event 111-87
GREEN 3banked sharply to get a bettor view and both front and back sighted what
a MIO-21 below. At about the same time GREEN 3 (front) observed a missile
leaving the MIO, followed by a prominent white trail of Smoke. GREEN 3 could not see what

~jappeared to be

the PIG was shooting at due to broken clouds between the 1410 and GREEN Flight. GREEN 3
then rolled inverted, nos* r4ow', an-1 fired a SPARPOW, without a radar targets In anI
attempt to divert the Mla. The MIQ broke right and GREEN lost sight of him under clouds
shortly after the missile firing. He. was not detected agi.
GEN3smsiefloe
a ballistic path, missing the MIG by about 1/2 mile. GREtN Flight continued egress.
Later, at a point on the Red River just below Yen Bal, with GREEN Flight trailing the last
flight of F-lO5s by 3 to 4 miles, F-#44 and P-105a about 14i,000 ft altitude, a flight of
four NIG-21s was observe~d closing the F-lO5s from 5 o'clock, level. GREEN I radar was
now operating and GREEN Flight turned toward the 1410. who then did a hard turn away and
departed the area. GREEN continued to egress with the F-105s. GREEN Flight was just
about at BINCO ruel.

8. ORDNA14CE

SARWI
(No. tired/No. hits)

Remarks

AIM-7E

Fired without look-on as a diversionary

1/0

GREEN 3
9. EQuIPMI'£T PROILEMS

measure.

I

Missile went ballistic.

4

Creen 1 radar was Inoperative part of the tine.

10, AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience:

GREEN 1 (front)
GREEN 3 (front)

Total
Hours

F-#4
Hours

3000

220

55

£4500

175

52

Combat
Missions

Remarks
10 years In ADC.
Most of time in fighters or
intercep"tors; 100 missions in
Korea in F-80; ADC after Korea.

Comments on this Encounter:
GREEN 3 (Front) - A. miSsile System which permits launch and missile guidance without
fine tracking or the target would be highly desirable In a situation like this.
Comments from Overall Experience:
GREEN 1 (front) - The visual identification requirement is necessary In the SEA
environment with many friendly aircraft in the air and our lack of ability to discriminate

by other than visual means.

I
I

The SPARROW is basically a good missile -- it just needs better reliability.
Releasing the centerline tank offers problems in maneuvering to release and keeping
the rlight together as well as In maintaini.'g position on the F-1053. There have been

-

aircraft hit and damaged by centerline tank&
You always want more speed and maneuverability although the 7y14 has the speed it
needs and definitely has the maneuverability.
The P-14 can disengage from a MIG-21. If you have a 1410-21 making a pass from the
rear quarter (either co-altitude or diving on you) you pull a hard break and cause him
to yo-yo high. If he does this just right he's still in an awkward position. What you
can do Is break into him or, if he goes high enough, you can just unload, put the burners
in, jink to spoil his tracking, and get out.

* The P-41s' ability to accelerate is a great advantage. It can turn well, and what
It does best is roll. You can roll the airplane all day and this makes a big difference.I
You absolutely have to have a pilot In the back seat of the P-14 rather than an MO.
It would be difficult for an RO to understand the various tactical situations, and a
pilot In the back could bring the aircraft home If the frontseater is hurt.
GREEN 3 (front) - Two people In the F-4 work out well. In addition to needing the
other man to operate the weapon system, it's helpful to have sonebody else looking around.II
There have been a number of cases where the extra set of eyes have spotted things.
The practice of having an RO In the back seat rath~er than a pilot is sound for day3
work or in Just an Interceptor role, but in night air-to-ground work it Is extremely
valuable to have a man to watch the instruments and this requires a pilot or a very
experienced RO.
11. DATA SOURCES
Project interviews:
Messes:
mb

98

GREEN 1 (front) 6 March 1967
GREEN 3 (front) 10 March 1967
388TFW Korat OPREP-3 101139Z, March 1967, DOI 0750
8TFW Ubon OPREP-3 1012140Z-, March 1967, D0I 03223
TAP message 110107Z, March 1967, 010 2*2589
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12.

Event 111-87

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
As in paragraphs I through 7 above.

-I
U
I

,Vent
III-8e
Ai•reraft Znvolvod
Results.

PoFur P-lOSs vs three N16-17a

Sighting only

VolnLt1 Of Znoount*er:
1.

210343N/1050401E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

SDat*/?ime:

10 March 1967/1556H
11.

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
It. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Flight on egress from ALFA target when at 4500 rt BLUE 3 saw two silver

410a 7 miles
off starboard wing at same altitude; speed Was Increased and visual contact lost.
When
approximately 20 miles to northwest and at 5000 ft, BLUE 4 saw ane silver MG0 5-7 miles
range a' 2 o'clock.
1I1 winged over avd was not seen again.

i.+
'

Iu
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<I

SECRET
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Event 111-89

Alrorart Involveod

wvelve

-1OSs

vm two MIO-21s

and four "IO-1?Ds

Result: Two MIO-lTDs killed, one Nra-i1 damaged
Viclnity of Encounter: 21i38*N/056'E

1.

i

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:
10 March 1967/1556H

BLUE Plight (four P-10.s)
was the mission lead for a strike of sixteen P-105 aircraft
from Takhli.
The targe, was the Thai Nguyen steel mill.
Primary miasion of BLUt Plight
was flak suppression in and around the target area.
IRON HAND flight, EB-66 ECM flights,
NIOCAP and other support aircraft were airborne In connection with this mission which
took place on the same day as the initial
strike on this target.

|

I

,. 14ISSIN ROUTE

Takhll to GREEN ANCHOR extended to North Star Tracking Station,
to Cho NI, then mouth into the target. Egress vest to Red River.
3.
-.

to Red Rivers east

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

I

S

CBU-P
(centerline)
2 450-gal. wing tanks (inboard)
1 AIN-9B (left outboard) (BLUE 1 and 3 only)
I QRC-160 (right outboarC)
All camouflaged and carrying 20mm cannon.
Cannon
Silver color
Not camouflagvd

LAA1
Silver color

Not camouflaged
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER*
W
: Clouds 3000 ft scattered. visibility about 5 miles In hate over the target and
IF-r.EF-valley dround th; target area.
BLUE
3
C2

Altiude:

.OOO-5OO0

ft

g :a

280-21900
550 KCAS
kiTeS ate:
Approx. 1000 lb above BINGO
Flight Formation: Left echelon almost line abreast, BLUE 3 on the right, with 1,
T3 the TUE. in that order.

4 and 2

INITIAL DETECTION

S.

Numerous MIC warnings in the area from BIG EYE and the preceding strike force.
Coming off the target, as the flight was rejoining, BLUE 1 sighted f)ur MIO-17Ds at
2 o'vlock, approximately 2000 ft down, distance 1 to 2 miles.
were In a 70* echelon
to the right, 1500-2000 ft between each airplane, on a westerly HlOs
course.
6.

ACTION INITIATEO

BLUE 1 and 3 rolled into the MIG-17s, attacking from the Was 7 to 8 o'clock position.
BLUE 1 did a descending barrel roll, rolling in behind the first
two MIGs, but ahead of
the second two.
BLUE 3 followed BLUE 1 with a high side pass from 9 o'clock, pulling in
behind the fourth MIb.
BLUE 2 had lost his radio receiver when popping up to go In on
the target and was not aware of the situation. He lost contact with rest of flight and
*greased.
BLUE 4's actions are not known.
7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE I rolled in between M4I 2 and 3 and tried unsuccessfully to fire his AIM-9B
(He had thrown the wrong switches and the missile would not fire.)
BLUE 3 fired cannon (after experiencing switching
BLUE 1 fired cannon and damaged MRO 2.

at the MIOs ahead.

*ee
100

to the encounter with tour NIG-7s.5
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Event 111-89
problems in trying to fire his missile) at MIO 4 as the MIG was firing at BLUE 1 and
BLUE 3 then took MIG 3 under cannon fire (after MIt 3 had fired on
downed the MIG.

:,'

MIG 1 successfully disengaged; BLUE Flight
BLUE 1) and socred hits and a probable kill.
4
did not give chase due to fuel and miss on considerations.
8.

ORDNANCE
(No.

1

BLUE 1

fired/No.
20mm
Unk/l

hits)
Remarks
Tried to fire AIM-9B but failed to throw

975 rd/damaging I
downing 1

BLUE 3

MI10-17 a (3, 4~)

Wanted to fire AIM-9B but unable to
Did not
throw proper switches in time.
use gunsight -- too much switching
required.

Unk/O
AAM

1/0

KIG-21s
9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 2's radio receiver became inoperative as he popped up for his pass at the
target.
Later, his gun failed to fire as a MIG-21 crossed ahead of him.
Pilot attributed the gun failure to a "bad contact."

10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience:

BLUE 1

Total
Hours

F-105
Hours

Combat
Missions

3277

6aM

76

Remarks

TAC background.

Had several

MIC encounters before this one.

BLUE 2

%1200

BLUE 3

%2650

Comments

:

12

900

79

300

Completely TAC background.
This was first
mission into
Route Package VIA.
Had
ADC and TAC background.
never fired a missile in F-105.

on this Encounter:

-

ii

BLUE 1
Could not get a missile off because he missed one of five switches that
must be thrown.
Could not get the gunsight set up Initime to get any use out of it even
though switching was practiced every day -- in the excitement of the encounter, one switch
Cwas forgotten.
BLUE 3 - There is a need for a capability to go simply and instantaneously from airto-ground to air-to-air modes.
Did not go air-to-air coming off the target because was
too busy with speed brakes, afterburner, flaps.
BLUE 1 - There is always a lot of apprehension about the enemy's capabilities, but
once you really see what they can do -- the weaknesses and limitations of their equipment and personnel -- then it can be seen that our people are more effective.
BLUE 2 - No MIG-21 pilot I've ever seen has been very aggressive.
BLUE 3 - To get an electrically
This
on top of the combining Gl~ss.
methods to bugger the F-105 system.
The IO-21s sometimes run right
the F-105s up in the "pop" maneuver,
DATA SOURCES
11.
Project Interviews:

Messages:

caged gunsight an F-105 will put the sight right
Everyone uses various
is no mils depression.
Sometimes they follow
through their own flak.
through the flak, and try to attack over the target.
X

BLUE 1, 17 March 1967
BLUE 2, 29 May 1967

BLUE 3, 17 March 1967
355TFW OPREP-3 10l•o0Z, March 1967,

DOTO-0-10782

7AF message 1101072, March 1967, DIO 22589
355TFW OPREP-3 10944Z, March 1967 DOTO-C-S-108O4
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
1700, 550-600 KCAS, altitude 3000 ft,
Just as the flight approached the target headin
in a left echelon for a right roll-in, BLUE 3 sightet two MIO-21s at BLUE 1's 4 o'clock,
12.

3
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Event 111-89[
5,000-6 .000 ft out. The M'IG* fired a missile as BLUE 1 pulled up In his pop maneuver.
got, BLUE 3 in his pop broke into the MIGs as he made his right roll in on the target. The
flight lost sight or the MIG-21s at this point and, since they were in their bomb run

did not attempt to engage.I

The flight came off the target on a westerly heading. While In the process of
Joining up (5 or 6 miles west of the target) BLUE 1. sighted four MIG-17s at his 2 O'clock
with the
BLE1clethMIsBE3acnlegdtecl.
flight formation at this time was BLUE 3 cn the rightBUlow
liheceoelet
I to 2 miles out. The

4;

I ca
ired canno atU 3I 2ckwithouedtasghtcand. oBsUErve
flheh echelanedabute0ft. BLUE
initiated the attack by turning right, 1-ato the MI~s making a right high-g barrel roll
coming out on the first MIG element's .6o'clock position.
BLUE I tried to f!.re his AIM-9B -tthe MIG-17s ahead but the missile would not fire
because he had not thrown the prope~r switches. MIGs 1 and 2 took evasive action with
BLUE 1 following at speeds of 500 to 600 KCAS, doing barrel rolls and S-turns between
sparkles on the MIG's wing., The MIG-17s disengaged by turning sharply. BLUE 1 did not
to reengage since it was not his mission to pursue MIGs and because of being at
*attempt

BINGO

*BLUE

*

fuel.

BLUE 3 rolled in Immediately after BLUe: 1. He made a 900 high side pass on the
second 1410 element rolling out on MIG 4's 6 o'clock position approximately 1000 ft back.
3 jettisoned his wing tanks and went afterburner as he started his pass. He also
attempted to set his armament switches for "missiles air" but was unable to accomplish
this due to the time required'and his proximity to the enemy. As he reversed his turn
on the MIGs, he saw two 1410-21s coming toward his 6 o'clock. He disregarded these two
aircraft and pressed his attack on the 1"IGs In front of him. (The MIG0-21s were not
sighted again.) As BLUE 3 closed on MIG 4 the MIG was firing cannon at BLUE 1. BLUE 3
fired and the 1410 turned right. BLUE 3 fired again observing hits on the M10 at this
time. The 1410 then broke hard left. As he passed in front of BLUE 3 at 3,000 to 4,000 ft,
BLUE 3 fired again observing hits on the aft fuselage, canopy and a fire starting in the
left wing. The MIG rolled down and w~ant straight in, exploding upon impact with the
ground. BLUE. 3 pulled off to the right. At this point 1410 3 crossed in front of him fromj
right to left. The 1410 was attacking BLUE l,firing Its cannon. BLUE 3 pulled up and
left, abreast of the MIG. The 1410, seeing BLUE 3, turned right, into BLUE 3. BLUE 3
~fired his cannon at this time and he thinks he hit
the KG1. Then the MIG broke hard
left, and BLUE 3 fired again. The 1410 continued left and disengaged. BLUE 3 felt he
also hit the 1410 In the left turn. At this point BLUE 1 called to disengage and BLUE 1

and 3 egressed the area without further incident.
At no time did BLUE 3 have a gunsight (unable to change switch settings). He used
the top of the combining glass and just pointed the aircraft in the general direction.
Most of his shooting was done within 800 ft or so.
BLUE 3 was in afterburner most of the time anid had observed the MIG-17s light

I.

li

afterburners.'L
j.,

BLUE 2 had lost his radio receiver in his pop maneuver going in on the target.
Coming of f target BLUE 2 lost sight of the rest of the flight and was not aware of
contact with the M7G-17s. He joined with the first P-105 he saw and, upon joining,
learned that it was an F-105F trying to hit a SAM site. A MIG0-21 turned in on the
F-105F and BLUE 2 tried to fire his gun at the MIG. The gun would not fire. As BLUE 2
turned Into the 1410, the 1410 turned away. BLUE 2 was at BINOC fuel and egressed.
Actions of BLUE 4 are not known.
ofThe MIO-17s that were engaged by BLUE Flight were also engaged by two other flights
ofF-1058, GREEN and PURPLE.
At 1556H GREEN Flight, on egress from the target, was at 210 34'11/105040'E, heading
2738, altitude 4500 rt wqhen GREEN 3 observed two silver MIO-17s at his 3 o'clock position,
approximately 7 miles away at the same altitude, beginning a turn to the southeast.
GREEN 3 continued
to pick up speed and lost visual contact with the MIGs. While near
21045'N/105 0 25'E, heading 3150, altitude 5000 ft, GREEN 4 saw one silver MIG0-17 at his
2 o'elock position 5 to 7 mi~les away. The 1410 was at 10,000 ft altitude and was executing
a wing over.
GREEN 4 passed out of the area without further incident.5
At approximately 1556H, PURPLE Flight of four F-1058 observed a SAM detonation
directly over the target at 11.000 ft. On egress, when at approximately 210 35'N/105obl'0E,
titude 6000 ft', PURPLE 4 sighted a 1410 at his 3 o'clock position about.
.b'eading 2700, al'
2000 ft to the right. PURPLE 4 called bogey at 3 o'clock and went to afterburner. By
the time the MIG0-17 was able to roll in behind PURPLE Flight, they were at 580 kts and
pulled away.
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SEvent

1,1-90
Aircraft Involved:
Results:

S~vicinity
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:

I
Sfr.BLUE
g

I

10 March 1967/Afternoon

BLUE Plight was on an IRON HAND u.ission for a strike in the Thai Nguyen area.
11.

I

Two 7.105s vs four MIG-21a

No Damage (exc'•pt by ground fire)
or Encounter:
Near 21*35IN/1050451E

DATA SOURCES

Messages,

Reports:

USAP citation quoted in
AF/Space Digest

"12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

fire.

1 was shot down and BLUE 2 withdrew due to battle damage, both caused by ground

BLUE 3 and 4 were attacked by two MIO-21s on two separate encounters, while BLUE 3
and 4 were attacking SAM sites in the vicinity of the target.

I

Event 111-91
Aircraft Involved: Four P-105s vs one MIO-17
Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
11."

21 0 35'N/1050 4oE

i0 March 1967/1558H

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

I

•MIG

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Flight was on egress from Thai Nguyen at 6000 ft.
BLUE 4 saw MIG at 2000 ft, off
right wing and called bogey.
Flight lit afterburners and outran MIO at 580 knots before
could roll in.

A
Event 111-92
Aircraft Involved:

Four F-105s vs one MIG-17

Result: Sighting Only
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

21 0 31'N/104•10'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 11 March 1967/Unknown
BLUE Flight (four F-105s) eighted one MIG-17.
11.

DATA SOURCES

WESG team visit to Southeast Asia

SECRET
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SECRET
Event 111-93l5
Aircraft Involved: ?our P-4Ce va one MIO
Resultst Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: Unknown

Af

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 12 March 1967/Unknown
BLUE Plight sighted one MIO, type unidentified.

1.

3
7i

There was no maneuvering.

DATA SOURCES
WESO team In Southeast Asia.

11.

:!'
Event 111-94
Aircraft Involved: Two RF-4Cs vs two MIO-17s3
Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter:

"1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 16 March 1967/1650H

11.
*

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Photo flight at 24,000 ft saw two MI~s at 8 otclock high, 1-2 miles range.
descended and accelerated, losing MIGs.
12.

Plight

Event

I1-95

1

Aircraft Involved: Four F-lO5a ve one MIG-17

•

Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY

11.

MISSION

AND

TACTICAL

21002'N/10530'E

SITUATION

Date/Time: 26 March 1967/1616H

Ii

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

3

NARRATIVE
M2. DESCRIPTION
COouo
At 1616H, second flight (same force as Event 111-96) of F-105a was pulling off target
esaw

10

Il

one MIO-17 naneuvering with F-4C flight (Event 111-102).

SECRET

SECRET
Kvont .III-96
Four P-105s vs four
MIG-1s and one MIG-21
One MIO-17 destroyed

Aircraft Involved:
Result:

2101I'N/105029'E

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATIONS
Date/Time: 26 March 196T/1613H

Four F-105s (GREEN Flight) had just pulled off target in the Hoa Lac area when they

spotted MIGs and engaged them.

GREEN Flight was part of larger strike force.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
GREEN ,1.2. 3.
Guns
PIGS
AA missiles

4.

FLIGNT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Visibility 3 miles in haze with a broken cloud condition.
GREEN3 '.
1 "2

I:Headin

4000 ft

I State:
1Flt
Fmation:

Unknown
Unknown

Altitude:

3520

*

2500

kts

INITIAL DETECTION
Immediately after GREEN Flight pulled off the target, GREEN Lead observed one MIG-17
taking off from Hoa Lac Airfield at approximately 1613H.
S.

ACTION INITIATED
GREEN Lead and GREEN 2 began a left turn to approximately 150 degrees to follow
KIO-17 for possible engagement.
6.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
At this time GREEN Lead observed three more MIO-17 aircraft orbiting the airfield
The
at Hoa Lac. GREEN 1 and 2 then concentrated their attention on the nearest MIG-17.
RIO began a turn to the right. GREEN Lead started firing and observed ordnance impacting
on the left wing of the M1G with pieces of material tearing off mi0 after 2T4 rounds of
20mm had been fired. MIG began a hard left descending turn. GREEN Lead and GREEN 2 over
flew the MIG-17 and lost sight of him.
7.

8.

ORDNANCE

(No. Fired/No. Hits)
20mm
AA.M

GREEN 1
GREEN 2
GREEN 3
GREEN
RIG-17 1, 2, 3, 4
HIO-21
11.

274/several
---

Remarks

Hit MIG-17 In left wing.

-4

-----

1/0

Went to left of GREEN 3 and 4.

DATA SOURCES

Messages,

Reports:

OPREP-3

261330Z March 1967 from 355 TFW DOTO-0-10987

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
GREEN Flight (part of lar er strike force) was engaged with MIGs and missiles from
Immediately after GREEN Flight pulled off the target
time over target (0813Z to o02z).
(heading approximately 250 degrees, altitude approximately 4000 ft) GREEN Lead observed
one MNI-17 taking off from Hoa Lao Airfield. Lead and GREEN 2 began a left turn to 150
At this time GREEN Lead observed three
degrees to follow MIG for possible engagement.
more MIO-1Ts orbiting the Hoe Lac Airfield at approximE.tely 300 ft in single ship trail
with 3000 to 5000 ft spacing. MIGs were silver with red star, Lead and GREEN 2 then
concentrated their attention to the nearest MIG-17 and pressed the attack. As Lead and
1.

SECRET
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Event 111-96
OREEN 2 closed on the MIG,
inside the MIO.

the M1Q began a right turn.

Lead and GREEN 2 followed, turning

GREEN Lead began firing and observed ordnance impacting on left wing with

pieces or material tearing off. MtG after 274 rounds of 20mm had been fired. MIO went into
hard left descending turn. Lead and GREEN 2 over flew the MTO-17 at this time and broke
ri ht losing sight of the MIG.0 The altitude of the flight at this time was 4pproximately
2500 ft in the vicinity of 21 01'N/105029'E, the time 0120Z.
At the same time BLUE Plight
(Event 111-102). observed a MIG1-17 impact in the same vicinity. GREEN Lead and GREEN 2
then turned left to heading or 180 degrees then back to 360 degrees to sweep target area
and to provide CAP for the remainder or the strike force.
GREEN 3 and 4 were jumped by one probable MIO-21 Just as they pulled off the target
at altitude 4000 rt, airspeed 520 Ks, heading approximately 2700. MIG-21 was approximately 3000 ft above and descending to their 6 o'clock position. GREEN 3 made a hard left
turn to 180 degrees.
As GREEN 3 and 4 started to pull away from MI1, MIG fired an ATOL
missile which Passed level and approximately 500 yards left of GREENt 3 and 4. Airspeed at
this time was 550 kts, altitude 3500 ft. As GREEN 3 and 4 were turning back to a westerly
heading to Join with GREEN Lead and GREEN 2 they observed a camouflaged surface-to-air
missile launched from vicinity of 20 053'00"N/105 0 22'20"E.
Plight altitude approximately
4000 ft, airspeed 520 kts.
Missile did not appear to guide but was climbing at approximately a 145degree angle and passed 200 yards low and behind GREEN 3 and 4. On a south-tonorth track, detonation was ooserved by GREEN 3 to be at about 12,000 ft. GREEN 3 and 4.
then pressed the attack against point of missile launch which is approximately 3.5 miles
north of Lead 58. After attack on SAM position, GREEN 3 could not relight afterburner and
was forced to leave the area.
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SECIET
Event 111-99
Aircraft Involved: Two R'-l4Cs vs one MIG-21
p..aults: No damage

IVicinity
1.

of Encounter:

20043'N/l05005'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL. SITUATION
26 March 1967/16145H
Two RPU4Cs (BLUE Flight) wet., on a reconnaissanae mission against Hoa Pinh.

Date/Time:

)I. DATA SOURCES432 TRW.26111OZ March 1967

U12.
*
5

OPREP-3

TUOC 02198.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

m

BLUE Plight departed Udorn and proceeded to Channel 97, From Channel 97 they proaeeded to 2lS0O'N/10LI055'E at .30,000 ft altitude. Fraum there, they proceeded to

20050'N/105020'E descending to 15,000 ft.
At 16415H, when BLUE Plight was at 20052N/l05 0 20'E and 15,000 ft altitude, they saw
three SAMS ah 11 o'clock. When seen, the SAMS were 200C ft away. BLUEE 1 and 2 broke
left and down.
~BLUE 1 and 2 then egressed separately from the target, .jinking from 12,000-18,000 ft

altitude and changing heading.

U
*

When BLUE 2 was at 2 0043'N/105 0 12'E, he Saw three moreI

SAMS; one was out or control, another passed to the right, and the third exploded at
3o'clock level, 1500 ft away. BLUE I saw one P110 at 20043'N/105905'E at 2 o'clock high
color with a flat nose
~about 2 mi away turning into BLUE 1. The P110 appeared darkat inthis
tine.
and delta wing. BLUE 2 was about 1 mi, In front'of BLUE 1
The weather was3 alear with 5-7 Al visibility.
Numerous MIG calls were heard but no SAM calls.

'

Event 111-97
Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21*01'N/10503lE

3
1~CfINCPACPLT

1.PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 26 March 1967/1017H

1.DATA SOURCE

*

Staff Study 6-68.

1t.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Plight pulling off same target as that of Events 111-95, 96, 102 saw a MIG 6000 ft
below but no attempt was made by P110 to engage. 1410 may have been one involved in engage-

ment In
referenced events.

3
3vicinity
~

~Airaratt

Event 111-98
Involved: One B-66 vs two unidentified

Results: Sighting only

3

P

or Encounter: 19045'N/10O637'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 26 March 1967/1620H

11.

DATA SOiURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Jamming aircraft saw two swept-wing, silver al raraft and turned 18001 no further
contact.
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Event

Aircraft Involved: Pour P-105s vs one MI-11
Result; No Damage
Vicinity or Encounter: West of Hanoi
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SiTu!7ION
-Date/Tim.: 26 March 1961/16201H
YFour v-105s on a strike mission west or Hanoi.I

,

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

3.

F-105 BLUE 143
Guns

4. FL|GIrKCOROITIO•S PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Visibility 3 miles in hate with a broken cloud condition.

I

o>tt
U-,
3 500
Wngaln2400

Unknown

1i~rs
ate:Unknown
Trail for target; engagement.
S.

I

INITIAL DETECTION
BLUX 4 observed a HIG-1? In chase on an unknown flight as he was coming off the target.

G6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 4 jiettlsoned his bombs and engaged the MI0-1i.

3

7. SITUATION0DEELOPENT
As •,UE 4 came off the target he observed one MIG-17 in chase on an unknown flight
at 5 o'clocks low. BLUE 4 rolled in on the MID In a scissors maneuver from 3,500 ft with
the 1410 at 3,000 frt. After BLUE 4 made one gun-firing pass, theu MI0 broke left and away
from BLUE 14and the friendly flight he has been chasing. Encounter ended at 1621H.
BLUE N estimated no damage to MIG.

IU

8.

ORDNANCE
BLUE 4 tired guns
!(NIG-17 -

-

-

number rounds unknown.

unknown.I

9. EQUIPMENT PROSLENS
BLUE N - bombs tailed to drop during pass on target.
11. DATA SOURCES
PeojectIneerviews:
i0essames,
1

12.

BLUE 1, (Lead)

ReDorza:

J

ROPE-3 261330Z March 67, from 366JFW
TAKIL, RTAPB DOTO-0-1097

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
See items 5, 6, and 7.

II
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Event 111-101

Aircraft Involved:
Result:

Pour P-4C& va three M410-Is

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:

Near Hoe Lao Airfield

(21001'N/105o29'E)
1.

PRINARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 26 March 1967/unknown
Four F-4C& on a STRIKE/CAP mission in the vicinity of Hoa Lao Airfield.

3.
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-4C BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4~

Bombs
Air-to-air armament unknown
Unknown
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:

Scattered to broken clouds with hate.
BLUE

Altitude:

Unknown
Heading:
SApproximately Unknown

540 kt3.

Plitht Formation
Trail for bomb delivery
S.
6.

INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 2 spoatted three Mlt-17a as he pulled off the target.
ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Lead did not Spot MI•G,

Time unknown.

but instructed flight to go get them.

7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE Plight was pulling. off the target when BLUE, 2 spotted three MICI-17. on downwind
at Hoa Lao Airfield. BLUE 2 called the M!Ga und Lead replied, "Rog, I don't have them;
go goet them." BLUE 2 rolled up, trying to get some lateral separation. At this time
BLUE 2 hit BINO0 fuel and broke off. Lead 3aid to rendezvous at Alpha Point which we.
about midway in on the egress and coming out of the target area. About one minute later
BLUE 2 saw a SAM hit BLUE Lead.
Lead was at about 15.000 ft when he was hit. BLUE Lead
called out, "We're over Alpha Point. We've been hit. We're bailing out.
We're bailing
out.*
11.
DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews:
See items 5,

BLUE 2

6, and 7.

I
3
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Event 111-102
Three F-4CA vs eight 1I0-ls

Airocaft Involved.

Result: No dasage
Vicinity of Incounter:

2?l02'N/lO522'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 26 Karcn 196T/1615H to 1627H
Three Y--NC (BLUE Plight) on a STRIKEAtAP mission. BLUE 2 aborted in the air due to
the
loss of his ECK pod. The target was Son Tay, the Army barracks just east of Hanoi, and
the No&a Lac area.
1.

I

MISSION ROUTE
Departed Ubon and rerueled on ORAHOE ANCHOR.
From there to Channel 97, then direct
to 21OII'N/104032'E, then direct to 21°07'N/105028'E, then direct to within 15 miles
oC the target. Egress was direct to 21O0NIN/104032't then to Channel 9? and then to
air-to-air refueling on ORANGE ANCHOR.
2.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

3.
F-4€

BjU11 1.A

4

6 - T50 lb bombs
I - Left outboard wing tank
1 - Centerline tank
I - ECN pod on right outboard station

MIG-117s
Guns

110 1 through 8
&xmssiles

3

Silver color
No AB noted

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather:

Visibility 3 miles in haze with a broken cloud condition.
BLUE

Altitude:

6000

I-PiiState:

540 kts
Full
internal plustanks.
some In external

Flight Formation:

Unknown

S.

3

SL

i

INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 3 sighted the

•1Gs at BLUE flight's 8 o'clock position at approximately 1615H.

6.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE flight dropped external stores, lit
turn. BLUE 4 fell out on the first turn.

afterburners,

and went into a hard left

7.

SITUATION flEVELOPMENT
BLUE flight enroute to ta.'et area broke out of weather and into clear in a valley
15 to 20 miles southwest of target and almost itmediately they spotted F-105s egressing
from target with eight MRIs In close pursuit and attacking the F-105s.
The RIOs spotted
BLUE flight and came off the F-lOSs and approached BLUE flight at their 8 o'clock position.
BLUE flIght jettisoned ordnance, lit afterburner and went into a" hard left turn. BLUE 4
fell out on the turn. BLUE flight cont•nued turning In a big horizontal circle with the
KIGs in pursuit firing their cannons.
This engagement lasted for approximately 10 minutes.
BLUE flight hit BINGO fuel and the KIls departed one way and BLUE flight another.
Evidently the KIan were also low on fuel. During encounter BLUE 1 locked on, interlocks
out and armed, but missile would not fire. Several opportunities to fire missiles were
prevented because of proximity to KlOa.
BLUE flight received ground tire (3T-57mm) while
engaging these XI0s.
8.

ORDNANCE
The only tire was from the MIDs (cannon tire).

110$SECRET
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No hits.
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Event 111-102

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE I - Missile tailed to fire.
pod and aborted early in the mission.
BLUE 2 - Lost EC•

;i3
W

3

10. AIRCREW COMM4ENTS
Experionce

Total

P-4

Combat

E
a
ours
Missio
BLUE 3
3,000
240
65
tomments on this Encounter
3hould not be up in Route Package
-- A flight does not normally go In with 3 members.
V1 when the visibility was 2-3 miles, particularly since they have OCT. The first time
yOU will see them will be at your 7 o'clock. They should have ignored the SAM threat
and worked more in the vertical.
Comments on Overall Exoerience
SAMS will be fired at CNF aircraft even with MIs in the area. Also flak will be
fired. There Is a high degree of coordination between AAA, SAft and 410s. A tactic Is
for a MIG-li to keep at low altitude, hoping to draw you in to a flak trap. This may
have happened on 20 May 1967.
11. DATA SOURCES
P1roecgt Interviews:
BLUE 3, 3 June 1967
Waxes
parts:
6 TPW 261643Z Mar 1967
OPREP-3 DOI
TPW 261220Z Mar 1967
OPREP-3 DOI
8 TIW 27054•Z Mar 1967
OPREP-3 DOI

'

03649
03639
03665

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE flight was on a STRIKE/CAP mission. Their TOT was about 10 minutes behind the
P-105s which were striking the same target. The F-lOs were strung out with 2-3 miles
between flights and BLUE flight was passing them as the F-105s eogressed from the target.
As BLUE flight broke out of the weather and into the clear in a valley 15-20 miles
southwest of the target BLUE 3 saw & flight of P-105s at 9 o'clock egrcssing and
almost immediately saw
,MIO-17s In close pursuit and attacking the F-105s. He
called MICa at 8 o'clock.
The I4I~e immiediately broke into the BLUE flight and ended up at 8 o'clock to BLUE
flight. BLUE flight broke left and jettisoned ordnance into a mountainside at
21D02'N/105022'E.
Tanks were also Jettisoned. BLUE flight was at 4500-6000 ft MSL
heading 90-107 degrees at the time. The ensuing encounter lasted from 1615H to 1627H in
a 4-5 mile radius of Hoa Lac airfield.
In the break BLUE 4 became separated from BLUE 1 and 3. BLUE 4 hassled with some
of the MIO-17s but then was able to disengage and egress.
During his fight BLUE 4 sighted a silver MIO-21 in pursuit of an P-l05, (Event 111-96)
but only for a short time and did not see the MI1-21 again.
Shortly after the break into the MIG-17s, BLUE 4 observed a MIG-17 In an approximate
15 degree nose down attitude, 3000 ft below him, belly up and oorkscrewing toward the
ground. The altitude of the M.IG-17 was about 500 ft AGL. Although BLUE -4did not see
the impact due to his engagement, he felt that there was no way for the MID to recover.
The MIG-17 was silver in color with a red star on the lower right wing surface. This
was the MID kill of Event 111-96.
BLUE 1 also saw this MID and helped confirm it.
BLUE 4 was tired on by cannon in two different head-on passes by the MIOs.
Another
1A.

time he was fired on as the MO crossed from 7:30 o'clock,

3

200 yards to the rear.

The

MID's cannon was firing from the lower left nose. The M11 overshot and at this time BLUE 4
broke off due to BINGO fuel, and returned to base.
BLUE 1, with BLUE 3 as wingman, initially started to turn with the M109. The M10s3
were in a 7:30-6:30 o'clock position 1 1/2 miles back and were able to closp and fired
on several occasions. BLUE 3 was able to see the tracers fired at them.
Due to the SAM activity that day (one aircraft had been lost to a SAM previous to
the encounter) BLUE 1 elected not to operate in the vertical. Therefore, BLUE 1 and 3 in
afterburner and pulling 7-8 &Is stayed low. They slightly yo-yoed (several thousand
feet) and the fight varied from about 2000 to 8000 ft. Most of the time the BLUE 1 and 3
Despite the restricted tactics BLUE 1 and 3 were able to keep the
were about 5000 ft.
MIDs from tracking them. The MIGS could never pull sufficient lead on BLUE 3 who was
outside of BLUE 1.
During the encounter BLUE 1 locked onto a MID-1T and with interlocks out and missiles
armed attempted to fire a SPARROW.
No missile left *ýhe airplane.
A thorough check of
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Event 111-10?

S

missiles were checked with the misiiles
the failure for the missiles to leave.
a minor hydrau1le leak was roand In one,
no reason was found which would have

the aircraft had negative results. The system and
still an the aircraft, but no reason was found for
The missiles were removed and checked and although
problem was round in another,
and a slight
prevented
the guidance
missiles from fringfl.

In several other opportunities, missiles were unable to be tired because BLUE 1 was
too close to the M10.
Attar a short period (BLUE I estimates 10 minutes) the M1IG& suddenly disappeared.
At this time BLUE I and 3 were at BINGO fuel, and it was surmised that the MING were also
probably out or ruel or ammunition so they broke oft. Previous to this BLUE 1 and 3 had
not been In a position to disengage.
$LUZ flight r•ecived 37/57am flak throughout the engagement.

I
Event 111-103
Aircraft Involved: One B-66 vs one MIG-21
Results% Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:

11.

2o05o'N/0•o4b0'E

27 March 1967/1617H

DATA SOURCE

CXiNCPACYLT Staff Study 6-6e.
It.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Aircraft on ECM orbit at 28,000 tt saw MI

pass 2 miles ahead.

1I0 turned away and

was not seen by B-66 escorts.

S,
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~Event 111-1041
Alrcratt Involved: Four F-105s vs two unidentitied

J

Sighting nnly
Vicinity of Encountert 21020'N/10800'E

Results:
I.
11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tiwe: 29 March 1967/1641H
DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-65.

1I. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Inbound IRON HAND flight at 16,000 ft saw two contrails above 35,000 ft.
Ingo had been heard.

MID warn-

Event 111-105
Aircraft Involved:

Four F-4Cs vs Unknown

Results: No damage
Vicinity or Encounter:

21626'N/106055'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 29 March 1967/Unknown
11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE OESCRIPTION
Inbound strike flight Jettisoned Rrdnance when MIO call was received.

Event 111-106
Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs three MI0-21s,
Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21010'N/104o08'E
1.
11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 30 March 1967/0945H
DATA SOURCE
CIMCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Flight concluding armed reconnaissance saw single MIG at 3 olulock high. MIO was
MIOs were probably on
Joined by two others to rear of flight but no engagement ensued.
defensive patrol.

1.
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Kvent III-107
Aircraft Involvedi
Resuits;

Vour V-105a ve two

0IG-21a

Sighting only

Vicinity or ganountert 21900IN/105l00'E
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/fime: 3C March 1967/1600H

..

I1. DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Starr study 6-68.
'It.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION-

P-105 flight at V 0ooo
ft saw two MIOz at 4 o'clock high and 4-5 miles range; no
engagement; MIOU wore apparently patrolling Hoa Lao Airfield detensively.

Event 1II-108
Aircraft Involved% Two RF-1 lCs vs two NIIG-21a
IResults: No damag~e
"Vicinity or Encounter: 21020'N/103o54•E
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

8 April 1967/1610H

Two R"-4Cs (BLUE Flight) were on a reconnaissance mission against the Yen Bai airfields.
11.

DATA SOURCES

432 TRW 081034Z 0P!EP-3
12,

Bae.

.

TUOC 02500

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight proceeded from Udorn to Channel 97 and then headed direct toward Yen
The visibility was 2 ml in hate.
BLUE Flight on a heading or 0110 at 10,000 ft altitude saw two MIO-21a below them at

21020,N/103054'E. The MIOs were about 40O0 ft below BLUE Flight at 3 o'clock and were in
a right climbing turn toward BLUE Flight's 6 o'clock,.
BLUE Flight went to afterturner and broke down and tn the right, jettisoning tanks,
and departed the area.
The MIOa were lost from sight after the turn. The RF-4Cs had been receiving X-band
strobes of two rings intermittently ror 1 min prior to the sighting.
1
After 4-5 min from the abort, BLUE flight heard MID calls in AG-i and then in AG-4.
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Event 111-109
Aircraft Involved:
Results:

Four F-105s vs two MIG-21s

Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

21025'i/l04°02'I E

SITUATION
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL
8 April 1967/1635H
Date/Time:
BLUE Flight was to strike Rt.

601 Highway Bridge.

DATA SOURCES
11.
Messages. Renorts
7AF

0821413Z

DIO 22856

April 1967

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
0
At 16351{, BLUE Flight aas at 21°25'N/104 02'E rolling in on target (Rt. 601 Highway
The M1I0s were at 30,000
Bridge) from 17,000 ft when two MIG-21 aircraft were sighted.
The MI~s
ft in level flight at a heading of 2800, 10 o'clock high with respect to BLUE.
made one wide orbit, apparently at same altitude. They then rolled out on a heading of
45* an' disappeared.
12.

Aircraft Involved:
Results:

Event III-110
Two F-104 vs one MIG

Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

l9*47'N/l06'29'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 11 April 1967/1325H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Turning F-lO4s saw silver colored aircraft and contrail at 35-40,000 ft heading
west over Gulf of Tonkin; unident reversed direction and headed for Hainan; although
may have been a friendly (DD held friendly track in area), other similar activity
occurred in days following.
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Aircraft Involved: Four F-105Ds vs three MIG-21s
Result: No damage
Vicinity of~Encouhter:
2U0 50'UI/10lJ00'E
1.

SITUATION
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL

Date/Time:
11 April 1967/1615H
BLUE Flight was on a strike mission into Route Package VI.
segment at 21°08'N/IO40,01E.

Target hit was road

3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-105D BLUE 1. 2, 3. and 4
6 - M117 bombs
1 - AIM-9B (carried by 3 aircraft only)
1 - M61 Cannon
Avionics - Unknown (probably had QRC-160 ECM pods)

1

I

FLiGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
BLUE 1. 2. 3. and 4J
Altitude:
18,000 ft
HaiE:
0400
4.

Speed_:

Unknown

FeState:
S.

Unknown

BLUE 1 observed three MIG-21s,
on a heading of 2300.
11.

approximately 10 miles away at 20,000 to 22,000 ft,

DATA SOURCES

Messages,

Reports

388TFW
12.

3

INITIAL DETECTION

lllllOZ

FASTEL

DOI

1735,

for DOCO,

April 1967.

NARRATIVE DESCR'PTION

While inbound to the target area at 18,000 ft, heading C400, at vicinity
20 0 50'N/104 0 00'E, BLUE lead observed three *.I:G-21s approxinately 10 miles away at 20,000
to 22,000 ft, heading 2300.
The MIGs were observed to l.r! t afterburner and execute a
2700 turn on an attack heading on BLUE -light.
BLUE Flighr went into afterburner and
executed a 2700 turn for eventual head-on approach to ;ýiGs.
BLUE Flight was at speed of
approximately 500 KCAS and ztill carrying ordnance.
At aozrcximate range of 7 miles,
BLUE Flight observed the :-IGs break away from attack headinr and egress area in af.terburner in a northerly direction at an estimated speed of •50 KCAS.
Due to distance
between flights, speed of MIGs, and ordnance !cad on BLUE ?hight, the flight leader broke
off the chase.
BLUE Flight then went on to target and delivered ordnance.

Aircraft Involved:

Event 111-112
Four F-105s vs two Props

Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 17O44,i/1i06030,E
1.

11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 12 April 1967/1239H
DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
One of F-105s .aw two silver colored, low wing, mono-prop planes at 3500 ft;
unidents were too small to be A-ls and resembled T-6s.
-
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Event 111-113
Aircraft Involved; Two P-4iB vs one MIG
Results: No Damage
Vicinity of Encounter:

19-.52'N/106645'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND-TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:- 13 April 1967/1J15H

*E
.11.
12.

-

DATA SOURCEA
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BARCAP lead, under E-2A control, made radar contact on unident a~t12 miles; both
DARCAP turned to Investigate and wingman briefly saw what appeared to be a MIG-17 typeA
aircraft; unident dived Into clouds and contact not regained.

*A
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Event 111-114
Four F-lOs vs eight to tonr

Aircraft

Involved:

Result:

F-105F loss to a M10,1 one MIG-17
shot down

MIG-17s

Vicinity of Encounter:

I

3
I

0

20 53'N/I05025'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 19 April 1967/1655H
BLUE flight (consisting of four F-105F WILD WEASEL aircraft) was fragged to suppress
SAM activity while a force of 16 P-l05Ds and 8 P-4Cs attacked JCS 22.00, the Xuan Mai Army
The F-4C aircraft were assigned strike/cap which gave them
Barracks at 20053'N/105Q35'E.
the secondary mission of air superiority. Six other flights had MIG encounters in this
area.
(See Events 111-116, -117, -118, -119, -120.)
MISSION ROUTE
BLUE flight departed .Takli AB, flew to GREEN ANCHOR for refueling, direct to Channel
97, and direct to the Black River at 20058'N/105 0 21'E. Their primary target -was a series
This route would pass a few miles north of
of SAM sites about 5 mi southwest of Hanoi.
Hoa Binh but the IRON HAND flight route would vary as they prepared to attack known SA-2
sites. The first MIG encounter occurred just north of Hoa Binh. Return route was direct
BLUE 2 was shot down
dependent on the aircraft.
to GREEN refueling anchor and 0from there
in the vicinity of 20044'N/105 32'E. 2
2.

3.

4

-

3

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
3
F-105Fs

I

U

- 650 gal centerline tank

2 - CBU-24s on inbd stations
14- AGM-45 (SHRIKE)
14- QRC-160 ECMPOD
I - M-61 20mm cannon
MI10-17

Red star with yellow border outline on top of wing.

"

All - Large red star completely covering vertical stabilizer.
All - Extornal fuel tanks (dropped).
Unguided (2.75 PFAR type) rockets.
One MIG camouflaged - others silver

Possible booster on one MIG.

-

red star on side.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

4.

Weather:
S

Clear,

7-10 mi visibility

Encounter 1
BLUE
2
3
1
•

Altitude:
eain:

AZrSP-eed:
Fuel 9tate:

Encounter 2
BLUE

=

5,000 ft
0700

In pop up
Northerly

500 KTs
10,000 +

450 KTs +
10,000 +

PTRhF-

ormation:
Rt hand echelon
Trail
BLUE 3 had reported equipment trouble so BLUE 4 was flying in the element head
"position.
'
INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE flight was inbound to the target area descending through 5,600 ft XSL on a
"heading of 0700 and preparing to attack a FANSONG radar signal emitting from their

'Carried as probable loss to MIG in present official "Box Score"; however,

eyewitness

(see #3, Event 111-116) saw MI1 shooting at F-105F with debris coming off F-105F.
2
Route of flight described in 432TRW OPREP-3, TUOC 02772 April 1967 is completely erroneous after Channel 97.
3
OPREP-3 indicates two F-105Fs and two F-105Ds; however,
432TRW OPREP-3 02771 April 1967.
BLUE 4 named two crew members per aircraft for this flight.

.'BLUE 1 carried 2 AGM-45 missiles and no QRC-160.
118
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Event III-114
6 o'clock position when BLUE 4 saw eight MI0-i7s in two flights of four aircraft.

The

14MIa were attacking almost head-on from BLUE U's 2 o'olock position. The time was 1655H
and this first encounter occurred in the vicinity of 20053'N/105025'E (about 5 mi northeast of Hoa Binh).
6.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 4 called a MRl warning to the flight and with BLUE 3 on his right wing, broke
right into the MIs. The first flight of MI~s fired unguided rockets from a range of
3.000-4.000 ft. The rockets were ineffective.
The second flight af MI~a was attacking
BLUE 3 and U as the first flight overshot.
BLUE 3 and U selected afttrburner, Jettisoned
fuel tanks and crdnance but retained the QRC-16C and AGM-45 missile. BLUE U's afterburner
did not light and, asa result, BLUE 3 accelerated past BLUE 4 and they became separated.
BLUE 1 and 2 continued in their attack on the FANSONG radar.

I

7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
Three separate engagements ensued. BLUE 4, without after burner, was the victim of
three or four MIG-17s for a few minutes. The MIGs fired about 17 rockets in g-,w5ps of
three or four and made multiple cannon passes until they either became bored oi' ran out
of ammunition and fuel. BLUE Y stayed in the area attemptine to ala in tne rescap ana
then egressed, refueled, and returned to Takhli. BLUE 3 was able to separate from the
RIGs and attempted to return to the troll area. He was again engaged by MIGs, managed
to escape and egressed, recovering at Udorn AB.
BLUE 1 and 2 fired an AGM-45 at the PANSONG radar about 5 mi southwest of Hanoi and
followed up the attack by dive bombing with the CBU-24s. They were attacked by MIOs
during the pop up and during the recovery from the dive bomb run. BLUE 1 attacked and
shot one MIG-17 down (verified by film).
BLUE 2 apparently waa hit by a second MIGduring this time, called that he had a "hot air overheat light" on, and then called a
second light on and said he would have to get out.
BLUE 1 observed the chutes and received two hood-beeper signals in the vicinity of 20 0 44'N/1050 32'E.
See Event 111-116
for more information on BLUT 2.
BLUE 1 orbited the bail-out area while he initiated rescue procedures and attempted
to establish communications with the downed crew. He was jumped by more 141s and forced
to withdraw due to low fuel. BLUE 1 refueled and returned to the bail-out area where he
was again attacked by MIGs during the rescue attempt.
(See Event 111-117 for related MIG
engagements during the rescue attempt in which a second MIG was shot down and an A-1 was
lost- to a RIG).
The rescue attempt was not successful and BLUE 1 recovered at Udorn AB.
8. ORDNANCE
(No.

fired/No, hits)

Cannon
3/1
-

Remarks
BLUE 1
Confirmed M1G kill
BLUE 2
BLUE 3
BLUE U
1/1
About 17 rockets total
Yes plus unguided rockets
M 11
MID 2
Yes pl'is unguided rockets
in groups of 3 to 4
MIG 3
Yes

*
*

9.
EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE U - AB failure
BLUE 2 - Reported Hot Air Overheat Light on.
to get out.
BLU'E 3 - "Lost all

I

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience
Total
Hours

I

his equipment"

-

Then a second light on and they'would have

apparently WILD WEASEL equipment.

P-105
Hours

Combat
Missions

Remarks

TAC backcground
TAC background. P-105 instructor
Nellis.
P-105 tour in Germany.

BLUE I

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

BLUE 2

Unknown

Unknown

Less than 10

BLUE 3

Unknown

Unknown

About 95

BLUE 4

2400

500

64

9 yrs. rated, 4 mos.

SECRET
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Event 111-1114
Comments

BLUE
S

4 reels that the M10-17'. ability to stay with hit at 450 ktsa CAS, make a firing
and easily reposition for another firing pass is Important.•
BLUE 4 observed that the MIGs only fired at him when he started to turn and not when
he was straight and level.
pass,

11.

JProject interviews:
Plessages. Reports:

12.

BLUE 3 (Pilot and EWO),

432TRW OPREP-3, 02771 April 1967, 191300Z
432TRW OPREP-3, 0277? April 1967, 191315Z
355TFW OPREP-3, 11274 April 1967, 191757Z

B

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

I

BLUE flight was a flight of tour P-105P WILD WEASEL aircraft on an IRON HAND mission
assigned the task of suppressing SA-2 FANSONa radar and missile operation. The task was
in support of a large force of P-105 and F-4 aircraft attacking JCS 22.00, the Xuan Mat
Army Barracks and Insurgency School located about 12 mi southwest of Hanoi. During the
Initial MIG attack, the flight split into three separate units, with BLUE 1 and 2 attackIng an SA-2 site, BLUE 3 attempting to separate from 4IG aircraft and return to the task
of suppressing SA-2 sites, and BLUE 4, without an afterburner, attempting to survive the
attack of three to four MIO-17s.
As BLUE flight approached the target area, they were in a deacent from 15,000 ft
passing through 5,000 ft, on a heading of 0700, in the process of preparing to launoh an
AOR-45 against a FANSONG radar signal emitting at their 12 o'clock when BLUE 4 saw two
flights of MIG-17s attacking from his 2 o'clock position. BLUE 4 was flying element lead

position as a result of BLUE 3 experiencing equipment failure. The flight was in a right
echelon so that the element could "look through the flight" for SAMs or MIOs from the high
threat area, i.e., the delta around0 Hanoi, as they were passing about 5 mi north of Hoa
Binh in the vicinltftf 20o53'N/105 25'E. BLUE 4 called the MI1s to the rest of the flight

and, with BLUE 3 on Wls right wing, immediately broke right into them. All of the MIsI
were observed to drop their fuel tanks with fuel streaming out of the tanks.
BLUE 3
jettisoned the centerline fuel tank and the two CBU-24s, retaining the QRC-160 and the
AM-G45 Shrike missile. Both aircraft selected afterburner power. The first flight of
MEGs fired unguided rockets From a range of 3,000-4,000 ft but the rockets appeared to
tumble about 1,500 ft in front of the MIGs and were completely ineffective.
The first

flight of MNis overshot but the second flight of MIGs turned into BLUE 3 and 4. About
this time, BLUE 4's afterburner failed to light and BLUE 3, in afterburner, passed BLUE 4

and they became separated for the rest of this flight. BLUE 1 and 2 were not under direct
WIG attack at this time and were able to continue the attack on the SA-2 site. The rest
of this reconstruction will cover each member of the flight separately starting with BLUE 14,
BLUE 3, and then BLUE 1 and 2, although all three entities were engaged by MIGs during the

same time period.

S

BLUE 4, attempting to get his afterburner lit,
unloaded his aircraft and pointed it
down from 5,000 ft to gain some airspeed. He was only able to descend a few thousand
feet because of the mountainous terrain but increased his airnpeed to about 450 kts. He
turned from his easterly heading to 2400 and headed back acrois the Black River. The MIGs
attacked BLUE 4 during this maneuver and one came into BLUE 4 's view as he turned. BLUE 4
fired 47 rounds of 20mm HEI at the MIG as he passed the nose of the F-105, and BLUE 4
estimates that the MIG was damaged. The MIO continued away from BLUE 4 and was observed
pulling out just above the treetops.
In the vicinity of 2150'N/105012'E, two more MI0s rolled in behind BLUE 4 and BLUE 4
was forced into a scissoring engagement lasting about 4 min. BLUE 4 was Jinking to avoid
being a stabilized target for the repeated firing passes and jettisoned his ordnance as
he egressed, first the centerline fuel tank and then the CBU-24s.
Before BLUE 4 Jettisoned
the AGM-45, one silver-colored 741-17 with a red star on the side flew Up to a position
200 ft to the left of BLUE and sat there for 3-4 sec looking over at the A0M-45 Shrike
missile on the outboard wing pylon. The MIG broke away when BLUE 4 turned into him.
BLUE 4 continued to fly the mountainous terrain contour attempting to unload, dive,
and increase airspeed when the terrain permitted.
But due to the rising feature of the
terrain in the area (a rise from about 2,000 ft to almost 10,000 ft) he wac unable to
accelerate to an airspeed over 450 kts. With each hard Jink to avoid a MI pass, his
airspeed would fall off to about 420-430 kts. The Electronics Warfare Officer (EWO) in
the rear cockpit was advising the pilot as the MIOs were coming in, relaying the enemy
position, and what direction to Jink in order to avoid the MIO1fire.
As BLUE 4 crossed
over the town of Hoa Binh (nestled in a bend of the Black River Valley between 3,500 ft
peaks) there were three or four MIOs attacking him but the 37mm antiaircraft batteries
opened up on both the F-105 and the MI4e.
However, the MICs continued the attack as BLUE 14
progressed up the Black River Valley. The MIGs appeared to .'.ve up the chase one at a

time until there was only one MIG left, and this MIG turned bj~ok at about 20o45H/105000'E.
120
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BLUE 4 heard BLUE I call Lhat BLUE 2 had bailed out.

BLUE 4 reversed course and re-

turned as far as he dared knowing that he could not engage any MRO, nor suppress any SA1.
relay radio calls to the rescue agency and
without
He
able
threats
remained
in the ordnance.
area
his was
rantolow.
and until
returned
tofuel
Takhll
APB. He then eigressed to GREEN ANCHOR for poststrike refueling

Return now to the Initial encounter to retrace BLUE 3's engagement. BLUE 3 observed
that the RIG-17s had a large red star that completely covered the vertical stabiliser and
were silver colored except for one that was camouflaged. As BLUE 3 Jettisoned the CBUs

and fuel tank, he was immediately engaged by a M10-17 coming into his 6 o'clock position

L

at 3,000 ft ranfe -- but not In position to fire. BLUE 3 broke and forced the M10 to
overihoot but in so doing, slowed down too much and could not overtake the MIO as the MIO
climbed away.

BLUE 3 then turned In an attempt to return to the target area but observed another
MIO-17 on his tail but could not get this MRI to overshoot. BLUE 3 dove to the deck between the hills accelerating as he dove and lost the RIO. BLUE 3 once again attempted to
return to the troll area but over the city Of Hoa Binh, BLUE 3 oatserved a 1IO below him
at 4,000 ft going away to the north. BLUE 3 set up for an attack on the RIO thinking that
the
M10 pilot
had not seenandhimthebutRIGthecame
MIO back
went Intoonafterburner
and turned
so tight
that
However,
this
RIG
BLUE the
3's tail.
the
was nullified
couldattack
not close
and BLUE 3 lost him. A short
time later,
EWO informed
BLUE
3 that

.

another MIO was on their tail. But at this time, BLUE 3 was below Bingo fuel. He went to
afterburner, accelerated away from the MIG on the deck, and e*gressed. BLUE 3 did not
have enough fuel to attempt a rendezvous with a tanker and elected to recover at Udorn AFB.
Return again to the initial encounter to reconstruct the flight path of BLUE 1 and 2.
As previously stated, BLUE 1 and 2 were not under immediate MIG attack when BLUE 3 and 4
engaged the force of eight MIG-17s. BLUE 1 continued to prepare for an attack on the
BLUE 1 and 2 launched an AGR-45
FANSONG radar at their 12 o'clock position, and both
shrike missile at a SAM site in the vicinity of 200 52'N/1050 45'E.
BLUE 1 and 2 probably swung right in a southerly heading while waiting for the missile
impact to mark the SA-2 site and then swung back around to their right in the pop-up for
CBU-24 delivery. Delivery heading was to the north with release at 7,000 ft. BLUE 1 observed a couple of MIG-17s attempting to get into his 6 o'clock as they approached the
SA-2 site but apparently the MIas were not able to close and were not a threat at that
time. 1 As BLUE 1 rolled off of the target, he picked up a MIO-17 low at his 9 o'clock position.
BLUE 1 turned to get behind the MlR and paralleled his course. The MIO turned
nortW toward Hoa Loa Airfield and BLUE 1 rolled In from above and fired a burst of 20mm,
but did not see any hits. BLUE 1 then rolled in at the MI's 6 o'clock and fired another
butat hitting the MIO in the left wing. BLUE 1 observed the left wing start to disintegrate, pulled up to avoid collision with the MI0, and watched it crash In a rice paddy.
During the attack on this MIG, BLUE flight moved 5-13 mi from the target to!Iard the west/
southwest.
During the time that BLUE 1 was shooting at the MIO-17, he thought that BLUE 2 was
on his wing but in the process of coming off of the target, BLUE 2 apparently became
separated from BLUE . and came under attack of another MIG. BLUE 2 called that he had a
"Hot Air Line Overheat light on" and shortly thereafter repeated the first message with
an additional warning light on and that he would have to get out. BLUE 1 advised BLUE 2
that he was not In sight and to head0 Southwest.
BLUE 1 headed in that direction and picked
up two chutes in the vicinity of 20e4'N/105 032'E. Two good beepers were also heard. See
Event 111-116 for more information on BLUE 2.
BLUE 1 orbited the area attempting to locate and talk to the downed pilots without
success until his fuel was running low and he observed a MIO-l7 at his 6:30 o'clock position.
He lit afterburner and egressed the area to GREEN ANCHOR to refuel. Prior to The
leavIng the rescap area, BLUE I requested aid until the choppers could effect a pickup.
F-105s in Event 111-117 and two A-ls responded (see Event 111-117).
1 returned to the rescap as a single ship since he knew the location of the
downed pilots and could lead the rescue forcet'o the spot. On arriving in the area, BLUE 1
called on GUARD Channel and heard a very brief beeper in response. BLUE 1 called repeatedly
on GUARD Channel for the next 7 min but.received no further response from the ground.
-

SBLUE

r

IThere is a disparity between the action reported by. the 432TRW OPREP-3 and the information relayed to the interviewers by BLUE 4 and his backseater. BLUE 4 states, "I discussed the incident with Major (BLUE 1) in detail, later, after we were on the ground,
and I'll try to explain exactly what he told me". The above follows BLUE 4's narration;

however, according to the OPREP, the reader is led to believe that BLUE 1 shot the MIO

down after BLUE 2 bailed out and was on the ground with the RIO heading 0900 when initially seen by BLUE 1. The OPREP appears to compress the action as reported by BLUE 4 and
reduces the number of MIG encounters to a total of two MIO-17s. The correct story cannot
be determined because BLUE 1 was lost to possible FIG action about 10 days after this
occurrence.
•
......
.......
.
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four more M1O-17s orbiting the %rea and pulled in on one and fired.
The
MIG dropped his fuel tanks but did not go down. BLUE 1 thought that he had hit this RIG
but had to let him go as two more N10s were maneuvering on him. BLUE 1 went to afterburner
and exited the area to a position about 20 mi west of the downed crewmen.
BLUE 1 made one
more pass through the area as the P-105s In Event 111-117 arrived, but observed nothing
and was forced to depart by low fuel. BLUE 1 recovered at Udorn AB.
BLUE 1 fired a total
of 700 rounds of 0mn NEI on the three passes.
BLUE 1 and his EWO reported a red star with a yellow border outline on the top of the
wing Oa the MI0s which they engaged.
BLUE 1 observed

Event IlI-ll

3
3

Aircraft Involved: Two RF-4Ca vs two MIZa
Results: No damage
Viclnity of Encounter: 210O5'N/104*57'E
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
ýate/Time: 19 April 1967/Unknown
Two RP-4Cs (BLUE Plight) were on a reconnaissance mission againat the Son Tan army
supply depot and airfield located near 210O5'N/10530'E. At 20045'N/1040#'E it was
leternIned that the weather would preclude the mission accomplishment so BLUE Flight
started a left turn to proceed to Channel 97.
11.

DATA SOURCES
43 2 TRW 191330Z April 1967 OPREP-3 TU0" 02773

12.

NARRATIVE OESCRI:PTION
BLUE Flight was at 21*051N/10io45?E at an altitude of 19,000 ft in a left turn to
a heading of 2100 when BLUE 2 sighted two unidentified aircraft. The aircraft were turnIng to BLUE Flight's 7 o'clock position, 3000-4000 ft above and 1 1/2 mi behind. BLUE
Flight lit the afterburners and outdistanced the unidentified aircraft.
No further
contact was made.
Numerous "MI calls were received throuwhout the mission.
The weather was 5/8 coverage with tops at 12,000 ft and bases at 6000 ft.
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SECCRET
Event 111-116
?our P-1059 vs eleven
410-17a
Two confirmed MIb-17 kill.
One P-lC5D slightly damaged

Aircraft Involved:
Results%

W

vicinity ot Encounter

LDatia/Yiue:

2045'N/lO50301E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

19 April 1967/1658H1

ORANGE nlight (four P-lO51)t) was the fistat

tr
our IP-105D strike flights and two

7-14C strike/cap flights frap~ged to attack JCS 22.00, the Xuan M~ai Army Barracks at
20053'N/105035#E. The force also included a WILD W'SASEL flight (Event 111-1114) which
prteeded the attack force Into the target area. All of the flights listed above were
attacked by 1410s on this date. (So* Events IIZ-il1l, -117, -118, -119, -120). The

flights were In trail with Time-on-1'arget separation of 2-3 min.

[ORANGE
[

2. IS3ION ROUTE
flight departed Takhli RTAPB and proceeded directly to GREEN ANCHOR for refuealing, direct to Channel 97, at 19028'N/103 113tE, direct to the Black River at 20
2O155IN/1o5021'Z and direct to the target at 20053'N/105035'E. Egress was planned via

~the

reverse route with post strike refueling on GREEN ANCHOR and then direct to Tskhli.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-1051) ORANGE 1. 2. 3. 14
.6 - M117 bombs on conterline MER
2 -450 gal ruel tanks on Inboard wing stations
I - QRC-160 LCM Pod on outboard station
I - AIM-gB IR missile on outboard station (I and 3 only)
- 1461 20mm cannon 1029 rd; each
MIG-178
Cannon

F'I

L.

4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:

Clear near the target with 10-15 ni visibility. Broken cloud buildups to the
south and west of the target over the mountains.
1

6,000 ft

Altitude:

L

PRI-Sat:
Plight For-mation:

RANGERI
6,000 ft

10,000 lbs plusUnow
Standard Pod

Two elements of two

S. INITIAL DETECTION
As ORANGE flight approached the pop-up point, heading 0660, at 6,000 ft and 550 KCAS,
ORANGE Lead and 2 observed four MIO-17s approaching from the opposite direction at theirA
Two of the 141Gs were 1500 ft above and two 141Gs were 1500 ft below

1-2 o'clock position.

~fl

ORANGE flight.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
ORANGE flight (four 7-105Ds) was the first strike flight In a string or four F-105
and two P-14C flights rragged to bomb the Xuan Mati Army Barracks. 12 mi southwest of Hanoi.
A P-105P WILD WEASEL flight preceded ORANGE flight into the tar et area by about 3 min and
was jumped by MIG-17s upon entering the area (see Event 111-11414.
ORANGE flight departed
TakhlI RTAFB, flew directly to GREEN ANCHOR for pre-strike refueling,
directly to Channel
0
97 for a precise doppler navigation system0 fix, directly to 20 53'N/1050 00'E, and then
direct to the pop up point at 20058 'N/105 32'E with a planned right roll In on the target
and a right, roll off the target to egress over the reverse route..
As ORANGE.flight passed the Black River (their push up power point), they lit the
afterburner ainti accelerated preparatory to going Into the pop up maneuver on the target.
Shortly before the pop up poinlt, ORANGE 3 and 14!who were flying pod formation with the
on the right (so that the element would be looking out over the valley toward
Hanoi), saw an P-105F (believed to be BLUE 2, Event 111-1114) coming head-on from ORANGE
3's 12 o'clock and ORANGE 4's 11 o'clock position in a climbing left turn With a MI10-17
on his tail firing. The P-105P was climbing in a 230-300 left climbing turn and passed
within 3000 ft of the flight before it exited at tha 3 o'clock position. ORANGE 3 observed
the MIO-17 firing and saw smoke trailing from the F-1057. Two beepers were heard shortly

ffft
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.element
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Event 111-116
after.

S

After the MI1

fired and hit the P-105F, he entered a whirferdill and turned b&ok

high speed.
an ORANGE flight but was no threat because of the range and ORANOE flight'.
ORANGE flight was at 6000 rt, 550-600 KCAS, headed east.
As the P-1OS? and R'1 were passing, ORANGE Lead and 2 saw four MIG-I7s (three dark
colored and one silver) approaching trom the opposite direction with two M1Os 1500 ft a
The MIG0 apparently were in the right
above ORANGE flight and two M410 1500 ft below.
front quadrant because the two low MIGs pulled up in a wing over and started to come in
at ORANGE Lead's 5 o'clock while the two high MIGs made a sweeping turn to the right and
attempted to come In behind ORANGE 3 and 4. At this times ORANOE Lead called to jettison
and lead; 2 and 4 cleaned off the bomb racks and tanks retaining the ECM pods and SIDEORANGE 3 and 4 did not see the Four RIGs and ORANGE 3, thinking that ORANGE Lead
VZNDRS.
was talking about the lone RI0 chasing the F-105P. attempted to call lead and have the
1410 was no longer a threat at the airspeed of
ordnance
the
flight
for lone
the sarety of the aircraft since-the flight was
rearedthis
3 also since
ORANGE
kts.
SSO-600 retain

I

He elected to retain the ordnance and proceed
almost 200 kts over safe jettison speed.
ORANGE Lead and 2 broke right into the RIO. and narrowly missed having a
to the target.
The MIGs broke off the attack when ORANGE Lead and 2 turned Ilnmad-Mar collision with 3.
to the pop and bombed the target.
ORANGE b stayed on ORANGE 3's wing.'
ORANGE Lead and 2 reversed back to the left to cover 3 and 4 in the pop; and as they
turned from south to northeast at 6000 ft 550 kts, Lead saw two 410-17a in loose formation
ORANGE Lead reengaged
at about 2000 ft altitude in his 10 o'clock position headed 0800.
afterburner and broke into a right descending turn to attack the lead .410 who made a hard
right break. ORANGE Lead out the RIG off In the turn, obtained a good firing tone, and
tired the AIM-9B at about 2000 ft range. The RIO continued the tight turn and the missile
The MIG then reversed back to the right
passed about 200 ft astern without detonating.
ORANGE 2 attempted to break right with the RIG but was
and ORANGE Lead broke contact.
unable to turn with him and broke off to rejoin Lead.
ORANGE 3 selected
During this timeframe, ORANGE 3 and 4 went through the pop up.
a
released
ordnance
target.
then saw ORANGE
and 2 attacking
the
ORANGE 13 jettisoned
6 o'clock.
their He
pulltheinto
NI0-17 On
lone
and
a third his
two M103and
thebuilding

U

fuel tanks and empty MER rack as he pulled out in a challow right turn to attack the RIO.
As ORANGE 3 pulled into the RIG's 6 o'clock, the RIG broke into a hard right turn and
came In behind ORANGE 3 and 4. ORANGE 3 called 4 to afterburner, entered a right turn
and the RI1 fell behind and broke off.
toward the hills,
and decided to cone back into the area to look for
The flight rejoined over the hills
As they were maneuverother KIGa while the rest of the strike force attacked the target.
Ing in the target area, ORANGE Lead saw a MIG-17 (dark color with Red Star) turning from
a heading of north toward east at 2000 ft. ORANGE Lead made a hard right turn to position
himself inside of the MIG's turn, closed to 600 rt at the 1id's 5 o'clock, and fired about
He did not observe any ordnance impact but did believe that
200 rounds of 20 at the RIG.
ORANGE Lead overtook the 141 and passed 75 ft over the MI1's canopy
the RIO was damaged.
and broke away from the 14I0 which was no longer observed.

An ORANGE Lead was closing on the above RIG-li,,ORANGE 3 observed a second 14I0-17
climb up from below ORANGE Lead and pull into his 6 o'clo.k. ORANGE 3 rolled over and
started to drop In behind the RI0 but the RIG reversed hard to the right and down. ORANGE
in a quarterSturned hard right to stay Inside of him but the RI1 came back at ORANGE 3fired
500-600
ORANGE 3 turned the M-61 cannon on at 1500 ft range and
ing head-on turn.
The MIG flew through the strean of 20uun shells and ORANGE 3
rounds down to 100 ft range.
saw many hits on the wing and along the fuselage with debris coming off of the RIG. The

passed over the
RIO
6

S~

canopy smoking and was lost in the large blind spot at the F-105s

ORANGE 4 reports that he was attempting to maintain
o'clock at about 2000 ft altitude.
position on 3 during the series of high "S" turns and maneuvers and was unable to keep
this as a conHowever, other sources list
encounter.
track
kill.the MIGs after the first
firmed of
ORANGE 3 immediately dropped his nose In afterburner and went into a swinging right
and going away at
turn to keep his airspeed up and saw another RIG two miles to his left
ORANGE 3 and 4 dove to the treetops at the RIG's
1500 ft headed northwest, from 2500 ft.
ORANGE 3 was attempting to set the
6 o'clock and closed using intermittent afterburner.
At this time, ORANGE 4 saw another
MI1 up for a missile shot against a sky background.
ORANOG 3 did not hear the
1410-1? turning in from the left and called 3 to break hard.
cal• due to the confusion on the channel and 4 again called for a break as the RI0 selected
ORANGE 4 called once more for a break as
for a target and closed inside of 3000 ft.
'
141 was preparing to fire, and when no response came from 3, broke to the left.
*
ORANGE 4 could
afterburner and was able to accelerate away from the RI.
,)RANOE 4 lit
As
not ,contact ORANGE 3 to arrange a rendezvous so he headed west and departed the area.
ORANGE 3 closed to about 3000 ft on the 1I1 he was pursuing, the M11 broke hard left as if
ORANGE 3 broke left with the 1IG
warned by radar or another 1I1 of ORANGE 3's approach.
and at 1700 ft range attempted to fire the cannot but could only get about 10 sporatic
rounds to fire as he jiggled the stick and recycled the triggor until at about 10Oo ft
-range, with 50° angle off and 500 kts, ORANGE 3 saw a puff on the right wing about midway
As ORANGE 3 overshot the
There was no flash, Just a puff.
.
the center of the wing.
When he
14O's flight trajectory, he dumped the nose in afterburner and accelerated away.
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Event 111-116
off, he &rain squeezed the trigger and the cannon functioned perfectly. Knowing

As ORANGE Lead and 2 were maneuvering in the same general area on a southerly heading
at5,000 ft and 500 kta, ORANGE Lead saw a 1410 headed northeast at 2,000 ft altitude. Lead
madea
hae lft turn and descended to position himself behind the HIG. But the MIG entered
a hard jinking maneuver and descended to 1,000 ft as ORANGE Lead closed to 3,000 ft and
started firing in short bursts. At 1,500 tt, Lead saw sparkling impacts behind the canopy
and the 1410 entered a sharp descending turn from 1,000 ft or altitude or leas. Lead passed
1410 and made a hard turn but was unable to see any evidence of the M10 and esticver
mated the
that the M410 was probably destroyed. Later this was changed to a confirmed kill.
ORANGE I and 2 departed the area and returned to Takhli with no further Incidents. While
ORANGE 3 was maneuvering in the area near Hoa Binh, he saw an P-105F pursuing a 1410-179
ripe on it, and hit the 1410 with smoke coning from the MIO.

ORANGE 3 was flying southwest near the West bend of the Black River at Hoa 3Binh heI
saw a lone silver colorcd MI10-17 at low altitude maneuvering as though trying to land in
the field north of the city between the river and the mountains. The 1410 was about 500
ft above the mountains, about 2,OCO-3,000 ft MSL and very slow, about 200 kta. ORANGE 3
dived into the 1410's 6 o'clock and observed that the 1410 did not have gear down and was
not smoking. When ORANGE 3 closed to about 3,000 ft range, the 1410 broke hard right in a
climbing maneuver. ORANGE 3 reefed his aircraft into a right turn but could not get a
tone with the SIDEWINDER and elected to use the cannon. ORANGE 3 pulled the nose of the

[
[
[
L
[left

1-105 up until the 1410 was blanked out under the hose and squeezed the trigger but again
could only get a few sporatic rounds to fire as he closed on the 1410 and jiggled the4
stick under the seven "'Igs". ORANGE 3 was greyed out but he could see the 1410 coning out
from under his nose and in a last attempt, fired the SIDEWINDER from about 200-500 ft
~range haiping that the missile would hit the 140.- The missile was not observed as ORANGE
Lead overshot the 1410 and passed through the 1410's jet-wash. The turbulence created by
the jet-wash tore ORANGE 3's hand off of the stick and thumped his head down, causing him
to momentarily lose control of the aircraft. He recovered In a descent at 500 ft AOL and4
heard the 1Fl4C flight call a bogey at 3 o'clock low. Believing that he was the last P-105
In the area, he started to depart the area and found that he had less than 3,000 lb of
fuel, barely enough to make Udarn without post-strike refueling. He had less than 1,000
lb on the Post strike tanker but refueled and returned to Takhli. with no further problems.
While enroute to the tanker, ORANGE 3 noticed a deep oval shaped gouge in the bottom,
corner of the bullet-procOf windshield. The %ouge, extending from a few inches from

I

the bottom of the pane toward the top, was about 4in long, 1.5 in wide, and at leact 1/4
in deep. ORANGE 3 felt that this was a bullet ricochet fired from one of the M10s but
did not recall a 1410 that obtain head-on nose alignment. More probably the gouge was
his cannon was completely fired out.
ORANGE flight returned to base with no other damage than the windshield.
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Event 111-117J
Four F-10O5D and two A-lEa
vs eleven MIG-173
Results: On. A-lE lobt to MIG-17
One 4IO-17 killed by P-105D
Four MIO-l1s damaged
20O53'N/10535'E
of
Encounter:
Vicinity
(let Encounter)
20e3?'N/1050 18'E
(2nd Encounter)
Aircraft Involved:

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Cate/Time: 19 April 1967/1702H (1st Encounter); 1718H (2nd Encounter)
the second strike flight rragged to attack JCS 22.00,
BUFF flight (four F-105Da) was
0
The force consisted of four P-105D strike
the Xuan Nat Army Barracks at 20 53'N/105035'E.
flights, two P-4C strike/cap flights, and one P-105F WILD WEASEL flight. The WILD WEASEL
flight arrived in the target area first and was Jumped by R41-1T while Inbound. The
first strike flight (Event 111-116 was attacked by MIG-1Ts In the target area. BUFF
flight did not see any MIOs until they were outbound after bombing the target. BUFF
flight's second MI1 encounter occurred after post strike refueling when BUFF flight reSANDY flight (two A-lEs)
Event 111-ll.
turned to the target area for rescap of BLUE 2 in
call and proceeded to the area of BLUE 2 in Event III-114,
responded to a downed pilot
where they were Jumped by four MIG-17s.
I.

MISSION ROUTE
BUFF flight departed Takhli RTAFB and proceeded directly to GREEN ANCHOR 0for refuel0
0
ing. direct to Channel 97 at 19 28'N/103 43'E, direct to the Black River at 20 53'N/3.05035'E.
Egress was over the reverse route with a MI4 encounter in the vicinity of 20053'N/105035'E
BUFF flight refueled and returned direct
and then direct to Channel 97 and GREEN ANCHOR.
to 20°37'N/l05 018'E where a second MIC encounter occurred. The flight again egressed
SANDY 01 and 02 departed
directly to OREEN ANCHOR and subsequently recovered at Takhli.
Udorn RTAFB, flew direct to Channel 97, and orbited east of Channel 97 until called by RED
CROWN to proceed to the 089 radial at 103 mi from Channel 97. The flight was jumped by
four MIG-17s In that vicinity, 2040'N/105*30'E, and SANDY 01 was lost to M4G fire. SANDY
02 e*gressed direct to Channel 97 and recovered back at Udorn RTAFB,
2.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
3.
P-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
6 - Ml17 bombs on centerline MER
2 - 450 gal fuel tanks on inbd wing stations
1 - QRC-160 ECM pod on outboard station
1 - M61 20mm cannon 1029 rds
BLUE 1 and 3 carried onr AIM-9B IR missile on other outboard station.
A-lE SANDY 01 and 02
2

-

CBU-22

5
I

-

LAU-32
LAU-32 WP

4 - 20u K3 cannon with 200 rds each
1 - SUU-ll (7.62mm) 1600 rds
1410-17
Unknown
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
4.
Weather: Clear near the target with 10-15 mi visibility. SANDY 02 reported a 300 ft cloud
layer starting 40 mi west of Hanoi to Channel 97. BUFF 1 stated broken cover to
the south and west because "we were in the clouds on the way to 97 and during ret 2
nc I
E
refueling".
Encounter
Encounter

I1-Altitude:
Headtn-a
I
estate:
Frmation:
FltI
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BUFF

1

T

BUFF
2

3

4

ft
000 about
50800
700 KTAS

5.000 ft
KCAS
500 2500
8000 lbs
Fluid 4 with
element on right
side
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8,000 lbs
Element 1.5
n mi in tra.l

SANDY

0T7.0M
2,000 ftfrom W to N1
Turning
150 KTAS
Unknown
Wing
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1-171

tallntr
- BUFF flight had been Alerted to MIOs In the area by radio calls from
oher-Flights-.- They bobdtetre
n
eeers
go
edn
f2704 at i,000 f
G-7aths2occkposition; he headed
1SL alticude, Son KCAS weBUFLasatw
south at about 2,000 ft altitude, 3,000-4,000 range.
*~r 2 - BUFF flight used the UHF/DF to home in on SANDY 02. The MI~a were obNnrv
Fo'clock ot several miles range with the elements making butterfly passes
t
:ervem
on SANDY 02. SANDY 02 warn right on the deck.
6.

ACTION INITIATED
jnconter I - BUFF Lentd called the two MID. crossing at 12 o'clock and his Intent to
attack-7-He entered a laty lert wing over descending to 1,500 ft with BUFF 2 crossing to
Ineounter 2

BUFF Lead and 2 flew through the middle of the flight of M103s causing
BUFF 3 and 4 swung in behind one element of the M10s and engaged In &
Lufberr'y chase. BUFF Lead and 2 then entered a wide turn and reengaged. SANDY 02 came
under attack a few more times and then managed to duck under a 300 ft cloud layer and
egress.
-

them T-o soRaTter.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

-1
[j
It I

~off

~EI

-~

J2
£2and

En counter I - BUFF 1 and 2 each jettisoned the empty MER rack and the two empty 450
Cal. fuel tanks, lit afterburner, and went into a medium bank,. 2-3 "gsdescending turn
and leveled out at 1500 rt about 3,000 ft behind the MI0s, Closing at 600+ kt:. BUFF 3
hih I triland covered the lead element. The two MI0s, unaware that BUFF
and4 saye
wasbehnd
hem mae aleft 900 turn toward the target area as BUFF Lead closed to 1500
ft rag an prepared to fire. Just as BUFF Lead started tofie hesaaflgto
P-105s head-on and about 200 tt above him (see Event 111-119). This diverted his attention
and he momentarily lost track of the MIGs. The MI03 were reacquired over the town of Hoa
Binh in a left turn, BUFF 1 closed to an estimated 800 ft. tracked one of the MI0s, and
Opened fire with the 20mm cannon. He Immediately saw sparkles In the left wing root area.
BUFF' 1 also caw sparkles on the other MIG and realized that BUFF 2 was firing. The MI~s
snapped Into a hand left nose down spiral from about 1,000 to 1,500 ft, right over Hoa
3Bin.
SUFF 1 and 2 could not begin to match the turn so they rolled wings level and started
back. to Channel 97. 'The MI~s were not observed again.
As BUFF 1 and 2 broke off from the two MI~s, BUFF 3 saw a lone MI3 at his 9 o'clock
position about l,OOC ft low headed toward him. BUFF flight was in L left turn through
~north at 5,000-6,000 ft, 500 kts. The M*IG "made an instantaneous turn into our 6 o'clock
position",
14t3siet
In "perfecth gunund
range".ftetr
BUFF 3 andn 4 ihadt
Increased the etsntetnsadg
rate of turn and BUFFol
afterburner. The MID, Initially at 1,000-1,500 ft, had opened to about 2,500 ft, broke
rapidly to avoid the tanks and MER from the second element. The flight then rejoined
Ennounter 2 - BUFF 1 and 2 attacked a MID and fired an AIM-9B with good tone but
probabl1y i-nside minimum range. The missile passed about 5 ft under the MID without
detonating. BUFF 3 broke. tnto the lead 'PIG tnat hiad gone back after SANDY 02. The sequence of air,.-raft Was MIG 1, BUF? 3, MID 2, BUFF 4, and two more M103 behind BUFF 4.
SANDY 02 was observed departinZ the area.
As BUFF 3 opened fire on NIG 1 and observed hits on the left wing and f-uselage (also
observed by BUF 1 immediately after firing the missile), BUFF 14called, "BUFF 3, break
right, 3 - break right, F-105 - break right now; lie firing on you". BUFF 3 observed the
*big red balls" going Past from the MID 2, 500 ft behind him. BUFF 14was firing on HID 2
from 200 ft with.a high angle off but missed. BUFF 3 at about 275 XCAS, Was able to wallow
into a right turA' using' full rudder and used full forward stick to drop the nose and dive
into a cloud in a valliy below him and escape the RIG.
BUFF l..wIth 2 on his wing, attacked MID 3 behind BUFF' 4 and forcetd HID 3 to break off
to the righ~t. BUFF 1 made a high speed yo-yo and riattacked, firing at the MI0 from about
1,000 ft range es the MID flew straight away. With the pipper on top of the canopy,
"Sparkling" behind the cockpit area was observed immediately. BUFF Lead pulled VP to
his
avoid ramming the MID, and the MID blew up underneath him slamming his head down on
cheat.
SUP? 3 returned to the engagement and saw an F-l05 firing on a MID with two M10s
behind him. One of these two MI0s was firing on the F-lO5. BUFF 3 attacked the two rear
MI~s As he observed the F-105 hitting the M13 in front of him. BUFF 3 fired his AIM-9B
observed it turn directly for the MIG but was forced into a scissor maneuver with the
second MID and could not observe the results. During one of the crossovers, BUFF 3 fired
at the MID but missed and then dove for separation.
BUFF 1 called for egress And BUFF flight rendelVOUsed with the tankers. The tankers
pretty far north to pick up the fighters who wire extremely low on fuel. BUFF

[Scame
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night returned to TakhIi WZAFI with no further problems. The second MRIengagement
lasted about 6 ain with an overall flight time of about 5 hes.

A'

|.

OROINANCE

(No. tired/No, hits)
missiles
1/0

BUP? 1
BUFF 2
BUFF 3

Cannon~f
3/1
2/1
2/1

BUF? A

1/1

-

RIG 2
RIO 3

1/0

"-

Remarks
926 rds 20mm total. One MRI
Damage observed
Extenslve damage'observed
Damage observed

-

1/0

1/0

kIlls 1 daomae
&

...

RIG irivng does not include at least eight irivng passes on SANDY 02 (the A-IN) or
the WhO tiring pass on SANDY Lead which resulted In a hit and loss,
9. EQUIPMENT PRORLEMS
SUFP 1 - Gun camera film did not work
BUP? 3 - Strike camera was inoperative
10.

U

AIRCRENi COMMENTS

Rinerienco
Total

BUFP

1

BUFF a
BUrp

3

BUrp 4

HOUrs
1300

Unknown

1200
Unknown

P-lOS

Hours
900

Misasons
61

-

900

Remarks
All TAC background
---

35

-

All TAC background
---

.
Unknown
SANDY 01
.
SANDY 02
Unknown
Comelnts on this Encounter
DUFF I - Flight felt MIG pilots were very aggressive and made no mistakes.
BUFF 1 - After refuellng, the flight returned to the target area at 30,000 ft because
"It was obviously a RIG day".
BUPF 1 and 3 - Need better turn capability in P-105.
BUFF 3 - Played their slow-speed game because of situation with SANDY 02 demanded It.
P-105
for the
SANDY
02 gun.
- Missiles and P-4a would be no good in this "on deck hassle". Thankful

i

SANDY 02 - Felt that as long as he could see the MIOs initiate their pass or just
prior to firing, he could avoid them by maneuvering in the crags and valleys of the
could have crossed the 10 mi wide valley
mountainous terrain. He does not feel that heMIGs
could have hit him in the karat rormas8ocessful'.y while under attack and that the
tIon where he stayed if they had teamed up on him from opposite sides.
-

CommeLts from Overall Experience
BUFP 3 - Don't ever, ever attempt to stay at low airspeed and turn with a MIG-17.
BUFP 1 - Missile should arm Immediately after leaving the rail even If we lose a few
aircraft in training.
SANDY 02 - A-lH has much better visibility than A-lE. Had to lean way forward and
toward the rigt to see MIGs coming in from that direction.
SANDY 02 does not think the MIO& were very proficient.
11. DATA SOURCES
pro ect Interviews:. BUFF 1, 31 May 1967; BUFF 3, 29 May 1967; SANDY 02,
W

-

24 October.1968

OPREP-3 - 355TFW, DOTO fl-1l274 1917572, April 1967
OPREP-3 - 432TRW, TUOL )2776 191310Z, April 1967
Combat Loss Report - A-.EI, l45H, 19 April 1967.
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12.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Encounter 1
BUFF flight was the second strike flight of F-105s fragged to attack JCS 22.00, the
Xuan Mal Army Barracks, located at the foot of the mountains about 12 mi west/southwest
of Hanoi.
Time on tariet was scaced about 2-3 min apart so that the flights were spaced
about 20 ml in trail of each cther. BUFF flight was about 11mi to the right (south) of
the flight in front of him (see Event iii-1l6) and to the rear when that flight called
The members of BUT fli:ht strained to acquire the MIG tarthey were under MIG attack.
gets but were unabl, to see them - primarily because the action approached the other
BUFF Lead determined that there was no threat to
flight from thct fli,-nt's 12 o'clock.
his flight and proceeded to the target.
After bombing the target, BUFF flight was egressing to the west crossing the Black
River for the first time north of Hoa Binh, when they heard a second flight call that they
The flight proceeded to the second crieck point on the Black River
were under MIG attack.
just to the east of Hoa Binh at about 4,000 ft, 500 KCAS, when BUFF Lead saw two MIG-17s
The MIGs proceeded south passat his 2 o'clock at about 2,00n ft altitude headed south.
ing about 4,000 ft in front of BUFF flight who lit afterburner and executed a wingover to
a left descending turn which was :ompleted at about 1,500 ft, 3,000 ft behind the MIG-17s.
BUFF fl!Eht was flyIng fluid four fcrmation ,Ith the element on the right spread beyond
BUFF Lead was able to identify the
normal pod formation distance for better MIG lookout.
MIOs by their shape and color.
Apparently the 41UGs did not know that BUFF flight was behind them because they entered
BUFF Lead thought that the MIGs
at 450 bank burn and tur.:ed to a heading of about 0900.
had seen the Thuds behind them and that the *1Gs were turning to engage so BUFF Lead and
2 Jettisoned the empty MER rack and the two empty ý50 gal fuel tanks, retaining the QRC-160
BUFF 3 and.• turned with the lead element but stayed
and AIM-9B on the outboard stations.
2,000 ft high and to the rear for cover but did not clean their aircraft off at this time.
BUFF Lead with 2 on his rl•ht wing (BUFF 2 crossed over during the initial turn),
closed at 500 to 600 KCAS, and just started to squeeze the trigger when his attention was
diverted tc a flight of F-lCts ccmin. head-on 200 ft above him (see Event 111-119). BUFF
did not have enough time to break from his course; but when he attempted to reacquire the
MIGs, he could not pick them out of the ground clutter. The MIGs were silver with red
The next tine he saw them they were in a
stars on the tall and red flaps and ailerons.
BUFF Lead closed to 800 ft, put the
2 "g" left turn right over th., town of Hoa Binh.
He immediately saw the left wing
pipper on the nose of the ".I', and fired a 2 sec burst.
BUFF Lead also saw sparkles on the
and wing root area start s:arkling from the hits.
Number Two MIG from cannon hits as BUFF 2 fired at FIG 2. BUFF Lead's sight was set at
"guns air" with the radar set in "search and attack standby" which should have given him
The
BUFF 2's sight setting is unknown.
about 1,500 ft fixed range "'c' computing only".
MIGs were in a loose echelon formation with 30b*-5* of bank and snapped into a steep nosedown spiral as they were hit. They were last observed in the spiral at ab'ut 1,000 ft
altitude over the town of Hoa Binh. BUFF Lead stated, "It was absolutely impossible for
us to follow then through that turn".
No smoký or debris was seen coming off of the MIG.
Shortly after the lead element parsed over the MIGs, BUFF 3, turning through north
at 5,000-6,000 ft altitude and 50C+ KCAS, saw a XNG-17 at his 9 o'clock position about
BUFF 3
low "make an instantaneous turn into our 6 o'clock.
1,500 ft away and-a little
rolled further into the turn, gradually increasing tank and "g" so that BUFF 4, who was
on the outside of the turn, could stay with him and called for BUFF 4 to go high, jettison
At this time, the second element Jettisoned the empty MER
ordnance, and go afterburner.
The MIG apparently lost some
rack and the empty fuel tanks rIght in the MI1 pilot's face.
speed in the turn because his ranre had opened to about 2,500 ft; and at the last time he
BUFF 3 jinxed back and forth a couple of
was seen, the tan1rs were headed right for him.
times to make sure there were no more enemy fighters and then rejoined the lead element,
and the entire flight heaoed for Channel 97 and then to GREEN ANCHOR for post strike refueling.
On the way to the post strike refueling tankers, BUFF heard that a WILD WEASEL F-105
was down (Event 111-114) but did not hear RED CROWN direct any support flights in to assist
BUFF flight volunteered to return to the area but REP CROWN was
in the rescue attempt.
reluctant to grant permission because of the lack of external fuel tanks and the resulting
short time on station. However, since no other aircraft were available to return to the
area, BUFF was granted permission to take on a full internal load of fuel and return.
When the flight comsleted refu-eling, they were about 200 mi southwest of the downed aircrew.
BUFF Lead took the flight back into the area at 30,000 ft altitude to conserve fuel
and because "it was obviously a 7:IG day".
BLUE Lead (Event II-11ll4) was just arriving back in the area of the downed aircrew
as BUFF flight was coming off the tanker. BU.F flight and BLUE Lead were in contact with
each other and BUFF flight knew that BLUE Lead was under MIO attack. As BUFF flight was
letting down about 20 ml west of the area, BLUE Leac. called and said there were MIGs all
F was out of
over the area, and he cound not raise either of tne aircrew on the radio.
gas and would have to depart the area.
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An BUFF flight descended through 10,000 ft, SANDY 02 (A-lE wingan) called that four
MIG-173 had jumped the flight and that S•ANDY

01 had been hit and was .going In.

excitedly requested the F-105s to "come back and help me".

He rathe

A

At this point the story will

digress and cover the actions of the A-lE flight which led up to this situation.

SANDY was a flight of four A-lEs which departed Udorn RTAFB and flew direct to their
orbit position a few miles from Channel 97. Their arrival at this orbit position was

timed with the air strikes further north so that they would be in the most optimum posiBriefly stated, their mission was to proceed to
tion to assist in any rescue attempts.
the position of a downed aircrew immediately upon notification by CROWN (the rescue coordinator) and take charge of the reftcue attempt, determining whether the position and
On the scene they would vector the
enemy defenses were amenatle to rescue attempt.
"Jolly Greens" in and coordinate enemy anti-rescue fire suppression using both their ordnance and that of any available jets in the area.
On this date, SANDY flight was orbiting east of Channel 97 when CROWN called the
aircrew down at 20o44'N/105I34'E and for SANDY 01 and 02 to head toward the border and
SANDY 01 and 02 to
called and
CROWN
Enroute,
of minutes.
hold there
of directed
103 ml (20930'N/105Q32'E),
a distance
of Channel
97 f~r
0890 radial
proceed
to athecouple
about 32 mi southwest of Hanoi and to hold west of the downed aircrew until some fighters
SANDY 01 and 02 flew into the area at 11,000 ft, 140-16o KCAS, with SANDY 02
arrived.
With the arrival of BLUE 1 (Event
flying echelon formation about 100 ft left of SANDY 01.
SANDY
111-114), the A-lEs proceeded up to the area of the downed aircrew at 11,000 ft MSL.
02 saw the Thud burning and had located the position of one of the downed aircrew when
The SANDIES returned across a small
BLUE 1, orbiting in the area, was jumped0 by MIGs.
valley to their position at 20Q30'N/105 32'E (about 15 mi) and arrived at 1,000 ft AGL,
They made a 1800 turn to the right and were just rolling wings level
about 2,500 ft MSL.
The
headed north when SANDY 02 saw four MIG-17s at his 5 o'clock position, 3,000 ft high.
SANDY 02 was on
MIGs were in two elements of two with one element attacking each A-lE.
SANDY 01's left wing, level in altitude and about line abreast at a distance of 100 ft.
The MlNj started firing 2-3 sec after 02 picked them up.
As 02
SAN•i 02 called, "Break right" as he broke right over SANDY 01 into the MIGs.
pieces
with
the
left
passed over 01, he observed 01 in a 15' right bank roll rapidly to
of aircraft (or possibly but not likely ordnance) coming off of SANDY 0l's left wing from

about halfway out to the wing tip.

The MIGs missed and overshot SANDY 02 and as he com-

pleted 1800 of turn headed for the weeds, he saw SANDY 01 in a 1200 banked spiral hit the
At this time he was calling CROWN appraising them of the situatop of a piece of karst.
CROWN called back and said, "They would send someone
tion and urgently requested help.
SANDY 02 did not observe a chute or beeper from 01.
up".
As SANDY 02 rolled out on a southerly heading, the MI4s started making individual
passes from the four cardinal compass points and appeared to be well disciplined in not
tern attack but
They appeared to favor a quarterir
interfering with each other's pass.
did not let this interfere with their turn.

.,4

A

SANDY 02, at about 100 ft AOL, jettisoned all of his ordnance except the SUU-11

after the second MIG pass and with full power maneuvered around the Karst formation at a
He was able to observe the
max airspeed of 140 kts slowing to 90 ktG in the hard breaks.
MIbs as they started their individual passes and followed the policy of tightening the
Upon rolling wings level after
turn into the MIG as the MIG approached firing position.
one of these passes, SANDY 02 saw a MIG approaching head-on, slightly above him, firing
SANDY 02 clamped down on the trigger and fired the SUU-11 at the MIG
from 500 ft range.
without aiming but did kick the rudder back and forth hoping that the dispersion would get
The MIGs made at least five firing passes bethe MIG.
However, no damage was observed.
fore the P-lO flight arrived.
As BUFF flight returned to the area of the downed F-105F aircrew, they were in radio

j

contact with BLUE Lead on GUARD Channel and learned that the SANDY flight was in the area

BUFF 3 reported that he, "Thought he
and waiting for the arrival of the rescue choppers.
heard something to the effect 'SANDY 01, I'm hit; they're xilling me; SANDY 01 is going
Shortly after, SANDY 02, who had been
in".
No other flight members report hearing this.
operating on the rescue frequency, came up on GUARD Channel and said that SANDY 01 had
been shot down by MIs and that at least four MIGs were attempting to shoot him down.
BLUE 1, the WILD WEASEL leader, answered him
SANDY 02 naturally sounded pretty excited.
Just start
down on the ground, down on the deck and keep it moving.
with, "Get the ....
Sandy 02 replied, "I can't get away".
turning and keep it moving".
BUFF-Lead told SANDY 02 to stay on the deok and keep turning, that the MIGs could
Both BUFF Lead and 3 were checking for the
not match his turn and to transmit for a DF.
DF which indicated the 4-5 o'clock position. At this time, BUFF flight was down to about
BUFF flight swung
5,000 ft traveling at about 700 kts in an attempt to close on SANDY 02.
into a steep right turn with the DFs continuing to indicate right.
After about 2 min,

SANDY 02 saw the four F-105s at his 2 o'clock position at about 3.5 mi range,

headed about

west/northwest and called, "F-105s, I'm at your 3 o'clock; come right, come right, come
SANDY 02 was headed south/southeast but had to take immediate evasive action and
right".
At this time, SANDY 02 saw the Thuds due west of him, about
rolled out headed northwest.
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one mile away and atlittle high in a tight right turn through north.
with a MIG-17 behind them.
were in loose trail
those .......
are on your tail."

SANDY 02 called,

The four P-lO5s

"F-105s brei~k; one or

call in the above paragraph, BUFF 3 saw the fir'e from SANDY
At the time of the first
01's aircraft and then SANDY 02 right on the treetops jinxing in hard turns with the four
BUFF flight was perpendicular to SANDY 02's headM10s making gunnery-type passes on him.

ing as they broke right Into the MI~s with the second
element by about a mile on the outside of the turn.

P-105 elem~ent trailing the first
BUFF Lead did not see the MIOS until

he was relatively close to them and rather than pull of to attackSa specific MIG, aiMed

the flight for the center of the MIG formation in an attemot to divert the MIGs from the
A-1.
The MIOs scattered as BUFF I and 2 went through their formation but one of them
BUFF 3 saw this MIG and elected to. rack
recovered and was rolling back in on SANDY 02.
the F-105 into a hard left turn to attack this MIG ana immediately got into a low altitude
The order of aircraft was MIb, BUFF 3,
left handed Luffberry at an airspeed below 300 ktn.

q•

MIb, BUFF 4,and two more MIas.
BUFF Lead made a wide sweeping turn back and saw a MIG turn and head .north toward

"HoaLao

Airfield.

The MIG was flying straight away as BUFF Lead pulled into the MIG's

6 o'clock position and fired an AIM-9B at an estimated range of 1,200 ft and .500 KCAS.
(The proximity fuze probably
The missile passed 5 ft under the MIG but did not detonate.
BUFF Lead was closing on the MIG-with a clear blue sky
did not have enough time to arm.)

r

for background and a good tone prior to firing.

He then turned back to the right to

enter the fray and imm. diately observed the Luffberry with BUFF 3 firing and hitting MIb 1.
Just as BUFF 3 started firing, BUFF 4 called, "BUFF 3 break right; BUFF 3 break right;
BUFF 3 had pulled 6-7 "g's"getting into
F-105 break right now; MIG-17 firing on you".

the MIa'
"."g's"
for
track and

.•:

6 o'clock and as a result was slowed down to 275 kts and only able to pull 2-3
tracking.
hit

However,

the MIG was not pulling it in tight and BUFF 3 was able to
aft
of the canopy on the fuselage.
As
wing and just

'

the MIG along the left

'

he was firing, BUFF 3 saw the "Big orange balls going over the canopy and decided that
it was time to break right; but when he attempted to reverse, the F-10 was sluggish to..
BUFF Lead finally fed in full rudder and forwird
respond due to the high angle of attack.
stick and dove into a nearby cloud hoping that there "wasn't a mountain on.the other side".
The MIG continued to fire as BUFF 3 rolled the aircraft over and entered the cloud but

{•

was not behind BUFF 3 when he exited the cloud. During this time, BUFF 4 was firing at
the MIO behind BUFF 3 from a range of 200 ft with a fairly high angle off but apparently
missed. BUFF Lead observed the situation and thought that the MIG was going to blow!-up .

I

~*

at apy time but he did not observe any hits on the MIG either.
•
As BUFF Lead closed on the Luffberry, BUFF 4 called, "Somebody come help me; I have
was clear
BUFF 2 called that BUFF Lead's tail
ao MIG on my tail
and I can't shake him".

and BUFF Lead at '450-500 kts was easily able to slide in behind the MIC tht wa

firing

on BUFF 4. BUFF Lead had changed the gun sight switches to "Missiles air" prior to firing
BUFF Lead
the AIM-9B but changed back to "Guns air" as he entered the Luffberry circle.

fired a short burst at the MIG and the MIG broke hard right.

in order to avoid an over-

shoot, BUFF Lead reversed right into a high speed yo-yo; and as he was again sliding down
BUFF Lead in afterburner closed rapidly (about 20C kts :
behind the MIG, the MIG broke up.
Immediate
overtake) to 1200 ft, placed the pipper on top of the canopy and opened fire.
hits were observed behind the canopy on the fuselage; and as BUFF Lead closed to about

S~~the

a collision
with
up hardoccurred
to avoidwith
BUFFa Lead
snapped
slowtheroll.
100 MIG
ft, the
MIG started
explosiOn
fire on both
MIG when
violent
and was
passing aover

sides of BUFF Lead's aircraft.

The explosive force snapped BUFF Lead's head down on his

chest and BUFF Lead, thinking that he had rammed the MIG,

called,

"I hit him; BUFF 'Lead

BUFF Lead pulled up,
is hit", and he received the reply, "Roger, BUFF Lead is hit bad".
After he had found no
turned slowly to the southwest, and checked his aircraft over.
indications of- damage, he called, "BUFF Lead is okay", and reentered the engagement.

•
j
.

The MIC-17s made at least three more firing passes on SANDY 02 after the arrival of

SANDY 02 continued to maneuver
the F-105s but they were not nearly so well organized.
around the karst formations to trustrate the MIG9, fearing that he could• not survive
crossing the 10-mi wide valley which was between his position and the safety of the mounBUFF Lead called, "SANDY you better go home; we are running
tain ranges on the other side.
By this time the MIGs were firmly engaged with
out of gas and cannot stay much longer".
One MIG
the F-105s; and SANDY 02 started out across the valley at 160 kts, wide open.
looked like he was starting a pass on SANDY 02 after he started out but the MIG never

completed the run. SANDY 02 headed out on a southwest heading; and as0 he neared the far
in
of ft
20 above
28'N/105'12'E
the vicinity
in layer
the valley
valley
about 300
deep innarrow
a broken
cloud
ihe a tops
the same
direction
he saw
valley, with
side
of the

••

floor. He ducked under the cloud layer and followed the-valley to a point 25-30 n mi east/
southeast of Channel 97, climbing up one time in route to get a steer from SANtY 03 and 0C4.

6

.to

SANDY 02 recovered at Udorn with 30 min of fuel left.
he accelerated
* When BUFF 3 exited the cloud he dove into to shake the MIC on his tail,
The :engagement was taking
and climbed to 5,000 ft and turned back toward the engagement.
BUFF 3 saw an F-105 in a left turn (thought.
place between 3000 ft AOL and the tree tops.
be BUFF 2) firing at a MIO in front of him and %Lth two MIO-17s behind him.
BUFF 3

observed the F-105 hit the MIG as he rolled over and descended toward the MIG that was
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firing on the F-105.
At this time, BUFF Lead saw this situatlr'n with BUFF 3 having a
MIG at his 2 and 10 o'clock positions.
BUFF Lead dove down and dired a short burst at
one MIG from a fairly high angle off Just as the MiGs broke hard right into BUFF Lead.
BUFF Lead found one of the MIGs coming right back at him, chased by BUFF 3.
As the MIGs broke right in front of BUFF 3, BUFF 3 reversed right and started tracking one of the MIGs but did not think he could hit the MIG with the cannon because of
the
high rate of turn and the range.
BUFF 3 then fired the AIM-9B from 2,500 ft range,
airspeed at about 350 ktr, at 2,500 ft altitude and a 20° angle off. BUFF 3 waited cothe MIG was above the hcrizon and then after obtaining a good growl tone, "pulled theuntil
nose
up just a little
bit ahead of the MIG to give the missile a better chance" and fired. The
missile went directly for the MIGs tailpipe but BUFF 3 did not observe the results because
the other MIG broke Into him and he was forced to counter break into the MIG.
BUFF 3 and the second MIG entered a series of scissor
with BUFF 3 chopping
power and throwing speedbrakes In an attempt to keep the MIGmaneuvers
out of his 6 o'clock.
felt that afterburner, unloading, acceleration, and egress would have been the betterBUFF 3
course of action if it were not for the A-1 in the area and the requirement to keep the
MIGs engaged.
The two adversaries rolled out line abreast at a distance of 600 ft and
looked ar each other for a few seconds with an airspeed below 300 kts at 1,500
ft of altitude in mountainous terrain.
BUFF 3 was wondering what to do next as he
to roll
over the top of the MIG -n his right. The MIG countered by rolling down attempted
and left under
BUFF 3 and then turned back to the right.
But BUFF 3 was slowing
faster than the
MIG; and as the MIG came back to the right, BUFF 3 dumped the nose,down
lit the afterburner,
and fired at the MIG as he passed in front of him.
BUFF 3 continued to descend to the
treetops.
At this tir:e, BUFF Lead called to disengage and BUFF 3 crossed the valley and
continued to accelerate as he climbed jp into the mountains.
BUFF 3 accelerated in afterburner until he had 600 kts in order to outrun the MIG.
BUFF Lead called for a fuel check and found that the flight was 2,000 lbs below the
Bingo established on the way In. The flight leveled off at 26,000 ft with BUFF Lead the
high man at 2,000 lbs of fuel and BUFP 3, the low man at 1,000 lbs of fuel, not enough to
return to Udorn and the relief tanker 100 mi away.
The tanker reported
97 and
when BUFF Lead asked If the tanker could cone any faster, the tanker saidat heChannel
had it firewalled In their direction.
BUFF Lead estimates that the tanker probably picked them up
over North Vietnam.
BUFF 3 estimates that he started taking on fuel with less than 30
sec of fuel left.
BUFF 3 refueled first.
As the flight closed at high speed toward the tankern, BUFF 3 started to overshoot
and used all available drag devices to decelerate and was Just sliding under the tanker
as the tanker entered a cloud.
The tanker boomer came to the rescue by giving close-in
vectors to BUFF 3 for hook-up.
At this time, BUFF Lead was down to 800 lbs and was able
to hook up on the second tanker. All aircraft returned to Takhli .TAFB with no damage
after a 4 hr and 15 min mission. There was no damage on SANDY 02 aircraft either.
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SECRET
Event 111-118
Aircraft Involved: Four F-lO5Ds vs two MIG-1Ts
Result: No damage
20*56'N/105 0 20'E
Vicinity of Encounter:
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tinte: 19 April 1967, 1700H
PURPLE flixht (four F-105Ds) was the third strike flight fragged to attack JCS 22.00.
See Event 111-116 for further details.
1.

(

U

2.
|Same

I,)'

MISSION ROUTE
as Event 111-116.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-105 ?URPLE 1. 2. 3. 4
Same as Event III-1l6.
MIG-17 1. 2
Silver

MIO-17 3
Olive Drab
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
4,o00 ft
Altitude:
Unknown
R
R
VS
Unknown
Unknown
eSt ate:
4.

AIRCRSW COMMENTS
10.
Experience
Total
Hours
5650
PURPLE (Lead)
11.

DATA SOURCES
Reports
355TFW, 201121Z,

F-105
Hours
370

Combat
Missions
Approximately 75

"Messages,

DOTO-0,

11296,

April 1967

SECRET'

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
PURPLE flight on Ingress to the target spotted two silver MIG-17s at 20°561N/105020E
at an 0 altitude 0 of 7,000-6,000 ft. At the time PURPLE flight was crossing the Black River
at 20 56'N/105 20'E, the MIgs were in a left hand turn and attempted to roll in behind
PURPLE; hcwever, PURPLE flight continued to the target and the MIGa broke off.
On egress from the target, PURPLE 4 spotted one camouflaged MIG-17, olive drab in
color. He was sighted at PURPLE 4 's 8 o'clock position, approximately 3,000-4-,000 ft
behind PURPLE Lead. PURPLE 2 and 3 attcmpted to move into firing position but the MIG
broke right and disappeared from view as he passed to the left of PURPLE 2 and 3. There
were no further sightings and the flight returned to Takhli.
12.

[jSECRET
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Event 111-119
Aircraft Involved: Four P-105D* vs seven MIG-1Ts
Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 20°45'N/105405'E

1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 19 April 1967/1700H.1
TAX flight was one of approximately ten flights striking JCS 22.00, the Xuan Mai Army
Barracks at 20o53'N/105 0 35'E, about 15 mi southwest of Hanoi. Encounters by other flights
are described in Events 11-l•4, -116, -117, - 118, -120.
2. MISSION ROUTE
The mission route was not given but appears to be from TakhlI RTAPB, to refueling
rendezvous, to Channel 97 at 20 0 28'N/103e43'E, and then direct to the target with planned
egress over the reverse route.
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

Not given but most probably 6 x 750 bombs centerline, 2 x 450 gal fuel t6ks on the
Inboard pylons with TAN Lead and TAN 3 carrying 1 x AIM-9B and 1 QRC-160, and TAN 2 and 4
carrying 2 x QRC-160.
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:

Clear but reduced visibility (approximately 5 mi) in haze at the lower altitudes.
TAN

1
Altitude:
Neai`ng:

3

4

5,000 ft
0660
540 kta

Fuel State:

5light Formation:

8.

2

Unknown

Line abreast formation, No. 3 on the right.

ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No. hits)
Cannon

TAN 1

Remarks

2/0

Fired two bursts; both were too far out; no hits

9. EQUIPMENT PROSLEMS
None reported.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience
Total
Hours
TAN 1
approx 1200
TAN 2 ------------TAN 3
approx 5000
TAN 4

-------------

F-105
Hours

Combat
Missions

825

71

Remarks
All TAC background

not interviewed--------850
not given
Most of time in fighters.
P-80 missions in Korea.
not
interviewed
-------but was an experienced F-105

Flew 105

pilot from Germany
Comments on this Encounter
TAN 3 - Because of the MIG activity, there was a lot of talking on the radio and
TAN 3 had difficulty in warning rest of flight on presence of MIGs. As a result, when he
broke to engage a MIG that was attacking another P-10, he became separated from the rest
of his flight, including his wingman No. 4, who did not see him break away. Thus, No. 3
did not drop his ordnance on target but was forced to jettison it when he discovered that
he was without a wingpan and could not continue to the target alone. One of the earlier
flights (ORANGE flight) had jettisoned their ordnance load (see Event 111-116) and did
most of the radio calling thus, in effect, Jamming the channel.

ITime estimated.
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Event 111-119
CowusentS from Overall Experience
TAN 1 - Normally has seen MI10 In a low position waiting on a known ingress or egress
route or at least In an area where they can cover one or more or these.
Oenerally two to
Four N41s are orbiting. This type oF activity has increased since the U.S. has started to
bomb airfields.
When the MI1s see the ordnance drop, they disengage.
Occasionally the
P-105s have been able to fool them by dropping the wingtanks.
The F-105s like to keep
their tanks in case a RESCAP situation develops since the wingtanks provide additional
endurance on station.

41

11.

DATA SOURCES

!~roect Interviews:
Messames. Reports:

!

1'355TFW
12.

TAN 1, 29 May 1967; TAN 3,

20 1121Z April 67

29 May 1967

OPREP 3 DOTO-0 11296 SECRET.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

TAN flight was the last flight of the strike force and had been alerted to the
presence of M103 in the target area by MIG warnings and radio chatter cO other flights

engaged with MIOs.

TAN flight initially sighted four MIG-Is at 3 o'clock low while in-

bound to the target.
TAN Lead told everyone to hold their ordnance and continue in to
the target.
The MI~s were at a range of about 1 n ml and, although they started to turn
into TAN flight, it was more or less as a token try since TAN flight was inbound at high
speed and the MIas were positioned fcr the egress route rather than ingress.
The MI03

V

could a
not press the attack and TAN flight continued in and all
aircraft except TAN
dropped ordnance on the target.
(TAN 3 separated from the flight subsequent to this

sighting and rejoined on egress.

TAN 3's individual MIb encounter follows this flight

narrative.)

TAN flight came off the target slightly 3outh of ingress route (near Hoa Binh). As
they came back to the ridge line, they encountered several MIG-17s.
TAN 1 pursued a MIG
at his 2 o'clock position thinking he was in a tail

chase on this MIG.

TAN 1 began firing

"way too far out"; and when he quickly realized that the MIG was approaching head-on
rather than going away on the same heading, he stopped firing and broke off this encounter.
Then a second MIG came across TAN 1's nose. TAN 1 did not sight him until he started
crossing his nose and then fired a short burst, hoping to hit him but does not believe he
did.
M10 2 continued on his way and TAN flight continued their egress.
"Athird MI4 was approaching TAN 1 head-on and he rolled inverted and started "coming
down" to fire and stopped when he saw F-105s right in trail
in the way (BUFF flight - see
Event III-117 prior to RESCAP).
TAN flight disengaged and proceeded to Channel 97.
(All
three of the above encounters happened in about a minute and a half period of time.)

TAN 3's Individual Encounter

41

TAN 3 reported that while inbound to the target after the initial
sighting, he saw
an P-l05 with two MIG-17s chasing him (later identified as BLUE 4 - see Event I1-1l4.

They were coming from above and went 'down past TAN 3's 6 o'clock position.

TAN 3 was at

5,000 ft; the M1Gs were very close to BLUE 4 and the formation passed TAN 3 within 2,000"There was so much chatter on the radio at the time," that TAN 3 was unable to
3,000 ft.
call out the MIGs or call for a break, but he pulled straight up and finally was able to
get off a call that there was an F-105 behind them in trouble with k10s. TAN 1 and 2 did
not see TAN 3 break and , unknown to TAN 3, TAN 4 also failed to see the break.
TAN 3 pulled behind the MIOs and they broke off BLUE 4. One MI went northeast
towards the rest of the flights and the other was below TAN 3 and scissored for a few
turns.
TAN 3 still
had his ordnance and was undecided what to do (i.e.,
drop bombs or

pursue MI0).

He still

thought that TAN 4 was with him.

The MI0 turned and headed back ip the Black River in a northwesterly direction.

TAN 3 called, "Okay No.

When

4, let's press on to the target," TAN 4 advised TAN 3 that he was

"still
with the lead element.
TAN
the MIG but lost him in the haze.

3 then Jettisoned his ordnance and attempted to follow

'He then went north and found the flights of D-105s coming off the target.
Although
they were still
calling off MIs at various clock positions, TAN 3 could not find any

sMi~.TAN 3 turned and left target area.

He caught up with the rest of TAN flight as

they approached Channel 97.
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gvent 111-120

Aircraft Involved:

1)

Four F-4Cs vs four poss.

3)

Four F-'4Cz vs two MIG-1T

3)

Four F-llCs vs two MIG-17s

No damage

Resultt
Vicinity:

1)
2)

20*55tN/105022'E
0
20°•'ON/l05 30'E

3)

20053IN/105*35,E

PRINARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 19 April 1967/T709H, 1714H, 171SH

1.

attacked target
BLUE Flight and GREEN Plight consisting of four F-4C aircraft each
approximately 4,000

BLUE Plight preceded GREEN Flight by
which included eight flights or F-105s,
ft. They were part of a larger strike force,
encounters (see Events 111-116, -117, -118, 119, and an IRON HAND
MIG II-ll4).
had
which four
flight (see Event

JCS 22.00 at 20°51'N/105034'E.

of

MISSION ROUTE
0
to Channel 97, to 20058'N/105 21'E to target. Return to
Danang to WHITE ANCHOR,
0
BLUE Flight which had
Danang.
to
ANCHOR
20030'N/10525'E to 20 10'N/10*514'E to WHITE
area 16005'N/108*38'E after leaving
hung ordnance jettisoned it in Ordnance Jettison
2.

tanker and before returning to Danang.
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

'F-cC BLUE 1 2. 3. 4 / GREEN 1. 2.
6 - N-li? bombs

"4

3.

•

4 - AIM-? (SPARROW)

1 - ALQ-71
2 - 370 gal wins tanks
1 - 600 ga1 centerline tank
TACAN on, IFF (GREEN 3) off

4.

color, no marking
silver color, one with stars on wings, one - no marking

Part I1

-ilver

Part 2

-

Weather:

Clear

(Part I unknown)
Part 2.3 2,

Z .. 3
1at BLUE

'4

BLUE:
BLUE:
Part 3 GREEN:
Part 1
Part 2

520 KTAS
8-9,000 lb

500 ETAS
unknown

a
TState:
7-Irmati on:
Plight

GREEN__
3
5,000 ft
185°

10,000 ft
2000

Altitude:
adin

5.

->

RIOR TO ENCOUNTER

FLIGHT CONDITION

Pod formation
Flight had 4ust come off the target, formation unknown
lead element',iiet - GREEN 3 and 14about 14,000 ft behind
F-p isiziL
"straight and level - not yet in Pod formation.

INITIAL DETECTION

Part1
aircraft,.possibJe.
Just prior to.strikitig target, BLUE, Flight.sighted four silv~r
Estimated position of

abeam on reciprocal heading,
HIG-ITs, approximately 7 miles
0

suspeoted MIO:
2
iPart

•

low.

20055'N/105 22'.,

at flightts 4 o'clock position,
BLUE Plight sighted one 410-17, silver, no markings,
altitude estimated as
2."iIG
BLUE
from
ft
2,000
position,
o'clock
9
at
2
IG
low, and

2,000 ft AOL, heading of 20291itrueo.

Part
S
S

ft.

3

at his 10 o'clock position, low, at a range of '4,000
GREEN 3 encountered a 1410-17
kts at an altitude of 2,000 to 3,000 ft AOL or, a heading

The MIG was flying at

400

of 3600 in a left turn.
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Event 111-120
*. ACTION INITIATED
Part 1
No action was taken by either BLUE Plight or the silver aircraft.
Sin

a ateep bank attempting to turn on BLUE 4,

to

but broke off when they overshot the turn.

GOREEN 3 pulled up and directed GREEN 4 to follow, however, gREEN 4 did not receive
MIG call and proceeded to post-strike Join-up point.

GREEN 3 then engaged MIGs.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
Part 2
After overshooting the turn, the MIqo broke right and back into the heavily defended

area of JCS 22.00.

rC

For this reason BLUE Flight did not pursue the MIOs.
Part 3
GREEN 3 then attacked M1Os, firing four AIM-Ts in boresight; all missiles failed to
hit targets.
S. ORDNANCE
hits)
Remarks
Missiles fired in boresight mode, Interlocks out.
GREEN 3
Target wan at 200 ft AOL. Missiles fell short and
impacted ground.
No other ordnance was expended.
(No.

/

fired/No.

AI9
4/o

9.
"

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
GREEN 3 made severa! radio calls but these were not received by OREEN 4. There was
a lot of activity on the air since approximately 40 aircraft were using the same

"frequency.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience
Total
Hours

F-4
Hour.

Combat
Missions

3,015

768

115

616

330

95

Remarks
2
.

OREEN

P
Back

12

,.

~

Instructor at MoDill for two yrs
teaching AIM-?.
Participated in
"Charging SPARROW" program.A
Participated In "Charging SPARROW"
program.

Comments on this Encounter
GREEN 3 (Pront):
1. Pelt the APQ-100 was poor radar for this mission because of ground return
problem. In an overtake situation radar has tendency to look on ground return. Furthermore, the narrow beam used for search results In a low probability of intercept due to
long scanning cycle.
2. Had no difficulty arriving at MIG's 6 o'clock position using vertical maneuvers,
but at low altitude of encounter (Mla was at 200 ft AGL) could not keep radar looked..
Carrying AIM-9 or gun would have been helpful.
3. Could have carried AIM-9s -- would only require a spacer -- the drag penalty
would not be significant, perhaps another 10 percent for four missiles.
11.
DATA SOURCES
nProect' Interview: GREEN 3 (Front), 22 June 67
SResiages Reaorts:
366TPW 211130Z OPREP-3, PASTEL 573, April 1967
366TFW 200330Z OPREP-3, PASTEL 574, April 1967
366TPW 200330Z OPREP-3, PASTEL ,573, April 1967 (superseded by message 1 above)
"366TFW 230500Z DOC 00121, April 1967
7AP 201607Z DIO 22957 April 1967
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Event 111-120

OIt.

1

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Pirt 1:
See Item 5.
Part 2:

BLUE lead
BLUE Plight, at 12,000 ft, heading 1000, 500 KTAS, sighted the target.
rolled in on target at a 450 dive angle. At 8,000 ft altitude, heading 1800, Lead
He was followed by BLUE 2, 3o and 4, each dropping six bombs
released six M-i173.
Minimum altitude attained was 5,000
except for BLUE 2 who retained three hung M-117s.
ft. Plight remained at 5,000 ft for a time then climbed on new heading of 2350. While
two MIG-17s with no markings, silver In color.
the flight observed
at 10,000 ft4 o'clock
flying
o'clockMI4a
position,
MIG 2
MIG
appearedlowto atbe
onata flight~s
heading of 9 2020.
at unknownandspeed
ft. flight•$
MIGs were flying Position
2,000I at

In a steep bank trying to close on BLUE 4, but broke off when they overshot turn. They
For
then immediately broke right and back into the heavily defended area of JCS 22.00.
this reason, BLUE Flight did not offer pursuit. No ordnance was expended by either side.

Part 3:

GREEN Flight, while flying at 14,000 ft altitude, airspeed 480 kts, heading 1000,

at 20'05111/105*34'£E. sighted target JCS 22.00. Lead and GREEN 2 rolled in on target at
a 50 dive angle. At 8,000 ft altitude heading 1800, Lead and GREEN 2 released six M-117

GREEN 3 and 4 followed, using.same tactics, releasing five bombs each. Minimum
bombs.
altitude attained was 5,000 ft. At this point, GREEN 3, on a heading of 1850, encountered
a 1IG 17. The enemy aircraft was at 10 o'clock low, in level flight approximately 4,000
The MIG was flying at a speed of 00 kts at an altitude of approximately 2,000
ft away.
to 3,000 ft AGL on a heading of 3600 in a left turn. This was about 5 miles south of the
ining to reform. GREEN 3 noticed that the MIG was
u&
target and GREEN Flight was just
attacking GREEN 4.

4

He called GREEN 4 to advise him that he was under attack aný did an

over-the-top barrel roll to the left.

The MIG reversed to the right and rolled out head-

Apparently GREEN 4 did not receive the MIG call and proceeded strtght ahead.
ing north.
GPEEN
He was called again, but GREEN 3 still received no response from 0REEN 4.
GREEN 3 descended to the MI0's 6 o'clock
proceeded to the post-strike join-up point.

position, slightly lower than the MI1, who was then at about 5,000 ft altitude and more
He obtained a full system lock-on at 1-1/2 miles with
or less straight-and-level.
approximately an 80 kt rate or closure.
At this time an F-105 closed in front of GREEN 3
and fired at the MIG, striking the MIG's left win% with cannon fire. (See Event 111-114)
The MIO was observed to make A hard roll and descended in a hard turn to the right. The
MIG's altitude was approximately 2,000 ft AOL when descent was initiated and pull-out was
made at about 200 ft AOL In a right hand turn. The F-1O0 disengaged to the left. GREEN
3 continued tracking and attempted to fire a missile but the AIM-7 did not fire as the
radar broke lock at that point. The M1G remained on the decK and was orbiting at an
GREEN 3 set up a highapeed yo-yo on nim and tried to
altitude of about 100-200 ft AOL.

GREEN 3 returned
break him out of the ground return with the radar, but could not do it.
to boresight and interlocks out. Two more lock-6ns were made, but imLediately broke look.
0REEN! 3 fired without a lock-on In boresight as minimum range was very close it not
already exceeded. The AIM-7 went down and left. The MIG reversed and started a hard
To prevent an overshoot, GREEN 3 nosed Into the MIGs
left turn, still at 200 rt AOL.
6 o'clock position with 1-1/2 miles separation at 5,000 ft. He then started down, going
Again, the radar would try to lock-on but
to idle, trying to lock-on from boresight.
would continue to cycle to a break lock. GREEN 3 descended to the MIG's altitude, closing
to about one mile. At this point, tracking in boresight, he fired a second AIM-7 missile.
The AIM-7 was observed to strike the ground and explode between 200 to 400 ft to the left
The MIG made a hard turn to the right and as GREEN 3 was about to
and behind the MIG.
overshoot,

he started another high-speed yo-yo reversing right.

this point,
MIG-17remaifilng
entered the
encounter
3's 2the
o'clock
position.
top of
the
at 200
ft. MIGat 2 GREEN
went over
NIG 1 Atreversed
back another
to the left,
At the top of GREEN 3's bigh-speed yo-yo, he
first MI1 at about 1800 out of phase.
reversed to the left and into the first MIG's 6'o'clock posttion with 1-1/2 miles of
GREEN 3 started down very steeply in idle and pulled out at the MIG's
separation.
altitude. He made another lock-on at one mile and closing and fired a third AIM-7, which
impacted the ground but did not explode. MIG 2 was maneuvering towards GREEN 3's 7 o'clock
position, whereupon GREEN 3 executed another yo-yo and continued a hard right turn, closing
on NIG 1. GREEN 3 descended toward the second MIG, tecause KID 2 was higher (approximately
500 ft AOL and in a better position to attack). MIG 2 was at 900 to GREEN 3's course in ...
a right hand turn. GREEN 3 made a boresight, lock-on but by then the 141C was head-on. He
fired a fourth AIM-7 at a range of one mile. Almost immediately, the radar again broke
lock. GREEN 3 continued tracking with his reticle, but the missile went left and short.
GREEN 3 then reversed to the right, pulled up in a steep climb and disengaged, Joining
At no time did the MIGs fire any
the remainder of the flight and returned to base.
GREEN 3 had to disengage at this point-becauce he had exhausted his ordnance.
ordnance.
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Missile Firini Parametern

50

50

Soo00

S00

500
I

200
I

200

S00

Aircraft target altitudes

-

level
left turn

level
lert turn

Overtake velocity, kts
Relative angle or attacking
Aircraft to target fit path
Range and angle-orf of target

s0

100

100

Airspeed at launch,

KTAS

Altitude at launch, rt AOL
G-loadlng at launch

"

100
30001,100
6 o'clock

--

Radar locK-on

-

-

Interlocks out, boresight mode,
gunsight reticle to missile IMpact

RIO warning received

00
headon 1 ne

l06/6 o'
clock/l nm

Miss Distance and direction

Launch node

901

10O

100
10/1l 1/4
nm

level

OCG

yenbroke look
kept enemy in
Gel

OCI

OCG

Visual
Visual
Visual
Visual
AIM-7E does not have a capability against targets
Ground return presented
in described environment.
on APQ-100 radar negates look-on capability at' low
The MIG-17 was easily out-maneuvered
altitude.
using high-speed yo-yo taottcs.

Method of Acquisition
Cdr evaluation

Event 111-121
Airarart Involved:

pour P-105

Results: No Damage
Vicinity of E~ncounter;

Unknown

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

1.

Date/Time:

L

va three MIG-17s

11.

20 April 1967/0856H.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT

12.

Stafr

Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE iESCRIPTION

Flight Inbound to ALFA target saw two MlIOs at 3 miles range; M103 went into
afterburner, beman roll-in, and disappeared; flight saw another MIG while egressing;
1I1 passed 3000 ft overhead without hostile action.

Aircraft Involved:

Event 111-122
Four F-105s vs one MIG-21

Results: Ao Damage .
Vicinity of Encounter:
pRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

1.

Date/Time:

[CINCPACPLT

20 April 1967/0913H

DATA SOURCE

11.

1i.
It;

Unknown-

Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

RIO observed at ll,0o frt, 6 miles range; N1IO began attack, but F-105l
RIO broke off; point or closest appropch was 4 miles.

SECRET
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&vent 111-123
Aircraft Involved:

C
1.

Results:

Pour P-105s vs two MIOs,
two MIO-ls and oneo HIG-21

Sighting only

Vicinity of Enoountert:

21•22'N/10702'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
21 April 1967/1629g
DfteiTime,

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACILT Staff Study 6-68.

11.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Strike flight saw two M14o while Inbound before cloud intervened; Two minutes later,
two 141I-17S seen at 10 m1les; flight' ontinued on course and lead maw one MIG-21 inverted
before cloud Intervened.

I
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qi
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SECRET

SECRET
~~Ivent

•
Air- ett Involved:

?our P-1058

111-124...

IIG

two

Regulte S8ighting only
Vlcnmity of Encounter:

20028'N/l1071261

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

21 April 1967/1653H1

Date/Timet
11.

DATA SOURCE

F.CINCPACFLT
1t.

start study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

"Flight *eressing at 19,000 ft saw two silver MIl0
of orbiting tanker; no hostile actions.

headed north from the vicinity

Event 111-125

Four P-105. vs six MZG-17*

Aircraft Involved:

Results:

No damage

Vicinity of Encountert
1.
11.

60 miles NE of Hanoi

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 22 April 1967/1534H

.

DATA SOURCES

Messages. RePOrtS:i
DIA Summary or Air Engagements over North Vietnam, 2,May 1967

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTIfN

"P-105 attacked

by MI1.

.

No ordnance expenditurs reported,

•

Two RF-4Cs vs one

Aircraft Involved:

Results: No Damage
Vicinity of EAcounter:
1.

1

111-126

nole:Event
Aicaf

RIG021

20Q25'N/1030 48'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 22 April 1967/1635H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Photo flight at 30,000 ft saw Ml1 at 3 miles range; MI0 made several attempts to
gain position, but was outmaneuvered and finally broke off; X-band strobing received
throughout encounter.

SECRET

141
S

. !7.

,

I

SECRET
Involved: Four 4-105s ve four MIO-170
Results: No damage
Hon Oey
Viclnity of Encounter:
Airerart

4D,
1.
11.

Jx

SITUATION
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL
Date/Ti/e.: 22 Aprtl/154•H
DATA SOURCES

:-esaees. Reports: .,
DIA S•mmary
12.

of Air Engagements over North Vietnam, 2 May 196T

NARRATIVE OESCIPTIO.

1-105s attacked by MIOs.

F-105s evaded attack.

No ordnance expendt•~res

reported.

V,

I

SECRET
Event 111-128
Aircraft Involved:

Four F-105s vs two unidents

Results: Sighting only
21°13'N/107*25'E
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

22 April 1967/1635H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Strike flight at 17,.00 ft saw two silver unidents at 3 o'clock; no attempt
at engagement.

Aircraft Involved:

Event 111-129
Four F-105s vs one MIG-21

Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter:
20 0 08'N/107 0 25'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:

11.
12.

22 April 1967/1638H

DATA SOURCE
'CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Strike flight inbound over Gulf of Tonkin at 16,000 ft saw MIG 4 o'clock high;
MIG passed above and behind; 11G silver.

Event 111-130
Aircraft Involved:
Results:

Four F-105s vs two MIG-21s

No Damage

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

210 6,N/104 0 55,E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 23 April 1967/1622H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Flak suppression flight inbound to ALFA target saw two MIGS 9:30 o'clock high; MIGs
dived toward flight, but were engaged by MIG CAP flieht Event 118.

SECRET

143

SECRET
Evenlt 111-131
Alrcraft Involved:
Results:

Eight F-1055 vs six MIG-21s
and three unidents

No Damage

Vicinity of Encounter:

0
21 0*45'N/105 30'E

1. RIARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

.}

• :
.te/TD

•23
April 1967/1623H

11.

DATA-SOURCE
"COZCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

-Two flights inbound to same ALFA target incident of Event 6~47; one flight observed
MIGs seen at 8 miles; 4IG CAP In Event 118 engaged these MIGs, which were the same MbGS
seen in Zwent 64i7; 2 minutes later, flight saw a lone MIG1which began tail attack, but
l-105s punched tanks; a single MIG was seen three minutes later; MIG did
broke off when
not maneuver; three unidents seen 10 minutes later beneath flight; two MIGs seen 15 minutes
later; flrght began climb to engage, but broke off due to low fuel.
maneuvers of other with MIOs; i'light which maneuvered was inbound at 20,000 ft when two

A.l
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SECRET
Event 111-132
Aircraft Involved: Three F-4Cs vs four M!4--21s
Result: One MIG destroyed
Vicinity of Encounter:

"'•;

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

I.

I,

22*05'N/105*051E

Date/Time:

23 April 1967/1655H

BLUE flight on a CAP/STRIKE

mission

aborted due to pod loss torstrike target.
encountered two flights of two MIGs each.

took the place of a F-105 flight that had
While ingressing to target BLUE flight

MISSION ROUTE
From Danang refueling in and out and back to Danang.

2.

[.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-4C BLUE 1. 2. 3

6 M117 bombs
SAIM-7 missiles

Wing tanks

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

4.

Weather:

Generally clear, one cirrus trailing a cumulus-nimbus thunderhead to the west

Nguyen Steel Mill.
o-IPYT
Altitude: 15,000 to 18,000 ft
eied: 450 kts
rState: Full internal
uel
Flight Formation: 3-ship formation

"

INITIAL DETECTION

S.

In addition to general
First flight o0 two MIGs sighted after several warnings.
BLUE 1 reported that
0oc-Ref warnings, other flights preceding BLUE flight called MIGs.
the first two MIs crossed in front in a zoom type climb from right to left. BLUE 3
reported that the two MIGs were coming in from the left 9 o'clock position. Both
reported that the second flight of two MIGs came in Orom the right. It Is the latter
two with which this event is primarily concerned.
6.

j:

ACTION INITIATED
Reversed to attempt engagement.

"7.
L

•,two

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
After detecting the first flight of two MIGs, BLUE flight jettisoned bombs and
The MIGS apparently
wing tank and started "left turn to pursue." (BLUE l's statement).
saw BLUE flight and "started a diving turn back to our left" and having higher air
speed at the time were able to separate on a heading of approximately 1800 from that
of BLUE
BLUE flight
to theabout
right3,000
to rejoin
strike
detected
more flight.
MIGs "passing
off ourreversed
right wing"
to 4,000
ft. force
At theandtime
of the
second acquisition BLUE flight was at approximately 24,000 ft, about Mach .9, heading
BLUE 1 was able to
BLUL flight turned to engage MIGs.
east with about 9500 lb fuel.

obtain full lock-on against MIG 3 losing sight of MIG 4. BLUE 1 fired an AIM-7 at MIG 3

which guided and followed MIG 3 into thin cirrus-type clouds. BLUE 1 did not follow with
flight into the clouds because of the presence of SAM activity and the high altitude.
BLUE 3, crossing back of BLUE 1, detected MIG 4 above at about 32,000 to 34,000 ft, pulling contrails in a left turn toward the north at about 10 or 11 o'clock position.
BLUE 3 pursued MIG 4 achieving full system lock and fired one AIM-7 which impacted on
the right aft fuselage and detonated causing at least severe aircraft structural damage.
Enemy aircraft slov.ed, turning over from about 30,000 to 32,000 ft and descended impactNo chute was observed.
ing ground.
8.

ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No. hits)
1

1/?

Remarks
Fired full system.

BLUE 2

1/1

Fired full system.

BLUE 3

0/0

M

SBLUE

9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None reported.
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SECRET
Event 111-1.32

10.

AktCREW COMMENTS

Ex peri en ce:

Total
Hours
3400-3600

BLUE 1

3500

BLUE 3

FP-

Combat

Hours
220

Missions
91-92

Remarks
Wing 55-56.
Fighter
Strategic
F-101As.
F-84t's
F-84Gs
Flew
Instructed 4 years onandF-105.
Then went to Air Commander and
through RTU to F-4C.
TAC righter.
F-84 inandKorea.
F-4C School.
F-100

200

Comments on this Encounter:
BLUE 1: "At the air-to-air ranges we were working this day the SPARROW was
But I was
weapon.-Tdon't think SIDEWINDERS would have done any better for us.
against a blue sky and good radar. We've had other engagements pointing down at
altitudo. The SPARROWs just ain't any good down there."
. BLUE 3: "The one thing I learned is that you can't afford to be complacent
there.

You have to keep looking around.

home free.
hit him."

He (MIG

He made no evasive maneuvers.

1
•

the best
shooting
low
up

4) thought he was out of the fight,

I don't think he ever saw me or knew what

DATA SOURCES
11.
Project Interviews: BLUE 1 and BLUE 3 (front)
Messages: OPREP-3 366TFW PASTEL 705 April 1967
OPREP-3 366TFW PASTEL 711 April 1967
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Pvior to
BLUE flight of three F-4Cs were on a CAP/STRIKE mission againac JCS t6.Ct.
and BLUE flight took their place. While
channel 97 another flight of P-105s aborted
0
Prior to the
ingressing to target at about 22905'N/105 05'E BLUE flight sighted two MIOs.
sighting they had heard several MIG warnings from central Oeo-Ref and other flights in the
12.

strike force.

There is

some Inconsistancy as to whether the MIGs passed from right to left

or vice versa. However, since BLUE flight was unable to engage these two MIGS the direction
is not too pertinent. BLUE flight jettisoned bombs and tanks and started a turn to
"TI-e MI~s saw us. They
Lead was passed to BLUE 3 who was on the left.
pursue MIGs.
in otheL worcs, it made our turn so
a diving turn back to the left;
immediately started
because they had more speed than we
we weren't going to make any money on them at all
that
BLUE I resumed the
The MIGs ended up heading 1800 from BLUE flight.
did at the time."

F

lead and called a reverse to rejoin strike force and sighted two more MIGs passing off
the right wing. The MIGs were described as having a long cylindrical fuselage, and delta
wings with wing "fenkes"

on the leading edge.

The vertical stabilizer was wide with a

blunt top. The horizontal stabilizers were swept back.
A slight ridge-line ran down the spine of the fuselage.
No markings of any type were observed.

The aircraft were MTG-21s.

wingman began
In turning to pursue, the MIGs went afterburner and MIG 3's
and in a climb.
in order
maclinaied near level flight
1 BLUE
e.
sight of MIG
BLUE i lost
•Psliding outside.
obtain a boresight lockreduce the angle-off and
the same time trying to BLUE
to gain speed upat speed
and was able to pull
I started climbing also
with afterburner,

Picking
lead and get his pipper on the MIG, who apparently did not see him and continued in at t
•:
a 30° bank climbing turn. BLUE 1 began to pull up on the MIG and after obtaining a bosight lock-on switched to full system and maintained the lock-on. The ranze gates were
right, the ASE circle was right, the in-range light on, I had interlocks in and we had a
negative closure rate 60 to 80 kts on him." BLUE 1 noticed that with the negative closure

After a momentary delay
he was approaching maximum range and "squeezed the trigger."
rate
The missile was observed to
launched so the interlocks had been satisfied.
the missile

go straight ahead building up speed apparently locked onto the MIG which at this time was
BLUE 1 fired at about 27,000 ft with 20* noseup
high enough to be pulling contrails.
The MIG was doing about 1.1
pulling approximately 1-1/2 g's at speed of about Mach .95.
The missile apparently tracked well and followed the MIG into a
(BLUE 1's estimate).
cirrus

cloud with the missile about

1500 to 2000 ft

betind and closing.

BLUE 1 took

evasive action to miss the cloud and lead his flight down to an altitude where they could
While BLUE 1 was firing on MIG 3, BLUE 2, who was on the outmaneuver SAMs if necessary.
side, had fallen behind in trail estimated to be 6 or 7 miles. BLUE 3 crossing back over
left wing looked up to follow the missile and sighted MIG 4 in a gradual turn at
BLUE l'
the contrail. level. BLUE 3 went afterburner and closed rapidly obtaining a radar lock-on.
locked on, BLUE 3 "pulled up just on a simulated perch position.
Closing range fast, still
All parameters met." He fired an AIM-7 which initially appeared to be going to the right
The hit
of MIG 4 but made a mid-course correction, detonating on the right aft fuselage.

6SECRET

-

At the time of sight-

at approximately
ft and
about
wasMIGnow3 at
MIGs,
Ing.the
to 2 miles ahead
1-1/2
now about
was 24,000
which
turn flight
pursuing
the BLUE
BLUE two
I led
.9. second
S~Mach

S~on.

U

The canopy resembled an F-100.
They were bright silver in color.
/

SECRETEvent 111-132
U
___

rLJ

rapidly, turned over and descenided to impact
was also observed by BLUE 1. The MIQ slowed did
not see the pilot eject, but the canopy
and
down
it
followed
3
BLUE
ground.
the
on
was turne~d away fr'om him most or' the time.

Ell.
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SECRET
"EventZII-133
Aircraft Involved:
Result:

Four P-4Ca vs one MIO-17

No engagement

Vicinity of Encounter:

21*33'N/105051'E

1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 23 April 196T/1652H
BLUE Plight of tour F-4Cs from 366TPW on Strike Mission JCS 76.00 (Thai Nguyen Iron
and Steel Complex)
2.

MISSION ROUTE
Depart Danang, refuel prior to target area.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F_4C BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4;

I

4 - ALQ-71

24 - XY lTM bombs

16 - AIM-7
2 - External fuel tanks
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
BLUE Flight
Altitude:
14,00O ft AOL
Hedin:
0600
4.

:ef

5.

500 KIAS

MIG 17
1000 ft AOL
1T0oII

INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 3 prior to roll in on target sighted one silver MIO-1T at his 9 o'clock position
low with approximately a reciprocal heading.
6.

ACTION INITIATED
Since MIG had approximately a 2 mile vertical separation with reciprocal heading,
BLUE 3 elected-to strike target rather than attempt to engage MIG.
SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE Plight rolled into target. MIG was lost to view almost immediately.
MIG
exhibited no hostile intent but seemed prlmartlý interested in clearing target area.
7.

8.

ORDNANCE
None expended.

9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None reported.

10.

AI.RCREW COMMENTS

ii

No interviews.•

366TPW DNG 23 April 196T, Change 1 to OPREP 3.

'•'•
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SECRET
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SECRET
Event 111-134
Aircraft Involved:

.

One F-4C vs One [10-21

No Damage
Results:
Encounter:
of
Vicinity
1.

21005'N/103047'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:
24 April 1967/0945H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Flight of four P-49 on RESCAP for F-4 downed in Event 118 Incident; when headed for

tanker
turn.at 29,000 ft,

No.4 turned, losing oontact
No. 4 saw HIG oloaing from 5 o'clock;
S~in

Event 111-135

Aircraft Involved:

L
1.

SITUATION
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL
Date/Time: 24 April 1967/1615H

11.

DATA SOURCE

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Four P-105s vs one MIO-17
and six MIO-21s
Results: Sighting only
21035'N/O50145'E
Vicinity of Encounter: ~21o20,N/101415'E

Staff Study 6-68.

4CINCPACFLT
-4

Armed recce flight made two sightings; one MIG-17 and one MI0-21 saen at first
coordinates shown, and five MIG-21s at second.

SECRET
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SECRET_.1
Svent 111-136
Aircraft Involved:

Two P-lO5Dn and two F-lOPsF

vs rour MIG-lys

OIL.

No damage
Result:
Vicinity of Sncountert
1.

0
21030'N/105 00'E

PRINARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:

24 April 1967/1612H

was an IRON HAND patrol up and down both sides of Thud
F-lOSs
four 15th
Flight
Squadron 388 TFW Korat.
wasof from
Flight
Ridge.BLUE

2. MISSION ROUTE
BLUE 3 and 4 recovered at Udorn with low fuel.
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105?
1 - AGM-45
2 - CBU-24

P-1050

1 - AIN 9
6 - Mk-82

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Cloud cap over end of Thud Ridge,
Weather:
6000 ft
MTe'-e:
4.

1340

Reading!
poee:

otherwise clear.

Unknown

INITIAL DETECTION

5.

Observed four MIO-ls in a loose fingertip formation at range of 6 to 7 miles at
The MIO-17s were lower at 3000 to 4000 ft. heading 3000.

9 o'clock.
6.

ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Plight continued on course and MIGs were lost to s!.ght on other side of Thud
Ridge.
7.
310o,

SITUATION.DEVELOPMENT
After making a turn around Thud Fidge3
BLUE Plight an a heading of approximately
observed two MIG-17s closing from the 7 o'clock position at range estimated about

4000 ft.

BLUE 1 called MIGs and went afterburner, breaking up over the ridge and into

the clouds In an essentially 2700 turn, coming down over the west side of the ridge
heading 2150, sighting the other two M410-17s heading 150* and just about abeam about 1000
BLUE 1 was unable to pull lead on MIG 1 but was able to on MIG 2.
ft below.
S.

ORDNANCE

BLUE 1 - 337 rounds 20m. (M-61)
Sight set with 154 mils depression and not computing (air-to-ground mode.)
EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
After 100-125 rounds,
effective rate of fire.
9.

10.

gun malfunctioned firing from one barrel only

-

a less

AIRCREW COMMENTS

There should be a simpler way to chanee switches when going from the air-to-ground
to air-to-air mode.
DATA SOURCES
11.
Pro ect IntervIews:
eports:
Resazes.

Red Baron Interview BLUE 1,

front and back

OPREP 3 355 TRV Takhli D011295 24 April 1967
12.

NARRATIVE

BLUE Plight flying flak and SAM suppression mission up and down both sides of Thud
Ridge sighted four MIG-17s and later encountered the apparen-1ly same MIGs resulting in a
The
brief firing pass by BLUE 1. BLUE 2 never did get into position to fire his AIM-9.

BLUE 1 fired 337 rounds of
-41M0never acquired a firing position against BLUE Flight.
20mm (M61) at MIG 2 ranging from 1200 ft down to 800 ft at 8)0 to 900 deflection. How-

gun was
ever, for approximately the last two-thirds of the rounds exoended, BLUE l's
malfunctioning and firing through one barrel only.
BLUE 1 d!.d observe the MIG to snap
violently to the right.
MI went afterourner headed south.
BLUE jettisoned tanks and
ordnance and led his flight out of the area as his mission wis completed since the strike

force was also egressing the area.
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"SECRET
Event 111-137
Aircraft Involved: Two F-4Bs vs sevon MID-17s
Result: Two MI1s destroyed (probable)
Vicinity of Encounter: Near Kep Airfield
PRIMARY MISSION ANW'TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 24 April 1967/1645H
Two P-0B3 (BLUE flight) retiring from TARCAP Station after strike at Kep Airfield
received airborne reports of MIGs in the immediate area.
2. MISSION ROUTE
1.

f
L

3.

YANKEE STATION to strike Kep Airfield, JCS 9.1.
AIRCRAFT CONFIGUiATIONS
7F-4B BLUE 1,
1O-117

2

SIDEWINDERS AIM-gD
Probably SPARROWS
Air-to-Air missiles

INITIAL DETECTION
After receiving airborne warning, BLUE flight reversed course and observed a flight of
four MIGs low over the ground and another flight of three MIOs directly aheadt apparently
on reciprocal heading.
5.

6.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE flight made a hard reversal to reacquire MIO after it passed head on at approximately 100 ft range. It was observed to be silver with a single red star on fuselage.
7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE 1 launched AIM-9D at MI0 1 from approximately 3000 ft range, 6 o'clock position.
Missile observed to detonate on MIGs right wing. MI3 began smoking and descent towards
ground.
BLUE 2 called BLUE 1 to break because of attack by another MI4. BLUE 1 broke
left and up. Crew observed an air-to-air missile pass approximately 500 to 1000 feet
abeam.
After BLUE 1 broke away, BLUE 2 was able to launch an AIM-9D at 1410 2 which had
attacked BLUE 1. Missile was observed to enter tallpipe of MI1 2 but apparently did not
detonate.
MI0 2 began smoking and descending toward ground. MI1 3 (MIG 2's wingman) broke
away retiring toward the southwest at low altitude.
8. ORDNANCE
BLUE 1 & 2 each fired one AIM-9D SIDEWINDER
RIG 2 fired at least 1 AA Missile.
9.
11.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 2's wing fuel was observed after the engagement to be not transferring aft.
DATA SOURCES
CTO"77.5 251638Z April 67
CTO 77.5 241045Z April 67
Letter from W. L. Kurtze Subject Missile Firing,

27 April 1967

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE flight of two F-4Bc retiring from TARCAP station after a strike at Kep Airfield
where heavy ground fire and SAMs were observed, received airborne warning of RIGs In the
immediate area. BLUE flight reversed course and observed a flight of four MIGS low against
MIG 1 passed through BLUE
the ground and another flight of three Mb~s directly ahead.
It was observed tj be silver with a single red star
flight approximately 100 ft away.
on the fuselage. BLUE flight made a hard reversal t- reacquire MIG and maneuvered towards
At approximately 3000 ft range BLUE 1 (Lead) launched an AIM-9D obnerving
its 6 o'clock.
"A ball of fire and debris were seen." MIC 1
missile detonating on RIG l's right wing.
Lead's wingman called BLUE 1 to break
commenced smoking and descending toward the ground.
BLUE I broke left and upwards and Its crew
as he was under attack by the other two MIGs.
When Lead broke away,
observed an air-to-air missile pass about 5,000 to 13,000 ft abeam.
BLUE 2 was able to launch an AIM-9D which guided up che tailpipe of MIG 2, but did not
"The MI1 rolled over trailing streams of smoke and headed toward the ground."
detonate.
MIG 3 broke away and retired toward the southwest at low altitude.
12.

SECRET15

SECRET
Event J11-137

C

BLUE 2 then observed a low-fuel warning and discovered that his wing fuel was not
BLUE 2 headed towards the
transferring.
"After a thorough re-check of aircraft switches"

nearest coastout point, towards the tanker.

Radio contact

was made with the tanker but

Prior to fuel exhaustion crew
distance and altitude separation prevented rendezvous.
ejected and were picked up twenty minutes later and delivered back to YANKEE STATION in
excellent condition.
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SECRET
Event 111-138
FOur P-lOSs vs six M10-21a
and one MIO-17
Results: Sighting only
Vicinity or Encountert 21030'N/1050M0'E
Airoraft Involvedt

1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 24 April 1967/1619H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Strike flight saw several MIs, but n~o attenpts made at engagement; while Inbound,
one MIGO21 seen 2 miles away; 5 minutes later, after hitting target, one MIO-17 seen at
2 miles; one MIG-21 seen 12 minutes later, and four more seen the following minute.

[

Aircraft Involved:
Results:

Event 111-139
Pour F-4Cs vs three MIG-1Ts

Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

2105'N/105 0 301E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:
24 April 1967/1700H

UT11.DATA SOURCE
CIMCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

,

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Plight saw MI~s at 1000 ft when In bombing run; MIGs scattered from formation when
ordnance hit ground.

Aircraft Involved:
Results:

Event 111-140
One A-6A vs one MIG

No Damage

Vicinity of LEcounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Dat*e/Time:

"

21o22,N/1060 23,E

24 April 1967/1700H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Member of airfield strike flight downed by AA; wingman orbited position of downed
crewman until warned by downed crewman that MIG was attacking; orbiting aircraft
outmaneuvered and evaded.

SECRET
~~.

153

~
W=

I

Event 111-141
Aircraft Involved:

Four P-1059 vs ten MIC-1t8
and two P1IG-21s

Resultt: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.
the
8.

BLUE
11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 25 Apr11 196?/1002Pour P-105s (BLUE Plight) were attacking an Alfa target.
sawm target are those of Event3 111-141, -143, and -148.

21008'N/1056$132

Other aircraft striking

I

ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No, hit)

/

200 rounds

DATA SOURCES

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Plight was engaged by four MIO-17s (which may have been the same as those of

Events 111-141, -143, and -148)

on ingress and one MIG fired from 3 o'clook but missed.

BLUE 4 fired 200 rounds at a passing MIG but achieved no hits.
The MI~s tried to reverse and pursue but could not catch the F-10s as they rolled
in on the target.

I

Six more MIG-17s and two MIG-21s were seen orbiting over Phuc Yen.

SI
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SECRET
Event 111-'42

Airoraft Involved:

Pour P-lOSs vs one MIO-1T

flesultz
Sighting only
Viclnity of Encounter:

21eO'N/lO5*5'2Z

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Datoe/Time: 25 April 1967/Approximately 1005H
Two flights (BLUE and OREEN) or F-lO0S were part ot a strike mission against the
.anol •ranstormer site (JCS 82.24. Strike).
BLUE Flight was attacked by Mb~s on ingress
and was forced to Jettison ordnance 2 miles prior to reaching the target.
OREEN Flight reported ordnance delivered all around the target area. No hits were
observed in the target area.
Bath flights reported heavy 37/57/85mm AA fire as well as SAN and P10 harasament.
Numerous 1410 sightings in the vioinity ot Phuc Yen air•ield.
11. DATA SOURCES

Messages,
355 TN OPREP-3 250930Z April 67
12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
See Event& 111-144 and -151

I
I
I
Is
3
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SECRET
Event 11-I43
e

Aircraft Involved:

,

Reiultl

No dam.,.

Four P-1OS.

of Encounter:
Vicinity
t
I.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
BLUE

Date/Time%

25 April

3

v& one MIO-17

2100'N/105050'

1967/1002H

600ft
sGokt

FlgtFormation

.I

4
INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 3 sighted a silver HIO-17 at the 12:30 o'clock position at a range of approxilatel 2 miles, in a left turn with 300 of bank.
"5. ACTION INITIATED
S.

As he continued his left turn into BLUE 3, the MIO was observed to be in afterburner.

At a range of approximately 750 ft, BLUE 3 fired at the MIG which was now In a very hard
left turn.
7.

Possible hits were reported.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE 3 broke off to the right and headed ror Thud Ridge.

S. ORDNANCE
(No.
NK-61
20M
198-0

BLUE 3
9.

fired/No.

hits)
Remarks
Possible hits

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None reported.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Emperielce
Total
Hours

BLUE 2

1000

11. DATA SOURCES
fooiect Interviews:

F-10S'
Hours

Combat
Missions

150

50

S
m

BLUE 2, 8 June 1967.

388 TPW OPREP-325053Z Apr 67

5

Ia. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
See Event l-148.

I
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SECRET

SECRET
Aircraft

I

Result:
.Vicin'ty

.
1.

-

Event
Tnvolved:

j.

Four F-105s vs several RIGs

SightIng only
of Encounter:

21*08'N/105*52'E

PRIMARY MISSICN AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:

25 April 1967/Approximately

This flight of four F-1`05
(CS. 82.24 Strike).

O00CH

was part of a strike against the Hanoi transformer sight

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience

BLUE 3

11.

Total
Hours
2200

F-105
hours
900

Combat
Missions
40

DATA SOURCES.

Pro ect Interviews:

BLUE 2

"

BL

355 TFW OPREP-3 250930Z April 67

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
the way into the target BLUE Flight encountered heavy flak. BLUE 2 was shot down
by 85mm AAA.
BLUE 3 became separated from the rest of the flight as he proceeded to the
target area. While at about 10,000 ft BLUE 3 sighted a MIG-17 approaching his 6 o'clock

IOn

position.
As he broke to the right, BLUE 3 Jettisoned his bombs and headed out of the
area.
In the vicinity of Phuc Yen he saw three or four more MIG-17s.
Continuing toward
Thud Ridge, two more MIG-17s approached the 6 o'clock position on BLUE 3.
He engaged

afterburner and evaded tile NIGs.
and about 6,000 ft,
and 111-151.)

respectively.

Airspeed and altitude at this time were over 500 kts
The MIGs were silver in color.

(See Events II-l14l
Event

Aircraft Involved:
Results:

Three F-105s vs three
MIG-17s

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:

1.

21 0 00'N/105 0 30'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
25 April 1967/1005H

Date/Time:

11.

I-145

DATA SOURCE

CINCFACPLT Starf Study 6-68.

•

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

I12.

Flight at 8000 ft after pulling off same ALFA target as Events III-143, -148,
saw three MIGs In

-138

a descending left turn; MIGs continued turn and departed.

•

Aircraft Involved:
noed

3euls

Four F-105s vs two MIG-17s

Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter:

21 0 05,N/105 0 53,E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:
25 April 1967/1005H1

I

I~I

11.

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study
12.

6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Flight striking same ALFA target as Event 111-135 sighted two MI~a.

SECRET
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SECRET
Event 111-147

Aircraft Involved:
Result:

Two F-8Es vs two or more
MIG-17Ds

Possible damage to one MIG

Vicinity of Encounter:

Haiphong

1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 25 April 1967/ilo9H
BLUE 1 and 2 were one of three sections of F-8s assigned the mission of flak suppres-I
slon in support of a strike group.
2.

(JCS

MISSION ROUTE
Departed
YANKEE STATION and proceeded to the target in
target 45)

the vicinity of Haiphong.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-8E
BLUE 1. 2
8 - ZUNI Rockets (Vt fuzed)
4 MK-12 20mm guns (284 rds)

I1

ALQ-51; APR-27; IFF/Stby; TACAN/On; Radar/IR mode

!41G-17D
1410 1. 2
Dull silver color
Afterburner

4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
BLUE

MIG

12

1

Altitude:
Heading:
3

3,000 ft
Northerly
350 KIAS

VuiiTtate:

5,500-6,000

2

500 ft
1700
--lb

---

INITIAL DETECTION
The MIGs were initially sighted by the strike flight leader.
BLUE 1 acquired visualI
contact with the*'iI at 1 o'clock, 70* down at a range of approximately 3,000 ft. The
5.

altitude of the MIG was 500 ft.

, 6. ACTION INITIATED
As the MIG made a gentle left turn toward the strike group) BLUE 1 maneuvered into

1

the 6 o'clock ponition on the MIG, 'racked, and fired a burst of 60 rds of 20mm.
This
burst was fired at a range of 1,500 ft while in a 2 g tracking run.
Sparkles, indicating
hits, were observed near the left wing root and in the left mid-fuselage.
When the MIG

saw the tracers he broke hard right.
7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE i closed the range to 1,100 ft but his guns would not fire.
He then increased
his lead to 100 MILS and fired two VT fuzed ZUNI rockets.
A second pair of rockets were

fired and observed to pass the MI1 low at 6 o'clock. The MIG reversed his turn. BLUE 2
reestablished a tracking lead and fired a third pair of rockets. One rocket detonated
approximately one-half wing span distance from the MIG at 4 o'clock. No reaction from the
0MIG
was observed. BLUE 1 fired the last pair of rockets and then departed after tracking

IF'.

the MIG for approximately 2-1/4 minutes.

While BLUE 1 was attacking MIG 1, MIG 2 was trying to maneuver behind BLUE 2 and
after the second turn reversal ended up on the outside of the turn. BLUE 2 engaged the
MIG, attained a firing position, fired 20mm and six rockets with no success.
S. ORDNANCE

t

"(No.

fired/No. hits)

20mm

ZUNI

BLUE 1

60 rds/prbb.

8/0

BLUE 2

Unknown

6/o

'1,

Remarks

Observed probable 20mm hits.
One rocket detonated approximately 20 ft
from a MIG.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 1. Guns jammed after firing one short burst of 20mm.
P3os1 flight inspection revealed
two extractor springs broken, one feeder mechanism failure and one =xlo chute jammed.

SECRET
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SECRET
Event 111-147

10.

AITCREV COMMENTS

Commints on this Encounter

Sthan

BLUE 1.
.P-8
had sufficient maneuverability to turn with the MIG. Estimated no more
4 g required in this engagement.
Used afterburner fully modulated to the minimum
output position.

11.

DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews:
Me~s~sa:

BLUE I,

date unknown.

CTG 77.7 UP~tEr 3 250645Z April 67

3

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Three sections of P-8s here to provide flak suppression for a strike group of A-4s.
Am the group approached the target area, the strike leoder sighted the MI~s below the
strike group.
The F-8s engageo' the MIGs allowing the 3trike group to continue to the
target.
After engaging the MIGs in close combat for approximately 2 1/4 minutes, the F-8s
disengaged due to no usable ordnance.
Upon departure, one MIG was observed to be trailing
light grey smoke from the left wing root.
During this sam,e time, approximately 15 SAMs were fired at the strike group that was
only 2 to 4 miles away from the MIG engagement.
See Event 111-150.
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Event IrI-iliB
Aircraft Involved:

*Z~

Result:

Four F-105s vs three
MIG-17s

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:

21 0 03'N/105 0 53'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:
25 April 1967/1000H
Pour F-105s, BLUE Plight, were providing flak suppression during a strike against the
Hanoi railroad yard.
1.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-105 BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
2 - 450 gal external fuel tanks
1 - QRC 160 pod (B2 and B4 had 2 pods)
I - SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B on Bi and 3)
I - O 61 20mm gun
MIG-17 RIO 1. 2. 3
Silver color/M-l, 2
Camouflaged, posslbly/M-3
4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Clear sky, good vi3ibility, BLUE F.ight was recovering from an ordnance delivery
run in which CBU-24/29 were dropped on flak sites.
Altitude: Approximately 6,000 ft
SW-W
Kedg:
•____

5.

550-600 kts

INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 2 first sighted MIG 1 low at 9 o'clock at a distance of approximately 1 1/2 miles.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 2 continued outbound to rendezvous with
BLUE this
1 andtime
to establish
ECM Pod about4
detonated
three SAMS the
At about
formation as MIG'1 was no Immediate threat.
3 miles off to the left. BLUE 2 turned right to look for BLUE 3 and 4 and saw two MIGs in
trail at a range of about 1,500 ft. The lead MIG fired at BLUE 4 without success.
7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
The range between BLUE 4 and the MIOs was increasing and they were no longer a threat.
BLUE 2 resumed his outbound heading and reacquired a visual contact or MI0 1. By this
time the MIG had closed to a range of 3/4 mile and 4,000 ft below BLUE 2. At this tine
BLUE 2 became concerned with the improving accuracy of an 85mm AA gun firing at him with
BLUE 2 broke right to get away from the AA
the rounds bursting between him and the MIG.
but observed heavier flak in that direction so reversed back to the left. Now the MIG
had closed to a distance of 1,500 ft, slightly back of 9 o'clock and approximately 500 ft
low. The MIG appeared to be tracking BLUE 1 at this time. Eventually the MIG broke away
without firing at BLUE 1 or 2.
8.

ORDNANCE
MIG 2 fired guns at BLUE 4 without scoring a hit.

9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None reported.

KW

AIRCREW COMMENTS
10.
Experience
P-105
Combat
Total
Missions
Hours
Hours
40
700-800
3800
BLUE 2
Comments on this Encounter
2.
Impressed with the turning maneuverability of the MIG-17,
•i'BLUE
of the flak over Hanoi.

I

and with the density

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interview: BLUE 2, 6 June 1967.
TFW OPREP-3 250342Z April 67.
Message

A
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Event111-11

12.

0

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Four 105s were on a flak suppression mission in the vicinity of Gia Lam air base.
While recovering from the ordnance delivery run three MIa-17 fighters attacked the F-105s.
MId. 1was observed by BLUE 2 to maneuver to a 6 o'clock position on BLUE 1.
BLUE Z turned
into the 14G and closed to within 300-400 ft with the MIG at 9 o'clock.
When the MIG saw
BLUE 2 he broke left and down.
The F-105 tried to follow the MIG but by the time the MIG
had turned beyond 1500 the F-105 (BLUE 2) had turned only 200-300.
The MIG diaengaged and
headed toward the heavy flak area over Hanoi.

I

Although MIQ 2 fired at BLUE 4, MIG 2 and 3 were quickly left behind as BLUE 3 and 4
accelerated and outran the [,IGs.

See Event 111-143.
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Event 111-149I
Involved:

Two EB-66s, andSAircraft
two
RF-4Cs ve three MIG-21s

Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 210 10'N/104 0 00'E
1.

PRIMARY. MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:
25 April 1967/1017H1
Three EB-66s aircraft

(GREEN

flight) with four P-4C escorts (BLUE flight) were on an

ELINT/ECM mission over North Vietnam.

At the time of the encounter GREEN . and BLUE 1

and 2 were at the northern end of a North-South orbit.

I

BLUE 3 and 4 were escorting

OREEN 2 and 3.
2.

MISSION ROUTE
The time that GREEN flight was at various points in its

track are given in Table 1.

TABLE"I(S)

LOCATION
Depart Taklhi
17 0 22'rl/103 0 57'E
Fighter rendezvous'
at 19050'N/104o0O'E
21047'N/204 0 14'E

S~21008'N/1O3°54'E

11.

fAt

12.

I

0951

Orbit through IP at

1015

Encounter

1017

Arrive Takh]i

1121

'I

DATA SOURCES

432 TRW

250730Z

April 1967

3

TIME(H)
0840
0916
0936

OPREP-3

PASTEL 308

NARRATIVE.

1011H, when at 21i25'N/104°l'E at 30,000 feet, heading 188 degrees, GREEN 2I

notified BLUE 3 and 4,

his cover,

to set up an orbit in a clear area while GREEN 2

and 3, in a close formation, entered a hazy cloud deck.
They were instructed to rejoin
on the other side of the weather.
Upon completion of a turn to the North, while in the haze, GREEN flight learned
that all the strike flights which they were supporting had returned to base.
Therefore,

at 1015H, GREEN 2 notified BLUE 3 and 4 that GREEN 2 and 3 were departing their orbit
on aheading of 215 degrees.

VHF communications' jammers were off as was normal in

to clear UHF for periodic listenings for warnings.

turns

Minutes later, without indications on the APS-54, GREEN 3 called contrails high at
12 o'clock, on the same heading.
GREEN flight was at 21 0 10'N/101°00'E and the time was
1017H. GREEN 2 saw three contrails 600-700 feet above, forward and weaving as if the
aircraft were attempting to slow down.
GREEN 2 identified three silver MIG-21 aircraft

since they continued to turn silhouette up while weaviiag.

paSs,

The number two MIG broke down into a right turn for spacing for a left, high side

into GREEN 2's 8 O'clock position.

The number three MIG brcke left and down but

hazy clouds obscured further view.
Later BLUE 3 stated the third MIG attempted a pass
also,
The number one MIG remained weaving 600-700 feet above GREEN flight.
GREEN 2 and
3 dived down in a cirrus cloud deck patched with cumulus dropping 200 units of RR-44
chaff and 50 units of RR-59.
They then took up a heading cf 180-220 degrees at 24,00C
feet and remained in the clouds for about 20 minutes climbing gradually to 28,000 feet
to maintain cloud cover.

3

MIG warningd were not received ncr did BLUE flight see the MIGs until after the
Initial encounter.

Subsequent MIC warnings were heard as shown in Table 11.
TABLE It
Mig Warnings (a)

v

Origin
MISMATCH

162

TimeH
1038

Location
QG-3

MOTEL

1045

QG-3

MOTEL

1048

Aa-4

.SECRET

I

SECRET
Event

I1-150

It

Aircraft Involved: Two A-4Cs vs two MIG-is
Result: One A-4C lost
20 0 48'N/106*41'E
Vicinity of Encounter:
I.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 25 April 1967/1112H
The two A-4s (BLUE 1 and 2) were part of a strike against the Haiphong ammunition
depot.
A total of 25 attack aircraft participated in the strike. As the strike •roup
approached, the multiple SAMs were observed and heavy barrage and tracking 37/57/15m AA
fire was encountered throughout the strike. Two MIG-17 aircraft were observed to take
off from Kien An airfield.
2.

MISSION ROUTE
The strike group departed YANKEE STATION and proceeded to the target area.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
A-4C BLUE 1. 2

K

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Clear sky with 10-mi visibility in light haze.
BLUE
2
Altitude:
3,000 ft (approximately)

Eed

H~~~eading Frain
Fuel State:

450 kti
5

t

Flight Formation

Section of two airplanes
5.

INITIAL DETECTION
While in his bombing run, BLUE I sighted two MIGs approaching the 6 o'clock position
on hfs section.
ACTION INITIATED
2 released his bombs
hishis
bombs
and ascalled
a breakdescended
t' the right.
BLUE Iright
released
ft.
to 2000 BLUE
leader
the flight
tehina.
and broke
6.

7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE 1 called BLUE 2 to "pull harder", tighten his turn, and he then reversed his turn.
After several turns the A-4s were scissoring with each other, providing mutual defense.
Because a FIG was
BLUE 2 jettisoned his bomb racks during the defensive maneuvering.
firing at him and he had to execute a hard turn, approximately 4 g, BLUE 2 last saw BLUE 1
trailing light grey smoke.
It was estimated that the MID fired three one-second bursts at
BLUE 2, after maneuvering in high-g turns down to approximately 1000 ft.
8.

ORDNANCE

The MIGs fired on both BLUE 1 and 2 an unknown number of rounds.
9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None reported

,*

AIRCREW COMMENTS
BLUE 2. "Could not evade the MIG at maximum speed, no afterburner. When attack aircraft have inferior capability compared to enemy aircraft, CAP cover has to be very good."

10.

11.

DATA SOURCES

Messages,

RePorts:

CTG 77.7 OPREP 3 250620Z April 67
CTG 77.7 OPREP 5 251810Z April 67/008
Modified Aircraft Combat Loss Report (Navy)
iNARRATIVE
As the strike group approached the target area, heavy AA fire and SAMs were encountered.
Prior to roll-in for the bombing attack the strike leader observed four MIO-17s at.an altitude of approximately 1000 ft. While BLUE 1 and 2 were in their bombing run, BLUE 1 saw

12.

3
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i
3

He released his bombs and called a right
two MIGs maneuvering Into his 6 o'clock position.
break.
Arter heavy maneuvering BLUE 1 and 2 ended up in a scisaors,
BLUE 2 last saw BLUE
1 trailing light smoke.
Other members in the strike saw BLUE 1 burst into flame and crash.
the MI1s.
A red star was observed on the wing of

The TARCAP was not with the strike group but was maintaining an "on call" station Just
off the coast.
made.

Although the TARCAP attempted to locate and engage the MIGs.

no contact was

See Event III-l4 7 .
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Event 111-151.
Aircraft Involved:

Four P-105Ds va four MIO-172

Result: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encountert

21l13'N10550'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 25 April 1967/Approximately 1005H
This flight of four F-105S• (BLUE Flight) was part of a strike against a transformer
Heavy defenses, Including SAME, flak and MIOs were encountered in
plant north of Hanoi.
the target area.

3

2. MISSION ROUTE
The flight approached the northern end of Thud Ridge from the'west and headed southeasterly down Thud Ridge Into the target area.

.1

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
FP-105D BLUE 1. 2. L.4
Armed with bombs and equipped with external ruel tanks.
MIO-i? MI 1,.2, 3,4
Dull, silver color
External fuel tanks.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
4.
Weather: Considerable bad weather enroute to the target area.
weather was clear with good visibility.
BLUE
4A
3
2
1
Altitude:
6-7,O00 rt
Southeasterly
i:
kt CAS
p~eedd500
lb
10,000
u 7tate:

In the target area the

Flight Formation
Approximately line abreast
INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 3 and 4 sighted four MIEs at about 9:30 o'clock at a range of approximately one
mile with about 900 angle ofr headed towards the F-103s. MIG warnings had been received.
5..

i

A

6.

ACTION INITIATED
While In an echelon formation, the MIGs jettisoned their external tanks and rolled
When BLUE Flight saw the
into a turn to close to the 6 o'clock position on BLUE Flight.
MIGs they engaged afterburner and accelerated to 550 kt CAS in a shallow dive descending
approximately 2000 ft.
7,

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
The F-105s opened the range on the MICs and continued into thR target area.

a.

ORDNANCE
No air-to-air ordnance fired by either the F-105s or the MIGs.

9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None reported.

10.

3

AIRCREW COMMENTS

Combat
F-105
Exoerienoe Total
Remarks
Hours
.istons
Hours
Went directly to P-105 from flying school.
60+
375
640
BLUE 4
Comments from Overall Experience
for this mission."
airplane
fantastic
is a ycu
4: strike
"The F-105
BLUE
two people."
don't need
missions
"On VFR

3
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IPARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

12.

As stated in paragraphs 5, 6, T.
See Events 111-137 and III-14

I.

Airoraft Involved:

Zvent 111-152
F-lOSs va four
Four
MIG-176

Sighting only
ViQinlitY of Encounter: 21008'N/10551'E

ResUlts:
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
26 April 1967/161611
Date/Time:
11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
and -153 saw MIGs orbiting north of
Flight strlking same target as Events 111-157
incidents.
target; may have beet seie MKIG as some of those in referenced
1I.

I
Iii

'U
I
U
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Event 111-153
Aircraft Involved:

Four F-105s vs eight
MIG-17a and one MIO-21

Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:

21*20'N/105*37'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time 26 April 1967/1617H
Pour F-105Ds (BLUE Flight) were part of a strike force attacking the Hanoi transformer
The strike force consisted of 20 F-105S of which four were IRON HAND,
yard (JCS 82.24).
The encounters of the strike aircraft with MIGs
and four F-4Cs as MIGCAP (Event 111-157).
are described-in Events 111-153, -157, and 156.
At aprroximately the same time (1630H)
another group of eight F-105s was conducting a strike against the Hanoi railway and highway bridge (JCS-13.00).
1.

4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
BLUE
4,500 ft
1500

Altitude:
Hea
Eng:
5.

INITIAL DETECTION
On ingress to the target BLUE Flight observed four MIG-173 on a 2900 heading at 4,500

ft.
6.
MIG.

ACTION INITIATED
As MI1s crossed in front of flight, BLUE 3 fired a M-61 three-second burst at one
No damage noted.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
At this point two of the MIGs broke right to come In behind flight and the other two
turned left and down. BLUE 1 and 2 turned in behind two MIGs, following them down to
approximatoly 2000 ft. It was estimated that the YI3s were flying at a maximum speed of
480 kts. BLUE 1 tried firing but gun failed to fire. BLUE 2 pulled to within 1000 ft
of one MIG and fired a one-second turst before breaking off. No damage was noted. BLUE 1I
and BLUE 2 overshot the MIGs due to considerable overtake speed. The MI~s broke away and
the BLUE Flight proceeded to target.
7.

On egressing just after pulling off the target the BLUE Flight crossed Phuc Yen Air-

They observed four MIG-17s on approxifield, at 3000 ft, heading 3600, speed of 630 kts.
mately 1400 heading at their 11 o'clock position, and same altitude. The MIGs were in a
Leading MIG was firing at F-105s
left turn, descending in scattered trail formation.
(probably Event 111-154) which were just west of the Ridge Line and proceeding north. The
MI~s passed in front of BLUE Flight and BLUE 3 fired at one MIG. Another MIG turned tc
position himself approximately 6000 ft behind BLUE 2. The MIG began firing but the range
While BLUE 2 was in a left turn with NIG still in
was excessive and he was under leading.

4

position, BLUE 1 pulled up and then down, causing the MIG to break hard right and down.
This concluded the encounter.
At the same time as the above encounter, BLUE 4 observed a MIG-21 at the same altitude,
in his 10 o'clock position on a heading which would place BLUE 4 in a firinz position.
BLUE 4 positioned himself behind the MIG momentarily
However, the MIG began a left turn,
BLUE 4 broke
and fired, but could not stay with the MIG's turn due to the overtake speed.
off without any visible damage to the MIGs and continued to egress without further

sightings.
8.

ORDNANCE
(No.

BLUE 1
BLUE 2
BLUE 4
MIG-17
9.
11.

fired/No. hits)
Cannon
20mm
1 Attempt/0

Remarks
Failed to fire

1/0

1/0
MIG -111I

BLUr
At -154

2/0

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE l's M-61 gun failed to fire.

and at aircraft in Event
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55 TFW 261555 April 67 OPREP-3 DOTO-O 114114
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Event 1111
Aircraft Involved:
Result:

Pour F-105Ds vs eight

No damage

I.

3'

Approximately
21o020N/10504O'E

Vicinity or Encounter:
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
26 April 1967/Approximately 1620H
PFour F-105Ds (BLUE Flight and OREEN Flight) were part of a strike force attacking the
Hanoi transformer yard (JCS 82.24).
The strike force consisted of 20 F-105s, or which four
were IRON HAND, and four F-4Cs as MIGCAP (Event 111-157).
The encounters of the strike
aircraft with MIGs are described In Events 111-153, -154, and 156. At approximately the
same time (1630H) another group of eight F-105s was conducting a strike against the hanoi
railway and highway bridge (JCS 13.00).

9

S. ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No. hits)
Air-to-Air Missiles
4/o

Klas
11.

3

DATA SOURCE
7AP 262332Z April 67 MHg D10 26438

12.

'

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
As BLUE Flight came off the target they sighted four MI'3-l7s approximately 10 miles
east and no contact was made.
BLUE Flight sighted four MIG-17s on egress. The MIGs fired
two salvos of two missiles each which missed as BLUE Flight turned.
The MIOs did not xive
•further chase.

U

Event 111-155
Aircraft Involved: ?our F-lOSs vs two
damaMgG-2ls

Results;

NO damage

0
Vicinity of Encounter: 210 19'N/105 52'E

7

I

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

1.

Date/Time:
11.

SOURCE

DATA

tU

26 April 1967,

1620H

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight egressing from same ALFA target as Events 111-153 and -157 while
at 8,0001 had two MIGs pass through flight; MIGS passed about 2,000' behind lead
and 3,000' ahead of #3; no firing.
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SECRET
Event 111-156
Aircraft Involved: Four F-1O5Ds vs two MIO-21s
Result: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: Approximately
21020'N/l05040'E

W

3

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 26 April 1967/Approximately 1620H
Four P-105Ds (bLUE Flight) were part of a strike force attacking the Hanoi transformer
yard (JCS 82.24). The strike force consisted of 20 ?-lO5s, of which four were IRON HAND,
The encounters of the strike aircraft with M'I0s
and four F-4Cs as MInCAP (Event 111-157).
are described In Events tII-153, -154, and -156. At approximately the same time (1630H)
another group of eight F-1053s was conducting a strike against the Hanoi railway and highway bridge (JCS 13.00).
11.

3

12.

3AF

DATA SOURCE

DIO 26438
262332Z April 67 I-Ing

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTIO1,
BLUE Flight sighted two MIG-21s during egress but no contact was made.
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SECRET
Event 111-157
Aircraft Involved:

Four F-4Ce vs approximately

ten MIO-21s
One MIO-21 destroyed
Result:
general area of
Vicinity or Encounter:

21013'N/105650'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
26 April 1967/1607H to 1624H.
Date/Tiae:
Tour P-4Cs (BLUE Flight) were flying 1IG CAP for a strike on JOS 82.24,

the Hanopi

transformer site located at 21008'27"N/105050'55"E. The strike force consisted or
twenty P-105a of which four were IRON HAND. The encounters of the strike aircraft with
At approximately the same
RIO* are described in Events 111-153, -154, and -156.
time (163011) another group of eight F-105s struck JCS 13.00.
2. MISSION. ROUTE

*
.i

refueling the
After
BLUE Flight departed Danang and refueled on White Anchor.
0
47?'E, then direct to
210 46'N/14 the
97, then direct to
Channel
to
direct
proceeded
tlight
On ogress
target.
to
then
direct
21043WN105ITIE, then direct to 21020'N/105043'E,
the flight again refueled on White Anchor.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
BLUE 1. 2. 3.

P-4C
4
4
1
I
1

I

II

- AIN-7E (except for BLUE 1 who had three AIM-TE)
- AIN-98
- 370 gallon external tank
- QRC-160 ECM pod
600 gallon centerline tank

I"F and TACAN.

(Both On.)

Silver
No markings visible
Clean.
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

to the
south.
broken
six-eights
clouds.
Five
cumulus
Thud
Weather:
and below
visibility
above
feet. to Oood
at 10-12,000
at Ridge
3-9000obscurred
feet MSL,by tops
93ttom

11-12OO0
146
1450
12,000

Altitude:
Fuei State:

m

•.

U

•

feet MSL
degrees
KTAS
pounds

Flight Formation
Pod element on the left.
5.

INITIAL DETECTION
While proceeding down Thud Ridge BLUE Flight heard the IRON HAND Flight call MIOs.

The first contact wau a visual acquisition of a single MIG-21 by BLUE 3 at the flight's

The
9 o'clock positiors. BLUE 2 (backseat) also saw the MIGs at about the same time.
There were no warnings from the agencies.
RI0 was at 6000 feet MSL heading 320 degrees.
6.

ACTION INITIATED

Blue lead instructed BLUE 3 and 4 to attack the MI1
to provide cover.

7.

while BLUE I and 2 followed

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
The MIG which BLUE 3 and 4 were attacking disappeared Into the clouds,

but they saw

another MIG-21 and attacked this MIG.
At this time BLUE 1 and 2 saw a MIG-21 chasing an
F-105 and split the flight to foilow the 1410.
From this point on BLUE 1 and 2 and BLUE 3 and 4 were operating independently.
BLUE 3 and 4 subsequently attacked other MIG-21s but were never able to achieve a firing

At BLUE Q's bingo they egressed,
position before the MI4s disappeared into clouds.
After the MIO on the F-105 disappeared Into cloud cover BLUE 1 and 2 attacked other
MIO. with BLUE 1 firing 2 SPARROWs and 2 SIDEWINDERs at a MIC-21, all of which missed.
*170
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He then tired a single SPARROW at another MIO-21 and, although BLUE 1 did not see the
missile intercept, he is credited with a kill. When BLUE 2 reached bingo fuel the flight
egressed.
While egresoirng BLUE. Flight saw two MIO-21a and. one MIG-17 In the area of Phuc Yen.

.

G. ORDNANCE
tMo.

fired/No, hits)
7EATM-93

AIM

COMMENTSPAkROWE

SIDEWINDER

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

Experitnce

I

F-

Total

Comments on this Encounter

43

BLUE 1 had no problem identifying the MIfladue to their silver color and delta wing

shape.

Felt that they could turn with the K10-21, possibly: due to the ability of pilot.
Although the MI~s M~ade several passas they could not turn with the F-4I.
The MI~a appeared to be in an orbit, operating singly,
heF-4s kept turning to defeat not only 'the f410-21s but also the SAMs and AAA.
11. DATA SOURCES

Cc

Project Interviews:
Messages. Reportsa:

U366TFW

K
,

N1

23 June 1967.

~366TFW

271000Z April 1967 MrSO D'2 822.
Raytheon Latter Subject Missile F~iring DID 26 April 1967.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight was providing. MI0.OA? for a force of P-lO5s.

The F-lO5s, from KORAT
were ingressing in a "gaggle" withs SLUE Flight trailing the formation.
While ingressing at 1607H, wher bLUE, Fllht was it approximately 216 38'N/1050109'E,
ee-, altitude, they observed three SAM
heading 082 degrees, at 450 KTAS and 15,6000
bursts of dirty brown smoke at the same-altitude at approximately 210 32'N/105 0 18'E.
No SAM calls were heard at this time or at any tither time during the mission.

161H

whnBU

lgtws

12,00obervd
Pet SLthe
to SA

NSL

t aproimaely21071N105381.

thesam,
ligtBUE
sw

hre

at bou2"N/Q58Ecod heading 146 degrees at 10,000deon-tios ;t aproimaely8000 to1000fe

Aouý.3Qvecndslater, with the speed and heading

moe S~s

n Tigh,,headed approximately 330 degrees, at

8
nautical miles range at 2 o'clock.

These. SAMs wereiat 6000 feet M.SL, and climbing at
incrress
were fired at BLUE Flight.
a 60 degree angle. None of the SA~s sighted dur-ing
0
0
At 1612H1 BLUE Flight was at approximately 21 .20?iI/105 43'E, at l1,000-12,000 feet
MSL, heading 146 degrees; they heard the IRON HAND Pil-ght lzead call NIZ0s. Very shortly
t
thereafter, BLUE 3 (as reported by OFREPz and BLUE " t:acksnat az reported. by BL~t 1)
saw one NIO-?l (MId
$20 degrees.

S.

BLUE 1-Front.,

366TFW 261120Z April 1967 OPREE'-3/OO8 FASTEL 739.
261845Z April 1961 OPREF-3
~Section.
I Fact~el 806
Sectt -on II Tastel 807.

t

V.
hi

oma

1) at 9 o'clock.

MId I want at 60,30 feet t4SL and was heading about

BLUE 3 and 4 were high on the left and were instruaced by BLUE lead to go after
MIG 1 with BLUE 1 and'2 following In trail to provide cover'.
BLUE Flight hiad jettisoned their, centerline tankAwhen it became empty (at approximately
When the engagement Started BLUE 1 failed
the time when the flight Crossed the Red River).
to jett~t son the outboard tank. However, it was empty arnd was '-etained throughout the
encounter.
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S•

As the elements of BLUE Flight turned left to engage MIG 2 a SAM passed between the
degrees.
The timenorwasdid
in front of BLUI
1 and 2, heading
elements
feetapproximately
were observed
No 340
burs-ts
2111I6N/1050501E.
the position
1611H and about.2000
the missile appear to track.

ýV

'

As the flight continued their left descending turn MIG 1 broke to the deck and
disappeared-Into the clouds at about 5000 feet MSL.
At this time (1614H) BLUE 3 and 4 saw another MIG-?l (MIG 2) at 9 o'clock low,
one nautical mile distant, heading 280 degrees, and turned left into him.
Meanwhile, BLUE 1 and 2, after corpleting about 180 degrees of turn saw a MIO-21
(1410 3) chasing an F-l05. MID0 3 was below and to the left of BLUE I and 2. BLUS 1
lead called BLUE 3 and 4 and told them he was breaking off from thom and separating the
elements to cover the P-105.
From this point on BLUE 1 and 2 and BLUE 3 and 4 were
operating separately.
BLUE 3 and 4 continued on after MID 2, who broke down and left, disappearing into
the clouds.
As BLUE 3 and 4 were turning right through a heading of 150 degrees tu Jo-n with the
5) at 8:30 o'clock low, atproximately
other element, they spotted two more MIG-21so, (MIt
(50
degrees.
a
MI)
and 5 were lost from view as
o5 nautical miles distant,e toreingthrough
5otwer MIG-21 (MIG 6)as
BLUE t and 4 continuedto turn right toward Phuc Yen and spotted
5
at
o'clock low on the downwind leg of the airfield's traffic pattern,
280 3 degrees.

i,

BLUE 3 and 4 made a descending right turn to engage but MID 6 turned left and broke
BLUE 3 and 4 made a 180 degree turn south of the field
down into clouds and disappeared.
and saw another MIG-21 (MIG 7) at 2 o'clock low just north of the field heading northwest.
They gave pursuit but MID 7 broke left and down disappearing into clouds.
At this time, about 1621H, BLUE 3 and 4 had two SAMs in booster phase fired at them
"approximately 1-1/2 seconds apart. The closest missile passed approximately 50 feet
When attacked by the SAMs BLUE 3 and 4 were at 8000 feet MSL
directly above BLUE 3.
0
0
The SAMS were heading 330 degrees and passed
at 21 18'N/105 47'E heading 320 degrees.
close enough to have caused a proximity burst had they been tracking.
Shortly thereafter BLUE 3 and 4 heard BLUE 2 call bingo fuel and they egressed.

'

•
•.--

?i•

heading about

•

3

At no time did BLUE 3 and 4 achieve a position to fire on any of the M10s.
While BLUE 3 and 4 were pursuing their MIGs independently, BLUE I and 2 were similarly
As soon as the flight split into two elements, BLUE 1 and 2 broke down and left
engaged.
Immediately troke off from the F-105 and
into MIG 1. MID 3, who was on the F-105's tail,
disappeared Into cloud cover.
BLUE I and 2, on looking around saw several more 11IG-21s orbiting over Phuc Yen between
6000 and 8000 feet MSL.
They picked up one (MIG 8) at 10 o'clock, heading south in traffic
MID 8 turned left and BLUE 1 and 2
pattern about 1-1/2 miles away and broke left into him.
followed.
BLUE I held 1-1/2 mile separation on MIG 8 and went to boresight for acquisition.
parameters
backseatin went
to full
system,
Interlocks
After
lock 1 onfired
in boresight
the
Then
both went
outt orin. i With
ibeneath
two AIM-iEthemissiles
ripple.
met, BLUE
nose maintaining a straight flight path in reference to launcl., and one was observed to
detonate to
justbarrel
south roll.
of Phuc Yen.
Neither missile appeared to guide and the second one
appeared
The missile
0MID
8 was in a leisurely left turn at 6000 feet when attacked by BLUE 1.
select lights had been on for at least five minutes previously but BLUE 1 had placed the
Upon reaching the
missile power switch to standby after the five minute tune-up period.
target he placed missile power switch on once again but had it only 5 seconds prior to
The select lights were all illuminated Just prior
placing missile arm switch to arm.
to arming the SrARBOWs.
flight path at 12 o'clock.
11M0 8 was outside of BLUE I at 45 degrees off BLUE l's
At launch BLUE 1 was at 400 XCAS at 6000 feet MSL pulling 3-4 g's. BLUE I had 50 knots
overtake on MID 8 and waj from 30 to 45 degrees angle off at 1.5 n mi range.
The bit check previous to take off was satisfactory and on return the system was
carefully checked, but no explanation of the failure of the first two missiles was
discovered.
BLUE 1 then pressed on after MI0 8 and fired two SIDEWINOErs in ripple, as MID 8 had
BLUE 1 focused oa:one missile wqhich started to guide
continued his left hand turn.
but as MI0 8 came to a cloud he rolled off into it and the mi:rile did not follow and
The other missile was nnt observed.
missed at 6 o'clock by 100-200 feet.
BLUE 1 had selected the SIDEWINDER due to the failure of the first two SPARROWs and
had ripple fired to increase the ch.nce of success.
At firing MIG 8 was 20 degrees off the nose of BLUE 1, IA a left turn ct 6000 feet
His angle off from the
MSL.
BLUE 1 was at 45U KCAS at 6000 feet MSL pulling 2-2 1/2 gF'.
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BLUE I had a good tone and had kept the
MIG was 20 degrees and the range was 1 mile.
Although tone definition was.
target in the gun sight reticle before and during firing.

4&,

~

Sgood

on missile firing the SIDEWINDERs could have homed on the cloud background which
was present.

seen
Other MIO-21s were still
BLUE 1 lost sight of MIG 8 as he went into the cloud.
BLUE 1 spotted one co-altitude at about 2 miles away and pulled
circling at 10 o'clock.
Due to the cloud buildup BLUE 1 went
in a hard turn and got inside of MIG-21 (MIG 9).
A switch
back to radar mode and at 2-1/2 miles made a boresight acquisition and lock on.
to full system was then made, interlocks in.

L.

MIG 9 was also in a gentle left turn and at 2 miles range BLUE 1 fired a SPARROW
At this
target
delay
missile
launched
and
after MIG
a short
1000 nicely.
feet range,
made time
a
tracking
goodandandtracked
closingthefrom
however,
9, with
the the
missile
slight right roll and entered a cloud.
BLUE 1 followed the contact for a while until the
radar broke lock.

BLUE I felt that he had held lock long enough for intercept and since

the MIG was taking the most leisurely evasive action and the missile was guiding, he was
credited with a kill. The time was about 1622H.
At launch BLUE 1 was at 450 KCAS at 6000 feet MSL.
The MIO was also at 6000 feet MSL
with both in a left turn. BLUE I was pulling 2 g's and had 60 knots overtake on the MIG.
The MIO was 2 miles away at 12 o'clock and 5 degrees angle off.
on
The MIGs last known position was 20I9'N/1 0 5*50'E, altitude 5000 feet MSL, heading
340 degrees, speed about 420 KTAS.
At this time BLUE 1 saw another MIG-21 (MIG 10) low at 10 o'clock and turned to engage
when BLUE 2 called bingo fuel. The flight then started to egress from the target area to
the northwest, and while egressing they spotted two MIG-21s and one MIG-17 in the Phuc
Yen traffic pattern and four silver MIGs, identity undetermined and two IL-28s in
revetted sites on the field.
Throughout the engagement, the MIGs seemed to maintain their left orbit at 6000-8000
feet altitude tightening their turn and ducking into a cloud when attacked.
BLUE 1 and 2
remained in a general left turn working mostly in the horizontal.
BLUE I did go into high
speed yo-yo to attack MIG 9, but their altitude ranged only from 4000-8000 feet, and the
speed was never below 400 knots.
Both BLUE I and 2 used afterburner in hard turns to keep
•%•I
_Inside••

K"

of the M!Gs.

operating as sindles.

Although all

the MIGs were

in

the same general

area,

they seemed to be

Due to their pattern the MIGs were acquired at 10 o'clock.

However,

some MIG-21s made very high angle off passes at BLUE 1 and 2. They could not match the
turn~however and posed no threat. BLUE 2 saw this situation on several occasions but did
not bother to call them out.
The MIGs were not in afterburner and BLUE 1 had no trouble
getting a 6 o'clock position on them.
The battle took place close to Phuc Yen and as BLUE 1 and 2 passed close to the field,
they came under AAA fire, despite the proximity of MIGs.
All of the flight members felt
that the MIGs could have landed at Phuc Yen at any time but chose instead to lure the

flight over the field and there appeared to be a coordination between SAMs, MIGs and AAA
whion was abetted by the low clouds. The operations conducted by BLUE Flight had to
account for these defenses when conducting their search.
BLUE Flight started to egress about five minutes after the strike force had left the
rget. While egressing at 14,000 feet MSL heading 270 degrees, the 0 flight observed one
re SAM to burst at their altitude 5 miles away at approximately 21 23'N/105I12,E at
.j24H.
In all some twelve SAMs were fired at the flight.

iN
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Event 111-158
Aircraft Involved: Four P-4Cs vs two MIO-21s
Result: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 20055'N/1050 13'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 28 April 1967/Shortly after 1640H
Four F-4Cs (BLUE Flight) were to provide MIOSCREEN for the strike force from Takhli,
which were attacking JCS 18.38. The strike force consisted of 16 strike aircraft and was
supported by an IRON HAND Flight. All or the strike flights except one ennountered MIGS
(Events 111-161, -162, -163) and the IRON HAND Flight (Event I11-164) also encountered 1410s.
2.

MISSION ROUTE
Departed Danang,

and refueled on BROWN ANCHOR.

From there, direct to Channel 97,

8
direct to 20 0 48'N/105 06'E, direct to 2057'N/l05°27'E,

then

then direct to target area orbit in
0

the vicinity of 21°04'N/105039'E. The egress route was direct to 21O08'N/105
31'E, direct
to 2050'N/105°00'E, then direct to 2023'N/104*55'E, then direct to 19 0 00'N/104020'E, then
direct to Channel 85, and then to Danang.
3.
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-4C

BLUE 1, 2. 3.
14-AIM-7E
14-AIM-9B

4

-- Tank configuration unknown but probably one centerline and one
outboard.

I-QRC-160 pod
MIG-21

Silver
4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Clear visibility unlimited
BLUE
1
2
3
•
Altitude:
17,000 ft ACL

.
tN

,

Speed:
Fuel State:
Flight Formation
5.

INITIAL DETECTION

While outbound BLUE 3 saw two MIG-21s below the flight.
altitude, heading 240 0 , turning left towards Hanoi.

'"

6.

•.MI~s
•' !

ACTION INITIATEo
BLUE P'light continued on, while keeping the MI10

The MIGs were at 2000 ft

under surveillance.

7.SITUATION
were UEVELOPNENT
lost from 'view.
B8. ORDNANCE•!
None

fr
,

S12.
kt'he

9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None

10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS
None interviewed

11.

DATA SOURCES
36TFW 78130OZ OPREP.-3 PASTEL 865

NARRATIVE
BLUE Flight was fragged to fly MIGSCREEN for five strike force flights.
(These are
the flights in Events iII.161, -162, -163, and -164 plus one other which did not encounter
MI~s.)
BLUE Plight c÷-" J with the flight of Event 111-163 from rendezvous to target and
return. BLUE Plight rendezvoused with the strike force at 16:6H.
They stayed above the
flight in Event 111-163 to the target and set up an orbit at 21 0 04'N/1050 39'E.
The target
of the strike force was JCS 18.38.
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U

I
3
U

At 163314 BLUE '4,while flying at 18,000 ft AOL, and 500 KTAS, was in a left turn,
turning thrcugh 3600 had two SAM missiles detonate near the aircraft. BLUE '4was the las t
aircraft in a Pod turn formation. BLUE 3 saw a SAM missile detonate at BLUE '415 6 O'clock
position within 75 ft of the aircraft. Approximately 7 seconds later BLUE 3 L~aw *asecond
~SAM detonate at BLUE '41a 6 o'clock position within 75 ft.
The second SAN was In booster and after the burnt the crew saw the boos~ter' section
continue out of the buret and go above them, The two bursts were orange iticolor and

appeared to be the size of a dirigible.
BLUE '4had a total of 12 holes In the stabilator, aft fuselage, and lower'wing. I3LUK
'4lost PC-2 hydraulic system, but BLUE Flight was able to return to home base without
further Incident. The missiles appeared to be traveling Irn a niear vertical pat~h. They
were not observed prior to detonations. All QRC-160)were operational.
On-the outbound leg from the target, BLUE 3 saw two MIG-21 aircraft below the flight.
The MI~s were on a heading of 2'400 turning left toward Hanoi. The WIGs stayed at 2000 ft
and disappeared to the east toward Hanoi. BLUE 1 (Lead) elected to maintain flight dis-

cipline and escort BLUE '4out of enemy territory.

SECRET
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111-159

Aircraft Involved:

Four F-lOs vs eniht

MIO-178

Results:
Sighting M
Vicinity of Encounter: 2052'N/lO°520'E
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 28 April 1967, 1630H
11.

DATA SOURCE

iI

CINCFACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight ingressing to same ALFA target Event 111-162 saw three silver RIGs
cross its track at 1,000' AOL; when about 2 miles away, RIGs began sweeping turn,
but no further contact made; one minute later, #3 saw five silver MIGs at 10,000'
altitude and 6-8 miles range.

•.:

Event 111-160
Aircraft Involved: Four
F-105s vs two
IO-1Ts

::

Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:

20*58'N/1050 24'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 28 April 1967, 1653H
11.

•!

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
VlighT
rEtuRIP
Ng rb
DESCRIPTIONA
12.
NARRATIVE
returning from strike or. tar-get of Event
•-•'•Flight

111-165 saw two RIGs orbiting;

#04 began turn, but lost sight of MIGs.

~l1

I
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Event III-161
Aircraft Involved:

Four F-lO5s vs eight
MIG-17s in 3 separate
encounters

Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounters:

21002'N/105 0 30'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 28 April 1967/1630H
Four F-105s (BLUE Flight) were part of~ a strik~e force attacking JCS 18.38 Dan Phuong
Causeway 12 miles west of Hanoi. The other aircraft In this strike force (including support aircraft) which encountered MI~s are those of Events 111-158, -162, -163, -16L4.
2. MISSION ROUTE
Departed Takhli and proceeded overland to the target. The general route after
leaving Channel 97 Is about the same as that described In Event 111-158.

I
3

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
6 - 750-lb bombs
5- haconfiguration
anAIMTank unknown, probably each had a QRC-160 pod, camouflaged.

4.

Silver
No external stores of tanks
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Unknown
5.

INITIAL DETECTION
On ingress BLUE Flight saw three MIG-17s 2 to 3 miles out on the right.

6.

ACTION INITIATED
The MI115 were no threat due to their position and the flight continued on.

7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE Flight delivered ordnance on the target, and on egress a fli~ght of two MIG-17s
were out-maneuvered by BLUE 1 and 2.

U

An additional flight of three MIO-17s made a head-on pass at BLUE Flight, and fired

at the flight.

BLUE 1 fired at these MIGs but obtained no hits.

8. ORDNANCE
,No. fired/No. hits)
CANN~ON

5

BLUE 1
BLUE 2
MIG 1

a

3/0
1/0
1/0

RIO 2

1/0

MIG

3

1/0

9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

Renarks
B bursts at the last 3 MIGs
Fired at BLUE Flight at least once.

BLUE 3 only saw MIb 2 firing.
Fired at BLUE Flight at leasie once.
BLUE 3 only saw MIG 2 firing.
Fired at BLUE Flight at least once.
BLUE 3 only saw MIG 2 firing.

None reported
10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
Conbat
Total
F-lO5
Hours
Hours
Missions
BLUE 3
-2500
40O
Comments on this Encounter
Tough to counter a head-on firing pass.

USECRET

Remarks
Had ADC experience

177A
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11.

DATA SOURCES

~roJect Interviews:

BLUE 3, 31 May 67

355 TFW 281800 April 67 OPREP-3 DOTO-O 11439
12.'

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight was inbound and about 2 minutes from the target when they saw a flight of
BLUE 3 called them to the rest
three KIO-17s. The MI0s were off the right 2 to 3 miles.
of the flight, but BLUE 1 ascertained that the MIGs were of no threat since BLUE Flight
The flight continued on past
had already increased speed for the run in to the target.
Hoa Lac and received heavy AAA fire from an estimated nine 85mm batteries.
In this interval the MI03 came
The flight struck the target and egressed to the west.
east to the'egress route.

On egress,

a flight of two MIG-17s was out-maneuvered by BLUE 1 and BLUE 2.

of a mile behind BLUE 1 and 2, who were very
BLUE 3 and 4 were about three-quarters
0
Near 20 0 47'N/105 30'E BLUE Flight came upon an additional three MIG-17s.
close tegether.
seen by BLUE 3 about 100 off to the right, as the MIGs were turning in
The MIG4 were first
seen, heading about 900 to
towards BLUE 1. They were 1 to 1 1/2 miles In front when first
The 4IGs never crossed in front of
BLUE Flight's course and not closing at that instant.
These MIGa had already been called by other flight members when BLUE 3 saw
BLUE Flight.

them.

The MIGs were in a turn and BLUE 3 got a good top view of them.
ended up in a generally head-on pass to BLUE Flight and made a 1400 pass

"The MIGs

( 1 8 0 0 would be exactly nose on).

BLUE 3 was at 3000 to 4000 ft altitude at 600 KTAS with BLUE 4 on the left.
let up for missiles-air, since the wingman was in a good position.

BLUE 3B

A RIG that had previously been unseen, came across in front of BLUE 3, passing from
the left.
The 141 was unseen until he filled the wind screen about 500 ft away and due to

the high rate of closure passed quickly off to the right and disappeared.
A MIO that had been seen at BLUE I's one o'clock position rolled steeply into BLUE 3
and the muzzle flashes were seen as the MI0 passed to the 3 o'clock position and out of

sight.

BLUE 3 could not fire due to the position of BLUE 1.

BLUE 1 fired deflection bursts of 20mm at each of the three MIG-lTs as it
There was'no further contact after BLUE Flight passed through the MIGs.

broke away.

I
I

A

4
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Two P-105Ds va at least
nine MIO-17a
Reaglt: One MIG-17 destroyed
Vicinity of Encounter: 21 0 06'N/105 0 341'
Aircraft Involved:

1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

28 April 1967/1630H to 1635H

Four F-105Ds (BLUE Flight) were part of a strike force of 16 F-105s in a strike
BLUE Flight
against JCS 18.38, the Dan Phong Highway causeway, 12 milei west of Hanci.
was the first strike flight and followed the flak suppre3sion flight (Event 111-163).
The other aircraft in the strike force which enco,•nte&'ed MIGs are those of Events 111-161
and -163. One other strike flight saw, no MIOs.The actions of IROH HAND flight are described
in Event 1II-164. The actions of the F-4 support aircraft are given in Event 111-158.
Also, there were the normal support aircraft such as B-66 and BIG EYE.
After hitting the target BLUE 1 and 2 were separated from BLUE 3 and 4. Consequently,
most of the action involves only BLUE 1 and BLUE 2.
MISSION ROUTE
From aerial refueling the
BLUE Flight left Takhli and refueled on GREEN ANCHOR.
flight proceeded to Channel 97 and then ingressed directly to the target on a heading of
2.

about 048°.

3.
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-105D BLUE 1. 3
2 - 3000 lb bombs
1

-

F-105D BLUE 2. •4
2 - 3000 lb bombs
1 - QRC-160 Pod
650 gal centerline tank
IFF - Souawking; TACAN - receive only
Camouflage paint

AIM-9B

1 - QRC-160 Pod
650 gal centerline tank
IFF - Squawking; TACAN - receive only
Camouflage paint
KIo-17 MIG 1•
-9
Silver color, no marking noted
"External tanks
4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCWUNTER
Clear with 15 miles visibility
Weather: VFR.
Flight conditions unknown
S.

INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight saw MIG-17s on ingress to the target. The MI~s were at 4 o'clock 5 to
Although MIG warnings were received, they were not
6 miles out of the line of flight.
correlated with the MIGs that were encountered.
6.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight increased speed and the MIGs were left behind.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE Flight continued on and hit the target. As BLUE Flight pulled off thle target,
BLUE 1 and 2 pursued one MIG-17 in a turning chase, firing one AIM-9B which missed.
Two more MIG-17s made a head-on pass and both BLUE 1 and 2 and the MIbs fired without
Both BLUE 1 and
BLUE 1 and 2 continued hard right and sighted another MIG-17.
effect.
BLUE 2 fired on the MIG with BLUE 1 scoring a kill. While firing on this MIG, BLUE Flight
was attacked by two more MIG-17s from 5 o'clock firing. These MIGs broke off as BLUE I
and 2 broke hard right.
7.

While egressing a single MIG-17 made a head-on firing pass but scored no hits.
Shortly thereafter, the BLUE 1 and 2 were attacked by two more MIG-17s, one from 5 o'clock
and the other from 7 o'clock; both "were firing. BLUE Flight unloaded and outran the MIs..
8.

ORDNANCE
(No.

fired/No. hits)

20mm

AIM-9B

BLUE 1

2/1

1/0

BLUE 2
RIO 2,3,5,6,7,8 & 9

3/0

Cannon

Remarks
Expended 800 rounds. One MIG-17
killed by cannon fire.

1/0

SECRET

Expended 1000 rounds
Each made one firing pass,

no hits
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. E.QUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE
10.

The

un camera was Inoperative.

AIRCREW COMMENTS
Total

P-105

Hourf

Hour-

Combat
Missions
78

BLUE 1
3000
1400
Comments on this Encounter
Had preplanned to use the AIM-99 first, and set up to do so on MIO 1. The sun was
not a frctor. Felt that aggressiveness in attacking the MIOs is the key to success.-The MICa seemed to be eager to disengage. BLUE 2 did an excellent job of covering
and warning of attacking M109. This was due to the fact that BLUE 1 and 2 had flown
together for the past 50 missions, and BLUE 2 knew what to expect.
Due to cluttered
communication channels, the wingman must be able to stay with the lead with a minimum of
communication.

Switohology is unacceptable.
It needs to be more simplified, The switchclogy
definitely degraded the attack against MIG 1.
The low level acceleration and maximum speed relative to the MIG-17 was a real
advantage, and was utilized successfully as a defense maneuver.
Comments from.Overall Experience

On previous missions to Route Package VI and the Hanoi area, BLUE 1 had seen six to

eight WIGs on different occasions. 1 These sightings were head-on passes with MIG-17s or
observations of MIO-17s or 21s outside of engagement distances.
DATA SOURCES
erojet interviews: BLUE 1, 30 May 1967
Miisages. eports:0
355 TFW 291240Z Apr 67 OPREP-3 DOTO-O

•

U1.

011456

355 TFW

281823

Apr 67

OPREP-3

DOTO-O

011441

355 TFW

281800

Apr 67

OPREP-3

DOTO-o

11i•41

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight (consisting of four F-105s) was ingressing to the target.
On crossing
the Black River, MIO-17s were sighted at 4 o'clock, low approximately 5 to 6 miles out
of the line of the strike force. BLUE Flight went to afterburner and increased airspeed,
and the RIGs fell behind and were lost from view.
BLUE Flight hit the target, and after roll in, BLUE 1 and 2 were separated from
BLUE 3 and 4. They did not rejoin until they all reached Channel 97 on egress.
Although RIG warnings were issued, BLUE Flight was unable to correlate them with
their specific encounters and, as a result, did not get warning for the MIG encounters.
The first indication of MIGs was when they were seen. During the IG encounters which
followed,
BLUE I and 2 did not request CAP support nor communicate with the CAP aircraft
III-129A).
~(Event
12.

i

As BLUE 1 and 2 recovered from the bomb run, BLUE I saw a MIG-17 at 2 o'clock about
1 1/2 miles out.
At this time, BLUE 1 and 2 were at 3000 ft altitude (about 1000 ft AOL)
in the vicinity of 21*06'N/105*34'E. BLUE I and 2 turned toward MIG 1, gaining rear
quadrant advantage In the vicinity of the MIG's 4 o'clock.
BLUr. ! had planned to use the SIDEWINDER first, and attempted to reset the switches
to that mode.
In doing so, BLUE 1 had to take his eyes from the MIG to look inside the
mockpit.
On looking back at the MIGI, BLUE 1 discovered that the IG had gained 150 to
300 of turn on him and was increasing the lateral separation. BLUE 1 then pulled the
BLUE I got a tone about two seconds prior to launch
pipper up to place it on the MI1.
and held the tone until launch. The tone after leunch was not re.alled. In order to
put the pipper on the MIG, BLUE 1 had t3 pull over 2 1/2 g's.
1 then released
g toBLUE
about
1, about
and at1501500
ft altitude
400 3000
kts, ft.
BLUE 1
f:•ired BLUE
an AIM-9B.
At firing,
1 had
angle
off, and AOL
the and
rangeat was
BLUE 1 was in a slight climbing right turn with about 150 of bank.

1

IThe RED BARON files contain no other events with BLUE 1 as :a participant, so it Is
unknown if these sightings are contained in previous events.
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EventIll-162
The MI0 was also in a turn at about the same speed and altitude as BLUE 1.
As the
SIDEWINDER left the rail, the MIG tightened his turn even more, but it was estimated by
BLUE 1 that the MIO was probably outside of parameters due to range and angular deflection
even before this maneuver.
Since the target was at about 1000 ft AOL, background IR
radiation may have affected tracking,
The missile appeared to guide towards the MIG, but the missile passed about 1000 ft

and 400
ft below
behindAfter
a 3600
turn, the
BLUE X!IG.
Flight

(BLUE

1 and 2)

then broke

off the engagement and

On rolling out on a westerly direction, BLUE 1 and
turnedA toward the west for egress.
saw two MIO-17s (MIG 2, 3) heading 1700 at 2000 ft. The MIGs and BLUE I and 2 turned
right into each other and ended up in a head-on firing pass as both the MlOs and BLUE 1
and 2 fired.
BLUE 1 did not see the MI~s muzzle flashes and no hits were observed.
BLUE Flight passed MIG 2 and 3 on the left, head on, in a right turn.
As the flight

continued a hard right turn, they sighted another MIO-17 (MIG 4) at 210 02'N/105 0 19'E.
MIO 4 was at BLUE l's 2 o'clock position about 1 1/2 to 2 miles out. BLUE I and 2 were

in the vicinity of 2000 to 3000 Ft MSL and about 350 to 370 kts airspeed, in afterburner.
When seen, the MIG was in a gentle left turn with about 300 of bank,
As MIG 4 turned,
BLUE 1 and 2 were able to turn inoide; and as he came into range, BLUE 1 and 2 fired.
BLUE 1 started firing at 1000 to 1300 ft range, and after a burst of 200 to 400
rounds, BLUE I saw the left wine start to emit smoke and fire.
BLUE had the sight set
up for manual gage. The MIG passed through "he pipper at such an angle that BLUE 1 felt
(BLUE 1 felt that had the MIG been turning
that the MIC was in the firing envelope.
harder, the proper lead would not have been possible).
The impacts all appeared to be
in the left wing root as recorded by BLUE 2's KA-71 strike camera.
BLUE 1 fired at 150 to 200 angle-off and down to 800 ft range. As the MIO began to
burn (which was confirmed by BLUE 2) the MIG tightened his turn to the left and entered
a steep diving spiral, towards the Black River; when last seen the MIG was about 500 to
1000 ft from the ground.
BLUE 1 and 2 never saw the MIG hit the ground.
As the MIO started to out turn BLUE 1 and 2, BLUE 1 started a high yo-yo to the
outside to position for another firing pass.
At this time, BLUE 2 called that two MIG-17s (MIb 5 and 6) were attacking from

5 o'clock. BLUE 1 saw the MIGs at about 1000 ft ranige and both were firing. BLUE 1 and
2 initiated a hard riaht descending turn, and unloaded in afterburner. The MIGM disengaged after about 306 of turn, scoring no hits.
BLUE 1 and 2 still
the centerline
tank in place, as well as pylons, but they jettisoned
the tank at this had
time.
On egress,

a single MIG-17 (MIG-7)

made a short head-on ineffectual firing pass,

and

d
4

continued to the north as BLUE Flight continued southwest.
BLUE 1, with BLUE 2 on the right,

climbed slightly; and shortly after the attack by

MI0 7, BLUE 1 and 2 were attacked by three more MIG-17s (MIG 8, 9,

10).

Two MIGa were

A,

at 5 o'clock and the other was at 7 o'clock.
The M10s were about 1000 to 1500 ft range
were firing.
BLUE 1 saw the rounds pass over the canopy and the muzzle flashes on
the nose of the MIs.
BLUE 1 and 2 went to afterburner and negative g and descended to
300 to 400 ft above the ground.
The flight rapidly outdistanced the MI~s and safely
egressed.
The engagements were all about 1500 to 3000 ft; and except for accelerating away,
the speeds were about 400 kts.
At the start of the engagements, BLUE Flight had about
7000 lb of fuel, which would have given them some ten minutes in the 'rget area so
that use of afterburner was not restricted.
The encounters on egress
,curred between

SINand

FE

1630H and 1635H.

:i
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Aircraft Involved: Four P-105Ds va one MIO-1i
Result: On* 1410-17 destroyed
Vinelty of Encounter:

21001'N/105•25*I
A

1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

28 April 1967/1636M

Date/Time:

the D&A
Vour F-105Ls (4LUZ Flight) were part of a strike force attacking JCs 14.31,
SLUE Flirtht was the flak smanmi104
west of Hanoi.
Phong Highway Cauceway, 11 m les
The other aircraft in the strike force
flight and led the strike furce to the targf-t.
and -162. The
which en:countered MIGs (one flight did not) are those of Events 111-161 II1-164.
The
for this strike were those described In Event
IEON HAND support aircrat
CAP aircraft were the flirht of Event 111-158.

2.

MISSION ROUTE

Departed Takhli and after aerial refueling proceeded to the target
Channel 97, over the same route as the strike flights (Event IIZ-11a1)
was the reverse route.
BLUE 2. 4

F-105D

I - QRC-160 Pod
2 - 450 gal. tanks
- CBU
Full 20mm load

1 - QRC-16o Pod
450 gal tanks
S- CBU
Full 20mm
1 - AIM-9B (SIDEWINDER)
IFF: BLUE 1 operatine,
TACAN on receive only
Camouflaged

from

[gress

m

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
BLUE 1. 3

3.

41ie tl

2 -

,
BLUE 2,

3

4 on standby

3,

Drop tanks
Dark Olive drab
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Clear, with 15 mile visibility
BLUE

4.

Weather:

8000-10,000 ft
Southwesterly

Altitude:
g
Ha

(Egressing) In

a right hand turn

8000-9000 lb

u.
f-rmation:
---State:

Pod, almost line abreast,

element on the left, BLUE 2 on the right of Lead.

INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight had heard MZ1 warnings so they knew that MIGs were airborne.
The MIG-17 was chasing an F-105F.
BLUE 1 saw a MIO-17 and called it out.

!

5.

6.

7.

ACTION INITIATED
After making a positive identification of the MZO-17,

On egress

the flight attacked.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE 1 set up a SIDEWINDER attack and fired but the missile failed to guide.

As

BLUE I turned off to follow the missile's flight ,BLUE 2 closed in and fired at the MIG.
burst missed and or. the second burst the gun jammed.
The first
The MIG exploded, resulting in a
RIG.
BLUE 1 then moved in and fired 20mm at the

kill.
8.

ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No. hits)
Cannon
SIDEWINDER
Omm
2AI0-9B

_

BLUE 1
BLUE 2

182

1/0

1/1
2/0

Remarks

Missile failed to guide. Cannon made a kill.
Gun jammed on zecond burst.
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9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE I - Oun camera did not operate
BLUE 2 -Oun Jamnmed

10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS

Ezoerienc*
BLUE i
BLUE 2

[

Total

P-105

5000

285

200
3100
Qomments on this Encounter

Combat
76
--

BLUE 2 felt that the RIO never aaw them.
attacked was a second RIO.

[

BLUE 2 initially thought the MIO that'he

ILa-M

11.
DATA SOURCES
Pr eat Interviews- BLUE 2, late May 1967
e •ea.
eports:
355TFW 281900Z Apr 67 OPREP-3 DOTO-0 1140
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight had attacked the target and was egressing, when BLUE 1 visually acquired
an unidentIllied aircraft and called it out. He delayed his attack a few seconds to make
a positive identification.
When seen the MIO was at 11 o'clock at 1 to 2 miles range,* passing from BLUE
to 300 of bank) heading
Plight's left to right. The MIO was In a right level turn (20
(From the time and
approximately 3300, and was trying to set up an attack on an F-105F.
At the time of sighting,
location, probably one of the aircraft from Event I11-164).
BLUE Flight was at 8000 to 10,000 ft altitudt and the M?' was at 5000 to 7000 ft altitude.
Although previous MIG warnings had been heard, BLUE Flight was not warned of this
While Inbound, BLUE Flight had communicated with the supporting CAP
specific MI.
aircraft (Evens 111-158) but did not contact them during egress or during the MIG
1t.

.

encodunter.

--

V

•:

t

iI

W

v,

•as

It was
When the MIG was identified, BLUE Flight turned into trail. o the MIG.
Ssurmised that the MIG never saw BLUE Flight make the attack. BLUE Flight did not Jettlson stores, but went to afterburner to close on the MIG.
Although
BLUE 1 closed slightly on the MIG and fired his SIDEWINDER when in range.
BLUE 1 had a tone for 4 to 5 seconds prior to launch, the missile failed to guide, and
went high and to the left. When he fired, BLUE was 1 1/2 miles* from the 14G at about
Both BLUE 1 and the MIG were in a right turn
30", angle off at the MIG's 4 o'clock.
BLUE 1 had about
with BLUE I pulling 1 1/2 g with about 100 of bank in a slight descent.
200 kt of overtake at launch, and both aircraft were In the 6000 to 8000 ft altitude
region.
As the SIDEWINDER took off, BLUE I momentarily broke off his attack and rolled out
to follow its flight, in order to assure that it was not going t• guide on the F-105F
The P-IOSF at this time was about )000 ft or more
that the MI1 had been attacking.
ahead of the MIG and appeared to have the MIG in sight. The F-105F wad unloading and
keeping the MIG at an angle off.
The MIG tightened his turn slightly and slid across in front of BLUE 2. BLUE 2 went
to afterburner and made a firing pass but was not in good tracking position. During this
pass BLUE 2 fired 277 rounds from 1500 to 1000 ft range but observed no hits. BLUE 2
then closed further and with a good trailing position attempted to fire again but the gun
3,jammed. BLUE 2's gun cbmera film showed the MTQ to be in good position for the second
attempt and the pipper to be on the MI4. The sight was set for missiles-air, and BLUE 2
had not attempted to attain a radar lock. During the firing passes BLUE 2 pulled 2 to 3
'.aand was at about 550 kt airspeed. The overtake was between 50 and 100 kta.
During the attack of BLUE 1 and 2, BLUE 2 had maintaired position on the inside of
the right turn and the element (BLUE 3 and 4) had automatically moved into a covering
position. After his gun jammed, BLUE 2 tried for a little bit longer to make the gun
fire, then came out of his right bank and moved outside to BLUE I's left wing. As soon
BLUE 2 troke off, BLUE 1 came back in and closed on the MIG.
l'This-eti.ate is based on BLUE 2's k000 to 5000 ft estimate and the 1 1/2 mile firing
range.
'BLUE 2 estimated 1/2 mile.

all:
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The NIO stepeneld this turn to about 600 of bank and BLUE I closed to 1500 ft and
fired his 20mm cannon. BLUE I expended approximately 700 rounds as he closed from 1500

to 700

.trang., with about 100 anal# orf.

The RPO took hits In %he left wing and erupted in a large ball or fire. As it subslded the MIQ then began a slow diving right spiral with the left wing on fire.
BLUR l's sun camera did not work and he did not see the NIO impact the ground but
BLUR 2 and 3 observed the Impact and all members of SLUE Flight observed the resulting
explosion at location 21001'N/10502519 at 1636M.
BLUR Plight took another look around for any other MIG aircraft, and not seeing
any then continued to *$ress.

|
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Aircraft involved: Four P-105a vs one MIG-17
Result; No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 21 0 02'N/105030'E
1.

PRINAIAY MIISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 28 April 1967/1636H
Your P-105F (BLITE Flight) were on an IRON HAND mission in support of the strike

:a-khl:
Deare

overland.
and ingr1:s8.

Sep Event 111-158

for general route after

leaving Channel 97.

IiAt

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
least three or the aircraft in BLUE Flight were F-lO5Fs, and carried AOM-115s.
Other stores unknown.
S. ORDNANCE

BLUE 1
BLUE 2

(No. fired/No. 'nits)
2Omn Cannon
at least 1/O
1/0

11. DATA SOUICES
Messages, ReportsDIA Summary of Air Engagements
355 TFW 281300 OPREP-3 DOTO-D
RED BARON T¶IG Incident Summnary

11439

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Flight provided IRON HAND support. During the mission ten MIG-179 were sighted.
In ad.dition BLUE 1 and 2 engaged and fired on one MIG-17- One AGM4-45 was launched ata
FANSONO signal with unknown results.
12.
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EventIl-165
Aircraft Involved:

Two F-105Fs and two F-105Ds
vs five MIG-17s

Result: Nc damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY

20 0 55'N/105 0 22'E

ISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 28 April 1967/1648H
Two ?-105F and two F-105D aircraft (BLUE Flight) were on an IRON HAND mission in
supoort of 16 other F-105s, attacking JCS 20.00.
The aircraft in Events III-158 and -166
were part of this strike force, all from Korat.
2.

MISSION

ROUTE

The exact route Is unknown but it

generally was overland

from Channel 97 direct to

the target.
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

BLUE Flight carried AGM-45 shrike, CBu-24, and MK-82 bombs.
on all aircraft. No AIM-9Bs were carried.
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:

Generally clear, visibility 10 miles or better
BLUE
1
2
3

Altitude:

5000 ft

E:H
Speed:
u~eSt ate:
Plight ?o..ation:

3500
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

S.

The AGM-45 was carried

INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE I saw twT MIG-17s at 12 to 1 o'clock 3 to 4 miles away. BLUE 3 saw three more
MIG-17s at about the same time. The MI~s were at 5000 ft heading 1500.
6.

ACTION INrTIATED

BLUE 1 started to attack the two MIGs that he had seen.

BLUE 2, 3, and 4 broke down

and to the left.
7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE Plight attacked the two RIGs with BLUE 1 getting off a burst at the lead MIG
on a head-on pass and another burst at the second MIG with a little deflection. The lead
RIG fired at BLUE 1. The other three E7Gs then started to come in for an attack. BLUE
Flight went to afterburner and exited the area.
8.

ORDNANCE

BLUE 1
MIG 1
9.

(No. fired/No. hits)
SHRIKE
GUN
2/1
1/0

Remarks
......BLUE 1 thought he observed two hits.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 1 - No sight reticle

10.

AIRCREV COMMENTS

"Experience
BLUE 1

4•

Total
Hours
3900

P-105
Hour.%
900

Combat
Missions
48

Remarks
Had flown B-57s
Had flown F-105s since 1963

Comments on this Encounter
Suspected that the RIG tactic in this event was to work in two pairs and a single.
The two attacking from head-on were supplemented by three from the rear, two from one
side and a single from the other side. (However, DLUZE 1 did not see these other three).
The MIGs turned much more rapIdly than had been expccteC.
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Event 111-165

11.
DATA SOURCES
BLUE 1, 6 June 1967
ero2ect Interviews:
pessages
eports:
388 TFW 281405 April 1967
OPREP-4
12.

DOI 1367

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was on an IRON HAND mission.
They had fired once and observed the Impact
Sof one missile and the explosion of the white phosphorous warhead.
The launch sequence
was for all four flight members to pull up and each launch one missile simultaneously.
After the shrike launch,the flight had a SAM launch indication and the flight broke
around to the left.
operational
BLUE Flight proceeded to an area west of Hoa Lao airfield (which was still
at this time), and while in the vicinity of 20 0 55'N/105022'E on a heading of 3500 at 5000

ft altitude, BLUE 1 saw two MIG-17s at 12 to 1 o'clock 3 to 4 miles away.

The MIGs were

turning around a hill

and appeared to be turned toward the north.
time
started
attack. however,
At about BLUE
the same
1
called
them
and BLUE
BLUE
that BLUE 2 saw these twooutMIs,
BLUE Flight
3 saw three
moreto MIO-17s;
1 never
saw
the latter three M1.10a.

BLUE 1 proceeded to attack the two MIG-17s that he had seen while BLUE 2, 3, and 4
Due to the range and the consequent time lapse, BLUE 1 was
broke down and to the left.
able to set up his sight for air to air. However, on firing, no sight picture was avail-

I

able.•Both BLUE 1 and the lead MIG-17 (MIG 1) pulled in toward each other, ending up In a

head-on pass.

BLUE 1 observed muzzle flashes in three positions on the MIG's nose, and

BLUE I fired 150 to 200 rounds at him (the gun camera film did not show the flashes on
the MID's nose). MIG 1 passed about 30 ft below BLUE 1.

Immediately behind MIG 1 was the wingman (MIG 2) and BLUE 1 got a shot at this MIG

also, with a little
deflection, on a quartering head-on shot.
BLUE 1 thought that he
However, the gun camera film did not conobserved two hits on the outboard right wing.
firm this.
However, the gun camera film did indicate a puff of smoke came from the MID
which was unnoticed by BLUE 1.
After passing MIG 2, BLUE 3 reported that the other three MIGs were coming in for
an0 attack. 0 BLUB Flight Jettisoned four CBU-.24 and 12 MK-82 in the vicinity of
21 01'N/105 19'E, went to afterburner and exited the area.
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SECRET
Event 111-16 63
Aircraft Involved:
Result:

Pour P-10s vs one MIC-17

Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

21005'N/105 0 20'E

PRIMARV MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

28 April 1967/Unknown (TOT was 1650H)

Four P-105Ds, (BLUE ?light) was one of four strike flights from Korat attackinK the
The flight in Events 111-158 and -165
Hanoi Railroad and Maintenance Shops (JCS 20.00).
were other members of this strIke force which encountered MI10.
11.

DATA SOURCES

1

"Wessages.

Reports:
388TPW 2814052 Apr 67 OPREF-4

12.

DOI

1367

'

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Plight struck the target at 1650H and orbited in the vicinity of 21009'N/10 °51E
as RESCAP for the aircraft lost in Event 111-158. Sometime during the mission, BLUE
Two P- 4 3s were in pursuit of the MIG.
Flight observed one 1410-17 at 10,000 ft altitude.
BLUE Flight carried AIM-9B armament (at least three), and 24 M-117 bombs.
ft
During the mission, BLUE Flight observed two SAN bursts at 12,000 to 14,000
altitude, 3/4 to 1 mile away at 12 o'clock.

Q
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ventIt1-167

Aircraft Involved: Pur P-1058 and one
W4p

Results:

~Violnity

I •

1.

t

1t.

0O-5?

20°501N/1O050001-

Pt|MAtY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

D•tr.•iae:
I1.

No damage

or Encount~er:

28 April 1967,

DATA SOURCE
CamCPACnT strt

1653H

study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight from same ALPA target am that of Event 111-165 saw MI0 below;
NRG turned In; flight punched tanks and accelerated away.

ILI
Event 111-168

e

-I:•

F.

°[

Alrarati Involved: Four P-105s and oneII

Result~s: Sighing
YlVicnit~y of" Encount~er:

i

21005'N/105020'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Dat*/Tlma: 28 April 1967, 1700H
11.

DATA SOURCE

.CXXCPACPLT Start Study 6-66.

L

11.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight egressing from same ALPA target as that of Event III-165 saw
a PIG at 10,000' being pursued by two P-4s.

%vent111-169
Aircraft Involved:

One RF-101 vm one MIG-21

Results: Sighting

(.;J

Vicinity of Encounter: 21 0 00'N/105 0 00'E
1.
11.

.

PRIMARY NISSIOIK AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tlie: 29 April 1967, 1110H1
DATA SOURCE

CIMCPACFI.T Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVC DESCRIPTION
Photo A/C covering Hoa Lac airfield fired on by SA-2 when at 15,000'; NI0

sighted at 4 o'clock, 6 miles at same time; 140 climbing; no further sighting.

L
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Aircraft Involved:

Pour P-lOS10E
ve two 1-21s
two MOO--2s
sand

Results:

1.

Hanoi

MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

PRIMARY

1615Hf

29 April 1967,

Date/Time:
11.

Into

-1

Sighting

Vicinity of Encounter:

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE

DESCRIPTION

Flak suppression flight for strike on bridge in Hanoi saw two KIO-17s at

8000'

and two MIG-21s at 17,0001 while inbound.

KIO CAP was aircraft of EvenIII-173.

2:
Event 111-171
Aircraft Involved:

Four P-105s vs one 140-17a

Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
11.

Hanoi

29 April 1967,

1615H

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight on Hanoi bridge saw MIG-3 minutes before target at 8500'; MIG
MIG CAP was aircraft of Event III-173.
attempted turn, but was lost.

Aircraft Involved:

Event III-172
Four F-105s vs one 1IG. 17

Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter:

1.

F;.INARY MIS31ON AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time.:

11.

5
Hanoi

29 April 1967,

1615H

I

DOTA SOURCE

C!'ICPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
11.

NARRATIVE DESCRIP1ION
Another strike flight on same target as aircraft

in Events 111-170,

-171,

-172,

and -175 saw MIO while Pulling off; no attempt to engage since MID CAP seen nearby.
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SECRET
Event 111-173
Aircraft Involved: Pour F-4Cs vs thirteen MbO-ls
Result: One MIO-17 destroyed
Vicinity of Encounter: 20*49'N/10503'E

AP,

(j•

I.

lF

In no report of the F-105 force encountering ?KI0s.)

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 29 April 1967/1612H to 1625H
Pour P-4Cs (BLUE Flight) were on a MIOCAP mission for a strike on JCS 13.00.

r

(There

1. MISSION ROUTE
BLUE Flight lert Danang and refueled on WHITE ANCHOR. From0 air-to-air
refueling,
proceeded direct to Channel 97, and then dirtet to 20 55'N/105 0 37'E. The
return route was to Channel 97 and past strike refuel on WHITE ANCHOR.

"to flight

S. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-4C BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
1 600-gal. centerline tank
1 370-gal, outboard tank
1 QRC-160 pod
MIG-11' (1-13)
Not MIO-17D
"12 were silver
1 was camouflaged mottled brown/green with no markings.
Some armed with air-to-air missiles
4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Scattered clouds with bases at 1.0,000 ft.
BLUE

1
Altitude:
n
To

o

ed

_le

_tate:

""liaht

Formation:

3

2

Visibility was 10 miles.

4

12,000-14,000 ft
About 1600 (in right turn)
%540
KTAS
Full internal

Pod

,.

~

il

'INITIAL DETECTION
MOTEL had called MIGs in the incident area but there were no specific warnings for
the MXIs engaged. BLUE Flight was at 20 0 49'N/105*34'E when BLUE 4 sighted four MIG-17s.
The strike force also called the MIGs to BLUE Flight. The MIGs were at 20052'30"N/
105032'30"E heading 2900 at 3.000 to 5,000 ft AOL.
When seen., the MIGs wre at 9 o'lock
to BLUE Flight. The backaeater was the first to see the MIGs in BLUE 3.
6.

ACTION INI.TIATED

:

BLUE Flight turned to attack the MIGs.
BLUE 3 and 4 spearated and engaged the trailing element.
BLUE 1 and 2 attacked th, MIIO and BLUE 1 tired an AIM-9B which downed a MIG-17.
BLUE I and 2 were subsequently attacked by numerous MIG-17s which fired both cannon and
air-to-air missiles. During the engagement BLUE 2 was hit and destroyed by 37/57 AAA
fire.
BLUE 3 and 4 engaged several NlO-17s two elements of which fired on BLUE 3 and 4
with no damage.
3. ORDNANCE

S"Io

"BLUE

'S

5

I

Mo 6

S-V:-x~~~lZwk#~fm

(No. fired/No, hits)
MAM-9B
AAM
Cannon
1/1
2/0

2/0

Remarks
AIM-gB. recorded a kill
Two bursts of three seconds each

Lautiched at BLUE 2
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(No.
AIM-9

ftrod/No. hits)
A
Cannon

RiO 9
Rio 11
M
.•!.

Pemarks
At least 1/0 fired at BLUE 3 and 4
At least 1/0 fired at BLUE 3 and 4

*. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None.
10.
AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience:

I

Total
Hours

F-4
Hours

Combat
Missions

,

BLUE 3 (front)
3100
350
60-70
Comments on this Encounter;
.IOs were very agressive and would not fight in the vertical. The MIGs wcald not
follow the F-4s in a climb and stayed near the deck.
As the F-4s attacked, a pair of
RIOs would be vectored into the flight's 6 o'clock. The MIGs kept them on the defensive.
A gun would have been of value to attack the MIO that reversed into them (MIO-13),
but this was the only chance to use a gun that he had.
The ability to climb and unload and accelerate worked well against the MIG-.17.
Every
time he looked back there were two MIG-17s at 7 o'clock.
DATA SOURCES
11.

[

ProJect Interviews: BLUE 3 (front),May 1967
Messages: 366TPW 291715 April 1967 OPREP-3 FASTEL 916
366TFW 300830Z April 1967 OPREP-3 FASTEL 933
12, NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight was inbound with the strike force when at 1612H, while at 20 0 53'30"N/
1050141E, BLUE 4 sighted a SAM lift off from the vicinity of lead 15 (v2-083) at the
flight's 3 o'clock position. The flight was heading 074 degrees at 17,000 ft AOL at
1480 KTAS In Pod'fcrmation.
This SAM did not track and passed low and to the 6 o'clock
position about 3000 ft away, and was not observed to detonate.
The force continued on the same heading to 200 58'N/105 0 31'E when at 1614H, the
entire flight observed three SAMs lift off. One was from Lead 41 (VN-002) and two others
at 10 o'clock were from VN-015.
When the SAMs were launched BLUE Flight started a slightly

r

K,

p•

descending right turn to put-the SAMs off to the left,

however,

the SAMs were not

observed

In flight.
AOL In the right turn, as the flight passed through a heading or 160 degrees at 14,000 ft
AOL and 540 kts, BLUE 4 sighted and called a flight
of four MIG-17s.
BLUE 3 backseat
sighted the MIGs almost simultaneously.
BLUE Flight had jettizoned
the centerline tank

before entering0 the area,

,Vat
+.:+

•L
~

and at the call Jettisoned the outboard tank.

BLUE Flight was

at 20*49'N/105 3 'E at this time. The MIOs which were Just called by the strike fvrce,
were headed 290 degrees, at 300 to 500 ft AOL, and at 20 0 52'30"N/105032'30"E.
They were
9 o'clock to BLUE Flight. The MIGs appeared to be positioning themselves on the last
strike flight. BLUE Flight continued their right turn and started to descend.
BLUE 3
lost
sightwith
of the
the M1I~s
momentarily
and
during
thisto tine
the
MIG
flight
split
Into ontwoa
elements
trailing
element
about
2
miles
the
ltft
and
one
mile
behind
parallel course. BLUE Flight continued to turn to the right and as they turned through
west BLUE3 saw BLUE 1 and 2 start after the lead element of MIGs (MIG 1 and 2), which were
at 3 o'clock. Shortly thereafter BLUE 3 saw the second element of MIGas (IG 3 and 4) off
to their 10 o'clock about 5 miles, heading in the same direction as BLUE Flight.
At 1616H the elements of BLUE Flight split with BLUE 1 and 2 continuing a right hand
turn after MIG 1 and 2, while BLUE 3 and 4 about one mile on trail turned left to engage
RIO 3 and 4. Since the actions of the elements occurred independently of each other
the actions of BLUE 1 and 2 will be described first followed by those of BLUE 3 and 4.
BLUE 1 and 2 pressed in on MIO 1 and 2. BLUE I was unable to hold lock-on for an
AIM-7 firing due to ground clutter. BLUE 1 then closed to 3000-28C0 ft range, and with
zero angle off, and 50 kt closure fired a SIDEWINDER at 1410 2. The time was 1617H and the
position was 21001'N/105*19'E. BLUE 1 had I g on the aircraft at firing and was at 6000 ft
AOL, and 550 KTAS. The missile guided nicely and closed to wi-hin about 100 ft, when
MIG 2 broke hard right (estimated 5-6 g's) following MIG 1. The missile passed about 50 ft
over the left wing and detonated about 100 ft forward of the M[I's nose. This was credited
as a kill due In part to the sighting of wreckage by BLUE 4.
Immediately after the missile detonation, BLUE 1 saw MIO L continue to break right.
""
sight of MIG 1 and 2. BLUE 1 and 2 leveled off
BLUE 1 and 2 unloaded and pulled up, losing
at about 13,000 ft in the vicinity of 2l 0 01'30"N/10526'E; at this time (161CH) BLUE 1
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5 and 6) closing on their 6 o'clock cosition from 3000 ft rang*.
observed two MIG-17 (MI1
At the same time BLUE 1 also saw two more MIO-17s (MI0 7 and E) at his 1:30 O'clock
p3sition.
BLUE I and 2 attempted to accelerate, unload and continue their turn to egress from
the highly coordinated and massing M41 force.
At this time with MI I and 8 in front and
11RG 5 and 6 behind BLUE I observed a SAM detonation at co-altitude (13,000 ft AOL) at
6 o'clock about 250 ft range.
The burst was white In color, and a sharp buffet of short

duration was felt as a direct result of the blast.

S~

At this time PUE 1 observed MIG 5 (the lead RIG) at 6 o'clock fire about two bursts
These round* passed about 15 ft above and
of 3 seconds duration each from his cannon.
left or BLUE l's canopy. Still unloading and accelerating BLUE 1 and 2 winged over from
13,000 ft AOL down to 6000 ft.
BLUE 2 was in position on the inside of the turn, still
attempting to disengage from
the Ml1G.
As BLUE I and 2 bottomed out, with BLUE 1 at 6000 ft and BLUE 2 at about 4500
ft, BLUE 1 backseat observed a heavy concentration of ground fire.
BLUE Flight was at
•20954'N/1050tE. and the AAA fire, presumably 37/57mm, came from 20052'15"N/105032130"E,
and almost enveloped BLUE 2.
BLUE 2 rolled over to the right about 135 degrees of bank,
45 degrees nose down, and dove toward the ground.
The time was 1622M.
Just prior to
impact BLUE I frontseat observed the white part of a chute.
BLUE 2 was observed to
impact at 20541'0"N/105034'30"E.
At no time was any beeper signal or voice communication
heard.
As BLUE 2 rolled over, engulfed in heavy ground fire, BLUE 1 front observed two airto-air miasiles launched from the second of the two MI0-17s on the tails
of BLLE 1 and
2 (IO
6).
He saw these missiles drop, one from each aide from the wings of MI 6 and
launch toward the spot where BLUE 2 had been.
The missiles, unidentified as to type,
went off into space and were not observed to detonate.
At 1624H BLUE 1 accelerated to 550 KTAS at 6000 ft AGL, and reversed his course to
heading of 250 degrees and Joined BLUE 3 and 4. BLUE 1 was unable to contact ETHAN to
initiate a SAR effort.
BLUE 3 and 4 had followed BLUE 1 and 2 during their initial
right descending turn

after 141Gs 1 and 2. While headi.ng about 290 degrees descending through 4000 ft AOL at
550 KTAS, and following BLUE 1 and 2 by about a mile, BLUE 3 and 4 spotted IG 3 and 4
at 10 o'clock low about 5 miles distant.
MI1 3 and 4 were abeam and slightly south of
BLUE 1 and 2, who appeared to be unaware of the presence of MIG 3 and 4.
B•LUE 3 and 4 turned slightly lert to engage RIG 3 and 4.
As BLUE 3 and 4 came in,
RIG 3 and 4 saw them and started up co the right.
BLUE 3 and 4 overshot due to their
high speed and so they pulled up.
The MI1s out-turned BLUE 3 and 4 so BLUE 3 and 4 kept
climbing.
As they continued two more MIG-17s (MIG 9 and 10) closed on their 6 o'clock
firing. The MIsG were in range and BLUE 4 saw the shells pass his aircraft.
From that time on BLUE 3 and 4 were on the defensive.
Although BLUE 3 and 4 used
the vertical, the M103 would follow only a little
way up and then would break off.
As
BLUE 3 and 4 would attempt to dive to reattack, two more MIG-17s would attack.
This
happened at least one more time (MIG 11 and 12) with these MIGs also firing at BLUE 4.
During one of from
turn accelerating
the passes
400 kta.that
There
M103 atthey
their
BLUE were
6 o'clock
and another
3 andtwo
4 made,
were
coming down
In a tight

14IG-17 (MIG 13) came into view and crossed into the inside of BLUE 3 and 4's turn.

0RIO
13 then did a rudder reversal back into BLUE 3 and 4, ending up in a head-on pass,
and passed BLUE 3 about 100 ft away.
BLUE 1 subsequently joined BLUE 3 and 4, who were in a left turn.
BLUE 3 and 4 had
1IGs on their tail
at this time, who broke off when BLUE 1 approached.
BLUE 1 did not
observe these MIOs.
As BLUE 3 and 4 were egressing BLUE 4 saw an aircraft burning on the ground at

Y,

r.

1624H In the vicinity of 200 55'N/105 0 18'E, which was later surmised to be the MIG 17 that
BLUE 1 had downed with the missile.
During their engagement with the RIGs, BLUE 3 and 4's altitude varied from 200 ft
AOL to 6000 ft; while their speed varied between 400 kts and Mach 1.1.
The RIGs never
climbed above 3000 ft.

Of the returning members of BLUE Flight four crew members validated nine MIG-173

and two crew members validated an additional four
camouflaged MIG-17.
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Airerart Involved:

Two F-105a va two MIOG-17
Two P-105s vs one MIO-21
Result: One P-105 lost/on. P-105 damaged
Viclnity of Encounter: 21030'N/104'30'E to

S~21e12IN/104o18tZ

1

PRIMARY MISSON
29
S~Date/Tiae:

SITUATION
AND TACTICAL
April
196T/1TOOH

.w

FourtP-l5s (BLUE Flight) were the flak suppression flight in the strike force attackIng JCZ 20.00 (location 21*01N/1050531E). A description of the other MIG encounters of
After hitting the target,
this strike fore* are contained In Events 111-165 and -166.
BLUE 1 and 2 were separated from and behind BLUE 3 and 4. Only BLUE 3 and 4 encountered
BLUE 1 and a separately encountered two MIG-ls. There was no CAP aircraft
the MIG-21.
frot his mission.
2.

U

MISSION ROUTE

From
BLUE Plight departed Iorat at 1505M, and had prt-strike refueling on RED ANCHOR.
Channel 97 BLUE Flight then proceeded direct to the target on a heading of 0100 at 16,000
ft. On egress the flight proceeded to 21e45*N/104048'E, and then back to Channel 97.
BLUE 4 landed In Udorn due to low fuel.
3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
BLUE 1. 2
7-105D:
3-CBU-24
I-CBU-29
(PQrob 2-450 gal
tanks
and pods.)
B31
probably
•!

BLUE 3
4-CBU-24
l-QRC-160 pods
1-AIM-gB

BLUE 3
4-CBU-24
2-QRC-160 pods
2-450 gal tanks

carried I AIN-95

S•HIG-21
Clean silver

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Scattered to broken clouds 10,000 to 12,000 ft.
Haie at lower altitudes.
"-sbility was giod (about 15 miles) above clouds. The weather was generally clear
over the target and bail out area, and broken in the Incident area.
BLUE
1ZBL;;

F
t
W

Altitude:

speed:
•;
•,
•
••BLUE

18,000 ft

50-500 CAS

Flight Formation
10 miles behind.
BLUE
2 about
BLUE 3 tand a4 with
separated
BLUE
n
thaig10
t50
w
I-7 I and
2a2000
an from
nd22 were
eain
3400
BLea 11 and
4 was an BLUE 31a right.
INITIAL DETECTION

•!i
•S.
J•

9,000 ft

1 and 2 heading 3406 and at 9000 ft, saw two MIO-l~a at.5000 ft hqading 1400 and

•BLUE

turning right. This sighting occurred previous to that of BLUE 3 and 4.
BLUE 3 and 4 in the vicinity of 21e30'N/104•30'E saw an unidentified 4ilver aircraft
at 7 o'clock position 6 to 8 miles away. BLUE 3 and 4 were heading 220' at 18,000 ft.
The unidentified aircraft was on a coonversion course; BLUE 3 and 4 were alert for MIas
since they had heard BLUE 1 and 2 call MIOs.
ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 1 and 2 turned to follow the MIO-17s that they had seen.
into the unidentified aircraft.

6.

BLUE 3 and 4 turned

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE 1 and 2 lost the MIG-iTs in a low deck of clouds over Thud Ridge,
asetting sun. BLUE I and 2 then broke orf and continued to egress.
During
heard BLUE 3 and 4 encounter the MI1-21.
BLUE 3 and 4 were able to force the MIG-21 initially to overshoot but
executed a barrel roll, and despite the ertor-te of BLUE 3 and 4 to U•load,
and accelerate away in afterburner, the 1IG gained a firing position. The
down BLUE 3 and damaged BLUE 4 before breaking off.
7.

I:
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Event 111-Z?4

ORDNANCE
(No.

fired/No.

hits)

Probable Cannon

Remarks
BLUE 3 lost and BLUE 4 damaged

At least 2/21

•IO-21
9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLiMS
BLUE 4's CbU-24 failed to release properly over the target.
inoperative.

BLUE 3 QRC-160 pod was

10.
AIRCREW COMMENTS
Zxperlenee

tFComments

Total
Hours
1000

BLUE 4

on

P-105
Hours
150

Combat
Missions
50

this Encounter

Bel1eved that his airplane did not have an advantage to escape from the MI0-21 at this
It did not perform as well as
flight condition due to external stores, paint and age.
the charts might Indicate, sinco the charts are for a clean aircraft.
The MIG pilot was good.
The MIC was OCI vectored and had a good overtake, which
pr*cluded successful evasion.

11.
DATA SOURCES
Pro eot Interview:
Report3:
Sessacs~

BLUE b, 8 June 67

4J2 TRW 281205Z OPREP-3 TUOC 03009
388 TFW 281318Z OPRrP-j DOF 1366

F

Air Staff USAF XOXS 67-2567 Combat Loss P-105D SN 58-1151
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

12.

BLUE Plight was on a flak Suppression mission against JOS 20.00.
The flight proceeded
Egress from the target was to be up Thud Ridge in
directly to the target from Channel 97.
order. to evade any 1,1103 wh|ich might be south of Hanoi and to minimize the AA and SAMS.

The flight hit the target at 1645H. attacking flak sites on opposite aides of the
As a result, the two elements of BLUE Flight were separated laterally aeveral
target.
ft of
altitude
The rel.ease
450 dive.
ft with
headling
fromthe16,000
the target
fromwasa 6000
They they
rolled
had attacked
0740•
target.
The aflight
cameIn off
miles when

r(

F

•and

SAOL (about 9500 ft MESL) and recovery was 5000 ft AOL.
The axis of attack was 045c and
BLUE 4's CBU failed to release over the target
BLUE Plight dropped on a heading of 3300.
were later Jettisoned.

The flight then turned to a heading of

3J400

to proceed to 21047'N/105 0 17'E.

The ele-

ment* were still separated with BLUE I and 2 about 10 miles behind BLUE 3 and •4.
BLUE I and 2 who were at 9000 Ft and heading 340* up Thud Ridge on egress observed two
BLUE I and
The MIOs were at 5000 ft altitude heading 1I00 and in a right turn.
4MI-17s.
2 turned to follow and started to attack the MI~a, but lost them in a low deck of clouds
The visibility was also reduced due to haze and low setting sun.
over Thud Ridge.
Due to the
BLUE 1 and 2 then broke off and again headed toward 21°47'N/10517'E.
attack on the MIG-17s, BLUE 3 and 4 were now estimated to be approximately 60 miles ahead
course.
About 4 minutes later, (at about 1704H) BLUE 1
of BLUE I and 2, on the planned
BLUE 4 call BLUE 3 that "they are coming at us," and then heard BLUE 3 call
and 2 heard
that he was hit, and heard BLUE 4 report of an attack by a MIG-?l.
BLUE 1 and 2 then proceeded to the position or the downed aircraft which was given
BLUE 1 and 2 observed what was assumed to be
as 040° radial and 56 miles from Channel 97.
the downed aircraft burning on the Black River somewhere between 2115'N/104l17'E and 210
BLUE 1 and 2 heard no beeper and recovered at Korat.
12'N/lOc°23'E.
After egressing from thc target. BLUE 3 and 4 reached the end of Thud Ridge and started

back towards Channel 97, heading 2200 at l8,0C0 ft altitude with a speed of 450-500 KCAS.
M103. However, they
They had heard the encounter of BLUE I and 2 and were watching for
0
When in the vicinity of 21930'N/IOI 30'E BLUE 3 and 4 simulreceived no other warning.
taneously observed an unidentified silver aircraft, that had come out or some clouds on
BLUE 3 and 4 were in a clearing and off to the left a Few miles were same
their left.
stratus type clouds with tops at 20,000 ft and bottoms at 16,000 ft. Below, over the
mountain tops it was broken to overcast.
The visibility in the clear was good.
1

loss reeordb give odnP.nce type as unknown,
AF
4'3 combat
Interview.
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When seen, the aircraft was at 7 o'clock, coaltItude 2-3' miles away.
was on a conversion course and had 6onali(erable overtake.

The aircraft

BLUE 3 and 4 started a left level turn into the unidentified aircrift. BLUE 4 jetti*flOed tanks and followed imiedilately by BLUE 3.
As the aircraft closed it was recogntied
as & fighter-type and then a 1410-21, The RI0 turned with the flight which, on recognizing
the aircraft as a MI0, BLUE 3 and 4 unloaded to accelerate.
BLUE 4 was In afterburner and since it %as on the right, started to cross over behind
BLUE
in order to stay inside or the tlurn.
As BLUE 4 crossed over, he felt
a thump ard
took a hit.
(One hole In speed brake petals and one on the afterburner can.)
BLUE 4 did
not observe the IO rfiring.

The RI1

appeared to overshoot, with a crossing angle or 300 to 400,

The MID came by

high (about 4000 ft above the flight) and overshot to the right.
BLUE 4 looked to the right
and momentarily observed the MID high, at it he had executed a barrel roll.
When next seen the HI0 was able to reposition behind BLUE 3 and 4 at about 1 mile
distance. BLUE 3 and 4 were still In an afterburner descending turn. Attempting to lose
the KI0, BLUE 4 then saw the underside or the RI1 and assumed that the MI1 was firing at
them.
Immediately thereafter BLUE 3 called that he was hit.
(This was the only comnunica-

I

When hit, BLUE 3 was descending through 10,000 ft. BLUE 3 Immediately started to slow
down, and BLUE 4 could see fire and smoke In BLUE 3's aft section, and kept advising
BLUE 3 to abandon the aircraft. BLUE 3'. aircraft started to descend and erupted in fire
from the right wing back approximately I minute after initial aircraft damage.
During this time BLUE 4 was doing wide "S" turns in an attempt to keep both BLUE 3
and the RI1 in sight.
BLUE 4 saw the MID a few times during this period but the MI did
not press the attack.
BLUE 4 did not observe any firing.
BLUE 3 ejected at 1000 ft AOL at 1704H on a heading of 240Q, at approximately 21*13'N/

I

lO14lSE.
BLUE 4 saw two black objects separate from BLUE 3'saircraft and the aircraft
Impact.
BLUE 4 did a 3600 turn but was unable to see a chute or hear a beeper.
After staying in the immediate area for 1 to 2 minutes, BLUE 4 was unable to determine
the location of the M10 and was unsure of his aircraft's condition,
BLUE 4 then exited
having failed to see a chute or hear a beeper.
BLUE 4 recovered at Udorn, due to low fuel.
He was unable to refuel due to Insufficient thrust, resulting in unstable airspeed.
The
cause was battle damage.
S~During
the encounter BLUE 4 did not see the RIG fire, and obuerved the MID to be clekn
of external stores.
Although a SAR was initiated,

it wts called off at 1818H and BLUE 3 waa listed as

missing.
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Event 111-175

!

Aircraft Involved: Pour P-l05s vs one MIO-17
Results: No damage
Vicini.t:y of Encounter: 20055'N/I0508'E

f.E

1.PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tim.: 29 April 196T. 1615H
11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Flight egressing from same as Event II1-172 saw MIG at 4 o'clock low, went into
afterburner, Jinked, and lost MIG.

ii

Event 111-176
Aircraft Involve!: One RF.P-C vu tIG41
Result: Radar contact
0
Vicinity of Encounter: 20 0 47'N/104 55'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Timel: 30 April 1967/0226H

One RF-cC (BLUE flight) from Udorn was ingressing to Hoa Lac airfield on a reconnaissance mission.
L

11.

-ATA

SOURCES

432 TRW
12.

290011Z

OPREP-3

TUOC 03020

NARRATIVE

"BLUE flight was ingressing on a heading of 067 degrees at 500 feet AOL when he
at
received x-band (conical scan) strobing from 10:30 o'clock. BLUE flight was
0
0
20o07fN/104o55'E and the time was 0226H. The target run was aborted at 20 58'N/105 16'E,
at 0229H due to heavy ground fog in

valleys and MIG alerts

being called for QF-4 and

QG areas.
On egress,:at 200N/1048E, on a heading of 240-245 degrees, and 500 feet AOL,
x-band strobing was again received varying in intensity from 1 to 2 1/2 rings, and
moving from 5 to 7 o'clock position during linking turns.

The time was 0233H.

The strobing continued to a point about 20 miles south of channel 97 (20°20'N/
BLUE flight was tracked through a series of hard lnking turns and changes
1030431E).
BLUE 1 was at 1.0 Mach throughout and the
in altitude from 500 feet to 20,060 feet MSL.
audio tone (sweep) was steadily becoming more rapid.
No
Break In the inte-eept was abrupt with termination of radar signals at 0243H.
visual contact was made with the other aircraft. MIG alerts were received throughout
No friendly aircraft were known to be
the engagements, broadcast for QF and QO areas.
in the area at this time.
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Event 111-177
Aircraft Involved: ?our F.-105s vs four
f41G-17s

Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter:
PRIM'
Dat-1

21*28'N/106023'EI

TACTICAL SITUATION
1 1967, 0900H

O1
AT,'
CI'
12,

~4y6-60.

NAP:

:ON

taý

-ght saw at least four silver MIGs at 10-12,000, above
.,-.d involved with other flights.

Event 111-178
Aircraft Involved: Four F-105S vs two MIG-?'
Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter:

1. PRIV.ý

TACTICAL SITUATION
1967, 0900H

Datý

OE

11.

DAT:'

12.

NAR
st",

ON4
ýrs for target of Event 111-177 saw two MIC-s trailing an F-105
ibly that of Event 111-179.

W",I

C198

21*29'N/106*27'E

SECRET

I

SECRET
Aircraft Involved:

Three !-4Cs vs two MIe-478 and

two 10L-21s at 0902H; two MIO-21s
and two MIO-17s ot 09031; four
Also see
V.0-173 at 090511.
Event 111-137.

Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:

r

- Route Package VI-A

21o28,30"N/106°41'00"E at 0902H

a.
b

b.
a.

2128'N/106'54'E at 0905H

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
30 April 1967/0905H
Date/Time:
leaving three F-4Cs
BLUE 4 aborted due to radio problems after 35 minutes of flight
0
0

1.

to fly MIGCAP for strike force of F-105s attacking target at 21 26'N/i06 20'E.

[

2. MISSION ROUTE
0
210 33'N/106*24'E
TAN ANCHOR direct 2108'N/107 38'E, direct
AB direct
Danang
0
0
0
direct 21 29'N/106 17'E direct cover over target direct 21 10'N/107015'E direct

210081N/107*381E direct TAN ANCHOR direct Danang AB.
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURITIONS

3.

BLUE 1. 2. 3,
4- AIM-7E SPARROW

F-4C

4 - AIM-9B
a.

VAll

SIDEWINDER

MIG 1. 2

MIG-17

MI~s silver color

Cannon

no markings observed

-

MIG-21 MIG 1. 2
Silver color - no markings
Air-to-air missile
c. "MIG-17 MIG 1. 2
Silver color

b.

Cannon

L

4.

FLIGHT CflNDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Clear. Haze layer at 12,000 ft.
Visibility below haze 7 miles.
Conditions at 0902H

Weather:
a.

BL UE

10,000 ft

Altitude:
Re-:i
Spuýe ed.

kts
5002800

Formation:

1•Iiih

Visibility above haze 15 plus miles.

"QRC fight•In

Conditions at 0903H
BLUE

b.

Ma l
below 10,000 ft
0900
formation"

MIO-21
2
1
2000
Loose trail, MIO-173 in front followed by
MI1-21s. mi1-21s left MIG-17s during BLUE's

Heading:
-i--t Formation:

turn and not sighted again.

c. Conditions at 0905H
1

6000 ft

Altitude:

0900
460 ktu

________

Speed:
r INITIAL

"

BLUE 3

M410-21
T-

0900
(less than 460 kts)

DETECTION

tRrget
0902H F-4s trailing high and to rear of last F-105 flight inbound to

At
sighted two MIG-17s at 2 o'clock, low position, heading 0900.
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Event 111-179
At 0903H BLUE flight observed two MIG-I7s Followed by two MIG-21s in loose trail
chasing four egressinz P-105s. All aircraft (F-105s and MI~s) on 0800 heading at BLUE's
10 o'clock low position.

At 0905H, as BLUE frliht started to roll in against the four mWis, BLUE 3 observed
two additional MIG-21s in a pop-up maneuver in 3 o'clock low position, climbing at 150
heading 2000.
6.

ACTION INITIATED
a.
BLUE flight feinted toward first

MI~s acquired at 0902H.

MIOs turned and fled

BLUE returned to MIOCAP high and behind last flight oa F-105s.

heading northeast.

b.
At 0903H, BLUE flight lead called for flight to roll in against the four MIGs
attacking the F-10s.
ht 0905H, ine of the
a. BLUE flight rolled in against four MIGs firing on V-105s.
two MIG-21s approaching from 3 o'clock low position (900 heading) fired an air-to-air
missile which was defeated by the roll maneuver initiated to attack the four MIOs pursuing P-105s on a 2000 heading.
BLUE flight took no action against the second pair of
MIO-21s and lost contact with them.
SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE flight completed right turn to a heading of 090" at 6000 ft and 460 kts and
began closing (40 kts overtake) on the two MIG-1Ts which were pursuing the P-105S.
The
MIO-21s originally followtng the MIO-17s had left the formation and BLUE never observel
BLUE lead approached the rear MIG-17 and when MIG was at 12 o'clock, 50
them again.
depression, lead received a boresight lock which went to full system as the first

'

7.

'

AIM-7 was fired at a range of approximately 2.5 miles. One second later a second AIM-7
was launched (0905H). The missiles appeared to track, closing within 200 ft of the
410ý-17 when the MIG turned right and down in a 2 1/2 g maneuver. The two missiles continued straight ahead passing behind and to left of the MIG-17.
8.

ORDNANCE
fired/No.

(No.
A11-TE

" 2/0
0/0

BLVE 1
BLUE 2, 3

hits)

SIDEWINDER

SPAAROW

AIM-9B

Remarks

0/0
0/0

Tired two AIM-7E "full system"
A
Frdcno

M9ITs-21l,2

Fired one missile (BLUE flight unable to
ascertain whether ATOLL or ALKALI)

•IGa-21-1,2

A

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

Ai.

ANone
10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS

From BLUE lead:
11.

-

SUU-16 gun would have been more effective weapon in this encounter.

DATA SOURCES

Messages,

Reports:

366 TN JOPREP OPREP-3 PASTEL 929 1200442 April 1967
366 TP
JOPREP OPREP-3 PASTEL 932 1200741 April 1967
Raytheon Conf. Memo R. E. Klein to C. Kaough dated 2 May 1967
NARRATIVC DESCRIPTION
BLUE flight consisting of three P-4Cs, assigned MIGCAP mission for three flights
(BLUE 4 aborted due to radio problems
of F-105s attackinr target at 21026'N/106*20'E.
BLUE flight trailed high and to rear of last F-105 strike
after 35 minutes of flight).
BLUE flight at 0902 local time at 10,000 ft, 500 kts,
flight inbound to the target.
heading 2800 over 21028'30"N/10641'00"E sighted two MIG-I7s at 2 o'clock low position
BLUE flight feinted toward MIfl but M410s turned and departed area
on a heading of 0900.
BLUE flight returned to its original position behind F-105 flight.
on a northeast heading.
12.

At 0903H, BLUE flight observed two MIG-17s followed by two MIG-21s all silver color

formation pursuing four egressing F-105s.
with no distinguishable markings in a loose trail
The MIG-17
All aircraft were on a 0800 heading and were at BLUE's 1 o'clock low pocition.
I

•

position
in the
in
roll
flightlead to
the

fire cannon bursts at the V-105s.
was
observed
the to
MIGs.
against

BLUE lead called

As BLUE flight started down to attack the two MIG-17s and two M10-21s, BLUE 3

observed two additional M1O-21s bqginning an attack on BLUE flight from the 3 o'clock

200
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Event 111-179
on a 2000 heading were climbing toward
low ;osition. The MIG-21s in a pop-up maneuver
missile approaching BLUE flight
air-to-air
an
observed
3
BLUE
150.
BLUE at approximately
This missile was too
also.
150
about
at
climbing
and
trail
exhausting a white vapor
whether it was an
determine
not
could
crew
3
BLUE
but
SAM
a
asmall to be confused with
to guide, BLUE's
appeared
missile
air-to-air
enemy
the
Although
ATOLL or ALKALI missile.
defeated the
MIGs)
four
of
group
first
the
against
attack
the
rolling maneuver (to begin
the missile and
launched
which
MIO-21s
two
the
of
sight
lost
missile. BLUE momentarily
theoe NI0-21s were never sighted again.
and started closing on the two
BLUE completed its right turn to a heading of 0 9 0 0 with the MIG-l7s were no longer
originally
MIU-21s
two
The
XIO-l7s pursuing the F-105s.
the formation of four while BLUE was In the
in the area and were believed to have left
heading at 460 kts (40 kts overtake speed)
0900
ft,
6000
at
was
BLUE
turning maneuver.
12 o'clock position and 5V depression
lead's
at
MIG-17
trailing
pulling 1 g with the
went to full system as the first
which
lock-on
boresight
a
BLUE lead received
angle.
was fired. Both missiles launched
AIM-7
second
the
later
second
AIR-TE was fired. One
and appeared to be tracking.
the MIO turned right and downAs the AIM-7s closed to within 200 ft of the MI0-17,
missiles continued on a
two
The
missiles.
the
defeeting
ward in a 2 1/2 g maneuver
The missiles were never
MIG.
the
or
left
the
to
and
behind
straight course, passing
observed to detonate.
the area. All aircraft
BLUE flight climbed and Joined last F-105 flight egressing
normally.
and crews recovered

.p.........
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Event 111-180
Aircraft Involved:

One P-105 vs two MIG-17s;
(BLUE flight of four F-105s
encountered seven MZO-17s in
this event)
Also see Event

Result: One MIO-17 killed
Vicinity of Encounter:
21028'N/106 0 31'E
Route Package VI-A
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

30 April 1967/0906H

Strike on target at 21 0 26'N/106 0 20'E.
Rail yards approximately
Bac Giang.
BLUE flight was the third flight on target.
2.

14 mi northeast of

MISSION ROUTE

Takhli direct to BROWN ANCHOR to middle of Gulf of Tonkin for doppler update to
tip of the Ile Bamun, direct to reservoir (210281N/106031E).
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

P-105

DLUE 1
2 - 450 gal tan!cs
6 - 750 bombs
2 - AIX-9B (SIDEWINDER),

left outboard

I - QRC-160 Pod, right outboard
P-105

BLUE 2
2 - 450 gal tanks
6 - 750 bombs
2 - QRC-160 Pods

P-105

BLUE 3
2 - 450 gal tanks
6 - 750 bombs

2 - AIM-98 (SIDEWINDER),
1

P-105

-

QRC-160 Pod,

left outboard

right outboard

BLUIE
26 -- 450
750 gal
bombstanks
2 - QRC-160 Pod:
Silver color with red stars

4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Plight coming in south of target on 215* heading.
ire pulling up slightly to acquire target.
Weather:
Clear with scattered clouds
BLUE
1
2
3
4
Altitude:

BSi~ed:

Had descended to 5000 ft

Remarks

4500 to 5000 ft

ate:

9800 lb

550 kt

BLUE lead had 1500 to 2000 lb

7.8-Bingo

S.

and

INITIAL DETECTION
At last turn point, south of target

.-..

(Reservoir at 21028'N/106031'E) BLUE 4 sighted

three MIO-17s at 3 o'clock, level position, approximately 1 mi range.
RIGs.
Lead Instructed flight to maintain position and hold ordnance.

BLUE 4 called

After BLUE lead dropped ordnance on target (4500 to 5000 ft altitude),
were sighted at 11 o'clock high (7000 ft altitude) at 1 mi range.

two HIO-17s

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE flight continued to target as MIGs turned into the flight at right angles
(abeam) and began firing at 1500 ft range, the tracers appearing well behind the flight
since the MIGs were not pulling lead.
BLUE flight continued to target as RIGs could
not make turn or accelerate to the P-105 speed.
6.

SECRET
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Event Iii-iso
Still In afterburner. After attack on target, lead dropped both 4~50 gal tanks, set
up air-to-air gun eight, and pursued the t410s at approximately 100 kto overtake speed
(550 tafecoigoftre)
&

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE flight continued to tareet.
BLUE lead estimated distances as less than 1 mi and too close ror missile attack.
distance closed, the MI~s tightened their ri1rht turn and began deucending. Lead
believed MI~e did not detect thte attack, but were beginning an attack themselves. As
lead tightened turn at high overtake) 3peed, he was r~equired to pull so much lead that
the pipper disappeared from tha combining glass (approximately 4 gls). Lead then decided
to estimate'lead without sight -using
the pilot boom for a reference.

I.As

S. ORDNANCE
BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
1000 rounds 20mm each
2 AIN-90 IR missiles each
910-17 1. 2

-~

1

r

Cannon

L

9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None

[10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience

fHours
~ UBLUE

Total

P-105

Hours

Combat

Mission

Remarks

(200 Navy hours?)
900
Lead
1305~
Comments on this Encounter
B ravo Hotel,
"mew" procedure for calling MI~s was in effeit - Charlie Hotel
etc. "Though they call, them, you never know where they are. They give you what general
area they are in and you look for them and get a stiff neck and never see them. Then
the other times when you do not hear a call, there they are."

UThe

11.

'I 1.~

!

p

DATA !OURCES
M.Interviews: BLUE lead, 29 May 19,67
Mii~jiiReports:
355TFW Takhli Air Base, Thailand, JOPREP/OPREP-3, 300915 April 196T

L12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE flight was that third and last flight of F'-105s striking rail yards northeast
of
Sac Giang (210 26'N/106 0 20'E) at approximately 0900 hours local time. The reservoir
south
of the target was the last turn point and as the flight, which had descended to

k

L

~5000

rZ altitude an a heading of 2J45*, began pulling up slightly to acquire the target,
BLUE 4 called~three MIG-17s at 3 o'clock, level position, approximately 1 mi away. BLUE
lead determined MIGs to be no Immediate threat and instructed flight to maintain position
and hold ordnance.
BLUE flight, accelerating, continued to target as MI~s turned and approached abeam
(900 to BLUE flight). When about 1500 ft away, MIt~s began firing cannon whose tracers
appeared wsll behind BLUE flight since the MIG3 were not pul.±ng lead. BLUE flight
continued to target as MIG3 could not turn nor accelerate to becomte a threat to the
P-105s. BLUE flight popped up and rolled In to target. BLUE 3 was attacked by a MI10-17
as he came off target. BLUE 3 .linlced through flakc and the 1410 broke off the attack.
As BLUE lead erame off the target on a heading of approximately 0800 and speed of
550 kts (afterbi':ner), lead sighted two 1410-l7. at 11 o'clock, 3000 ft above and a mile
awy
Mh
I~s were in a gentle right turn. BLUE lead Jettisoned fuel tanks, set up
for air-to-air and with approximately 100 kta overtake speed, closed an the MI~s.
The MID. did not appear to be aware of BLUE lead's attack but they began increasing
their right turn and desceinding. As range closed to approximately 100 0 ft, lead required
so much lead on the target that the pipper moved orf thas combining glass. (BLUE lead
Without a sight, BLUE lead sighted estimated
pulling approximately 4 g's).
lead on the enemny wingman with the pilot boom as a reference point. Lead fired cannon
on RIG 2's left side, beginning at the nose end ending at the wing root. Lead had only
time to fire approximately 150 rounds bef'cre the d.staflce to the M.IG becam~e so short
that it appeared he would collide. He broke lef't Iuo avoid running into the MIG and
climbed in a yoyo. 1410 2 blowly rolled out straight and level, smoke and flame pouring
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Event 111-180
tram the left wing, passing to MLUE lead's 5 O'clock position where lead lost sight of
theIG.BLUE 2, about I.sl In trail from lead, sighted the burning MIG and reported
that it was in a spin. Neither BLUE lead or BLUE 2 saw the MIG Impact the ground.
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SZEvent

III-lei
Airerart Involved: Four 7-1055 ve one

Cw
L

Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Eneounterl
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:

11.

21025'N/10700'E

30 April 1967,

0923ff
J

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Flight egressinr from an ALPA target at 1•7000' saw a silver unident on
reciprocal heading; unideut turned and disappeared to south.
E,,

Event 111-182

£

AAircraft Involved:

Two RF-4Cs vs two MIOs

Results% No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: '21054'N/10II14' E
1.

911.

PRIMRY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
30 April 1967, 1521H
Date/Time:

DATA SOURCE

"CINCPACPLT Starr
12.

Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Inbound photo flight received ff10 warning, followed by X-band signal increasing
turned and dived;
In intensity; maneuvers did not decrease intensity, so RPtwo MIGs seen at 11 o'clock while in dive; speed increased and MIOs not seen again.

Event 111-183
Aircraft Involved: Pour P-105s vs two unidents
Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

Unknown

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 30 April 1967, 1648H
DATA SOURCE

i11.

"CXICPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.
It.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Egressing ALFA strike flight at 17,000'
but could not see aircraft.
35-40,0'.

SSECRET

saw two afterburner lights at
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SECRET
Event IZZ-184
Aircraft Involvedt
Result:

U

Two F-10Ss vs unknown number of
NXOs. See also Event 111-138

:

Two F-105s lost

vicinity or Encounter:

"

2120O'N/104056'E
Rout* Package ?

1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
30 April 1967/1624H
Date/Time:
BLUE flight ingressln• at 8000 ft altitude at 560 kts enroute to area of
target to provide IPON HANW support.

JCS '82.2

3.
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
Possible MIO-21s - not cighted
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
4.
Weaths r: Few scattered clouds, visibility T mi "down sun" and 4 mi "up sun"

3

II

BLUE

Altitude:

8000 ft
850
560 kts

He T:

INITIAL DETECTION
At 1617H BLUE flight heard 1410-21 warnings for the (geographical) area through which
they were flying.
They did not see MIGs at any time though two P-105s were shot down.
First indication of enemy's presence was at 1624H when BLUE 1 observed BLUE 3 torching,
flame out and then aircraft go out of control.
5.

I

6.

ACTION INITIATED
Two "good" parachutes sighted and two beepers heard. BLUE 1 and 2 made three 3600
turns while chutes were descending and established voice contact with BLUE 3. BLUE 1
"and 2 were unable to establish voice contact with BLUE 4 and assumed BLUE 4 also downed.
SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
As BLUE 1 and 2 circled the two parachutes from BLUE 3 (Pilot and EWO), tracers and
four puffs of 37mm cannon were observed passing over the chutes but no enemy aircraft
ithted. Both chutes landed at 21018 301 N/104059' L01E.
Aircraft impacted at
1 70"/05010E
BLUE 1 and 2 returned to tanker then escorted Sandy 1 and 2
back to RESCAP area. BLUE 1 and 2 orbited area unti
lingo fuel reached then returned
to base.
7.

8.

3

m

ORDNANCE
No US ordnance expended

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None reported
10.
:

I

F-105
Hours

Combat
Missions

"U"time
~1190

93

Seven months in theater

1

318
311

93

Seven months in theater
Five months In theater

3

Remarks

BLUE 3 (F-101p)•

ont380

r'
:

AIRCREW COMMENTS
Total
Hours

~~~

IWO
BLE
-p tron
F

-1O5D)
D

1315
573

61

11.
DATA SOURCES
Nessages. Reports:
355TFW Takhli RATFB 301708Z April 1967 JPCCO PASTEL 355 DOTO-O 11484 April 1967
355TFW JOPREP OPREP-3 PINNACLE 030 (All same message)
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Event

It.

1.

111-18a

NARRATIVt DESCRIPTION

BLUE flight of four F-105s were inbound to the area of JCS target 82.24 In vicinity
of 21420ON/104656'E flying at 8000 ft altitude on & heading or 850 at 560 kts to provide
TMON HAND support.
At 1617H the flight received a MIG-21 warning for the area through
which they were flying.
At 1624H BLUE lead observed BLUE 3 (an 7-105F with a two-man
ewe) torching.
BLUE 3 flamed Out Shortly afterwards, and the aircraft was observed to
go out or control.
Two good chutes were seen and two beepers heard.
BLV% I and 2 began circling the
I
chutes as they descended making voice contact with BLUE 3 pilot but not the EWO. BLUE
an 2 made three 360* turns in the descent during which they observed tracers and four

Putfs
of 3T7tm cannon fire pas. over the tops of the chutes.
observed.

No enemy aircraft was

both chutes from BLUE 3 landed at 210l1830"N/l04659,O0"E and BLUE 3 aircraft impacted

at 21T7'00"N/050•I'50"E.
Voice c"ntact again establishei with BLUE 3 but two other
beepers were heard still
transmitting.
BLUE 1 and 2 attempted to contact BLUE 4 but
were unable to do so. BLUE lead reported downed pilots to CROWN, also adding that BLUE 4

was also probably down.
Neith.
lead nor BLUE 2 saw BLUE 4 hit or receive (messages).
BLUE 1 and 2 returned to the tanker to refuel and then escorted two RESCAP aircraft
to the area of BLUE 3.
(See Event 111-138).
BLUE 3 pilot reported several times that the
fIMCA? aircraft were directly overhead.
BLUE 1 and 2 orb•t•d the area until Bingo fuel
was reached and then they returned to base.

[
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&vent 111-165

Aircraft involved% Four
Also
last
ResultI One 7-105
Viciftity or Encounter:

-105%OS vs two M10-21s
*e0 Event 111-139

3 i

pRIIARy ,ISIOR AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tim*% 30 April 196?/1TL51
82.2g4.
Strike on Hanoi Transtormer Station, JCS target

1.

MISSION ROUTE
2lo36I4/105424~'t
direct 21030,N/iOI40&5*E direct
Hanoi
Deiw~ted Takhli Channel 97 ' OSII/1050461E direct target WJS 82.2'4,
Egress
direct
2122'N/10565E.
E
1
2
direct
115*N/105453'E
direct 21019IN/105042
Transformer Station) direct 2
reverse route.
2.

AIR•CtAFT CONFIGURATIONS
I
BLUE1..2
E-1-0 5D
bombs
-li?
6
1 - AIM-98B
3.

ENCOUNTER
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO
2 low, BLUE 3 and 4 high
and
1
BLUE
orbits
In RESCAP
to 10 miles
7
Scattered visibility BLUE
Weather
4.

2

.

low

low

Altitude:

15-16-000'

15"16,000O

160

hit
when
countercioek-

ftanapprox
Q"t"

'

ii

3

I

wise, orbit

:
I

!

rme-t ion:

INITIAL DETECTION
ITI5H while in counterclook
a thud" at approximately
"heard
and
Solt"
"felt
3
SLUE
orbit, high (15-16,000 ft) on YtESCAP.

S.

ACTION INITIATED
left and down, BLUE 4
break left. As BLUE 3 broke
to
3
BLUE
as BLUE 3 turned
MIG-21
instructed
4
BLUE
and high. BLUE 4 engaged second
o'cloock
3
MIO-21
observed
into MIG which had made the initial attack.

6.

3
I

A

7. SITUATION DE4ELOPMENT

for cloud Jinking at approxito Mach 0.95 heading for
afterburner
to
Channel 97 for refueling,
went
4
and
BLUE 3
BLUE 3 and 4 then headed
Both
altitude.
ft
Vately 10,000
8.

ORDNANCE

BLUE 1
BLUE 2
BLUE 3
BLUE 4
M10

208

(No.

fired/No. hits)

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
un~known/l

U.S. expanded no ordnance

rlame
BLUE 3 sighted b:ill of

SECRET
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BLUE 4,
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to

III-Jos

9. 11QUIPMENT PRO8LEM4S
reported
MNaon.
11.

DATA SOURCES

•essates. ReDorts:

432'RW

NMCC

301235Z

April 1967

It. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUV flight of four F-105D aircraft departed 'akhll 1505H, 30 April 1967 tor strike
on JCS 82.24 target, Hanoi Transformer Stetion. After pro-strike refueling on GREEN
ANCHOR, flight proceeded to target. Enroute, Str1xe Force Commandtr aborted the strike
mission to set up RESCAP for a downed P-105F (See Evt'rit 111-184). A good beeper signal
was heard from the downed crew and the Strike Force Commander believed rescue possibility
was high.
BLUE flight set up a hieh cover at 16,OUO to 17,000 ft altitude over the downed
When the low cover altitude aircraft (OREEN 1, 2, 3, 4)
aircraft near 21021'N/105005'E.
reached Bingo fuel and proceeded to the tankers for refueling, BLUE 1 and 2 went to
low cover altitude and BLUE 3,and 4 stayed high at I5,000 to 16,000 ft In a counterclockwise orbit at 350 kts.
Then the second element of GREEN flight (GREEN 3 and 4) returned to the rescue
area and directed the Incoming SAR aircraft.
At 1715H on a heading of approximately 2600, BLUE 4 "felt a jolt and heard a thud"
As BLUE 3 broke left
and immediately callel BLUE 3 to break left "because of MIOs."
and down, he saw a MIG-21 on the right going out to his 3 o'clock position and high.
BLUE 3 turned into the MIG as the MIG continued his left turn returning across and to
the lett of BLUE 3. BLUE 3 then saw a second MIO-21 engaging BLUE 4.
BLUR 3 and 4 lit afterburner, accelerating to Mach 0.95 and jinking headed for the
BLUE 3 and 4 headed for Channel 97. Enroute
clouds at approximately the 10,000 ft level.
BLUE 3 asked BLUE 4 several times if he "had him in 6ight," BLUE 4 answered affirmatively.
At 1720H, approximately 10 seconds after last transidnsion, BLUE 3 looked behind and saw
a ball of flame which he assumed was BLUE 4. BLUE 4 went down at approximately
21o03'N/10C455'E.
they
BLUE I and 2 called to BLUE 3 and rep'rted sighting BLUE 4 going down and that
97 for a

E

also saw a chute with a man waving.

BLUE 3, low on fuel, continued to Channel

tanker where he refueled and recovered at Udorn.
landing revealed no visible battle damage.

A cursory check of the aircraft after

IL
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Event 111-186
Aircraft Involved:

C

Result8:

Four
410-21is-1O058 VA two

No damage

Vicinity or Encounter:
1.

11.

3

20O52'N/103e58'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
30 April 196?, 1713H1
Date/Time.:
DATA SOURCE
CIMCPACPLT Start Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
IRON HAND flight returning from Hanoi Shrike firings with remainder of
ALPA triake force; at 26,000,, two MIOs drove through fore* on near-reaiprocal
hearing at same sltitude; no attempt to engage.

Event 111-187

Aircraft Involved; Pour F-lO5s v4 six to
eight MI0-lTs7
Results:

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

2058'N/10510'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

1 May 1967, 1015H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
P-105 KILI CAP flight at 30001 when 6-8 MIOs approached fr*om 5 o'clock lowflight broke after receiving ?aG warning from aircraft of Event 111-186 and made 270°
turn, MIOs were attacked by other rlights; BLUE lead observed a burning MIG-17
on the
ground;
initial
break, BLUE was out or position and unable to engage;
sighted.
no
further
MI~s after

02

Event 111-188
Aircraft Involved:
Results:

One F-4B vs two MI0-17:

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

0
21 25'N/136025'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
11.

1 Hay 1967, 1250H1

DATA SOURCE

3

CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

TAR CAP for strike (diversionary for Kep strike) ,aw F-8E shootdown of MI1
described in Event 111-196; leader of F-4B TAR CAP flight then sighted another MI
at 12 o'clock low and was pursuina MI1 at 200' altitude when hit by automatic weapons
fire; F-4B "eturned to ship.

210
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Event 111-189
Aircraft Involved:

F-4Cs vs eight
only
Sghtings
Result of Encounter: Four

L•

t,..:•:2.

Vicinity or Encounter:

0
20 32'N/105 03'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: IMay 1967/1008k
Plying MIO SCREEN Orbit, .8 Mach
MISSION ROUTE

Danang to WHITE ANCHOR for refuel, direct to Channel 97,

•
3.

1k

MI4-17T.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
Not stated but probably 4 AIM-? and 4 AIM-9B each.

thence to orbit station.

Absence of guns positively stated.

4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Clear 7 mile visibility. Little haze.
Weather:
Altitude: .8 Mach AOL
heading: 2100
Speed: 450 kts
F
Plight
Formation: Pod
INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE ilight observed three to five MIO-17s approaching from 9 o'clock to engage the
flight.
5.

4.

-

6.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE flight immediately descended to engage MIGs at an altitude below 1,000 ft.

7.

SITUATION

DEVELOPMENT

Several other
BLUE 1 and 2 sought to maneuver to open range but lost si;ht of MIOs.
MIGs were subsequently sighted usually very low and low heading in opposite direction.
BLUE 3 and 4 attempted to engage another MIG-17 but lost it i,, the haze and hills.
Another MIG-17 passed across the front of BLUE 3 and 4 but with speed and climb separated.

~
"I

9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 1 lost transmitter and Interphone for tanker frequency.
AIRCREW COMMENTS
BLUE 1 and 2 said that they had about 20 seconds of close range tracking and probability of a gun kill would have been excellent.
BLUE 3 and 4 also reported that they would have had a good opportunity as a MIG flew
close from left to right.
10.

11.

DATA SOURCE
OPREP 3

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
This event is characterized by a large number of friendly and hostile sightings so
that it is difficult to determine the exact number of separate hostile aircraft actually
sighted. Other friendly flights were simultaneously engaging MIGs in the same vicinity.
BLUE 1 and 2 after losing sight of the initial flight of MIOs thought they saw a SAM
PURPLE flight
firing which was in fact the impact of a MIG-17 shot down by PURPLE flignt.
warned BLUE flight of another MIG coming their way. BLUE flight again attempted to engage
ihe
nte
but was unable to obtain a position for missile firing. BLUE 3 ad'
M40I-17 and went in low and rolled in but the MIG made a hard turn and was lost in the har
MID
additional
without
minutes
more
and the hills. After reconoitering the area for ten
sightings, the BLUE flight egressed the area to Channel 97 and the tanker.
12.

•I;,

[

U
-

~.-
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Event 111-190
Aircraft Involved:

"Result:

"

Four F-4Cs vs eight MIG-17s

3

One MID destroyed

Vicinity of Encounter:

20035'N/1050 15'E

'

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

1.

Date/Time:

1 May 67/1021H
BLUE flight was one of two flights scheduled for MIOCAP Barrier with P-105 flights

covering a RESCAP mission.
2.

MISSION ROUTE

Departed Danang, pre-strike refueling with WHITE ANCHOR, proceeding via Channel 97
to MIOCAP area 20301'N/4/1500'E to 21 0 10'N/105 0 30'E.
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
.. 2.

4-4C BLUT

14AIM 7-E
4 AIM 9-B

I

3,.

QRC Pod right outboard
Left outboard and centerline tanks

HID 17s
Cannon
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS

PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

I

Weather: Visibility 5 to 10 miles, clear
XITI"U e: 5,000 AOL

He1aTfng

0300

500 kts
Sed
tate:
Approximately 14,000 lb. Centerline jettisoned
uel
Flight Formation:
Pod stacked left
5.
ft

INITIAL

DETECTION

BLUE 1 detected 2 or 3 bogeys approaching from 11:30 o'clock at approximately 8000
and to the preceding flight
and descending.
BLUE I called the bogeys to BLUE flight

of F-lOSs at AOL 1000 ft. BLUE 1 then changed the call to MIGs which were closing
rapidly in an apparant head-on pass.
6.

v

ACTION INITIATED

The preceding flight of F-105s broke down and left.

BLUE flight pulled up in a

BLUE flight's
vertical
and rolled to the right and the MIGs passed thru the hole,
amaneuver enabled it to end up at the 6 o'clock position of MIG 1 and 2.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
it
BLUE 1 and 2 pressed, continued to press repeated attacks against MIO 1 until
destroyed and then became engaged with additional MIGs that subsequently entered the

engagement without result.

was

BLUE 3 and 4 first engaged MIG 2 and then other MI~s without

result.
8.

ORDNANCE
(No.

BLUE 1
BLUE 3
9.

fired/No.

AIM-LE
3/0
2/0

hits)

AIM-9L
3/0
1/0

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

3

BLUE 1 was unable to obtain a lock-on with the AIM-7 thrcughout the engagement even
Post-flight equipment check revealed that the
when in one instant conditions were ideal.
It is not determinable at what point the failure occurred.
feeder horn was burned out.

10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS
Total
Hours

BLUE_1

SAt

3300

F-4

Combat

Hours

Missions

900

90-95

of staying low and continuously
this
time the MIs were beginning the tactic
Though
The only thing I did different was perhaps to stay vith the name M1O.
turning.
him
I had other opportunities to grab another MIG, I stayed with 1his one and never let
he clutched
Every attack right on him until
out of my sight.
I kept pressing the attack.

up.
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Event 111-190
11.

DATA SOURCES

Projoct Interviews:
essa es Reports:
12.

BLUE 1
OPREP 3 PINNACLE/033
366TFW
A.F. Staff Message Supplement to OPREP 3 (40732)

5 May 67

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

After the maneuver was initiated, the two elements of BLUE flight operated independently and are narrated separately for clarity.

BLUE 1 had attained a 6 o'clock position too quickly to allow time for setting up
the manual procedure (subsequently to be described) and attempted a boresight mode firing
of the AIM-7E,

The firing was unsuccessful and the MIG then broke down and went very low

to the ground. This was apparently at this time a standard defense procedure against
AIM-7 attacks.
BLUE 1 then maneuvered for an AIM-9B attack pulling up in a high-speed
yo-yo and back down on the MI's 6 o'clock and fired an AIM-9B.
The AIM-9 was observed
to go straight out and,

in BLUE l's

assessment,

could not distinguish between the plane and

the ground.
BLUE 1 was also of the opinion that the repeated missile attacks were having
a psychological effect on the NIG pilot as revealed by the violence of his maneuvers.
"I was shaking him up a little bit and he was really beginning to crank it around."
BLUE
1 executed another high-speed yo-yo and went to the manual system with the AIM-7E.
[Note: Since BLUE 1 interview was so explicit in the details of the manual procedure
he attempted they are included in the description of this event for what informational
value they may have.] "We have a track switch which we call auto-track or acquisition on
jam.
In this manual position, you can lock onto an imaginary target anywhere you want to.
You just squeeze it

into full system and it

locks on.

It

then gives ,ou a Vc based on

a little switch we call manual Vc and we set it up for 150 knots." This requires the
pilot to estimate the rate of closure: "But it isn't as difficult as it sounds;because
we are
always coming in from the 6 o'clock, it

is merely necessary to assume that you will

be closing on him and that you will not be closing faster than 300 knots."

It

searches

the area between 0 and 300 knots.
The 300 knots is below ground speed which is necessary
to prevent locking on the ground.
"So this is what we (sic) recommend and any time we
come from a 6 o'clock, we put on this 150 knot closing."
"Now we lock on to our imaginary

target, and we get the full attack display every bit of It 'pure nonsense, none for real,...
The only important thing is that the missile has been put into the narrow gate to search
the area between zero and 300 knots."
L.

Coming back down out of the maneuver BLUE I again in

the 6 o'clock position fired on

AIM-7E in the manual procedure described above.
The missile appeared to be tracking well
but seemed to "loose out at the last minute."
BLUE 1 could not be sure that he kept his
reticle on the MIG illuminating it

continuously for the whole missile flight.

The missile

did however pass close to the MIG which again reacted by turning severely.
BLUE 1 again
executed a high speed yo-yo repositioning at the MIG's six o'clock again set up for manual
firing of the AIM-7E.
BLUE 1 fired the AIM-7 which appeared to track well with the speed
gate locked on.

'i

However,

it

was BLUE l's

opinion that with the sharp right turn the MIO

was pulling (50 ft above ground level), the missile was going to pass behind the MIO's
6 o'clock. At this point the MIG hit the ground and was destroyed.
In the above time interval at least 5 or 6 additional MIGs had joined the battle and
there was another flight of F-4s and two flights of F-105s all joined in the melee.
To continue the action of the first

element of BLUE flight,

BLUE 1 immediately picked

up
another
MIG weusing
can designate
as MIG 3maneuvers
and had noas trouble
maintaining
N1019
6 o'clock,
the same verticle
in the seizing
previous and
encounter.
BLUEthe
1
made
two
firing
passes
at
MIG
3;
one
was
dry,
t*-,
other
was
an
AIM-9B
shot
that
was
S~outmaneuvered.
In the last maneuver against MIG 3, BLUE l's wing man, BLUE 2, had become separated.
BLUE 1 states that whenever he came into the top of the high-speed yo-yo he would check
to see if his Number 2 was still with him and he had been until the last maneuver.
BLUE
1 looked around and observed BLUE 2 down on the deck at about 350 kts turning with a MIG.
BLUE I called BLUE 2 to break right and go afterburner, but he didn't.
He was observed
to fly a couple of "wifferdills" and was upside down and there was nother MIG joining the
attack. BLUE 1, who had lost airspeed, now got turnel around and started down from
12,000-1.,000 ft to aid BLUE 2.
As he came in high at the MIG's 6 o'clock they broke off
their attack and started turning again.

BLUE 1 instructed BLUE 2 to join on him which

he
did and
the element
resumed
the offensive.
BLUE 1 1 started
sighted toa MIG
5000MIO,
ft, keeping
running
straight
and level
at about
4 miles.
BLUE
closehigh,
on the
low. Everything was right for an AIM-7 shot and the MIG was clear on the scope.
However,
continuous attempts to lock on were unsuccessful.
BLUE 1, by then closing rapidly, switched
over to AIM-PB and at about 1 mile range fired the AIM-9.
The MIG apparantly saw the
SIDEWINDER
and though
the AIM-9
good tone was
andgiving
was guiding
the got
MI0 but
was itable
"flat
out-turn"
the AIM-9g.
"The had
SIDEWINDER
her allwell
she's
justto

I'
[L

couldn't begin to hack it."

After this shot BLUE 1 was fairly close to Hanoi
element egressed the area.

:
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and approaching BINGO fuel, so the
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Event 111-190
Details on the 2nd element are not complete since there was no interview.
BLUE 3 and 4 engaged a total of three MIGs and sighted four or rive additional ones.
The first
MIG engaged
Most of the MIGs were silver colored but two were camouflaged.
turned hard left and BLUE 3 wac unable to fire.
A second MIG was spotted In a left
turn. BLUE 3 got a lock-on and fired two AIM-Ts.
The first
AIM-7 did not guide and
the second AIM-7 guided but exploded behind the MIG's tail.
A third MIG wa& sighted and

turned hard left Into BLUE 3.

BLUE 3 fired an AIM-9B at this MIG while in a hard left

turn at very close range and it missed.
Additional MIGs had by now attained a rear
quarter position on BLUE 3 and 4 and one or them was firing a cannon at BLUE 4.
BLUE 3
and 4 were able to disengage by increasing airspeed.
BLUE 3 reported that he would have
been able to hit MIG 3 if he had had a gun.
The M1G engagement was broken off after
approximately 15 minutes because of BINGO fuel.
The altitude of the engagements varied
from 200 rt to 5000 ft AGL.
Visibility %as 5 to 7 miles.
No SAM or AAA activity reported.
One
O was reported to have afterburner.

I~
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~Aircraft

•

Involved:

Event 111-191
Pour F-105s vs eight MIG-17a

20 *36'N/lO50l'E

Vicinity of Encounter;

[•

1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

~Date/Tlme% 1 May 1967/1o011H

u

s

BLUE flight was flying BARCAP for a RESCAP mission.
2.

MISSION ROUTE

Departed Ubon, normal routing, refueling at North Station before proceeding to take
barrier position.
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

I-105.

BLUE 1. 2. 3,. 4

Wing tanks and QRC

2 AIM.,9Bs
20 mm gun

.

14IG-179
Afterburner specifically mentioned several times.
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:
Altitude:

Visibility 5 to 7 miles, clear.
5,000 - 7,000 ft

Northeast
Hea-37-r.
Se:
450-500 kts
u-eState: Not stated at least 15 minutes before BINGO.
S.

INITIAL DETECTION

Two MIGs reciprocal heading low at 12 o'clock passed under flight.

No PIG warning

received prior to this sighting.
[K

6.

jACTION INITIATED
BLUE flight turned right and observed another MIG at its 12 o'clock. The flight
attempted a quartering head-on pass against this MIG but could not attain a firing
position. The MI0 also attempted to engage BLUE flight in a scissors-type maneuver.

BLUE flight broke off and immediately encountered approximately eight MIGs operating

The flight then became engaged in a
independently (no apparent formation or elements).
It is not known whether some of these MIOs were
near continuous series of maneuvers.
among those previously sighted.

--

--

7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

In the ensuing melee both BLUE I and BLUE 2 firedanAIM-9B under difficult high-g
The first missed the MIG by approximately 5000 ft when the
maneuvers without success.
initiated a high-g turn Just prior to launch. The second was fired with excessive
1.110
BLUE 1 and BLUE 2 each attempted three or four snapshots with 20mr, during
angle-off.
the dogfight but no effectiveness was noted. The dogfight lasted about 15 minutes after
which BLUE 3 and BLUE 4 reached BINGO fuel. Their flight then increased airspeed and
BLUE flight observed a single MIG
disengaged, headed southwest for post strike AAR.
19(7), 1100 AGL on a northerly heading as it egressed the area.
8.

ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No, hits)
2Ornw gun
AIM9B

BLUE 1

1/0

3 or 4 snapshot bursts

BLUE 2

1/0

3 or 4 snapshot bursts

9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

None.

F

AIRCREW COMMENTS (Relate to M410-17 vs P-105)
BLUE 1. The ability of the MI1 to turn and reverse direction is very impressive
In a hassle you have to
when you first see it no matter how much you have teen briefed.
keep your airspeed up; you cannot afford to slow d(wn and try to turn with him. The only
opportunity you are likely to have to down a MIG it to spot him at a distance and position
yourself before he is sure you are there, because there Is no comparison between
maneuverability and turning radius.
10.

SSECRET
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11.

i SProet
eaes.

3

DATA SOURCES
Interviews:
•prs:

OPREP
OPREP 3

BLUE 1

i

PASTEL 11501 May 67
335 TPW PINNACLE 02

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
This is an unusual F-l05 event In that It was one of several flights participating
In a RESCAP operation where a flight of F-105s was configured ror air-to-air engagement
rather than an a strike mission. The Commander's evaluation of this type mission stated
that--"This type mission scheduled on a random basis would be of benefit in countering
the recent Increased MIG activity. The enemy could never be certain whether he was
Intercepting an offense or a defense."
BLUE flight was engaged by several MIG-17 aircraft operating without apparent
coordination. The MIa aircraft depended on rapid turning and circling with jinking to
keep their 6 o'clock clear. BLUE 1 states they never flew straight and level.
In the
course of the maneuvering one MIG pulled up in the right quarter of BLUE 1 croC3ing
at about 450 going away to the left forward. BLUE 1 started a climb with the MI. which
immediately turned over into a semi-split-S bringing his nose down. BLUE I could not
stay with him in this maneuver,
"The 105 is not an aircraft to split-S with at 5,0006,000 ft." BLUE 1 coming out of this encounter sighted another MI1 low in a gentle turn.
Believing he was unseen, BLUE 1 attempted to roil in and began tracking at about 7000 ft
out. He then realized that the M1G had made a 2700 turn in "practically no space at all"
and was cominx back on him at about 450 angle.
BLUE 1 fired an AIM-9B but since he was
pointed groundward he realized that there was little possibility of the AIM-9B tracking
without
apparent
and it did
not. effect.
There were one or two subsequent opportunities for fleeting snapshots
12.
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Event 111-192
Aircraft Involved:

your F-105s vs tour MIG-17.

No Damage
Result:
Vicinity of Ertaountcrz

C
1.

2004O'N/105*18'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

1 May 1967/unknown

BLUE flight of tour F-105s on strike mission.

4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:

Alt•'a':

Sn0350

mi ormat-lon:.
S.

Unknown,

6500 ft

not a factor

4S0 kta
Pod

INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE flight observed two flights of two MIG-iTs diving from high out of the sun at
10 o'clock position.
G.

[

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE flight started a turn into the MI~s when the MIOs started a left turn to come into
BLUE flight went afterburner and Jettisoned bombs.

the 6 o'clock position.
'A.

ORDNANCE

F-105
Not stated

NIG-17s
Guns
9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None

11.

DATA SOURCE

OPREP 3/PINNACLE-0Ol
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Two flights of two MIO-lTs dove out of the sun from the 10 o'olook position on BLUE

flight, firing guns as they came.

BLUE flight attempted to turn into the MIs but when

turn to attain a .6 o'clock position, BLUE flight Jettisoned bombs
the MIGs made a left
The MIG flight passed over BLUE flight by approximately 1500 ft and
and went afterburner.
No further contact by BLUE flight.
were then engaged by a flight of F-4s.

Ell
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Event 111-193
Aircraft Involvid: Four F-105a vs two MIG-ITs
Result- No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: Hoe Lao Airfield
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 1 May 67/unknown
BLUE flight had just completed a strike on Boa Lao Airfield when It was attacked by
two MIG-173.

3
3

1.

2.

MISSION ROUTE
Inland route to target.

3
I

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-105 BLUE 1, 2. 3. 4
Wing tanks, Pods Guns
BLUE 1 and 3
AIM-9B
MIG-179 MIn 1 and 2
Guns

!

4.
FLIGHT CONDItiONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Clear, good visibility
I•lt e:
5000 ft
Raig
West
51-T"P

I=tate:

3

500 kts
Approximately 9000 lb

S.

INITIAL DETECTION
Coming off target BLUE 4 sighted two MIG-17s at BLUE flight's 6 o'clock, and alerted
flight.
ACTION INITIATED
e
BLUE 3 lookirg back on BLUE 0 's warning saw two MIGs at 6 o'clock high on a tight
eft turn. The lead MIG appeared to be firing on BLUE flight.
BLUE 3 went afterburner,
-nched fuel tanks and broke left. The MIOs then reversed and departed the area.
1.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
The MIOs'apparently attempted only a single firing pass then separated without
att *apting to continue the engagement.
8. ORDNANCE EXPENDED
E
BLUE flight

~(No. fired/No.
hits)
0/0

MIG lead
9.

Cannon fire

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

NoneI
AIRCREW COMMENTS
"On that day their tactics were just hit and run.
I have seen that subsequently.
They seem reluctant to engage in a prolonged battle with the 5s'"
10.

DATA SOURCE
11.
Project Interviews:

BLUE 3

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE flight, following a strike against Hoa Lac Airfield, was regrouping and
ing the area at approximately 5000 ft, headed in a westerly direction. BLUE 3 anddepart1 were
almost a half mile behind BLUE 1 and 2 and Closing. BLUE 4 then called MIs at u o'clock.
BLUE 3 looked back and saw two MIG-17s at 6 o'clock, high in a tight left turn attacking
the flight. BLUE 3 punched fuel tanks and went afterburner and could see little
puffs of
Ssmoke coming from MIG lead which appeared to be gunfire. BLUE 3 broke hard left attempting
to turn into the MIGa.
BLUE 4, accelerating rapidly, passed .1ght through the MIC flight
12.
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before he could fire.

BLUE I and 2 pulled high to the right planning to come dowo behind

the MIs. Before any of this could be aooomplished,
departed the area.

the 141s reversed to the right and
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INTRODUCTION TO EVENTS 1II-194, -195,
On I May 1967.

-196,

-197

and -198

carrier aircrafttfrom tht BON HOMME RICHAED struck Kep Airtfield

W(CS 9.1 at 2123'26"N/106015'58"E) with the primary targets being MtO aircraft in the

aivetted area-at the northeast end of the airfield and the support area south of the
runWay. The strike force composition by aircraft type, number, and the time on target
Is given In Table 1, as well as the event In which 141
Table 1 (S).

BON HOMME RICHARD STRIKE FORCE (U)

Aircraft
No.

Type

action against the force Is

Function

Target

Time on
Target

Six A-4C

Strike

jc: 9.1

12454

Two A-4C
Four A-4E

Flak Suppression
Flak Suppression

Flak sites
Flak sites

1244H
1244H.

Foer A-4E

IRON HAND

.Feur F-SC
Four F-BE

1240H-1247H

I

Event No.

No MIGs
Encountered

TARCAP
TARCAP

3

Also airborne in support of the force were tour A-lH for RESCAP, two EA-lF ECM
aircraft and two F-8E and two F-8C as BARCAP.
The strike aircraft launched at 1150H.
visibility in haze.

d

The target weather was clear with 5 miles

I

The strike force encountered intense AAA fire at the target although flak suppression
and IRON HAND sorties had silenced several sites prior to the roll-in of strike aircraft.
MIG-17 fighters were also encountered in the target area bcth before, during and after
the attack.
No SAM opposition materialized, although enroute to the target, the aircraft
of Event III-19A saw a possible SAM explosion at very high altitudes over the target.
Only one member of this flight encountered ALQ-51 lights, but no APR-27 was received.

.1

I

All attack aircraft were equipped with APR-27/ALQ-51.
The strike aircraft sighted a minimum of seven mios on the field and at least four

airborne.

H

Four sorties dropped VT fused MK 81 bombs in the revetted area while two other
sorties dropped VT fused MX 82 in the support area.
Two other sorties (the aircraft of
Event 111-195) attacked two MIG-17 aircraft on a taxiway with 29 VT fused ZUNI rockets.
Post strike photography showed three Mto-17s burncne
. Flak suppression with CBUe2n was
accomplished by four IRON HAND and six other flak suppression sorties.

A total of ten AOM-45s were fired, five against FIRECAN and five against rANSONO
radars. One explosion wss noted in a flak site and the site was silenced. Two sites
::

were silenced
~targets
heavy

by
CBU-24s. fire
Although
flaktowascome
generally
the south
of the
37/57/85mm
continued
from thesuppressed
northeast tosector
adjacent1

to the runway.
At least four MTG-!Ts were airborne and the IOs pursued their attack through
areas of heavy flak.
The results of the aerial battles were two confirmed kills and
two MIGa damaged.
All friendly aircraft returned on board with one A-4C of the strike force (Event
111-196) damaged in the wing by ground fire andanother A-4C of the flak suppression

(Event 111-197) damaged by ground fire.
Also on 1 May 1967 aircraft from the carrier ENTERPRISE attacked cargo ships,

1255H (exact location of this strike is unknown).
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Event 111-194
Aircraft Involved:
Results:

Two F-SEs va rour
MIO-174

One MIO-lT destroyed

One 1I4-17 damaged
Vicinity of Encounter: 21026'N/106028'E
1.

[

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: I Nay 1967/1245M.
Four F-BE (BLUE Flight) was TARCAP for a strike on Kep Airfield. Although BLUE
Flight
ingresuwd
The actions of BLUE 1
and1 2 ar-e
unknown.as a unit only BLUE 3 and 4 encountered MIGs.
. nhISSion ROUT[
Departed Yankee Station and aerial refueled just after launch, then proceeded to
the target.
3.

F.4t

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
BLUE 3, 4

•

1- AIN-9.
(Dual fusielage pylons with 4 LAU-TA launchers)

284 roun,.is 2Omu

A2-5- APM-27D
IFF-On, TACAN-On; Radar-On.
NOTE: Configuration of BLUE 1 and 2 unknown.

RIG-17
14IG-17D model
Some armed with AAM,
4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Clear. Other conditions unknown.
INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight heard calls of MIG from the strike leader. These MIGs were first seen
when BLUE Flight observed two afterburner lights high at one o'clock. They then saw two
separate groups of MT1s In sections of two pass from north to south.
5.

6.

ACTION INITIATED
The other TARCAP flight (Event 111-198) turned after thes4 RIGs and BLUE Flight
continued to the target.
SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
After reaching orbit station, BLUE Flight split into two sections. BLUE 3 and 4I
saw three RI4-17s pass below the flight and attack the trailing MI1, destroying him

7.

with a SIDEWINDER (AIM-9D).

On egrees BLUE 3 and 4 saw a MIG-17 chasing an A-4 (BLUE 2 of Event 111-194). This
4RIG
was attacked but BLUE 3 could not get a missile tone; however, BLUE 4 fired 120
rounds or 20mm fire at the MI0 hitting the MIO in the left wing,
a.ORDNANCE

S.~(o ORNNE8IEI

ired/No, hits)

AIM-OD
BLUE 3
BLUE 4
9.

A
Cannon

1/1
1/1

Reak
One RIO killed
One RIO damaged

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 3 - Pressurization turbine was running hot. The failure to achieve a tone during
the second attack was caused by the fact that the second AIM-9D was fired first
and that there was no automatic stepping for the next missile.
A good tone was
later achieved on the first AIM-gD.
10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
EiReftence: No data except BLUE 4 was an Air Force exchange officer.
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3

Comments on this Encounter
The switchology to set up the missiles for firing was a problem.
The ArH-9Ds were short so only two were carried. The AIM-9C was loaded at the
pilot's desire.
BLUE 4
Would have preferred a Oatling gun.
The F-8 sight was poor. The sight ladder was confusing since it was highly lighted
and the gyro pipper passed through it, which was disconcerting.
DATA SOURCES
11.
Proeect Interviews: BLUE
Messages. Reports:
C&O 77.7 011550Z May
CTO 77.7 011700 May
CTO 77.7 010655Z May

1967 OPREP-4 RT 554.
1967 OPREP-5 001.
1967 OPREP-3 001.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
On Ingress
BLUE Flight was one of two TARCAP flights supporting a strike on JCS 9.1.
Near the target,
to the target BLUE Plight heard calls of MIGs from the strike leader.
BLUE Plight observed two aircraft afterburner lights high at 1 o'clock, passing north to
south. There were two separate groups of MIGs in sections of two, which were subsequently
seen, for a total of four MIGs in all.
The other TARCAP fl.ight (Event 111-198) turned to engage so BLUE Flight continued on
At this time the
to the target and set up a CAP station 3-5 miles northeast of Kep.
It is not known if they engaged MI4G although
actions of BLUE 1 and 2 became unclear.
they must have sighted them. BLUE 1 and 2 are not mentioned in the account of BLUE 3 and
4's actions.
While the strike group was on the target four MIG-17s were observed to take off from
Kep and pass under the BLU7 ?light. The MIOs were heading east northeast at 1000 feet
altitude In order to jump the strike force. At this time, BLUE Flight was heading west
at about 4000 feet altitude. Two MIG-17a (MI1 1, 2) were in a lead section but the
second section had split and the third M1O-17 (MI1 3) was alone and about one mile behind
MID 1 and 2.
BLUE 3 and 4 made a hard descending right turn to attack MID 3 not using afterburner.
The MIOs apparently did not see BLUE 3 and 4's attack. BLUE 3 gained a 6 o'clock position
to MI1 3 and at 4000-6000 feet range, 1000 feet altitude and 400 knots fired an AIM-9D.
The MI was
The missile was observed to fly directly up the MIG's tallpipe and explode.
not in afterburner. MI1 3 disintegrated rapidly, and MI1 1 and 2 were not seen again.
With the element to echelon right, BLUE 3 and 4 returned to CAP altitude. Shortly
chasing an A-4.
The
thereafter while turning south BLUE 4 saw another MIG-17 (MID4)
A-4E in this case was BLUE 2 of Event 111-195.
The ID passed
BLUE 3 and 4 were at 3000 to 3500 feet altitude and about 350 knots.
below BLUE 3 and 4 from right to left on a heading perpendicular to that of the F-8s. The
KID0 was at about 500 feeat altitude.
BLUE 3 and 4 broke left and down, and called the A-4 that he had a MIG on his tail.
The A-4 was weaving to prevent the MIG from tracking. The MI1 was in afterburner and
about 2000 feet in trail of the A-4.
The A-4 headed for a hill located at 210 24'N/106*28'E.
The MIG apparently noticed BLUE 3 and 4 on his tail and broke left on top of the hill.
The A-4 broke right and disengaged.
BLUE 1 first fired about 40 rounds of 20mm at 10-15 degrees angle off at the MIG'0s

BLUE 4 was coaltitude at 2060 feet range closing.

The MI0 disengaged

One continued to fire for a total of about
when he saw the 20mm by breaking left and down.
120 rounds of 20mm with the pipper tracking as the MI1 broke. BLUE 4 saw numerous hits
in the MID's left 1.ing as he closed to 1200-1500 feet range.
MID 4 continued the left turn with lower speed than BLUE 4 and BLUE 4 had to pull up
and break off due to a hill.
The 1ID was in afterburner; however, except for an initial use to accelerate, BLUE 4
BLUE 4 had sufficient g capability to adequately lead the MI.41
did not use afterburner.
Although he was able to attain a good position on the
BLUE 3 then engaged MID4.
MID (4000 to 6000 feet astern of MIG 4 as MIG 4 rade moderate to violent high-K maneuvers
and returned to a northwest heading at low altitude), BLUE 3 could not get a SIDEWINDER
tone.# Although BLUZ 3 shifted to the AIM-SC he was unable to obtain a radar lock due
to ground clutter.
*See equipment problems, paragraph 9, for

2222SMHET
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3 and BLUE 4, June 1967.
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7 o'clock position.
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Event Itt-194
tRIG 4 attempted to draw BLUE 3 Into a heavy flak area located &G 21627tN/106622%t
but BLUE 3 disengaged. BLUE 3 and 4 rejoined and remained in the general area of
21*251'/106*25'E until the Enterprise group was ott the target. The estimated time

of departure from final CAP station was at 125TH.

Event 111-195
Aircraft Inlvolved;

Four'P-80a vs two 1410-17s

•

amag tMNo 21615'N/10601611
Vicinity Resultw
of Encountert
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time;

'"

8.

I May 196T/121a8H.

Four P-SCe (BLUE Flight) wpre part of a TARCAP supporting a strike on JCS 9.1.
ORDNANCE
A

~AAM
2/0

M10 IZT
11,

•,

DATA SOURCES

ProJect•.nterviews:

None

Messages. Reoorts:
CTO 77.7 011550Z May 1967 OFREP-4 RTSSA,

12.

[
[

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
On ingress to the target, BLUE Plight saw, and turned to engage two 14O 17s which

were Initially seen at one o'clock high.

FP-8 In Event III-19•4).

These are the same MIOs seen initially by the

BLUE Plight subsequently observed two MIG 17s at 21015'N/106016'E, diving toward the
The MIG lead aircraft fired two air-to-air missiles
toward aircraft In the area. The missiles appeared to maneuver, but did not hit any

tariet area from 15-20,000 reet.
&aircraft,

•I

Li7
I2+
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SAircraft
.Resulti

Involved:
No damage

Three %-hCs vs RIG-ITs

Vicinity of Encountert

21018'N/1OT0?TO

3

PRINARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

1.

1 May 1967/1256M.
Oat*e/Time:
Three A-C0 were part of the six strike aircraft attacking JCS 9.1 (see Table 1
of the Introduction to this event).
8.

ORDNANCE
RIGe tired cannon with no hits.

1.DATA SOURCESj
Proeat Interviews:

"CTO 77.7

None.

011550Z May 1967 oPREP-4.

CTO 77.7 0117001 May 1967 OPReP-5.

It. NANRATIVE DESCRIPMTON
As BLUE Fllghtý ingressed, the first

defenses encountered were two MIG-Is which

0
passed under the flight at approximately 21°26'N/106 26'E without attempting to attack

or

fire.

The flight encountered very intense AAA,

of 3T/57/85mm approximately one minute

*

The pilots reported that it was the most intense they had ever encountered.
roll in.
No AAA was received after roll in due to flak suppression aircraft hitting the target
area first.
On the bombing run one member of BLUE Flight saw four MIG-17s airborne In pursuit
then a epressed.
run and with
flight
continued
BLUE
Event I1!-195.
or
the flight
SIDEWINDER.While
a MIG-17
111-194
to downthe
the P-8 of
Event
they inobserved
egr*831fn9
was blown off and the RIO tumbled and impacted at about 21026'N/l06028'E.
the RIG's tall

fo

during egrees,

Subsequently,

the rlight was jumped by two MIG-17s (possibly three)

at 1256H, position 21618'N/1070T7'E. The MIGs rolled in from 10 o'clock high. BLUE
Fl.ght (composed of three aircraft at this time) was on a heading of 105 degrees, at
5000 feet and 450 knots.

BLUE Flight turned with the MIas and at the same time 37mm AAA

As the
opened up from the ground, and during the break a member of BLUE Plight was hit.
The mIGs.
member who had been hit
flight righted and jettisoned tanks they lost the
observed the right wing tip to be missing.
All aircraft recovered on board safely.

Ii

I
,~
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Event III-197
Aircraft Involved: Two A-4Cs vs two MIG-17z
Result: One MI0 destroyed
"Vicinity of Encounter: 21021'N/106 0 20'E
1. PRIMARY MISS:ON AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tlime: 1 May 1967/1244H.,
Two A-4Cs (BLUE Flight) were part of the flak suppression support for a strike on
Jcs 9.1.
2. MISSION ROUTE
Prom BON KOMME RICHARD, north to the ingress point (probably north of Haiphong) a..1

[

west to Kep.

3.
A-4C

Egress was the reverse route.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
BLUE

1. 2

LAU-1O 20nun
rocket
4 - rounds
90

pod loaded with VT-fused ZUNI rockets (mounted on TERS)

4O0 gallon centerline tank
grey and white paint scheme
IFF-Off; TACAN-Off; ALQ-51, APR-27 On.
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Unknown.

S.

INITIAL DETECTION

As BLUE 1 and 2 pulled off the target, they saw two MIG-17s coming from the southwest.
The MIGs were inside BLUE Flight's turn at 1500 feet range.
6.

ACTION INITIATED

As the MIGs attacked BLUE 1, BLUE 2 attacked the MIGs,
break.

S7.
q-

r

L

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
-BLUE 1 executed a high-g barrel roll and forced the MIGs to overshoot. As the MIGs
split, BLUE 1 selected the second one of the MIGs and fired three ZUNI rockets at him,
one of which hit, resulting in a kill.
BLUE 1 then attacked the lead MIG but his guns would not charge.
B..

ORDNANCE

"(No.

SBLUE

•i.MIGs

B

EUE
1
2

Rocket

p,

liz

3/1

2/0

Remarks

One MIG-17 killed

At least 1/0
S9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE l's

guns were jammed.

BLUE l's

radio transmitter became inoperative during the engagement.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience
BLUE 1 was on LSO.

•;i:•

fired/No. hits)

Cannon

fl
i

while calling for BLUE 1 to

DATA SOURCES
11.
Project Interviews:
Messages, Reports:

Had considerable experience in F-., as well as A-4.

BLUE 1, June 1967.

77.7 011700 May 1967 OPREP-5/O01.

.CTG

CTG 77.7 011550 May 1967 OPREP-4/007.

12..
6:

[strike

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight of two A-4Cs were part of the flak suppression aircraft assigned to a
on Kep Airfield.-
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Event 111-197

j•
i

Since no flak sites on the northeast side were observed active (the assigned target)

BLUE 1 and 2 attacked MI~s on the taxiways at Kep as briefed. BLUE 1 expended 13 of 16
ZUNI (V'T fused) and BLUE 2 expended 16 ZUNI on two MIG-17 aircraft in Area D of the target.

j

BLUE 1 and 2 had attacked on a north-south run and on coming off the target made a

left roll out. On rolling out they saw two MIG-17s (MIU lo 2) coming out of the southwest.
The M1Os were inside of BLUE Flight's left turn and closed to 1500 feet range.
As the MIOs closed they overshot BLUE 2 and concentrated their attack on BLUE 1,
with both MIGs firing cannon.
While MIG 1 and 2 were closing and firing at BLUE 1,

BLUE 2 got behind MIG 2 and called for BLUE 1 to break.
BLUE 1 went into a high-g barrel roll over the top.

The MIGs pulled up and attempted

V

to follow but could not match the turn. As the MIGs pulled up BLUE 2 fired two bursts
of 20mm at MIG 2 but achieved no hits.I
As a result of the barrel roll, BLUE 1 forced the MIGs underneath and out in front.

At I o'clock at 500 feet and they split; and BLUE 1 rolled down to position on MIG 2;
BLUE 2 broke right and disengaged.
BLUE I fired one ZUNI with 50 mil lead and 3 g,

at MIG 2 but it

missed.

.1

He then added

lead to 75 mil and with 3 g at 800 feet range, with a plan view of the MIG at about 300

angle off, BLUE 1 fired two more ZUNI rockets.

One ZUNI was observed to detonate.

After

using the ZUNI pods they were jettisoned.
BLUE 1 rolled hard right to check his 6 o'clock position and lost visual contact with
MI1 2.
As BLUE 2 pulled back to the left a MIG passed at 10 o'clock in a sixty degree dive
and impacted at approximately 21 0 21'50"N/106*30'30"E.
BLUE 2 observed black smoke rising
from the impact area and BLUE 1 was credited with a kill.
After checking his 6 o'clock, BLUE 1 then acquired and went after the lead MIG
(MIG 1) but BLUE l's
guns would not charge.
(In post flight - rad hat inspection the rad
has clips were found to be Jammed.)
BLUE I then disengaged.
He left Kep with 2500 pounds of fuel and it took 18 minutes
to
get
out
because
much
avoidance
was atrequired.
During
hi.:R transmitter.
He finally arrived
the carrier
with the
800 engagement
pounds of BLUE
fuel. I had lost
Post flight inspection showed a small nick in the leading edge flap.
It was thought

|

to be from AAA fire and not due to the MIG's attacks.

V,,
I
I
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Event 111-198
Aircraft Involved: Four A-4Es vs three MIO-17s
Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 27-23'N/IO6l5I'E
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 1 May 1967/after 1244H.
Four A-4E (BLUE Flight) were part of the flak suppression support for a strike on
Kep Airfileld.i

8.

ORDNANCE
fired/No. hits)
Cannon
1/0
Xt:least once/0

(No.
BLUE 1
NIG 2, 3

F

Rpmark_
Estimate possible damage.
At BLUE 2.

4

11.
DATA SOURCE
Pro.ect Interviews: None.
Messages, Rep•'cts:
CTO 77.3 011550Z May 1967 OPREP-4/007.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
"During egress from the target MIGs appeared in the area. One MIG-17 (MIG 1) passed
in front of BLUE 1 in a slow turn. BLUE I fired 20mm at MIG 1, and MIG 1 then rolled
inverted and pulled down, recovering at low altitude and departed the area. BLUE 1
estimates possible damage to this MIG.
BLUE 2 was jumped by two MIG-17s (MIG 2, 3), with the MIGs at 3 o'clock position.
BLUE 2 descended to extremely low altitude and evaded MiGs by a series 'of ioh-o turns.iI•
Two F-SE9 TARCAP (Event 111-194) chased the MIGs away.
12.

$j
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Event 111-199

C

Aircraft Involved: Two F-4Cs vs two unidents
Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter: 20O40'N/107*40'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 1 May 1967, 1710OH

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Two bogey sightings separated by 5 minutes by CAP orbiting at coastline
for drone flight; bogeys above 30,000'; distance too great for identification.

Event 111-200
Aircraft Involved: Eight F-105s vs at least

three MIG-17s

3K

Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter: 21i50'N/105030'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 1 May 1967, 1718H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

4

Plight of four P-105s, part of ALFA strike on Thai Nguyen Steel Plant,
saw two MIGs at first time and position ingress at 6 o'clock; MIGs trailed for
15 Miles until two P-I4C MIG CAP (see Event 111-197) closed; MIG CAP had been
following strike force; while egressing, second F-105 flight saw two silver
aircraft which turned and were lost.

Aircraft Involved:

Event 111-201
? F-4? vs ? MIO-?

Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

'
Near Chinese Border

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 1 May 1967/unknown

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Silver MIs sighted by F-4 aircraft near China/NVN border.
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Event 111-202
Aircraft Involved:
Result: No damage

i

Four F-4Cs vs three MIU-17s

Vicinity of Encounter:

21l50'N/105 0 30'E

PRIMARY MISSION.AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: I May 1967/1725H
There was another
Four F-4Cs (BLUE flgiht) were flying MICCAP for the strike force.
flight ot F-4s on MIGCAP for the same strike, four with BLUE flight following the strike
1.

force.

MISSION ROUTE
Then they
The flight departed Ubon and then refueled on ORANGE ANCHOR extended.
proceeded to Channel 97 for rendezvous with strike force, and then up to Yen Bai
2.

fozr ingress to the target down Thud Ridge.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
Each F-11C

2

- AIM 9B
ECM Pod right outboard
Left outboard
370 gal. tank
Centerline
tank
RIO-17
Silver, no marking
4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Scattered, broken deck of clouds,
Altitude:
11,000-12,000 ft
RU j71300

7 miles visibility.
.

500 kts
12,000 lb
H!I State:
Flight Formation: Pod formation, stacked slightly low.
S. INITIAL DETECTION

p

"

BLUE 3 Back called "MIGs at 6 o'clock".
The MIGs were moving toward 8 o'clock and
The MIGs were silver.
were about 1,000 ft AOL about two miles away.
ACTION IN1TIATED
BLUE I Front (Lead) immeiiately looked at "deep 6 o'clock" and saw three delta winged
airplanes 5-7 miles behind in trail about 2,000 - 3,000 ft apart. BLUE I announced he had
them and led formation into a left break down and to the left going afterburner.
6.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
After about a 1800 to 2200 diving turn BLUE 1 closed at the 8 o'clock position and
realized that the three delta aircraft were F-4s.
The MIWs were gone.
7.

8. ORDNANCE
No firing.
9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None reported

71. DATA SOURCES
RED BARON Interview: BLUE 1 Front
SMessages* Reports:
OPREP-3
011300 May 67, 8TFW
12.

i

-

DOI 05015

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
The nature of this event is made clearer by an explanation rather than a narrative.

The procedure had been that if a man in the flight sights a MIG he does not take his eye
off it.
He calls it.
If the flight leader does not pick it up immediately, he will
give that man the lead of the flight until he doee.
In this event BLUE 1 looking down
After
the debriefing
it are
became
clear
3, (back)That
hadwas
actually
called,
"I have
them. There
three
of the
themBLUE
in trail."
exactlyseen
whatMI.5
BLUE 3
(back) saw - three M1Is in trail. BLUE 1 then continued to lead the flight down after 3
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delta winged aircraft low 2,O00-3,000 ft that turned out to be F-4s that should have
been escorting another strike flight ten minutes earlier but were late.
BLUE flight
was unable to reaquire the MIN8 which were very low in the mountains with the low
scattered puffy rain clouds.
DLUE flight saw no SANs.
The other F-4 flights which was ,leading the0 strike force,

was fra•gcd to orbit in

the vicinity of 20032'N/105°03'E
to 21I6'N/105 16'E.
The flight flew direct from
Channel 97 to 20035'N/101 450'E, arriving at 1725H.
Due to poor visibility (2-3 miles in
has.) the flight determined to cover the strike force egress route in accordance with
0

special instructions.

At l726H the flight proceeded to the vicinity of 2104O'N/104 30'E.

All strike flights egressed at

1745Z

without seeing MIOs or SAts,.

R

20E

-I

!3i!
I i
i

~I

ii
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Aircraft Involved: Pour P-105s vs one possible
MI O-211

c

I

Event 111-203

Results. Sighting

Vicinity of Encounter: 2054'HN/1O•22'E
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 2 May 1967, 0951H

1.
11.

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.
It.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Egressing strike flight at 17,000' saw single bogey at 26,0001; bogey, which

looked like MIO-21,

disappeared into clouds withuut hostile action.

Event III-204

Aircraft Involved: Pour F-105s vs two NIG-17s
Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:

,

1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:

11.

21030'N/1070 05'E

2 May 1967, 0915H

DATA SOURCE

SCINCACPLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.
*

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Egressing strike flight at 6000' saw two MIOs make pass from 9000' and
9 o'clock; MI~s rolled in to 2000' behind #2 F-105; flight went supersonic
and left MI0s; no firing seen.

'

Event 111-205
Aircraft Involved: Two RF-1Ola vs at least
one MI0-?

Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 210 0'N/105e33'C
1.
11.

4

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 3 May 1967, 1630H
DATA SOURCE

CIMCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

t

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Photo flight saw black puffs 25-50'
2 miles to right; no further contact.

away and observed single MIO tracking
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Aircraft Involved:
Result:

Three RF-ICs vs One MIO-21

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 21*511N/lcý4l13'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

iso
gis
Date/Time: 3 May 1967/1705H
arcnasac
Three RP-IICs (BLUE Plight) were on a-eonisnemsinaantJ38.4
8.

ORDNANCE

2/0

DATA SOURCES

132 TRW 03120OZ May 1967
432 TRW 04000UZ May 1967
12.

221

Alkalal AA-1

K1O-21
11.

c

OPREP-3
OPREP-3

TUOC 03211
TUOC 03244

NARRATIVE

At 1657H while heading 019 degrees at 25,000 feet HSL, at 200 45'N/104 0 50'E, BLUE
Plight received a 3-ring x-band from the 11 o'clock position.

At 1704H while heading 019 degrees at 20,000 feet MSL when at 210 51'N/104 0 13'E, still
Inbound to the target, BLUE Plight noted the x-band signal move from 11 o'clock to 9
o'clock position.
Thirty seconds later BLUE Flight observed a single silver MIG-21 with no markings

at 24,000 feet MSL, at 10 o'clock high, in a pursuit curve slipping to 7 o'clock position.

i

BLUE Plight broke left and down, and at this tLme two missiles were seen to pass off
to the right. One missile was observed to explode off the right wing, 300 feet away, at
the same altitude. The missile appeared fat and stubby resembling the AA-1 Alkelai.
trajectoryI
maneuver, the
missile seemed
to be the
on amissile
straight
During
g evasive
rather the
thafthigh
tracking
his aircraft.
The backseater
observed
to detonate in a
white putty burst.

BLUE Flight dropped tanks and exited the area in a descent at Mach 1.4.

The x-band

signal continued at 6 o'clock with a strength of three rings until 20 40'N/103 025'E.
time that the MIG broke off was 1710H.
On sighting the MIG-21, the flight dispersed 8 carts of chaff.

BLUE 1 and 2 jinked

The

to channel 97 at 10,000 feet altitude and BLUE 3 continued his

descent to the deck and proceeded to channel 97.
BLUE Flight
- that the MIO-21 was GdC vectored for about 10 minutes prior to
contact sinc6 thet .L'ght received strobes of 1-1/2 to 2 rings and the signal moved from

1 to 2 o'clock position while the flight was on a heading of 019 degrees.
weather was 2/8 coverage with tops at 12,000 feet 1tSL. The visibility was 5-6"I:
miles The
in haze."
One member of BLUE Flight received a MIO warning "Bandits at 70 miles."

I

J

I

I
Ji

'4'
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j
Aircraft Involved:

,

1
two MI0-211
a) five
Four F- Cs va b)
NIOl172

One MIO-21 destroyed
Result:
a)
21008'N/105051VE
Vicinity of Encountert
b)
1.

2103'N/105030'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

4 May 1967/

Pour F-4Cs (BLUE

1

435H

flight) were on a MIOCAP mission in

from TakhlS which were striking JCS 82.24.
also on MIGCAP for this force.

support or a force of 20 P-1058

In addition, another flight of P-4Cs were

The flights of P-105s which encountered MIGs are those of

Events 111-211 and 111-212.
2.

MISSION ROUTE

Departed Ubon and effected rendezvous with the strike force at the ORANOE ANCHOR
Prom there the force proceeded to0 Channel 97.

drop off.

2137'N/1O45l4'E then direct to 21341'N/10
the right side of Thud Ridge.
"ORANGE ANCHOR.
3.
P-4C

Prom Channel 97 direct to

33'E,.then direct to 2108'N/1050 51'E down

Egress was the same route with post strike refueling on

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
BLUE 1. 2, 3. 4
4 - AIM-TE SPARROW
4 - AIM-9B SIDEWINDER

1 - QRC-160 Pod
I - 600 gal centerline tank
1 - 370 gal wing tank

MIG-21
Clean

Li

Silver
Clean
afterbourner
Silver4

S....*No
4.

A

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:

Scattered clouds at 2000 to 4000 ft,
BLUE

Altitude:

S1500

l1,000

visibility

15 miles.

t7

.

kts
S7A500
12,000 lb
Fuel State:
Formation:
?litht
Pod with BLUE 2 high on the right and the element (BLUE 3,
low, almost line abreast.
5.

4)

on the left,

slightly

INITIAL DETECTION
IOs were in the area.

BLUE flight received MIG warnings and knew

BLUE 2 saw two MIO-21s,

of the first or second F-105 flights call MIGs.

They heard one

at 11 o'clock

level, attacking a flight of F-105s and called them out.

6.

ACTION INITIATED

"bLUE flight warned the F-l05a and broke into the MIG-21s going to afterburner
and jettisoning tanks.
7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE 1 fired three SPARROWS at one of the 1410-21s, missing with all

three.

He then

fired four SIDEWINDERS, one of which hit the MIG-21 resulting in a kill.
Outbound from the target BLUE flight engaged five MIG-I7s in the vicinity of Hoa

During this engagement, BLUE 2 fired three AIM-9Bs without scoring a hit.
Lao airfield.
BLUE flight then disengaged due to Bingo fuel and egressed.

S
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S. ORDNANCE

BLUE 1
BLUE 2
Klan

(No.
SPARROW
31/0

fired/No. hits)
SIDEWINDER
4/1
3/0

Remarks
All fired at 1IO-21.
Fired at MIG-17

One MI1-21 killed.

None

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE l's cockpit mounted gun camera did not work due to improper loading.
left outboard tank would not jettison.
9.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience
Total
HOUrs
BLUE__
Front
4900
Back
BLUE 3
Front
BLUE 2

Front
Back

350

F-4
Hours

Combat
Missions

230

50

90

86

4200

845

20

2750

430

--

BLUE 3's

Remarks
Second MID kill.

engagement.

Third air-to-air

First encounter with MIG-17

720

410o
-Comments on this Encounter
BLUE 1 (Front) fired everything he had at the MI1-21.
With a gun, he would havre got
a couple of MIG-17s in the second fight.
He made many dry passes at them. For other
comments see Events 111-102, -207, and -252).
BLUE 3 - It was the first time that he had seen the MIG-17s get into a tight little
turn and stay there.
It was amazing how the MIG-17 turned. The turns effectively
negated the missile attacks.
Since the F-4s had no guns, a tight turn orbiting low to
the ground was a successful defense.
To combat the MIG's defense tactics should be to work two elements In the vertical.
One keeps the MIGs busy, and the other should drift off to get separation. When the
second element returns he should call the first element to pull up and away, leaving
a SPARROW shot for the second element.
DATA SOURCES
o t Interviews: BLUE 1, 4 June 1967; BLUE 3, 2 June 1967
meHsa es, Reports:
8 TFW 041120Z May 1967 OPREP-3 DOI 05080
8 TFW 041435Z May 1967 OPREP-3 DoI 05086
AIM 7D/E Missile Performance Reports for BLUE 1

11.

1U

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE flight was one of two flights of F- 4Cs providing MIGCAP for a force of F-105

striking the Hanoi transformer station, JCS 82.24.
BLUE flight rendezvoused with two flights of F-105s which was the flight of Event
111-211 and one other (GREEN flight). This was accomplished at ORANGE ANCHOR drop off
and CAP position was taken iomedlately. The force proceeded to Channel 97 and orbited
waiting for the rest of the strike force. After two orbits, rendezvous was completed
and the Ingress course was set.

lAlthough official sources indicated BLUE I fired 3 AIM-7E,

both BLUE I's interview and

BLUE 3's interview state that BLUE 1 had no ordnance remaining during the engagement
with
the MIG-17s.
It to
is be
concluded
3M-TE
onsequence
BLUE 1 tends
did notto tune
properly
therefore,
was unable
fired. that
BLUE one
113 Afiring
confirm
this. and,

3
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The force from Tekhli flew flights in trail. The first escort (-40C) flight was
That placed the IRON HAND flight out front. ThV strike
force was led by the mission commander with the first flight of F-4s a little high and
out to his right. BLUE flight was about 1 to 1 1/2 m1 in trail of the last P-105 flight
(GREEN flight) and about 2000 ft higher. The flight in front of GRELN flight was the
flight of Event 111-211.
The flight jetttioned the centerline tank about Yen BaI. During ingress MIG calls
were heqrd for the target area via the BULLSEYE system.
After hitting the turn point at 1432H, BLUE flight proceeded down Thud Ridge for
about 3 minutes. Durinm this time the first or second F-105 flight made a call "1M41s at
9 o'clock low." This alerted BLUE flight to the NI0s location direction.
When about 5 to 6 mi from Phuc Yen (1435M), BLUE 2 saw two MIO-21s and called them
out. BLUE 1 immediately spotted them, instantly identifying them as MIO-21s, and called

near the front or the formation.

to jettison tanks and go to afterburner.

\,,2

v
1

BLUE 3's outboard tanK did not jettison.

When seen, the MIGs were at 10 to 11 o'clock from BLUE flight level and crossing
left to right angle off 450. They were at about the same altitude as BLUE flight and
had apparently chandelled up from off the deck. The MI0s Wert turning in on a flight
of P-105s (OREEN flight) immcdiately preceding BLUE flight.
The Hl4s were at GREEN flight's 7 to 8 o'clock position, about 1 mi back.
BLUE 1 also saw some MIGs attacking the other flight in front of GREEN flight.
[These are the F-lOSs in Event III-211])and called this flight to break right.
BLUE flight broke into the two MIG-21s which were crossing rapidly from left to
right. One MIG continued to turn after the GREEN flight but the second 14O broke right,
going down and under BLUE flight turning 1800 and diving for the deck. This MIG was not
seen again.
BLUE flight started after the first MI
and vector rolled ror position. BLUE 1
obtained an immediate lock-on, in boresight.
This MIG broke right a&,d started an evasive
maneuver.
The MI0 outturned BLUE flight but BLUE 1 and 2 went high to stay with the MIO's
turn. BLUE 3 and 4 also went high but were unable to match the turn :.-d ended up high
and to the outside.
The MI then reversed as BLUE 1 and 2 came over the top. Ae the
, 10 reversed to the left, BLUE 3 and 4 were looking head-on at the MIG and would have
had a SPARROW shot if BLUE 1 and 2 had not maintained position on the M1G.
However,
BLUE 1 and 2 were able to reverse their turn and stay with the MIG. The MIG passed
under BLUE 3 and 4 as they went high and outside or the turn again.
the IG, according to the firing reports. Therz'
is some inconsistencie in the data
with OPREP 041112 indicating a firing interlocks in at about a mile range. Interlocks
is also supported in OPREP 0414135.
The missile
reports
give much the
larger
firing
interlock
out. seems
Considering
the type firing
of action
encountered,
firing
rangeranges
of 4 and
mi which
was given
In all
cases1,the
given atand8500
0.9 4Mach
and ata
200 astlarge.
aspect
to BLUE
who MIG-21
was at target
8000 ftwasaltitude
at ft
.9 altitude.
Mach pulllng
g's with
slight overtake. The missile select light had been on 5 minutes prior to launch.
The first missile failed to guide and went ballistic and rapidly passed out of sight.
The second and third missiles appeared to guide but passed behind the MIC-21 and were
lost from view.
One source,
OPREP
reported BLUE
I firing
threetheSPARROWS,
indicating that
the third
fired 041120Z,
out of parameters
the
MIO
after
were
fired.one Nowassource
indicates
more than atthree
SPARROWS
were first
fired. three SIDEWINDERS

4;/

Sto

No further SPARROW firings by BLUE 1 were indicated in this event; however, after
firing the last SIDE4INDERS, BLUE 1 was reported as being out of ordnance. Since BLUE 1
was loaded with eight missiles, it is copncluded that one AIM-7 must have detuned and,
therefore, was not able to be fired in the fight. It is a possibility that a fourth
AINM-E was fired by BLUE I and not indicated in thi OPREPS; but due to the consistency
of the report of three SPARROWS fired, this situation Is considered unlikely.
The MIG-21 continued to turn and started to climb with BLUE 1 violently maneuvering
stay behind. At about 17,000 ft the MIG-21 was a little slow and he reversed. BLUE I
observed the 1igto be down sun and high against a clear sky.
BLUE 1 went to HEAT and got a good tone, then pulled lead enough to put the target
on the edge of the missile field of view. BLUE 1 fired two SIDEWINDERS which passed
behind the MIG. The third SIDEWINDER fired,guided, and exploded 5 to 10 ft under tne
MIGs tail at the 5 o'clock position. This missile scored the kill. A fourth SIDEWINDER
was fired while the MIO was in a violent evasive mineiver and burning, but it missed
and its further flight was unobserved.
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3

For all lamnches a good tone was achieved, with the target tracked 1 to 3 seconds
airspeed was 540 KTAS, altitude
Por all of the launches BLUE l's
prior to each launch.
BLUE 1's aircraft was banking and slightly climbing with
'1-000 t, at 1 1/2 to 2 sgs.
The firing range was 4000 to 5000 ft. The angle off was from 10 to
a elight overtake.
250 with the missile which ncored a hit being fired at 200.
After the third exploded, no pieces were observed to come off the aircraft but
the MIO went into a violent maneuver, pulling hard to the left and then snapping back to
At about this
the right in a roll. The MI0 straightened out and 3inked right and left.
time guide."
the WIG started to burn and BLUE 1 fired his fourth SIDEWINDER at the MI0, which did
not
The MIG kept turning and then leveled off in a 150 dive and headid toward Phuc Yen.
The Ml0 began to burn brightly with fire coming from the left side of the fuselage from
the canopy back.
The fire was brilliant white with pieces coming off (like a magnesium
flame.
As they neared Phuc Yen, the
BLUE flight followed the MIG at about 1/2 mil range.
BLUE 3 called for BLUE 1 to break right.
flight started to receive heavy B5ms flak.
However, BLUE 3 observed the MI1 to continue
BLUE 1 did so and did not see the MIG crash.
on and cross the runway to impact 100 yards, south of the runway near an 85mm flak site.
No ejection from the MI0 was observed.
After breaking right to a heading of west, BLUE flight climbed to
l0,QO ft and then made a turn to the west of Phuc Yen, heading east.
Hanoi and Thud Ridge the flight turned right to a heading of south and
Since the MIG-21 engagement,
Hanoi, turned right to a heading of west.
not been able to regain their pod formation.
Just as BLUE 3 rolled out from the turn, a SAM passed through the

passed IOC to 300 ft under the nose of BLUE 3.

between 8000 and
At a point between
after crossing
the flight had
flight.

The SAM

The first that BLUE 3 saw of the SAM

BLUE 3 broke down into the direcit was very close coming from 7 o'clock from the south.
tion from which the SAM had originated and as he rolled out, another exploded 500 ft
off the right wing.
The P-lOS force had by this time egrezted up Thud Ridge so BLUE flight descended
No flak was observed.
and egressed out over the valley heading for Hoa Lao.
When at about 4000 ft altitude and about 5 ml east of Hoa Lac, BLUE 1 saw five
BLUE 3 and 4 were in a fluid four formation at this time
MIG-17s circling the field.
and were back.of and slightly higher than BLUE 1 and 2.
The MIGs were at about 2000 ft
altitude.
At this time BLUE 3 had about 9000 lb of fuel and was at about 550 kts.

BLUE flight had heard no MIG warnings for Hoa Lac.
BLUE 1 by
BLUE flight descended to the MIGs altitude and started to engage them.
Although the engagement occurred right over Hoa Lac
this time had no ordnance left.
airfield and BLUE flight altitude varied from 15u0 to 8000 ft, no flak or ground fire
was encountered.

The X10s did not attempt to shoot at BLUE flight as BLUE 1 and 2 and BLUE 3 and 4

yo-yoed
up and down to stay with the M103. The MI~s stayed in a tight left turn at about
2000 ft altitude. This meant that BLUE flight was either too close for a SPARROW shot
or was pulling too many g's for a SIDEWINDER attack.

{[•':!

Three AIM-9Bs were launched
Despite this, BLUE 2 attempted to fire a SIDEWINDER.
wasW
a harddueleft
2'S to aircraft
Theturning
1110-17 MI1-17,
was nosebuthigh
a to 3 c's.
IR background,
and ground
to turn
angle and
off BLUE
missed
all in
against
a hard

For all three launches BLUE 2 was at 450 KTAS and 2000 to 3000 ft altitude, pulling

nose low with 100 kts overtake.

The track crossing angle was about 300 at firing.

The tone was good for all
range was 3000 to 4000 ft with 300 angle off.
had no radar lock and the missiles were launched visually.

lavnches.

The
BLUE 2

After several turns with the MIGs, BLUE 3 and 2 pulled up and went out about 3 to 2
BLUE 3 got a radar look on the MIGs which
mi to the east and turned to come back in.
As he turned inbound, BLUE 3 asked if he could
under attack by BLUE 1 and 2.
were still
come in and received an affirmative answer from BLUE 1. BLUE 3 failed to communicate
however, and BLUE I and 2 did not pull out of the MIO's pattern
exact a situation,
the
SPARROW shot.
to allow

Not getting the SPARROW shot, BLUE 3 presstd on in for a SIDEWINDER attack and

BLUE 3, with about
with a good growl selected a MIG who was in a slight left turn.
1 1/2 g's on the airplane and looking up at the M10, started to close into firing paramAt this time BLUE 2 came from the outside of the turn and slid In between the
eters.

MIG and BLUE 3.

Due to BLUE 3's closure, he had to pull up and break off the attack.

BLUE 3 and 4 went out and tried the same tactic again but again, due to confusion
By this time BLUE 4 was at absolute BINGO
about the tactic, failed to get off a shot.
and the flight broke off and egressed.
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Ivent ?U-2o?

At one time during the tight BLUE 3, vartid by BLUE 1, saw a NMG--T at his 7 o'clock

In a hard left turn.

Due to the angle ofi, bLUE 3 could see the top or the 14101% wing

->

and the paint scheme. 'To thirdn or tho top or the wing was red and from the tip in
4 or 5 ft it was solid red and then the red t"pored off to the leading and trailing
edges. which tapered ot' towards the fuselage.
During egress, BLUE 4 Jettisoned four AIM..-9s due to fuel oonsideratIons.
After

IJ-

I:

refueing with ORANGE ANCHOR. the flight returned to base.
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I
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Event 111-208
Aircraft Involved: Four F-4Cs vs two to three

S~unident

.!amage
Results: No
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

21 0 32'N/103 0 57'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Dati±/Tlme: 3 May 1967, 1710H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CIV.C!lACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
,:io CAP flight for ALFA strike held to west due ALQ-71 failure, and observed
four wing tip vortex condensation trails at 1 o'clock in a high-U turn into a
split-S maneuver; then observed 2-3 silver A/C; unidents 30 miles from flight;
u...tl'. to distinguish A/C type or markings due distance; seemed to be on attack
head.Ung toward flight, which turned to attack, but lcst visual contact.

Event 111-209
Aircraft Involved: Four F-4C vs two unident
Results: Sighting
of Encounter:

VWicinity
1.

21 0 20,N/104o25,E

SITUATION V
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL
Date/TIme:

4 May 1967,

1425K, 1440H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFL'T Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Lead Of ECM escort flignt at 29,000' picked up a bogey at his 3 o'clock
position approx 4 miles out at 5-10,000' altitude; lead was unable to distinguish
A/C type; 15 minutes later, !:light at 29,000' picked up a bogey at 3 o'clock
pooition, level and 5-7 miles away; at approx 5 miles, bogey dropped to approx
22,000' and passed flight 5 miles to right.

Event 111-210

Aircraft Involved:

Four F-hCs vs four

MIG-17s and four MIG-21s

Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter: 21*15'N/105o17'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 4 May 1967, 1433H
11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

14ARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
MIG CAP flight at 16,000' was ingressing along Tfuci ridge wher. lead spotted
three silver and one camouflaged 1IG-17 heading directly beneath; a climbing
silver MI0-21 was simultaneously sighted but all MaGs disappeared before
maneuvering could be initiated; at !435H, #3 sighted two silver MIG-21s at
second nosition shown; no pursuit Initiated; lead at ba: e of Thud ridge
spottel one MIG-21 climbing into a cloud; no pursuit undertaken due low fuel.
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MIO-17sEvent 111-2
Aircraft Involved:
1.

Date/Time:

No

Four F-10 a vs one MI-1and

PRMARYMISSON
AD TATICAMSITATIO
Re~talt: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:

Near 2lO08'N/105051'E

4 May 1967/ about 14135H

Four F-105Ds (BLUE flight) were part of a strike force from Takhli attacking JCS
82.214, whichi Included 16 strike aircraft (or which BLUE flight was one and the flight of
In addition, the
Event 111-212 and GREE14 flight of Event 111-207 wer'e also members).
flight and an IRiON H~AND flight was in the area between
a flak suppre~sion
force4 Included
0
0
0
45'E.
and
21
2l'N/105
21-3 4'N/105 33'E
The flight of Event
The strike force was supported by a MIGCAP of eight .-14Cs.
111-207 was part of these.

11.. DATSORCE

L

Messages, Reports:
355Trw 0J41330 May 67 OPREP-3 DOTO-011557I
12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE flight was warned of a MIU attack by its F- cover (Event 111-207) and was
directed to breakt right. The flight broke retaining ordnance but when warned a secon4
time. dropped its ordnance in the vicinity of I'huc Yen airfield. The flight observed'

one MIG-21 break off after a single pass.

Two 1410-17s pressed an attack an egress but the flight successfully evaded them.ý

Ki
t.

T
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Event 111-212

Aircraft Involved:
Result:

Four F-105s vs one MIG-21

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:

Near 2108'N/105*51'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
4 May 1967/Shortly after 1435H
Date/Time:
from Takhli
Four F-lOSs (BLUE flight) were part of a strike force
was one
82.24, which included 16 strike aircraft (of which BLUE flightmembers).
of Event 111-211 and GREEN flight of Event 111-207 were also
flight and an IRON HAND flight was in
force included a flak suppression
0
0
1.

0
-21 0 341'N/io5 33'E and 21 21'N/105 45'E.

The strike force was supported by a MIGCAP of eight F-4Ce.
-207 was part of these.
8.

The flight of Event III-

ORDNANCE

MIO-21
11.

attacking JCS
and the flight
In addition, the
the area between

Soviet AAM
1/0

Remarks
Fired out of range

DATA SOURCES

ojest Interviews: BLUE 3, June 1967
!"Msess. Re~orts:
355TFW 04I330Z May 67 DOTO-0 11557
.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
with 18 x 750 lb bombs and
BLUE flight was part of the strike force and was armed
BLUE 3 had
It is not known which member carried the 500 lb bombs.
6 x 500 lb bombs.
bombs were mounted on a MER rack
2 x 450 gal tanks, an AIM-9B and a QRC-160 pod. The
BLUE 4 had two QRC-160 pods, two 450 gal tanks, and bombs.
on the centerline.
retaining the MER rack, AIM-9B, pod and tanks.
On egress from the target, still
They were at about 8000 ft and 550 kts when BLUE 3
BLUE 3 and 4 headed up Thud Ridge.
looked down and saw a single, silver MIG-21 with red markings.
their
The MIG was about 4000 ft below and 2000 ft out at 8 o'clock, paralleling
Thud Ridge when he
course. The MIG followed BLUE 3 and 4 about a quarter of the way up
started an easy left turn and disappeared.
at BLUE flight
Although not seen by BLUE 3, on egress a MIG-21 launched a missile
ineffective.
was
missile
the
and
range
of
out
was
but the launch
was trying to
It was surmised that the MIG-21 seen by BLUE 3 was the same MIG atwhothe top of Thud
turned
flight
the
when
interception
an
for
catch up with the flight
Ridge.
12.
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Event 111-213
Aircraft involved: Two RL"-4Cs vs Two 1410-17s
Result: Sighting

S"Vicinity
1.

1

11.

of Encounter:
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:
14May 1967/1615H
DATA SOURCES

'432 TFW 041200 May 1967
12.
ii

21*59'N/104*30'E

OPREP-3

TUOC -3267

NARRATIVE

The weather was scattered clouds with
Two RF-4Cs were on a mission against JCS 82.24.
Visibility was 7 miles in haze.
two-eights coverage, with bases at 4500 feet MSL.
From there
The flight departed Udorn and flew to 18025'N/103025'E at 20,000 feet.

"

II:
,at

they proceeded to 200 26'N/1030 43'E then to 2155'N/1040141E and then to 21 0 58'N/101430'E.
From there, at 2000 foot altitude, they proceeded to 20'26'N/103143'E and then to Udorn
29,000

feet.

At 1614H when at 21 0 50'N/104 0 30'E the two RF-4Cs heard a 1410 call from Red Crown of
At the same time the flight received a yellow

"MIGs heading 310 degrees Northwest."
border violations call.

Descending from 20,000 feet to 2000 foot altitude,

signals.

the flight did not receive any

0
At 1615H when at 21054'N/104 30'E in a descent on a heading of 010 degrees the
The M1Gs were at 10,000 foot altitude at 10 o'clock position
flight observed two MIG-17s.
heading 310 degrees.
The RF-4Cs descended to the deck and broke left and did not notice the MI~s to make

•-°'

any move to engage.
The mission was aborted and the flight returned to base.
the MIGs.

were observed on

No markings

.
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SECRETS
Event 111-214
Aircraft Involved:

Vicinit

Four F-105s vs one MIG-21I

of Encounter: 210 28'N/105040'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

4 May 1967, 1441HI

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFILTWtaft Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
ALFA strike flight saw 1410 four miles ahead; flight was descending through
10,0000'; MIC made no hostile moves.

4ireraft Involved:

Event 111-215
One EB66C vs one unident

Results:

No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:

210 06'N/1030 55'E

I. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 4 May 1967, 1453H
11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFIDT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

1

ECM flight at 32,000' escorted by the aircraft In Event 111-209, observed a
dark, unident A/C making a low pass, coming in to 6 miles from 1:30 o'clock andI

'1

then departing.

Event 111-216
Aircraft Involved:

Results:

Your F-105s vs two
1410-21is

Sighting

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.
11.

Yen Vien RR Yard

PRIMARY MISSION ANDO TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 5 May 1967. 1730H.~ 1748H
DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-~68.J
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Number 4 of ALFA strike flight, after completing bomnb run, saw one 1410 and
recovered at alternate base due low fuel; at second time shown, remainder ofI
flight was egressing at 22,000' when it saw one MIG, 20 miles away at 8 o'clock
position in a tight orbit; no hostile action observed.

2~42
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Event 111-217
Aircraft Involved:

flesultnj

Eight F-105s vs one MIO-21

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

21*06'N/103°55'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

2I.

1

4 May 1967,

453H

DATA SOURCE

.12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Two flights reported

seeing one

MIC-21 in

the general

vicinity

of

'

Sam Neua in Laos; MIG made a descending pass on #2 or one flight and came
within 4 ,000' before #2 broke hard left and lost sight of MIU.

Event 111-218
Aircraft Involved:
Results:

IL

Sighting

Vicinity of Encounter:

20*58'N/105*33'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

I

Eight F-105s vs two MIG-21s

11.
12.

Unknown

DATA SOURCE

-CINCPACFLT

L.

5 May 1967,

Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight unable to acquire target due to poor visibility and heavy cloud

covcr; flight leaving target vicinity when they heard another strike flight call
two MI~s at first

LI°I

flight's 6 o'clock position; first

flight jettisoned ordnance

safe but did not see any MIGs.

Event 111-219
Aircraft Involved:

Results:

One RFFC vs ? Unident

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

Date/Time:
11.

21*20'N/10*37'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

8 May 1967, 0343H

DATA SOURCE

:

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Inbound photo A/C received X-band signal ahead while at 1,000' altitude;
subsequent stronger X-band signal at 6 o'clock led to mission abort; photo A/C

broke right and egressed, followed for 8 minutes by X-band signal.
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SECRET
Event 111-220
Aircraft Involved:

$
1.

Result:

Four F-4Cs vs two MIG-21s

Sighting Only

Vicinity of Encounter:

Approximately 15 miles
northwest of Hanoi

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

12 May 1967/1638H-

A flight of four F-4Cs (ORANGE nlight) was providing TARCAP for a strike group of 16
P-105s. The target was the Ha Dong Amy barracka/supply area three miles northwest of

ft

Hanoi, JCS 31.00.
5.

INITIAL DETECTION
Two MIG-21s were observed to be in pursuit of four F-105s.

6.

ACTION INITIATED

(j

The F-105s continued toward the target area as the F-4Cs engaged the MIG-21s.
11. DATA SOURCES
Messages, Reports:

388 TFW
12.

nPREP-3121155Z May 1967 OPNAV OP-OSW Box Score

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Sixteen F-105s, in flights of four aircraft (including BLUE, GREEN, and BLACK flights

of Event 111-221), were on a strike against target number JCS 31.00, Ha Dong Army barracks
and supply area northwest of Hanoi.
A flight of F-4Cs was providing MIGCAP in the area.
The entire strike force encountered intense AW/37/57 and 85 mm AA fire from the target area.
An extremely hostile environment of heavy flak, SAMs and MIGs prevailed in the
target area.
While inbound to the target area, BLUE flight (a flight of F-105s) was briefly
pursued by two MIG-21s.
The MIGs broke off their attack as they were engaged by ORANGE
flight.
GREEN flight (another F-105 flight) observed two MIG-21s during ingress to the
target and one MIG-17 during egress.
No attempt to engage was made by either sicee.
BLACK flight ( a flight of F-105s) sighted four MIG-17s while inbound to the target but
no attempt was made to engage.

1~1j
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SECRET
Event 111-221

*

Aircraft Involved:

kResult:
Z'

Twelve F-105s vs two MIG-21s and fivt MIC-17s

Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter:

Approximately 3 to 15 miles northwest
Hanoi

of

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 12 May 1967/1638n
Sixteen F-105s (including BLUE,

GREEN,

nnd BLACK flights),

in

flights of four air-

craft, were on a strike against target JCS 31.00, Ha Dong Army barracks and supply area
northwest of Hanoi. A flight of F- 4Cs was providing MIGCAP in the area.
2.

MISSION ROUTE
The strike group from Korat,

[

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-105 BLUE I. 2, 3. 4;

approached the target area from the northwest.

ERCWN 1, 2. 3. 4;

BLACK 1. 2. 3. 4

6 - M-117 bombs
1 - M-61 GREEN

F-105 GREEN 1. 2. 3, 4
4 - CBU-24
1 - M-61 GREEN
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
The entire strike force encountered intense AW/37/57 and 85 mm AA fire from the target area. An extremely hostile environment of heavy
flak, SAMs and MIGs prevailed in the
target area.
INITIAL DETECTION
While inbound to the target area, BLUE flight was briefly pursued by two MIG-21s.
The
MIGa broke off their attack as they were engaged by a flight of F-4s (see Event 111-220).
GREEN flight observed two MIG-21s during ingress to the target and one MIG-17 during
egress. No attempt to engage was made by either side. BLACK flight sighted four MIG-173
while inbound to the target but no attempt was made to engage.
6.
ACTION INITIATED
5.

&iV
r

p'

None.
11. DATA SOURCES
Messages: 388 TFW OPREP-31•II55Z May 1967
CINC PACFLT staff study 6-68
12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
See paragraphs 1,

4 and 5.

N":i
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SECRET
Event 111-222
Aircraft Involved: Four F-4Cs vs five MI1-lTs
Result: One F-'4C lost
Vicinity of Encounter: 2059'N/105*30'E
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 12 May 1967/1644H.

1.

for a strike group of
A flight of four P-4Cs (BLUE Flight) was providing MIOCAP
F-105s.
Inbound to the target the entire strike forces encountered SA~s and AA fire.
No MIG warning was received prior to the sighting of the M410.

3

MISSION ROUTE
BLUE Flight departed Danang and proceeded to the WHITE ANCHOR refueling area then to

2.

Channel 97 and directly to target JCS 31.00.

After egress from the target area the flight

refueled at WHITE ANCHOR and returned to a position 40 miles northwest of Hanoi to provide
RESCAP for an F-105 pilot who had been shot down earlier. When at BINGO fuel, the flight
proceeded to RED ANCHOR for refueling and rhen returned to baes.

"3.

P-4C

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
BLUE 1, 3
2
2
1
I

F_4C

SPARROW (AIN-7E)
SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B)
20mm gun (SUU-16)
QRC-160 ECM pod

I

BLUE 2.

4 SPARROW (AIM-TE)
4 SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B)

I QRC-160 ECM pod
_IO-1Ts

Silver with red star on top of wings.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

4.

Weather:

Cleir In the area of the encounter.

BLUE
3
5000 to 7000 ft
northwest
ig
400 to 500 kts
No external
Fighter
escort tanks
in two

4

12

Altitude:
Reading-.
_

___

S~Flight

_t ate:
Formnation:

elements

of two fighters

12

each.

INITIAL DETECTION
As the 7-105 strike group began egress from the target area with BLUE Flight providing fighter cover, the backseater in BLUE 3 called, "MIGs 11 o'clock, low." No MI1
5.

warning had been received.

6.

0

ACTION INITIATED

BLUE 41was told by BLUE 3 to close up the formation and BLUE 4 replied that he wasI

:

oaexperiencing
the afterburner
in the
engine. BLUE
I (Lead) BLUE
reported
contact
with difficulty
the MIGs at with
10 o'clock
low and that
he loft
was hnitiating
an attack.
3
~acknowledged and indicated support of the attack.

I

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
Moments later BLUE 3 sighted two more MIGs at 9 o'clock and reported to BLUE 1 that
he was terminating his support to BLUE 1 and was attacking the second section of MIOs.
While maneuvering to attack, BLUE 3 sighted a fifth MIG making a run on him in his 7-8
o'clock position. A SAM missile call at this time directed the attention of the crew of
BLUE 3 elsewhere and the diversion was sufficient to cause BLUE 3 to lose sight of the
In an effort to relocate the MIGs, BLUE 3 made a Jinking climb to approximately
MIOs.
7.

9000 ft.

From this position BLUE 3 saw a fireball at one o'clock low which was BLUE 4.

Prior to this) BLUE 1 and 2 pursued the first section of MIGs. BLUE 1 gained a
fliring position on MIG 2 and launched a SPARROW (AIM-7) missile In the boresight mode.
As the missile was launched, MIG 2 tightened his turn. After guiding directly toward the
.I1, the missile detonated at approximately 100 ft, 6 o'clol: from MIG 2. BLUE 1, with
BLUE 2 on his wing, yo-yoed off and maneuvered into position again. Once again the MIO1
tightened his left turn and the SPARROW, although trackinE n'cely at the MI1's 6 o'clock
position, burst approximately 100 ft short of MIG 2. Again ULUE 1 and 2 yo-yoed off high,
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SECRET
Event 111-22,
but this time a single F_4C was observed, low, on a reciprocal heading with two mias slowly
closing from his 7 o'clock position. Repeated warnings were given over the radio but the
P_4C railed to take any evasive action. When finally hit, the F-4C burst into flame. This
P-4C was BLUE 4.
g. ORDNANCE
(No. rired/No. hits)
SPARROW
Gun
AIM-7E
SUU-16
2/0
1/0

BLUE 1
BLUE 2, 3

L

0/0

MIG 1
9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 1 - Gun would not fire.
BLUE 3 -

fBLUE

Remarks
Gan would not fire.
One P-4C shot down.

No firing pulse to the electric primer, electrical leads

broken.

APQ-100 failure. No SPARROW capability.
refueling during ingress to the target.

Generator malfunction Indicated after

4 - Experienced some difficulty with the afterburner on the left engine.

10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS
BLUE 1 (Lead) - BLUE Flight was using a discreet communication channel for internal
flight communication while monitoring the strike group frequency on an auxiliary receive.
r
channel was also being monitored for any MIG warnings. None were received.

VGuard

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews: BLUE 1 (Lead) front, 22 June 196T.
Messages: 366TPW OPREP-3 121330Z May 1967
366TFW OPREP-3 12210OZ May 1967
366TF'W OPREP-3 131425Z May 1967
AIM-7D/E Missile Firing Report
12.

w~
I

~

~ ~*~:.-100

LIF-4C

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
A flight of four F-14Cs (BLUE Flight) was providing MIOCAP for a strike group of P-105s
against target JCS 31.00. While in the target area the flight encountered SA~s and AA
fire. Previous to entering the area BLUE I test fired his gun, but it failed to fire.
As the strike group began egress from the target area on a northwesterly heading,
BLUE Flight was providing fighter cover. Four MI~a were sighted at 1 o'clock, low, by
BLUE 3 (back). When directed by BLUE 3 to close up the formation, BLUE 4Jadvised that
he was experiencing difficulty with the afterburner on his left engine. BLUE 3 decided
at that time not to use afterburner to insure that BLUE 4 could maintain a fighting wing
position. Within seconds BLUE 1, with BLUE 2 In fighting wing, and BLUE 3 and 4 providing
support, initiated an attack on MIG 2 (the second MIG of the section). A moment later
BLUE 3 sighted two more MI~s at 9 o'clock with approximately one mile separation from the
lead section. BLUE 3 called BLUE 1 and reported the MIGs stating that his element was
separating from the lead element to attack this second section of MIGa. BLUE 1 acknowledged this transmission and pressed on with his attack.
The lead element, BLUE 1 and 2, made a descending left turn in behind the lead MIG
section and closed the range to about one mile for the trailing MIG, MIC 2, which was in a
gentle left climbing turn at approximately 4500 ft AOL, 500 ft below BLUE 1, at the 12
o'clock position. MIC 2 was acquired in the boresight node and BLUE 1 launched one SPARROW
(AIM-TE) missile. As the missile fired, MIG 2 tightened his left turn. Although the
missile appeared to be guiding directly toward the MIG, the fuze detonated the warhead
ft short of the target at the MIG's 6 o'clock position. To prevent overshooting the
MIG as he continued his left turn to the inside, BLUE 1 and 2 pulled up into a higher
yo-yo. At this time BLUE 1 feels he could have made a successful gun attack against the
MIG if his gun had been operating properly. As he mianeuvered down from the yo-yo, BLUE 1
kept MIG 2 at his 12 o'clock and descending to co-altitude, 5000 ft AUC. MIG 2'was acquired In the manual track node and another SPARROW was launched from a range of 1-1/2 nile.
Once again MIG 2 tightened his left turn and the missile, although tracking nicely at
the MIC's 6 o'clock position, detonated approximately 100 ft short of NbC 2.
Again BLUE 1 and 2 yo-yoed off high to gain seoaration. At this time BLUE 1 saw am
at 11 o'clock low, on a reciprocal heading, in a slight left turn, with two MIG-173
slowly closing from his 7 o'clock position. It is possible, according to BLUE 1, that
the two MI~s were MIG 1 and 2. After checking that BLUE 2 was still in his fighting. wing
position, BLUE 1 called over his radio, "Single F-4I, you have two MI~s on your taill"
This F-4C was BLUE ~4who had become separated from '1UE 3. BLUE I called several times
for the F-4 to take it down and left but there was n~ovisible response. The single F-Li
continued In a slight left turn as the MIGs closed he range to approximately 1500 ft and
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fired two bursts of what appeared to be 37mm which missed.

The F-4 then began to climb

Slightly while still
in a left turn and the MIs continued to close to about 1000 ft in
range.
BLUE 1 then called, "Ok, take It up!" hoping that the MICs would pass under the
FP-4.
But, once again the F-4 (HLUF 4) failed to respond and continued in a slight, left,
climbing turn.
The MIGs closed to a range less than 1000 ft and fired three More bursts
at BLUE 4 as the entire aft section of the airplane burst into flames.
After about five
seconds during which the burnli,r airplane maintained pitch and bank, the left bank increased and the airplane pitched nose down.
As the nose of the airplane passed through
the horizon, BLUE 1 saw one seat eject and saw a good chute open.
BLUE 2, who was trailIe$ BLUE I saw one chute collap_ýIri on or near the ground and saw another good chute
approximately 2000 ft above it.
From the point where BLUE 3 sighted the second section of MIGs the two BLUE elements
separated.
Because of a radar failure, BLUE 3 did not have a SPARROW capability but did
have two SIDEWINDERS and a 2Omm siili-16 gun.
As BLUE 3 maneuvered to attack it is not
definitely known whether BLUE 4 followed, although from his previous position, and in the
absence of any radio transmission to the contrary. it was assumed that he did follow the
maneuvers.
As BLUE 3 made a descending 3 g left turn towards the MIOs (MIG 3 and 4) he
was attacked by a single MI (KIo 5) from the 7-8 o'clock position.
Continuing in a left
descending turn, BLUE 3 increased to about 4 g which was more than adequate to cause
MI1 5 to overshoot.
At this time a SAM call directed the attention of the crew of BLUE 3
elsewhere and although the SAM was not sighted the diversion was sufficient to cause
BLUE 3 to lose sight of MIO 5 as well as MIG 3 and 4. A Jinking climb at high speed was
The MIGs were not sighted, so
made to about 9000 ft In an effort to relocate the MIOs.
BLUE 3 maneuvered to position his element opposite and above the lead element in an effort
to get a rear quartering shot at the MIO which BLUE 1 was chasing.
After at least one
360 degree, low-g turn at speeds from 420 kts to 500 kts between altitudes of 5000 ft and
10,000 ft, all during heavy flak and occasional SAM calls, BLUE 3 sighted a fireball at
impression was that an P-105 had been hit by a SAM but a quick
His first
3 o'clock low.
visual and radio check confirmed BLUE 4 was not with BLUE 3.
Just prior to seeing the

L
-

BLUE 3 observed one chute. well away

BLUE 3 heard the transmissions of BLUE 1.
foreball,
from the fireball.
While making a circle of the chute BLUE
from one emergency beeper.
f

., 2 and 3 received a loud and clear signal

BLUE Flight
tered extremely heavy flak, five MIG-17 enemy fighters, and several SAMs.
departed the area with BINGO fuel, proceeded to WHITE ANCHOR for aerial refueling, and
returned to a point 40 miles northwest of Hanoi to provide RESCAP for a F-105 pilot who
Intense ground fire was encountered while trying to pinpoint
had been shot down earlier.
a beeper signal.
At BINGO fuel, BLUE Flight proceeded to RED ANCHOR and aerial refueled
before returning to base.
Flight duration was 4 hours, 50 minutes.
MISSILE FIRIG PRAMNETERS
SPARROW (AIM-fl)
FIRING MY SLUE I
Atteebt

_-_Attempt

ITEM(AT TIMEOF FIRING)
AIRCRAFT TYPE
ALTITUDE
,ACM

I
P-4C

F-dC

6000 ft

Sa0oft

.65

.5

READINGATTITUOE

Level

FI6MTER
ASPECT TO TARGET
TYPE
TARGET
ALTITTUE

10'
HIG-I?

MIG-17
5000 ft

FPIRING
ODE
V.

POLARIZATION CLUTTER GATESELECTION
BIT CHECKAND READYAND SELECT LIGHT

.•;

.75

Left-hand turn

FIRING RANGE

1-1.4 mile

lrehsight
With range track
lie. r override&
narrow satisfactory

After
A11-1 initial
guided updrop
the

RESULTS

MIG'S t•ll but burst
about 100 ft 1hort

at the MIG's 6
O'clock.
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Level

0" angle-off

1000 ft
SPIESPAC"

MANEUVER

I
I

MACHI 7 S
Left-hand tareo
1-i/2 mile

Manuel track
only range
Linear override
uar'0a

Istt1 ctory

Sain as first firing
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Event 111-223
Aircraft Involved:

Four F-105s vs rive MIO-17s

Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:

210l5'N/105 0 95'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

1.

Date/Time:

12 May 1967/1642H

Pour F-105s (BLUE Flieht) were providing flak suppression for a following strike
(See Event 111-225).
flight of F-105s.

K

2. MISSION ROUTE
The flight approached the target
the west side of Thud Ridge.

*

3.

area from the northwest,

flying southeasterly along

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS*
2 L50-gal. external fuel tanks
6 750r-lb bombs

F-105

I SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B)
1 QRC-160 ECM pod
1 M-61 20mm gun

BLUE 2. 4

2 450-gal. external fuel tanks

S2

6 750-lb bombs
QRC-160 ECM pods
1 M-61 20mm gun

4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather:
Low, scattered clouds at 2500 ft with good visibility under the clouds,

"

at

000 ft.

tops

BLUE
1

Altitude:
Hfeadjin •:

34

2

2000 ft AOL
kts plus
52°550
152c

Flight Formation:
F

QRC-160 ECM

Pod formation

.5 INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 1 (Lead)

6.

A flight of four M1G-17s was sighted

called, "MI~s at 12 o'clock,"

at a range of approximately 1 to 1-1/2 miles in
heading in the opposite direction.

front of BLUE Flight.

The MIs were

*

ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight engaged afterburner and continued on course as the
the rear of BLUE Flight.

IOas maneuvered toward

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
At approximately the same time the flight of four MI~s was sighted, a single MIG-17

7.

was sighted very low at 3 o'clock.

The MIG made a climbing right turn towards BLUE Flight

and fired his gun at BLUE 4, who was furthest to tiýs ,ight in the formation of BLUE Flight.
Unable to close the range, the MIG
BLUE Flight had accelerated to more than 600 kts.
The
fired two missiles or unguided rockets at BLUE 3 and 4 which fell short by 2000 ft,
The flight of four
missiles (rockets) were fired at an estimated range of 1-1/2 miles.

MIGs,

that had turned and attempted to close the range, turned too late and BLUE Flight

outran them without further expenditure of ordnance.
BLUE 4 fired

8.

ORDNANCE
(No.

BLUE 4

M41

At some point during the encounter

a burst from his gun without effect.

5

fired/No.

"20mm

hits)

Short burst/0
23/3Tmm
Rockets/AAM

Unknown/0

2/0

#Estimated configurations obtained from an airerew in.erview, but not definitely identified with this event.

.,
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I
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AIRCREW COMMENTS

Exoeri ence:
Total

P-10

Hours

Hours

BLUE 2

600

BLUE 3

5000

Combat
Missions
70

Remarks
Instructed in the RTU

85

BLUE 4
600
338
68
Comments on this Encounter:
It looked like areas had been set up.
First a M10 area followed by a heavy flak
area nearer the target.
11.

i

DATA SOURCES

"Project Interviews:
Messages:

BLUE 2,

30 May 1967

BLUE 3, 30 May 1967
355TPW OPREP-3 121359Z May 1967

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
During ingress to the target, BLUE Flight was intercepted by a flight of four MIG-17s
and by a single MIG-17.
The flight of four MIGs approached nearly head-on and were unable

to attain a firing position on BLUE Flight, which had increased speed to more than 600 kta.
The single MI1 made a climbing, turning intercept into a position behind BLUE Flight.
After firing at BLUE 4 with a gun, MIG 5 launched two AAMs or rockets.
No hits resulted
from either the gun firing or the rockets.
At some time durirq the encounter BLUE 14
fired his gun.
No hits were observed.
BLUE Flight opened the range on the NI1s and
continued to the target.
After bombing the flak sites the flight departed the area
heading northwesterly along the north side of Thud Ridge and crossed to the west at the
northern end of the ridge.

A MIG warning had been received that positioned the MIs relative to Eanoi.
allowed BLUE Flight to determine that the MI~s were in their area.
See Event 111-225.

This
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1
Aircraft Involved:

Result:

Pour P-lOS1

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

vs MIO-1Tm

No damage
21l15'N/105*°5'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
12 May 1967/About 1642H
Date/Time:

Pour P-XO5s (BLUE Flight) were part of a large strike force from Takhli attacking
BLUE Plight was attacking with the fligh. of Event IIIa target near Phue Yen aircraft.

a223.
9.

The force also included the flight or Event

I-225.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

Although the AIM-9B that E'UE I carried checked out all right on the ground,
could not get a tone after becoming airborne.
11. DATA SOURCE
Project Interview; BLUE 1,

f

12.

June 196T

he

(See Event 111-225 for experience)

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

As BLUE Flight came off the target, BLUE 1 was several hundred yards in front of
BLUE 2, 3 and 4. At this time some MIO-17a came In from the right and rolled in behind
the trailing flight menbera.
BLUE Flight was at 600 kts and atayed ahead of the Mb0s. There was no firing.

44

i
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Event 111-225
Four F-1Ose ve four MIO-17s
Aircraft Involvedi
one HIO-17 destroyed

Violnity of Encountert

21015,N/1OS°•4E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:

1

12 May 1967/1643H

Pour P-105a (BLUE Flight) were inbound to the target on a bombing mission. A flak
"Suppression flight of P-lOSs was approximately 2 to 3-1/2 miles ahead. (See Event 111-223).
2. MISSION ROUTE
The stri4'e group departed TACAN Channel 97 and proceeded to Thud Ridge then southeasterly along the west sid* or the ridge toward the target area.

j

3. AIRCRAFT CONFGURATIONS
P-105 BLUE I and 3
2 50-gal. external fuel tanks
6 7,0-lb bombs
I SIDEWINDER (AIM-gD)

I
ECMsunpods
1 QRC-160
M-61 20mm,

P-lO

4.

RLUF 2 and 4
26 750-1b
450-gal.bombs
external fuel tanks
21IQRC-160
ECM
M-61 20ram gunpods
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:

•

Low, scattered clouds at 2500 ft with tops at 5000 ft. Visibility was good
h louds end was approximately five miles with haze among the scattered clouds.

BLUE

2

1

Altitude:
Keatding:1500

4

3

6000 ft
600 kta

lb
Flight Formation:
QRC-160 ECK Pod formation,
INITIAL DETECTION
_________11,000

•_.S.

echelon to the right.

A MI warning from the lead flight was received prior to sighting the MIG8.
RIGa were sighted as they were maneuvering to attack the flight ahead.

Two

ACTION INITIATED

'6.

BLUE
I (Lead) turned right about 20 and fired approximately 200 rounds of 20mm at an

Sangle-off zf about 600 (4 o'clock to the MIG)

at a range of 4GO0

ft.

7.

.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
As the MId. reversed their turn and commenced a descending turn to the left, BLUE 1
closed the range to 1000 ft and fired approximately 200 rounds to a range of 800 to 600 ft
with 900 angle-off (9 o'clock to the RIG).
BLUE 1 broke off his run at 3000 ft of altitude wiih the RIG trailing white smoke as it continued in a steep dive (70°) with about
1300 of left bank. With about 750 angle-off, at a range of 1200 ft, BLUE 2 fired a short
burst and noted that the RI1 was already smoking. BLUE 2 lost sight of the MI0 due to
clouds but did observe a flash on the ground which could have been the MIG.
8. ORDNANCE
(No.
BLUE 1

252

fired/No. hits)
20mm
400 rds/unk

Remarks
Gun was fired in two bursts of about
200 rounds each. H.•ts not observed;
however, the MIG was trailing smoke after
"the second burst. Fired one burst. May
have fired zrapshots at MIG 3 and 4.
See paragrapt. 10.
Wk
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9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

No specific problems,
rather than the air-to-air
the cockpit.
10.

but BLUE I stated he fired his gun in the air-to-ground mode
mode because he did not have time to change the switches in

A!RCREW COMMENTS

Experience:

Total

F-105

Combat

Hours

Hours

Missions

Remarks

BLUE 1

2912
1115
85
"Comments on this Encounter: '73LUE 1 (Lead) -- BLUE 3 and 4 may have fired snapshots at
M4IG 3 and ~.Tehgh speed of the F-l05 (600 kte plus) prevented the MI~s from
attaining a firing position on the F-105s.

L

DATA SOURCES
11.
Project Interviews:

M ssa es

12.

BLUE 1 (Lead),

29 May 1967

" ':

355TFW OPREP-3 131431Z May 1967

NARRATIVE

DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was part of a strike

to the target.

As the lead flight,

group that encountered MIG-17 fighters while inbound

a flak suppression flight of four F-105s, approached

In trying to intercept
the target area, the strike group was intercepted by five MIG-17s.
One MIG was
the lead flight the MIGs ended up in position for BLUE Flight to attack.

~

a fireball
wasthe
damaged
and although not actually observed to impact with the ground, The
MIGs left
sighted below a cloud which was attributed to the crash of the MIG.
area and BLUE Flight continued to the target without further MIG encounters.

Event 111-226

Aircraft Involved:
Results:

Four F-105s vs two MIG-17s

Sighting

Vicinity of Encounter: 21017IN/I05O09.E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION

"Date/Time:
11.

AND TACTICAL SITUATION

12 May 1967.

1645H

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE

DESCRIPTION
ingressing to target at altitude

"Strike flight

silver

6000'

and Jinking obsa:ved two

MIGs pass on a reciprocal heading at the same altitude.

[:
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Aircralt Involved:
Result:

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

21 0 O8'N/104019'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

12 May 1967/1755H1

Two F-105D airplanes (BLUE Fl11ht) were on a road interdiction mission but were
diverted to FESCAP.
While performIr:•: the RESCAP mission a MIG-21 launched an AAM at
BLUE 2.
The missile dih: not appear to track and missed BLUE 2 by about 2000 ft.
BLUE
Flight was in a turn at an altitude of 20,000 ft when the MIG launched the missile.
The
MIG broke off his attack after launching his missile.
8.

3

Two F-IO5Ds vs one MIG-21

I

I
U

I

ORDNANCE
(No.

fired/No.

hits)

-

AAM
MIG-21

Remarks.

1/0

Missile did not appear to guidc,
missed by 2000 ft.
BLUE 2 in a
turn at 20,000 ft.

11.
DATA SOURCES
Messages:
388TFW OPREP-4 121236Z May 1967
FASTEL DOI 1633 May 1967

Aircraft Involved:

Event 111-228
Four F-105s vs six MIG-17s

Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
11.

21*25'N/1050 42'E

13 May 1967, 1618H

DATA SOURCE

CINCFACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight in ALFA group at altitude 9000' observed two silver MIOs approx
five miles out and approaching flight from 9 o'clock, swinging to 7 o'clock; lead
lowered nose to increase speed as a flight of F-4s proceeded to intercept MIGs; on
egress, #3 and 4, while in vicinity of 21-35/105-35 at altitude 6000' were approached
by 4 MIGs from 10 o'clock high in descending left turn; MIGs were attempting to pull
into 6 o'clock position; when #3 first observed MIOs, he called for afterburner
and turned on westerly heading; MIGs came to within 3500' of #3 at 4's 6 o'clock
position, but broke off as section gained speed.

2

1

54

*

2514
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Aircraft

Involved:

Result:

No damage

Two RF-4Cs vs one MIG-21

Vicinity of Encounter:

1.

19 0 34'N/104 0 20'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 13 May 1967/16101I

11.
DATA SOURCES
Mees
, Reports:
1432TEW 131108Z May 1967 OPREP-3 TUOC 03717
432TEW 131325Z May 1967 OPREP-3 TUOC 03724

I

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Two RFP-Cs (BLUE Flight) departed Udorn end flew at 20,000 ft to 19 0 ll'N/l04*10'E.
They then proceeded to the target (Route 7, scement J) at l9 0 2I'N/104* 0 8'E at 5000 ft AGL.
The weather was broken clouds with four-eighths coverage with tops 1%t12,000 ft. It was
clear above- the clouds with good visibility.
At 1610H, after co~mpletion of the target run, BLUE Flight climbed to 22,000 ft, heading 0980, with a speed of 540 kts. When at 190 34'N/104 0 20'E, BLUE 1 Front saw a darkcolored aircraft at 14,000 ft altitude. The aircraft was at 9 o'clock position about 7
mi away and was on a heading of 0980.
The aircraft turned into BLUE Flight and gained
altitude in an attempt to make a tail pass.
BLUE. Flight broke left, lit afterburners and turned into the aircraft. The aircraft
seemed to be in excess of MACHt 1 and could not turn with the RF-4C.
At this point both
BLUE I Front and Back identified the aircraft as a MIG-21.
In the turn, the aircraft
12.

were about 1 ml apart.

The MIG-21 then departed the area heading 3600.
BLUE I received three rings plus
X-band
TWS and range only for 10 sec as the MIG was making the pass from 7-.8 o'clock
position.
BLUE 1 then rejoined BLUE 2 and returned to Udorn.
The F-102 pilots from Udorn were quorried but they were not in RP III, nor made a
pass
on any
this time.
Another
flight1 and
of RF-JCs
heard
MIG this
callsor as,
"Bandits
80 aircraft
southwest"during
at approximately
15' 88. BLUE
2 did not
hear
any
other MIG call, however.
incident.

Also,

there were no other F-4s in

i

the area at the time of the

L4
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Event 111-230
Aircraft Involved: One F-105 vs one MI1-17
Resultst One KI.-17 destroyed
Vicinity of Encounter: 21 0 19'N/1050 36'E
PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 13 May 1967/Just after 1623H
Four F-105s (BLUE Flight) were part of a force of 16 aircraft attacking the Vinh Yen
The actions of the other aircraft of this force are described
Army Barracks (JCS 34.00).
The probable order of flights attacking the target was
in Events III-231, -233, and -238.
that of Events III-230,--231, -235, and -238.
I.

1
U

2. MISSION ROUTE
Departed Korat and after refueling proceeded overland, via Channel 97, across the
(See also Event 111-233).
Egress was overland.
Red River delta to the target.
3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-105D BLUE I
6 750-lb bombs
1 AIM-9B
2 5S0-gal tanks
1 QRC-160 pod
IFF standby
(BLUE 2, 3, 4 were probably identical except for the lack of AIM-9B on 2 and 4.)
MIO0-17
Drop tanks
Camouflaged
4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Visibility very good, some scattered cumulus clouds in the target.
BLUE 1
Altitude:
7000 ft"
T
:
28-300°
ue State:
Flight Formation:

550-600 kts
10,000
BLUE I had Just pulled off the target.
out behind.

Oth•r flight members strung

INITIAL DETECTION
On pulling out from his bomb run, BLUE 1 saw a camouflaged airplane at 10 o'clock
low, turning to the left. The airplane was about 1000 feet away.
6. ACTION INITIATED
5.

N..

4,:

•

As BLUE 1 continued to observe the airplane, he saw a red star on the aircraft which
identified it as a MIG. BLUE 1 then pulled in behind the MIb, who was opening on BLUE 1.
SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
rounds
500 and
1 fireddown
a sight,
1 andThewithout
see BLUE
apparently
The MI1
toI at
fire BLUE
and broke
MIO caught
wing.
In not
the right
the MIG did
hitting
the MIG,
the right. BLUE 1 could not follow, but BLUE 2 saw the MIG burning. BLUE 1 is credited
7.

with a kill.

8.

11

ORDNANCE
(No.

BLUE 1
9.

256

Fired/No. Hits)
Cannon
Remarks
20mm
Two bursts for a total of 500 rounds.
2/1

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None

SECRET
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Event 111-230
10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience;

BLUE 1

Total

F-105

Combat

Hours
4000

Hours
900

Missions

53

Remarks
Primarily TAC experience.
First time he had seen a MI,.

Comments on this Encounter:
Felt his training and long experience helped,
about it.
without thinking
react
he was have
forced
I
some
problems.
had to
would

,

since things happened so fast that
An individual with less experience

Would have liked a shorter-range missile.
Comments from Overall Exoerience:
Wants to be able to switch from ground attack mode to air-to-air attack without
letting go of throttle and stick.
Would like a computing gun sight that can be used for missiles-air at the same time.
They
The enemy does not hesitate to use flak even when there are MIGs in the area.
appear to have a system in which the AAA outside a given corridor will shoot across or
In this case the MIOs apparently have
over the corridor where the MIOs are operating.
SAMs are also fired when the MIGs are up.
an altitude restriction.

L

DATA SOURCES
11.
Project Interviews:
Messages,

Reports:

BLUE 1, 6 June 1967
388TFW 131145Z May 1967 OPREP-3 DOI 1654
388TFW 131208Z May 1967 OPREP-3 DOI 1658

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight was the last
BLUE Flight was one of' four flights attacking JCS 34.00.
flight to hit the target, and the force had proceeded inbound in a gaggle.
Inbound to the target BLUE Flight got launch lights intermittently but no SAMs were
The IRON HAND Flight, which proceeded the striKe flights, indicated that it
launched.
MOTEL, the warning agency, also was broadcasting numerous MI0
was probably a MIG day.
12.

warnings over guard channel.

No flak was seen inbound.

flight to hit the target call,
As BLUE Flight proceeded inbound, they heard the first
"MIOs over the target." BLUE 1 concentrated on acquiring the target, and as he rolled in
he neard members of previous flights calling that they were engaged with MI1s.
BLUE 1 concentrated on the target,

• ispeed

LAs
A

.J

and dropped his ordnance.

As he started to pull

At this time BLUE I
the nose up he looked left and low and saw a camouflaged airplane.
a wat6,0
between to7,000
o7,0
550
and 600
et knots.
liuei The MER ulafebrer
and external tanksedng•0
were 280to
still
o 3000,
on
0° airplane.
the
it•! a
with
fealiueInulatrbnrheading
t6,000
BLUE 1 felt that it was not unusual to see a camouflaged airplane, when hitting a
When first
seen, the aircraft
other friendly aircraft.
, due to the pof
The aircraft was in a left turn and was
was about 1000 feet away at 10 o'clock low.
going faster than BLUE 1.
BLUE 1 continued to observe the aircraft he saw red stars on it and therefore
(BLUE 1 felt that perhaps the MIG was attempting to position on
recognized it as a MIG.
BLUE 1 then saw the big
F-105s which had already struck the target and never saw him.)

He did not notice the external tanks until
vertical tail and identified it as a MIG-17.
they were seen in the gun camera film.
The MIG made no evasive maneuvers and BLUE 1 pulled in behind the MIG and started
firing. He observed no hits, and realized that this was due to the fixed-sight pipper
which was set at 126 mils for bombing.
BLUE 1 then stopped firing and was going to set up the sight when the MIG reversed to
BLUE 1 pulled his nose
the right. BLUE 1 then had to pull hard to stay with the MIG.
past the MIG and started firing again, still without a computing sight. As BLUE 1 passed

his bullet stream through the MIO, he observed hits on the MIG's right wing tip, and
BLUE 1 also saw hits on the MIG's nose and some
then an explosion at the right wing root.

pieces coming of f the airplane.

F'
L
V!

When he opened fire the second time, BLUE 1 scored hits at about 2000 to 2200 feet
range.
The first
attempt was made at a closer range since the MIG was pulling away from

BLUE 1.
When the MIG was hit, he broke down sharply and to the right.

As the wing exploded,

T'.e MIG at this time was
BLUE 1 stopped firing, then broke left and passed over the MIG.
BLUE 1 heading in a generally southeasterly direction
at about 1100 to 120Q of bank.
could then see Thud Ridge.
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BLUE 1 looked back and saw the other members of his flight at 7 o'clock, 3000 to
4000 feet back. He continued to turn and the flight rejoined. No flight member except
_

BLUE 1 actually saw the MIG-17.

However, when coming off the target one other flight

member (OPREP indicates BLUE 2, interview says BLUE 3) saw an explosion and thought that
BLUE I had been hit.
While seeing this, the flight member was turning right as a preplanned post-target Jink and when he turned back to the left BLUE 1 came up in front.
No
flight member saw the MIG impact.
The whole encounter was estimated by BLUE 1 to have lasted 5 to 90 seconds.

In all firings BLUE 1 expended a total or approxiiaately 500 rounds of ammunition.

BLUE 1 fired the gun at the MIG because he was too close to fire the SIDEWINDER.
By the
time the MIa had gained separation, he was maneuvering too mucn for BLUE 1 to use the
missile.
While In the target area BLUE 4 saw a SAM but no evasive action was required.
The
flight did encounter intense 37/57/65mm AAA from the target area.

12
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Event 111-231
Aircraft Involved: Four F-lO5s vs 4 MIO-17s
Results:
No damage
vicinity of Encounter: 21 0 17'N/105°35'E
1.

|

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
13 May 196T/about 1623H
Four F-lO5Ds (BLUE Flight) were part of a strike force of 16 aircraft attacking the

Vinh Yen Army Barracks (JCS 34.00).
BLUE Flight was performing flak suppression for the
other flight members.
The actions of the other aircraft of this force are described in
Events 111-230, -233, and -238.
The probable order ,f flights striking the target were the
flights of Events 111-230, -231,
-233, and -238.
2.

MISSION ROUTE

Departed Korat and after refueling proceeded overland via Channel 97, across the Red
River delta direct to the target.
Egress was also overland.
(See also Event 111-235).
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

BLUE 1, 2, 3, 4

F-105D

CBU-24s
2 450-gal tanks
1 QRC-160 pod
1 AIM-9B SIDEWINDER on B-1 and B-3 only

1I-1

S4

MIO-I____7'
Silver
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:

Visibility good with scattered clouds over the target.
BLUE 1. 2

Heading:
2500
Altitude:
6,000 ft
Airspeed:
Unknown
Fuel State:
"Fl!htFormation:
n

5.

INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight sighted 2 MIG-17s over the target as they rolled in.

6.

7.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight hit the targe:t,

ignoring the MIGs.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

As BLUE 1 and 2 Jinked off the target, 2 MIG-17s appeared in front of them.
BLUE 2
got a shot at one of these MIGs but scored no hits.
Also a single MIG-17 passed between
BLUE 3 and 4 as they started tneir roll-in.
8.

ORDNANCE
(No.

hits)

20mm
Cannon
1/0

BLUE 2
9.

fired/No,

Remarks
Fired 440 rounds

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

None.
10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience:

Total

F-105

Combat

Hours

Hours

Missions

300

55

BLUE 2
-Comments on this Encounter:

the sight
precise
and did
they were
if sighting,
it was already set up.
to not
3et require
up the sight
guns-air.
The dropping
MIG was CBUs
too close
was BLUE
set up1 -forSince
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11.

DATA SOURCES

ProJect Interviews:

Mejssgs.Reeports_

:

BLUE 1, 7 June 1967

388 TFW 131140Z May 1967 OPHEP-3 DOI 1655
388 TFW 131208Z May 1967 OPREP-3 DOI 1658

•ARRATIVE
As they rolled in, they
BLUE Flight was one of the first two flights on the target.
By the time they expended their ordsighted 2 KIG-17s (MIG 1,2) right over the target.
ulance, however, MI0 1 and 2 were out of sight.
Immediately after pull off from the target, when BLUE 1 and 2 were 3inking left at an
At this time
saw two 0 more MIG-17s (MIG 3,4).
altitude of 6,000 ft, heading 2500, they
BLUE Plight was one mile south of 210 17'58"N/105 35'22"E. MIG 3 and 4 were at BLUE l's
2 o'clock going to 10 o'clock at 1,500 ft range, and were turning in front of BLUE I.
BLUE I was unable to achieve a firing position. BLUE 2 stayed with the MIOs as they
4) without any visible results.
rounds at one (mI
moved to his 12 o'clock and fired 14140
As soon as Mi1 4 saw BLUE 2 coming in on him, he broke hard right and passed between
BLUE 1 and 2 who were about 300 ft apart at this time. MIG 4 was silver with two external
wing tanks. The other MIG was not observed again.
As BLUE 3 and 4 started their roll into the target from 17,000 ft altitude a MIG-17 1
(MID 5) passed between them. This MID was headed in the opposite direction to BLUE 3 and5
4.
When in the target area BLUE Flight observed AAA and a SAM which burst In front of the
flieht about 300 ft in front of BLUE 4.
12.

-

1

I;
,

'Suspected to be one of
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Aircraft Involved:

Results:

v1

Four F-4Cs vs nine MIO-1Ts

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

0
21 0 40'N/105 12'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

13 May 1967/1610Hi
Date/Time:
Four F-4Ca (BLUE Flight) were flying MIOCAP for a strike force which was attacking
The
JCS 19.00 (see Events 111-230, -231, and -233 for strike force MIG encounteres).
flight of Event 111-235 also was part of the MIGCAP.
2.

MISSION ROUTE

BLUE Flight departed Ubon and after aerial refueling proceeded to the northwest end
(See Event 111-235.)
It was in this vicinity that the engagement occurred.
of Thud Ridge.
3.

F-MC

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

BLUE 1. 2. 3, 4
4 AIM-7E SPARROW
4 AIM-9B SIDEWINDER
1 370-gal external tank
1 600-gal centerline tank

•

1 QRC-160 ECM pod
RIG-17

L

Bright silver

"Red star on vertical tall
Wing tanks on one MIG
One 1IO had four broad orange and green stripes around rear of fuselage
Had afterburners
One had black rails onthe wings
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:

Scattered clouds at

4000 feet with tops at 6000-8000 feet.

~BLUE

"-

3

1

Visibility good.

4

9-10,000 ft

Altitude:

0960

Reading:
•u~e
S tate:
Seed
Flight Formation:

rightBLUJE;2 o

540 KTAS lb
14-16,000
Pod formation on the left rear of the strike flights..

Elements to the

the left.

INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight heard MIG calls from the agencies and inbound strike flights, but not for
the MIGs that BLUE Flight saw.
BLUE 1 backseat initially acquired four MIG-17s at 9 o'clock
low.
The MIGs were in an east-west turn at about 5000 feet al.itude.
5.

6.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight went to manual frequency and turned left into the four MIGs.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
In the turn, BLUE Flight was Jumped by four more MIG-17s.
BLUE 2 was unable to
coniunicate with BLUE 1 because he was on a different frequency, and became separated from
BLUE 2 then disenBLUE I when he was attacked by two MIG-1Ts, one of wntch fired at him.
gaged and egressed.
7.

SL.
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sighted and fired two SPARROWS at
BLUK 1 then attacked the MIns that were originally
BLUE 1 subsequently made
mode.
boresight
the
in
fired
one MIC. Both 11'A')OWS missed when
Although BLUE 1
position.
six more passes at the RIGs but could not achieve a firing MIG-17
to fire at them from out
one
never saw a m0o rire at him, BLUE 1 backseat observed
of range.
by four MI0-175 who overshot.
During the initial turn, BLUE 3 and 4 were attacked
BLUE 3 and 4
on by two more MI1-17s.
BLUE 3 and 4 then st•trted to come back but were fired
As h
low.
MIG-17s,
more
four
saw
they
area,
On returning to the battle
diseneaged again.
The
in turn, attacked by two more MIGs.
BLUE 3 and 4 turne(d to attack the 1IOs, they awere,
head-on pass, and when BLUE 4 reached BINGO
RIGs were firinr. OCe of the low M10s made
fuel, they egresed.
ORDNANCE
8.

I

3

I

(No. fired/No. hits)
SPARROW
AIM-7E
2/0

BLUE 1
MIG-17

IG-17
HIG-17
MIO-17
410-17

1/0

Fired
At BLUEin 2boresight

1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0-17
1/0

At
At
At
At
At

BLUE
BLUE
BLUE
BLUE
BLUE

1
3 and 4
3 and 4
3 and 4
3 and 4

I

None
10. AIRCREW COMMERTS
Experience:

BLUE 1 (Front)

S•::

Remarks

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

9.

S.not

Cannon

Total

F-4

Combat
C

Hours

Hours

Missions

Remarks

3000

250

65

ADC experience

3300
3000

200
170

65
54

TAC and KC-135
BLUE 2 (Front)
TAC background
BLUE 3 (Front)
Comments on this tnco'.nter:
on the attacks.
BLUE I (Front) - Should have tried for more separation
This was due in part to the
low.
too
was
airspeed
his
engaged,
When
BLUE 2 (Front) of the encounter the F-105s had
location
the
to
Due
F-105s.
the
with
requirement to stay
target.
the
into
run
the
for
speed
their
increase
to
started
Therefore the
area.
It appeared that the RIGs were staying in a fixed geographical
attack.
the
after
out
dash
then
and
speed
high
at
this
tactic was to enter"
prevented BLUE 3 from knowing when
ha disengaged.m
- The lack of visibility at 6 o'clock
"BLUEjFont)
the backseater so he could
The biggest lesson learned was the experience gained for
needs to be able to
backseater
The
position.
critical
really
a
in
know when the enemy was
frontseat.
the
than
rear
the
to
more
see
can
he
since
provide this information

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews:
k

Messages,

aRe2rts:

BLUE 1 (Front).

1BLUE 2 (Front),

4 June 1967

4 June 1967

BLUE 3 (Front), 4 June 1967
8TFW 131600 May 1967 OPREP-3 DOI 05234

8TFW 131220 May 1967 OPREP-3 DOI 05229
8TFW 140714 May 1967 OPREP-3 DOI 05243
AIM-7D/E Missile Performance Report,

BLUE 1I

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight
BLUE Flight was part of the MIOCAP for a strike force attacking JCS 19.00.
to three-quarters of a mile back,
2000 feet high and one-half the
was trailing the strike force about
bombers.
of
line
half-way up
and the other F-4 flight (Event 111-231) was about
point where they crossed the Red River)
the
near
(at
dry
became
When the centerline tank
12.

I

was jettisoned.
flight reached Yen Bay, they heard a MIG
On the way into the target, just before the
The lead F-4 flight (Event
of Hanoi.
west
and
warning saying that the Mlas were north
BLUE flight was looking
Consequently,
111-231) also called a single HIG at 9 o'clock.
at 9 o'clock.then saw four silver MIG-17s circling low at 9 O'clock.
for MIGs
BLUE I then
BLUE 1 backseat
I called the flight to make
BLUE
time
this
At
MIGs.
the
into
turn
started a left descending
It

}i
....
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a prebriefudi cliange from the common strike frequency to a manual frequency which would be used
Just by BtStXE flight (a change not made by BLUE 2).
As BLUE flight turned to attack the four low M!O-17s, other MIO-ls made a coordinated
attack on [ALU: flight from the right and high.
These latter MIG-17s were not seen by any
member of the strike force or the other flight cf P-4Cs. As a result of this attack, BLUE
flight split up, and the aetions of the three independent units will be described separately.
BLUEg1

BLUE 1 broke to the left after the four low MIGs.
Since he did not know that BLUE 2
was out of' rad'ic contact, he assumed all was well since no calls of MIOs at 6 o'clock was

received.
After about 90 degree of turn, BLUE 1 looked for BLUE 2 but could not find him.
However, bl.Ui. 1 continued to maneuver, mostly in the vertical, and subsequently lost con-

tact with P-IJE ý and 4 also.

rattack.

As BL.UE 1 continued to turn, he again saw the original four low MIC-17s going around in
a small orbit at about 2000 feet altitude.
BLUE 1 was in a good position so he started an
However, since the aircraft he was attacking was tall
on, he was not sure if they
were BLUE 3 and 4 or MI0s.
At a range of about 2 miles, BLUE 1 made positive identification
and obtained a lock-on in the boresight mode.
At about one and one-nalf miles, BLUE 1

fired a SPARROW missile.

pulling a 2 g,

BLUE I then pulled some lead on the MIG-17 and about one-half mile range fired the
second SPARROW.
BLUE 1 had pulled sufficient lead so that the M!G was just on the radome.
The missile went ballistic and passed 100 feet in front of the MIG.
When the second
missile was fired, BLUE 1 and the MIG were at about the same altitude and airspeed as the
first
shot, wiLh the MI0 still
in a high-g turn.
At the second firing the MIG was almost
90 degree angle off to BLUE 1.
BLUE I thought he was firing In full system, interlocks out, the backseat
had not switched to full system. Therefore, BLUE I fired in the boresight mode with a
range lock.
Before firing, the select and ready lights were indicating satisfactory.
The polarizatioq was linear and clutter was normal.
Gate selection was wide.
BLUE 1 then went into a high speed yo-yo to reposition on the MIGs.
He pulled up to
8-10,000 feet altitude, clearing his 6 o'clock.
The MIGs were atill
turning in their

i
•Although

V
7

"wagon wheel," so BLUE 1 went 4-5 miles away and then descended low and approached the

-'

. •
Iof

About the time BLUE I

1 kept tracking the 14IG with the pipper during the missile flight.
The SPARROW
seemed to guide, but did not make the turn and missed the MIG by 200-300 feet, passing
behind.

r

1

and 3000 feet altitude

The MIG-17 was at about 300 knots.

fired, the 1410-27 had tightened his turn and was pulling 6-8 g's in a 90 degree bank.

SBLUE

JI

When he fired, BLUE I was at 480 KTAS,

in a slight climb.

.

MIGs at 600 knots, trying to get a lock-on.
BLUE 1 rid not stay high for long periods due
to the threat of SAMs.
BLUE I made 6 passes, similar to the one described above, and
although he obtained a radar lock-on to a target on two of these, no ordnance was fired.
This occurred, since that by the time acquisition and lock-on was completed, BLUE 1 was too
close.
As BLUE 1 would start his attack, the MIGs would start to turn Into him and three

the attacks resulted in head-on passes. The passes were not all made on the same MIG.
the lock-ons that BLUE 1 achieved were made in the boresight mode.
Due to the MIGs'
"maneuvers, BLUE I was unable to achieve a tall shot with a SIDEWINDER.

"All of

During the maneuvers BLUE 1 backseat was clearing the 6 o'clock, since he was able
to see MIOs closer to the 6 o'clock then BLUE 1 front.
Although the MIGs tried to get
into a firing position, they were unsuccessful except for one case.
In this situation

•:.

"U"

"Um
•;a
L.

BLUE 1 back saw a MIG-17 firing but the MIG was out of range.
BLUE 1 called BLUE 3 and 4, and after 3-4 minutes located them.
Sometime during BLUE
l's passes h- saw BLUE 3 and 4 making a head-on pass with a MIG.
BLUE I reached BINGO fuel as the strike force was passing back through the area, so he
egressed. When BLUE I reached the tanker, the flight of Event
had preceded him.
•].BLUE__
2•
During ingress BLUE 2 heard MIG calls, one for a silver airplane, but was unable to
identify them as having been made by any specific flight. When BLUE Flight was several
minutes prior to the turn point, BLUE 2 heard a call of MIGs at 9 o'clock.
BLUE 2 then saw BLUE 1 start a gradual left turn, but BLUE 2 did not see any MIGS.
BLUE 2 continued to look for MI~s and then noticed that BLUE 1 had increased his turn to
the left.
At this time BLUE 2 went to afterburner and executed a barrel roll over the top
turn and get into position.
to get on the outside of BLUE l's

As BLUE 2 dropped down on BLUE l's right wing, BLUE 2 front looked to his left and saw
single MIC-17 about 1200-1500 feet away, making a diving turn from 7-7:30 o'clock. BLUE
2 was heading about east and the MIG was approachinr from a southerly heading.
BLUE 2 front had prebriefed to have the backseat change radio channels, but this was
Therefore, the other flight membezs did not hear BLUE 2's call of
not accomplished.
Also BLUE 1 did not see BLUE 2's situation.
"MIGs at 7 o'clock."
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2 to
did
not realize
he was on
frequency
turn .tBLUE
right
perinit
BLUE I that
to sandwich
the the
MIG. strikeAs BLUE
2 started stted to then
turn,

1I1-23e

BLUE 2 o

**back called for a tank drop, and since BLUE 2 was at 380 KIAS at this
time, he Jettisoned
the left
outboard tank.
(The centerline tank had been previously Jettisoned.)
When the
tank was Jettisoned the first
RIO broke off.
(This was seen by BLUE 3 backseat.)
As BLUE 2 continued in his right break, he was attacked by another MIC-17 who was
shooting at BLUE 2.
This MIG was about 750-1000 feet away.
BLUE 2 backseat could see
the underside of the MIO and the tracer
ammunition.
BLUE 2 at this
time was at 6 g in
burner but at a low airspeed.
With the backseat keeping track of the MI0, BLUE 2 then unloaded and tried
to pick up
airspeed, and at the same time attempted to Jink sufficiently
to spoil the MIG'a tracking
solution.
BLUE 2 passed through a cloud at about 4000 feet and then saw the led River.
He did a 180 degree turn and since neither the MIG nor the other flight
members were seen,
BLUE 2 then egressed to a position outside of SAM coverage.
On instructions,
he then
went to the tanker.
BLUE 3 and 4
BLUE 3 and 4 heard the MIG calls
from the F-105s indicating MIGs to the left.
They
followed as BLUE 1 went into a left
turn, selecting afterburner to stay with him.
The
left
turn took them away from the strike
force and after
about 20 degrees of turn BLUE 3

saw a MI0-17 off to the left, making a 90 degree, low attack on BLUE 3 and 4. The MIG
•-

was RIG.
pointed directly
the

at

BLUE 3 at

this

time,

making it

difficult

to Judge

the distance to

BLUE 3 continued to unload, thinking that BLUE 1 had seen this
MIG; therefore, he
did not call
it.
As the MI1 closed, BLUE 3 and 4 tightened their
turn and the MIG overshot.
There were three more MIGs behind the first
one.
The second two were together,
followed by a single RIG at the end.
During this
turn BLUE 3 backseat called a MIG-17 on
BLUE 2.
time BLUE 3 and 4 split
off from BLUE 1 and 2, turning inside from the right,
At this
and unloaded and accelerated to about 600 knots, after
about 150 degrees of left
turn.
to pull the nose up to turn back, but the backseat called two
time BLUE 3 started
At this

NIC-17s at 6 o'clock shooting.

I

Although the MIG-17s were at about 1200 feet range, they

they were not an immediate
from the front seat, and BLUE 3 felt
were not visible
He continued a 2 g descending turn and headed for the Red River.

threat.

•e"aBLUE 3 could not tell when the MwO disengaged due to the poor visibility at 6 o'clock.
He also was not communicating well with the backseater (semantics confusion, not equipment
problems).
SI.

BLUE 4 stayed with BLUE 3 throughout the encounter.
They both came under 85mm AAA fire
from along the Red River.
When BLUE 3 reached the Red River he came out of afterburner,

turned, slowing to 1400 knots and jettisoned his external tank.
afterburner and after

contacting BLUE I returned

5000 feet altitude, heading east.
at

to the battle

Then BLUE 3 and 14selected
area at 520 knots,

and

The fuel state at this time was about 8000 pounds.

BLUE 3 then saw four MIG-17s in
so BLUE 3 started
about 3000 feet,

a left
turn at about 10 o'clock low.
The MIGs were
to execute a high speed yo-yo to 10,000 feet altitude

to position for an attack.
As he passed through 6000 feet, BLUE 3 backseat called two
MIG-17s at 6.o'clock. These MIGs were shooting at BLUE 3 and 4.
BLUE 3 and 4 then unloaded and continued to turn. The two MIGs at 6 o'clock fell
bi .nd, out of position. The MIGs which were seen at low altitude reversed in a right

turn, and as BLUE 1 continued his left
turn at 3 g he spotted a MIG-17 in a right
turn.
BLUE I was about 40 degrees angle off and considered shooting, but the backseater was
looking at the trailing
MIOs.
At this
time another aircraft
came into view.
The aircraft

was heading toward BLUE 3 and BLUE 3 had a shot, but hesitated for a moment to make a
positive identification.
missile range and after

identified
time the aircraft,
By this
approaching to several thousand feet,

as a MIG, was inside
the MIG broke right.

BLUE 4 at this time called BINGO with 6000 pounds of fuel so BLUE 3 and 4 egressed by
unloading and accelerating to 600 knots.
As they crossed the Red River they again received
passing between BLUE 3 and 4.
and a SAM was fired,
AAA fire
BLUE 3 and 4 then continued to the tanker.

BLUE Flight was engaged with the MIGs for about 12 to 15 minutes.
It
,low fliht

that the MIG tactics
was felt
of MIs while a high flight

in this
encounter were to decoy the P-11s with the
of MIG-17s performed the attack.

40.E
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Five F-105s vS three MIO-178
Aircraft Involved:
Results: Two MIG-1Ts destroyed
Vicinity of Encounter:

21

°28'N/105

0

30 E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:

13 May 1967/About

1620H

force attacking the Yen
part of a 20 aircraft strike which
Four F-105Ds (GREEN Flight) were
encountered M405s
of this force this force
The other flights The
19.00).
Vien Railroad Yard (JCS
was provided
MIOCAP for
3I-237 and -23d.
were those described in Eventsi

by the aircraft of Event 111-232.
and ECM (B-66 aircraft) support for this mission.

TThere was IRON HAND,
2.

MISSION ROUTE

The flight then
GREEN Flight departed Takhli and proceeded to refuel on GREEN ANCHOR.
proceeded to the Red River on a heading of 030 and then orn a heading of 090 to Thud Ridge.
Egress Was the reverse route.
They then proceeded down Thud Ridge to the target.
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105D

.

GREEN

Centerline MER rack (Stores had already be,n jettisoned on the target)

2 450 gal tanks (dry)
1 AIM-9B

1 QRC-160 POD
P-105D GREEN 2,

4

Carried a QRC-160 pod In place of the 1 AIM-9B.
IFF-standby; TACAN-receive only

L

14IG-17
Dull silver
One was observed to have an afterburner
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO FNCOUNTER
Weather: Scattered cumulus, clear below the clouds,
GREEN 1. 2. 3. 4
4.

grr

7000-7500
260° turning from 3100
0.9 Mach (550 knots)

Altitude:
Heading:
Speed:

8000 lb

Fuel State:

ormation:

Flight

Pod formation modified for MIG defense.

GREEN 3 was line abreast of

lement was to the right.
S.

INITIAL DETECTION

6.

ACTION INITIATED

GREEN Flight attacked the MIGs.
DEVELOPMENT
T7.
SIUATION
GREEN fired a SIDEWINDER at a MIG,

resulting in a kill.

GREEN 3 attacked another MIG

GREEN 3 vas subsequently attacked by another
and also shot him down with a SIDEWINDER.
GREEN 3 disengaged and tht flight egressed without further
4IG-17 who fired at him.
encounters.
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S. ORDNANCE

GREEN 1

1/1

GREEN

1/1

One MIG destroyed
/
1/0

MZG-6

9.

3
3

Remarks

Cannon

SAIDK9E

One

IGO destroyed

At GREEN 3

3J

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

3

None.

10. AIRCREW COMMFNTS
Experience
Total
Hours

F-105
Hours

OREEN 3
2500
Comments on this Encount-er

Combat
Missions

Remarks

3

ADC Experience

3-40C

1

Don't try to turn with a MIG-17.
Must attack only those MI0s that are in a 10-15
degree cone in front of the F-105, so that the speed can be kept up, and the MIG closed
on rapidly.
A MI0 flying in between other aircraft is a difficult target.
aircraft are spaced too tightly to fire.

During ingress the

It you have a two mile separation of flights, the SIDEWINDER can be fired at MIGs
between the flights.
GREEN 3 liked the SIDEWINDER,
carrying the two missile pylon.
11. DATA SOURCE
ProJect Interview:
Messages,

and if the M0Gs stayed out in force he would propose

June 1967.

GREEN 3,

Reports:

355 TFW

131400Z May 1967

OPREP-3

DOTO-0-11685

355 TFW

131531Z May 1967

OPREP-3

DOTO-O-11691

12.

NARRATIVE
GREEN Flight was the last flight to strike the target.
On Ingress, as GREEN Flight
turned to go down Thud Ridge, the escort flight of F-4C (Event 111-232) broke off to the
left and became engaged behind GREEN flight, to the east. This engagement was still
under way In the same alea some four minutes later when GREEN 3 came back up the Ridge.

-

1

While'coming down Thud Ridge, GREEN 3 had seen the IRON HAND aircraft off to the left
at 10 o'clock, firing their SHRIKE missiles toward the target area.
During Ingress MIOs were called by MI alert, which indicated that the MIGs were at
Hanoi and were moving to the northwest of Hanoi. GREEN 3 did see some RIG afterburner
lights as the MIGs broke through the overcast about three minutes5rior
to the target.
(This was at the same point at which Mlis were met on the way out.3
GREEN Flight expended its ordnance on the target and stanted to egress up Thud Ridge.
A member cf a previous strike flight had become separated due to engine trouble, and this
F-105 (BLUE 2 of Event 162) had Joined and was flying formation with the four members of
GREEN Flight.
GREEN 2 was on left of Lead, GREEN 3, GREEN 4 and BLUE 2 were stacked up
to the right of Lead.

3

The flight of five members proceeded up Thud Ridge at. a heading of about 310 deg.
They passed through a cloud for about five seconds and on coming out found themselves
at the turn point at the northwest end of Thud Ridge.

S

As they started to turn to the left one of the other fljhts called MI•s at the turn._
GREEN 3 then saw two MIG-17s (MIG 1, 2) about 10 deg. off to the right and about a mile
away.
GREEN 1 called for the flight to attack the MIG., GRZENI 3 lit his afterburner at
this time to gain speed.
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Event 111-233
When sighted the flight was at 21 0 28'N/105 0 30'E, heading 260 deg, at 550 knots
at 7500 feet altitude.
The MIGs were at about I o'clock to GREEN 3 and were at 7500
feet altitude, slightly descending, and turning to the right.
This put GREEN flight
at the MIG's 6 o'clock.
GREEN 3 rolled right and selected the MIG on left of the pair (MIG 2).
As soon
as GREEN 3 centered on the RIG, he received a tone from the SIDEWINDER.
GREEN 3 had been
eft of the target for several minutes and he had set up for missiles.
At the same tirie as GREEN 3's attack, GREEN 1 selected the other MIG-17 (MIG 1)
and commenced on attpck.
GREEN I fired his SIDEWINDER and the missile impacted directly
on or very near the tail pipe.
Pieces of MIG 1 imardiately began coming off of the aircraft and grey smoke was tratlinr from the aft sectiov.
MIG 1 immediately broke hard
lefý and headed down.
GREEN 1 followed RMG 1 down and observed its impact at 21 38'N/
305 28'E.
Thiu impact was also observed by BLUE 1 of Event 111-237.
1410 2 who was under attack by GREEN 3, started a left hand turn, however GREEN 3
had no trouble tracking the MIG with about 10 deg of left bank and only I g on the
aircraft. At 4000 teet range lcvel, GREEN 3 fired and the missile tracked true and
exploded at MIG 2's right rear quarter at 4 o'clock.
Just after GREEN 3 fired, GREEN 1
crossed over in front, but was behind the SIDEWINDER fired by GREEN 3.
When hit, MIG 2 immediately rolled up into a steep left bank to about 45 deg of
bank with oil or a light grey smoke emanatIng from the rear.
GREEN 3 lit afterburner and pulled up into a hara left turn to try to keep MIG 2
in sigat. MIG 2 at this time was heading about 12$ deg and going back to GREEN 3's
8 o'clock position.
GREEN 3 pulled up to B-9000 feet and in doing so reduced his speed
cQnsiderably.
Since GREEN 3 heard more calls of RMIGs in the area, he continued a left turn but
started down to pick up speed.
At thie time, he lost sight of MIG 2.
When last seen
MIG 2 had started a right turn.
BLUE 2 saw 1,'7G 2 impact at 21 0 31'N/105 0 28'E, and
observed the tail to come off previous to the crash.
As GREEN 3 lowered his nose, he had uomipl--ted about 180 deg of turn from his original
heading,
At this time GREEN 3 picked up a MIG-l7 on the inside of GREEN 3's turn. This
M!G-17 was MIG 6 of Event
ITT-2 3 7.
MIG 6 was above GREEN 3 and pointed at him.
Although
IG "6 was shooting in the general area of GREE 3,I RIG 6 was too far away and was not
pulling sufficient lead to threaten GREEN 3.
•:•

GREEN 3 felt that perhaps

GRIEEN 4 wan tvailing and might be under attack so he rolled

up and headed down at about a 30 deg dive until he reached 550 knots.
3 could not see MIG 6.

SGREEN
*

By this time GREEN

3 had separated from GREEN I and 2 on his initial
attack on MIG 2.
GREEN 4
had remained with him throughotthe ongagenent although he dId not see GREEN 3' SIDEWINDER
detonate or the attack by MIG 6.
GREEN 3 and a then egressed and by the time they reached
the RED RIVER they had been joined by BLUE 2 and a single F-4C.
GREEN 3 did not see GREEN I fire his missile.

.

I.
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SECRET
Event 111-234
Four F-4Cs vs at least
ten MIG-17s
Results: Two MIG-17s destroyed
Vicinity of Encounter: 210 31'N/1050 25'E
Aircraft Involved:

U

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND 1ACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 13 May 3967/1621H
Pour F-4Cs (BLUE Flieht) uere part of a MIGCAP lor a strike against JCS 19.00 (for
The flight of 111-235 was also part
strike flight events, see 111-231, -232, -233).
of the MIGCAP.

3
i

BLUE Flight departed Ubon and refueled on ORANGE
ANCHOR.
From refueling, they
then direct to 21'34'N/
proceeded
direct to Channel 97, then direct to 210 38'N/105 0 55'E,
0
0
direct to 21 34'N/105 0 33'E, then direct to
21*05'N/105*55'E,
33'E, then direct
105
to Channel 97.then
then todirect
21038'N/]05"55'E,

1i

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
F-4C BLUE 1, 2. 3, 4
4 AIM-7E SPARROW
"4AIM-9B SIDEWINDER
I1370-gal tank
1 QRC-160 pod
tank
1
600-gal
oflepincenterline
Camouflage
paint
NIG-17
Bright silver, red stars bordered in gold on the wings
Had afterburner
4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Scattered clouds at 4000 ft. Tops at 6000-8000 ft.
iBLUE
Heing:
Altitude:
Airspeed:

7--S-rt e:
Flight Formation:

Visibility good.

2700 turning from 3300
9000-10,000 ft
550 kts
9000-10,000 lb
Pcd element to the right, BLUE 2 on the left.

INITIAL DETECTION
While inbound, BLUE 1 backseat saw two MIG-dIs low at 9 o'clock and called them.
These MI~s were not a threat however and BLUE flight continued on with the strike force.
On egress BLUE 4 saw a MIG but it was lost In the clouds. Shortly thereafter, BLUE
Flight saw an engagement between F-105s and MIO-17s.
5.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 1 and 2 broke to go after the MIGs on the F-lC5s and BLUE 3 and 4 stayed high for
cover.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
to attack one of the MIG017s and fired two SIDEWINDERs at him as the
BLUE 1 started
One SIDE.WINVER hit the MIG for a kill.l
MIC reversed.
7.

BLUE 1 saw two more MI0-17s high and fired a SIDEWINDER at them.

j

3

3
••

BLUE 1 did not have

BLUE 1 attacked a third MIG with a SPARROW but the MIG and
a tone and the missile nmssed.
missile both disappeared into a cloud.
break, BLUE 2 became separated and egressed separately from the
During the initial
rest of the flight.
BLUE 3 and 4 saw a IMIOand BLUE 3 locked on and fired three SPARROWs at the MIG.
One hit and destroyed the 1410.
BLUE Flight then egrosped.
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ORDNANCE

8.

fired/No, hits)
SIDEWINDER

(No.
SPARROW

"AIM-YE
BLUE 1

1/0

BLUE 3

3/1

Remarks

Cannon

AIM-9B

Tried to fire two SPARROWs; one

3/1

MIG kill
Tried to fire two SPARROWs; one

MI0 kill
At BLUE 4

I/0

MIG-17
9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
The centerline tank on BLUE 4 would not jettison.

10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience:
Total
Hours

BLUE I (Front)
BLUE 3 (Front)
BLUE 3 (Back)
BLUE 4 (Front)

4200
2800
450

F-4
Hour:

Combat
Missions

825
150
250

22
25
68

150

3500

34

1

Remarks

Second Route Package VI mission
All fighter experience

Comments on this Encounter:
.BLUE

r

II
F"

L

.

L ,dispenser

1

-

This was the first tie that he saw indications of coordinated tactics between

1two flights of MIGs. This required the F-Us to keep flight integrity and element support.
The offensive split is not any good if you are outnumbered.
The MIG tactic displayed on this day was as follows:
One was a low element who stayed in a tight turn.
There were two groups or MIG-17s.
the
There was also a high element of two or a flight :f four. As the F-Us would attackdislow element, the high flight could achieve an attack position. As the F-4s would
engage, the MI~s would switch with the low element floating high, and the gigh flight
staying low.
LE 3 Frnt) - On this daSA~s were fired at then, and the F-4s dropped chaff. It
[was felt that the SAMs exploded in the chaff clouds. The Air Force and the Navy had experHowever, the F-4s had no chaff dispenser so
ienced good results from chaff against SAVs.
the chaff was carried in the speed brakes. The chaff was dropped just before a turn since
the ECM pod coverage was limited during maneuvers. There should be an intergral chaff
on the aircraft.

L

in the vertical in order to successfully fight the MIG-I7. Most of the
fighter pilot training and experience is to get in close for a gun kill and this has become
It will take a lot of training to educate pilots to keep back in
something of a reflex.
Due to the lack of experience, pilots returning with a little excess
missile parameters.
fuel were practicing air combat tactics.
BLUE 3 (Back) - Even though the first lock-on failed, a second try was worthwhile since

Li

you have fired.

"Must stay

the second lock-on held.

pays to keep trying.

It

The battle is not over just because

BLUE 4 (Front) - The man in the backseat was helpful due to the extra set of eyes since he
The failure of the centerline tank to jettison could have
could keep track of the Mills.

caused real problems if they had not disengaged when they did. The performance with the
tank on is reduced sufficiently that BLUE 4 felt he could not successfully disengage or
fight the MI1-17.
The flight was prebriefed for the wingman not to call MIGs unless they were a real
threat.

The vertical was used for
It was important for the F-4 to be worked in the vertical.
However, the
two purposes, to out-zoom an enemy and to help reduce your turn radius.

maneuver was not used for both purposes at the same tine (i.e., either/ox).
The roll axis was used (i.e., a roll about the longitudinal axis) to reduce the angle
off for AIM-9 firing.
When the element lead pulls out from a vertical maneuver,

the wingman must use a roll

opposite to the leader's direction of turn in order to stay in place.
rate important, as well as slab (horizontal tail) authority.

".,

DATA SOURCE
Interview3:
Proect
2

This makes the roll

11.

BLUE 1
"BLUE 3
BLUE 3
CLUE 4

Front,
Front,
back,
Front,

L

2 June 1967
late June 1967
4 June 1967
4 June 1967
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Messages,
:.....8TFW

6•,

Reports:

S•-•

BTFW 13122Z
DOI 05229
05243 Secotions I and II
OPREP-3 DOI
May 1967
1967 OPREP-3
140714Z May
DOI 05ý52
05234
OPREP-3 DOI
May 1967
8TFW 13160OZ
1967 OPREP-3
8TFW
140926z May
Missile Performance Report BLUE 1 and

SAIM-7D/E,

3

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Plight was part of a MIOCAP supporting a strike force compostd of 20 F-105
The first three F-105 flik:hts were in a "V"
aircraft which were attacking JCS 19.00.
BLUE Flight was with the first three
formation; two other flights followed 2 miles back.

t

flights while the other MICCAP flight (Event 111-233) trailed the last F-105 flight.

The centerline tanks were jettisoned near Yen Bay but the tank of BLUE 4 would not
Although this could have caused an abort, it was decided to continue on with the
release.
hung tank.
of 30 miles;
As the flight turned right to a heading of east, they heard MIG calls
About
40 miles and then 50 miles northwest of Hanoi so they felt that they wo:ild see MIGs.
halfway between the Red River and Thud Ridge, BLUE 1 backseat saw two MIG-17s very low at
BLUE 1 front did not see these MIGs as they passed under a
9 o'clock and called them out.
cloud, but BLUE 3 did. Since the MIGs were not a threat to the strike force, BLUE flight
maintained position and continued on.
About one minute later, MIGs started to threaten the last two strike flights and the
BLUE 1 heard the communication
other CAP flight (Event 111-332) went after these MIGs.
from that flight that they were changing frequency and, as prebriefed, BLUE Flight also
At this time the strike frequency was severely
changed over to an auxiliary channel.
cluttered with SAM, AAA, and MIG calls from the strike and IRON HAND flights.
.resulting
As BLUE Flight started down Thud Ridge, they heard the communicational
BLUE 1 contacted the lead of
from the start of the engagement described in Event 111-231.

3

that event and inquired if help was needed.
The reply was "I've got one" and BLUE I interpreted this to mean there was one MIG,
so BLUE Flight continued on with the strike force after advising the other F-4 flight.
As BLUE Flight continued down Thud Ridge they received 57mm and 85mm flak from the
were fired at. the flight but they
Also four SAMs, in trail,
southern part of the ridge.
As the F-105s hit the target, BLUE Flight made a turn and
did not appear to guide.
positioned to escort the egressing F-105 flights back up Thud Ridge.
There were singles
The F-105'force was spread out as they started back up the ridge.
as well as groups of four and six; some were going up the wesu side, and others were going
BLUE Flight elected to stay with the group on the east
up the east side of Thud Ridge.
side.
Although BLUE Flight could see the F-105s on the west side of the ridge, they were
BLUE Flight found It difficult to keep up
partially obscured by the broken cloud deck.
Also during this time, two more
with the egressing force due to the F-105's high airspeed.

-

i

SA~s were fired at BLUE Flight and BLUE Flight dropped some chaff.

On the way up the ridge, BLUE 4 called a MIG at 10 o'clock very low.

BLUE 1 did not

BLUE 3 then saw the MI0 at 12 o'clock but he,
see this MIG and called BLUE 4 to take it.
too, lost sight of the MIG as it went into cloud. Several menbers of the flight observed
the MIG at different times but they were unable to maintain contact long enough to start
an attack.
of those
All during the egress, BLUE Flight had continued to monitor the conversation event
The number 3 man of this
members of Event 111-233 which were engaged with MIGs.
requested aid; and at the northwest of Thud Ridge, BLUE Flight turned west to assist the

,

2

other F-4s.

At this time, BLUE Flight was 2-3 miles east of Thud Ridge; and as they turned to a
westerly heading, BLUE Flight saw at 10 o'clock a doLfight on the west side of the ridge

between four F-1Os and four MIO-17s.
The MIGs were first seen as flashes of silver at 5 to 10 mile range, and then were
identified as enemy at 2 to 3 miles.

A

U

The MIGs and the F-105s appeared to be in a level

left turn at about 6000-7000 ft altitude in the vicinity of 21 0 30'N/105 0 25'E.

BLUE Flight jettisoned tanks (except BLUE 4's centerline tank), went afterburner,
On reaching the area of the engagement, BLUE 1
and approached in two elements in trail.
and 2 broke down Into the MIGa while BLUE 3 and 4 crossed over to provide high cover.

When they reached the area of the F-105s, BLUE Flight was at Mach 1.2.
and the following description covers first,

BLUE 1 and 2,

The elements split

and then BLUE 3 and 4.

U

BLUE 1 and 2

,

As BLUE 1 and 2 started after the2 MIGs, they observed the F-105s to be scattered.
BLUE 1 and 2 concentrated on one F-105 with two MIG-17s about 1000 ft behing, firing at the
Since BLUE I
F-105. BLUE 1 observed ots from 2 miles out while he was In his descent.
was descending in aft'..uurner, he was overtaking these MIas ripidly.
-'Such as "You got MIGs at 7o'clock"; "Little burner"; "Pull nj.re g's"; "Oet your airspeed

back
up."
2
BLUE 1 thinks there could have been two F-1O5s
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The P-105, which was in a hard left turn, executed a 2700 high-g snap roll underneath

and headed for the deck out to the right.
The MIGs were forced to overshoot and started to
reverse to the right to go with the F-105.
BLUE 1 had been in a slight left diving turn and when the MIGs reversed, he started to

pull up because he no longer had a good attack pass.
(BLUE 1 could not turn with the MIOs.)
Just before the MIGs disappeared under the radome at 6000-7000 ft range, they reversed to
the left; so BLUE 1 continued his dive, put the pipper on the second of the MI~s, and fired
two SIDEWINDERs.
When he fired, BLUE 1 did not remember (as per interview) having a tone, although a
good tone was reported in the OPREP sources. 1
He was at about 500 kts at 6000 ft indicated
"altitude with the wings level in a slight dive. The MIG was in a slight left turn and

BLUE 1 was about 100 angle off.

He had 200 kts overtake on the M1G.

BLUE 1 had been unable

A

to obtain a radar lock-on in this situation due to ground clutter.
BLUE 1 had just pushed
the stick forward and put the pipper on the MI1.
He had less than 2 g on the aircraft at
firing.
After firing, BLUE 1 pulled off hard to the right and then reversed back to see the
first
SIDEWINDER detonate 30 ft behind the MIG.
The second SIDEWINDER was unobserved.
The MI~s, when first
seen, had been in afterburner and had continued so for the entire

engagement.

After the SIDEWINDER exploded,

the MIG-17 continued on around to the left in a tight

diving spiral, leaving his leader. The MIG was on fire from the left wing root all the
way down the left side of the fuselage.
Although BLUE maneuvered to try to keep contact
with the MIG, the MIG was lost from BLUE l's
sight as it maintained the diving spiral.
However, BLUE 4 backseat observed the MIG to enter a spin at 1500 ft altitude, burning

fiercely.

No ejection was seen.

Although no flight member saw the MIG Impact, BLUE 1 is

credited with a kill.

Shortly after losing sight of the MIG that he killed, BLUE I saw two MIG-17s high at
10 o'clock. The MI1s were in a hard left turn. BLUE I immediately pulled the nose over
and without a tone, fired one SIDEWINDER.
The missile went ballistic, but BLUE 1 felt
that it was fired too hastily to permit guidance and was fired outside g parameters.
At this time BLUE 1 was at 12,000-15,000 ft altitude.
He then saw two MIG-17s at
8-9 o'clock heading down in a straight descent toward a cloud.
The cloud was at about
3000 ft altitude.
When seen, the MIGs were headed in the opposite direction to BLUE 1.

BLUE 1 turned and got behind one of the MIGs, within SPARROW range and with plenty
of ov'ertake. BLUE 1 achieved a lock-en in the boresight mode and switched to full system,
interlocks out, although BLUE 1 was looking down 3n the MIG.
BLUE 1 attempted to ripple
fire two SPARROWs but the first
one did not leave the aircraft.
When he fired, BLUE 1 was at about 14000 ft range. The MIG was at 5000 ft altitude
and 0.78 Mach, heading about 2000.
BLUE 1 was at about 6000 ft altitude and 500 kts in a slight turn.
He had first
seen
the MIG at about 2 miles range and lock-on was achieved at 1 mile.
BLUE 1 fired under
condittons of linear polarization and clutter override.
The SPARROW seemed to be tracking and both the MIG and the missile disappeared into
the cloud at 21 0 36'N/105 0 23'E with the missile following by 1-1/2 to 2 seconds.
BLUE 1
followed with a lock for sufficient time for missile intercept and then pulled off.
Due
to the size of the cloud, BLUE 1 was unable to check to see if the MIG came out of the
cloud.
At this time, BLUE 1 recognized that he had lost BLUE 2 and was operating alone.
Therefore, he called for BLUE 2 and both egressed.
BLUE 1 did not know exactly when BLUE 2 became separated; but during one turn, BLUE 1
turned hard into BLUE 2 and at the same time, BLUE 2 came very close to hitting an F-lOS.
As BLUE 2 came over the top to dodge the F-105, he lost contact with BLUE 1. BLUE 2 then

*

Ilegressed.

4

BLUE 3 and 4
All of BLUE Flight saw the battle between the MIG-17s and F-1Os about the same time.
As BLUE Flight entered the battle, each element of ELUE Flight started after a separate
target.
As BLUE 1 and 2 went after their MI~s, BLUE 3 backseat observed BLUE 1 to fire a missile and the missile to detonate near the wing root and the fuselage of a MIG-17.
As BLUE 3 and 4 entered the fi.,ht in a dive, BLUE 3 saw F-105s with two MI~s on their
BLUE 3 also saw two more
tails.
He also saw two MIG-17s high but these were no threat.
The MIGs
MIG-17s, inverted, in a rolling turn over the top, trying to dive on the F-105s.
were at 10,000 to 12,000 ft altitude.
'The

PIPPER was set For the AIN-9 so dLUE 1 should have had a tone.

F

.
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BLUE 1 was at Mach 1.2 at this time and since the last two Nll -17s were slow, he
pulled up in an attempt to get a radar lock on them. BLUE 1 saw that he was going to be too
close so he pulled up and barrel rolled to the outside.
After c
jr.-]peuing
this maneuver,
he was still too close, so another one was executed,
At this time, BLUE 3 was in a good
position and achieved a radar lock-on one of the MIGs as the other Lplit off.
BLUE 3 attempted to fire only two missiles from an overhead ttnock but inadvertently
fired three. BLUE I had acquired the MIG in the boresight mode and had switched to full
Just after the first missile was fired, th, radar broke lock.
system, interlocks out.
BLUE I backseat immediately went back to boresight and obtained anothor lock-on and then
switched back to full system.
Shortly after the second radar lock was achieved, the second

missile was fired followed by the third.

The first missile was fired when BLUE 1 was at about 10,000 ft altitude, at Mach 0.9,
pulling 2-3 g's. The MIG was at about 8000 ft at Mach 0.8 heading ahout 2200 in a slight
diving turn. BLUE 1 was in a 200 to 300 dive with about 200 angle off, not in afterburner.
The closing velocity was 50 to 100 kts. BLUE 1 had detected and locked on to the NIG at
2-1/2 mile range. For all firings, the systcm was set for linear polarization, normal
clutter and narrow gate.
The first
missile dropped below the nose out of BLUE 3's sight,

I•

i

failed to guide,

D

and

missed the MIG by about 100 ft. The second missile, fired in abcut the same conditions as
the first except for a slightly lower altitude, dropped out of sight but reappeared, and
was seen by BLUE 3 to impact the MIG-17 on top of the fuselage just behind the canopy: The
When the secund missile was fired,
MIG-lT disintegrated, resulting in a kill for BLUE 3.
the system had been switched to full system by the backseater and interlocks were still
It was last
out.
The third missile was fired in the same parameters as the second.
When hit, the MIG
observed apparently guiding to the vicinity of the destroyed MIG-17.
All firings were made at 4000 to 5000 ft range.
was at about 6000 ft altitude.
Shortly after the third missile was fired, BLUE 3 was at a range such that he needed
4 to 5 g's to keep track of the MIG.
No
Shortly after the MIG exploded, BLUE 3 heard a call indicating MIGs at 3 o'clock.
call signs were given so BLUE 3 turned and checked that position but no MIGs were seen.
BLUE 3 reversed and started to look for other MIGs but BLUE 4 called BINGO fuel.
BLUE 14had stayed with BLUE 3 throughout the fight despite the hindrance of the
When BLUE 4
centerline tank.. (BLUE 3 had purposefully limited his use of afterburner.)
called BINGO, he had 3000 pounds less fuel than BLUE 3.
prior t.n BLUE 3's firings, BLUE 4
As BLUE 3 and 4 entered their vertical maneuver, J,.t
BLUE 4 was climbing at the time and the MIG was making ano
observed a M10-17 make a pass.
level turn, and had about 400 angle off. Therefore, although the 1lI1 was firing his cannon,
he was not a threat to BLUE 4 and this MIG was not called to BLUE 3.
BLUE 4 watched BLUE 3 reverse in the vertical and fire his missiles and as the MIG over"shot, BLUE 4 rolled in the opposite direction of BLUE 3's reversal and observed the first
BLUE 4 did not see
missile to miss the MIG-17 by about 100 ft: the second one hit the NIG.
BLUE 3's third missile but he did not have BLUE 3 and the MIG under constant observation.
Arter BLUE 4 called BINGO, BLUE 3 saw two flights of F-10s with MIG-17s after them
He saw the
but the F-105s were accelerating away from the MIGs and were not in trouble.
MIGs start to break away and BLUE 3 and 4 then unloaded and Jinked out, joining some F-105s
for egress.
MIG spinning and also saw BLUE 1 once during the battle.
saw BLUE l's
BLUE 3 first
Although BLUE 3 was looking down on the MIG when he achieved a radar lock, the use of
mode put the ground line in a different location than the MIG return and
the
boresight
permitted
acquisition.
BLUE 3 front did not realize that three missiles had teen fired until he noticed during
BLUE 3 front was not certain which of the missiles
egress that three of the lights were out.
DiG and then drop back and fire
His plan was to fire two missiles at the first
hit the MIG.

two at the second MIG.
BLUE Flight reported 37/57mm fire from 210 30'N/105025'E during the MIG encounter.

As part of the overall action of 12. 13, and 14 May 1967, the USAF Tactical Analysis
Bulletin 67-4 indicated that intensity of MIG operationF on those day., was the highest that
had been experienced at the time of the Bulletin publication (June 1967).

3

The aircraft of Events 111-232 and 111-233 could have encountered the same group
of enemy aircraft; therefore, some of the MIGs seen by BLUE FILght of 111-234 could be
the same MIGs as those seen by the F-4s of Event 111-231.
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Event 111-235
Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs 5 MIG iTs
hesults: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 21°19'N/105 0 36'E

1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 13 May l967i/621H

The actions of the other aircraft of this force are
Vinh Yen Army barracks (JCS 34.00).
The probable order of flights striking the
described in Events 111-230, -231, and -238.
target were the flights of Events 111-235, -231, and -230.
MISSION ROUTE
BLUE flight departed Korat and refuelled on RED ANCHOR. From RED ANCHOR the flight
proceeded direct to 20 0 028'IN/03o43'E then direct to the target 21019'25"N/105036'21"E.
Egress was direct to 21 0'0N/104'54'E, then direct to RED ANCHOR for post strike refueling
The altitude to the target was 16,000 feet; from the target 10,000 feet.

2.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
BLUE 1. 2. 3, 4
P-105D
6 750-lb bombs (one aircraft had 6 500 lb bombs instead of the 750 lb
bombs)
2 450-gal. wing tanks
1 AIM-9B (BLUE 1 and 3 only)
1 QRC-160 pod (BLUE 2 and 4 had 2 pods)
MIG-17
Silver

-BLUE

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO THE ENCOUNTER
Visibility 15 miles.
Weather: 4/8 cover of scattered clouds.
1. 2, 3.
15,000
Unknown
0.9 Mach

Altitude:
Heading:

"

Speed:
PFuel State:
Flight Formation':

4

-

Pod formation modified for MIG defeuse.
The element was up about 2000 feet high, with wingman almost level.
All members about line abreast.

INITIAL DETECTION
Just prioir to roll In, BLUE 1 saw two MIU-17s, low. Inbound,
MIG warnings from the agencies so they were ?ooking for the MICs.
5.

6.

BLUE flight had received

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE flight prqceeded to roll in on the target.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE 1 kept in contact with the tu.o MIGs, and after bombing the target, started to
attack them. Before he could fire on them, BLUE 1 was attacked by three more MIG-17s
from 4 o'clock high. The lead MIG of this latter three fired on BLUE 1, and as BLUE 1
broke, the MIGs overshot and disengaged.
7.

8.

ORDNANCE
MIG-3

9.

Cannon
1/0

at BLUE 1

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None.
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10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience

Total Hours

BLUE 1

5000

F-105

Combat

Hours
350

Mons
50

E
Remarks

Had flown most of
Century series
fithters and the

Comments on this encounter
The MIGs had used a bait to try to trap the F-105s.
Comments on overall experience
BLUE 1:

Liked the light indications on the F-105 to tell when the bombs come off.

There is a real zwitchology problem in going from air-to-ground to air-to-air.
This needs to be simplified.
There are tl•o many switches to throw.
In this engagement
there was not enough time to do it.

•;

•~ot doFelt
any the
good.MIG-17

•i•

would not use his radar for gun tracking so the radar warning would

Liked the high speed at low altitude

11.
DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews

BLUE 1,

S~~Messages3

388 TFW

131208Z

388 TFW 131141Z
12.

capability

.

of the P-105.

.

5 June 1967

"

May 1967

OPREP-3 DOI 1658

May 1967

OPREP-3 DOI 1656

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE flight was the lead flight of a strike force of 1E.F-105s and BLUE 1 was the

force connander. The 16 F-105e were in a "box" formation with two flights line abreast.
Two flights of F-4s from Danang provided MIGCAP, flying behind and about 2000 feet higher
than the strike force. While inbound to the target, BLUE f).ight heard warniags from the
agencies (ETHAN), that MIGs were in the area. While at 15,000 feet altitude and Just
prior to roll in, BLUE 1 saw two silver MIG-17s (MIG 1, 2) flying in trail formation
about 1000 feet apart.
MIG I and 2 were about 10,000 feet below BLUE flight and did not
appear to be making any attack.
BLUE flight th-n rolled in

N
A

and Just after setting up his bomb run with a roll into

the
left,I'sBLUE
1, looked
to histo right
MIG 1 and
almost
to BLUE
course,
and start
make and
a leftobserved
turn towarde.
BLUE2 descend,
flight.
At this parallel
time,
it

was not clear to BLUE 1 if

the MIOs had seen him.

BLUE 1 released ordnance at 8000 feet,

and an he came off the target he was going

0.9 to 0.92 Mach in minimum afterburner.
The external tanks were still
on.
As soon as
BLUE 1 got the nose up off the horizon he again saw MIG I and 2 who were at 10 o'clock
level. The altitude was about 5000 feet.
BLUE 1, with the flight following in fingertip formation made a hard right turn to
put the MIGs at 12 o'clock, and then, with the MIGs at about 2000 feet range in a hard
left turn, BLUE 1 made a hard left turn to make a high deflection pass on MIG 1 and 2.

At this time BLUE flight was at 21YI9'N/105036'E,
was 162lH.

heading about 340 degrees and the time

As BLUE 1 began to pull lead for a gun attack, he was %:ttackedby three more MI -17s
(MIG 3, 4, and 5).
The MIGs were in an echelon with MIG-4 and MIG-5 slightly behind MIG-3.
These MIGs were silver in color with no markirg.z noted. T1'ey made a quartering stern
attack on BLUE 1 from 4 o'clock high. MIG 3 con-mended firing across BLUE l's left wing.
On seeing MIG 3, 4 and 5 attack, BLUE 2 called for BLUE I to break right, He called
a second time that bullets were pdssing BLUE l's wing. BLUE 1 had MIG 1 and 2 in the wind
screen and was estimating lead (he did not have tilme to switch to a computing sight).
When
warned the second time,
BLUE flight broke right and after about 40 degrees of turn
reversed back to the left.
The right break caused MIGs 3, 4, and 5 to overshoot ard they went over the flight
to the south and were not seen again.
The first
two MIGs, 'the bait" (MIG 1, 2) had
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___initiated

a hard climbing turn once they had brought BLUE fliglht behind them and were
now 180 degrees out from BLUE flight heading In W1 opposite directo t 'Ia3 4 nd

5
After the engagement BLUE tlIghit egrqssed on a heading or 250 degrees at 10,000 foet

altitt~de in mia defensive formiition (see -paragraph 4).
BLUE flight observed AAA in the target area and saw two SA14S detonate In the dis-

tance but took no evasive action.

BLUE 2 was close enough to MIG 2 to see the spoilers on hilm.

NL
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Event 111-236
Aircraft Involved: Four P-105s vs three MO-17s
Results: Two MIG-17 destroyed
Vicinity of Encounter:
210 33'N/105°25'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 13 May 1967/1622H

P-lOSsYard
(BLUE
were The
partother
of a flights
20 aircraft
strike
Lhe MIGs
Yen
Vien Four
Railroad
(JCSflight)
19.000).
of this
forceforce
whichattacking
encountered

•:

were those deacribed in Events
The-237
and -238.
The MIGCAP for this force was provided by
the aircraft of Events 111-232 and -233.
There was an IRON HAND flight and B-66 ECM support
also.

MIISSION ROUTE
BLUE flight departed Takhli and after refueling crossed the Red River at about
21 0 37'N/104 55'E. From there they proceeded to 21 34'N/105 0 33'E.
They then proceeded
down Thud Ridge, north and east of Phuc Yen to the target. Egress was back up Thud Ridge.
The attack on the target was on a south-southwesterly heading.
2.

3.
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
FF-105D BLUE 1. 3
6 750 lb bombs

A

2 450 gal tanks
AIM-9B

S1

Si1

BLUE 2. 4
6 750 lb bombs

2 450 gal tanks
2 QRC-160 pods

QRC-160 pod
BLUE I squawking IFF, Rest of flight IFF off TACAN receive only

C

TACAN receive only
Dull Silver
No external stores
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:

Scattered cu'mulus clouds bases 3-4000 feet, tops 5-6000 feet.
BLUE 1. 2. 3_ 42

Altitude:

7500-800 feet

Heading:

320o

Speed :

550 kts

Fuel State:

Visibility good.

8000 lb

' light Formation: Pod formation, element (BLUE 3 and 4) on the right of BLUE 1, almost
"line abreast, 1000 feet out, level.
5. INITIAL DETECTION
The MIGs were in a climbing right turn, heading west.
6.

S7.
"

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE flight turned left to position at the MIG's 6 o'clock.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
The MIGs continued to turn right and started a head on pass at BLUE flight.
As they
turned BLUE 1 fired a SIDEWINDER which missed.
As the KIGs continued to close from head
on, BLUE I and 3 fired their cannon. BLUE 2 saw one MIG stnrt to trail smoke and the
following flight saw the pilot eject from one MIG and another spinning.
BLUE 1 and 3 are
each credited with a kill.
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S.

ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No. hits)
SIDEWINDER
AIM-gB
1/0

BLUE 1

FL

BLUE 3
9.

Cannon
20mm

Remarks

1/1

One MIG killed

I/1

One MIG killed

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 3 had a pressurization fallure.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience

[

Combat

F-105

Total

Remarks

Missions

Hours

Hours

BLUE 1

3300

690

97

This was third MIG
engagement.

BLUE 3

1i00

550

82

This was third MIO

_________________________engagement.

Coients on this Encounter
BLUE 1
The radar is such that a lock-on for ranging cannot be achieved
The gunsight is bad.
at below about 10,000 feet altitude due to ground return. Unless full capability is used
for bullet drop. The sight is not suitable
does not compensate
(radar mode) the sight The
switchology necessary to activate the sight is bad.
for the environment.
BLUE 3
Although he heard MIG calls inbound they did not register as being significant.
The aggressiveness of the flight enabled them to get the MI1s.
The pilots entering the theatre do not have sufficient experience.

[

The engagement was fought on terms advantageous to the F-105.
11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews:
Messages,

BLUE 1, June 1967; BLUE 3, June 1967.

Reports

355 TFW

131400Z

May 1967

OREP-3

DOTO-0-11685

355 TFW

131457Z

May 1967

OPREP-3

DOTO-0-11687

355 TFW

131616Z

May 1967

OPREP-3

DOTO--11688

NARRATIVE
A strike force from Korat (See Events
BLUE Flight was on a strike against J.CS 19.00.
157, 158, 159, 160) was hitting a target in the vicinity about 5 minutes after BLUE Flight
This target was in the vicinity of BLUE Flight's egress route, consequently they
TOT.
were expecting to see MIOs.
12.

On ingress, the force flew in a string of flights in trail, about one mile apart.
Although MIG warnings were received, no MIGs were seen by the flight either inbound or in
the vicinity of the target.
BLUE Flight struck the target first and was the first flight out during egress. Since
MIOs were up but BLUE flight had not been attacked, they anticipated that they would see some.
0
flight
While egressing up Thud Ridge, at 21 33'N/'5123'E on a heading of 320 deg, BLUE right
Fhe aircraft were in a climting,
cloudd.
white
the
against
silhouetted
saw aircraft
When first
flight.
to BLUE
simultaneously.
saw them
heading about west, 10 miles away, at 10-10:30 o'clock
members
turn,
seen the MIGs were a little bit low. All of the flight
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After 3-4~ seconds BLUE 1 and 3 recognized the aircraft as 1110-Is by the blunt none.
The three Mls were in an element with a wingman in a fighting wing position on the lead.
"Thethird RIC-17 (1410 3) trailed am a single aircraft element.
BLUE I called for an attack on the RlIG and BLUE Flight lit the afterburner to close
on the RIGS4.
The tanks were not jettisoned. BLUE 1 Intended to duct under the clouds so
As the flight closed, the M4G0 stayed in their right turn but
BLUE Flight descended.
before BLUE FliCht could get into the clouds, the RIGs evld*ently saw the F-l05s because
they tightened their turn to the right, to start a head-on pass at BLUE Flight.
At this time BLUE 1 Concentrated his attack on RIO lead while BLUS 3 concentrated
his attack on MI 3.
As the i,.10s continued to turn right into BLUE Flight, the flight had to reduce their
left hand turn.
When the IGs rea•ched about 5-6000 feet, BLUE I fired a SU)ZEIND&K at the SI1n.
At firing BLUE I was almost head-on to th- M113-1 when he fired, and did not have a tone.
BLUE 1 was straight and level in I-g f'llnt and fired the missile to try to break up the
RIG's attack. The altitude at firine was 7000 feet. The X13s had gOhe high In their
turn, and were descending slightly as
they headed For the flight. The Lissile vent
the MI~s.

S~ballistic

and passed 200 fooet from

As the MICs had turned, BLUE 3 had a broadside view of a RIG.

Although he had a tone

oF the sun and felt most
the general
direction
fromthehisgrowl
SIDEWINDER,
he that
was pointed
he did
not fire.
of
came from
source. InTherefore

i

As the M410 closed to 3000 feet, BLUE 1 and 3, now in a slight (not more than 15
degree) right bank started to tire at the 110s. They continued to fire in a single
burst tracking the MIGs well, as they closed to about 1000 feet.
The K41s passed by very raipdly within 300 feet of BLUE Flight. As they passed,
BLUE 2 saw white smoke with a pink cast trailing from one of the KI10.

t"

At firing BLUE 1 had the sight set for missile-air but BLUE 3 was estimating lead
with
pipper
12 mils. dispersion
BLUE 3 fired
about
at the
BLUE a
I fixed
felt that
thedepressed
15-20 footat diameter
of the
M-61200&trounds
the range
of MXG.
firing

•
'I

enough to cover the MI1.

.was

Members of a trailing flight of F-105s saw a pilot eject from one of the MIGs
which was smoking and another MIG spinning. BLUE 1 and 3 are credited with kills.
As the MIGs passed over, BLUE 1 looked back to watch, then and saw some other
aircraft behind them, He then called for the flight to "take it down".
BLUE Flight
reversed to the left, rolled, and broke for the deck.
The only aircraft BLUE 3 saw were some F-105s about a mile behind. BLUE lead felt
that the flight was not in a good posture to turn after the MY~s and fuel was low so tne
flight egressed.
BLUE 2 and 4 did not fire.

S'I

I•ILL'!I
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Aircraft Involved:
Result:

-7

Three P-lO5Da vs six MIO-17a

Two MIO-17s damaged

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

21*13'N/lo5 0 44'E1

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

13 May 1967/1617H

Four F-105s (BLUE Flight) were part or a 20 aircraft strike force attacking Yen Vien
The other flights or this force which encountered MI1s were
Railroad Yard (JCS 19.00).
The MIOCAP for this force was provided
those described in Events 111-236 and -238.

by the aircraft of Events 111-232 and -233.

MISSION ROUTE
BLUE Flight departed Takhli and Ingressed to the target overland.
reverse route.
2.

3.

Egress was via the

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

HIO-17
Silver

J

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Scattered cumulus, clear below clouds.
Weather:

A

BLUE
6000 ft

Altitude:

Heading*3250

""Fel

1..

Unknown
Unknown

State:

Unknown

Flimht Formation:
S.

INITIAL DETECTION

While egressing BLUE 1 sighted a single MIG-17 at 12 o'clock, who made a head-on
pass at the flight.
6.

ACTION INITIATED

7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

The flight continued on.

L•.

About one minute later BLUE Flight saw three MIG-17s and BLUE I attacked one of
Although BLUE I had to break off his attack when threatened
these, firing his cannon.
by another MIG-17, the MIG was damaged.
Later another MIG-17 fired rockets at BLUE Flight without effect.
BLUE Flight also saw a MIG-17 crash, and another in a descending spiral, and saw a
and
BLUE 3 got on this MIG's tall
MIG attacking the number 3 aircraft or Event 111-236.
damaged him.
8.

ORDNANCE

jr'I_

(No.

fired/No. hits)

Cannon

AA

_

n.

BLUE 1

1/1

One MIG damaged

BLUE 3
MID

1/1

One MIG damaged

9.

1/0

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

None
10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS

,
BLUE 1

Total

F-105

Combat

Hours

Hours

Missions

350

80

5800

SECRET
"M I -

_

Remarks

Rockets

20mm

['

_

___
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11. DATA SOURCE
V

_

M9estages.

12.

Reports:

355TPW 13140OZ May 1968 OPREP-3 DOTO-0-11685
355TW 131456Z May 1968 OPiEP-3 DOTO-0-11689
355TPW 131614Z May 1968 OPREP-3 DOTO-D-11690

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

After hitting the target BLUE 2 became separated from the flight.
While e9greasing the target area In the vicinity of 21 0 I3'N/10544'E at 1617H, at
6000 feet altitude, BLUE 1 sighted one RIG-17 (MIO 1) at 12 o'clock.
RIG 1 made a head-on
pass At co-altitude.
RIG 1 and BLUE Flight continued on their respective headings without

firing.
BLUE Plight continued on a 325Theading for approximately one minute when at 21 0 22'N/
I05•34'E BLUE ] spotted three MIO-17s (MIO 2, 3, 4) in a gentle left turn at BLUE Flight's
10:30 high poalton at 8000 feet altitude.
BLUE Flight
BLUE I positioned himself on the number 2 RIO (MIO
fired fr(%m 1000 to 400 feet range, with an angle off of
high.
BLUE 1 was forced to break off the attack on RIG
threatened BLUE l's 6 o'clock position.
BLUE 1 claimed

•,

was at
3) and
400 at
3 when
damage

the MIO's 6 o'clock.
began firing. BLUE 1
MIG 3's 8 o'clock, slightly
the number 3 MIG (RIO )
to RIO 3.

BLUE Flight continued on course, jinking between 6000 and 8000 feet altitude.
In
the vicinity of 21030'N/105*30'E, one MI0-17 (MIG 5) httempted to fire rockets at BLUE 1
and 2 from their 7 o'clock low position.
The rockets fell short and dropped off without
~threatening
BLUE Plight.1

In the area 21 0 38'N/105028'E, BLUE I saw one MIG-17 in a descending spiral.

crashed Into the ground.

This was GREEN l's

kill

of Event III-2"3.

The MRG

At approximately 1620H, BLUE 3 sighted a MIG-17 (NIG 6) closing on GREEN 3 of Event
111-233. GREEN 3 was after two other MIG-17s, one of which was trailing white smoke.
BLUE 3 got into firing position on MRG 6 and fired one good burst, observing hits, before

MIG 6 broke hard right and was lost from sight.

0
BLUE 2 saw another MIG-17 crash in the vicinity of 21 34'N/105028'E.
GREEN 3's kill of Event 111-233.

This was

BLUE Flight had received MIG warnings prior to their encounter.
They also had contact with the CAP flights in the proximity but did not request support.

2E

2i2

I
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Aircraft Involved:

Four F-105s vs seven MIG-17s

Reaults; No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

21*19'N/O05*36'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

13 May 1967/1623H

Four F-105s (BLUE Flight) were part of a force of 16 aircraft attacking the Vinh Yen
The actions or the other flights are described in Events
Army Barracks (JCS 34.00).
The
There wn2 MIOCAP and TRON HAND support for this mission.
111-230, -231, and -235.
probable order of flights strikf:qý the target were the flights of Events 111-236, -231,
-238, and -230.

K

2.

MISSION ROUTE
BLUE Flight departed Korat and arter aerial refueling, proceeded directly to the
Egress was up Thud Ridge and then overland
target from Channel 97 (see Event 111-233).
for refueling.

3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105D

BLUE 1. 3

6 - 750 lb bombs
2 - 450 gal tanks

I - AIM-9B
I - QRc-160 pod
Camouflaged
P-105D BLUE 2. 14
6 - 750 lb bombs
2 - 450 gal tanks
2 - QRC-160 pod

Silver with red star on fuselage
Drop tanks
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
4.
Weather: Scattered cumulus with bases at about 10,000 ft, clear with good visibility
below clouds.

1
Altitude:
Rnr :n

Stogether

3
2 BLUE5
ft
15,000
300°

4

kts
Speed:550
About 8000 lb
Pii iState:
Flight Formation: BLUE Flight was in a dive starting a bomb run.
BLUE 1 and 2 were
together as an element and, some distance behind, BLUE 3 and 4 were
from BLUE 3).
feet
away
hundred
(BLUE 4 was only several
5.

A

INITIAL DETECTION

flight had heard MIG calls and were looking for MI~s.
.The

BLUE 3 saw two MIr-i7s at

low altitude as he started to roll-in.
6.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Plight ignored the MI~s and continued the bomb run.

7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
At various stages of the bomb run, individual members of BLUE Flighkt encountered

MIG-179.

[,"

L.

The MIG
BLUE 1 was attacked by a single MIG-17 during pullout from the target.
fired at BLUE 1, and BLUE 1 escaped by breaking for the deck.
BLUE 2 heard BLUE 3 call MI~s during the bomb run but the first MIG he saw was one
pulled in front of him from 11 o'clock. BLUE 2 fired at the MIG but no hits were
that
observed.

During his dive on the target, BLUE 3 saw two MIG-17s following himself and BLUE 4
Immediately thereafter, three MIO-17s in trail overshot BLUE 3 frcm 9 o'clock
BLUE 3 then saw BLUE 4 attacking some MI0s and went to join him.
high.
BLUE 4
BLUE 4 initially started after the MI0 on BLUE " and fired on this MIO.
then went after another MIG but did not achieve firing position. BLUE 4 then joined with
"BLUE 3 for egress.
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S. ORDNANCE

BLUE 2
BLUE 4
MHI 3

9.

23/37mm

20mm
Lannon
1/0
1/0

Cannon

1/0

Remarks
170 rounds
Several hundred rounds
Fired at BLUE 1

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

'I

None.

10.

AIRCREW COM'IENTS

Experience

BLUE 2
BLUE 3

Total
Hours
000
3800

if-105
Hours
200
700-800

Comments on This Encounter

BLUE 2 - The ewltehology

Combat
Missions
45
60

Remarks

prevented switching from air-to-ground to air-to-air,

con-

like a minimum of switching required to go from
sequently he had no sight. He would
air-to-ground to air-to-air like a gunsight with trigger actuation.

The M-61 cannon is a better air-to-air weapon than a rocket, due in part to the low

altitude of the engagement.
The SIDEWINDEF Is limited by "g's" and therefore not too useful in this environment.
BLUE 3 - The MIGs which attacked during the bomb run were sufficiertly distracting'
to cause the bombs to miss the target.

)1 1
1

The flight integrity was lost (BLUE 2 and 4 left their element leads). This precluded successful attacks on Ml1s in the target area after the bomb run was complete.
11.

DATA SOURCES

Interviews:
Project
Reports:
Messaces,

BLUE 2, June 1967; BLUE 3, June 1967

7

388TFW 131201Z May 1967 OPREP-3 DCI 1657

388T1W 131208Z May 1967 OPREP-3 DOI 1658
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Inbound, MIG warnings were heard
BLUE Flight proceeded to the target in a gaggle.
which indicated MIGs were in the target area. The MIGs were first encountered by
Sinae each member encountered
the members of BLUE Flight after the bomb run had commenced.
MIOs at different times and were separated from each other, che actions of eanh are described individually.
12.

BLUE 1
During pullout from the target, BLUE I observed a single silver MIG-17 (MID 3) at
5 o'clock level, approximately 1500-2000 ft away. MIG 3 was firing at BLUE 1. BLUE I
then rolled over and broke right and accelerated away on the deck,
BLUE 2

5

losing MIG 3.

As BLUE 2 was bottoming out from his bomb run at about 4500 ft altitude, heading
northwest at 550 kts, a single MIO-17 (MIG 4) pulled out in front in a climb. Although
BLUE 2 had heard BLUE 3 call MIGs during the dive bomb run, this was the first MIG he saw.

.

MIG 4 was at 11 o'clock to BLUE 2 and about 2000 ft range and filled the windscreen.
BLUE 2 did not have time to switch to air-to-air, so with a fixed pipper depressed
for bombing, BLUE 2 fired at MIG 4. BLUE 2 guessed at the lead necessary and fired 170
rounds but none were observed to hit. MIG 4 rolled left to an almor't inverted altitude
and dived for the ground heading west. Thi.s was the last BLUE 2 saw of MID 4. BLUE 2
retained his tanks throughout the engagement.
BLUE 2 saw another MIG-17 during egress.
BLUE?

While starting his roll in to the target from 17,000-18,000 ft altitude, BLUE 3

*

looked down and saw two MIG-17s. The MlOs were at a very low altitude and were ip the
target area directly underneath BLUE Flight. After setting tp his dive, BLUE 3 1beked

around to check BLUE 4 who was on the right. At this time, FILUE 3 saw two MIG-17s (MIG 1
and 2) comJng down at the same dive angle as BLUE 3 and 11. 1110 1 and 2 were not gaining
on BLUE 3 and 4 and were at BLUE 3's 4-5 o'clock position. The MIOs were below the plane
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Although RIa I and 2
BLUE 3.
of BLUE 3's flight path but were back far enough to be above
and were not a threat.
were following the bomb runs, they were not In firing positionthe MIOs could not maneuver
Since there was another ^light of P-lOs behind BLUE Pligt.t,
to attack BLUE 3 and 4 without comirig under attack.
MI0-17s (M41 5. 6, and
As BLUE 3 looked back to acquire the target, he saw three moreBLUE 3 felt that RI1 5,
underneath,
passed
5
RIG
As
o'clock.
9
his
at
turn
level
a
7) In
All three MIOs overshot and when BLUE 3 looked
6, and 7 could make an attack on BLUE 4.
4.
BLUE
find
not
back, he could
him as BLUE 4 oas going
After rolling over and looking for BLUE 4, BLUE 3 acquired
Due to the
target.
the
on
ordnance
released
and
on
went
then
3
BLUE
after some MIOs.
long of the
little
a
ordnance
his
dropped
3
BLUE
attacks,
RIG
the
distractions caused by

1•

target.
SBLUE

__

BLUE 3 did not see the RIG attacking BLUE 1.
up
to pick
3 observed
030BLUE
about 4,
heading
front of BLUE
up a In
time.
3 took
at this
RIG BLUE
run,
his bomb 4
from attacking8
BLUE 4 was
4l.pullout
On
These F-105s were followed by two more P410s
two more PI4-17s followed by two P-lOSs.
(BLUE 3 suspects those F-105s were from
P-1054.
were] In turn followed by two more
who
Takhli.
3 Joined on him, and BLUE 3 and 4
After BLUE 4 unsuccessfully attacked the RIO, BLUE then came back across the delta
They
top.
the
egressed up Thud Ridge, Joining BLUE 1 at
BLUR,
In a formation for egress.
BLUE 1 and went after RI0 3.
BLUEDuring his dive bomb run, BLUE 4 observed RIO 3 attacking
BLUE 4
MI0 3 broke off to the right.
BLUE 4 fired on MIG 3 but no hits were observed.
went into a
1
RIG
left turn.
descending
a
in
was
that
MIG-17
another
after
started
then
He then was Joined by BLUE 3
steep dive at 4000-5000 ft altitude and BLUE 4 broke off.
for egress.
TIGs seemed to be aware of
The
BLUE Flight saw no AAA or SAMs during this mission. strike
The MIG attacks
force.
the
for
waiting
there,
orbiting
were
and
area
target
the
coordinated.
seemed to be well

AA
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Event 111-239
Four F-4Cs va 16 mia-178
Results: Two 1410-17s destroyed
Vicinity of Encounter: 20046'N/O1O08'E
Aircraft Involved:

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Ttme: 14 May 1967/Between 1605H and 1625H
Four F-NCs (BLUE Flight) were part of the CAP escorting a strike force of P-10s
from Korat which was attacking JCS 31.00, four miles southwest of Hanoi. The other strike
force, from Takhli, was attacking north of Hanoi. The strike flights which encountered
RIGa were those of Events III-21l, -242, -243 and the other CAP flight which encountered
RIGs are the aircraft in Event 111-240.
There were the normal B-66 and IRON HAND support aircraft for this mission.
1.

MISSION ROUTE
Departed Danang and refueled on WHITE ANCHOR.
Prom aerial refueling they went to
then direct to the target area, then
Channel 97, from there direct to 2059'N/I048,'E,
0
direct to 2050'N/10500'E, then direct to 18 10'N/103*20'E and then back to home base.
BLUE 2 missed aerial refueling due to an Incorrect vector, since he egressed with another
flight (Event III-240) and recovered at Nakkon Phanom due to low fuel.
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
3.
2.

P-4C BLUE 1. 3
2 AIM-9B
2 AIM-7E
I SUU-16 gun pod
1 QRC-160
2 370-gal tanks
BLUE I IFF on, TACAN receive only
BLUE 1 had no gun camera on the aircraft.

P-NC BLUE 2
N AIM-9B
4 AIM-7E
1 2RC-160 pod
1 600-gal tank
1 370-gal tank

1
I

H10-17
Afterburners
Dull silver
Red starseon wing tips and fuselage
Ouns
At least one with missiles

4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Tops 3,000 to 4,000 ft

Weather:

in

some places; visibility good.

BLUE
1

2

3

4

19,000 ft

Altitude:
Reading:0750

500 KTAS
(12,000-13,000 lb internal tanks)
(1,000-1,500 lb external tanks)

IFueIState:
Flight Formation:

Pod; element on the right.

INITIAL DETECTION
The lead F-105
BLUE Flight heard MI0 warnings when they departed the tanker.
BLUE 3 called
(Event III-241) flight called the CAP that MI~s were at 12 o'clock low.
BLUE 1 then spotted two F-105s outbound being chased by four
bogeys at 9 o'clock.
KIG-17s, in two elements.
S.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 1 and 2 Jettisoned tanks and started to attack the one element of MI0
and jettisoned tanks.
BLUE 3 and 4 started to attack the other element

4

6.

7.

while

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
The engagement separated into different parts,

each fought by an element of BLUE

Flight.

BLUE I and 2 subseBLUE I and 2 lost the element of MIGs as the MIOs turned away.
PLUE 1 then successfully
quently fired two SPARROWs and some 20mm at two other MIG-17s.

atakdanother 1410-17.

In dodging the explosion BLUE 2 beceme separated and egressed

BLUE 1 then fired an AIM-9 at another MIG and followed with a gun attack
Sseparately.
but was out of ammunition, and egressed.
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Another attack was made on
BLUE 3 and 4 fired an AIM-? at the 1410 without success.
another MIG-17, aru fired another AIM-7 without success. BLUE 3 then salected another
1410-1I and attacked with the gun, scoring a kill. BLUE 3 and 4 then egressed.
B. ORDNANCE

L.'

BLUE 1

SIDEWINDER
AIM-9B
1/0

(No. fired/No.' Hit$)
SPARROW
AtM-7E
2/0

SUU-15
3/1

2/0

1/1

BLUE 3
MIO-17
NIG-17

"

9.

• •

Cannon

Soviet
ATOLLReak

One 1410-17 killed.

2/0

1/0

BLUE 1 used
all of his 20mm ammunition.
One HIC-17 killed.
Seen by aircraft of Event 111-240
High angle or,.

I

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 3 had an outbeard tank that would not Jettison.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience:

Total
Hours
BLUE 1
4500
Front
360
Back
BLUE 2
2900
Front
Back
600
Comments on this Encounter:
BLUE 1 - Front

F•4
Hours

Combat
Missions

250
93

63
11

First missioh in Route Package VI.

350

72

Two years In F-105s.

330

-

Remarks

I

The 1410 pilots were aggressive and good.
The M1G that BLUE 1 hit did not see him.
The M103 used afterburner freely, as seen when they passed across BLUE l's nose.
When in ti'ouble, they would go to afterburner and descend Into the cloud deck.
Looking at the radar scope will not permit detention of the MG0's movements in
sufficient time to follow him.
Never had a thance to shoot the SUU-16 air-to-air before this encounter.
Some 20mm were wasted on head-on passes. The tracers that they got later will help

C

"*

[I

a lot. Would like to have had a lead-computing sight.
The SUU.16 was a very good gun.
The backseater was used for lookout, much the same as a wingman, since the frontseater
who was flying wing had to pay too much attention to flying In order to stay with his lead.
The SAM was shot at them when they went up high. which could account for the fact that
the M140 did not follow them up.
The enemy appeared to use the F-4'a IFF to sort out the F-4. from the M0-17,s.
The second AIM-7 failure to guide could have been due to being locked on the
ground clutter.
BLUE 3
The initial MIOs that were seen were probably vectored to attack outbound elements
of the Takhli force.
Missile capability is degraded by the low altitudes,
The MI0-17 tactics were good.
because the radar tends to lock on to the ground return. An IR missile with a good
target would be best. The SPARROW system has suffered
a an
high-&
agairs':
capability Thec
Uhe1
verylgodtysem
wasrn
"1
The AIM-7 is not the answer to this environment.
from reliability and fusing problems.
The kills with the gun mode could not have been made with a missile. The MIO-21 kills
by missiles have been due to the MIG-21 climbing away against a clear sky, giving the
missile a good target.
The SUU-16 was a very goud system.
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Caets
Eoetenc:
n Oeral

£

The "CO model F-4 is limited in station capability since they must be operated in
pairs.tt Its Impossible to make an individual station selection without modifying the
Lack of minor Items such as cannon plugs have te'mplicated making the
airrft
r~iicatiofl3.

11, DATA SOURCES
Project IJnterviews:
Nessates:
366TFW 141800Z
366TFW 141800Z
366TPW 180830t
366TFW 111110OZ

I

BLUE 1 and 3, 22 June 1967.

May A7 OPREP-3 .IPCCO PASTEL 4168 (Pt 1)

may 6? OPREP-3 .IPCCO PASTEL 4169 (Pt 2)
May 67 OPREP-3 DCO 00157 (Sections I and 2)
May 67 OPREP-3 DC01 4143
Letter-Raytheon OLD 04113, 15 May 67

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Plight was trailing the strikt force, to provide CAP coverage. BLUE Plight
was first alerted to the presence of MIG9 in the target area by a ;10 warning received
from the agencies for the Hanoi area at approximately 1600H4. At this time BLUE Flight
was departing Channel 97 with the strike force. Most or the 1410 calls were close toI
Hianoi with some MIGa coming out of the west. The calls continued all the way to the
engagement.
In the ensuing encounters 16 t410-lTs were seen by members of BLUE Flight. seven
of which were engaged. Eight 1410-17a were seen by BLUE I and 2, and an additional eight
by BLUE 3 and 4. The RIO engagement permitted the strike force to attack JCS 31.00.
At 1605H1 while ingressing 2000 feet above, and in trail of the last strike flight,

BLUE Flight heard MIGs being called by the lead P-105 flight (Event 111-2141). The MI~s
were called for 12 o'clock low, coning under.
BLUE 3 (front seat) looked down and saw two silver bogeys going from 12 to 6 o'clock,
underneath the strike flights. BLUE 3 then called bogeys at 9 o'clock low andi Indicated
that he felt they were MIGs. At this tine BLUE Flight was at 19,000 feet altitude, about
500 ETAS (400 1 3A)heading 0750 at 20046'N/105008'E.
BLUE Plight turned left, and BLUE 3 recognized the bogeys as two P-l05s, which had
appeared silver from the distance. It was seen that the two F-l0os (probably from Takhli,
who Initially were an a reciprocal heading to BLUE Flight) were being chased by four
1410-17a In two elenents of two aircraft each with the elenents separated In trail by about

one mile.

BLUE 1 and 2 selected the lead element of MIGs and called that they would attack

thmand continued a left hand turn to engage.

BLUE 1 and 2 jettisoned tanks.I

BLUE 3 and 41chose to attack the rear element and from this point on the battle was
fought separately, 0 The actions of all members occurred within a 15-nile arc, north and
east of 20046'N/105 08'E, over land enclosed by a horseshoe bend in the Black River.
First Element

-

i

BLUE 1 and 2

As BLUE 1 and 2 dived on the lead elemrent of MIO. (MIG I and 2), the MIl~s reversed
frmthey
Pl~ turned
n oin
BLUE
tod1 and 2,
Thyp&;dhe
R adeo an divinl eft turnm andw
as
te
entered the cloud deck.
The MIGs operated close to the cloud ueck throughout. Due to the altitude of the
mountains in the general area, BLUE Flight did not descend beneath the cloud layer.I
BLUE I and 2 then pulled up to the right to exchange airspeed for altitude. On
reaching 7000 feet, BLUE 1 saw numerous RIO-17s in the area. At this time the other
flight of F-4Is (Event 111-2410) joined the battle in the general area.
The P-105a continued on to the target and after striking the target, egressed backI

through the battle area.

From 7000 feet altitude BLUE 1 saw two ttIG-l7s (MIII 3 and 4) In trail at 2 o'clock
low and made a right diving turn into RIOs.
After making the first pass at 1410 I and 2, the subsequent engagements were the
result of BLUE 1 selecting a 1410 and attacking. He attempted to pick a 1410 as far away
as he could with the backseat attempting to attain a radar lock for a SPARROW shot.
The RIO0's color blended with the clouds, making large separation difficult. When the
KI~s came under attack, they turned Into BLUE 1, resulting in a high rate of closure.
By the time a lock could be achieved, they were inside minimum range.
BLUE 1 obtained a boreaight acquisition on 140 3
eloked on, and switched to a full
Ssystem
lock. The missile was launched from the MIO' 4 o'clock, with MIG 3 at 11 o'clock
from BLUE 1. BLUE 1 was at 500 knots true airspeed, and 6000 feet altitude, Pulling 39
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The M41 was at 5000 reet altitude, and the
In a right turn and had 150 knots overtake.
BLUE I had interlocks out, linear polarity, and
track crossing angle was 110 degrees.
wide gate* he was dividing his attention between the radar scope and the MI4 and was
The SPARROW was fired at one and one-half miles range,
visually estimating the lead.
and the missile select light had been on for 10 minutes prior to arming.
The missile went straight for the ground and failed to guide, dropping quickly from
sight.
(The OPREP 180830Z May 67 Indicates that the Missile wan launched In a clutter
environment, at approximately minimum range.)
BLUE I continued his attack on MI0 3 and switched to the
the RIO with no results. The MIG by this time was at a range
tightened his turn to the right.
When he fired BLUE 1 was in
The RIG passed beneath BLUE 1 and 2 and ducked lnzo the cloud
4,00O to 5,000 feet.

j

gun and fired one burst at
of about 1500 feet, and had
the RIO's forward quarter.
deck.
The altitude was at

BLUE 1 and 2 then climbed again and when level at 8000 feet altitude spotted a
BLUE 1 made a right diving turn
single 410-17 (MIO 5) at 2 o'clock low, heading south.
into the 1I0 and at 2 miles out acquired a lock-on in boresight, and then switched to
a full systems look -- interlocks out. With the MI0 at 12 o'clock, about co-altitude,
BLUE 1 fired another SPARROW.
At firing, BLUE 1 was at 453 knots, and 6500 feet altitude, pulling 4 g's. M1O 5 was
BLUE 1 was at 130* angle off from the IG so the pass was
at 6Ono reet in a level turn.
Although the sources give 100 knots overtake, the geometry would
quartering head-on.
BLUE 1
indicate that the actual closing velocity was much higher (more like 700 knots).
The missile did not guide and dropped out of
attempted to fire with the dot centered.
sight. There was considerable ground clutter and this could have contributed to the
mis•s1le not guiding on the intended target.
BLUE I and 2 continued to press on after MI0 5, and BLUE 1 fired a long gun burst at
RIO 5 as it crossed beneath him in a steep right bank and the MIO was lost from view
before he crossed the bullet flight path.

'U
Sa

BLUE 1 tried to keep his airspeed above 300 KIAS and stay at high speed and execute
Both front and backseat were looking around for enemy aircraft and
high-g pull ups.
possible SAas.
Although the MI1s engaged by BLUE 1 and 2 kept turning, they were unable to set up
a complete wagon wheel pattern as BLUE 1 and 2 were able to treak out individual MIS.
After firing tthe second SPARROW at MIG 5, BLUE 1 pulled up tight to try to get behind
In doing so, his apsed was reduced to Just at 300 knots.
the MI4 after the head-on pass.

BLUE1l then saw a MI10-17 (1410 6) coming In with a good angle of f. 1410 6 was firing cannon.
BLUE 1 then reversed, and unloaded
BLUE I tightened his turn and let the 14IG overshoot.
As soon as BLUE 1started to accelerate in afterburner, MIG 6
and went to afterburner.
(Although not seen by BLUE 1 this may have been the MIG which fired two AA
broke off.
missiles.)

BLUE 1 then climbed to 8000 feet and sighted more MIG-17s (MIG 7 and 8) in a spread
BLUE 1 reversed and
formation turning right at 2 o'clock low, and 3000 feet away,
BLUE I selectee MIG 8 and
:started a right turn with the MIGs, who were In a 600 bank.

started to close on him.

BLUE 1 had a fixed 25 mil depression on the sight.
top of the ring could be used for missile firing pipper.

This had been done so that the
Therefore, BLUE 1 estimated

the required lead and with the NIG at about 300-5kntadBLE1t
(about

150-200 knots overtake).

leading the MIa.
*%

BLUE I started to fire at 2500-2000

l5-!00 knots

feet range,

over-

BLUE I planne.i to let the sight drift back across the MIG-17 hoping

for the bullet stream to rake through him.

the 1410 started to tighten his turn.

As BLUE 1 closed to 1000 feet,

still

firing,

As BLUE 1 closed to about 300 feet range, and was

He
his windscreen.
Just at the point of breaking off the attack, he saw the MIG fill
The wTG exploded
then saw his shells hit right behind the canopy and flames break out.
0
No chute was observed and the position was about 20 57'N/105°20'E.
almost immediately.
As the MIG exploded BLUE 1 reversed and went high, and reversed again and turned around
BLUE 1 lost contact with his wingman
As the MIG descended, it broke in half.
the MI1.
while avoiding the debris.

BLUE 2 saw BLUE I pulling lead on MIG 8 but BLUE 1 was pulling so much lead BLUE 2
ik
.U

During the attack, BLUE 2 moved high and
felt that perhaps BLUE 1 did not see the MIG.
When BLUE 1 broke, he went under BLUE 2's nose and as BLUE 2 turned aside
out a little.
BLUE 1 and 2 achieved radio contact,
from the explosion, he lost contact with BLUE 1.
BLUE 2 immediately joined another
and ascertained that they were not in visual contact.
flight of F-4s and continued with them through egress, eventually recovering\at Nakon

Phanom due to BINGO fuel.
While calling for BLUE 2, BLUE I spotted another single MIG-17 (MI0 9) at 10:30

BLUE 1 dived to the left to slightly
The IG was in a level left turn.
o'clock low.
(BLUE 1 had only
of MIG 9, and with a good tone, fired a SIDEWINDER.
above and in trail
SIDEWINDER missiles left.)
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The SIDIWINDER was fired from 3500 to 14000 feet range with a good tone. However, the
Missile passed behind and beneath the RiO by 200 reet due to excessive gla (about

LThe

*~plenty

~

1
4g)

missile was launched from the MIO's 7:30 Position.. RZUE 1 was at 500 knots at 7000
fetaltitude pulling Og. The Mt1n was at about 7500 feot and was at about 200 angle off.
A good tone was obtained and held for two seconds prior to launch.
BLUE 1 continued In for a gun attack, reeling that he had a better attack on this
RIG, sine* It was felt that the 1410 did not see BLUE 1. BLUE I rollid out of the turn,
p@-pood for separation and came down on the same .NI18'tail but slightly above. BLUE I.
atempted to fime his gunl rrom 2000 feet out but discovered that he had expended all of
the 20mm ammunition. BLUE I was then too close for a SIDEWINDER attack. Although he had
or fuel and one SIDEWINDER left, he did not have a wingman, Therefore, BLUE I
crossed over the 1410 and broke In the opposite direction and egressed,
ep*3tti
LE1dcddt
he called BLUE
BLUE n
1 egressed
nteers
egress. Anot
was attacked during
in case he eebigcle
some ordnance ieR~
and 4 to join him on the outbound track.
Second Element - BLUE 3 -gid 44
When the elements of BLUE Flight split, BLUE 3 and 44began to pursue the second RIG
element of two which were initially at BLUE Flight'n two o'clock position, low, turning
from right to left. BL.UE 3 and 44rolled around and In a tight descending left turn
caught the mias as they crossed and obtained a6o'clock position on the trailing 1410 of
the element of two. BLUE 3 attempted to obtain a radar lock In boresight. As they rolled
In$ BLUE 3 and 14 Jettisoned tanks. One of BLUE 3's wing tanks fAiled to jettison and It
remained on (with fuel in it) throughout the engagement.
The RIO Immediately broke down and to the left, heading for the deck. The RIO was at
6000 to 7000 feet Initially, and since BLUE 3 and the RIO were below 10.000 feet and with
BLUE 3 looking down on the MIG, BLUE 3 was unable to get a.lo^.k and as he closed to nearly
minimum missile range, he fired a SPARROW In the boresight mode. BLUE 3 felt the missile
go but never saw It come out from under the nose of the airplane. At launch BLUE 3 was
at 5000 to 6000 feet range and about co-altitude at 2000 to 3000 feet with the RIG who was
at BLUE 3's 12 o'clock. BLUE 3 was In a 3-4ig turn with 150 knots overtike and the 1410
appeared to pull about 5-6g. BLUE 3 pressed in, turning and tracking the MIO. BLUE 36
attempted to fire the gun but could not reach the gun switch. The MIO tightened his
turn and disappeared from BLUE 3's view.
BLUE 3 then pulled up into a high speed yo-yo and rolled over and saw two more MIO-17s
at 9-10 o'clock low. BLUE 3 and 44dove to engage in almost an identical attack to the
first one. In boresight mode, BLUE 3 (back) was able to attain a radar lock. The aircraft was equipped with a switching device which automatically switched to full system
after a boresight lock-on.
BLUE 3 then fired another SPARROW missile which like the first, was felt to leave the
aircraft but was unobserved In flight. At firing BLUE 3 had a full system lock with
interlocks out. The 14I0 was at BLUE 3's 12 o'clock In a left turn apparently pulling
S-G6gvs. BLUE 3 was al3o it a left turn at 450 knots, 44000 feet altitude pulling 3-4 913'.
Ne was closing In on the MIO at 100 knots and the range was about one mile. The 1410 was

atatrack crossing angle of 200 with 2ero

anglýe off.

both SPARROW Missiles were fired at low altitudes where radar interference can cause
te system to break lock or to shirt look to the ground.
After firing the SPARROW, BLUE 3 pressed In making an increasing-g turn and again
did a high &peed yo-yo and rolled out at 7000 feet altitude.
BLUE 3 Immediately saw two more !4I0-17s in trail at 9 o'clock low in a left turn,
gigaway from BLUE 3 and 44. BLUE 3 set up for a gun attack at this tine.
fienthe samne RIGs more than once, however, he had the definite Impression that he
wslooking at a new group of airplanes.
As BLUE 3 and 44dove left to attack, BLUE 3 noticed a thiri 4I0-17 trailing the
previous two by about 3000 feet and chose to attack this one, to keep tram getting
sandwiched btenthe trailing RIO and the other element.
BLUE 3 started a yo-yo and a right barrel roll to position himself on the third 1410.
At the top of the barrel roll, BLUE 3 observed a SAM to cross from east to west anddetonate approximately I mile away. BLUE 3 had no warning and took no evasive action but
continued to attack the 1410.
As BLUE 3 pressed In from 6000 to 7000 feet out, the 1410 started to tighten his turn.
Then the 1410 reversed to the right. BLUE 3 reversed with the 1410 and pulled 150 mills of
lad and opened fire at 1500 to 2000 feet range. At firing BLUE 3 had about 100 knots
overtake and almost 900 angle off. He fired a 2 to 2-1/2 second burst and an soon as the1
gn started shooting, he saw fire coming of f the 141G. BLUE 3 had just the proper amount
of lead and was not shooting In front )f the M'IG as he had thcught. The bullets Impacted
Inthe 1410's nidsection causing fire to burst from the fuselage. The 14I0 started burning
anthe right side about the wing root and aft along the rusela~e.
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To keep tram overshooting BLUE 3 did a high speed yo-yo and observed the 1410 at
2 o'clock low still rlaming, but In controlled flight in a flo*# low level descent. As
BLUE 3 rolled In for another :ittack and as he passed the 1410 he saw flames also coming
trom the left hand aide or tht tutelage. At that time the RIC0 burst Into massive fnames
from cockpit art, obscuring the tail. The. RIfO railed hard right 135*0and pitahed down,
out of control, and passed into the undercast at Aooo rest Nmf. positin 2 S'5N/105l16'E.
BLUE 3 Is creditel with a confirmed kill.
At the same tine BLUE ] saw another vertical smoke trail trom a crashing 14I0-17
approximately 2 miles east.
BLUE 3 and 4iclimbed to 7000 feet and looked dawn and saw a single P-4 (BLuE 1 or
The 141G was weaving back and forth
Event 111-240) ohs sing a 1410 at fairly slow speed.
and the F-4 was observed to tire three missiles at the RIG0. N4o other 1410% were seein.

$1)BLUE

k then reached BINGO fuel, and BLUE 3 and ii egreased at 12,000 test and 4i75 knots
indicatied until they wore outside of th# SAM4 defenses.
At one time during the engagement BLUE 3 saw a 14I0 at 6 o'clock to am P-4 who was
firing missiles at a RIC0 In front of the F-4. BLUE 3 watched the trailing RIG tire for
several seconds. SLUE 3 suspects the RIG fired out, The 1410 was not closing amd was
firing out of range. The 1410 soared no hits.
BLUE 3 saw another 1410 and an P-ii go by on one of the times when BLUE 3 was firing
but he did not pay much attention to them.
All or the 1410 encounters of BLUE Flight occurred between 1605 and 162514.
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Alrraft Involved:

?our P-4Cs ve 10 MI1-2~s

Resultst One MI0-1? destroyed
Vicinity of Encounteat
1"50'N/105020'I

C
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tlme: li May 1967/1611H

The
Pour F-iCs (BLUE Flight) were part of the CAP supporting a strike on JCS 31.00.
other CAP flicht's actions are described in Event 11-239. The strike aircraft are those
of Events 111-241, -242, -243.
MISSION ROUTE

a.

Prom tanker drop-ott they
BLUE Flight departed Danang and reTuelled on WHITE ANCIRO.
tfrm there, direct to 204591N/105048'5, direct to the target then
then direct to 14l1'N/1,03202•, post strike refuelled and returned
direct to 20650'N/1OSE0,
to Danning.

flew direct to Channel 9;

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

3.

SBLUE

2

BLU E 4

BLUE 3

4 AIN-Y

2 A1-T

3 AIM-TI

4 AIM-9B
I 600-gal tank
I 370-gal OBD tank
1 QRC-160 pod
Camouflage paint

2 AIN-gB
2 370-gal tank
1 UU/16A gun pod
I QRC-160 pod

4
I
I
I

AIN-9B
600-gal tank
370:-al tank
QRC-160 pod

Not "D" model, shiny silver
At least one had missiles
4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
6/8 cioud cover bases at 400 tops at 7000 ft. visibility 10 miles.
Wieather:

BLUE Flight
Airspeed:
Altitude:
FiVet--te:

525
KTAS ft
17-18,000
Unknown

Plight Formation%

Pod

-

*

INITIAL DETECTION

S.

but did not see the MIOs. (They were engaged
BLUE 1 heard RIG call from the P-10S,
He then sighted tour silver MIQs at 11 o'clock low and
by the F-4s in Event 111-239.)
two more at 11 o'clock level.
ACTION INITIATED

6.

BLUE 1 Jettisoned the centerline tank-and chose to attack the four M140.
within 3-4 miles they were positively identified as M41-17s.

When getting

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
it

The M1O4 were in a wagon wheel formation. BLUE 1 tired two SIDEWINDERS at a RIG but
turned and the missile missed. BLUE I and 2 attacked another MIG and'were subsequently

:1

attacked by two more RlO-17s, which fired at BLUE 1 and 2.
BLUE 3 and 4 attacked these MI•s with BLUE 4 firing two SIDEWINDERS without results
and BLUE 3 attempting to tire a SIDEW:NDER which did not leave the aircraft.
BLUE 4 lost the MG.3 and then BLUE 4 was tired on by a RIG, but was able to lose him.
Another M1G pulled in front and BLUE 4 tired a SIDEWINDER without success.
At the same
time BLUE 3 disengaged from a 1MO at his 5 o'clock. BLUE 3 and 4 then egressed, following
a flight of F-105s.
BLUE 1, after the second engagement, saw a MIO-lT at the 11:30 position and attacked,

A

tiring two SPARROWS, one of which hit the 1410, resulting in a kill.
Shortly thereafter a SAM was fired at BLUE 1 and 2, and Just after the burst BLUE 1
engaged another MIG-17 and tired two more SIDEWINDERS, but they missed.
BLUE 1 then fired
a SPARROW but it too missed, and BLUE 1 and 2 egreased.
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1. ORDNANCE
(noe.
SPARROWI
AI!L-79
3/1

BLUE 1
BLUE 11
MIO-17

fired/Ho. hits)
SIDEIVIDER
AIM-98
41/0

3/0

Cannon

Remarks
One DhZN-7K kill

1/0

RIO-i?1/0

L
p

1/0
RIO-I?
PROILEMS
*. EQUIPMENT
BLUE I's radio was net operating correctly and he did not receive the MIG calls from
the other flight members.
10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

BMI(rn)

Total
2600

P-4l
alsO

Combat
63 misslong; wasaRI
in P-98;% In ADC.

BI'] I (back)
4100
120
First. RP-VI mission
Ccinets em this Encoounteri
BLUE 1, 2 and 4Iall felt that the SUU-16 would hove been much more effective against
RIO-i7s than any of the Missiles.
SLUE I felt that they could not get set up for a head-en shot.

Fthe

The RIO's wagon wheel was effective as a counter to the Missiles but It was purely
a defensive, maneuver. It Is subject to attack with a Run, however.
Need a missile with short minimum range, and can attack a target Maneuvering at 5
orG a
BLUE 1 felt that while a gun would be useful against a MIO-17 he would not get a
chance to use it against a MIO-21 and needed the missiles to deal with the RIO-21.
It. DATA SOURCES
ProJect Interviews: BLUE 1 Front, 22 June 1967
Moelgaes. Reports:

366TFW 1A4141OZ Nlay 1967 OPREP-3 DOCI 44J8
366TFW 14110OZ May 1967 OPREP-3 DOCI 4~42
366TFW 18083OZ May 1967 OPREP-3 DCO-0 0158
Raytheon letter, Old 041l3 15 May 1967

It. NARRATIVE
r~'.

BLUE Flight was ingressing to the target area with the etrike force, soaced between
About 5 miles from the target. at 17-18.000 ft altithe flights or event 111-2a42, -2113.
tude, 525 KTAS, heading 0700 in Pod f'ormation, BLUE I happened to look down and his attenwhich on Closer look appeared to be airplanes.
flashes,
silver
drawn
by
several
tion was
Due to the silver aolor they were immediately assumed to be M103. There were I'cur M103
at 11 o'clock low and two mere at 11 o'clock level. All of the MI~s were attempting to
engage the strike force.
BLUE Flight immediately dived to engage the four low 1410,, and after approaching to
within 3-4l miles, BLUE 1 could determine that they were MIO-17s, in a left hand orbit about
1,000 ft above the cloud tops (about 6.000-7.000 ft MSL). BLUE I estimated there were at
least 10 1410-17s In various Positions in a left hand 3600 turn. While the 14105 were In
the pattern, they were pulling 2-3 g's. No director aircraft w~re observed, On seeing
the 14I0s, BLUE I did not jettison stores., because he had already jettisoned the 600-gal
tank. He kept the 370 on throughout. BLUE Flight positioned at the 6 o'clock of the four
MIO-l7s, but the MIGs each broke In a separate direction. BLUE 1 selected One of the 14105
(RIO 1) for his attack.
BLUE I closed to 3,500-ft range with the target 300 off the nose and fired two AIM-9B
missiles In minimum tine. About the time of firing, the 1410 tightened his left hand turn
in a maxinum-g maneuver. The 1410 turned until BLUE 1 could see a plan view of the MIG from
tetop, ani the RIO was 900 to BLUE l's heading. Both missiles apparently did not guide,
and missed, passing off to the rear of the 1410, 100 ft to 500 ft away and level.
At firing, BLUE I had a fair-to-good missile tone, and he held the tone for 3 seconds
prior to launch. He was at 350 KIAS, at 5,000 ft altitude, pulling 2 g, with the 1410 also
1410. BLUE I had not
had no overtake and was 200 amcle of f from the
ft. BLUE 1when
t 5,000 radar
aachieved
he fired the missiles. T?.ore was cloud background with reflection
lock
which could have contributed to the missiles' miss.
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Am the Missiles mimved, BLUE 1 Fligh~t started to execute a high speed yo-yo repusit-lon
an the other Nl1as, who Still Maintained the left hand "wagon-wheal" pattern.
SLUt Plight rolled over the top And positioned themselves behind another single MIG-17
(MIG 2). The time was now 1612H1, and the position was ,eithin 10 miles of Lead 39 SAR mito,
The entire engarvment took place in a 10-mile radius at this $its.
BLUE I and 2 attempted to position on .1410 2, and BL.UE 3 and 4 moved to a ponition about
2,000 Ft out and nigh. RIG0 2 rolled and dived Into the cloud deck and contact was lost
[BLUE I felt that he could have fired a SUU-16 during this time as he had good position].a
While BLUE 1 and 2 were chasing 1410 Z, BLUE J and 4 observed and called out two
#410-its (MIO 3 and 4) who were making a descending hard left turn to position on BLUE 1.
BLUE 1. due to a radio malfunction, did not hear the calls from BLUE 2, 3, and 4. Both
X410 3 and 4 were tiring cannons,
SLUX 3 &Ad 4 attempted to position themselves on 1410 3 and Igand BLUE 4 tired two
AIN-984 at 144Z3 who was at 6 o'clock to BLUE I and tiring, These missiles did not appear
to track and werf- not obse'rved again. The missiles were fired out of parameters with no
tone in an attempt to diatract #410 3 from BLUE I's tail. The missiles were fired atainst
a dark cloud and ground background.
N410 3, apparently fired out and slid to the outside and Chead tr BLUE. 1. At this tine

.

BLUE 3 with a good tone triggered one AlM-9D but the Missile did not leave the rails.I
At this time #410 4 was on the tail of BLUE 2 and %iring. BLUE 2 broke down and left,
and went Into the cloud shelf and then camne back out on top. The 14105 had now disappeared,.5
BLUE 2 rejoined on BLUE I at once.
Also at this time, the pilot in BLUE 4 saw a M410-17 (1410 j) at his 7 o'clock, 2,^00 ft
range and closing. #4I0 5 was tiring, and closing with the projectiles passing the top left
side or'the canopy about 15 ft distant. BLUE 4 unloaded, vent arterburner, broke down and

:

then back up, Jinking. When he leveled off at 12,000 tt, RIG0 5 was gone.
BLUE 4 Immediately saw another 1410-17 (R4IG 6) in a lert turn, then pulling up in front
ot him. BLUE 4 fired one AIM-9B from the RIG0's 7 o'clock. 2,000 ft high, 2,50C0 ft range
caeffterlsuttslgt
IR background.Thmiil
a cloud
tone and(BLUE
a weak
with
was not
observed.
4 Felt
that if he h~d had a SUU-16 he could have obtained a good
position to use It on this 1410.2 The 14I0 broke left and BLUE 4 joined BLUE 3.
Whl

LE4ws

tepigt

disengage frmMG5

h

a

o

i

al

L

BLU
nd 3thn jine upat about 161814, did a 360* turn and proceeded to PostA
strike refueling, following a flight of F-1053. BLUE 4 was at BINGO fuel at this time.
Aftear breaking off their engagement with RIG0 2, I.LUE 1 and 2 viiually acquired a lone
1410-17 (RI10 8) In a left turn at 11:30 o'clock, 2,000 ft jilgh and 3,000 Ft distant. With
boresight acquisition BLUE 1 looked on and the baukaeater switched to full System, Interlocks in. The radar scope showed a "break X." BLUE I pulled the trigger about three times
but nothing happened. He then went to idle power. because he surmised that he was inside
minimum range. After opening slightly on 14I0 8, BLUE 3.fired two missiles In Salvo at
"OR min." One Missile went straight ahead and did not guide, the other SPARROW guided
nicely and impacted on the right wing root of #40 8i.

5

H

BLUE 1 and 14I0 8 were in a level, left hand turn during the attack with both in a 300
both were at about 350 KIAS. At tiring the track crossing angle was abou~t 200, with zero
overtake.
The missile which tailed to guide passed to the target's 6 o'clock position about
1,000 ft away. The missile which scored the hit was observed by BLUE 1, to go straight
out and then break left from the outside of the tu~'n to excplode near the right wing root
of the 1410-17. 1410 8 burst Into flame and pitched up about 300, stalled out, and descended tail first, In a nose high altitude at a rapid rate Into the cloud deck.

The time Was now about 1616H4 and BLUE 1 Front and BLUE 2 Back observed a SAM burst at?1

their 10 O'clock level (8,000 ft 143L) 4,500 ft dtstant. It was Felt that Lead 39 was the
tiring site and was att~empting to hit BLUE Flight.
Just after the SAN burst, BLUE 1 engaged another MIG 10 (1410 9). The 1410 was In a

left hand turn, in a 600 bank and appeared to be pulling~ about 4 g. At 3,500 ft range,

BLUE 1 Increased his turn. to 5 1/2 to 6 g and put the Dipper ahead of the 14I0 and released
g to let the 1410 cone back through the sight. BLUE I got a tone (for about 2 seconds) and
with MIG 9 20'a off the nose (TCA 200) and BLUE 1 at 350 KIAS and 6,000 ft altitude with
1/2 to 1 a on the aircraft, in a level turn 600 bank to the left and 50 kts opening, BLUS 1
tired two SIL'EWINDERS. The SIDEWINDERS guided partially but the 14I0 started to pull maximum S's and pulled away from the SIDEWINDERS rapidly. The missiles passed aft of the M:O
by 500 ft, And detonated abolit 2 seconds after they passed the #410. There Was no cloud
IR background For these firings. and BLUE 1 had a good tone.
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Event 111-240
BLUE I then broke off and went up, and saw threo more MIO-17s come under him in an
BLUE I picked out one of these anid pot a look, by going below the MIG.
echelon rormation.
On glancinr down, BLUE 1 saw that the dot was in the ASE c,1rcle, and so he fired a SPAPROW.
Just as the missile was fired, BLUE I front saw the B-strobe start to travel off tc the
side.
It was surmised that the radar had either been in memriry hold, or it had locked on
At firing BLUE was about 350
the ground, since the overtake with the MTG was about zero.
KIAS and 6,000 ft altitude.
The missile went 900 off to the right and was not observed again.
BLUE 1 then saw two more MI0-1s and followed them through several 3600 turns sitting
on the tail
of one of the ,!AGts.
3LUE 2 was staying with BLUE 1 and BLUE I was clear, with
He was able to stay inside the turn but was
the airspeeds varying from 2bO to 350 knots.
always too cloce, or at too great an angle off, to get set up to fire. The MIa kept dipoing
into the clouds and com!ng back up, but by holding the turn BLUE 1 was able to keep position

r

'F-,

on him.

Finally, the MIG ducked into the clouds and was not seen again.

The MrO's wingman

had previously disappeared.
The time now was 1620H and BLUE I and 2 after clearing the area and observing no more
enemy aircraft proceeded directly to post-strike refueling.
Throughout the engarenent,

t£1.would
,

the MIGs when present had continued to stay in the left

hand pattern, pulling 2-3 7's until attacked, and when the F-•4s reached about 4,000 ft range,
tighten the turn and the F-Ls would start to loose out at about 6 g. However, the
F-as could repeatedly reposition by executing a high-speed yo-yo.1 Despite the capability
of repeated attacks,

the F-'s experienced difficulty in obtaining successful missile launch

conditions due to the MIG maneuvers.

SJust prior to BLUE

3's engagement with MIG 1, all of BLUE Flight observed one MIOG-17

eurpt into a ball of flame and aive, at an 600 angle into the cloud shelf.

kills from Event 111-239).

(One of the

About two minutes later BLUE 2 and 3 obse.'ved a MIG-17 in a 600

dive, at a high rate of speed,

with a thin plume of white smoke trailing the aircraft

(another of the kills of Event 111-239).

At approximately 1615H BLUE I Front saw one MIG-17 fire two AA-2 ATOLL missiles at
an element of the flight in Event 111-239. The ATOLLS went straight ahead and mainThe MIG's intended targets maintained a perpendicular
tained the heading of the MIG.
flight path.

The missiles appeared to miss by about 5,000 ft.

The F-4 was brought up,

and at the top rolled over to an inverted position.

On looking

down, invariably another MI4-17 would be coming through and an outside roll would then
give the F-4 a favorable position on the MIG.
C,

NOTE: The interview of BLUE I and the OPREP sources do not completely agree on the order
(number is the same) of missile firings.
The OPREP has been followed in this case because
of its inclusion of the other aircraft in the flight.

"
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Event 111-241I
X~Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s•)
Results: No damage

_.

Vicinity of Encounter:

" :i

vs two Mzo-lls

21°00l N/105950'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 14 May 1967/between 1600H and 1630K.
Four P-105 (BLUE Plight) were part of a 19 aircraft strike force from Korat attackThe other
force commander.
lead was the
BLUE described
(JCSMI~s
31.00).
Army Barracks
1ig the flights
Ha Dong which
strike
encountered
are those
in Events
111-242 and -243.

I

1.

The actions of the IRON HAND support aircraft which encountered MIGs are described in
The CAP flights which supported this strike are the aircraft whose
Event 111-239.
actions are covered in Events 111-237 and -238.
11.
12.

DATA SOURCE
388 TFW '141225Z
NARRATIVE

May 1967

OPREP-3

i

DOI 16741

Inbound, BLUE lead saw MIO-17s in the target area and called MIG at 12 o'clock.
These were not engaged.
BLUE lead observed two silver RIG-17s in the target area as the flight began
egressing. BLUE lead attempted to attack them but had to break off when he came under
SA-2 attack.
The SA-2 defenses were particularly strong. BLUE flight came under attack by a
SAM just as they rolled in on their bomb run. The missile struck BLUE 2 causing severe
damage. Other SAMs were launched and BLUE flight jettisoned 24X M-117 and escorted
In all,
BLUE 2 from the target area under continuing SAM attack as well as MIG threat.
seven SAMs were seen.
BLUE 2 bailed out in the vicinity of 21 0 9'N/10049'E due to damage from the SAM,
and the rescue was successful.

I,,i

41
24Si

K
,
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six MIG-17
Aircraft Invol.ved:
Results:

Event 111-242

s''o
Four F-lO5Ds vs at least

Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter:.

About 20053'N/105012'E

PRIMARY MISSIlON AND TAC''ICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 14. Maty l967/Butween 1600H and 1630H.
Four F-105 (BLUE Flight) were part or a 19 aircraft strike force from Korat attackIng the Ha Dong Army Barracks (JCS 31,00).
The other strike flights which encountered
1410s are tho3,, described in Eventsa 111-243 and TIS-244. The actions of the IRON HAND
support aircraft which encountered MIGs are descrilbed In Event 111-240.
The CAP flights
which supported this strike are the aircraft whose actions are disclosed in Events 111-240
and III -241.
1.

:--

11.

DATA SOURCE
388 TFW 141225

May 1967

OPREP-3

DOI 1674.

12.

Ir

-

NARRATIVE
BLUE Plight saw two unidentified aircraft go down in flames in the vicinity of
20*53'N/10532'E.
One of these was also seen by the aircraft of Event 111-240.
BLUE Flight also observed the five MIG-17s attack the IRON HAND Flight (Event 111-239)
as well as a dog fight between MIG-17s and F-4Cs at 2O052'N/1050

I2'E.
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Event 111-2433
Aircraft Invo.ved:

Pour P-105Ds vs two MIO-21s
and four MIG-17s

Remults:

Sighting only
Vioinity or Encounter: 20°50'N/105*20'E

3

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
14 May 1967/1611H.
Date/Time:
Four P-105 (BLUE'FPl.ght) were part or a 19 aircraft strike force from Korat attackThe other strike flights which encountered
1ng the Ha Dong Army Barracks (JCS 31.00).
MIGs are those described in Events 111-242 and 111-244. The actions of the IRON HAND
support aircraft which encountered MIGs are described in Event 111-240. The CAP flightsli
which supported this strike are the aircraft whose actions are described in Event3
and 111-241.
1.

11.

DATA SOURCE

388 TIN
366 TPW

141226
141100

May 1967 OPREP-3 DOI 1674
May 1967 OPREP-3 DCOI 442.

I

i

2

NARRATIVE
As the strike force approached the target area two MIG-213 and four MIG-lTs were
seen by BLUE flight but these posed no threat to the force since the F-4s on MIOCAP
(Events 111-240 and 111-239) immediately engaged them.
One of which passed 100 feet
BLUE flight observed three SA-2s In the target area.
12.

from BLUE 1.

BLUE flight saw one unidentified aircraft go down in flames and they put the
location of their sighting at 21a00'N/1050321E.

,I
i

g'i
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Event 111-24~4
One F-lOSF and three P-lOSDa
Aircraft Involved:
four or five KirO-1s
Nvs
Rut
No damage...

~~~Result.:

!•

Vicinity or Encounter:

20O03'N/O1U042'.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

1.

(

•

~Date/rine* 14 May 1967/1614H1.
Four F-105 (BLUE Flight) from Karat were providing IRON HAND support for a Strike
The strike flights which encountered MIGs are the flights In Events
against JCS 31.00.
111-241, -242, -243. The CAP support flights which encountered 1I4s are those in
Events 111-241, -245.
MISSION ROUTE
Departed Korat and went to Channel 97 (probably with air-to-air refueling).
departing Channel 97 went overland to the target area.
3.
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
2.

L

1

After

P-105F BLUE 1
2 - AGM-45
- CBU-24
1 - 650 gallon tank

I.2
P-'105D

BLUE__

2i

2 - AGM-45

6 - 500 lb bombs (MK 82)
P-105D BLUE 3
6 - 500 lb bombs (MK 82)
BLUE1 - AIM-9B

SBLUE

4

.

6 - 500 lb bombs

1410-17
Silver
Tanks.
4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Good visibility.
Weather:
Some cumulus in the area.

4. L•.

1

3

8-10,000 ft

Altitude:
ggg;_

BLUE

2

4

230-250 degrees
550 kts, accelerating

:

9-10,000 lbs

Fuel:
?,Li~ht Formation
BLUE 2 and 4 in
and 3.

II
I

front of BLUE 1 and 3 by about 2000 feet and 500 feet below BLUE 1

INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight had just launched SHRIKE missiles at a SAM site and had completed a

-5.

wing-over to the left, when they saw 4 or 5 NMO-17a making a descending,

head-on pass.

ACTION INITIATED
The MIOs quickly passed through the :light and two of them turned to position on
BLUE 1 and 3.
6.

7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE Plight continued to accelerate and the MI0s could not close to firing position.

"8.

ORDNANCE
None expended.
EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

9.

None.

".

)S
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Event 111-244I
10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS
Total

Combat

7-105

Missions

HoursHOUr
BLUE 1
ftont

900

1500
Unknown

Back

15
15 baýckground

100

Comments ion this Encounter
BLUE 1 Front surmised that the MIGs had been trying to follow them through the

SHRIKE launch and did not catch up until BLUE Flight turned.
The F-4 MIOCAP certainly helped out,

even though they were somewhat separated from

rIL

the F-lSs.

Amased how quickly the MIG-I1

speed.

could turn around to follow them without losing much

The turn rate of the MIO-17 was amazing.

The speed and acceleration of the F-i105 was a saving factor.

Felt the FANSONG radar was directing the MIOs.
and was illuminating them, but did not fire.
Comments on Overall Experience
Felt the QRC-160 pods did a good job,

The PANSONG had opportunity to'fire

although they are not used by the IRON HAND

aircraft unless there Is a SAM launched.
While searching, the pods are not operating.
This is due to the fact that with pods operating, the electronic gear that is used to
locate the SAMs is blinded.
If you can see the SAM in time,

it

can be outmaneuvered.

The IRON HAND aircraft are Jumped by MIGs 'because of their role and the fact that
they are separated from the strike force.
11.

DATA SOURCES

ProJect Interviews:
Messagesa

BLUE 1 Front and BLUE 1 Back, 6 June 1967.

Recorts:

388TFW 141230Z May 1967 OPREP-3 D0I 1675.
388TFW 141225Z May 1967 OPREP-3 D0I 1674.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE rings
Flightintermittant
had detectedactivity.
a SAM siteWhen
at 21004'N/104*44'E
which
giving
at 2-1/2
at 20053'N/104Q42'E
at was
1614H,
BLUE high
I in PR?
a
50 degree loft, launched two SHRIKEs, one with a white phosphorus and one with a high
explosive
BLUE16,000
2 launched
two SHRIKEs
also.
At launch,
BLUEslant
1 andrange
2 were
heading 355warhead.
degrees at
feet, and
400 knots,
and were
12 miles
from
the site. BLUE 3 and 4 were on the right in fingertip formation (BLUE 2 on the left).
Immediately after firing, BLUE Flight executed a high-g wing-over to the left,
and descended to gain airspeed. During this maneuver, BLUE 2 slid to the inside and
ahead.
BLUE 4 lost contact with the flight momentarily and the first one he saw was
BLUE 2 so he Joined on him.
On completion of about 130 degrees of turn and still
descending BLUE 2 and 4 were

0

out in

of BLUE 1 and 3 by approximately 2000 feet and below them by about 500 feet.
BLUE
2 front
with BLUE
4 on the right bottomed out at 8-10,000 feet and 550 KCAS and a heading
of 250 degrees, and slightly left of BLUE 1 and 3.

At this time four MIO-17sI, in a diving pass from 11 o'clock passed through the
flight. The MIs were silver in color and no markings were seen.
Small drop tanks were
seen by BLUE 1.
The MIOs came through almost head on and qui'ckly passed through the
formation.
The MIOs were seen by BLUE 1 and 3 to be in trail
in a disorganized pass such
that they passed between the two elements of BLUE Flight.

1

The first two MIDs turned into the flight and ended up in trail 2000-3000 back of
BLUE 1 and 3, with a slight negative overtake.
BLUE 1 observed the 3rd and 4th MID
to roll inverted but did not see them after that although they could have been going after
BLUE 2 and 4.

No firing was observed from the MIs..
BLUE Flight continued to accelerate and joined in a defensive fingertip formation
and egressed at 8000 feet altitude heading 260 degrees.

iOPREP states 4 or 5 MIO-17s.
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SECRET
Event 111-244
On seeing the tl0s, BLUE Plight Jettisoned the 650 gallon tank, and when the 4IGs
started to turn behind the flight the remaining ordnance (18 MK 82 bombs) wan Jettisoned
at 2053'N/104042'E.
A•thotugh the BULLS EYE system was in etfeet at this time, no MIG warnings were given
No X-band signals were received at any
for the area In which the flight was operating.

tills.

L~

e

4.

I:

FN
J.'•

129
SECRET
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SECRET
-. ent 11-,,
Airra• t Involved: Two 7-89S ve two MIO-iTs
Result: Two MHI-17s destroyed
Vicinity or Encounter:
1.

IF
I

Unknown

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
19 May 1967/unknown
Date/Time:
BLUE Flight (two F-8Ea) were providing TARCAP and were covering strike aircraft'l

departure from the target.
3.
P-8E

S.

Aircraft were based on CVAa at YANKEE STATION.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
BLUE 1. 2
SIDEWINDER (AIM-9D)
20mm cannon

1
-

INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 1 sighted the MRI. At a later
An A-4E called that he had a MIO on him tail.
time, after BLUE 1 and 2 had rejoined the strike group, BLUE 2 observed a MIO-17

making a pass on an F-8 aircraft ahead of him.
6.

s
ACTION INITIATED

In the first sighting, BLUE
case of the latter encounter,
7.

1 broke downward and commenced tracking the MID.

In the

BLUE 2 called a oarning and engaged the KIO.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE I fired an AIM-9D at the first MID.

The missile did not iguide, but apparently

The MIO commenced
caused the MID to level his wings and break off his attack on the A-4.
This missile detonated immediately behind the
a turn as BLUE 1 fired another AIM-9D.
The RIO rolled inverted and dove into the ground.
assembly.
enemy and severed his tail
In tnhe secord encounter, BLUE 1 fired 20mm and the RIG broke off his run on the F-8.
BLUE 2 fired an AIM-9D which did not guide. BLUE 2 continued to track the MID, firing

Both or these last two missiles Impacted in the
20mm and finally two additional AIM-9D0.
The enemy nosed over and crashed.
tail of the MID.
8.

ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No.

SIDEWINDER
AIR-9D

hits)

20mm

BLUE 1

2/1

Unknown

BLUE 2

3/2

Unknown

I].

DATA SOURCES

Messages:
12.

CTO 77.0 OPREP-3 191403Z, May 19W?

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

A3 above.S

30
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Remarks
First missile failed to guide.
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SECRET
Aircraft Involved:
Reau•tt

Pour F-SC& vs one HIG-17

One 1I1-i7 destroyed

Vicinity or Encovnter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
19 May 1967/unknown
Date/Timej
BLUE Flight (four F-8Ca) on flak suppression mission.

Unknown

Aircraft based on CVAs at

3.
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-8C, BLUE 1.2. 3.l; rn
and SIDEWINDERS (AIM-9D).
rocketsunknown.
One
aircraft carried
of flight
of rest EUll!
Configuration
[•

S. INITIAL DETECTION
One or BLUE aircraft Was Pulling out of a ZUNI firing run when a M10 passed in
of him.

front

6. ACTION INITIATEDI
The BLUE aircraft which sighted the MIG turned and Commenced tracking.

.

BLUE fired an AIM-9D which blew the tail
no ejection observed.
8.

otf the RIG.

The

410 crashed.

There was

ORDNANCE
(No.

fired/No. hits)

SI DEWINDER
AIM-9D
1/1

BLUE
11.

DATA SOURCES

Mesages:
12.

CTO 77.0 OPREP-3 191403Z, May 1967

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
As above.
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Event I11-2'47
Aircraft Involved% Two F-SCs vs two MIO-1Ta
R*Sultt One MIO-i7 destroyed
Viclnity of Encounter:

20e4o0N/105e30E3

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

19 Pay 1967/morning

BLUE Flight (unknown number of P-SCa) providing TARCAP for Navy strike In the Hanoi
aea. Aircraft based on CVAn at YANKEE STATION.
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

v-SC BLUE
SZIMWINDIRS (AIM-gD))
20M cannon
S.

I
3

INITIAL DETECTION

En "mute to target area a MIG-17 was sighted directly behind an A-6A.
area one of BLUE Plight observed a MID-17, low, at his 6 o'clock position.

In the target

6.

ACTION INITIATED
In the first sighting, two members or BLUE Plight turned to attack the MIO. In
sighting In the target area, one member or BLUE Plight maneuvered to attack the 14O.

the

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
One or the two BLUE Flight members who attacked the first
mi1 fired two AIM-9D
missiles plus 20m. The MIG dove away and BLUE Flight proceeded to the target area. In
the ease or the latter MI0, one of the BLUE Flight performed a high yo-yo and maneuvered
behind the MIG. He then fired an AIM-9D at a range of 4000 ft. The MIO exploded and the
pilot ejected.
7.

S.

!

ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No. hits)
31DEWINDER
AIM-gD
20mm

BLUE

"11.

0

3/1
DATA SOURCES
CTO 77.0 OPREP-3 191403Z,

Messages:
12.

May 1967

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

An above.

Alraraft Involved:
Results.

Event III-248
Two A-6Aa ve three MIG-21a

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

3

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SIIUATION

19 May 1967,

Date/Time:
11.

206l5'N/105625'E

1140H

DATA SOURCE

3

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
1.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike pair, part of six A-6 A/C strike group, egressing from target area at
10,0001 after weather abort nbserved three MIcs far belew; estimate MIGa were
below _500'; one MI broke upward, passing in front of flight; flight jettisoned
44 N•-82 and proceeded to coast out point; no further contact with MIe.

1
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SECRET
Event 111Z•29
Aircraft Involved:

TWo A-4Cs vs five MIGe

Results: Sighting
Viclnity of renountet

20059'N/10502619

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 19 Pay 1967, 1530H
11. DATA SOURCE

1.

CINCPACFL? Start Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
IRON HAND flight from Kitty Hawk observed five M1Os ot unknown type very low
In valley; no attempt to engage made.

Event 111-250
Aircraft involved:

Three P-4Cs vs one unident

Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

20*40'N/104*30'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 19 May 1967, 1630H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACYLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
ECM escort flight at 31,000'
type due to altitude.'

observed a silver A/C; unable to distinguish

Event 111-251
Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs four MIG-17s
Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter:

1.
't

Kep A/,

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 19 May 1967. 1641H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight observed tour VIO. over Kep airfield; M0Os appeared to be in a
traffric pattern and In the process of landing or takeoff, at an altitude or
approx 2500'.
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SECRET
Event
Aircraft Involved:
2W,

1-5

91 ht P-lIg Vs twelve-fifteen

Resulta.

Four 1410-i7s destroyed and
one P-11C lost
Vicinity of Encounter: ke120'N/10602511

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 20 May 1967/from 1629K to 16410H.I
Eight F-liCe (BLUE and ORLIN Flights) were providing 1410 CAP for a strike force tram
Takhli, which was attacking the Bat Le Railroad Yards at 21031N/3.060261 (JCS 1079 and
13541). The flights or the strike force which encountered 141Gs are those of Events
111-2415,-246,-247. There was IRON HAND and EB-66 support for this strike.
2. MISSION ROUTE
BLUE and GREEN Flightse departed Ubon and refueled on TAN ANCHOR. From refueling,
then direct to 2107'N/107038%E than direct
9rcee
drct oG100N/106047'E,
they
to 2 20'N/106*32'E, and after the engagement egressed to 21007IN/107038'E. From there,
for
air-to-air
refueling, then direct to Channel 109
they proceeded direct to TAN ANCHOR,
sand then direct to Ubon.
3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
LA1C BLUE 1. 2. 1. 11and GREEN 1. 2. 1. 4i
41*. AI14-TE SPARROW

11 AIM-9B SIDEWINDER
QRC-160 pod
gallon centerline tank
1
gallon wing tank.
1
I

-600

-370

BLUE I

ZIF-Off, TACAN-Om.

Silver, red star outlined in yellow with heavy red bar on each side of the star.

Markings on top of wings and fuselage forward of horizontal stabilizer.
No external stores.
Had afterburners.
4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Clear with scattered patches of clouds at 10,000 feet.
BLRI
C

Visibility was good.
GREEN

8,000 feet

Altitude;

est

Headig.,
&D-0ad

ETAS
lb - some fuel In outboard tank

15410

7TOT-tats:15,000
Flia'- Formation

.od formation modified to give 1410 coverage; BLUE Flight's element was on the right
4100-500 feet high. BLUE 2 was down about 200 ft. There was about 1500 ft between

aircraft.
INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE and GREEN Flights heard MIG calls, indicating MI~s at 8-11 o'clock. As theme
wrdectdat 2 o'clock. The 14105 wore low, and, since they
weeseen, ohrMO1
weesilver, were easily 3een and recognised at. long ranges (up to 9 miles) against the
dark background.
S.

6.

ACTION INITIATED

2 o'clock.
7.

V

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

~BLUE 1 engaged a 14I0-17 and fired a SPARROW which missed. He then engaged a 1410-17
M~eanwidle BLUE 3 engaged
who was attacking GREEN I and killed the 1410 with a SIDEWINDER.
but achieved no
SIDEWIIIDERs
three
and
SPARROWs
tour
fired
and
MIG-17s
three
a total of
hits.
GREEN Fl 4 ght attacked the 1410-17a and GREEN 1 fired two SPARROW3 achieving a kill.
Suring the firht attack, GREEN 2 was shot down by a 1410-17. GREET! Flight was fired upon
ie
w
oeSROsadaSDWNE
RE
ntnea
Nsinthree sprt
-4ithout success.
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Event 111-2$2
GREEN I and 4 atacked a MIG-1? and GREEN 3, after tiring a spARIOw whi
-fissed,
fired a SIDNILXtNR which killed the M4G. ONEEN 3 suhaoquently fired three more SIDSWINDER&
and two more SPARROWs without success.
ORFEN 4 engaged two M10-1Tc and fired two SPARROWs
without suceess.
"BLUE and GREEN Flights then started to earess but GREEN 1 reentered the a"ea, and
got below a MIG-17. GREEN I launched two SIDEWINDERs, one of which hit and killed the
410.
6.

ORDNANCE
(No. tired/No. hits)

[IM-8

SIDEWINDER

F

SPARROW

Cannon

hL-UMJ

BLUE 1

1/1

BLUE 3

3/0

1/0
4/0

GREEK 1
GREEN 3

4/1
4/1

2/0

GREEN 4

-

2/0

Attempttd to fire one
other AIM-9B

3/1
Attempted
to tire two
other AIN-79
1/0

At BLUE 3

1/0
1/0
1/1
1/0

First pair that tired
at GREEN 1
Hit anu destroyed
GRIEEN 2

2 MI--17-

1/0

At GREEN 1

2 RIG-17i

1/0

HIG-17
KZG-17
4I0G-17

L

M11-17
-17% RIG7

V

9.

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE I - The radar scope In
10.

the rear cockpit of BLUE 1 toailed.

AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experlence
Total
Hours

F-4
Hours

Combat
Missions

Re-marks

BLUE 1
.

Front
Back

3000
650

300
450

82
85

Front
Back

2500
250

215
80

69
23

Six years In B-47s

Front

4900

225

56

Had been in previous M10
engagements; two MI1
kill& previous to 20 May;
Nwing commander

Front
Back

3100
500

200
200

87
92

Front

3500

150

38

Back

500

100

19

GREEN I

GREEN 4
Had been In fighters all
of his career
One live missile fired;
no simulator runs.
Comments
•LUE 1, Front - the elements of BLUE and GREEN Flights were coordinated.

This cc-

ordination was necessary and the wingman had to atay with his lead.
It was Impossible
to determine who the elements were (whether BLUE or IREEN) since there were no markings

SECift
L.
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Although they were coordinated,
on the ?-Us.
working together.

Ixt was difficult to got Into SIDEINERz

i

sometimes BLUE and OREEN elements were

tirirng parameters agailnst theMI-17-

afterburner to use to
Used only minimum afterburner so the wingman would nave full
keep up.
Although SAM* and AAA had been observed to be used In conjunction with the MIOs in
Thare were instances in the past where
previous engagements, none were used this day.
MIO-21a lured F-105s into SAN rings and other 410a would attempt to lure fighters up
valleys into flak traps.
After the radar display failed, BLUE 1 no longer expected the AIN-7E to work so he
tried

to use HEAT for the rest

.

of the flight.

Two flights of F-4s are neeoed to provide adequate coverage ror the strike force.
The prebriered tactics or using the
Mutual support between these flights Is necessary.
vertical against the 1410-1? were successful.
With the size or the RIG attacking force it was impossible to work as a flight. At
The wingman stays with the element
best, they were left with coordinated elements.
A singlo aircraft
leader and doesn't attack unless Instructed to do so by the leader.
or a three-ship flight is In a danierous situation in this type of battle.
It SAMs were guiding,
The chaff carried In the speed brakes helped against nA~s.
deck and into flak. There were recorded cases of
the atfighters
it forced
AOL.to the
3AI~a
guiding
200 feetdown
The MRQs are getting more aggressive.
Front - by keeping his speed high, he could effectively fight the MI0s..
Communications were a problem since the backseater and the wingman missed several
BLUE 3 had trouble communicating with the backasater due in part to
calls by BLUE 3, Front.
both tenseness and noise on the radio.
It must be seen
GREEN 1, Front - the turning ability of the MIO-IT is fantastic.
to be believed.

BLUE 3,

There was a lot of noise on the radio.
The RIO-17, when used as It was this day, is a more formidable opponent than a MIG-21.
We must know the capabilities and advantages
The RIG pilots were respected and must be.
or our aircraft.
The counter to the 1410's wagon-wheel defence requires coordination and timing between
By
two F-4 flights, with each of the flight's elements operating as a coordinated pair.
coming In low and coming up at the wagon-wheel (which can be done in those areas without
M.Gs
some
permit
should
busy
MIGs
the
flak), a coordinated pass with one element keeping
to be broken out of the circle.
If a
As long as the M103 stay In the oiro'e they are very difficult to attack.
tangential attack is made from outside the periphery, the MIGs can vbrea% into the attack,
turning inside of the P-4. If an attack is made by cutting across the eirale, a MIO can
of the P-4. The attacker cannot go to the Inside of the circle
easily get on the tall
since this Is usually anchored over their home base, with cooresponding dense flak.
However, the
The MIG-17 wagon-wheel is strictly a defensive maneuver against the F-4.
1IQG could use a low flight in the wagon-wheel pattern, and with a high flight for attack,
have some orfensive capability.
It could be an
The addition of the gun on the F-4 would complement the missiles.
However, the gun is not a primary weapon.
advantage at low altitudes and close ranges.
In some cases, achieving the parameters for a gun shot, would permit attack by the MIGG.
The MIO-21z on the second of January (Event
The MI~s are growing more aggressive.
111-52) were not the problem that the MIG-17s were this day.
Due to RIG attacks on IRON HAND Flights, the IRON HAND Flights are now getting CAP
However, the F-4 cannot get too close to the IRON HAND flight due to the ECM
support.
pod interference with the SAM detection gear.
The 7-105 force is better protected since the F-105s started to bunch up In gaggles.
They are difficult to protect when they were strung out.
OREEN 1, Back - the problem with a boresight lock at low altitude is that the target
However, the
return is difficult to rind if the gyro Is "in" due to the ground line.
However, the gyro should be replaced
target is a distinct blip if the gyro is "out".
to "in" before firing. The automatic switching to full
system is a good reature.
By using the glare shield as a hand hold, and by keeping the shoulder harness look
open, the backseater can pull himself out of the seat and see well back towards 6 o'clock.

GREEN 4 - initially the fights of BLUE and GREEN Flirht3 started separately in

As long as the fights stayed apart, tia F-4s were on the defenuive.
difterent locations.
But when the fights merged, the three elements of BLUE and CREEN Flights were able to work
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together
and gain
offensive.
is now standard that the flights will operate together
when engaged
by a the
superior
force, 1i
since
working together complicates the MIGS' coordination.
There was a single MIG operating low and near the center of the wagon wheel. This
Individual was thought to be the director.
Every time that GREEN 3 and 4 would descend
to an attack, a MIG would either cut across the circle to meet their attack or one would

4

come up from low.
The MIG wagon-wheel tactic seemed like a good procedure in which to use people

efficiently, .f there were a lot of inexperienced pilots and only a few experienced ones.
A weapon is needed so that maneuvering targets may be attacked inside 2500-ft range.
Due to the overtake and g's which exist in most flghts the minimum range on the AIM-4

missile is about 6ý00-7000 feet. The lack of some sort of gun has given away a good
chunk ot air space wherein the F-4 cannot attack the MIG. The MIGs have realized this and
have adopted tactics to defeat the missiles, mostly by high-g maneuvering.
To fight the 1MIG-17, the F-4 must be worked in the vertical.

To fight the MIO-21 the

F-4 must be worked in the horizontal plane.
Working in the vertical must be an automatic
reaction. The flight crews needed
more training in thisSAC)
typeand
of had
maneuvering.
crews
insufficientThe
experience
that
came to the theatre had di,,erse backgrounds (ADC,
or training..4

L11.

DATA SOURCES

ProJect Interviews:

BLUE 1, Front,

3 June 1967; BLUE 3,

Front,

4 June 1967; GREEN 1,

Front, 4 June 1967; GREEN 1, Back, 3 June 1967; GREEN 4, Front,
4 June 1967.
Messages, Reports:
8 TFW 201215Z May 1967 OPREP-3 DOI 05363.'
8 TFW 201535Z May 1967 0PREP-3 DOI 05365.
8 TFW 210245Z May 1967 OPREP-3 DI 05378 Sect. I, II, II.

AIM-71DiE Missile Performance Report for GREEN 1, GREEN 3, GREEN 4, BLUE 1 and BLUE 3.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE and GREEN Flights were providing MIG CAP for a large strike force (five to seven

F-105 flights).

BLUE 1 was the MIG CAP force commander.

The strike f~rce was ingressing

as a gaggle and BLUE Flight was flying line abreast with the second F-105 flight.

Since

the ingress was from the east, (heading west) BLUE Flight was about 2 mile, north of the
F-105s and about 3000 feet higher. The flight formation was a Pod formation slightly
modified to give better lookout coverage for MIGs.
GREEN Flight was to the right and nigh
of the last F-105 flight, which put them about 3 miles back of BLUE Flight.
The force ingressed from the Gulf of Tonkin and as they crossed the coastal Islands, the
F-4s Jettisoned their centerline tanks.
As the force passed by a SAM site, about 20 miles
east of Kep Airfield, two SAMs were fired as teen at BLUE l's
11 o'clock. Just as the
SAMs were fired BLUE 1 observed the IRON HAND Flight to pop up and fire two SHRIKEs at the
site. The SAMs immedlately stopped guiding.
At about the time the SA~s were seen, one op the warning agencies, using the BULLSEYE

* LThis

warning system called "Bandits, BULLSEYE, low", followed by "Bandits 30 east, 36, low".
indicated to the flights that MIGs were 30 miles east of Hanoi at low altitude heading
360 degrees

BLUE Flight.

(north).

This warning indicated that MIGs would be seen at 8-11 o'clock from

The F-105 force had planned to split and hit two targets on the Northeast Railroad
and
the this
CAP force
had also
split ofin the
order
to cover
part saw
of M1IOs
the force.
Before
happened,
about planned
15 milesto short
target,
BLUE each
I Front
at 9 o'clock

low, about 8 miles away. These MIG-17s were silver and were easily seen and immediately
identified, even at 8 miles range, since they contrasted against the dark green vegetation.
The MIGs passed underneath a cloud and when seen again were at b o'clock apparently

4y

attempting to attack the strike force.
BLUE 1 called them out and GREEN 1 acknowledged.
These M1Gs were in GREEN I's 9-10 o'clock position.
Immrediately thereafter, a member of GREEN Flight called MIG-17s at 2 o'clock, low,
heading south.
The warning agency had not indicated these latter MIGs."
At this time the F-1053 started to see MIGs and called them.
The MIGs at 8 o'clock
were still
out about 5 miles.
At this time BLUE Flight started left to attack the MIG-17s seen in the 8 o'clock
position, and GREEN Flight turned right to attack the MIG-I7s seen in the 2 o'clock
position.
There were six to eight MIG-17s in each group and, at first, the engagements
of BLUE and GREEN Flights were separated by 2-3 miles.
The fights gradually coalesced,
however, with the elements of each flight acting separately to provide support to other
elements.
The engagements took place within a ]0 mile radius of 21 0 20'N/106 0 25'E.
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G

Du to the actions which followed, and the fact that each element from time to time
was working with different elements (but not always certain of the specific identification)
the
actlons of each element will be described separately.
AUn te

F-n engaged the RI0,

3

the P-105 force proceeded on to their assigned targets.

As BLUE Flight went to afterburner and turned left to attack the MIOs, the M14s had
tirned left
and climbed, to attack the P-105s from over the top.
This put the MIOs at
BLUE PFLght's 10 o'clock position, with the F-ms behind the MI0.. BLUE 1 did not
immediately drop the outboard tank since it still
had some fuel in it.
The MuGs continued to turn left and BLUE 1 concentrated on two MI0-17p 'at 10-11
O'clock.
BLUE I locked on in the boresight mode.
The backseat then switched to full
system. interlocks out, gyro out, and BLUE I pulled lead on the RIO and fired a SPARROW.
The missile guided perfectly but 2-3 seconds before intercept, the radar scope in the
backseat went blank.
Although only a faulty fuse had caused the back presentation to
turn oft (the frontseat scope was still
operating) this was unknown to the backseater who
then broke lock to go to boresight and the missile missed.
ZLU 1 had been descending, and he had obtained a lock on and 'fird
at 7000 feet
range.
At the time of firing BLUE 1 was at about Mach 1 at 5000-6000 feet altitude'.
pulling a g'a and closing in on the MIG at 350 knots.
The angle off was 20-30 degrees.
The polarization was linear and the clutter was in the override position.
The MIG-17
was in a left turn at about 5000 feet altitude.
Duw to the overtake, BLUE 1 closed on the IO and when about 2000 feet away at several
hundred feet altitude, he pulled up in a high speed yoyo, and switched to HEAT.
BLUE 1 made some other passes on MIGs and during one he saw an F-4 pass in front of
him on fire. At this time, as he was coming back up in a left spiral, he saw an F-4 at
12 o'clock high, completely on fire.
The tail
and right wing were missing and above the
burning F-4 were two parachutes.
BLUE 1 saw the parte of the F-4 fall but lost contact
with the chutes.

BLUE I made another pass on a MIG-17 but was unsuccessful in achievin

I,

SIDEWINDERI

launch parameters.
BLUE I was in minimum burner all of the time.
As he worked in the
vertical (in a left turn) he repeatedly could see, many MIG-17s, all
in a left orbit,
at 10 o'clock.
BLUE 2 was clearing BLUE 1, and from 8500 feet altitude BLUE 1 saw a single F-4 (GREEN
1, recognized since he was a single) with a MIG-17 on him.
BLUE 1 then started to attack
this NMI.
Before he could alert GREEN 1, GREEN 1 broke hard left.
At this time GREEN 1

was about 1-1/2 miles away from BLUE 1. As GRLEN 1 broke,

the MIG-17 overshot.

The MIG-17

made no move to reattack GREEN 1, but rolled to the right and headed straight toward Kep
AirfieiLd.
(BLUE I could look past the MIG and see the runway about 8 miles away.)
The
RIO had been at about 4000 feet altitude and was diving toward the ground at about 20
degrees, with about one g on the aircraft, and not turning.
BL
1 got a good tone and fired a SIDEWINDER.
When he fired, BLUE 1 was at 550
knots, at 2500 feet altitude with one g on the airplane.
He was closing on the MIG at
250 knots.
The MI was straight ahead (0 degree angle off) at about 1500 feet altitude.
The missile detonated to the left of the tailpipe.
The MIG rolled over to the left, on
fire, and went straight down from 1500 feet altitude.
BLUE 1 is credited with a confirmed

kill.

"

i
I

BLUE 1 and 2 then turned left and went back up to about 8500 feet altitude and returned
to the battle area which was about 4 miles behind them.
BLUE 1 and 2 then made an attack on another MIG-17.
This MIG was low, at about 200
feet altitude, and although BLUE 1 chased the MIG around, he could never get in a position
for a SIDEWINDER attack.
BLUE 1 could not get below the MIG so he could look up and get
a tone differentiation.
When BLUE 2 called bingo minus 800 pounds, BLUE 1 and 2 disengaged.
By this time the
MIGa were seen moving off towards Kep, and BLUE 1 and 2 egressed without further incident.
BLUE 1 and 2 had not been below 500 knots indicated throughout the fight.

I
j

BLUE 3 and 4i
As BLUE 1 and 2 dived to engage their first
MIG, BLUE 3 and 4 stayed high and behind
for about two turns in order to provide support.
After that, BLUE 3 and 4 lost track of
LLUE 1 and 2 due to the confusion of MIGs and F-4s.
BLUE 3 and 4 then attacked a MIG-17 (MIG A) that was low.
As BLUE 3 came in on the
MIG he was unable to obtain a look-on so he put the pipper on the MIG and fired a SPARROW
in the boresight mode, looking down about 10 dugrees on the MIG.
The missile missed,
without appearing to guide. The MIG was in a turn. The range at firing was about 1.5
miles.
[See firing 1 of Table . for parameters.]
The RIO reversed his turn and BLUE 3 obtained a full system lock.
With the steering
dot centered, and the In-range light on, BLUE 3 fired his second SPARROW at MIG A. The
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Event 111-252
missile seemed to guide initially
but missed MI0 A.
[See firing 2 of Table 1 for
additional details.]
With interlocks out, BLUE 3 pulled some lead on MIG A and fired his third SPARROW
at the MIG.
The missile passed Just behind MIG A.
[See firing 3 oF Table 1.3 The MI1
"at this time was in a left descending hard turn. BLUE 3 with good overtake, then went
Into a left climbing turn above the MIG.
The MIG made no attempt to follow and did not
come close to BLUE 3, and BLUE 3 successfully disengaged.

BLUE 3 and 4 came back around and rolled in on another MId-17 (MIG B).
the pipper on the M10 and achieved a lock-on.
came between BLUE 3 and MIG B.
At the time that BLUE 3 and 4 rolled out,

Before BLUE 3 could fire,

BLUE 3 put

two other P-4s

Just as the other F-4s got between them

and MIG B, BLUE 3 noticed another MIG-17 at 5 o'clock, firing.

BLUE 3 could see the

S

top of the wing so this. MIG was not a threat to him-but the MIG was close to tracking

BLUE 4 so BLUE 3 and 4 went to full burner and started a climbing turn.
to follow but fell back and was only a threat for a few seconds.
climbed to altitude to position for another attack.

The MI

started

BLUE 3 and 4 then

BLUE 3 saw a lone Mi0-17 (MIG C) and turned in on him and attempted to fire two
SIDEWINDERs.
One SIDEWINDER hung and the other missed.
[See firing 4 and 5 of Table 1.3

L

Sstate,

By the time BLUE 3 had got into range, MIG C had seen him and had started a break.
In
addition, BLUE 3 had a weak tone on the SIDEWINDER.
The SIDEWINDER which missed, fell
short of the MIG.
BLUE 3 and 4 then broke off since the MI1's actions indicated that BLUE 3 had been
seen.
BLUE 3 and 4 climbed back to altitude (about 8000 feet) and on checking the fuel
determined that they were close to BINGO, so they started to egress.

BLUE 3 then saw a lone MIG-17 (MId D) low and to the right.

The MIG was at a very

low altitude and appeared to be heading for Kep.
BLUE 3 and 4 had enough fuel for one more pass, so they went to afterburner and turned
right and down.
When he saw the MIG, BLUE 3 was between 8000 and 10,000 feet altitude and
climbing.
The IG was below 1000 feet.
bLUE 3 achieved a radar lock, and went to full system.
With the in-range light on
and the steering dot centered, he fired his last SPARROW.
The SPARROW did not track at

all and dived into the ground.

[See firing 6 of Table I.]

Since BLUE 3 had a good rate of closure, and the MI1 had apparently not detected
BLUE -3, he closed slightly and descended to 200-300 feet AOL in an attempt to get a good

tone.

BLUE 3 was unsuccessful,

and fired a SIDEWINDER against a green hill background

with a weak tone.
The missile appeared to track and was headed for the tailpipe but fell
short.
[See firing 7 of Table 1.] BLUE 3 felt he was in range although he does not
remember if the backseater called it out.
It was indicated in the OPREP source that
BLUE 3 had a radar lock during the last two firings.

BLUE 1 then fired his last SIDEWINDER and the SIDEWINDER detonated to the right
of the MI1,
Just outside of the wing.
As the missile detonated, MIG D went into a sharp
left
turn and when the fire ball subsided the MIG was still
flying.
Since BLUE 3 was out or

ordnance and fuel, BLUE 3 and 4 started a climbing turn and disengaged.
Table 1.]
Although BLUE 4 had stayed with BLUE 3 throughout the encounters,

clear BLUE 3, BLUE 3 had difficulty hearing BLUE 4.
tank until egress,

[See firing 8 of

and was calling to

BLUE 3 retained his outboard fuel

and did not notice any performance degradation due to it.

The lowest

speed that BLUE 3 achieved was 450 knots.
GREEN 1 and 2
GREEN Flight turned right to engage the MIGs that were seen coming in

GREEN 1 and 2 made several turns with the MI1s.

from the north.

During these turns, GREEN I and 2 had to

maneuver to avoid collisions with friendly aircraft.
were unable to fire any ordnance.

Due to the confusion GREEN 1 and 2

Early in the engagement, GREEN 1 had to break off a hard turn in order to avoid a
collision.
GREEN 1 pulled up and reversed and the next time he saw GREEN 2, GREEN 2 was
on fire, stalled out, and above GREEN 2 were two parachutes.
During this time, GREEN 1
Back was checking the 7 o'clock, and as GREEN 1 was in a left bank, GREEN 1 Back saw an
F-4 (GREEN 2) slide to the inside, slow, in a nose high attitude, on fire.
He also saw the
crew eject.
GREEN 2 was lost at about 1634H in the "icinity of 21 0 25'N/106 0 25'E.
When first
seen,
the aircraft was nose low, with fire coming from both wing roots and was at an altitude of
7000 feet.
When next seen, the aircraft was in a nose high attitude at 4000 feet.
The
aircraft was engulfed in flame and debris was falling away.
Shortly thereafter two seats
and two good chutes were seen, but no beepers were heard.
The aircraft was seen to impact
in the vicinity of 21•25'N/106 0 25'E.
The cause of lass was a M10-17.
After GREEN 2 had been lost, GREEN 1 re-entered the fight and attacked e M11-17 (110
E) which was out in front.
From a boresight acquisition and lock on, GREEN 1 went to full
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F'As

system and ripple-fired two SPARROWs.
[See firing 1 and 2 of Table 2.) One of the
missiles was not observed, the second tracked well and detonated in the vicinity of
E. The MIG caught fire and went down to the left, resulting in a kill for GREEN 1.
The impact was observed by a member of BLUE Plight.
GREEN I did not see the missile detonate since he was under attack by two other
MIG-17s. Just before GREEN 1 had fired, GREEN 1 Back had seen the MIs coming in from
8 o'clock high going to 6 o'clock. The P'IOs were 1-1/2 to 2 miles away and GREEN I Back
called them out. These MIGs started firing at GREEN 1. By the time GREEN I had fired
his SPARROWs, these MIZs were in good position and GREEN 1 Front could see the underside
of the MIOs.
GREEN 1 then made a level left break (about 7-8 g's) but the MIOs stayed
with him during the turn shooting. GREEN 1 then started to climb and the MIGs broke off
to the right when BLUE 1 attacked them. When GREE!N 1 came around again, MIG E was burning
on the ground.
GREEN 1 continued to try to attack other MIGa in the area.
As GREEN I would come
across the wagon wheel to attack a MIG who had his tail pointed toward GREEN 1, he in turn
would be attacked by other MIGs.
This happened three separate times.
During these attacks, disengagements, separations, and reattacks, GREEN 1 fliJ
two
SIDEWINDERs and one SPARROW, without success, at three different M1as.
The first SIDEWINDER was fired out of parameters, end passed behind the target [see
firing 3 of Table 2]. The second SIDEWINDER was fired under conditions like the first
[see firing 4 of Table 2]. The SPARROW firing was from inside minimum range, and as the
MIG broke, the missile passed behind [see firing 5 of Table 2].
GREEN 1 reached bingo fuel and after calling the other flights, started to egress.
the friendly forces left, most of the I4IGs had left except for a single MIG-17 (MIG I),
circling in the area. At this time GREEN 1 decided to attack this 14IG so he descended to
low altitude, and from 10 miles away started to approach the MIG. Before he reached firing
range the MIG saw GREEN 1 and started to take evasive action.
The MIG stayed low, turning, and GREEN 1 followed, attempting to stay below the MIG.
GREEN 1 throttled back and stayed behind the MIG, 3000 to 4000 feet away. The MIG turned
up a valley and as he came to the end he flew over a ridge, and was outlined against the
sky.
OlENThe
MIG popped over the ridge in a right turn and The
immediately
reversed to the left.
GREEN I got a good tone and launched two SIDEWINDERs.
first
was unobserved and the
other exploded under the MIG's tail [see firing 6 Lnd 7 of Table 2]. The SIDEWINDER
exploded 5-10 feet on the right side of the MIG and pieces were seen to come from the
MIG as the MIG turned left and down from 200 feet altitude. GREEN 1 is credited with a
kill.
GREEN 1 then broke over the MIG to clear his 6 o'clock and lost sight of the MIn.
GREEN 1 then egressed with a 2000 pound fuel state.
GREEN 3 and 4
After GREEN 1 fired his first missile, GREEN 3 and 4 were instructed to attack other
MIOs.
As GREEN 3 and 4 attacked from a vertical maneuver, MIG would cut across the circle
to counter their attack. GREEN 3 fired six missiles in separate attacks on different MIGs
[see Table 3 for the firing order].
At the time that GREEN 3 fired his first SIDEWINDER, GREEN 4 fired a SPARROW at a MIG.
GREEN 4 fired interlocks out, with a full system lock on. The SPARROW was observed
tracking but GREEN 4 was unable to keep track of it as he had to maneuver to stay with
GREEN 3. However, the radar stayed locked on for about 5 seconds after he lost visual
contact with the MIG.
At firing, GREEN 4 had 5 degree angle off and was at 8500 feet
altitude and 2 g&s.
The speed was Mach 0.9. He was firing down on a MIG-17 who was at
3000 feet altitude and 0.8 Mach.
The overtake was about 300 knots. The firing range
was about a mile, with lock-on also occurring at one mile. The switch settings were:
polarization, linear; clutter, normal; and gate, narrow. The select light had been on
5 minutes before arming.
About the second or third time around the circle, GREEN 3 and 4 were in a left
vertical turn reversal, heading back down when GREEN 4 saw GREEN 2 pass in a 30 degree
(GREEN 4 thought he was firing his missiles.)
dive with fire coming from the wing roots.
"Previous to this GREEN 4 thought he heard a call of "GREEN 2, MIG at 7". As GREEN 3 and
4 headed down, they selected some MIGs which had broken off, and after GREEN 3 and 4
fired at them, GREEN 3 and 4 then went back up and as they did, they saw GREEN 2 in a stall,
on fire, and two parachutes.
On the previously described descent, GREEN 4 fired his second SPARROW, under conditions
identical to the first firing except the track crossing angle and angle off were 20 degrees,
and he had 3 g's on the aircraft. Again, a maneuver prevented GREEN 4 from observing the
missile flight.
GREEN 4 subsequently attempted to fire two move SPARROWs but they (the two aft missiles)
would not fire and did not leave the aircraft.
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Ot

The P-4s' altitudes during the engagement Varied from 1C0 to 8500 feet. The tactics
used by both groups of
0IG-17a were to stay in a "wagon wheel" orbit, turning to the left.
Both groups of MIOs orbited low (one near 1000 feet and another near 5000 feet) and In the
osam location. They operated in pairs or- in throes, and when an P-4 element rolled In for
a past$ at least one HI0 would be at their 6-7 o'clock. The MI1-l?7 would disengage by
executing a split-S in the vertical and diving for the deck. The enemy aircraft were
extremely agressaiv.
There was also a couple of MIO-1e orbiting very low (100-200 foot
altitude) near the center of the orbit and It was surmised that these were direotor
aircraft. The M10-17s used afterburner Intermittently throughout the engagement.
The friendly tactics were to pick an element of MZOs in the orbit and make a highspeed pass, breaking of a minimum range to go high to position for another pass. The speed
was kept high.
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Event 111-253
involved:

Three P-4Ca and two 3I-66
Vs one unident

Results: Sighting
Vicinity of tneountoer:

2•01eN/104*02'1

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/timo. 20 May 1967, 1610H

DATA SOUR~CE

11.

F

CINCPACFLT Starf Study 6-68.
It.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
MCK escorts sighted a large, high swept wing A/C approaching head-on from the
north; the A/C made a widae sweeping lett turn at approx speed of EB-66 at altitude
of 30,000'; numerous RIC calls were heard.

L
Event 11-25I4
Aircraft Involved: Three F-105v vs seven
M10-17s

Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
-

2168'N/l106043'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 20 May 1967, 1630H
'"

"11. DATA SOURCE
.

12.

CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight Ingressing at 5000'; four RIGs came from the south at flight's
altitude, gently dropping below flight altitud.' to a 6 o'clock position; MIGs
were unable to engage due to flight speed; as flight egressed from target, three
'IGO-17s at 3000' were observed closing on flight; RIGs could not execute turn to
engage flight.

Event 111-255
Aircraft Involved: Four F-4Cs va one MIG-?
and one unident
Results: Sighting

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

210 09'N/105 051'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 20 May 1967, 1630H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE OESCRIPTION

MIOCAP rlight, when approx 40 miles short of target, heard MIG call from flight
of Event 170; flight continued cover for F-105s on into and out of target area; one
4MI1
sighted by 03 going away from the strike force; one unknown type A/C was
observed, silver in color, markings could not be chserved due to distance.
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Event 111-256
Four

Aircraft Involved:

0

Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encountert
I.

2

O-105ID
vs two MIIZ-17s

3

21;31'H/l06 0 3T7I

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tim : 20 May 196T/about 1630H1

BLUE flight (tour P-1O05s) war the lead flight of a force of P-105O striking the
The NIOCAP was provided by the aircraft of
Bao Le railroad yards at 2l'31'1N/!0626'E.
Event 111-252. The other strike flights which saw MI03 are described in Events 111-260
-257.
and

2. NISSION ROUTE
Takhli to target and return via the Gulf of Tonkin.
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
4 - CBU-24&

BLUE 2
4 - CBU-24Is on
centerllne

6 760 lb bombs

6 - 750 lb bombs on
centerline

I - AIM9B

2 QRC-160

1 - AIN9B

2 - QRC-160

BLUE I

F-1051)

I1*

BLUE 4

3

I - QRC 160

I - QRC-160

All aircraft carried 2 -

BLUE 3

All camouflaged.

450 gal external fuel tanks and 20 mm guns.

Clean
Dull silver color, red stars on wings
Cannon
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Some low, fair weather Cumulus in the area; good visibility.
BLUE 1. 2. 3, 4
6,000 feet
Altitude:
3100
Hadnju.
Weather:

7,000 lbs
Line abreast, with 1 and 2 on the right and 3 and 4 on the

Fuel State:
Flight Formation:

left.
5. INITIAL DETECTION
Two aircraft, subsequently identiried as YI0-17s, were detected by BLUE flight
Bogeys
during Ingress, when they were about 1 1/2 minutes out from the target.
4-5 miles distance, in a left turn toward
about
high,
slightly
o'clock,
10:30
at
were
BLUE flight. MI0 warnings had been heard, but none had been directed at this flight.
The bogeys were initially thought to be MIOs due to their shape and the direction from

3

which they came.
6.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE flight lit afterburners and continued their run on the target.

The M10a fell

behind as BLUE flight accelerated for the pop up, even though they attempted to position
for firing.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE flight popped up to about 13,000 or 14,000 ft, making a right hand roll-in for
an attack heading of about 020 , then jinking out In a genemlly south to east direction.
BLUE flight lost sight of the IG In their maneuvers to strike the target.
Shortly after coming off target, BLUE 4 called that he was being fired upon by a MI1
as he observed tracers high over his left wing. BLUE 4 applied negative 9's, went
afterburner and successfully disengaged.

*•

When BLUE flight had egreased about five miles further from the target and had
rejoined in a line abreast formation with BLUE 3 and 4 on the left, BLUE 1 saw a MIG-17

closing and passing behind him in a right turn.
and continued over to attack BLUE 4.

The MIO was unable to attack BLUE lead
teet range at BLUE

The MIG approached 1%0'

4l's
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%vent 111-256
5 o'clock position as BLUE lead called the MIO's position and for the flight to go afterburner, unload and break right. The P-1058 accelerated away from the M10 and the range
had Increased to 2000 feet before the MIO achieved a tiring position. However, the W*O
was not observed to ftire and It In doubtful whether the 14O actually achieved tiring
posi1ton.

The RIG fell behind as BLUE flight egreased toward the coast.

Although not definitely ascertained, it was suspected that the latter two lIO-17s
attacking BLUE flight were the same ones as those making the pass on BLUE flight prior to

astriking the target.
BLUE -none.
M1I0

-

One enemy fired unknown number of rounds of cannon at BLUE I.

No hits.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None reported.
10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS

combat

Expeerience:

Combat
Total Hours

P-105 Hours

3100

250

BLUE 1

Missions
Unknown

None

Comments
Knew that they could outrun the MIO-17a.
11.

DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews:

BLUE 1,

31 May 1967.

Measages:
It.

355 TFW TakhlI OPREP-3 201320Z May 67, 60TO-O 11808 May 67.
NIARRATIVE

;

See 5, 6, and 7.

A,+

IJ

LJ
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0 6'/16 0 Event
T' EnouteIE1
Involved:
Aircraft
i No
duamage
Result

Four P-105be vs eight MZO-17s

Vicinity offlncountert
1.

111-257

I

•

il

2l°;6'N/106o20'EI

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 20 May 1967/abOut 1630H
Pour P-105s (BLUE flight) were part or a strike force from Takhli attacking the BaO Le
railroad yard. The other strike flights which encountered MIOs were those of Events 111-256
The MIOCAP aircraft were those or Event 111-252.
and zz1-260.
S. ORDNANCE

20i
20wa

Cannon

BLUE 1

BLUE 2

I

3/0

200 rounds

3/0

tired 570 rounds

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Combat Missions

P-105 Hours

Total Hours

3

Exoerience

BLUE 1

3300

BLUE 2

5100

90

700

previous
Two
air-.t o-ailr

engagements".
65

260

Two prior air-toair engagements.

l

Comments
BLUE 1

-

the M10-17's rate of turn is almost unbelievable.

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews:
Messages: 355 TFW

BLUE 1. June 1967

TakhlI OPREP-3

201i00Z, May 67, DOTO-O

11812

12. NARRATIVE
as BLUE flight approached the "pop-up", eight silver MIG-17a in fingertip
On ingress0,
BLUE flight was headed west and the MIOs were turning
trail formation were encountered.
to come in on BLUE at 6 o'clock. BLUE called the P-4 CAP flight and proceeded into the
As the
At this time KIGs were sighted in all quadrants.
pop-up, bombed and recovered.
flight started to egress, BLUE 1 and 2 in succession passed three M10s at three separate
tiees. Each time BLUE 1 and 2 would fire a burst of 20mm and pass on (vicinity of
BLUE 2 fired a total of 570 rounds. The last of these passes by
21o26'N/106020'E).
There was no known damage done to the MI4s. BLUE flight
feet altitude.
BLUE 2 was atto 100
600 kts and continued egress.
accelerated

During the engagement, BLUE 1 saw a single M1O-17 at low altitude and went down after
him. Just as he was pulling lead to fire on the M1G, the MI
being unable to follow accelerated away.

broke very sharp and BLUE 1,

g

K

6'
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3rant ZZZ-258
Aircraft Involved:

Results:

Four
P-4Ca ve four or five
MIO-21a'

Two MIO-21a destroyed

Vicinity of Encount*ert

k•

21053N/lO0219'

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/T'ime:

20 Nay 1967/162foH

(BLUE Plight) were one or two P-4 flights providing NIOCAP escort for a
Although none of the strike
flights byorMIO-213.
the other P-4 flight naw M410, the I•NI HAND rlight (Event 111-257) was attacked
Four P-4Cs

[i

~

strike force attackine the Kinh No motor vehicle repair yards.
2.

•From

MISSIO N ROUTE

BLUE Flight departed Danang, then proceeded direct to WHITE ANCHOR for refueling.
Egress was
target,
to the
then direct
WHITE ANCHOR, then
the direct
flight proceeded
direct to Charnel
9?, then
direct
to
to 21*551H!105*061E.
21055IN/1040381E,
the reverse routs.

3.

P-40C

(.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

1. 2.3. 4

BLUE
4 - AIM-TE SPARROW
4 - AIM-9B SIDEWINDER
I1- QRC-160 pod
1
600 gal centerline tank
gal outboard tank
1 -370
IFF-an-TACAN-on

2410-21 C and D
Silver

(at least two were "D")

One MIG-21D had CHICOM markings
No external stores

4.

t..
F

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Two-eighths scattered clouds with tops at 5000 ft.
BLUE
•

Weathert

ft AOL (approx.
12,000
1 37 0
540 kt3
9000 lb

Altitude,
R -b U g
Sbee;
Pu l State -

Visibility 20 mi.

15,000 ft MSL)

WForration: Pod
Flight
S.
INITIAL DETECTION
During ingress, BLUE ý back saw two M1O-21a attacking the last flight of the strike
The M103 were heading 0104 at 8000 ft altitude.

("•

force.

L

6.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight immediately broke off to attack the M10s.

S

P'1
•

7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE 3 and 4 attacked the M1I0

Before BLUE 3

with BLUE 3 obtaining a radar look-on.

When reacquired, the
could fire, a call of "break" was heard and the flight broke off.
1MIOs were no longer a threat, so BLUE Flight started to rejoin the strike force.
As BLUE Plight again started down Thud Ridge, BLUE 3 saw another MIG-21 and began
hit,on
of which
the last
the MI0,
SPARROWS
fired three
3 subsequently
attack. in BLUE
an
a look
obtaining
while
a MIIG-21D
3 saw at
BLUE
Shortly thereafter.
a kill,
re!ýultlng
Before an attack could be initiated, BLUE 4 called BINGO fuel due to a
another MT0-21.

L

mechanical difficulty, and BLUE 3 and 4 egressed.
BLUE 1 was successBLUE 1 and 2 then picked up a MIO-21D and turned hard into him.
ful in achieving an attack position and fired a SIDEWINDER which destroyed the MI-21D.
During egress, BLUE 1 and 2 saw another MIG-21 at 6 o'clock
BLUE 1 and 2 then egressed.
5 to 6 ml away but the MIG turned away when BLUE 1 and 2 turned into him.

Tw. crew members validate rive, one crew
-Five MIG-213 were aeen and four were engaged.
member validates four, and four crew members validdte three aircraft.

L
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(No. fired/No. hit)

WsLUR

3/1

9. EQUIPMEINT PROWLNS
BLUE 4 had a fuel system malfunction which caused the engine to burn more fuel than
normal.
BLUE I's radar display In the baakseat had very dim presentation. It wasn difficult31
see the radar return and the presentation had to be hold for several seconds before
the symbol& could be seen. In boresight mode, the scope was so bright no data could be
soon so that look-oen could not be achieved In boresight.
10.

AIRCRIW COMMENTS
P-4
0UR3

TOTAL
82P

BLUE
*

-

/

BLUEIl

*to

111-258

OROANCEEvent

COMBAT
MISSIO"

Front

3600

230

?0

back

500

260

453

5000
610

200
350

54

BLUE 3
Front
back

RVMARYS

1
P-8F6 pilot

1

Had fired missiles In flight test

T4Icle were trying to hit the F-105s from low with~ a missile
The MI~s were coming in from a beam position to attempt a hit and

BLVI 1 Front

pop-up attack.

Flew In Thundarbirda

-The

run attack.I
The 1410 solved BLUR I'm problems by his maneuver.

*

The wingman did a good job.
BLUE 1 Back - The wingman (BLUES 2 and 4i)did an excellent .job of staying with their
element leads. The winaman were briefed to call the 6 o'clock situation every 15 to 205
see. BLUE 1 never worried about the 6 o'clock.
whtAlthoutph some of the flights had started to carry guns, BLUE Flight had not yet been
BLUE 1 Front sadthat due to his experience in firing SIDEWINDERS, he knew exactly
whthe wanted to see for a fit-Ing situation. The one he had this time ritted It exactlyno clouds, clear blue sky, and target going straight away In afterburner.
Due to the failure of the radar set, it was planned to use the SIDEWINIDER.
The wingman really made the formation since he was checking the 6 o'clock while
BLUE I was attacking. The frequent calls kept BLUE 1 from having to look aro~und.
It fuel was left at the end of a mission, the flights would practice ACT, withU
emphasis on the wingman's functions. In the eletsent lead, the aircraft comznkander was
flying for an attack. The backseat on the lead aircraft was looking at the radar to
look on the target. The front seat of the wingman was fcllowing lead and watching to
stay with Ikim. The backseat in the wingman's aircraft was really performing the visual
search. Ttey were the ones which spotted the MI~s that led to the kills.
BLUE 3 Front - Felt he could have gotten the last MIO on which he had achieved a
lock, but he had to leave due to BLUE 4i.
It you want 141Gs you must go after them and initiate a radar search If you lose
visual contact.
The squadr'on has a lot of people with long txperience and they recognise the valueI
of the wingman working closely witha the leader.
11.
DATA SOURCE
ProJect Interviews:

320

BLUF I Front, 23 June 1967
BLUE I Back, 23 June 1967
BLUE 3 Front, 23 June 1967
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A-

Messages, Reportc:
366TPW 20133OZ May 1967 CPREP-3 PASTE!, 670
366TFW 201300Z May 1967 OPREP-3 PASTEL 672
366TFW 240300Z May 1967 OPREP-3 DCO 00162
Raytheon letter OLD 0438 22 May 1967
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight was one of two MIOCAP escort flights escorting the strike force from
Korat.
The strike force wa, in a gaggle formation and the other MIOCAP escort flight
was about i000 ft higher than and about in the middle of the strike force.
BLUE Plight
was behind the last flight of the force, about 2000 ft higher than the rest of the
formation and trailing a bit.
12,

1..

0
0
During ingress to the target at 1620H, when in the vicinity of 21 35'N/104 35'E,
BLUE Flight heard the flight of Event 111-257 call launch lights from Lead 12 (a SAM
site).
Lead 2 (another SAM site) was also reported but no SAMs were observed.
MOTEL was
active, giving two warnings during ingress and three while the strike force was in the

Li

target area.

When the centerline tank became empty,

It

was jettisoned and shortly after turning

down Thud Ridge, BLUE Flight heard the IRON HAND Flight (Event I1I-257) call MIOs and

r•

flight instructions called by the F-105s.
The first call heard from the IRON HAND put
the MI0s St the F-105's 9 o'clock but BLUE Flight was unable to gain contact with the
RMIs.
Another call indicated the MIGs were going from right to left, under BLUE Plight,
so BLUE 3 and 4 banked in an attempt to see under them.
Finally, BLUE 4 backseat saw two MIG-21s (MIG 1 and 2) under the flight, and BLUE 3
picked up a MIG off to his left (which was to the east).
At this time BLUE Flight was at
0

21640'N/105 22'E heading 137^ at 540 KTAS and 12,000 ft AOL. The time was 1625H. MID 1
and 2 were heading 0100 at 8000 ft AOL and 450 KTAS and were attacking the last flight
of F-105s.

When BLUE 3 picked up the MIO (it was felt that this was one of the first two seen),
he called it and turned left to start an attack.
BLUE 1, who did not see the MIGs at that
time, then indicated that BLUE 1 and 2 would provide cover.
The MIG seen by BLUE 3 was
identified as a MIG-21 due in part to its flashing silver color. BLUE 3 started to close
in on the MIG as it turned north and then west.
Although there had been two radar contacts, BLUE 3 went boresight and the backse,t looked on to one of them. At this time,
BLUE 3 lost visual contact with the MIG but followed him by using the steering dot on the
radar.
BLUE 3 followed the contact through about 1350 of turn and as the ASE circle started
to expand and he was ready to fire interlocks in, BLUE 4 called for a break and indicated
0
0

[A

t

that there were MIGs at 7 o'clock. At this tine, 1626H, BLUE flight was at 21 53'N/I05 21'r
with BLUE I and 2 following BLUE 3 and 4 by about 5000 ft at their 6-7 o'clock high.

LI

:

BLUE Flight, after BLUE 3 requested and received confirmation of the break call,
broke left.
BLUE 3 broke radar contact during the break.
No MIGs were seen, and the
aircraft observed by BLUE 4 were really BLUE 1 and 2.
BLUE 1 attempted to call off the
break but, due to the crowded communications channels, the message was not heard.
When seen again, the MIGs posed no threat to the strike force so BLUE Flight turned
to the southeast to continue to follow the strike force.

The subsequent actions take place within a 10 mi radius of 21 0 53'N/105 0 24'E.
Shortly after rolling out with BLUE 1 and 2 still
behind, BLUE 3 saw another MIG-21
(MIG 3) off to the east, going rather fast. BLUE 3 went to boresight and locked on MIG 3.
The sun glints from MIG 3's silver surface had alerted BLUE 3 to the presence of MIG 3
who was attempting to attack the strike force.
When seen, BLUE 3 and MIG 3 were both at
10,000 ft altitude, with BLUE 3 heading 1370 at 540 kts.
When initially detected, MIG 3
was at 6 mi range and lock-on was immediate.
After lock-on, BLUE 3 continued to track MIG 3 visually with only an occasional
reference to the steering dot.
BLUE 3 closed slightly on the MIG, and both BLUE 3 and MIG ý started a left descendIng turn.
When at about 5-6 mi range, BLUE 3 fired his first SPARROW with full system

lock, interlocks in.
BLUE 3 was at 10,000 ft altitude and about 0.9 Mach. BLUE 3 was
about 20-30" angle off from MIG 3, pulling about 2 "g's". The closing velocity was small.
The missile came off the aircraft and tucked down and to the left and went ballistic,
passing out of sight. 1

1

OPREP 240330Z May 1967 reports a 200 ft miss distarce at the MIG's 6 o'clock.
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BLUE 3 continued to turn left with MIQ 3, closing slowly, and at a range of 4 ml
with BLUE 3 at 8000 ft and about'.95 Mach, BLUE 3 fired his second SPARROW. The MIG was
at about 8000 ft also with til other conditions of firing about the same1 as the first
except the interlocks were out.. The second SPARROW also went ballistic.
In the last
BLUE 3 maintained position and fired his third SPARROW at 2-3 mi range.
firing, BLUE 3 and 1IG 3 were at about 6000 ft altitude with BLUE 3 at 1.1 Mach. The
other firing parameters were about the same as the previous two firings with interlocks
out. The SPARROW tracked into MI0 3 and impacted directly on the left wing root while
NIO 3 was presenting a plain view to BLUE 3. On impact, the: MIG exploded and. the left
As MIG 3 was engulfed in an orange ball of fire and
wing separated from the aircraft.
The pilot's seat had drag chute
trailing a plum% of black smoke, the MIG pilot ejected.
action similar to the Martin-Baker seat, and the main chute had orange and white panels,
aso seen by four members 'f BLUE Flight. BLUE 3 backseat saw MIG 3 impact at about
21053'N/1050 27'30"E. MIG 3 was a MIG-21C.
Throughout the encounter BLUE 3 had been in afterburner but had retained his outboard
tank. The lock-on to the MIG had been made again.st a clear sky and although the turns
For all firings, the
put mountains in the background, the radar did not break lock.
For the first firings, the dot
polarity switch was on liniear and the gate was narrow.
The first
was near centered or centered and for the last firing the dot was centered.
two missiles were not fired out of parameters and the reason for the lack of guidance is
not known.
After destroying MIG 3, BLUE 3 and 4, with BLUE 1 and 2 still
providing cover, turned
MI0-4
south again and BLUE 3 front saw another MIG-21 (MI1 4). This MIG was a MIG-21D.
was seen off to the left and BLUE 3 started to turn to the left. Simultaneously BLUE 3
backseat achieved a full system lock on a IG contact (MIG 5) that was a I o'clock, 50
low, and2 6 mi range.
As BLUE 3 turned left, his wingman, BLUE 4, called absolute BINGO
had plenty of fuel but BLUE 4
(minus).
Despite BLUE 3's use of afterburner, he still
Although BLUE 4 called
had a mechanical difficulty and was using more fuel than normal.
BINGO at 6200 lb and 4000 lb should have been used to get to the tanker, BLUE 4 arrived
with only 300.
At this time, the MIG under visual contact, MIG 5, reversed back to the right in a
nose high altitude, about 500-1000 ft above BLUE 3. BLUE 3 was in danger of overshooting
BLUE 3 stayed with MIG 5 in his
and he called BLUE 4 to break off and egress to the west.
right turn as MIG 5 attempted to disengage by using speed.
EBLUE 3 felt that he could
have fired on this MIG if he could have sta ed.] When MIG 5 was no longer a threat,
to post strike refueling.
BLUE 3 broke off and headed west with BLUE
Although aLUE 1 and 2 had followed the action and covered BLUE 3 and 4, BLUE 1 and 2
broke off from BLUE 3 and 4 as the latter two egressed for the tanker.
At this time BLUE 2, heading southeast toward Thud Ridge, saw a single MIG-21D at
This MIG was
his 10 o'clock [thought to be MIG 5] and BLUE 1 and 2 turned into the MIG.
starting to descend and turn left into BLUE 1 and 2. BLUE 1 and 2 turned hard left into
:ld 2 lost visual
MIG 5 and started to descen.2 to gain speed. In the left turn, BLUE
contact with MI1 5 but regained it within 5 sec.
As soon as BLUE 1 and 2 started to turn into MIG 5, the MIG reversed his turn to
the right and lit his afterburner and started a climb, going away.
BLUE 1 and 2, in
afterburner, kept the nose down and gained airspeed. BLUE 1 and 2 then pulled the nose
up and fired one SIDEWINDER at MIG 5 who was still climbing away against a clear blue sky.
BLUE I had selected the SIDEWINDER due to a malfunction of the radar display in the
backseat which made it difficult for the backseater to find the target for a radar lock.
Nevertheless, immediately previous to firing, the backseat had obtained a radar lock and,
at firing, had a full system lock-on.
The 1410 had started to climb from about 8000 ft altitude and at firing was at about
9000 ft altitude. BLUE 1 was about 6000 ft MSL (4000 ft AOL) at 475-500 KIAS and at 1 "g"I

HIG

5 was dead ahead at zero angle off.

At firing, the range was about 3500-4000 ft with

BLUE 1 ulosing at about 100 kts. He had a good tone for about 5 sec prior to launch.
The SIDEWINDER went straight out not making large corrections and exploded aft to
the right of the MI0's tail by about 10-15 ft.
Just after the missile detonated, BLUE 1 saw pieces start to come off of the M1G
which
appeared to be part of the stabilator. BLUE I had a good overtake and pulled up in
a sort of high speed yoyo to 10,000 ft altitude and ended up high behind the MIG, which
looked as if

it was still

flying.

'oeon previous page.
2Normal BINGO that day was 8500 lb.
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Absolute BINGO that day was 6500 lb.
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At this time the nose of MIG 5 pitched up and the MIG snapped over to the right and
went into a flat lazy spin.
BLUE 2 backseat saw the MIO pilot eject as the MIG rolled
over the first
time.
The pilot had chute with orange panels.
BLUE 1 'ront lost light
of the MIG as it continued in the lazy spiral at about 1000 ft.AGL.
BLUE 1 was about
3000 ft at this time.
However, BLUE 1 backseat kept contact with the MIG and saw it im-

pact on the ground at about 2200'30"N/105*22'E.

The strike force was now well clear of the threat area so BLUE 1 and 2, who were at
BINGO fuel level, started to egress.
BLUE 1 dropped his outboard tank on the way out to

improve his fuel consumption.
While egressing at 21°56'N/1050 05'E at about 1645H heading 2700 at 550 ICTAS and
12,000 ft AOL, BLUE 2 backseat saw a single bright silver MIG-21 at his 6 o'clock, 5-6.mI
distant and 5000 ft below. The MIO-21 was attemptlrg a stern chase but as soon as BLUE 1
and 2 maneuvered to get a better view, the MIG broke off with a hard right turn and was

not seen again.

1
BLUE I and 2 continued their egress when at 1647 H at 200 57'N/io4
48'E, heading 2650
at 14,i00 ft AOL and 550 KTAS, they observed from Lead 12 a large white column or smoke

rise
about 500 ft and then appeared to hang motionless and slowly dissipate.
flame,toprojectiles,
or detonations were observed.

No

Later at 1651H while at 21 0 28'N/104 0 20'E, heading 2100, climbing through 20,000 ft
It had the same
MSL at 450 kts, BLUE 1 and 2 saw another column of smoke from Lead 12.
characteristics
The elements continued to egress without
further incident.as the previous smoke sighting.
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Event 111-259
Aircraft Involved:
'Results:

and two F-105Ds
Two F-105o
SvS
three MIO-21s

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:

1.

0
21 0 40'N/105 30'E and
21035'N/105035'E

U

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

20 May 1967/1628H

Two F-105s and two F-105Ds (BLUE flight) were operating as the IRON HAND flight for
a fourteen P-105 strike force from Korat attacking the Kinh No motor vehicle repair yards

(JCS Target No. 5286) BLUE flight was from Karat and a flight or P-4s from Danang were
providing MIOCAP (Event III-256).
Flights from the strike force hit the target from 1630H
to 1635H and encountered SAMs and AAA but no MIGs.
3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105F

BLUE 1. 3

220mm
CBU-24
cannon

F-105D

BLUE 2
1 AOM- 45
2 CBU-24
20mm cannon

BLUE 4
b 500 lb bombs

20mm cannon

Tank configuration unknown,

but probably two 450 gallon external tanks were carried as

well as a QRC-160 ECM pod.
8.

ORDNANCE
(No.

BLUE 1
9.

fired/No, hits)
20mm cannon
1/0

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 1 - CtU-24 would not release.
11. DATA SOURCES
Messages:

388 TIW Karat OPREP-3 201225Z May,

1967 DOI 1779

388 TFW Karat OPREP-3 201250Z May, 1967 DOI 1780
12, NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE flight was at 21°•04N/1OS°30%E,

heading 1330,

550 kts 5000 ft altitude at 1628H

when two silver ?41G-21s were observed approaching the flight from the 4 o'clock position.
When BLUE flight lost them at 6 o'clock, BLUE flight turned to the right and the MIGs then
BLUE flight
passed the flight and turned left. No firing from the Y1IGs was observed.
continued their turn to 'he right and then to the left, making a complete figure eight

over Thud Ridge.
Theg again s~arted in on a heading of 1300 at 550 kts, and 4000 ft
altitude. When at 21 35'N/105 35'E at 1634H, BLUE flight observed a silver MIG-21

attacking them from the 2 o'clock high position.
At this time BLUE lead jettisoned
1 CBJ-24 (the other would not release) and BLUE 2 and 4 Jettisoned 6 MK82 bombs each.
The MIG overshot the flight, and as he passed in front BLUE lead noticed that the MIG was

c¢san of external ordnance.

BLUE lead turned to the left to. follow the MIG and fired 68

rounds of 20mm with undetermined Eesults.
The MIG turned right and climbed,
flight turned left to heading 310 up Thud Ridge.
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Event 111-260
Aircraft Involved: Four P-105s vs one MIG-17
Results: No damage
21013tN/106°46'E
Vicinity of Encounter:
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

20 May 1967/Approximately 1630H

Four F-1058 (BLUE Flight) were part of a strike force from Takhll attacking the Bac
Le railroad yard. The flight of Event 111-256 and-257was part of this strike force,
and the flights of Event 111-252 were providing MIOCAP.
B. ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No. hit)
Cannon
1/0
Mbia"1
DATA SOURCES
11.
Messages. Reports:
355TFW Takhli 201320Z May 67, OPREP-3, DOTO-0-11808
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
0
a
When at 21013N/106 °6'E, BLUE Flight (four F-105s) observed MIG-iTs engagingMIO-17
single
flight of two F-105s at approximately 7000 ft. The flight then noticed aBLUE
4. The
at BLUE 4's 6 o'clock, low position 3000 ft range, closing and firing on
M10. BLUE
flight angaged afterburner and BLUE 3 and 4 made a hard right turn, losing the
Plight returned to base with no further incident. M1G warnings were heard throughout the
12.

r

•mission

but there were none directed at this flight.

,i
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Event 11-261

3

Aircraft Involved: Pour P-4Ca vs one unident
Results.

Sighting

Vicinity of Encounter:

20*25'N/107'15'E

i

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

-Dte/Time: 21 May 1967, 0853H
11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Number 3 of escort flight over Gulf of Tonkln observed a light colored A/C of
unknown type; bogey was heading south at approx altitude 5000'; bogey turned
to a westerly heading and proceeded inland, posing no threat to flight.

Event 111-262
Aircraft Involved: Eight V-105s vs one MIG-17
and two unidents
Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Enlcounter: 21007'N/1070304E

U

21015'N/1079001E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 21 May 1967, 0856H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike/flak supp flight at altitude 16,000' observed 1 NIO-17 at 13,000'
heading southwest; MI0 passed in front of flight from left to right; second F-10l
flight, on strike mission at 6000'1, observed two unidentified dark colored A/C
at game altitude at second position shown; unident flight was In a diving turn
toward 6 o'clock; bogeys were 3-5 miles away; no attack attempted.

Event 111-263
Aircraft Involved: Four F-4Cs vt wo unidents
Results: Sighting

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

21005'N/104030'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
"Date/Time: 21 May 1967, 0900H

11,

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12,.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
F-4C escort flight was at 29,000' when, starting a left turn, they spotted two
silver, delta wing A/C; bogeys at 10,000' altitude turned away.

U

.
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Event I11-264
Aircraft Involved: Four F-lOSs vs two unidents
Results: No damage
Vicinity or Encounter:

[

1.

.n..
Unknown

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Tim.:

21 May .1967, 090511

1).

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

1t.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight at 70'00' sighted two unknown A/C at 6:30 o'clock low, approx two
siles:.away; bogeys attempting to g•et into position for a tall chabe; fLight lit
afterburners and exited; visibility difficult as flight was in and out of clouds.

[

Event m4265
Aircraft Involved: Two RF-4Cs vs unidentified
Results: No
damage
Vicit±ty of Encounter:
1.

20"56'N/105*10'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 21 May 1967, 120H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Photo flight aborted mission due MI•s and SA~s; flight received two ring X-band
steady signals at 12 o'clock position, and sutsequently made sighting; flight broke
right and down; during break, PIRAZ issued a MIG warning which placed MIGs In
flight's immediate vicinity; no prior MIG calls received.

Event 111-266
Aircraft Involved: Three F-10s vs two 14I0-17s
Results: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.
11.

21*45*N/05 0 I3'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 21 May 1967, 1616H
DATA SOURCE

CIICPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight saw MIGs at 16,000'.

to
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SECRETI
zvent 121-267
vs two MIG-lTs
Airetcrt Involved: Two P-rCs
Results: Sighting only

C

Vioidlty ot Enoountert

2 110'N/104010'E

m

I

AND TACTICAL SITUATION
1. PRIMARY MISSION
21 MaY 196T/1620H
Date/Time:

It. DATA SOURCE
CINCPACYLT Staff Study 6-66.
It. NARRATIVE OESCRIPTION
M4Gs were at flight's 1.0O'clOck
5CM escort flight observed two silver-gre*Y MTG.MIOs made a gentle left turn and rollflight,
passing
After
away.
miles
low position, 2
engage due to No. 3 and No.
Flight did not attempt to
away..
protection
draw only
two aircraft
ed out and moved away from flight.
been a trap
Thisto left
haveproblems.
milsiit
there
engine
to
felt
due
Lead
and
before
EB-66
minutes
departed 10
covering
4 having throe

I

Event 111-268
6
Aircraft Involved: Three EB-6 s ve one Xib-?
Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of EncOunter: 20030'N/104025'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

11.

May 196T/1034H
Date/Time: 21
DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Stafr Study 6468.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

seeing a
111-267 was providing escort, reported
Flight, for which the flight of Event
by that flight. No hostile intent was
possible MIG l4 minutes 1wter than the sithting
evident.

4

Event 111-269
unidentiAircraft Involved: Four A-4s vs three
Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Enopunter: Unknown
1. PRIMARY MISSION ,AD TACTICAL ýiIUATION
Date/Time: 21 May 1967/Unknown
11.

DATA SOURCE
6-68.
CINCFACFLT Staff Study

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Three bogeys were briefly uv.uerved by IRON HAND Flight.
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SECRET
Event 111-270
Aircraft Involved:

Result:

Pour P-4Cs vs three MIG-17s

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

20°30'N/105.20',

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tlme

22 May 1967/0903H
BLUE Flight (tour F-4C&) was assigned NIOCAP for a strike against JCS Target 31.00.
the Ha Dang Army barracks anu Supnly Depot.
2.

MISSION ROUTE

Departed Da Nang, direct to pre-strike refueling over Thailand, direct to target at
20058'51"N/105047'42"E, outbound heading 257* until clear of SA.1 rings, direct Channel 97,
direct post-strike refueling, direct Channel 37.

1

11.

DATA SOURCES

f•essares.

Reporta:

366 TPW,
12.

OPREP-3/PINNACLE 017, 220455Z May 67,

SECRET.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

A

BLUE Plight was outbound on a heading of 257?

at 8000 ft altitude in the vicinity of

20030'N/l05020'E when three 141-Is were sighted at 0103Z.

"The 141Gs were approximately

10-15 n mi distance and at very low altitude and appeared to be attempting to keep from
being slghted."
BLUE Plight had heard seven MIG calls for BULLSEYE and southeast oa
BULLSEYE.
No additional information provided.

rA
r

••SECRET
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SECRET
Event 111-271
Aircraft Involved:

Result:

Two RF-lOls vs two probable
M1O-17s

Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter:

1.

2
3

20051'N/1052'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUAtION
Date/Time: 22 May 1967/1351H

11. DATA SOURCE
Reports:

Moessnae.

432TRW 221226Z May 1967 OPREP-3 TUOC 04252

D-

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

j

The
Two RF-101s (BLUE Flight) were on a mission against the XAC MAI motor pool.
with four miles visibility. The flight departed Udorn and proceeded
weather was clear
0

to 20035'N/104 25'E, then to 21e19'N/105e23'E. and returned to Udorn at 27,000 feet
1i
altitude. The altitude over the target w=s 12,000-14,000 feet.
At 1347H, whileen route to the target at 20057'N/10532'E,

the flight got a SAM

activity light and Lead saw a single SAM. A 3econd SAM was seen at 1348 as the flight
was heading 090, at a position or 2100'N/1050 39'E.
As the missile passed, the flight also received some 85mm fire. The flight changed
altitude to 18,000 feet and were again fired on by flak. At 1350, when over the target,
heading 180 degrees, a SAM was seen to come from 6 o'clock and detonate at 1 o'clock,

500 feet away.

Two more SAMs were fired when the flight was over the target.
Over the target the flight heard a MIG alert call on guard at BULLSEYE.

At I351H,

while egressing the target area, heading 220 degrees, two probably MIG-17s were seen at
8 o'clock. The MIGs were heading south.

At 1352H, when at 20 0 51'N/105*42'E heading 230, BLUE 2, who was ahead of BLUE I by
a SAM. This was followed by another about two minutes later when the flight
one mile,*saw
0
o,2'N/10535'E.
was at 20

Ilk

At 1353H BLUE Flight heard a MIG call on guard and then guard channel was Jammed.
BLUE Flight was heading 220-230 degrees and went into afterburner for three minutes to

clear the mountains and then descended to low level to a point southeast of Channel 97.
The flight then returned to Udorn.

I

U
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SERET

-1.

,vent
Aircraft Involvedt

C•

111-272

Pour A-43a vs two RIO-?

and one ICO-7?

Resultal

No damage
Vicinity, at Enco unt~er:

20ei!8,H/lO
3S8
eOHN/O15pe38'
21

anc.

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAIL SITUATION

4

Date/Time:
8.

I

21 May 1967/Before

1500H

ORDNANCE
(No.

fired/No.

hit)

AAM or Rockets
RIO-I?
1il.

1/0

DATA SOURCES

CINCPACFLT Start Study 6-68
It.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
or four A-_Es left the mountains on Ingress to the target at
As afit

oe
N/lOe538 E, two MIZs (unidentified type) were seen at 9 ot'lock high at a range of
20a
aircraft.
6 ml. These 141s made no run on the strike
Later, when the flight Was at 210 58'N/1O5 0 43'E, a MIG-17 was seen at 11 o'clock high
pascing left to right and was observed to fire an AAM or rockets.
apparently a strike aircraft on another target.

[

SECRET31

The MIs target was

mmum
Event 111-273
unidentifted
Result: 3ighting
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

20655'N/10120'19

PRIMARY MISSION ANO TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/ime:22 May 1967/144511
i11.

DATA SOURCE
432 TRW

-I.

2122zZ May 1967

OPREP-3

TUOC 04254

NARRATIVEi

Two RP-4CS (WEU
PFlight) on a mission to JCS 21.11 left Udorn and proceeded to
030*N/034bo'z at 18,000 feet MSL.
From there they proceeded to 21020'N/104053'E at
500 feet MSL and from there returned to Udorn at 20,000 foot. There were thunderstorms
covering the area with tope at 35,000 teet.
gn route to the target at 1445H, when at a position of 20e55'N/104°20'E, and an
altitude or 18,000 fest, heading 050 degrees,
BLUE F1•tght observed an unidentified
aircraft.
The aircraft was at 9 o'clock position, 8-10 miles away and was on a heading
of 230 degrees.
2

*

As the bogey aircraft passed
FAight's 8 o'clock position It was observed to
turn Into BLUE Flight and head forBLUE
the cloud deck at 12,000 feet.
No signals were
received on the APR 25/26 nor were any MIG warnings heard at this time.
At 1446H, BLUE Flight received x-band at 2 rings and audio Indications from the
7 o'clock position.
BLUE Flight continued to receive x-band for three minutes from
6-T o'clock0 at two rings strength. The time now was 1450H and the flight was at
21018,N/105 53'E.
BLUE Flight then aborted, due to weather, and turned to a heading of 240 degrees
and went afterburner at 15,000 feet X3L, when two unidentified aircraft were observed
five miles away at 9 o'clock and closing.
A check with Ethan Charlie indicated no
bandits were being painted in the area of BLUE flitgt. Blue Flight again went
afterburner and egressed the area.

i

I"j
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Event IZZt•2•

Aircraft

5,.Results:

i

Involved: Four P.1058 va two HIG-178
No

damage

Vicinity of B

21ount
21Q18tN/i/05*Su!'

1. PRIMARY MISSION ANO TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 2 May 1967/152TH7

L

!

I1. DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPL? starr Study 6-68.
It. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight sighted two 1MI-l7as 1/2 mile away at their 7 oclook position in
orbit at 6900 rt. Mbas appeared to set up orbit tar tail chase but Flight lit afterburners and departed.

[

[
Event 111-275
Airaart Involvedt Four P•4Cs vs two MIG-iTs
Resultm: No damage

Vicinity or Encounter% 21*17'N/105I6'E*
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACYLT Starf Study 6-68.

11.

[a

22 May 196T/1527T

It. *NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
1410 CAP on ingress observed two silver M1Os at a high speed 1 mile to left.
broke hard to Intercept but 141s disappeared Into hate.

Flight

Event 111-276
Aireraft Involved:

Four F-lOSs vs one MIG-21
and one 141-?
Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: Ha Dong

k.

1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

22 May 1967/1605H-

11.

DATA SOURCE
CXNCPACPLT Start Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

One of flights escorted by the aircraft of Event 111-270 observed one KIO-21 and one
RIG ofe0
unknown type In vicinity or target, Ha Don& kr&ry barracks.
Flight was not engaged

r,
Sby

either.

L~
~

J~>~+s_.:SEC

RET,~
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IAircraft

Involved:

Four p..4Cs vs four H

11-2 77

Result:

Two NIa. destroyed
2OJ5IN~/1O563OR
Vicinity of Encounter:

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date*¶ino: 22 Way 1967/1605Hl
mmU flight (tour F-N(.i) was one or two MICICAP flights assigned to escort an P-105

3
I

southwestern outskirts of Hanoi.\
I . MISSION ROUTE
Departed Danangi. direct to White Anchor extended refueling track, direct Channel
9?, direct to target at 20059IN/1050N8'E, direct 20650IN/105003'E, direct White
Anchor post-strike refueling track, direct Danang.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
4
2

-

SPARROW (AIM-75)

-

31DEWINDER (AIM-98)

*'

20o cannon pod
2 : 3?0 gallon wing tank&
I

cainourlag. paint.
rZ-NC

BLUE 2. 4
4 - SPARROW (AIM-7E)
4.- 31DEWINDER (AIM-9B)
1 -600 gallon centerline tank

U

I 370_gallon ving tank
XIO 1. 2. 3. 4

MIG-21

Silver with red stars and bars outlined in yellow an both wings.
No external stores observed.
Irrs

WeahK6

lod

at 22,000 ft AOL, 1/8 coverage.

Visibility at flight level,

BLUE
16,000 ft AOL

Altitude,

Headi

090 0

500 kts
10-11,000 lbs

WIState:

Standard four-ship ECK pod formation.
S. kNITIAL DETECTION
Ecutr 1- BLUE flight had heard seven 14IG calls while inb~und to the target.
BLVE isaduwas searching at 1? o'clock in resPonse to a "BU1lseye" (Vicinity If Hanoi)
call when the Aircraft Commander visually sighted an unidentified iircraft ahead Of the
strike force. The pilot subsequently Identified two separate aircraft an radar.J
Encounter 2

-

As BLUE flight was rejoining on the tail and of the strike force

after-terminating Encounter I above, BLUE lead looked over his left shoulder to check
his formation and sighted a M~IG-21 closing at a high rate of speed "a slight back from
6 o'clock to the formation.'"

j-an

Encounter 1 - BLUE lead looked on to one of the suspected MIQs and the flight
accelrerate ahead of the, strike force In Ab. BLUE lead lost sight or the aircraft after
it started a left turn and then reversed to the right. BLUE lead continued a radar
steering dot pursuit in a hLrd right turn through a climb, dt30ent, and level flight.I
rctf
edcudntetbihala
ftrBU
00 o10
After
pproxiately
the radar target (steering dot In far righthand side of scope) and elected to break

off and return to the strike force.

34SECRETu

This

terminated Entountar 1.U
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SECRET
Event 111-277
Encounter 2

-

BLUE lead immediately initiated a left turn into the MIG-21.

As BLUE

lead entered the turn the MI0 fired an AAM at the strike force and pulled up into a

R

steep climb In a slight left turn. BLUE Lead followed the MIG and fired a SIDEWINDER
as the MIG was entering a thick cirrus cloud layer. MId climb angle approximately 500.
7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
The MIO disappeared into the clouds with the SIDEWINDER tracking towards its taill-

pipe. BLUE lead rolled off slightly to the right and continued through the cirrus clouds
into
break out on top and found nothing but smoke and debrin floating above the cloud on the

"left.

(This kill was later confirmed by an V-l05 in the strike force'who saw two pleces

of debris,

one about the size of a wing or half a fuselage falling from about 20,000 ft

In this area.) Almost immediately BLUE lead sighted another MIG-21 at 1 o'clock about
one mile away. BLUE lead turned into this MI1 and fired the second SIDEWINDER, which
failed to guide, passing off to the right and behind the MIG. The MIG entered a hard
left diving turn followed by violent evasive maneuvering from 25,000 ft to. 2000 ft. BLUE
lead closed on the MIG in the descent and began firing a single 253 round burst of 20mm
cannon during the pullout with no apparent results. BLUE lead did a pull-up and "wing
over" to prevent an overshot and lined up behind the MIG with good overtake for another

r.

attack. The MIG had leveled out "in a shallow gliding flight slowly moving his wings,
turning left and then right." BLUE lead pulled the trigger as the MID was passing through
1000 ft; however, the gun Jammed. BLUE Lead slid off to the left and directed BLUE 2 to
take the MIG. However, BLUE 2 did not have a gun and was not in position to initiate
Although no additional action was taken, the MIG continued
an Immediate missile attack.
down in a gliding turn to impact the ground and erupted in a big ball of fire. The
flight, having reached BINGO fuel, egressed the area without further incident.

B.ORDNANCE
fired/No. hits)

(No.

F

SBLUE

1

20mm
Cannon
1/1

SIDEWINDER
AIM-pB
2/1

Soviet AAM

Remarks
2,53 Rounds 20mm (Tracer every
Tth Round).

r

9..EUIPMENT
oe0
PROBLEMS

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience
Total
F-4

Combat

Hours

Hours

Missions

5035

139

254

611

351

115

BLUE 1
Front

Remarks

Had previously flown F-5s in SEA combat
prior to F-4s.

Back

Comments
Blue 1 - A lesson learned is to keep the pressure on the MTGs and do not give up.
It's
quite obvious their pilots do not have the quality training and experience oar

pilots have and they make fatal mistakes and often fail to exploit their, advantages or
capatilities. It has taken a long time to convtnce people that a mun is needed. This
configuration compcnsttes for those situations where you are too close to use missiles

noncomThe problems
or the
for radar
compatible
or
the environment
puting
gun sight is isnotnotvery
good at best.
Withmissiles
the fixed
sightSIDEWINDER.
and boresight
of an external gun, it is a last ditch effort that relies en a tremendous volume of fire
to spray the target. Ideally, we need an internal gun in the F-4.
11.
j

:

DATA SOURCES

Pro ect Interviews:

July.68.
BLUE 1 (Front) - 23 June 67; telecon with BLUE 1.(Front) - 10

May 67, SECRET.
366TFW, oCOI FASTEL 724, OPREP-3 Serial Number 019, 221030o,
366TF'W, JPCCO FASTEL 7b9, OPREP-3, Serial Nunper 021, 221300Z, May 67, SECRET/NOFORN.
366TFW,
'I.i

DCO 00163,

25064i5Z,

May 67,

SECRET.
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

E

tI-

of the leading group of F-105s
was positioned forward and to the right
BLUE flight
at
force.
As the force "passed in the vic~nity of Hoa Lac heading east,"
In the strike
apiroximately 16,000 rt AOL (500 kts, 10-11,000 lbs fuel), BLUE 1 (Front) "spotted MIGe
out in
front of the formation; - S'ust an airplane way out that was not supposed to be
BLUE
on radar.
two aircraft
(BLUE 1-Rear) subsequently identified
The pilot
there."
accelerated
lead made ^ boresight look-on one or the suspected MIGs and the flight
when
force In AB (All external tanks had been previously jettisoned
ahead of the strike

empty because of numerous MIG calls).
started
a left
in
dot pursuit

g

BLUE lead lost sight of the aircraft after it

BLUE lead continued a radar steering
turn and then reversed to the right.
After
turn through a climb, descent, and level flight.
a hard right
a lead or cutoff on the
1000 to 1200 of turn, BLUE lead could not establish
and
righthand side of scope) and elected to break off
(steering dot In far

"approximately
radar target

force.
return to the strike
force, BLUE
end of 'he strike
still
In AB, was rejoining on the tall
As BLUE flight,
shoulder to check his formation and sighted a MIO-21D closing
lead looked over his left
BLUE lead
back from 6 o'clock to the forn;ation."
of speed "a slight
at a high rate
As BLUE lead entered the turn the
turn Into the MIG-21.
a left
Immediatcly initiated

:

N10 flized an kAA1at the strike force and pulled up into a steep climb in a slight left
turn. BLUE Lead followed the MIG firing a SIDEWINDER just as the:ý`IG was entering a thick
(The missile was visually
cirrus cloud layer. The MIG had at least a 50* climb angle.
launched at approximately I "g" after a good 10 second loud growl tone. BLUE 1 was at
18,000 ft

AGL,

range 2-3 mi.)

1

Mach 0.92;

the MIG was at 21,000 ft

AOL,

12 o'clock high in

steep

climb,

The MIG disappeared into the cirrus with the SIDEWINDER in pursuit.

BLUE

and continued through the cirrus clouds to break
to the right
off
slightly
Lead rolled
out on top and found nothing but smoke and debris floating above the cloud to his left.
force who saw two pieces of
was later
confirmed by an P-105 in the strike
(This kill

debris, one about the size of a wing or half a fuselage falling from about 20,000 ft in
this area.)
Almost

immediately

BLUE lead sighted ancther MIG-21 at 1 o'clock about 1 mile

BLUE lead turned into chis MIG and fired the second SIDEWINDER,

away.

which failed to guide,

launched with the
(The missile was visually
and behind the MIG.
passing off
to the right
AOL in
BLUE I was at 21,000 ft
a "medium" growl, 5 second tone.
pipper on the MIG after
The MIG entered a
a 3 "g" turn. The MIG was at 2 o'clock, range approximately 1 mile.)

hard left diving turn followed by evasive maneuvering including "rapid reversals, snapping,

descent over Hoa Lac Airfield, the "ground erupted
During this
turning, and twisting".
Since BLUE lead was
fire
and five SAMs passed through the formation."
with antiaircraft
unable to get-a radar lock-on to the maneuvering MIG, he selected the gun and closed on

As the MIG began a pull out at about 2000 ft AGL, BLUE lead
him in AB at high speed.
"1"pulled approximately 7 "gl's"
and hosed him down good with the gun" firing a single 253
BLUE lead did a pull-up and "wing
round burst of 20mm cannon with no apparent results.
over" to prevent an overshot and lined up behind the MIG with good overtake for another
attack. The MIG had leveled out "in a shallow gliding flight slowly moving his wings,
however,
1000 ft;
to take the MIG.

and and directed BLUE 2
off to the left
the gun jammed.t BLUE Lead slid
to initiate
However, BLUE 2 did not have a gun and was not in position

an immediate missile attack.

BLUE 2 overshot to the right.

BLUE Lead started a climbing

The flight
from the flight.
turn Ir response to several BINGO fuel calls
left
time.
The MIG "continued in his glidirg turn and
drawing heavy flak at this
north of the Red River and erupted in a big ball
impacted with the groud just
egressed the area without further incident.
The flight

was still
finally
of fire."

.J

•,•

1
IThis range figure is quoted from the OPREP-3.
possibly 300.. ft but no greater than one mile
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the range was
BLUE 1 (Fron';) stated that
well within launch parameters.

A,

SECRET
Event 111-278
Aircraft Involved:
Result:

No damage

Pour F-105s vs Two MIG-21s

Vicinity of Encounter:

20 0 l5'N/105010'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

1.

Date/Time: 22 May 1967/1606H.
BLUE Flight (two F-105s and two F-lO5Ds) was assigned to provide IRON HAND support
for a sixteen-ship strike against JCS Target 31.00, the Ha Dong Army Barracks and Supply
Area.
2.

MISSION ROUTE

Departed Korat AB, Thailand, direct to RED ANCHOR pre-strike refueling, direct Channel
97, direct Hoa BJnh for IRON HAND Patrol, direct Channel 97, direct RED ANCHOR post-strike
refueling.

V

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
BLUE 1, 3

F-105F

1

-

650-gal centerline tank

2

-

CBU-24s

1

AOM-'45
i-ECM Pod
20mm cannon
1 M61
F-105D BLUE 2, 4a
2 - 450-gal wing tanks
6 - MK 82 bombs
1 - M61 20mm cannon

1 - ADI-9D (BLUE 2 only)
1 - AGM-45 (BLUE 4 only)
1 - ECM Pod

MIO-21

MIG 1. 2

Large nose cone (D or F Model)

Silver color
AAMs (suspected ALKALI)
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

4.

9000 ft scattered to broken with cumulus buildups In the encounter, visibilityj
,
miles. BLUE

Weather:
Weathr:

-"Fe•st

3

2

1

"4
ft

6,500-8,000
2600

Altitude:
:
He"d

KTAS
Sped480-520
10,O000-11,000
ate;

tbs

Flight Formation

Unknown four ship, trolling for SAM sites.
INITIAL DETECTION

5.

BLUE Flight was on a heading of 2600 at 6,500-8,000 ft AOL,

Encounter 1.

480-520

KTAS, investigating an active SAM site in the vicinity of HOa Binh when BLUE 4 sighted a
sighted
This MIG was within gun range when first
MIG-21 at 6 o'clock to BLUE lead and 2.

and had a high rate of overtake.
BLUE Flight was heading 2200, altitude L4,000 ft and was closing on the
Encounter 2.
flight after a SAM break when another MIG-21 attacked the flight from a diving 6 o'clock
position.
Initial
detection was outside of 5,000 ft range.

"

ACTION INITIATED
"Encounter 1. BLUE Flight initiated a left break Just as the MIG overshot and passed
in front of the flight in a left climbing turn.
BLUE Flight broke down and to the left as the MIO fired at least two
Encounter 2.
AAMs at the fli ght.
6.

1

",.

OPREP 3 states WX 4000 ft scattered; however, this pilot report agrees with flight conditionz described in the OPREP and the interview.
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Event 111-278

N

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
SEncounter 1. BLUE 2 took the lead and fired an AIM-9B at the MIG-21. The missile
faileTdt~oguid~eand missed (500 ft low and to the right). BLUE 2 followed up with a 20mm
7.

cannon attack which was unsuccessful

firing

because the MIO was beyond effective

,

range

for all three.fis~ing bursts. BLUE Flight disengaged with this MIG to evade three SAMs.
Encounter 2. Both AAMs missed BLUE Plight and the MIG-21 apparently disengaged since
none oBf the flight saw this MIG after the initial attack.
8.

ORDNANCE
SIDEWINDER
AIM-9B

BLUE 2
MI0 2

(No.

fired/No.
Cannon
20mm

hits)
Soviet AAM

Remarks

480 rds/O

1/0

BLUE 2 stated that
these were ALKALI
missiles.

2 or 3

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
9.
BLUE 2 - The M61 20mm cannon was apparently "overgreased or something" and large flames
would come out when fired causing an engine compressor stall.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience
Total

I"

Hours
750

BLUE 2

F-)05

Combat

Hours

Missions

500

Remarks
Want directly

42

from pilot

training

to P-105s - USAFE to SEA.

BLUE 1, 3, 4 --------- Unknown------Comments
BLUE 2 - The MIG-21 "apparently dove in through the cumulus buildups, or a hole in the
cumulus buildups so he knew where we were and to us it was obvious that it was OCI control."
11.

DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews:

Messages,

mid-June 1967.

Reports:

388 TFW,
388 TFW,

12.

BLUE 2,

JPCCO PASTEL DOI 1816,
JPCCO PASTEL DOI 1817,

221237Z May 67,
221248Z May 67,

OPREP-3 PINNACLE 022,
OPREP-3 PINNACLE 023,

SECRET.
SECRET.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight had preceded the strike force by approximately 10 miles to troll for SAM

Sites along the ingress

route in

the vicinity

of Hoa Binh which is

about

30 miles ESE of

The flight had reversed course over Hoa Binh to investigate
the target area near Hanoi.
an active SAM Site when BLUE 4 called out a MIG-21 at 6 o'clock ý;oBLUE lead and 2. (BLUE
This MIG was
Flight was heading appruximately 2600 at 6500-8000 ft AGL, 480-520 KTAS.)
within gun range when first sighted and had a high rate of overtake which caused him to
There was no
overshoot and pass in front of BLUE Flight on their initial left break.'
indication that the MIG fired any ordnance on this pass. BLUE Flight eased the left turn
as the M10 pulled up in front of the flight "300 up to us--top up angled off and I could
see a large nose cone which is a D or P Model".
BLUE 1 gave the lead to BLUE 2 who jettisoned wing tanks and bombs, went AB,
switched

from conventional

bombs to missiles air,

single sequence,

selected

0 nmils on the

sight, and confirmed a green ready light. (BLUE 2 did not turn up the missile tone volume
and
subsequently
a SIDEWINDER
missile ton
or g'S.
growl.)BLUEThis
MIO-21
continued afired
climbing
left turnwithout
in AB, confirming
pulling an aestimated
1 1/2
2
placed the sight reticle

MID was 20 to
12,000 ft AOL.
WINDER failed
airborne tone
siles here, It

on the MIG,

relaxed g's and fired

an AIM-9B.

At launch the

30 degrees above the horizon, approximately 4500 ft to one mile range, 10 to
The SIDEBLUE 2 launched in a 300 climb, 330 KCAS, at 3-10,C00 ft AOL.
(A satisfactory
to guide and missed 500 to 1000 ft low and to the right.
"When I preflighted it, like most of our mischeck had been accomplished.
was well pitted.")

'The OPREP states that BLUE Plight broke hard left and down reversing to the right causing
the MIG to overshoot;

however,

BLUE 2 stated

that

the MI0 was cut

S.

+. . . ...

in

front of them by

A

the

time they reacted for a left break.
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Event 111-278
The MIG started a dive to the left and BLUE 2 "put the pipper way out in front of him
and hosed until he flew through it.
As I did this I got large flames out of the gun and the
compressor stalled.
It was just like putting my npeed brakes on".
This action was
repeated for two additional firing bursts for a total of 480 rounds of 20mm cannon fire.
(BLUE 2 stated that the cannon attack was ineffective since he had fired at an estimated
range of 4500 ft, "well out of gun range").
At this point, three SAMs were spotted by the flight which broke "hard down and to
left" disengaging from the MIG. 1
As BLUE Lead was joining on BLUE 2, another MIG-21
"came in behind us and fired either 2 or 3 of those ALKALI missiles.
He fired In about
a 300 dive on us the first
time and, of course,, the missile had very little
effect, it just
went down into the ground.
As he pulled up the next one went past us . . . .
We were in
a hard left turn".
This MIG-21 was not seen again after this brief encounter.
BLUE Flight,
now at 500 ft AOL, started a climb out on a westerly heading.
The flight made. one last 3600
sweep of the-area and egressed without further incident.

Sthe

'The OPREP states that this MIG started a climbing left turn and fled on a heading of 0200
It further stated that BLUE Flight terminated this iniafter the AIM-9B missile launch.
headed0 west.
It reports
tial
engagement by breaking down and to the left at 0809Z and then
0
a second MIG engagement at approximately 0811Z, vicinity of 20 50'N/105 05'E with BLUE
MIG
Another Mig-21 came on from 6 o'clock high.
2200, altitude
Flight
closed "heading
to approximately
5000 ft 4000
and ft.
launched
two AAMs.
BLUE (sic) Flight broke down to
the left, back to the right, and back to the left.
Both AAMs passed behind the flight
az they made their first
break to the left.
(Since it was not possible to correlate the
interview data with the OPREP, both data are provided for this portion of the encounter.)
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SECRET
Event 111-279

Aircraft Involvedi Four P-105

vs two MI1-218

Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: Ha Dong
1.

PRIMARV MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 22 May 1967/1611H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CIMCPACFLT Stafr

Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Ha Dong strike flight sighted two MIGs in target area but no attempt was made to
engage.

Event 111-280
Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs one MIO-21
Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

Unknown.

I

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 22 May 1967/Unknown

11,

A

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT 3taff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight sighted one silver MI1 approach at 6 o'clock position within 1-1/2
miles of flight In a harrassment type pass, then pull away.

12.

Event 111-281
Aircraft Involved:

Four F-105s va one MIO-17

Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter:

Jr..

1

I

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/TIme: 24 May 1967/after 1715H1
11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Outbound strike flight observed one MIG at low level but no attempt was made to en-

gage.

4

SECRET

i

Fr

N-

SECRET
Event 111-282
Aircraft. Involved.

Three F-4Cs vs one
unidentified

SR

Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21°55'N/105400'E
1.

11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 26 May 1967/0858H
DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
MI1 CAP sighted an unidentified aircraft, turning from 3-4 o'clock low,
It
Plight turned to investigate but bogey turned north and departed.
tant.
12.

C

6 miles diswas no threat

to strike force.

Event 111-283
Aircraft Involved: Six F-4Cs vs two unidentifled

Rosults: Sighting only
"Vicinity of Encounter: 2l15'N/1060°0'E
.

PRIMARY MISSION
Date/Time:

.ND TACTICAL SITUATION

I
4

30 May 1967/1610H

"11. DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike escov;' flights sighted two bogeys at 10 o'clock high but unidentified aircraft
were too far away to make positive identification.

12.

(:

I

SLi4
:+N,.'SECRET

L43

U

SECRET
S~Event

111-284

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs four MIG-I•s
Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: Unknown
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:
30 May 1967/1516H
Four F-105s (BLUE Flight) were approaching the roll-in point for an attack against
a SAN site (Lead 52) when they were attacked by four MIG-17s.
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
BLUE
3
1
2
Altitude:
4500 ft

R

Turning through a southerly heading,
a turn to the right

Speed:
8.

4

in

540 kts

ORDNANCE
A section of MIGs fired at BLUE 1 and 2 in a head-on pass.

No hits were scored.

11.
DATA SOURCES
Message: 355TPW/OPREP-3/301505Z May 1967
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
During an attack on a SAM site, Lead 52, BLUE Flight was attacked by four MIO-17s.
The MIOs attacked from the northwest, four o'clock to BLUE Flight which was turning
right at an altitude of 4500 ft and a speed of 450 kts. BLUE 1 (Lead) and 2 continued
the attack on the SAM site while BLUE 3 and 4 turned into the attacking MIGs.
BLUE 3
and 4 went through the MIG formation which was spread line abreast with the elements
approximately 1500 ft a;art, 1000 ft AGL.
As the MIG e.lements split, one element of two
MIGs broke to the right, headed south and was not seen again. The other element (MIG 3
and 4) broke left. BLUE 3 and 4 jinked left-Iight then headed back to Join BLUE I and 2.
MIG 3 and 4 engaged BLUE 1 and 2 in a head-on pass and fired at a range of approximately
2500 ft while climbing into BLUE 1 as BLUE 1 and 2 were descending toward the MIGa.
No
hits resulted.' MIG 3 and 4 passed approximately 1200 ft below BLUE 1 and 100 ft below
BLUE 2.
As the MIG turned for another attack, BLUE 1 and 2 engaged afterburner and
egressed the area, in company with BLUE 3 and 4, without further incident.

v9.
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SECRET
Event 111-285
Aircraft Involved:Three F-lO5s vs four MIO-lTa
Results? No damage
Vicinity of Encountert

21l10'N/106040'E

PRINART NISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tlans
30 PnY 1967/1612H

1.

S"11.

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACPT staff Stu"
12.

6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Ineresaing strike flight observed four MIas in right turn toward flight but flight

continued, losing sight of MIas.

$7

No ordnance was exchanged.

Involved:

TIAircraft

"Results:
1.

{•

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Four F-:;,s vs four MIo-1T7

Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter: 2I*2'N/1O6*17'i

DatelTimet 30 May 1067116l6H
,,"11.
L

DATA SOURCE
Staff Study 6-68.

iCINCPACFLT
12. "NARRATIVE

DESCRIPTION

Strike flight was rolling on target when No.

merely 4 miles east of Kep,

2 observed flight of four MIGs approxi-

headed west at 2-3000 ft and climbing.

i!.

Event 111-287
Aircraft Involved:

Two F-105s vs four MIG-1Ts

Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
11.

0
21I6'N/106 1I'E

30 May 1967/1616H

DATA SOURCE

"CINCPACFLT Staff

Study 6-68.

t1. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Passing through 3000 ft they
Numbers 3 and 4 of strike flight pulled off target.
observed four MIGs approaching from 5 o'clock in a left sweeping turn but MIGs overshoot
flight and Numbers 3 and 4 continued to egress with no further contact.

jT,

j

•"

SECRET
MY

SECRET
Event III-288

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs one MIG-17
Results: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 21*14'N/i06*20'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
11.

30 May 1967/1616H

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE

DESCRIPTION
Egressing strike flight was a MIG attempting to make a head-on pass but flight went
into afterburner and MIG could not maneuver to intercept.

1
Event 111-289
Aircraft Involved:

Four F-4Cs vs unidentified

;

Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 20o45'N/107°45'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

30 May 1967/1635H

Date/Time:
11.

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
DESCRIPTION
While orbiting with escorted aircraft, flight observed two silver delta wing airAircraft appeared to be going from Hainan to NVN mainland.
craft over water.

12.

NARRATIVE

Aircraft Involved:

Event 111-290
Four F-4Cs vs six MIG-17s
and three MIG-21s

Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

30 May 1967/1656H

Date/Time:
11.

Kep. Airfield

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE

DESCRIPTION

While escorting flight of t..j RF-4Cs, flight encountered four MIG-ITs and three MIGPIRAZ
Flight also observed two MIG-17s take off from Kep Airfield.
21s on target run.
alerted flight to :MIGs on two occasions.

34
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Event 111-291
1

Aircraft Involved: Four P- Cs vs four 1IO-1?.
Results: One P-4C lost
Vicinity of Entounttr: 21o17'N/10622'E
1.

f

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Timet

31 May 1967/1551H

Four P-.4C (BLUE Plight) were on a MIGCAP mission.
the strike group, four HIO-17 fighters were engaged.

While covering the egress of

2. MISS!ON ROUTE
Departed Danang and proceeded directly to TAN ANCHOR refueling, thence to points
located at 2o 0°7'N/I0701 3'E, 21 0 05'N/107@281E, 210 22'N/106616'E (target), 21005IN/
107028'E, 200T'N/107?43'E, TAN ANCHOR, Danang.

V

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

~P-I4C BLUE 1.'2. 3. 14
4 SPARROW (AIM-?E)
2 SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B)
I SUU-16 20mm gun pod
(QRC-160 pods and external fuel tanks indicated)
RIO-17
"Silver color with red stars on the wings
4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Scattered clouds, good visibility
BLUE
32
1
Altitude:
10,000-12,000 ft

Heal-

3iee•:
d
SFuel State;
Flizht Formation:

4

0900

500 kt
11,000 lb
Pod formation, echelon left

INITIAL DETECTION
A "WIGs in the area" warning was received approximately two minutes before they
"were sighted. BLUE 1 (Lead) sighted the MIGs at 3 o'clock low at 2 miles heading 2700in a right turn. The MIGs were in a trail formation.
5.

ACTION INITIATED
As the MIGs appeared to be turning to engage the strike force, BLUE 1 announced to his
flight that he was engaging the MIGs and made an immediate descending right turn into the
6.

(7

7.SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

&-t

When the RIGs were sighted by the F-4s, they broke off their attack against the
strike group. As a defensive maneuver the MIGs established a wagon-wheel pattern to
the right, 350 kt at 2,000-3,000 ft. BLUE 1 closed on the closest RIO and fired from the
10 o'clock position, slightly above the RIG at a range of 2,000 ft. No hits resulted.
After yo-yoing off, BLUE 1 repeated three similar passes on three WIGs and missed each
time.
BLUE 3 closed on another RIG at the 4 o'clock position and fired from a range of
2,5oo ft in to 100 ft without scoring a hit.
As BLUE 3 climbed for separation, he saw
BLUE 4 at his 3 o'clock position, slightly high. This is tý last time BLUE 4 was
observed by any member of BLUE Flight. Before BLUE 3 completed another firing run,
BLUE 1 called BINGO for the flight. The P-4s disengaged from the MIGs and departed.
8.

ORDNANCE

BLUE 1

(No.
SPARROW
AIM-7E
0/0

BLUE 3

0/0

fired/No. hits)
SIDEWINDER
SUU-16
AIM-9B
20mm
0/0
900/0

Remarks
Unable to position for a
missile shot.

300/0

0/0
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avent 111-291
EQUIPMENT PROBLENS
BLUE 4 missed a call from BLUE I to changed radio frequency and therefore was unable
to communicate with the flight.
9.

C

10. AINCREW COMMENTS
Rxinerienoe:
Total
Hours
3500

BLUE• 3

P-4
Nggr

200

Combat
Missions
so

Comments on this Encounter:
BLUE 3 - "One thing we learned 15 that we want to try to keep
nore guns on the M41s.3ince then we've worked out a procedure where the lead fires and
while he's doing it the number three positions himself for a firing pass. When the lead
pulls off, number three starts tiring. Thia way they can provide each other top cover and
at the same time get more fire power against the enemy."
11.
DATA SOURCES
ProJect Interviews:

Hessalgs, Resorts:

BLUE 3,

22 June 1967

366TW/O?REP-3/3ll1400 Nay 1967
366TW/OPREP-3/011130Z June 1967

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight was providing MIOCAP for a strike against target JCS 39.43. As thd F-4Ca
coAmenced an attack against the enemy, the MIGs went into a tight, ln-trail circle Identified as a wagon wheel.
BLUE 1 and 2 madt four firing passes from approximately the
10 o'clock position from the MIGs. BLUE 3 and 4 made one firing pass from the t:30
o'clock position from the MIes.
The MIa continued in a tight circle and increased their
turn rate as the F-4Cs fired. BLUE 4 reached BINGO fuel and attempted to notify BLUE 1,
but because he had missed a frequency change BLUE I never heard the call from BLUE 4.
v*entually BLUE 4 broke away from the flight and commenced egress with 3500 lb of fuel
which was more than adequate to reach the tankers. After being vectored to tankers
equipped only with unusable drogue type refueling, BLUE 4 finally turned toward the
aircraft carriers on YANKEE STATION, and with only 200 lb of fuel remaining, made preparations to eject. Both crewmembers elected safely and were quickly recovered.
During the MI0 encounter accurate 85mm AA fire was observed. BLUE 4 also experWinced
control difficulties Just prior to losing sight of BLUE 5. Because of the high
fuel consumptibn and flight control difficulties, battle damage was considered a contributing factor to the loss of BLUE 1.
1t.
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Event 1Z1-292
Aircraft Involved: Four PF-4s vs one RIO-IV
Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 21020't/106*35'E

6
1.

PRIMARV MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 31 May 1967/1610H
BLUE Plight, four P-MCs, was providing MIOCAP for JC3 target 39.43,

of the encounter the flight was outbound from the target area.

At tho time

2. NISSION ROUTE
BLUE Plight departed Danang and proceeded to the TAN ANCHOR aerial refueling area
then via direot routes through the following points:
20u0?7N/lOe43fE; 2105'IN/1702S'E;
target 21622'N/106016'E.
The return route was the reverse track.

r•

3.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

~P-.RC BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4

L

A SPAtROW (AIN-7E)

One P-4C loaded with 3 AIR-"

2 31DEWINDER (AIM-gB)
1 SUU-16 gun (1200 rd 20mm)

4 31DEWINDER (AIM-98)
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weathers

Clear sky,

visibility greater than 15 miles
BLUE

3

3.2
Altitude:

I1
Flig~ht
iS.
• •i

;

Formaation,.

500 kt
Fighting win&

,

INITIAL DETECTION
NI0 warnings relative to BULLS EYE had been received between 1540H and 1553H,
MIG-17 was sighted at 1710H In the 5 o'clock position to BLUE Flight.
6.

v.L

4

10,0t0-14 000 rt

One

i

ACTION INITIATED
EBLUE Flight broke to the right and observed the MIO to follow the turn.

'•BLUE

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
Flight rolled
wings and
level,
for altitude and reversed their turn.
The RIO disengaged,
descended
was zoom
lost climbed
from view.
11.

L"

S~12.
S~While

DATA SOURCE

Messaaes:
366TFW/OPREP-3/311binZ
May 196T
NARRATIVE
DESCRIPTION

c

aO

:

providing MIOCAP for a strike flight, BLUE Flight sighted a single MIO-lT at

their 5 o'clock position. From their fighting wing formation BLUE Flight broke right.
Observing the MIG to follow the turn, BLUE Flight rolled wings level, zoom climbed and
•!
•

reversed the turn.
As BLUE Flight was mlaneuvering to attack, the MIG turned to the
west and disappeared from sight as he descended.
BLUE Flight turned outbound and continued egress from the area.

r,

[3
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SECRET
Event 111-293
Alroraft Involvedi Three P-1058 v2 t•.o MIO-219
Resualts% No damage
V41inity of Encounttrt 2125'N/lO06042VE
I.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tifme 31 May 196T/16I8Hn

I1. DATA SOURCE
CINOPACFLT Stafrt

tudy 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Plak suppression flight on egrees observed two silver MIOm In right turn. 3000 ft
below Lead and No. 2. Lead broke down to engage but MIa went Into an even tighter right
t•r•t and passed head-on below Lead. No ordnance was exchanged.
It.

3

I
Event 111-294
Airoraft Involved: Pour P-105s vs four MI1-lTs

3

Rebults. Sighting only

Vioinity of Encounter:
1.
II.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 31 May 1967/1650H

Kep Airfield
"

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
two elements
of two MOs each orbiting
Pulling off
targets
top Airfield.
M(I~s
were strike
In rightflight
hanld observed
turn at 2000
f't.
It.

Event 111-295
Aircraft Involved. Four F-105o vs two MIG-173

Results: Sighting only

i

Vicinity of Encounter: Kep Airfield
1.

PRIMARV INISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time; 31 May 1967/1650H
1!.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
As they were rolling on target, strike flight observed two MI~s on easterly heading
and approximately 1 mile east of target at 2-3000 ft. MIGs were probably one of the
elements sighted by flight of Event 111-294.
It.
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SECRET
Event 111-296
Airraf
Inolvd;Four F-105s vs six K140.?
ý4

Sighting only

4nýResults:

I.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION Vcnt
DIatePI'ime:

11.

fEcutr

ll$l/OOt

31 May 1967/1650H

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACTILT Staff Study 6-68.

F12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

0
noted
four unidentified MI~s at 2l 20'N/l07016'E and two unStrike fligl- on egress
0
0
identified MIGs at 21* 1'N/106 591E. The flight was at 12,000 ft 6&nd climbing and the

141Gs were at 2000 to 3000 ft. Flight was unable to observe markings. MIGs appeared to
be camouflaged . The sun angle and clouds precluded positive identification and the MIGs
did not maneuver.

Event 111-297
Aircraft Involved: Four F-4Ca vs one MI10-17
(possible)
Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter". 21'0 18'N/1060 15'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 31 May 1967/1700H1

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Escort flight sighted a possible MIG0-17 directly below. The MIG was silver and at
1000 ft. The flight was at 2000 ft.
No attempt was made to engage. PIRAZ called on
egress that 'handit was 5 miles South and trailing, but flight was unable to sight bandit.

Event 111-298
Aircra~ft Involved: Four F-105s vs two MIG-21s

1:

Results: No damagc
Vicinity of Encounter: 2l0 20'N/1O6 028'E
1. PRIMARY MI1SSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 2 June 1967/0930H
11.

DATA SOURCE

12.

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The strike flight was approached by' two silver MI~s from 7 o'clock position. The
flight was at 16,000 ft and tt.e MI~a cane up from 7-8000 ft. The flight jettisoneýd all
nrdnance, turned hard left and then right. 'The MI~s were not observed again.

~~
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SECRET
Event 111-299
Four F-4s vs Eight to Ten MI1-17s
Aircraft Involved:
Result: Three MIG kill "probables"
21 0 20'N/106 0 22'E
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
2 June 1967/1528H.
BLUE Flight was one of two flights of F-4 aircraft assigned MIGCAP for the 355 TFW
F-105 force.
The F-4 flights rendezvoused with the F-105 force after refueling and
accompanied the last F-105 flight into the target area. The other F-4 flight accompanied
the first F-105 flight.
2.

MISSION ROUTE
BLUE flight departed Ubon RTAFB, Thailand, direct to the Brown refueling track over
the Gulf of Tonkin with drop-off at 19 0 00'N/107 0 25'E, then north to 21 0 05'N/1070 28'E,
and direct to 21 0 20'N/106*22'E.
The flight then engaged MIGs and subsequently egressed
over the reverse route.
3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-4D BLUE 1
4 - SPARROW (AIM-7E)
4 -FALCON
(AIM-4D)
1 - ALQ-71 pod
1 - 370 gallon wingtank
1 - 600 gallon centerline tank
F-4C BLUE 2. 3. 4
4 - SPARROW (AIM-7E)
4 - SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B)
1 - ALQ-71 pod
1 - 370 gallon wingtank
1 - 600 gallon centerline tank
MIG-17 MIG 1-10
Unknown.
4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather:
7/8 troken overcast with base at 14,000 ft.
clouds.
BLUE
1

Altitude:
Heading:
Speed:
Fuel State:

2

3
4
8,000 ft
2820
550 KTAS
Unknown, probably
10-11,000 lb

About 7 miles visibility below
MIG
- 10
1,000 ft
Left orbit
Unknown
Unknown
1

Flight Formation
Pod formation.
S.

INITIAL DETECTION
No MIG warning calls were received.
BLUE Flight was escorting the F-105 force inbound to the target area, when five or six MIG-17s passed under BLUE Flight in a hard
left turn at about 1000 ft AGL.
The MIGs were called out by an F-105 flight and BLUE 3
(Back) at about the same time.
Apparently the MIGs were headed north, passing from left
to right.
Time was approximately 1529H.
6.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight pulled up and to the left to gain separation and then dove hard right to
achieve firing position.
SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
The MIGs reversed right and a melee ensued in which BLUE Flight fired three
SPARROWs (AIM-7E), three SIDEWINDERs (AIM-9B) and two FALCONs (AIM-4D).
At least two
MIG-17s fired their cannons at BLUE Flight.
Three MIG-17s were possibly destroyed with
no damage to BLUE Flight.
7.
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8.

Event 111-299

ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No. hits)
FALCON
SPARROW
AIM-7E
AIM-4D
2/?
3/?

BLUE 1

SIDEWINDER
AIM-9B

BLUE 2

3/?

BLUE 3

I.

Remarks
Two AIM-TEs observed guiding.
Both
One AIM-7E went high.
AIM-4Ds appeared to track,
one 15 ft miss observed.
Two appeared to track. One
not observed.
Observed for 3-5 seconds and
was guiding.

1/?

BLUE 4
MIG 1-10

-

Two of the MIG-17

were observed firing their cannons with no hits.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
8LUE 1 - Two AIM-4Ds cooled off (ran out of time) and could not be used.
B.
receiver trouble.

r

BLUE 4

r

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience
Total
Hours
BLUE 1
4900
Front

-

Utility hydraulic failure shortly after engagement began.

F-4
Hours

Combat
Missions

268

99

519

260

105

BLUE 2
Front

850

480

82

Back

474

187

38

2700

250

84

Back
___i

v'
V,

F

VBLUE

UHF radio

Remarks
Previous TAC tours in WWII and Korea.
"Five previous air-to-air engagements,
four confirmed MI0 kills in SEA.
First tour out of pilot training. 1000
hrs previous RO time in ADO (F-lOl).
Seven months in theatre. Two SPARROWs
previously fired in training.
No previous live firings - many simulator
runs. 2.5 yrs rated, no previous MI0
encounters.
No previous live firings - many simulator
runs. Two years rated, no previous MIG
encounters.

3
Front

Air Training Command Instructor.
previous MIG encounters.

No

Comments from Overall Experience
BLUE 1 - Charging SPARROW-type training is not satisfactory for combat.
11. DATA SOURCES
Interviews: Aircrew letter - BLUE 3 (Front), 5 July 1968.
Proet
Mesisaes, Reports:
OPRERP-6 8TFW 0021330Z June 67, DOI 06018, June 67.
OPREP-3 366TFW P021355Z June 67, DCOI 005 June 67.
Supplement BTFW P0307052 June 67, DI 06036 June 67.
Aircrew's AIM-7D-E missile performance reports.
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12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Event 111-299

BLUE Flight was one of two F-4 flights from Ubon RTAFB assigned to fly MIGCAP for an
F-105 strike force from Takhli RTAFB.
Refueling, strike force rendezvous, and ingress
was without incident until the force arrived in the vicinity of 210 20'fl/1060 22'E. At
this time BLUE Flight was at 8000 ft, 550 KTAS, on a heading of 2820, in Pod formation
when 5 or 6 MIG-17s were sighted by BLUE 3 (Back) at 10 o'clock low (1000 ft AOL) passing
under BLUE Flight in a hard left turn. The OPREPs do not state definitely, but apparently
the MIGs were headed toward the north and passing from BLUE Flight's left to right.
BLUE 3 (Back) called out the MIOs to BLUE Flight.
BLUE Flight, reacting in elements of two aircraft each, pulled up and left to gain
separation and then dove hard right to achieve firing position. Both element leaders
(BLUE I and BLUE 3) were unable to fire due to the high angle off that the Mlas generated
as they reversed turn no the right and into BLUE Flight. Both BLUE elements broke up
and hard right.
The LfGs did not follow the P-4s as they zoomed, but a MIG-17 was
observed firing as he passed between BLUE 1 and 2 at the top of the zoom.
The flight
thought that this MIG was holding high and "pounced" after their first attack. BLUE lead
then saw the MIGs in a left turn near Kep and dove to attack. BLUE 1 closed on one of
six MIO-17s, pulled lead and fired one AIM-4D, with 500-600 angle off. BLUE 1 was at
0.95 Mach (620 KTAS), 1000-1500 ft AOL, about 3 W's, 150 kts overtake, close range (exact
range unknown), with a high growl for a tone. The MIG was in a hard left turn. The
missile appeared to track but BLUE 1 was foyced to break hard left to avoid a head-on
Collislon with four MIGs and to avoid heavy automatic weapon and 37mm antiaircraft fire
from Kep Airfield. BLUE 1 separated from the MIGs and as he turned to reengage, he
observed an aircraft crash into the ground in a huge fireball about one mile north of Kep.
BLUE 3 and 4 zoomed to 12,000 ft after the first pass and observed the lead element
start in on their second pass. BLUE 3 then dived down on a second pass but again could
not fire because of "too much angle off, dive angle, airspeed," and pulled off to the
right. BLUE 3 ran into a "blanket" of 85mm AAA fire and broke hard left loosing sight
of the MI7-17s.
As BLUE 3 rolled back to the right he observed three MIG-17s apparently
trying
land into
at Kep
Airfield. The MIGs were in trail about 1/2 to 1 mile apart.
BLUE 3 to
rolled
a shallow
dive about 2-3 miles south of Kep Airfield and headed for
the number two MI5. The MIGs were 1/2 to 1 mile off the end of the southwest runway
(northeast of Kep) and BLUE 3 was 1 to 2 miles south of Kep nearly parallel to the Northeast Railroad at about 2000 ft and 500 kts when BLUE 3 (Back) called, "lock-on," and
BLUE 3 fired one AIM-7E missile.* BLUE 3 was flying an aircraft modified to provide an
automatic switch to full system lock on after a boresight lock on. BLUE 3 observed the
SPARROW launch, "roll and guide," for 3-5 seconds.
BLUE 3 was getting heavy ground fire
and BLUE 4 called that he was experiencing utility hydraulic failure so BLUE 3 broke
right without observing the missile results.
(Heavy 85mm fire with bursts at 8000 ft
was reported in the Kep area.)
BLUE 3 and 4 egressed the area for an emergency recovery
at Danang.

•

L

I
I.|.

I

.

I

Meanwhile, BLUE 1 and 2 turned to reengage the MIGs still
in a left turn over Kep.
BLUE I at 1000 ft AOL, 0.95 Mach (620 KTAS) locked on to a MIG-17 at an estimated 5000 ft
range, auto-track, inter-locks out, full system, narrow gate and fired three AIM-7E
missiles in ripple at 3500 ft range 450 angle off of the MIG's tail while pulling in
2.5 g's.
ft AOL MIG-17s
in a hardin left
turn, at
Again
BLUE 1
was
forcedTheto target
break was
left atby 1000
additional
a head-on
pass0.9andMach.
intense
antiaircraft
fire from the Kep area. He did not observe the missile results but did observe that the
first and third missile "tracked beautifully" and the second missile "headed high and for
parts unknown."
BLUE 2 went high on this break and saw a single MIG-17 above him in a left turn.
BLUE 2 fired three AIM-9B missiles in rapid succession at 200 angle off, 3500 ft range,
With a good growl. The target aircraft was in an easy left climbing turn at missiles
launch. BLUE 2 was at 0.85 to 0.9 Mach (540 to 570 KTAS), 4000 ft altitude pulling about
2 g's at launch. Two of the missiles appeared to track. The third missile was not
observed.
BLUE 2 did not see the missiles hit because he broke hard left and down to
rejoin BLUE 1.
*The
reports
3 fired
0.9 Mach
(500wasKTAS),
range OPREP-3
in a dive,
70° BLUE
heand-on
to theat MIG-17
which
headed6000
24COft ataltitude
800 ft at
AOL 1.5
and miles
0.9 Mach.

I|
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Event 111-299
BLUE 1
BLUE 1 saw BLUE 2 in a left turn and called him to break right for rejoin.
BLUE 2 responded
then saw a MIG-17 in firing poaition on BLUE 2 with cannons blazing.
to a "break" call and evaded the MIG.
BLUE I turned to engage the MIG-17, and encountered

an additional flight of four MIG-17s near Kep.
fired an AIM-k4D.

KTAS),

One MIG-17 made a head-on pass and BLUE I

The pipper was on the target.

BLUE I was at 0.95-1.0 Mach (620-660

1000-1500 ft altitude, pulling about 3 g's with no recollection or tone.

missile passed about 15 feet under the MIG,

The

but since the missile does not have a prox-

imizy fuze it did not detonate.
BLUE Flight observed a second huge fireball at
21 0 30'N/106 0 19'E about this time.

BLUE Plight, at BINGO fuel, egressed and called the other F-4 flight into the area.
However, BLUE Flight's MIG encounter
is the only one reported on this date. A third
huge fireball was observed at 21 0 22'N/106038'E at 1640H during egress. Official sources
do not list any kills or probables on this date.
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SECRETI
Event 111-300
Aircraft Involved: Eight F-105s vs two MIO-213
Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21l19'N/106e30'E
1.

11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 2 June 1967/10153
DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The MIGs came
Inbound strike flight of four F-105s observed two MIGs at 10,000 ft.
from 10 o'clock and passed behind flight's 6 o'clock position and were not observed
As the flight came off target, a single MIG-21 was neen to dive through a
further.
second strike flight which was Just diving on target.

Event 111-301
Aircraft Involved:

Four F-4Cs vs one MIG-IT

I

3

Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: Kep Airfield
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 2 June 1967/1630H
11.

I

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Flight
MI1 CAP flight sighted one MIG, 7-8 miles due east of target, 0 Kep RR yards.
between
near
21 27'N/106030'E
battle at,
in lead
aerial
engaged
silver
aircraft
F-4s ft
and (see
also and
saw 8000
at
at
0840Z
fireball
orange
observed
BLUE
111-302).
Event
4000
0
0
21 31'N/106 26'E which appeared to be a large POL explosion or an aircraft striking the

3

ground.

Event 111-302
Aircraft Involved: Two F-105s vs four MIG-17s

Results, No damage
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

4

22 016'N/106 0 11'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

2 June 1967/1633H

.Date/Time:

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Kep strike flight was proceeding into target area when Lead and No. 2 noted four
silver MIOs at their 6 o'clock position, and the MIGs were L-1/2 miles from flight on
same heading.
The flight started climb to target and the M110 could not keep up.

12.
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Event 111-303
gPour F-4s vs Eight to Ten
MIG-17n

Results: No damage
Vicinity of' Encounter: 2l02OIH/1O6*22'IZ

vz

[Date/Time:
[n

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

2 June 67/1628H

BLUE flight was one of two flights of F-4 aircraft (see Event 111-301) assigned MIOCAP
for the 355TFW F-105 force. The F-4 flights rendezvoused with the P-l05 force after refuel-

n

copne

the last F-105 flight into the target area.

~

The other P-4 flight accom-

2.

MISSION ROUTE
BLUE flight departed Ubon RTAFB,0 Thailand, direct to the Brown refu~eling track over the
041tlof Tonkin with drop-off at 192 2'N/106022'E. The flight then engaged MIGs and subsequently egressed over the reverse route.
3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
F-MD BLUE 1
4- SPARROW (AIM-7E)
4- FALCON (AIM-4D)
1 - ALQ-71 pod
1 - 370 gallon wingtank
1 - 600 gallon centerline tank
P-4C BLUE 2,3 4
4- SPARROW (AIM-7E)
4 - SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B)
I - ALQ-71 pod
1 - 370 gallon wingtank
1 - 600 gallon centerline tank

V

MIG-17 MIG If-O.L

Unknown.
4. FLIGH4T CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: 7/8 broken overcast with base at 14,000 ft.

About 7 miles visibility below clouds.
MIG

BLUE
Altitude:

Kea
Spe1.550

8,000 ft
2820Lert
KTAS

na

Unknown, probably

__________,

tate:
Flight Formation

Ely

.10-11,000

1,000 ft
orbit
Unknown
Unknown3

lb

Pod formation.
INITIAL DETECTION
No 1410 warning calls were received. BLUE flight was escorting the F-l05 force Inbound to the target area, when rive or six MIG-17s passed under BLUE flight in a hard left
turn at about 1000 ft AOIL. The MI~s were called out by an P-105 flight and BLUE 3 (Back)
at about the same time. Apparently the MIGs were headed North, passing from left to
right. Time was approximately 1528H.
5.

VFý

X~~
3

j~7

V

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE flight pulled up and to the left to gain separation and then dove hard right to
achieve firing position.
6.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
The MI~s reversed right and a melee ensued in which FLUE flight fired three SF,;.-RRW3
(AIM-7E), three SIDEWINDERs (AIM-9B) and two FALCONs (AIM-4D). At least two MIO-1.Ts fired
their cannons at BLUE flight.
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Event 111-303
8.

ORDNANCE

BLUE 1

(No.

RIG 1-10

fired/No. hits)

SPARROW
AIM-TE
3/?

BLUE 2
BLUE 3
BLUE 4

3

SIDEWINDER
AIM-28

FALCON
AIM-4D
2/7

Remarks
Two AIM-7Es observed guiding, One AIM-7E
went high. Both AIM-4Ds appeared to track,
one 15 ft miss observed.
Two appeared to track. One not observed.
Observed for 3-5 seconds and was guiding.

3/?
1/?

Two or tht MIG-17s were observed firing their cannons with no hits.

9.
EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE ! - Two AIM-41Ds cooled off (ran out of time) and could not be used.
receiver trouble.

I

UHF radio

BLUE 4 - Utility hydraulic failure shortly after engagement began.
AIRCREW COMMENTS
10.
Experience
F-4
Total
Hours
Hours
tz

Combat
Missions

Remarks

BLUE 1

Front
Back
B
,••

4900

268

99

519

260

105

Previous TAC tours in WWII and Korea.
Five previous air-to-air engagements,
four confirmed MIG kills in SEA.
1000 hrs
First tour out of pilot training.

2

BLUE 2

previous RO time in

ADC (F-101).

months in theatre.
fired in training.

Two SPARROWs previously

Seven

Front•-enountrsruns.
850
480

82

No previous
simulator
2 1/2 live
yearsfirings
rated, - nomany
previous
MIG

187

38

live firings - many simulator
No
previous
runs.
Two years rated, no previous MIG

Back •

474

•

BLUE 3
Front

encounters.

~~nwtp

-Cagn

2700

250

riigs~~coy

84

cma.
Air Training Command Instructor.
previous MIG encounters.

No

Comments from Overall Experience
BLUE 1 - Charging SPARROW-type training is

11.
DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews:

not satisfactory for combat.

BLUE 1 (Front) 4 June 1967,
5 July 1968.

Aircrew letter

-

BLUE 3 (Front),

Messages, Reports:
OPREP - 3 8TFW 0021330Z June 67, DOI 06018, June 67.
OPREP-3 366TFW P021355Z June 67, DCOI 005 June 67.
Supplement 8TFW P0307052 June 67, DI 06036 June 67.
Aircrew's AIM-7D/E missile performance reports.

12.

!:

•

I Mal.•

•

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE flight was one of two F-4 flights from Ubon RTAFB assigned to fly MIOCAP for an

Refueling, strike force rendezvous, and ingress
F-105 strike force from Takhli RTAFB.
At this
was without Incident until the force arrived in the vicinity of 2120'N/106 22'E.
formation
KTAS, on
flight
at 8000
time
AOL)
passing when
under5
at a10 heading
o'clock oflow2820,
(1000in ftPod
were was
sighted
by ft,
BLUE 550
3 (Back)
or 6 BLUE
MIG-17s
BLUE flight In a hard left turn. TheOPREPs do not state definitely, but apparently the
MiGs were headed toward rhe North ana passing from BLUE flight'3 left to right. BLUE 3
(Back) called out the MI~s to BLUE flight.
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Event 111-303

i 40as

SAIM-7E

S"roll

'

BLUE flight, reacting in elements of two aircraft each, pulled up and left to gain
separation and then dove hard right to achieve Firln6g position. Both element leaders
(BLUE I and BLUE 3) were unable to fire due to the high angle off that the MIGa generated
Both BLUE elements broke up
they reversed turn to the right and into BLUE flight.
and hard right. The MIGs did not follow tte F-4s as they zoomed, but a MIO-17 was observed
firing as he passed between BLUE 1 and 2 at the top of the zoom. The flight thought that
this MI0 was holding high and "pounced" after their First attack. BLUE lead then saw the
BLUE closed on one of six MIO-17s, pulled
MIs in a left turn near Kep and dove to attack.
lead and fired one AIM -4D. with 500-600 angle off. BLUE 1 was at 0.95 Mach (620 KTAS),
1000-1500 ft AOL, about3 ga 150 kts overtake, close range (exact range unknown), with a
high growl for a tone. The MIG was in a hard left turn. The missile appeared to track
but BLUE 1 was forced to break hard left to avoid a head-on collision with four MIGS and
BLUE 1
to avoid heavy automatic weapon and 37mm antiaircraft fire from Kep Airfield.
separated from the MICs and as he turned to reenoage, he observed an aircraft crash into
the ground ir.a hugh fireball about one mile North of Kep.
BLUE 3 and 4 zoomed to 12,000 ft after the first pass and observed the lead element
BLUE 3 then dived down on a second pass but again could
start in on their second pass.
not fire because of "too much angle off, dive angle, airspeed", and pulled off to the right.
BLUE 3 ran into a "blanket" of 85mm AAA fire and broke hard left loosing sight of the
MIG-17s.
As BLUE 3 rolled back to the right he observed three MIC-17s apparently trying
BLUE 3
to land at Kep Airfield. The MIG4 were in trail about 1/2 to I mile apart.
rolled into a shallow dive about 2-3 miles south of Kep Airfield and headed for the number
two MIG.
The MIGs were 1/2 to I mile off the end of the Southwest runway (Northeast of
Kep) and BLUE 3 was I to 2 miles South of Kep nearly parallel to the Northeast Railroad
2000 ft and
500 kts when BLUE 3 (Back) called, "lock-on", and BLUE 3 fired one
at aboutMissile.*
BLUE 3 was flying an aircraft modified to provide an automatic switch to
BLUE 3 observed the SPARROW launch
full system lock on after a boresight lock on.
BLUE 3 was getting heavy ground fire and BLUE 4 called
and guide", for 3-5 seconds.
that he was experiencing utility hydraulic failure so BLUE 3 broke right without observing
(Heavy 85mm fire with bursts at 8000 ft was reported in the Kep area.)
the
BLUE missile
3 and 4results.
egressed the area for an emergency recovery at Danang.
in a left turn over Kep.
Meanwhile, BLUE 1 and 2 turned to reengage the MIOs still
BLUE I at 1000 ft AOL, 0.95 Mach (620 KTAS) locked on to a MIG-17 at an estimated 5000
ft range, auto-track, interlocks out, full system, narrow gate and fired three AIM-7E
missiles in ripple at 3500 ft range 450 angle off of the MIG's tail while pulling 2.5
Again BLUE lead was
gs. The target was at 1000 ft AGL in a hard left turn, at 0.9 Mach.
forced to break left by additional MIG-lTs in a head-on pass and intense antiaircraft fire
from the Kep area. He did not observe the missile results but did observe that the first
and third missile "tracked beautifully" and the second missile "headed high and for parts
unknown".
BLUE 2 went high on this break and saw a single MIG-17 above him in a left turn. BLUE 2
fired three AIM-9B missiles in rapid succession at 200 angle off, 3500 ft range, with a
good growl.
The target aircraft was in an easy left climbing turn at missiles launch.
BLUE 2 was at 0.85 to 0.9 Mach (540 to 570 KTAS), 4000 ft altitude pulling about 2 gs at
launch. Two of the missiles appeared to track. The third missile was not observed. BLUE
2 did not see the missiles hit because he broke hard left and down to rejoin BLUE lead.
BLUE 1 saw BLUE 2 in a left turn and called him to break right for rejoin. BLUE 1
BLUE 2 responded to
then saw a MIG-17 in firing position of BLUE 2 with cannons blazing.
a "break" call and evaded the MIG.
BLUE 1 turned to engage the MIG-17, and encountered an
flight of four MIG-17s near Kep.
One MIG-17 made a head-on pass and BLUE lead
BLUE 1 was at 0.95-1.0 Mach (620-660 KTAS),
fired an AIM-4D. The pipper was on the target.
1000-1500 ft altitude, pulling about 3 gs with no recollection of tone. The missile passed
about 15 ft under the MIG, but since the missile does not have a 0 proximity0 fuze it did
not detonate. BLUE flight observed a second huge fireball at 21 30'N/106 19'E about this
time.
BLUE flight, at BINGO fuel, egressed and called the other F-4 flight into the area.
A third huge
is the only one reported on this date.
However, BLUE flight's MIG encounter
fireball was observed at 210 22'N/106 38' E at 16 OH during egress. Official sources do not
list any kills or probables on this date.

S...additional

IA

The OPREP-3 reports BLUE 3 fired at 0.9 Mach (500 KT'AS), 6000 ft altitude at 1.5 miles
range in a dive, 700 head-on to the MIG-17 whicn wa! headed 2400 at 800 ft AOL and
0.9 Mach.
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Event 111-304
Aircraft Involved:

Two F-4Ds, two F-4Ca vs
five MIG-17I

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

3

21*15'N/106o20'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time 3 June 1967/1640H
BLUE Flight (two F-4Ds and two P-4Cs) were assigned MIOCAP for a Takhli fore.
five MIO-17s near Kep airfield.
with no results.
2.

of

They accompanied one part of the force into the target area and then engaged

F-105s.

Three AIM-7E missiles and one AIM-9B missile were fired

MISSION ROUTE
BLUE Flight departed Ubon RTAFB and proceeded directly to the refueling track over

the Qui.f of Tonkin. Dropof:' was at 190 0!0'N/lO70 25'E. The flight then proceeded north to
21607'N1107:38'E, and 21l12'N/107933'E for coast in, west along the north side of the ridge
to 211l4'N/106021'E, and then to the target area at 21l6'N/106o08'E. The MIO 0 engagement
eiang.
The flight then egressed east to 21 07'N/
about 8 miles east of Bac
occurred
107 0 38'E, direct to poststrike refueling and return to Ubon RTAPB.
3.

F-41D

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

BLUE 1. 3
4 SPARROWS (AIM-7E)
14FALCONS (AIM-lID)

1
I ALQ-71
370-gal. wing tank
1 600-gal. centerline tank

P-4C

Camouflaged
Avionics - unknown

BLUE 2,

4 SPARROWS (AIM-7E)
4 SIDEWINDERS (AIM-9B)
I ALQ-71
1 370-gal. wing tank
1 600-gal.. centerline tank
Camouflaged
Avionics - unknown

1410-17.
Unknown armament
All aircraft silver with red stare on wing and red stabilizer.
Weather:
i':

*ountalns.
visibility.

Cumulus clouds with bases at 8,000-10,000 ft and tops above 25,000 ft over the

The valley or flatland area was clear with a slight haze, about 10 miles
1410o

BLUE
Altitude:
T"

7,000 ft
300°

1,000 ft
Left turn

INITIAL DETECTION
As BLUE Plight turned away
NIC warnings were not received prior to the encounter.
from the target area at 7,000 ft altitude, BLUE I saw five MIG-17s and one MG0-21 in a
5.

flat left turn at 1,000 ft AGL flying in trail formation about 5 miles south of Kep airfield. The MIG-21 was not part of the formation and was not seen again. Time of the
sighting was about 1640 local (Hanoi).
6.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 1 and 2 broke into the MIGs setting up a moderately tight left hand turn around

BLUE 3 and 4 climbed above BLUE I and 2 and waited for an opportunity to
the M110.
engage.
It appeared that the IG strategy was to continue their turn, but always workIng closer to Kep airfield where BLUE Flight would be vulnerable to the heavy enemy ground
tire in that area.
The MIGs maintained their left orbit near Kep.

BLUEPFP!ght remained above them and

started a yo-yo action in a vertical plane pulling up on one side of the circle to attack
a 4IG on the other side of the circle.
vertical maneuvering.

35

BLUE Flight stayed bolow 6,000-7,000 ft in their
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8.

ORODANCE
(No.
SPARROW
AIM-7E
2/0
1/0

BLUE 1
BLUE 2

fired/No. hits)
SID4EWINDER
FALCON
AIM-9B
A114-'4D
0/0
1/0

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience:-!
Total

F-4

Combat

Hours
2892
472

Hours
210
175

Missions

BLUE 1 (front)
(back)

86

Remarks
No previous MI encounters
No previous MI encounters

BLUE 2 (front)

2476

190

77

No previous MI

encounters

431

175

80

No previous Mi

encounters

(back)

79

11.
DATA SOURCES
Messages: OPREP-3, 0031305Z, June 1967
'"
8TFW DOL 060•4,
June 1967
DO401O0, 2 June 1967
8TFW, D106048, June 1967
Aircrew's AIM-7D/E Missile Performance Reports
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight (two F-4Ds and two F-4Cs) was assigned to fly MIOCAP for a force of P-105
aircraft from Takhli RTAFB. BLUE Flight departed Ubon RTAFB, refueled over the Gulf of
Tonkin and accompanied one of the F-105 flights into the target area. The current Takhli
tactics included attacking Route Package IVA targets by individual flights with TOTs
separated 2 to 5 minutes.
The flight flew north after refueling and coasted In about 10 miles northeast of
Cam Pha. The route, selected to minimize flight time in areas deFended by surface-toair missiles, then continued west to Northeast Railroad in the vicinity of Kep airfield.
No MiGs were sighted inbound to the target. But, as BLUE Flight started turning
awaj from the target to CAP the IRON HAND flight, BLUE 1 saw five 1410-17s flying in trail
formation, at about 1000 ft AOL, in a flat left hand turn 5 miles south of Kep airfield.
One MI-21, also seen with the MIG-17s but not in formation with them, was not seen again
during the encounter. BLUE Flight was turning through 3000 (the direction of turn was
not stated, but probably to the right or toward the north) at 7000 ft altitude in the
vicinity of 2115'N/1060 20'E at 1640H at the time of the sighting.
This would place the
MIGs at 12 o'clock low about 5 miles range. All of the MI~s were silver with red starse
on the wings and a red vertical stabilizer.
BLUE 1 and 2 "broke into the MIGs setting up a moderately tight left hand turn around
I•}•engage.
K10a 3appeared
to continue
where
to there
an airfield
opoortunity
waited to
for Kep
1 anddrawing
2 and closer
BLUE turn
high abovetheir
and 4 went
the MIG3s."The BLUE
was heavy ground
fire.
12.

-

L'

i~i i

At the completion of the first shallow diving turn, BLUE Lead obtained a look-on (at
about 3 miles) on the lead 1410, turningr through north-northwest at 1000 ft AOL, 0.7 Mach
(460 KTAS).
SLUE 1 fired one AIM-7E missile at 5000-6000 ft range from the RIG's 9 o'clock
position. BLUE Lead's report Indicates he was at 500 KTAS, 3000 ft altitude, in a 1.5 g
diving turn with 2000 kts overtake, full system launch with clutter in override and system
in auto track. The missile came off, turned left, "then direct", but passed about 500 ft
behind the 1i1 as the MIG pulled into a hard left turn. The missile was fired at near
minimum parameters and the "dot in the circle broke X before the missiled passed the MIG."

A second AIM-7E missile was fired at the same MIG, when BLUE Lead was at 2500 ft about
550 KTAS, still in the 1.5 g descending turn at 5000-6000 ft range.
BLUE Lead was at the
MIG's 8 o'clock position.
This missile also turned left, "then direct", but passed an
estimated 800 ft behind the MIG.
No detonation was observed on either missile.
Apparently,

both missiles were fired before the "break X" occurred.
,i

BLUE 2,

still

in the original orbit,

moved laterally in

a left turning dive and fired

one AIM-7E and one AIM-9B at a group of four MIG-17s attempting to evade BLUE Lead's
missiles. The MIOs were at 3000-4000 ft. 500 KTAS, pulling about 1.5 g.
BLUE 2 was
1400 off of the 1410's tail at the time of launc7h. The firi.ng range is unknown. The
pilot's report states "The missile (AIM-7E) was fived in a bad condition for a SPARROW,
it failed to guide, but conditions were not right in the cockpit, no lock-on and a bad
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Event ZZ1-304
enough load whe., t~he miagile was
The report &180 states "there was not
look gngl*e,
The SARROW missled
fired with Interlocks out."

'

with the sakme parameters.
treda SDEWID~R(AI-gB)at iO nile-off
LUE2
ten
pulled up
Me an BLUE
the
towarad
t4
hjadifli
BLU
A1-5
was
it
but
did not guide
22hntrdaSDWNI
The B!DUWINDER
to rejoin with BLUE Lead.
returuling to U2bon,.
___

$INGO

the area&,
fuel was 4all ed and BLUE Flight departed

S•
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Event 111-305

Aircraft Involved: Two F-1CS vs two MIO-170
Two P-4Ds vs one MIG-21
Rtoults' SiKhting only
Vicinity of Enaountert 2115'N/106*20'E
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 3 June 1967/1640H
11.

DATA SOURCE
CINOPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
CAP flight sighted two MI10-173 and one MIG1-21 orbiting 5 miles south of Kep Airfield.

Event 111-306
Aircraft Involved: Two F-105a vs two KI4-17*
Results: Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter: 17 0 49'N/10612'E

Li

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 3 June 1967/1651H
11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Armed reconnaissance flight in NVN panhandle delivered ordnance on Lo Cang truck
Coming off target, No. 2 observed two MIGs approximately 7 miles NE of target.
park.
One HI0 was heading south, turning toward southeast and the other was heading south. The
KIOs' altitude was 2-3000 ft.

12.
L

Event III-30T
Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs two MIG-21a

J,
[1i •

and 1 MIG-17
Results: Sighting only
0
Vicinity of Encounter: 21°19'N/1060 16'E and
21 0 19'N/W06 20'E
1. PRIMARV MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 3 June 196T/1653H

T,

11.

It"

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6..68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight at 10,000 ft observed two MIa-21s at 9 o'clock; 5000 ft altitude MIGs
were In pursuit of an F-105; two minutes later at second position, same strike flight
observed one MIG-17 at 7 o'clock, approximately 2-3 miles away.
12.
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Event 111-308
Aircraft Involved: Three F-105s vs three M10-178
Results: Two 1ID-17* destroyed
Viafiiity or Encounter: 2l017'N/106022'E

2<

1. PRIMARI NISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
fte/Tbe: 3 June 1967/1652H.
F-105
force attacking
BLU
Plight wan
the lead
flight ot the Karat
ia1,acent
RR yeard toJCS
the 18.23
south.(theTheBac
bridge)
at 21°16°N/106e111&
and tht,
Glang NWHlhway
toree *onsisted of 16 F-lOSDs in ECH pod formation and four IRON HAND aircraft. Eight

P-na t4ram Da Hang Airbase accompanied the force into the target area.
MISSION ROUTM
UM Plight departed Korat RTAB in Thailand, flew directly to the Ton Track refueling
over %b Qulf ot Tonkin for rendeavous with the tankers and P-4C* from Da Hang, then proQee4d mnortn to 20908'N/107T43tE north to 21005'N/10Te28'E; each to 2l013'N/l0646'E; 0
and then direct to the roll In point at 21*138'/106012'E (with the target at 21016'N/106
131').
Roll In for attack was to the right with a right pullout and planned egress by
Indiv(.aal flights over the reverse course.
2.

AINRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
3.
IP-1050 -BLUE 1. 3
2 -- N118, 3000-1b bombs
I
650-gal centerline fuel tank
1 - ALQ-T1 ECM pod

3

I
.

I - AfM-9B SIDEWINDER missile
1029 rds HEI 20mm ammunition.

IP-105D BLUE 2. 4
2 - M116, 3000-lb bombs
I - 650-gal centerline fuel tank
(I on each outboard station)
ECK
pods&munition.
SALQ-71
20mmcamouflaged.
rds HEI
1.029
All P-105s
were
KIQ-1T

MIG 1.

Aremament unknown
1410-17

-

2 underwing fuel tanks.

1410 2, 3A

SUnknown.
4.

I

All MIGs were silver with red stars.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Cumulous clouds over
Clear over the flatlands with about ten miles visibility.
mountains between the NE Railroad and the Gulf.
14I0
BLUE
Y12
3
'I
500-1000 ft
5000-6000 ft
Altitude:
Approx. 3001
095°
Unknown
600 ETAS
AirDd
Unknown
7000-8000 lbs
uPIj1--tie:
Plight Formation
BLUE 3 was
In trail attempting to rejoin. BLUE 2 was about 1000 rt behind BLUE 1.
about 5000 ft behind lead and BLUE 4 was in trail with BLUE 3.
Weather:

S•Ee

M

INITIAL DETECTION
NIG warnings were called on guard channel as BLUE Flight, was pulling off the target.
The call was "BULLSEYE-northeast-30-low-330" which placed tht. MIGs almost under BLUE Flight
BLUE lead was at 6000 ft headed 0950, 600 KTAS, about seven miles away at
flying 3300.
10 o'clock about 500 ft AGL. The MIGs were going from a clinmb to a descent in a shallow
left turn through 300°.
They were in trail formation with about 3000 ft spacing. The last
nIO in trail was almost at BLUE Flight's 12 o'clock position.
5,

ACTIONWINITIATED
BLUE Lead called the MI0s and said he was reversinG 1800 left. He then entered a
in afterburner) followed by BLUE 2 and 3. BLUE 4 was
hard left 100 nose down turn (still
He egressed with
looking away from BLUE 3 at the break and could not relocate the flight.
the second flight off of the target.
6.
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7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE Flight rolled out behind the MIG-17s.

The MIG-17s went Into a tight left hand

orbit at about 500 ft AGL.
The flights ccmpleted one and a half circles when BLUE 3 fired
a SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B) at PIG 3. The MIG attempted unsuccessfully to evade the SIDEWIN:DER.
After the SIDEWINDER damaged the MIG, BLUE 3 closed in firing 20mmm HEI.
The MIG was
trailing smoke from the SIDEWINDER but exploded in flame apparently from the 207m hits.
BLUE Lead then cleared BLUE 2 to go after MIG 1. In the ensuing twisting, sclSSorlng
engagement, BLUE 2 fired three bursts before MIG 1 was hit. MIG l's left wing blew up
and MIG 1 crashed in flames with no chute observed.
BLUE Lead obtained lead on MIG 2 and
fired a SIDEWINlDER (AIM-9B) which flew into the ground.
BLUE Lead made one more 320* turn
and fired a high angle off burst of 20= at MIG 2, and apparently missed. BLUE 2 and 3
exited the area ahead of BLUE Lead, but the three a.rcraft rejoined after refueling and
returned to Korat.
The only damage to the U.S. aircraft was a small hole In BLUE 2's left
intake duct possibly caused by a particle from MIG 1.
8.

ORDNANCE
(No.

fired/No.

hits)

SIDEWINDER
AIM-gB

20mm

1/0

Short burst/0

BLUE 1

Rem;rks

BLUE 2

-

450/1

MIG 1 left wing blown up.

BLUE 3

1/1

376/1

AIM-9B hit first, follow-up
gun attack blew up MIG 3.

MIGs

----- No known ordnance expended ------

9.
EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 1 - No reticle (no sight) on combining glass.
BLUE 2 - Radar would not lock on in air-to-air mode.
BLUE 3 - None.

10.
AIRCREW COMMENTS
BLUE 2 and 3
.Jettison speed for the 650 gal centerline tank is not compatible with combat speed
and maneuvering, "it is dangerous to drop the 650 (centerline fuel tank) unless you unload
the aircraft (aerodynamically) first".
BLUE 2
Cockpit fog and canopy vapor restricted visibility. I could only see through the
forward windshie]i.
For air-to-ground attack, we need an auto bomb release system with a positive indication to the pilot that the computer has a solution and will release the bcmbs.
For air-to-air, suggest a series of fixed ranges on the combining glass, i.e., 500,
1000, 1500, 3000, and about 6000 ft (for hi-alt strafing).
These ranges would of course
be lead or g computing constantly.
Need an additional radio for communication betaeen flight members.
The primary strike
channel is saturated during periods of action when it is needed most.
A direction finding
vector strobe doupled to the flight frequency would aid flight members in maintaining mutual
support position.
The ease with which the F-105 will go supersonic and maintain near supersonic speed
in military power has been a terrific asset against MIGs and reduces time in the hostYl.
environment.
BLUE 3
Would like to have a simpler method of switching fror bomb ordnance to missile and
gun firing capability with a computing sight. Five switches are currently required.
The capability of firing the IR missile by placing the pipper on the enemy aircraft
should be retained.
11.
DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews:

BLUE 21 - 6 June 1967
BLUE 3 - 7 June 1967
Messages. Reports:
388 TFW OPREP-3 JPCCO FASTEL DOI 2024 June 67 0314207.
'This event was reconstructed by BLUE 2.
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012.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

3

BLUE Flight was the lead flight of a force of four strike and one IRON HAND flights of
SF-1Os launched from Korat RTAFB, Thailand. The miision was to destroy JCS 18.23, the Bac
Clang RR/Righway Briage at 21*16'N/1060li'E and the adjacent railroad yard oni the south
side of the bridge. The four strike flights penetrated the SAM defenses while irbound to
in a standard "pod" formation, i.e., a diamond of four flights with four airthe
crafttarget
per flight.,

-

R11,!

Tonkin0 for rendezvous with
and flew directly to the Gulf of
The force departed Korat The
0
force then flew north to 20 08'N/107 43'E and coasted in

and F-4 MICCAP.
the tankers
0
The force then flew about 2700 to the roll-in point selected about
at 21 08'N/107*33'E.

three miles south of the targe , made a right roll-in to bomb release and subsequent right
flight on and off target.
BLUE Flight was the first
recovery to a heading of 0950.
The 85 and 100mm antiaircraft guns opened fire when the F-105 force was about fifteen
The force was staggered between 16,000 and 18,000 ft at
miles short of the roll-in point.
During the dive bomb run, BLUE 2 fired a short burst for flak suppression and
that time.
In an effort to obtain photography of the active AAA gun emplacements adjacent to the target the overrun on the gun camera film was set at three seconds.
BLUE Flight recovered from the dive bomb pass with BLUE 2 about 1500 ft bemind BLUE
All BLUE Flight members were attempting
Lead and BLUE 3 about a mile behind BLUE Lead.
to close to pod formation In afterburner for egress with BLUE 2 reporting a speed of Mach
1.01 at 5000-6000 ft heading 0950.
Roughly six miles from the target, BLUE Lead saw three MIO-17s at 10 o'clock low
The MIGs were in a shallow left climb(less than 1000 ft altitude) about two miles range.
The MIGs were
Ing turn through 3150 and the lead MIr, was reversing from a climb to a dive.
so that the third MIG was almost at BLUE Lead's 12 o'clocK
spaced about 3000 ft in trail

position.

BLUE 2
turn.
BLUE Lead called the MIG's position and began making a 1800 left
and followed BLUE Lead through a 10' noseLead's call
and 3 saw the MIOs immediately after
and
off the target
BLUE 4 almost collided with the second flight
turn.
down, 5 to 6 g
He then elected to stay with the second flight
of BLUE Flight in the turn.
lost
the rest
and egressed with them.

5

The MI~s entered a tight left orbit at less than 1000 ft altitude and BLUE Flight was
As BLUE Lead overshot the MIOs
turn.
position on the first
not able to obtain a firing
pass and as BLUE 3 overshot, BLUE
and pulled high, BLUE 3 attempted to achieve a firing
BLUE 2 remained about 500 to 600 ft
Lead turned back into the MIGs attempting to fire.
g
turns
During the high
behind BLUE Lead looking for other MIGs attacking from the rear.
the BLUE Flight members had considerable trouble with cockpit fog and
at low altitude,
vision.
with their
canopy vapor interfering
BLUE Lead and BLUE 2 Jettisoned the 650 gal external fuel tank after
This was accomplished at 550 kts CAS, by obtaining almost zero
of turn.

I

3600
the first
prior to
g

.

BLUE 3 did not Jettison the 650 gal centerline until he was outbound
pickling the tanks.
after the air battle because "It is dangerous to drop the 650 unless you unload the air-

craft."
tank.

•:[i

BLUE 3 felt that he had more speed than the MIG-17s even with the centerline

with MIG 1 in front, MIG 2
orbit
3600 turn, the MIGs loosened their
After the first
to the outside of the turn (down very low
(inside the turn) and MIG 3 drifiting
to left
fuel tank, BLUE 1
the ienterline
of reducing g to jettison
As a result
back).
and falling
BLUE
of the MIGs but with con:zderably more airspeed.
and 2 were outside the radius of all

Flight was about 2000 ft altitude with 600 KCAS between minimum-to-full afterburner power.
• urning the cockpit
BLUE 2 was able to solve the cockpit fog problem at this time
he rear noting BLUE 3's
ventilation system completely off. BLUE 2 cleared the area t
position and no MIGs at 6 o'clock.
Halfway around the second orbit (headed 2700) BLUE Lead wlth BLUE 2 In fighting wing
But the
position, turned into the MIGs and again attempted to obtain f.ring position.
MIGs were nnw spread in a wide V and MIG 3 had crossed from thý outside of the turn to
the inside of the turn at very low altitude (about 200 It) and at a slower airspeed than
Thus as BLUE 1 came through a southwest headi:ng, MIG 3 was at BLUE 2's
the other MIGs.
MIG 1 was at BLUE l's
10 o'clock low position about 300 ft out slowly rocking his wiigs.
to right, very low
12 o'clock low and MIG 2 was in the process of crossing from left
back.
7 o'clock position about 500 ft
BLUE 2 was at BLUE l's
between MIG 1 and BLUE 1.
During the same period of time (from a heading of 2700 to about 2000) BLUE 3, whoIyi
was flying the element position unaware that BLUE 4 was not with him, observed MIG
his single
BLUE 3 had set switches to fire
cross to the inside and waver momentarily.
0

orbit and now decided
AIM-9B durin; the previous 360
BLUE 3 dived down on MIG 3, put
moment of hesitancy.

at MIG 3 durint
to fire
the pipp-r on the MIG's

BLUE 3
his afterburner", fired the SIDEWINDER.
and as MIG 3 "graciously lit
that the AIM-pE IR seeker was aligned with the pipper and did not attempt to
4I'missile tone prior to firing. BLUE 3 estimated 2500 ft ran~e, closure speed
at an altitude of 1000 ft in a 150 59 200 dive, in full afterb.trner and with
on the centerline position.
centerline tank still
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The missile went straight for the MIG-17,

which entered a shallow left turn.

When the

missile was about 400 ft from MID 3, MIG 3 broke into a hard left climbing wingover maneuver
The MIG turned almost
as though he sudlenly became aware that the missile was tracking him.
900 to a heading of eatt, and had 900 of bank with his nose about 200 above the horizon
when the SIDEWINDER exploded.
Examination of BLUE 3's film indicates the missile went
or twofrom
away
about
description
"exploded
from positon
BLUE 2's (from
of the tallpipe
alongside
forward
the rear)
and about
2-3 a ft foot
at the 4 and
o'clock
~from
the tailpipe

U*R*
•:

I.

a heavy white "vapor"
the end or the tallpipe." The MIG immediately started to trail
looking smoke that appeared to come from the bottom of the tailpipe.
BLUE 3 continued
closing on the MIG as the MIG rolled over and started down, and with the sight set on
missiles air (g computing for a fixed range of 1100-1500 ft) put the pipper "up and right
'

[

r•the
'

•.

.

•;

in
front of him aird worked it right down through him", firing 376 rounds at a high angle
off.
BLUE 3 did not observe any cannon hits and last saw the MIG as he rapidly overshot
However, both BLUE 1 and 2 observed
him and turned to 0900 calling "BLUE 3, I got one.".
th,, missile hit, the trailing smoke and the MID blow up in a ball of fire.
BLUE 1 observed
0
MID impact at 21 18'N/106*21'E at 1653H.
Meanwhile, MID 1 was at BLUE Lead's 11 o'clock position about a mile range and MID 2
had crossed to BLUE Lead's.l:30 o'clock position at about 1/2 mile range.
MID 2 appeared
BLUE 2 called both MIOs to BLUE Lead
to have slowed down and was at a very low altitude.
and BLUE Lead replied, "If you can get one, go get him"."
BLUE 2 was in position to attack
MIO l and as he tightened up the left turn to attack MIG 1, MID 2 turned left toward BLUE 2.
BLUE Lead subsequently attacked MID 2.
BLUE 2 immediately obtained a 45o angle off shot at MID 1 and at about 2000 ft range,
while pulling 5 to 6 g's, placed the pipper in front of MID 1 and fired a short burst.
BLUE 2's air-to-air radar mode was inoperative (previously checked while inbound to the
target) and he had selected 18 mils fixed bombing depression as a compromise for air-tot2-ovrair.
However, BLUE 2 did not have enough lead and was unable to track the MID through the
feeturn.
As BLUE
a
started a solving
hL-speed
yo-yo to reduce hos overshoot, MIa 1 reversed into a
BLUE 2's tracking problem.
hard right turn partially

i

After a few maneuvers,

BLUE 2 and MID I were

on oarallel

flight

paths

several hundred

As the flight
feet apart with BLUE 2 about 500 ft behind MID l's orthogonal position.
paths started to converge, MID 1 again reversed into a left 600 banked turn with his nose
about 200 above the horizon. This allowed BLUE 2 (still
in a high g left turn) to momentaz'ily pull lead and again run the p1bper through MID 1, BLUE 2 fired a fairly long burst
at about 1200 ft range, 5 to 6 g's, and 590 KCAS witn no observed hits.
It now became
apparent to BLUE 2 that 18 mils was not enough lead under these g conditions.
MID ! rolled further left and entered a 1200 banked dive with his nose about 200 be low
"the horizon. BLUE 2 was now closing rapidly at aboult 200 kts overtake speed when MIG 1
established a smooth tight descending turn to the left possibly reducing power to force an
overshoot.
BLUE 2, pulling maximum g (just short of complete loss of vision) was able to
align the F-105 fuselage with the MIG but unable to pull lead.
As a last resort BLUE 2,
by rapid aft stick movement, was able to rotate the F-i05 fuselage enough to put the sight

well in front of the MID and opened fire at a little over 200 ft range forcing the MID to

J

"fly through the stream of 20mm cannon fire. The underside of the MIG's left wing exploded
4t a point two thirds of the way between the fuselage and the external underslung fuel
.i,
BLUE 2 relaxed back stick pressure as the fire and debris from tie MID engulfed the
L"from

.,and
about of25 210
ft below
the55 MID
the IMIG
rolled400-700
inverted
crashed. The
4as
hit passed
at a range
ft with
milsas lead
at about
ft and
of altitude.
Time
hit to impact was 4 to 5 seconds during which no 0 chute was0 observed and the MIG did

.

nct roll from the inverted position with impact at 21 16'N/106 25'E.

Meanwhile, 'after BLUE 2 passed BLUE Lead, MID 2 (at BLUE Lead's 2 o'clock) crossed
back from right to left under BLUE Lead and behind BLUF 2. BLUE Lead pulled lead on MID 2,
and as MIG 2 crossed the "field of view" of BLUE Lead's SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B), BLUE Lead
observed good tone and fired. The missile launched out ahead of BLUE Lead and then turned
and headed straight for the ground.
BLUE Lead overshot MID 2 and turned wide.
After about
360c of turn, BLUE Lead was again able tu cut off MID 2 and fired a short burst from a high
angle off with no sight display and no apparent damage to the MID.
BLUE 2 experienced a iurging engine and rapid deceleration as a result of passing
through the fire from MIG 1. BLUE 3 joined up with BLUE and accompanied him toward the

coast but about 30 miles from the coast, BLUE 2's engine began to function normally.
Lead egressed alone and rejoined 2 and 3 after refueling on separate tankers.

BLUE

The BLUE

Flight aircraft broke off the engagement with about 4000Q lbs of fuel, bingo fuel for unrefueled recovery st Da Nang AB, South Vietnam.
The orly damage to the F-105s was that
absorbed by BLUE 2, a windshield partly coated with molten aluminumr,
some grease blobs on
the fuselage and a one-inch hole inside the left intake duct.
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SECRET3
Event II1-3o9
Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs five MIO-17s
and two M.IG-21s

Results: No damageI

Vicinity of Encounter- 210 25'14/105 0 4~7'E
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 5 June 1967/1638H5
11.

~.12.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
IRON H4AND flight (BLUE Flight) between 8-9.000 ft had just fired SHRIK~s at target
and made a left turn when they- observed two MIG-17s at 5:30 o'clock high (10,000 ft).
MIGs were in trail with Lead MIG approximately 2000 ft behind IRON HAND flight and second
MIG 1000 ft behind Lead MIG. The flight lit bur'ner and completed turn and left MI-Os. The
fligh~t then observed an F-~40 flight (probably those of Event 111-308) engaging three~ MIG-17s3
and two 141G-21s.
BLUE L4observed a smoke streak go up toward a MIG-17 and the MIP exploded.

Event 111-310
Aircra1tt Involved: Foui' P-105s vs six MIG-21s5
Results: Sighting only
VicipIity of Encounter: 210~40'N/105 0 52'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 5 June 1967/1643H

11. DATA SOURCE
LICAPTSaf
td -8
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Ingressine strike flight observed one MID followed shortly by the sighting og five

additional MIGs.

The MIGs were At approximately 1000 ft and1 heading west.

-IA,

Event ZII-311
Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs three lMIG-23
adsix MIG-17s
Results* SighLl.,S only
Vicinity or Encounter: 214 52'N/105*1L4E
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 5 June 1967/1646H
11.

DATA SOURCE

Al

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
During ingress dive down Thud Ridge, strike flight obzerved three MIO-21a and six
MIO-i7s. First sighting was two silver MIG-21s at 9 otclock and the MIG altitude was
~approximately 1l&,000 ft when first sighted. Three minutes later, a single MIG-21 was observed at 7 o'clock at 2-3000 ft in a gentle left turn. Sighting was quickly followed by
sighting of two flights of two camouflaged MIO-178. These last M!Os were at approximately 2-3000 rt.
12..

*
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SECRET
Eient 111-312
Two P-4Cs and two P-14Ds vs
seven or eight MIG-17s
Result: One.MIG destroyed
Vicinity ot Encounter: 21027 'N/105049'E
Aircraft Involved:

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 5 June 1967/1742H
BLUE Flight, four F-4s, were providing MIOCAP for a strike against JCS target 21.11.
The encounter occurred during the egress of the strike force.
MISSION ROUTE
"Departed Ubon RTAPB and air refueled at ORANGE ANCHOR before proceeding to TACAN
Channel 97.
Route 21053'N/105047'E/target
to the target and back JCS
to Channel
was via the following
points:
S21055,N/104038'E;
21.11; 97
21*54'N/105*12'E;
21*55'N/104*38'E;
Channel 97, and return to base.
2.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-4D BLUE I and 3

[f
L

Sprebriefed,

4 FALCON (AIM-4)
4 SPARROW (AIM-7E)
P-4C BLUE 2 and 4$
4SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B)
SPARROW (AIM-7E)
4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Wethr:Clarinthae
of the encounter.
lust prior to attacking
the MI~s.

BLUE Plight split into two elements. as

INITIAL DETECTION
While covering the egress of the strike force, BLUE Flight heard a following flight
engage MIOs and reversed course to join t•a flight. As the flight was proceeding south
along Thud Ridge, four MIG-17s were observed engaged with two F-4Cs. Single MIG-17s
were- observed high at 9 o'clock and at 3 o'clock.
5.

9ý2

r
f'
.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 1 (Lead) and 2 went after the MIG at 9 o'clock and BLUE 3 and 4 attacked the
K2O at 3 o'clock.

[2.

V,

SBLUE
i •AOL

oil

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE 1 and 2 gained a firing position on the MIG and launched two AIM-4 missiles
The first
missilefour
didAIM-TE
not guide
and the
was not
I launched
missiles
at second
an a~titudg
of observed.
500 ft AOC, After
none repositioning,
of whiclý was
observed to guide.
Again the element maneuvered fcr separation and the lead wa6 passed
to BLUE
BLUE 2twoacquired
firing position
on a single15 MIG-!7
about
and 2.
launched
AIM-)B amissiles
with approximately
degreeswhich
anglewaboff
with 900
the ft
MIG in a left turn. Both SIDEWINDERs guided and impacted in tail section of the MIG.
The MIG cortinv.-d in a steep left turn until impact with the ground. Just prior to
impact the canopy separated from the airplane and the pilot ejected.
BLUE 1 and 2
departed the area and recurned to bas,
In attackina the MIG at 3 cclock BLUE 3 and 4 maneuvered into a firing position at
approximately 50:U ft in a lev,'l left turr.
At approximitely 3500 ft range with 350
angle off BLUE 3 launched one aIM-4 which was observed Lo guide to a 20 ft miss behind
the MIO.
As BLUE 3 and 4 maneuvered for separation, two more MIGs were sighted at
9 o'clock low In A shallow left turn. BLUE 3 maneuvered to a position 3000 ft at the
MIG 6 o'clock with less than 156 angle off and launched an AIM-4.
The missile was
observed to paas within i0 ft behind the MIG.
A second AIM-4 was cooled and with a high
pitched tone BLUE 3 fired the missile which abo:'ted on the launcher. At this time BLUE 3
overran the MIG and pulled up to gain separation ard altitude.
A lone MIG was sighted
very iow (500 ft) and appeared to be returning to base. BLUE 3 and 5 moved below the MIG
at his 6 o'clock and when the MIG pilled up to clear a hill, he was silhouettea ageinse the
sky.
Wit' a high pitched tone from an AIM-1, BLUE 3 launched the missile which was observed
to gulie to within 10 ft of the MIG's tail pipe.
BLUE 3 and 4 were at DINGO fuel so departed the area and returned to base.
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Event
8.

111-3122

ORDNANCE

BLUE 1

SPARROW
AIM-7E
4~/0

(No. fired/No. hits)
SIDEWINDER
FALCON
AIM-9B
AIM-SI
2/0
2/2

BLUE 2
4/0

BLUE 3
11. DATA SOURCES
Mes3sages. Reports:

Remarks
Launched all AIM-7Es in boreuight

mode with range lock, narrow gate.
One MIO-17 kill.

Near misses.

8TFW/OPREP-3i'05132Z June 1967, Raytheon Missile Firing Memo of

6Jun1967

4I
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SECRET
Event 111-313
Aircraft Involved:
Four F-4Cs vs four MIG-1Ta
Resultst One MIO-17 destroyed

.1

Vicinity of Encounter:

2101T'N/105050'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:

.

5 June 1967/1545H

Four F-4Cs, BLUE Flight, were on a MIUCAP mission.
broadcast by ETHAN ALPHA.
No SAMs were sighted,
2.

Numerous MIG alerts had been

MISSION ROUTE

Departed Danang and flight refueled in area WHITE ANCHOR before
proceeding to TACAN
Channel 97.0 Route to the target was via the following points:
21 0 55'N/104083'E,

2154'N/IO5 l2'E/TAR ART 1759/5161.

Egress was the reverse of the inbound route.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-.C

BLUE 1 and 3

4ISPARROW (AIM-TE)
2 SIDEWINDER CAIM-9B)
I SUU-16, 20mm gun (1200 rd)
BLUE 2 and 4

4 SPARROW (AIM-TE)

F.

BLUE 2 only three AIM-7E

L SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B)
MIO-17 MIG 1. 2. 3
Silver color with no markings observed
Painted red around the edge of the air intake,

the vertical stabilizer.
4.

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

[Weather:
!

2

on the wing tips and the rear half of

Scattered clouds (1/7) with visibility greater than 15 miles.
BLUE

J

Altitude:

SWhile

INITIAL DETECTION
on a southeasterly heading BLUE Flight sighted four MIGs heading north at an
altitude of 8,000 ft. MIG warnings had been received.

17,000 ft

Read-in:

1350

5.

6.

ACTION INITIATED

BLUE 1 (Lead) rolled in for a diving SPARROW attack from the MIG0 e 12 o'clock
position.
With the radar in boresight mode, no range lock-on and interlocks out, BLUE 1
launched a SPARROW which was observed not to guide.
7.

Cd

SITUATION

DEVELOPMENT

BLUE 1 Immediately pulled up sharply and executed a turn reversal that placed him at
the 6 o'clock position of the MIG.
After firing 202 rounds from the SUU-16 gun, BLUE 1
observed two explosions which immediately gutted the aft end of the fuselage of the MIG.
The MIG was observed to crash by all members of BLUE Flight.
Before BLUE Flight could
effectively pursue them, the other three MIGs departed the area.

B.

ORDNANCE
(No.

fired/No.

SPARPOW
-

AIM-7E

BLUE 1

hits)

sUU-16
20mm

Remarks

"Missile was fired out of parameters

1/0

and functioned properly.
hopeless."
202 rd

SECRET

Guidance was

MIG-17 destroyed.
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Event 111-313
10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experlence:

Total
Hours

F-4
lour*

Combat
Mispions

3405

247

105

Remarks

BLUE.lFront

Previous combat firing on 14 May
1967,

Dack
B

618

397

103

two AIM-7E and one AIM-9B.

No hits. In previous training
in RTU and charging SPARROW fired
two AIM-7, 9 AIM-9 and 20 simulator
firings.
Training firings of one ATM-7 and
4D smulator firings.

11.
DATA SOURCES
Messages: 366TFW/OPREP-3/051530Z June 1967
366TFW/supplement OPREP-3/080800Z June 1967/DOC0 00186
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Upon sighting the MIGs, BLUE I (Lead) rolled into his attack from the 12 o'clock
high position on the MIGs. When the MIOs sighted the attacking F-4s they turned hard to
the right and then executed a vertical turn reversal to the left. BLUE 1 after launching
a SPARROW missile, maneuvered with the MIG and attained a 6 o'clock position from which
fatal hits were scored with the SUU-16 gun. The following data were reported for the
conditions at the time or launching the missile. At missile launch BLUE 1 was in a 600
dive at 6500 ft AGL in a four-g right turn with 475 KCAS and a range of 4500 ft from the
target. Track crossing angle (TCA) at launch was 800 with an overtake of 150 kt. The
missile passed 2500 ft at 6 o'clock to the MIG and was observed to self-destruct.
The
weapon system launch mode was boresight, interlocks out and no range lock-on.
Evaluation

of the results stated "the missile was launched out of envelope and although the system
functioned properly guidance was hopeless."
(Ref.,080800Z)

3

i
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Event 111-314
Two P-4Da and two F-4Cs vs
eight to twelve MI0-17s
Result: One MI0-17 destroyed
Vicinity of Encounter: 21030'N/105045'E
Aircraft Involved:

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 5 June 1967/1535H
BLUE Flight (four F-4a) was providing MIOCA? for an IRON HAND flight in the vicinity
of Thud Ridge.
1.

2. MISSION ROUTE
The route
for 0refueling.
BLUE Flight departed Ubon and proceeded to ORANGE ANCHOR
0
was via the following points: TACAN 97; 21 55'N/104 38'E; 2514'N/105*12'E;
to the target
21045'N/105 0 42'E; 21026'N/105*52'E, ALFA day frag NR 125.
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
-F-DBLUE 1. 3
4 SPARROW (AIM-7E)
4 FALCON (AIM-4)

3.

F-4C BLUE 2.
4 SPARROW (AIM-7E)
4 SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B)
MZ1Silver with red stars on the wings

r1

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
4.
Weather: Clouds, scattered to clear with visibility greater than seven miles.
BLUE

[.i

[

•--

[/and

3

2
Heading:

4~

3300

5.

'INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 3 and 4 first sighted the Ml1s in their • o'clock position making a firing pass.

6.

ACTION INITIATED

3 and 4 to defend against the attacking MIGs, BLUE 3
During the maneuvering of IBLUE
(Lead) and 2 attacked several Mi~s that were in a wagon
BLUE

4 became separated.
wheel formation.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
While maneuvering independently, BLUE 4 launched one SPARROW as BLUE 3 fired one
In other engagements BLUE 1 fired
No results were observed.
FALCON and one SPARROW.
a FALCON, which did not guide, and two SPARROW missiles. The first SPARROW was launched
inside minimum range whereas the second SPARROW, launched with full system lock-on
against a third MIG, was credited with a kill.
7.

B.

ORDNANCE

BLUE 1
BLUE 3
BLUE 4
SMIO
r

DATA SOURCES
11.
Messages. Reports:

(No. fired/No. hits)
FALCON
SPARROW
AIM-4
AIM-7E
1/0
2/1
1/0
1/0
1/0

Remarks
One MI1-17 kill.

Fired guns at BLUE Flight.

No hits.
A

STFW/OPREP-3/051430Z June 1967
Raytheon Missile Performance Rvport AIM-7D/E

J

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
After completing a second troll along Thud Ric e, BLUE 3 and 4 were Jumped by MIG-l7s
The MTGs were visually detected while
as the flight rolled out on a northwesterly headin;'.
"making a gun-firing pass from the 5 o'clock positi(n of BLUE 3 and 4. BLUE 4 had moved to
12.
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SECRET
Event III-314
the outside of BLUE 3 and had started to pull back to the inside when the firing pass was
made by the M10a,
BLUE 1 called a break and after considerable maneuvering BLUE 3 and 4
became separated.
BLUE 4 launched a SPARROW in the boresight mode with interlocks in
and range track.
At time of missile launch the MIO was moving from the 10 to 12 o'clock
position, TCA 300, range 3 miles, altitude 7,000 ft, speed approximately 0.9 Mach.
14
also was at 7,000 ft, speed 0.9 Mach. Immediately after launching the missile BLUE BLUE
4
broke right as another MIO was making a firing pass from his 5 o'clock position.
Upon
reaching BINGO fuel state, BLUE 4 egressed the area.
In the meantime, BLUE 3 rolled in on a single MIO-17 that was in a level right turn.
From a 306 dive and 150 right bank BLUE 3 fired a FALCON.
At launch, angle-off was good
but the MIG increased his rate of turn and BLUE 3 passed over the MIG without observing
the performance of the missile.
After climbing to gain separation, BLUE 3 rolled in
behind a single MIO at a range of 5 miles but due to the dive angle and sun, the Identification was delayed.
A SPARROW was launched at a range of 2 miles at which time the MIG
broke right. Both airplanes were at 2000 ft with the F-4 indicating 0.9 Mach and the MIG
estimated at 0.8 Mach.
TCA was 600.
The flight of the missile was not observed as both
the MIG and the SPARROW were lost from view.
BLUE 3 then egressed the area and rejoined

BLUE 14on the way out.
BLUE 1 and 2 sighted seven or eight MIG-ls in a wagon wheel pattern and
attempted to break up the formation.
During the air battle BLUE 1 fired a FALCON which
did not guide.
Angle off was 100 with the target head-on and level.
On a second pass a
SPARROW was launched with angle off and target aspect almost identical to the first
pass but was Inside minimum range.
BLUE 1 observed one MIG high and two others slightly
to his left and acquired a full system lock-on on one of the MI~s. With the steering
dot centered BLUE 1 launched a SPARROW head-on.
Target altitude was 6000 ft. Detection
range was 2-1/2 miles, look-on at 2 miles, launch at 2 miles, fighter altitude 6000 ft,
speed 0.9 Mach.
BLUE 1 heard a call to break right and did not observe the flight of the
missile.
However, BLUE 2 observed the missile guiding down toward the MIG. BLUE 2 was
at 500-1000 ft. Within seconds BLUE 2 observed a large fireball on the northeast side
of Thud Ridge In the vicinity of 21030'N/105 0 45'E.
The fireball extended along the flight
path of the missile that BLUE 1 had launched and was identified as the fireball of an
aircraft
impacted
with
the ground.
engagement
continued
the MIG3. that
until brokenin off
BLUEhad1 and
2 then
egressed
the areaTheand
while outbound
the backseater
BLUEby •.
saw a smoking MIG-17 heading southeast with another MIG flying escort.
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Aircraft Involved:

Result%

One RF-1 4

Event 111-315
vs Possible
M10

Radar Contact

Vicinity of Encounter: 21*55'N/100428'E
1.

PRI|ARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time

11.
It.

tOn*
+

6 June 1967/0412H

DATA SOURCES
432 TRW 052225Z June 67
NARRATIVE
R-4C (BLUE

OPREP-3

TUOC 04954

Flight) on a weather reconnaissance mission left Udorn and proceeded

direct to 20027'N/103042'E at 20,000 feet altitude.
From there, BLUE Flight proceeded
to •2200'N/104*32'E dropping from 20,000 feet to 12,000 feet.
Prom this point BLUE
0
Fligh% proceeded to 2210'1N/105 00'E descending from 6000 feet to 500 feet altitude.
From there BLUE Flight proceeded to weather point Alfa at 21042'H/lO5o0O'E at 500 reet
altitude.
After leaving the weather reconnaissance point, and on egress, BLUE Flight was at
21055'N/105 0 28'E, heading 219 degrees, at 19,000 feet altitude and a speed of 525 knots.
At this point he received a one ring x-band TWS rapidly Increasing to 3-1/2 rings and
This swing took one minute to complete.
traveling from 8 o'clock to 6 o'clock position.
BLUE Flight went to 500 feet AOL in less than one minute, and dropped 3 bursts
After
Burst one broke the lock but it came back on 4 seconds later.
of 4 chaff bundles.
bursts 2 and 3, lock-on was never reestablished.

BLUE Flight accelerated to 660 knots on the deck and continued on until he reached
2O027'N/103042'E.
As BLUE Flight was Ingressing to the weather point indications were received of
a GdC paint.
The weather was a solid undercast with tops at 10,000 feet, with visibility 10
No MIG warnings were received.
miles.

Ii
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6 June 194?/15t0u

CaUCPACPlT Starr Study 66.
MARATIVt DISCRIPTI3

It.
UIZ

am * lesr
m
rtq1
Peat of the force whien hit tue De Gtang fm ast kigm
E1 .
to Uo
but th MIG pas"mec INo

beading weet away treseOw tartt

Alcrft

aw"Vl•d: One

age* 111-31?
-1051 ve Unideotanee

V1Oinity or Decounter:. 20160"N/1050201&
1.

i

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/TlMe: 7 June 1967/213TH
SOURCE
DATA
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

11.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Member of IRON HAND flight saw a red flowing light which appeared to be a MIG afterburner at 8 o'clock low, approaghing and skimming in an4 out of the tops of a cloud layer.
The light came within 5 miles of the F-105 who turned left toward lihgt and it appeared
to pitch up and disappear. Thirty seconds later a strange ELINT signal with the characNo MIG calls were received.
of a SCAN FIX was intercepted for 3 to 4 seconds.
t1teristcs
12.

AAirraf

Event 1II-318
Involved: Four F15vsone MIG0-21

Results: No damage
of Encounter: 20*50'N/105l.0'E

f•Vicinity
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 11 June 1967/0900H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight was approached by one silver MI0 from 12 o'clock high. MIG turned and
position and the flight executed scissors maneuin on flight
closing
tried
ol 4 o'clock
o 2from
orexan
ead.
could
get into firing position, MIG fled to north. No fire
Lead and No.
ver.was Before
12.
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Event 111-319
Alroraft Involved:

Reault

Two RP-4Cs vs one HIO-21

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:

21202'N/10510'E.

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tie.: 10 June 1967/1312H
Two RP-NCa (BLUE Flight) were on a mission to Phu Tho railroad yard.

"2.MISSION

ROUTE
BLUE Plight departed Udorn and proceeded to 180 15'N/l03915'E at 25,000 feet
altitude;
then dir*et to Channel 97 (20028'N/103043'E) at 30,000 feet; direct to target at 210'2'N/1
105013'E descending to 500 feet AOL.

r

~S. 9MANACE
No. fired/No. hits

f

MIS-•I

-

1/0

11. DATA SOURCE

.. essaee.
•

Reports% 432TRW 100950Z June 67 OPREP-3 TUOC 05162

2It.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
As BLUE Flight was enroute to the target at 21000IN/l0525E, at 1304H, a MID warning
was Issued by Red Crown "Bandit3,bandits BULLSEYE orbiting north."

a warning to BLUE Flight call sign when the flight
SEA 2? (AEW aircraft)
was atDEEP
2le13'N/104057'E
at 1308H issued
"Bandits
at BULLSEYE plus 20 miles west, medium altitude."
At 1309.5H when BLUE Flight was at 21020'N/l05 0 08'E, DEEP SEA 22 again warned BLUE
Plight by call sign that bandits were 5 miles south of their position and closing.

When at 21e22'N/1050l0'E, and 1312H BLUE Flight observed a MIG-21 approximately 4

mile. distant at their 3-3:30 o'clock position.
An air-to-air missile or unknown type
was fired at BLUE 1 and at that point X-band 3trobing was received of three plus rings
covering a 30 degree sector of the scope with an uncharacteristic dotted line video
pattern of multiple strobes. The missile lett a visible black trail and appeared toguide accurately toward BLUE 1.

7

BLUE I called a hard left break and descended. What appeared to be the missile
detonation was observed below BLUE 1 (the flight was at 210l8 'N/1050 10'E). BLUE Flight
pulled out 0at 1000 feet AOL heading 230 degrees, and muzzle flashes were seen at
21o20'N/105 05'E but no air bursts or tracers were seen.

f

The MIG was not observed again nor were X-band strobing received again, but warning
calls continued from DEEP SEA 22, "Bandita, bandits 20 miles west." The last call heard
was "Bandits, bandits BULLSEYE plus 50 miles west."
The Ilight nontinued outbound at 1000 feet AOL until reaching 2105'N/10lo40'E when
a climb to 30,000 feet altitude was initiated.
The weather was clear with visibility unlimited.
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SECRET
Event 111-320
"3

Aircraft Involved: One P-105 ve tEo RIOn

l

Results: Sighting only
Vicinlty of Encounter:

21031'N/105030'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:
11.
12.
No.

11 June 1967/0909H1

DATA SOURCE
CIMCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Strike flight was at 17,000 ft when two MIO contrails were observed at 25,000 ft bY
2 due east of Phuc Yen. M41s headed toward flight but then turned away.

Event 111-321
Aircraft Involved:

S~and

Four F-105s vs two MIG-17s
two MIG-213

Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter:
1.
11.

w
21a410'N/105*30'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 11 June 1967/0915H
DATA SOURCE
CuNCPACjLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
at
Inbound strike flight observed two silver MI0-17s proceeding NNW along Thud Ridge
0
1000 ft. The flight also observed two shiny MIGs, probably MIO-21s, at 21630'N/105 35'E.

12.

Event III-322
Aircraft Involved: One RP-101 vs one MIG-21
Results:

1.
11.

V

No damage

Vicinity or Encounter:

2lo05'IN/lo0606'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 11 June 1967/0930H
DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

X

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE TREE aircraft at 25,000 ft sighted a MIO with contrails at 30,000 ft approxiThe MTO executed a right descending -urn toward the.reconnalsmately 5 miles distant.
sance aircraft. The reconnaissance aircraft Jettisoned external fuel tanks, executed a
X-band
left diving turn to 100 ft, went afterburner and exited the area at 620 knots.
strobing was received. The MIG appeared to parallel the photo aircraft course In descent
warnings were being reNumerous 410G
but was not observed again after 20045'N/l03*50'E.
ceived for 60 miles west to 80 miles northwest of Hanoi.

41

12.
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Event 111-323

Aircraft Involved: Pour P-1058 vs three unidentified

ft

Results: No damage

0
Vicinity of Encounter: 21015tN/107 00'E

1.
*

11.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 11 June 1967/1645H

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Strike flight at 18,000 ft observed three silver aircraft In an element of two with
aircraft approached flight at 7 o'clock low; aircraft
third aircraft following in trail;
overshot and flight continued on to target area.

Ir:

Event I1I-324

[

Aircraft Involved:

Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21l10'N/106*50'E

F

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

11 June 1967/1634H

Date/Time:

11.

DATA SOURCE

LCINCPACFLT
12.

F

Three P-105s vs two. MIG-17s

a

'NARRATIVE

Staff Study 6-68.
.A

DESCRIPTION

Strike flight observed two MIGe.

The MIGs were low at 1-2000 ft and performing S-

turns.

[a
7i

Aircraft Involved:

Event 111-325
Two F-lOs vs two unidenti-

fied

Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 210%0'N/107*281E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:

*

11 June 1967/1658H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The bogeys appeared
Two shin1 aircraft were sighted by egressing IRON HAND flight.
The aircraft could have been rocking and
to be at 1000 ft and to be doing victory rolls.
The type of aircraft was unthe reflection of the sun could have given rolling effect.
known due to distance.

SECRET

377

...

SECRET
Event 111-326
Aircraft Involved:
Results:

Pour F-105s vs one NIO-21

Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

0

5O'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:

11.

2l4OO'N/lO4

I

12 June 1967/1604H

DATA SOURCE

CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

il

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Strike flight sighted silver M10; MIG was heading NW and made a left turn into

clouds and was not further observed.

Aircraft Involved:

Event 111-327
Four F-105s vs seven

Sighting only
Results:
Vicinity of Encounter: 21 0 05fN/1060 45'E
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
1.3June 1967/1636H
Date/Time:

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATZiE DESCRIPTION

H

Strike flight sighted seven possible MIGs heading west at approximately 8000 ft.

Aircraft Involved:

Event 111-328
F-105s
vs
Eight
eleven MIO-21s ten-

Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21o10'N/106 050'E

21012'N/10640 'E

1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
11.

13 June 1967/1639H

DATA SOURCE

CIMCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Strike flight sighted two silver MI~s at an altitude of 2000 ft; flight also obscrved
flight of five-six silver M10s at an estimated altitude of E-3000 ft; this M10 flight was
trailed by another flight of three MIgs at the same altitude and on the same heading,
approximately 1 mile behind the first; second F-105 flight also saw second group or MIos.

378

SECRET

1
j

SECRET
Event 111-329

Aircraft Involved:
Results:

Two RP-4Cs vs one MIo-11

Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter:

20400tN/106051'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
16 June 196T/1615H
Date/Time:
.
11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Photo flight observed MI1

heading 3300; no engagement.

[

.I

Event 111-330
Aircraft Involved:

-V

Four F-105s vs one MI1-21
A

Sighting only
Results:
210 50'N/104-45'E
Vicinity of Encounter:

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 18 June 1967/0902H1
11.

DATA SOURCE
Staff Study 6-68.

SCINCPACFLT
12.

NARRATIVE OESCRIPTION

Ingressing strike flight at 11,000 ft noted MIG circling underneath; MIG was observed
at a slant range of 5 to 6 miles; MIG was ailver and appeared to be flying at tree-top
level; MI1 turned and headed northwest.

~I41
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SECRET
Event 111-331
Aircraft Involved:

Pour F-105a vs two MIO-21@

Results! Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter:

2134'N/l05*36'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
19 June 1967/0931H
Date/'Time:
11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

-I.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

No. 2 of strike flight at 9000 ft observed two silver M1G9 parallel to flight flying
down Thud Ridge; MIsG were 5 miles south at an estimated altitude of 500 ft; MIOs did not
engage and flight lost sight.

I

I
Event 111-332
Four F-4Ca vs two unident
(possible EB-66)
Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: Gulf of Tonkin
Aircraft Involved:

1.
11.

PRINARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATiON
Date/Timp: 20 June 1967/1635H

Ii

DATA SOURCE
CIMCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Flak suppression flight ingressing *?hen No. 2 observed two silver strangers
approximately 8 miles distant at 3 o'clock; strangers were at altitude 25,000 ft; initial
heading 2100, then turned north; possibly EB-66s.
12.

I

1
Event 111-333
Aircraft Involved:

Results:

Four F-lOSs vm two MIG-?

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.

I

Sighting only
0

21 25'N/10io40'E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
21 June 196a/0900H
Date/Time::

11.

DATA SOURCE

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

I

CINCPACYLT Staff Study 6-68.

6000 rt riak suppretsion flight saw M10s at 2-3 o'clock; MIGs of unknown type heading

down the Song Choy river valley at no cloaer than 10 miles; flight then lost sight of MIGs..
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SECRET
Event 111-334
Aircraft Involved:

One P-105 vs one MI-G1

Reaultaa

Sighting only
21025tH/101010E
Vicinity of Encounter:
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 23 June 1967/0050H
DATA SOURCE

11.

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

12.

Member of strike flight at 3000 ft when aircraft believed to be MI1 was sighted
P-lOS lost
heading southwest at altitude 12-13,000 ft; suspected RIO lit afterburner and
.
eight of aircraft.

Aircraft Involved:

Four F-105a vs one untdent

No Damage

•"Results:

Vicinity of E•ncounter:

I.
11.

21*05'N/104050,E

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 23 June 1967/0050H
DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPT Start Study 6-68.

It. 'NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
(22 J~ne),
,1,lpoton

erf; at 1 50Z,

their 12
L

.

an afterburner
45 miles south of Yen Bay,
wet at
we n
off
climb; light 11qht
slight
11e aheadflight saw
approximately

and then came back an. enabling pursuing F-105a to identity swept-back wing features and
so* that the fuselage was silver-gray In the moonlight; auspect RIG was now heading HW
in slight climb approximately 1 mile In frornt of flight, which turned into suspect M•n
showing
and his afterbourner light wont out; shortly thereafter the afterburner was relit,
in sligh
right dive; once again afterburner light wont out and flight
unidentified
loht track od tothebe unidentified.d

~to

!
!

Event 111-336
vs one MIG-21,
F-OCs
Three
one unidentified
Results: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21040'N/la01lS'E
Airopaft Involved:

.1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 27 June 1967/0915H

11.

DATA SOURCE
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

It.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

. .

Escort flight heard continuous RIG calls from C056Z until 0133Z; ECM aircraft was at
30,000 ft when RIG was sighted at 7 o'clock positior. by escorts; MIG was at 30,000 ft
observed;
not further
engage and
made no
distant;
1 mile
approximately
silver,
unidentified
an was
a attempt
left turnto observed
starting
flight IMIO
0117Z,
at approximately
fighter type aircraft at flight's 12 o'clock posititn; bogey was heading NW up the Red
Riber; bogey appeared to be in a gentle climb and dive maneuver, was approximately 7-8
miles distant and posed no threat to flight.

SECRET
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1.

SECRET

A

Event 111-33T
Aircraft Involved: One P-4C vs two MIG-iTs
Result: One P-kC destroyed
Vicinity of Encounter: Hainan Island3

J

U

PRINARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tim.: 26 June 1967/1732•

j

i

Perry Flight from Clark APB to Da NangU

One PIA

,.MISSION ROUTE
nkmonown
3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGUIRATIONS
p-4C BLUE 1
600-gal centerline tank

MRRS outboard'11

•

•~? inboard

•

:

R../lB baggage rack on left inboard TER.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather:

Winds aloft forecast 25 kts from 1000 at 39,000 MSL.
BLUE 1
26,000 ft
Altitude.

W-

210'

Unknown
Low on fuel

____-tat*:

'

Pliaht Formationt

R/A

S. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 1 was subjected to surprise attack by two NIO-17a from his 6 o'clock position.
5.

ACTION INITIATED

7.

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

See Item 1.2
See Item 123
8. ORDNANCE
BLUE 1-None5
Unknown
1410-17o

m

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
Reading Indicators, Primary and Standby in both cockpits were In error and had BLUE 1I
north of course.
9.

U

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

-

None3
11. DATA SOURCES
Messages. Reports:

I
U
.

366 TPW OPREP-3 DNO AB RVN DCO1 809 June 67 Z6162OZ
366 TN OPREP-3 DNG AB RVN DCO1 812 June 67 261845Z

CIP7

SITREP-1 June 67 270902Z

12. NARRATIVE

BLUE 1, a ferry flight, departed Clark AB and planned to arrIve at Da Nang with 3200
lb fuel reserve. Winds enroute at planned altitude or 39,000 ft MSL were forecast to be
approximately 100w at 25 kts. The heading indicators (both Primary and Standby) in both
BLUE 1 was in
cockpits were in error which caused the pilot to proceed north or course.
or above weather from the'-Philippine ADIZZ until letdown intc what wds thought to be the
Radio frequencies
Da Nang area. Radar break-a4t of this area is very similar to Da Nang.
Pilot requested
were very cluttered, emergency squawk Initiated at this time, 0900Z,
Pilot still
position from Panana radar who twice confirmed it as 25 n mi from Da Aang.
to 26,00r ft.
climbed
1800
and
turned
tc
so
he
or
surroundings,
did not see familiar terrain

lAir Defense Identification Zone
_382

77.7

SECRET
L.

*

U

SECRET

1

Event 211-33?
-• !
ORKEI Flight, returning from RP VI strike, got ADP tearing on BLUE I transmissions and
6av pilot a Steer or 210* ror 140 n mi, which proved to be correct. BLUE I followed this

~steer

at 26,000 ft M3L until subjected to a surprise attack by two MIW-iTs rrom his 6

o'clock position.

Aircraft was hit, fire warning lights were Illuminated, pilot pulled

throttles to idle and both engines failed. Pilot extended RAT', jettiaoned external stores,
and continued on course by controlling aircraft with rudder through a series of dives and
At 8000 ft both pilots ejected and were picked up 1 1/2 hours later by a navy
zooms.
Position of bailout approximately 10 n ml south of Hainan Island. Pilots
|healiopter.
did not sustain any injuries.

[ii

I•

-F
ubn

iimAr
t383
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3
Event 111-138

Aircraft Involved:

Resultsat

7 P-105 va two M1O-1T7 8i

7 -4O/D
Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter:
1.
11.

_

21650'N/104*35'*

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tlmot
27 June 1967/0920H

IL

DATA SOURCE
CIMCPACFLT Staff Study 6-68.

1.

NAARP.TIVE DESCRIPTION

I

Huong VL strike aircraft sighted two MIOs; no hostile intent.

Event 111-339
Aircraft Involved:
Results:

1

Two EA-i? vs two unidenti-

No damage

Vicinity of Encounter:

20o40'N/10715'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time:
11.

29 June 1967/1710H

DATA SOURCE
CZNOPACPLT Staff Study 6-68.

12.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Jammer flight spotted two unidentified jet aircraft flying east at 15,000 ft; one
aircraft definitely delta wing; no friendly aircraft in area at the time; HIgH FIX radar
detected at same time; unidentified jets turned toward the EA-iFs, which dived for deck
and headed for FIRAZ.

384

SECRET

A

SECRET
Aircprat Involved: Pour A-4s vs five MIO-2la
"Results: No damage
Vicinity of Kneountert 205I/1621
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Dat*/Timoe. 11 July 1967/083811
Two elements of A-I4s part of a strike force from the Consollation were attacking a
target In the Mai Duong area. The strike group conuisted of A-G& and an F-4 flak &up8. ORDNANCE
(No. rired/No. hit)

LAAM

or Aocket

Remarks ~

1410-21 1/0FieatA4
11. DATA SOURCES
Messares.*R~r~
CTn 77.4

12.

110100 July 67

CTO 77.4 11041l0 July 67
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

OPREP-3

PINN 003

OPREP-3

the Consellation strike group approached the target at position
flak suppression and ttrike aircraft vomrrenced their attack followed by elements of A-6a
and A-1&2.
Two elements of A-4s sighted a total of five MIO-21s. The 1410as were on a heading of
090' at 17,000 rt altitude and 3-5 ml from the strike group. The MI~s were called, but
~at this timae the F-4s and the re3t or the strike group were committed to their attacks.
The MI~s approached over the strike group at the same time the group entered Into
the Iimmediste target area. As flak started from the target area, three of the MIO-21s
engaged afterburner, gained altitude, and were not observed thereafter. Two of the 1410-213
and one fired a missile
were observed to convnence a shallow dive toward the strike group
or rqcket. The exact tyro was undetermined due to the strike group's concentration on
the target. The smoke or vapor trail from the weapon was seen momentarily as the only
Indication that a wieapon had been fired. No strike aircraft were damaged, and the target
At 0838H,,as
20055135"11/10 ?0110"E and an altitude or 12,000 rt on a heading or 3580, the P-4 TARCAP/

L

of the MIG attack was unknown.
Immediately %after completion of their ordnance delivery runs the p.-4a pulled up,
climbing northwest5 to engage the M10s. Although the F'-4s remained In the vicinity of
the target to cover the egress of the A-4 and A-6 aircraft and continued to search for
M10s, they were unable to make either radar or visual contact with the MI~s.
The weather W:IS scattered clouds at 16,000 ft with visibility unlimited.
The best estimate of the flight Crews is that the MI~s approached from the west atA
about 18,000 ft and flew over the strike group. The Ones that attacked the group egressed
on a right climbing turn to the West.

A

SECRET
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SECRET
Svent 111-3l1
Aircratt Involved!
Result: No damage

Poul- P-.8/onq A-49 vs two MNO,2la

Vicinity of Enoountort
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Oate/Ti'e: I? July 1967/0900H1
BLUE Plight (tour P~s) on a TARCAP mission and OREEN
involved In

wer
3.

1904TIN/1050251E

Flight

(one A4K)

on RESCAP mission

ft

this event.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

P-S

BLUE 1. 2. 3.
Unknown

A%&

OREEPI1
ZUNI roOkets and 20 n mli

ftIO-214

1. 2

AAX - quantity unknown

S. ORDNANCE
ZUNI Rocket*

20 n ml

Soviet AAM

Remarks

&LUZ 1, 2, 3, 4I
OREEN 1
11.

ft

8/0

30/0

NIQ-•ls1/0
DATA SOURCES

Neasages. Reports:
GTO 77.6 OPREP-4 July 1967 170820Z
It. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
At 0900H, BLUE Flight sighted two MIG-2l aircraft while on a TARCAF mission.
M10s
approaching BLUE Plight and flak suppression aircraft from the south at approximately
MIOs made a hard left nose low turn to north.
6000 ft when BLUE Flight assumed chase.
BLUE Flight could not close and dropped off MIOs.
MIGs then turned back and headed toward
strike group.
BLUE Flight resumed chase and MIOs again turned north and disappeared.

Ware

GREEN Flight (one A4E) flying RESCAP flak suppression for SARi effort sighted MI10-21
crossing
in front atof BLUE
aircraft
air type missile
Flightvicinity
in front19*of 7'N/05025'E
him. OREEN at
one IT0059Z.
maneuveredSawto MI0
the fire
MIG1sair-to6
o'clock position, 8000 ft altitude, 3/4 mile behind and fired 8 ZUNI rockets and 30 rounds
of 20mm.

MIG-21 pulled away from engagement and departed to the north.

i

Ii

36ii

Si
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SECRET
Event 111-342
Aircrafr
A*eultt

Involved:

No damage

Pour A.4EC va tour MIO-21s

Vilinity of Encountert

2030'/1O!*55'E
I

I.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Oat*/4rime.:

Tht A-49 Wert

18 July 196?/140211

t a faore* ot 14 A-43s and P-is attacking the Dien Xa storar

part

area.

8. ORDNANCE
oH.. tLred/No.,
AAK
RIo-21

[

11.

hits

j

1/0

DATA SOURCES

Mossacts. Reoerts:

C¶'0 77.8 181800Z July 67 OPPIP-5/005
CTO 7T.8 181202Z July 67 OPREP-4

It. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Two elements ot the strike force encountered MID. as tollowl:

Swer*

Sb)

vicinity of 20031'10"N/105055'01"9 when one or the pilots saw three MIO-218 3000 Feet
The N41s0
above the flight. The M10. were at l4,000 reet altitude heading 220 degrees.
quickly lost from view.
heading 041
Two A-4Z IRON HAND aircratt In the vicinity ot 20•29'N/105•55'E,
degrees, at 5000 teet altitude observed one 1410-21 at 1402N. The 1410 approached the
strike group, low from the northeast, at 8 o'clock and 4000 eeot altitude. The 1410
started a straight climb and released a rocket cr AAM from i0,000 feet altitude. 7000
teet range. The I23 continued to climb to 13,000 feet and heading north.

IA

SSECRET
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SECRET

"

Event

1i1-341 311

Aireraft Involved: Your P-4Da vs eight M110-1?s
SIteas.&t * No damage
Vielnity of Encounter
211;'N/105653'E19

,

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

1.

Dat*

ime:

19 July 1967/165 Z

Pour P-0is (BLUE flight) were on an armed reconnalssanc* mission against the Ha OGe
transhipment point at 29119'25"N/10S51'OO"E In Route Package Via.
I. MISSION ROUMI
BLUE flight was from Ubon and probably ingreased and etre&s*d overland.
3. AIRCRAFT CONFICURATION
n-ks 1hE.2. 3. 4
-

SPARROW AIt4-7E

•,

(probably carried on tank configuration inboard pylons QPC-l6O ?%d)
(no M-lit
AIM-4D bombe
carried)

S•Cannon

Markings unobserved

S.
E

INITIAL OETECTIAlH,
BLUE flight observed NIGs near Phut Yen while Inbound to target.

.

SBLUE

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE flight continued on to the target arriving at 16I•5H.
While egres9ing tl•e target aren, the BL.UL flight was aggressively attanoed by he
MIGs. BLYIE 1 and 2 broke left to aioid flak. They then went back up the east side of
Thud Ridge with two Ml2-X?1
In pursuit. After evading the M1~s, 'he? broke left and then
rOenhaged the MI~s. this time with Interlocks out.
BLUE 1 achieved a lock and fired two SPARROWs at % range of 6 to 7 mi lock-on.
One miasile did not gule, probably due to motor malrun•tion.
The other missile
"guided beautifully." Sorre RIGs turned and started a head-on pass; and BLUE Flight
was reentering Phuc YQn flak defenses.
For these reasons, the flieht broke off.
2 fired one ATM-7 after a boretiht
acquisition with lock-on at a range of
3 n mi.
BLUE lead broke left to avoid riak and head-on pass of MIG-17s.
BLUE I and 2 egressed uo Thud Ridge and out. Action took place between 1650 and
1658. 141 markings not visible.
ORDNANCE

0.
.

BLUE 1

L

it

BLU• 2
RIGs

(No. fired/No, hits)
SPARROW
AItM-7E
CANNON
2/0

Remarks
One missile failed to guide, probably due to
motor malfunction.

1/0
Fired unknown number of times

Yes

9.

EQUIPMENT PROSLEMS
Motor malrunction on first
Rotorthar
apparently
ignited
observea that It wan burning
out missile
of the fired.
aide rather
oit of the
back. but crew

"•

AIRCRCW COMMENTS
BLUE lead commented that M!0s demcnstrated a high mtazurt of aggressiveness.
Ir
they could have hell lock for a few more seconds on the laat firing, they would have been
.orplted with two more kills.
10.

'

IR

I

11. DATA SOURCFS
1;essaves. Reports:
4..2 T,'W OPREP-4 191200Z,
MEMO OLD 0600 - Raytheon
OP-OSW BOX SCORE
388
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-

19 July 67. DUOC 07057
Missile Systems Div., Oxnrd., Calif.

E

24 July 67

SECRET

,

Ii.

SECRET
Event
12.

III11-3

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The narrative is contained in items 5, 6, and 7 above.
firing parameters for the three AIM-7E attempts.

Radar *.!ode

BLUE 1
Left Front

BLUE 1
Right Front

BLUE 2
Left Front
Firing No.

The table below gives the

1

2

1

Radar

Radar

Track Mode

Boresight
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SECRET
Event 111-344
Aircraft Involved:

Four F-4Cs vs one MIO-21

Result. No damage
Vicinity of Encounter 21lo2,H/10717'EI
I.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 20 July 1967/1652H
Pour F-4Cs on an armed reconnaissance mission against the Hung railroad yard at

21033020"X/1069291'0"E.

3. AIRCqAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-4C BLUE 1. 2. 3, 43
SPARROW AIM-7 - quantity for flight unknown
BLUE flight had a total of 13 M-117 bombs at 8 CBU-24s.
4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
leather: Unknown

1

2

BLUE

3

9

Altitude,
• t
ed

15,000
1200 ft
Unknown

State:
u
Plight Formation:

Unknown
Strike formation

5.

INITIAL DETECTION
After hitting the target, and while egressing, received warnings from HOTEL, about
MIGs in the area. BLUE flight sighted a single long-nosed, delta wing, silver aircraft
at altitude 2000 ft, heading 050°, 500 kts, approximately 1652 local time.
6.

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE flight pursued the MIG to 21 0 21'N/1070 48'E

7.

-to

SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE 1 (lead) fired an AIM-7 at the MIG from 2 n mi out, 100 dive, altitude 8000 ft,
heading 050, lock-on indicated (full system) at time of firing, but missile did not appear
to guide.
BLUE flight broke off attack due to proximity to CHICOM border. MIG believed
have proceeded across Into CHICOM airspace.

board and expended 200 feet of film.
8.

BLUE lead carried a blister camera on

ORDNANCE

BLUE 1

(No. fired/No. hit.)
SPARROW
AIM-7
Remarks
1/0
Missile failed to guide

'

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS'
BLUE 1 - SPARROW missile failed to guide.
10.

AIRCREW COMMENTS
None

11.
DATA SOURCES
Messages. Reports:

OPREP

201150Z Jul 67 from 366 TP"
Danang AB RVN

'See Item 12.
DIA intelligence summary lists the MIG as firing one AAM.
firing.
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No other source indicates
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SECRET
Event 111-3L44
12.

sehiesoj6,7
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

PLIGHT reports the following calls from0 HOTEL.

Red for C014 at 0540Z' (fit PSN at 21 16'N/107*01'E)
0
0

Yellow for CO04 at 084~9Z (fit PSN at 21 17'N/10790'E)
Bandits NW at 0825Z
3W 25 Med at 0833Z

L

NW 25 at 0835Z

South at a832s
S 40Oheading 0900 at 08392
HOTEL radio sounded garbled
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SECRET
Airox'&tt Involved;

One A-4C and four P-BCs vs

eight tI0-llD3
Result:

destroyed,
damaged
Three
andonem1410
probable
kill. twoTwo1410:
F-8Cs

Vicinity of Encounter:

Hanoi

20 miles northwest or
f

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Tlme: 21 July 1967/1519H to 1646HI
Strike mission on the Ta Xa fuel storage depot 30 miles northwest of Hanoi.
F-SC. were on TARCA, and one F-SE was escorting the A-4C IRON HAND mission.

Four

A

I

S. ORDNANCE
(No.

fired/No. hits)

AIM-9D

20mm

ZUNI

Remarks

BLUE I

Carried AIM-9D.

BLE2Unk/1

Hit.

BLUE 3
BLUE 4

Uhk/l

F-BE
11. DATA SOURCES

Unk/O

Messages:
12.

Unk/3

_

Unobserved.

Probable kill.

Kill.
Kill.

Unk/l
_

No data.

6/unk

Thrte hits.

2116147Z, July 1967 from CTO

OPREP-5/021

I

One kill.

;i

-

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
While em route to the target, a force of at least eight, possibly ten, MIG-17s

attacked the TARCAP and IRON HAND by popping up out of the clouds.
the MIG-17s in a dog fight and shot down three.

hit from a SIDEWINDER missile.

BLUE Flight engaged

One MIG-17 was destroyed with a direct

'N

One MIG-17 was downed by 20mm cannon fire and another

was destroyed by ZUNI rockets and 20mm .fire.

One other MI0 was attacked with a SIDE-"

WINDER. The missile appeared to guide but was not seen to detonate. Later a parachute
was sighted. The MIG was listed as a probable kill. Two other MIGs were damaged in the
aerial engagement.
Two F-8Cs on TARCAP were damaged by cannon fire. One F-8 was hit in the right
aileron and the other was damaged heavily in the tail section. It was reported that the
F-8 was able to outturn the MI10-17 in this engagement. The 1410: fired rockets and cannon.
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Event

I-346

Aircraft Invclved: Two F-4Cs vs two MIO-21s
Rosult. One M1G killed (probable)
21* 0 T'N/105171'E
ViainIty of Encounter:
1.

PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 27 July 1967/1600H
Two F-P4C aircraft (BLUE Plight) on an escort mission approximately 35 miles west of

:.

Hanoi.
3.

F-4C

BLUE I and 2 had air aborts.

BLUE 3 and 4 were involved in this encounter.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
BLUE 3.
AIM-7
AXM- 9

1410-218
Dark silver color with no vWtpble markings.
4.
FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Unknown
Weather:
BLUE 3.4

Altitude:
Heading

17,000 ft
3250

480

KTAS
Unknown

________--

ue
5.

State:
INITIAL DETECTION

The two MIG-21s were first called as bogeys at 10 o'clock by the flight that was
being escorted.
6.

"[I

ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight engaged the two MIO-21s almost immediately.

7.

SIJUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE Flight first sighted the two MIG-2ls (dark silver with no visible markings)
pass from left to right across nose of BLUE Flight approximately 3/4 miles distant in a

at
one MIG
BLUE 3 had
in pursuit.
followedjust
BLUElitFlight
right turn.
descending
SIDEWINDER
launch.
The centered
prior to missile
afterburner
The MIG
3000 ft distance.
tracked straight ahead until motor burnout,

L

then turned right directly after the MIO-21.

The SIDEWINDER~ was last seen In full guided flight approximately 200
One MIG-21 started into
the MIO-21, but no detonation was observed.
turn. (At this time the second MIG continued straight ahead and was
at altitude
in pursuit
of first MIG,
and full
and
4 continued
25 degree
dive, a150left
kts turn
overtake
with interlocks
in and
systems

ft directly aft ofi
not pursued.) BLUE 3
9000
ft, heading
lock-on,
BLUE 3 0900,
a left descending

fired one AIM-7 from 1-1/4 mi out, 10 degree aspect angle 20 degree angle-off.

missile left the launcher with bias, and appeared to track immediately.

,

The

The MIG-21 was

The
in a moderate descending left turn, headed for the undercast at altitude 6000 ft.
This
missile was last seen tracking 2000 ft behind the MIG-21 In a lazy pursuit curve.
was classed as a&probable kill.
BLUE 3 initially tried to fire but the dot was out of the ASE circle; when the dot
was brought into the circle the missile launched.

8.

ORDNANCE
(No.

AIM-7

BLUE 3
BLUE 4
9.
.

hits)

fired/No.

SPARROW

SIDEWINDER

l/l(prob)
0/0

Remarks

AIM-9

Probable kill

1/0
0/0

with SPARROW

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None stated for BLUE 3 and 4.

BLUE 1 and 2 aborted early in mission.

11. DATA SOURCES
Messages, Reports:

OPREP-4368
27125OZ from 366TFW Danang AB RVN
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NAFRATIVE DESCRIPTION
See Items 5, 6 and 7.
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28 June 2001
MEMORANDUM FOR: DEFENSE TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
FROM: 11 CS/SCS (MDR)
1000 Air Forte Pentagon
Washington,ý DC 20330-1000
SUBJECT: Mandatory Declassification Review Request, Air Force Case Number
01-MDR-023
Reference W. Howard Plunkett (Lt Col, USAF Retired) letter, dated 16
April 2001 (attachment 1) requesting a mandatory declassification review of the
following documents:'
WSEG-i!16-VOL1. "Air-to-Air Encounters In South East Asia, Vol. I,
F-4 Events Prior to 1 March 1967." DTIC number AD-C003 627
WSEG-1 16-VOL 2. "Air-to-Air Encounters in South East Asia Vol.
11,F-105, Events Prior to 1 March 1967." DTIC number AD-C003
628
WSEG-1 16-VOL 3. "Air-to-Air Encounters in South East Asia Vol.
Ill. "Events from 1 March 1967 to 1 August 1967 and Miscellaneous
Events." DTIC number AD-C003 629
The following documents was reviewed by the appropriate Air Force
agencies and document numbers AD-C003 627, AD-C003 628, and AD-C003
629 have been downgraded to UNCLASSIFIED.
Address any questions concerning this revIew to the undersigned at DSN
426-7265, COMM (703) 696-7265 or e-mail joanne.mclean@bolling.af.mil.

OANNE MCLEAN
Mandatory Declassification Review
Manager
1 Attachment
W.H. Plunkett's Letter, 16 Apr 01
cc: W. Howard Plunkett
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